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Welcome to Spooled File Manager 
This document contains an overview of Web Spooled File Manager (referred to as WSFM) 
and questions and answers about WSFM. 


WSFM helps you manage IBM i (System i, iSeries or AS/400) output queues and spooled 
files via the Internet from a browser. Typical tasks are: 


 Search for spooled files 


 Search output queues for spooled files 


 Save the search criteria in folders and use them again 


 Print spooled files 


 Convert spooled files to HTML, PDF and/or text 


 Download spooled files to your computer or mobile device 


Once you have downloaded spooled files, you can include information from the spooled files 
into business applications like Microsoft Excel and Word. 


What is Spooled File Manager? 
WSFM is a Web application that you use to manage spooled files and output queues on an 
IBM i server. The WSFM page consists of two panes. The left hand pane is the search filter 
and folder navigation pane. It contains filters and folders where you save the filters used to 
search for spooled files and output queues. The right hand pane consists of one or more 
tabs. The tabs contain search criteria, search results, forms for editing filters and setting 
options. 


 
Figure 1: WSFM Page Components and Layout 


Figure 1 (page 3) shows two tabs in the right hand pane. The visible tab, labelled “Result 
(Current User)”, presents a list of spooled files for the person currently logged on and shows 
the search results from running the Current User filter. The second tab (out of view) is the 
Welcome page. 


Figure 2 (page 4) shows a floating menu with options for working with spooled files. The 
options are opening to view as PDF, PDF image, text or HTML, holding, releasing and 
deleting a spooled file. 


Clicking the left mouse button on a row in the list of spooled files selects the spooled file you 
want to work with (selected rows have a coloured background). 
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Clicking the right mouse button opens the floating menu showing options for displaying 
spooled files (as PDF, PDF image, HTML or text) and actions for holding, releasing or 
deleting the selected spooled file. The properties option displays the attributes (or metadata) 
associated with the selected spooled file. 


 
Figure 2: Options for Displaying the Content of Spooled Files 


Clicking the HTML item from the floating menu opens a new window to reveal the content of 
the selected spooled file displayed as HTML. 


 
Figure 3 Display Spooled File Content as HTML 


Figure 3 (page 4) shows a spooled file displayed as HTML in its own window. 
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Questions and answers 


Getting started 
Table 1 (page 5) contains questions and answers about what you need to get started with 
WSFM. 


Table 1: Questions and Answers about Getting Started 


Questions Answers 


Do I need a user identification 
and/or password to use WSFM? 


Yes. 


You need a user identification and a password. 


Does WSFM install anything on 
my computer? 


No. 


Do I need to install software on 
my computer? 


No. 


You need one of the supported browsers. 


What browsers can I use? Chrome, Firefox, Internet Explorer and Safari 


Filters 
Table 2 (page 5) contains questions and answers about all types of filters. 


Table 2: Filter Questions and Answers 


Questions Answers 


Can I save filters? Yes, you save filters in folders. Use the 
default folders or create your own folders. 


Can I edit the name of the start-up filter 
on the Options tab? 


No. 


You set the start-up filter from the filter 
itself. There is no need to edit the filter 
name on the Options tab. 


Do I need to save a filter to perform a 
search? 


No. 


You can create a filter, perform the search, 
select a spooled file from the search 
results and view the content of the spooled 
file as one task. 


If you do not want to keep the filter, close 
the tab. 


What is a filter? Filters are the tools you use to define 
search criteria when searching for output 
queues and spooled files. 


WSFM uses two types of filters; they are, 
output queue filters and spooled file filters. 


How do I close a filter tab? Press the close icon  on the tab. 
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Questions Answers 


Why are there two types of filters? The primary reason for different types of 
folders is to simplify the way you define 
search criteria. 


Searching for output queues has fewer 
search criteria than searching for spooled 
files. 


Searching for spooled files provides a more 
detailed method for searching but also 
introduces more complexity in the search. 


WSFM comes with a sample spooled file 
filter and a sample queue filter. Use these 
filters as models when building your filters. 


Viewing the content of spooled files 
Table 3 (page 6) contains questions and answers about viewing the content of spooled files. 


Table 3: Displaying Spooled Files Questions and Answers 


Questions Answers 


Spooled files do not display correctly when 
viewed as PDF. 


You need to install Adobe Acrobat Reader 
to view spooled files as PDFs. 


Spooled files do not display correctly when 
viewed as PDF in Chrome. 


You need to install Adobe Acrobat Reader 
to view spooled files as PDFs. 


In Chrome you need to install the Google 
Chrome PDF plugin. 


Spooled files do not display correctly when 
viewed as PDF in Firefox. 


You need to install Adobe Acrobat Reader 
to view spooled files as PDFs. 


Firefox configuration must be set to allow 
PDFs to open. You must configure Firefox 
so that the content type Adobe PDF 
Document has the action "Use Adobe 
Acrobat (in Firefox)". 


Why are there no page numbers when 
viewing spooled files as text? 


In the text view, WSFM shows the whole 
report as text to facilitate copying the 
report content. Use the HTML view when 
you want page numbers. 
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Spooled file filters 
Table 4 (page 7) contains questions and answers about spooled file filters and searching for 
spooled files. 


Table 4: Spooled File Filters Questions and Answers 


Questions Answers 


Why is a spooled file missing from the 
search results? 


The spooled file may not reside in the 
output queue defined in your search 
criteria. Perform the search again using all 
output queues or define another output 
explicitly. 


The spooled file has printed. If the output 
queue is released, spooled files print 
immediately. The spooled file may have 
been printed before you searched. 


Output queue filters 
Table 5 (page 7) contains questions and answers about output queue filters and searching 
for output queues. 


Table 5: Output Queue Filters Questions and Answers 


Questions Answers 


What output queues are available for 
searching? 


The authority and permissions associated 
with your user identification determine the 
output queues you may search. 


Why is an output queue missing from the 
search results? 


You may not have authority to use the 
output queue. 


The search criteria you used may exclude 
the output queue. For example, the output 
queue may not be in a library in your 
library list. Perform the search using an 
explicit library name. 


Folders 
WSFM recognises that you might want to save searches and use them again. Folders provide 
places for you to save the filters that define your searches. 


Table 6 (page 7) contains questions and answers about folders. 


Table 6: Folder Questions and Answers 


Questions Answers 


Can I save all filters in one folder? Yes. 


However, finding filters will become more 
difficult as the list of filters grows, unless 
you implement precise conventions for 
naming your filters. 


Can I undelete folders? No 
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Questions Answers 


Can I move a folder? No 


Is there a limit to the number of folders? WSFM imposes no limit to the number of 
folders. 


What happens to the filters in a folder 
when I delete the folder? 


Deleting a folder deletes all filters in the 
folder and the folder itself. 


If you want to delete a folder but retain 
the filters, move the filter(s) to another 
folder before deleting the folder. 


What is the maximum number of 
characters allowed in folder titles? 


Eighty (80) characters, including spaces. 


Why use multiple folders? Multiple folders will help you find saved 
filters. They provide a way to organise 
filters into subject matter groups. 


WSFM provides two default folders, Queue Filters and Spooled File Filters and each folder 
contains a model filter. These folders and filters are examples of how you might save your 
filters. 


Fonts 
Table 7 (page 8) contains questions and answers about fonts. 


Table 7: Font Questions and Answers 


Questions Answers 


Do I have to use the default 
fonts? 


No. 


You can purchase and install additional fonts. 


Can I choose the fonts? Yes, but you need to purchase and install additional 
fonts if you do not wish to use the default fonts. 


Can I install additional fonts? Yes 
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Appendices 


Glossary 
Table 8 (page 9) presents definitions for abbreviations and terms used in this guide. 


Table 8: Glossary of Abbreviations and Terms 


Abbreviations and 
Terms 


Definitions and Explanations 


CSS Cascading Style Sheet 


DOM Document Object Model 


Filter WSFM uses the word "filter" to describe a collection of search 
criteria. 


HPT Host Print Transform 


HTML Hypertext Markup Language 


Output queues Output queues are containers for spooled files. A spooled file 
resides in an output queue until a person or program deletes it. 


An output queue may contain zero or more spooled files. 


Reports A report is the visual representation of the spooled file content. 


SCS SNA Character String 


Search criteria The search criteria determine what WSFM looks for. Suppose you 
want a list of output queues in the QGPL library, the search 
criteria includes a specific library and any output queue. You 
express the search criteria as library QGPL and output queues 
*ALL. 


Spooled files Programs create reports and save the reports as spooled files. 


Spooled files are the objects managed by Web Spooled File 
Manager. 


"Spooling is a system function that saves data in a database file 
for later processing or printing. This data, which is saved and 
eventually printed, is called a spooled file (or printer output file). 
When spooling is used, spooled files are created from the 
application program, from a system program, or by pressing the 
Print key. These files are put in places called output queues." [1] 


WSFM Web Spooled File Manager 
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Assumed and prerequisite knowledge 
Table 9 (page 10) defines the prerequisite knowledge needed to use WSFM. 


Table 9: Assumed and Prerequisite Knowledge 


Subject Matter Explanations 


Creating reports The guide assumes that you understand how to create reports 
and the concepts of spooling the reports for immediate or 
deferred printing. 


Libraries The guide assumes that you understand the concepts behind 
libraries for IBM i servers. 


Output queues The guide assumes that you understand the concepts behind 
output queues for IBM i servers. 


Spooled files The guide assumes that you understand the concepts behind 
spooled files for IBM i servers. 


This guide provides no tutorial for creating reports, printing or managing output queues and 
spooled files. 
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Welcome to Web Spooled File Manager 
Web Spooled File Manager helps you manage IBM i (System i, iSeries or AS/400) output 
queues and spooled files via the Internet from a browser. Typical tasks are: 


 Search for spooled files 


 Search output queues for spooled files 


 Save the search criteria in folders and use them again 


 Print spooled files 


 Convert spooled files to HTML, PDF and/or text 


 Download spooled files to your computer or mobile device 


Once you have downloaded spooled files, you can include information from the spooled files 
into business applications like Microsoft Excel and Word. 


This document describes how to use Web Spooled File Manager (WSFM). 


For information about aXes products, refer to the aXes web site www.axeslive.com. 


Road Map 
Use the road map to find information about Web Spooled File Manager. 


If you want to… Refer to… 


Get started quickly Section 1 - Getting started (with Web Spooled File Manager) 


Installation, starting WSFM and log on instructions. 


Understand how to perform 
tasks from start to end 


Section 2 - What do you want to do? 


This section is task oriented, describing what to do to 
complete a task. Later sections provide the detailed 
instructions explaining each step in a task. 


Work with spooled files and 
output queues 


Section 3 - Spooled files and output queues 


This section contains instructions for tasks like retrieving a 
list of spooled files, viewing spooled files as HTML or PDF. 


Manage searches, filters and 
folders. 


Section 4 - Searches, filters and folders 


This section describes how to use searches, filters and 
folders. 


Understand concepts behind 
WSFM 


Section 5 - Concepts and configuration 


Conceptual information in this section describes the how 
WSFM works, including the concepts of operation, using 
filters for searches, viewing the content of spooled files and 
options for controlling WSFM behaviour. 


Read reference material Appendices 


For information about Web Spooled File Manager server installation and administration refer 
to the aXes Web Spooled File Manager Administration Guides. 
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Section 1 - Getting started 
Getting started with Web Spooled File Manager (WSFM) provides an overview of WSFM 
including, the page content, layout and how WSFM helps you to work with spooled files. 


This section describes how to install, start and log on to WSFM from your computer or 
mobile device. 


What is Web Spooled File Manager? 
WSFM is a Web application that you use to manage spooled files and output queues on an 
IBM i server. The WSFM page consists of two panes. The left hand pane is the search filter 
and folder navigation pane. It contains filters and folders where you save the filters used to 
search for spooled files and output queues. The right hand pane consists of one or more 
tabs. The tabs contain search criteria, search results, forms for editing filters and setting 
options. 


 
Figure 1: WSFM Page Components and Layout 


Figure 1 (page 8) shows two tabs in the right hand pane. The visible tab, labelled “Result 
(Current User)”, presents a list of spooled files for the person currently logged on and shows 
the search results from running the Current User filter. The second tab (out of view) is the 
Welcome page. 


Figure 2 (page 9) shows a floating menu with options for working with spooled files. The 
options are opening to view as PDF, PDF image, text or HTML, holding, releasing and 
deleting a spooled file. 


Use the mouse pointer to highlight a row in the list of spooled files (a highlighted row has a 
coloured background). Clicking the left or right mouse button opens a floating menu showing 
options for displaying spooled files (as PDF, PDF image, HTML or text) and actions for 
holding, releasing or deleting the selected spooled file. The properties option displays the 
attributes (or metadata) associated with the selected spooled file. 
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Figure 2: Options for Displaying the Content of Spooled Files 


Clicking the HTML item from the floating menu opens a new window to reveal the content of 
the selected spooled file displayed as HTML. 


 
Figure 3: Display Spooled File Content as HTML 


Figure 3 shows a spooled file displayed as HTML in its own window. 
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Installation 
You do not need to install any software on your computer or mobile device to use WSFM. 


The prerequisites for WSFM are: 


 A supported browser - Chrome, Firefox, Internet Explorer and Safari 


 A network connection to the Internet and/or corporate network (fixed line or wireless) 


 The address (URL) for WSFM at your site 


Obtain the address (URL) for WSFM from your administrator or your administrator may place 
an icon on your desktop. 


Starting 
From your browser 


To start WSFM from your browser: 


1. Open the browser. 


2. Type the address (URL) into the location bar and press the Enter key or the Go 
icon. 


3. Wait for WSFM to display the Access log on page and then follow the log on 
instructions. 


From a desktop shortcut 
You or your administrator can set up a shortcut to open the browser and go to the address 
for WSFM immediately. 


To start WSFM from a shortcut: 


1. Click on the shortcut (or open the shortcut) - the browser will start and connect 
to WSFM. 


2. Wait for WSFM to display the Access log on page and then follow the log on 
instructions. 


To set up the desktop shortcut for Internet Explorer, create a new shortcut, open the 
properties and insert the equivalent of the following as the target property: 


"C:\Program Files\Internet Explorer\iexplore.exe" www.myWSFM-URL.com 


To set up the desktop shortcut for Firefox, create a new shortcut, open the properties and 
insert the equivalent of the following as the target property: 


"C:\Program Files\Mozilla Firefox\firefox.exe" www.myWSFM-URL.com 


The URL http://www.myWSFM-URL.com:80/axes/spooled-file-manager.html is an example 
of the actual URL for WSFM at your site. This example uses port 80 and the default page for 
WSFM. 
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Log on 
When WSFM starts, the browser will show the Access log on page and display the Access 
dialogue window. 


 
Figure 4: Access Logon Page 


Your user identification and password 
To log on to WSFM you must provide your user identification and password (credentials): 


1. Type your user identification. 


2. Type your password. 


3. Press the Logon button 


4. Wait while WSFM verifies your credentials. 


If your log on is successful, WSFM will display the next page. 


If your log on is unsuccessful, WSFM will display an error message. 


What to do if log on fails 
Log on will fail if you make a mistake typing the user identification and/or the password. 
Check you have the correct user identification and re-type the password. 


If you forget your user identification and/or password contact your administrator. 


If you do not know your user identification and/or password contact your administrator. 


Cancel WSFM without logging on 
To cancel WSFM without logging on click the Cancel button and wait while WSFM closes the 
browser. 
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Section 2 - What do you want to do? 
This section describes common tasks and the steps needed to complete the tasks. For 
example, the task “view the content of a spooled file” consists of a series of steps involving 
filters, searches, search results and displaying the content of the spooled file. 


The later sections include detailed descriptions and instructions for performing the individual 
steps within tasks. 


Filter tasks 
Spooled file filter tasks 


Create a spooled file filter 
To create a spooled file filter: 


1. Create a spooled file filter. 


2. Define the search criteria in the filter. 


3. Save the filter and/or open the filter to perform the search. 


Change a spooled file filter 
To change a spooled file filter: 


1. Open the spooled file filter you want to change. 


2. Amend the search criteria in the filter. 


3. Save the filter and/or open the filter to perform the search. 


Delete a spooled file filter 
To delete a spooled file filter: 


1. Click on the spooled file filter you want to delete. 


2. Delete the spooled file filter. 


Queue filter tasks 


Create a queue filter 
To create a queue filter: 


1. Create a queue filter. 


2. Define the search criteria in the filter. 


3. Save the filter and/or open the filter to perform the search. 
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Change a queue filter 
To change a queue filter: 


1. Edit the queue filter you want to change. 


2. Amend the search criteria in the filter. 


3. Save the filter and/or open the filter to perform the search. 


Delete a queue filter 
To delete a queue filter: 


1. Click on the queue filter you want to delete. 


2. Delete the queue filter. 


Folder tasks 
Create a folder 


To create a folder: 


1. Click in the left pane. 


2. Choose New to create a folder. 


Change folder name 
To change a folder name: 


1. Edit the folder you want to rename. 


2. Amend the folder properties. 


3. Save the folder. 


Delete a folder 
To delete a folder: 


1. Click on the folder you want to delete. 


2. Delete the folder. 
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Search tasks 
Search for a spooled file 


To search for a spooled file: 


1. Create a spooled file filter. 


2. Define the search criteria in the filter. 


3. Open the filter to perform the search. 


4. WSFM will display the search results as a list of spooled files. 


Search for an output queue 
To search for an output queue: 


1. Create a queue filter. 


2. Define the search criteria in the filter. 


3. Open the filter to perform the search. 


4. WSFM will display the search results as a list of output queues. 


5. Select an output queue from the search results list. 


6. Choose All to see all spooled files in the output queue, or 


Choose Current User to see only spooled files for the user logged on. 


Spooled file tasks 
Search for a spooled file 


To search for a spooled file: 


1. Create a spooled file filter. 


2. Define the search criteria in the filter. 


3. Open the filter to perform the search. 


4. WSFM will display the search results as a list of spooled files. 


View the content of a spooled file 
To view the content of a spooled file: 


1. Create a spooled file filter or open a saved spooled file filter. 


2. Define the search criteria, if this is a new search. 


Amend the search criteria, if this a saved search (where necessary). 


3. Perform the search to retrieve a list of spooled files. 


4. View the content of a spooled file from the list of spooled files in the search 
results. 
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Hold, release or delete a spooled file 
To hold, release or delete a spooled file: 


1. Create a spooled file filter or open a saved spooled file filter. 


2. Define the search criteria in the filter. 


3. Open the filter to perform the search. 


4. WSFM will display the search results as a list of spooled files. 


5. Choose the spooled file from the list and apply the hold, release or delete 
action. 


Display spooled file properties (attributes) 
To display the properties of a spooled file: 


1. Click on a spooled file in the search results. 


2. Choose Properties from the menu. 


Output queue tasks 
Search for an output queue 


To search for an output queue: 


1. Create a queue filter. 


2. Define the search criteria in the filter. 


3. Open the filter to perform the search. 


4. WSFM will display the search results as a list of output queues. 


Retrieve a list of the spooled files in an output queue 
To retrieve a list of the spooled files in an output queue: 


1. Create a queue filter or open a saved queue filter. 


2. Define the search criteria, if this is a new search. 


Amend the search criteria, if this a saved search (where necessary). 


Use explicit search criteria to ensure that the search will return the appropriate 
output queue. 


3. Perform the search to retrieve a list of spooled files. 


4. Browse the list of spooled files. 
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Clear, hold or release an output queue 
To clear, hold or release an output queue: 


1. Create a queue filter or open a saved queue filter. 


2. Define the search criteria if this is a new search. 


Amend the search criteria if this a saved search (where necessary). 


Use explicit search criteria to ensure that the search will return the appropriate 
output queue. 


3. Perform the search to retrieve a list of output queues. 


4. Choose the output queue from the list and apply the clear, hold or release 
action. 
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Section 3 - Spooled files and output queues 
This section describes how to perform the steps associated with tasks for managing spooled 
files and output queues. 


Information in this section focuses on how to use WSFM to work with lists of spooled files, 
view and print individual spooled files, and manage output queues. 


Spooled files 
When you run a search for spooled files, WSFM will return a list of spooled files that match 
the search criteria. Figure 5 on page 17 is an example of spooled files in a search results list. 


 
Figure 5: List of Spooled Files Returned from a Search with the Menu Options 


Clicking on a row in the list of spooled files will display the menu with options for opening (in 
multiple formats), holding, releasing and deleting spooled files. 


You can change the order of individual columns displayed in the search results and/or hide 
and show columns. Press the Options button to open the Options tab. 


Open a spooled file 
Open a spooled file to view the content of the spooled file. WSFM opens a new window each 
time you view a spooled file and you may close the windows at your convenience. 


WSFM provides several ways to view the content of spooled files. 
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View as PDF 
To open a spooled file and view the content as a PDF: 


1. Click on a row in the search results list to select the 
spooled file you want to open. 


2. From the floating menu choose Open - PDF. 


3. Wait while WSFM retrieves the spooled file content. 


4. WSFM will open a new window showing the content of 
the spooled file formatted as a PDF. 


5. Repeat the process to view another spooled file. 
 


 


You can copy and paste the content of the PDF rendered this way. 


View as PDF image 
To open a spooled file and view the content as a PDF image: 


1. Click on a row in the search results list to select the 
spooled file you want to open. 


2. From the floating menu choose Open - PDF Image. 


3. Wait while WSFM retrieves the spooled file content. 


4. WSFM will open a new window showing the content of 
the spooled file formatted as a PDF image. 


5. Repeat the process to view another spooled file. 
 


 


WSFM renders each page in the PDF as an image. 


Selecting, copying and pasting the content of the pages from this type of PDF are impractical 
actions. 


View as Text 
To open a spooled file and view the content as text: 


1. Click on a row in the search results list to select the 
spooled file you want to open. 


2. From the floating menu choose Open - Text. 


3. Wait while WSFM retrieves the spooled file content. 


4. WSFM will open a new window showing the content of 
the spooled file formatted as plain text. 


5. Repeat the process to view another spooled file. 
 


 


You can copy and paste the content of the spooled file rendered this way. 
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View as HTML 
To open a spooled file and view the content as HTML: 


1. Click on a row in the search results list to select the 
spooled file you want to open. 


2. From the floating menu choose Open - HTML. 


3. Wait while WSFM retrieves the spooled file content. 


4. WSFM will open a new window showing the content of 
the spooled file formatted as a PDF. 


5. Repeat the process to view another spooled file. 
 


 


Control how WSFM displays spooled files 
The font name and host encoding influence the way WSFM displays spooled files. 


Table 1: Use Font and Host Encoding to Control how WSFM Displays Spooled Files 


Options Font 
Name 


Host 
Encoding 


Comments 


1 AUTO HPT Choose these settings first. 


2 AUTO CFS Use option 2 when option 1 is unsatisfactory. 


3 AUTO You choose Use option 3 when both option 1 and option 2 
are unsatisfactory. 


4 You choose You choose Use option 4 when you want absolute control of 
the font and host encoding. 


The default settings for viewing spooled files are font name as AUTO and host encoding as 
HPT (Host Print Transform). In this case, WSFM uses the print transformations provided by 
IBM. 


If the default settings do not display spooled files correctly, use font name as AUTO and host 
encoding as Copy Stream File (CFS). 


If neither HPT nor CFS display spooled files correctly, you can choose the host encoding. Use 
font name as AUTO and host encoding as your choice of code page. 


Choose values for font and host encoding when you want to absolute control. 


If spooled files do not display correctly, the most likely explanation is that a required font 
has not been installed. WSFM will not display spooled files correctly if the appropriate fonts 
are not installed. 


WARNING WSFM cannot display spooled files correctly unless appropriate fonts 
have been installed on the IBM i server. 
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Hold a spooled file 
Holding a spooled file prevents the spooled file from being printed. 


To hold a spooled file: 


1. Click on a row in the search results list to select the 
spooled file you want to hold. 


2. From the floating menu choose Action - Hold. 


3. Wait until WSFM asks you to confirm the hold action. 


4. Answer Yes to hold the spooled file. 


Answer No and WSFM will not hold the spooled file. 


WSFM will issue the hold command only if you answer 
yes. 


 


 


You must release the spooled file before it will print. 


The hold action does not apply to spooled files that have begun printing. 


Release a spooled file 
Releasing a spooled file allows the spooled file to print. 


To release a spooled file: 


1. Click on a row in the search results list to select the 
spooled file you want to release. 


2. From the floating menu choose Action - Release. 


3. Wait until WSFM asks you to confirm the release action. 


4. Answer Yes to release the spooled file. 


Answer No and WSFM will not release the spooled file. 


WSFM will issue the release command only if you 
answer yes. 


 


 


The release action applies only to held spooled files. 


Delete a spooled file 
Deleting a spooled file removes the spooled file from the output queue. 


To delete a spooled file: 


1. Click on a row in the search results list to select the 
spooled file you want to delete. 


2. From the floating menu choose Action - Delete. 


3. Wait until WSFM asks you to confirm the delete action. 


4. Answer Yes to delete the spooled file. 


Answer No and WSFM will not delete the spooled file. 


WSFM will issue the delete command only if you answer 
yes. 
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WARNING You cannot undelete a deleted spooled file. Exercise care when 
deleting spooled files. 


 


Spooled file properties 
WSFM will display the properties (or attributes) of a spooled file. 


The properties contain metadata describing the nature of the spooled file. 


You can view and optionally change the properties. 


To view the spooled file properties: 


1. Click on a row in the search results list to select the 
spooled file you want to use. 


2. From the floating menu choose Action - Properties. 


3. Wait until WSFM creates a new tab in the right hand 
pane and presents the list of spooled file properties. 


4. Browse and/or change the properties. 


5. Press the Save button to keep the changes. 


6. While until WSFM asks you to confirm saving the 
changes. 


7. Answer Yes to save the properties. 


Answer No and WSFM will not save the properties. 
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Figure 6 (page 22) shows an example of the properties tab. This is a partial list of the 
spooled file properties. 


 
Figure 6: Spooled File Properties 


You will need an understanding of what the properties represent. This information is 
available from the IBM i Center on the IBM Website. 


Output queues 
Searching for output queues with a filter will return a list of output queues that match the 
search criteria defined in the filter. The list of output queues will display in a tab in the right-
hand pane. 


View lists of spooled files in output queues 
To view a list of spooled files in an output queue, search for the output queue using an 
output queue filter. When WSFM completes the search it will show a tab containing the list of 
output queues that fit the search criteria. 
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Figure 7: View a List of All Spooled Files in an Output Queue 


In this example the output queue filter searches for all output queues in the library QGPL 
(Figure 7, page 23). 


View all spooled files in an output queue 
To view all spooled files in an output queue: 


1. Search for the output queue using an output queue filter to create a list 
containing a: 


 specific output queue 


 selection of output queues 


 list of all output queues 


2. Click on the row in the search results list to select the output queue you which 
to view. 


3. From the floating menu choose View - All. 


4. Wait until WSFM shows a new tab containing a list of all spooled files in the 
output queue. 
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View spooled files in output queues for the current user 
To view spooled files in output queues for the current user: 


1. Search for the output queue using an output queue filter to create a list 
containing a: 


 specific output queue 


 selection of output queues 


 list of all output queues (Library *ALL and Output Queue *ALL) 


Set the User as *CURRENT 


2. Click on a row in the search results list to select the output queue you which to 
view. 


3. From the floating menu choose View - Current User. 


4. Wait until WSFM shows a new tab containing a list of the spooled files in the 
output queue belonging to the person currently logged on. 


Clear an output queue 
Clearing an output queue removes all of the spooled files from the output queue. 


Figure 8 (page 24) shows a list of all output queues in the QGPL library. You create this list 
by running a search using an output queue filter with search criteria set for all output 
queues in library QGPL. 


 
Figure 8: Clear an Output Queue 
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To clear an output queue: 


1. Search for the output queue using an output queue filter to create a list 
containing a: 


 specific output queue 


 selection of output queues 


 list of all output queues 


2. Click on a row in the search results list to select the output queue you which to 
clear. 


3. From the floating menu choose Action - Clear. 


4. Wait until WSFM asks you to confirm the clear action. 


5. Answer Yes to clear the output queue. 


Answer No and WSFM will not clear the output queue. 


WSFM will issue the clear command only if you answer yes. 


Use with care - the clear command removes all spooled files from the output queue. 


Hold an output queue 
Holding an output queue prevents spooled files in an output queue from being printed 
(Figure 9, page 25). The hold command applies to all spooled files in the output queue 
waiting to start printing and all new spooled files added to the output queue, after issuing 
the hold output queue command. 


Spooled files printing when the hold command is issued will continue to print. 


You must release the output queue to resume printing spooled files in the output queue. 


 
Figure 9: Hold an Output Queue 
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To hold an output queue: 


1. Search for the output queue using an output queue filter to create a list 
containing a: 


 specific output queue 


 selection of output queues 


 list of all output queues 


2. Click on a row in the search results list to select the output queue you which to 
hold. 


3. From the floating menu choose Action - Hold. 


4. Wait until WSFM asks you to confirm the hold action. 


5. Answer Yes to hold the output queue. 


Answer No and WSFM will not hold the output queue. 


WSFM will issue the hold command only if you answer yes. 


Use the release option to reverse the effect of the hold. 


Release an output queue 
Releasing an output queue resumes printing for spooled files in an output queue (Figure 10, 
page 26). The release command applies only to held output queues. 


 
Figure 10: Release an Output Queue 
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To release an output queue: 


1. Search for the output queue using an output queue filter to create a list 
containing a: 


 specific output queue 


 selection of output queues 


 list of all output queues 


2. Click on a row in the search results list to select the output queue you which to 
release. 


3. From the floating menu choose Action - Release. 


4. Wait until WSFM asks you to confirm the release action. 


5. Answer Yes to release the output queue. 


Answer No and WSFM will not release the output queue. 


WSFM will issue the release command only if you answer yes. 
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Section 4 - Searches, filters and folders 
This section describes how to use searches, filters and folders. Examples are: 


 Define search criteria and the filters used for retrieving lists of spooled files 


 Perform a search 


 Save search criteria 


 Create and manage folders 


Searches 
You search for spooled files by opening a filter. There are two types of filters, spooled file 
filters and queue filters (or output queue filters). 


Spooled file filters search for spooled files in any output queue. Use this type of filter when 
you know the spooled files but not a specific output queue. This is the slower way to search. 


Queue filters search for spooled files by output queue and library. Use this type of filter 
when you know the output queue (or queues) and want to search for spooled files in the 
output queue(s). Searching one output queue is the faster way to search. 


Filters 
Spooled file filters 


WSFM comes with a sample spooled file filter saved in the Spooled File Filters folder. 


Use the sample spooled file filter as a model for creating your spooled file filters. 


Searching with a spooled file filter 
You search with a spooled file filter by opening the spooled file filter. 


Create a spooled file filter 
To create a spooled file filter: 


1. In the filters pane click on a folder name. 


2. From the floating menu choose New - Spooled File 
Filter. 


3. Wait until WSFM shows the tab to edit the filter. 


4. Type your search criteria and filter details. 


5. Press the Reset button to clear the tab and start over. 


6. Press the Save button to save the filter in a folder. 


7. WSFM will ask you to confirm the save action: 


Answer Yes to save the filter. 


Answer No and WSFM will not save the filter. 


8. Press the Search button to start searching immediately. 


You can search without saving the filter. 
 


 


You can move the filter to a folder of your choice at any time. 
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When creating a filter, define the search criteria for the spooled file filter on the tab (Figure 
11, page 29). 


 
Figure 11: Create and Edit Spooled File Filter Tab 


Table 3 (page 41) describes the items in the search criteria and filter details for a spooled 
file filter. 


Open a spooled file filter 
Opening a spooled file filter starts the search for spooled files based on the search criteria 
described in the filter. 


To open a spooled file filter: 


1. In the filters pane click on the filter name. 


2. From the floating menu choose Action - Open. 


3. Wait while WSFM performs the search. 


4. View the search results. 


WSFM displays the search results in a new tab in the 
right-hand pane. 
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Edit a spooled file filter 
To change the search criteria described by the filter you edit the filter. 


To edit a spooled file filter: 


1. In the filters pane click on the filter name. 


2. From the floating menu choose Action - Edit. 


3. Wait until WSFM shows the tab to edit the filter. 


4. Type your search criteria and filter details. 


5. Press the Reset button to clear the tab and start over. 


6. Press the Save button to save the filter in a folder. 


WSFM will ask you to confirm the save action: 


Answer Yes to save the filter. 


Answer No and WSFM will not save the filter. 


7. Press the Search button to start searching immediately. 


You can search without saving the filter. 
 


 


Figure 11 (page 29) shows an example of an edit tab for a spooled file filter. 


Move a spooled file filter 
Move allows you relocate a spooled file filter from its existing folder to another folder. 


To move a spooled file filter: 


1. In the filters pane click on the filter name. 


2. From the floating menu choose Action - Move. 


3. Wait until WSFM shows the list of folders available as 
destinations for the move (Figure 12, page 31). 


4. Choose a folder from the list and click on the name. 


5. Press OK to complete the move. 


6. Press Cancel to stop the move. 
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Figure 12: Moving a Spooled File Filter - Select Folder Dialog 


Figure 12 (page 31) shows the list of folders available as destinations when moving a 
spooled file filter. 


Run a spooled file filter when WSFM starts 
If you want to run a filter immediately when WSFM starts, set the start-up action for the 
filter you want to run. 


To run a spooled file filter when WSFM starts: 


1. In the filters pane click on a filter name. 


2. From the floating menu choose Action - Run at Startup. 


3. WSFM will change the filter name on the Options tab 
 


 


WSFM will run only one filter when it starts. 


Running a filter when WSFM starts may take some time, depending on the search criteria 
described in the filter. 
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Change the spooled file filter that runs when WSFM starts 
To change the spooled file filter that runs immediately when WSFM starts, set the start-up 
action for another filter you want to run. 


To change the spooled file filter that runs when WSFM starts: 


1. In the filters pane click on a folder name. 


2. From the floating menu choose Action - Run at Startup. 


3. WSFM will remove the original spooled file filter as the 
start-up filter. 


4. WSFM will change the filter name on the Options tab to 
the chosen spooled file filter 


 


 


Delete a spooled file filter 
Deleting a spooled file filter removes the filter from WSFM. 


To delete a spooled file filter: 


1. In the filters pane click on a filter name. 


2. From the floating menu choose Action - Delete. 


3. Wait until WSFM asks you to confirm the delete. 


4. Answer Yes to delete the filter. 


Answer No and WSFM will not delete the filter. 
 


 


 


WARNING You cannot undelete a spooled file filter. Exercise care when deleting 
spooled file filters. 


 


Queue filters 
WSFM comes with a sample queue filter saved in the Queue Filters folder. 


Use the sample queue filter as a model for creating your queue filters. 


Searching with a queue filter 
You search with a queue filter by opening the queue filter. 
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Create a queue filter 
To create a queue filter: 


1. In the filters pane click on a folder. 


2. From the floating menu choose New - Queue Filter. 


3. Wait until WSFM shows the tab to edit the filter. 


4. Type your search criteria for the filter. 


5. Press the Reset button to clear the tab and start over. 


6. Press the Save button to save the filter in a folder. 


WSFM will ask you to confirm the save action: 


Answer Yes to save the filter. 


Answer No and WSFM will not save the filter. 


7. Press the Search button to start searching immediately. 


You can search without saving the filter. 
 


 


When creating the filter, define the search criteria and details (Figure 13, page 33). 


 
Figure 13: Create and Edit Queue Filter Tab 


Table 4 (page 43) explains the items in the search criteria for a queue filter. 


Open a queue filter 
Opening a queue filter starts the search for spooled files based on the search criteria 
described in the filter. 
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To open a queue filter: 


1. In the filters pane click on the filter name. 


2. From the floating menu choose Action - Open. 


3. Wait while WSFM performs the search. 


4. View the search results. 


WSFM displays the search results in a new tab in the 
right-hand pane. 


 


 


Edit a queue filter 
To change the search criteria and filter details you edit the filter. 


To edit a queue filter: 


1. In the filters pane click on the filter name. 


2. From the floating menu choose Action - Edit. 


3. Wait until WSFM shows the tab to edit the filter. 


4. Type your search criteria and filter details. 


5. Press the Reset button to clear the tab and start over. 


6. Press the Save button to save the filter in a folder. 


WSFM will ask you to confirm the save action: 


Answer Yes to save the filter. 


Answer No and WSFM will not save the filter. 


7. Press the Search button to start searching immediately. 


You can search without saving the filter. 
 


 


Figure 13 (page 33) shows an example of an edit tab for a queue filter. 


Move a queue filter 
Move allows you relocate a queue filter from its existing folder to another folder. 


To move a queue filter: 


1. In the filters pane click on a filter name. 


2. From the floating menu choose Action - Move. 


3. Wait until WSFM shows the list of folders available as 
destinations for the move (Select Folder dialog, Figure 
14, page 35). 


4. Choose a folder from the list and click on the name. 


5. Press OK to complete the move. 


6. Press Cancel to stop the move. 
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Figure 14: Moving a Queue Filter - Select Folder Dialog 


Figure 14 shows the list of folders available as destinations when moving a queue filter. 


Run a queue filter when WSFM starts 
To run a queue filter immediately when WSFM starts, set the start-up action for the filter 
you want to run. 


To run a queue filter when WSFM starts: 


1. In the filters pane click on a filter name. 


2. From the floating menu choose Action - Run at Startup. 


3. WSFM will change the filter name on the Options tab 
 


 


WSFM will run only one filter when it starts. 


Running a filter when WSFM starts may take some time, depending on the search criteria 
described in the filter. 
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Change the queue filter that runs when WSFM starts 
To change the queue filter that runs immediately when WSFM starts, set the start-up action 
for another filter you want to run. 


To change the queue filter that runs when WSFM starts: 


1. In the filters pane click on the filter name that you want 
to run when WSFM starts. 


2. From the floating menu choose Action - Run at Startup. 


3. WSFM will remove the original queue filter as the start-
up filter. 


4. WSFM will change the filter name on the Options tab to 
the chosen queue filter 


 


 


Delete a queue filter 
Deleting a queue filter removes the filter from WSFM. 


To delete a queue filter: 


1. In the filters pane click on a filter name. 


2. From the floating menu choose Action - Delete. 


3. Wait until WSFM asks you to confirm the delete. 


4. Answer Yes to delete the filter. 


Answer No and WSFM will not delete the filter. 
 


 


 


WARNING You cannot undelete a queue filter. Exercise care when deleting queue 
filters. 
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Folders 
You can organise your filters by saving them in folders. You must create the folder or folders 
you want to use before you can save a filter in a folder. 


When naming a folder avoid generic names. Instead, choose names that indicate the content 
of the folder. Using appropriate names will help you to find filters quickly. 


Create a folder 
To create a folder: 


1. In the filters pane click on a folder name. 


2. From the floating menu choose New - Folder. 


3. Wait until WSFM shows the folder title dialogue box. 


4. Type a title for the folder in the folder dialogue box. 


5. Press OK to save the folder. 


Press Cancel if you do not want to keep the folder. 
 


 


 


 
Figure 15: Create Folder - Define Folder Title 


Figure 15 (page 37) shows the dialog to define a title (or name) for a new folder. 
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Edit folder properties 
To edit a folder: 


1. In the filters pane click on a folder name. 


2. From the floating menu choose Action - Edit. 


3. Wait until WSFM shows the folder dialogue box. 


4. Edit the folder title in the folder dialogue box. 


5. Press OK to save the folder. 


Press Cancel if you do not want to change the folder 
title. 


 


 


 


 
Figure 16: Edit Folder Title 


Figure 16 (page 38) shows the folder title changed from "Month End Reports" to "Budget 
Reports". 
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Delete a folder 
To delete a folder: 


1. In the filters pane click on the folder name. 


2. From the floating menu choose Action - Delete. 


3. Wait until WSFM asks you to confirm the delete. 


4. Answer Yes to delete the folder. 


Answer No and WSFM will not delete the folder. 
 


 


 


 
Figure 17: Delete Folder - Confirm Delete 


When you delete a folder WSFM asks you for confirmation before it deletes the folder (Figure 
17, page 39). 
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Section 5 - Concepts and configuration 
The information in this section describes the components of WSFM. 


Filters 
About filters 


Filters contain the search criteria WSFM uses when performing searches. There are two 
types of filters, spooled file filters and queue filters (or output queue filters). 


Use spooled file filters to search for spooled files across one or more output queues. For 
example, search for all spooled files associated with the person currently logged on (this is 
the current user filter). 


Use queue filters to search for spooled files by specific output queues. For example, search 
for all spooled files in the output queue QPRINT in the library QGPL. 


Table 2: Filter Questions and Answers 


Questions Answers 


Can I save filters? Yes, you save filters in folders. Use the 
default folders or create your own folders. 


Can I edit the name of the start-up filter 
on the Options tab? 


No. 


You set the start-up filter from the filter 
itself. There is no need to edit the filter 
name on the Options tab. 


Do I need to save a filter to perform a 
search? 


No. 


You can create a filter, perform the search, 
select a spooled file from the search 
results and view the content of the spooled 
file as one task. 


If you do not want to keep the filter, close 
the tab. 


How do I close a filter tab? Press the close icon  on the tab. 


Why are there two types of filters? The primary reason for different types of 
filters is to simplify the way you define 
search criteria. 


Searching for output queues has fewer 
search criteria than searching for spooled 
files. 


Searching for spooled files provides a more 
detailed method for searching but also 
introduces more complexity in the search. 


WSFM comes with a sample spooled file 
filter and a sample queue filter. Use these 
filters as models when building your filters. 


WSFM recognises that you might want to save searches and use them again. Folders provide 
places for you to save the filters that define your searches. 
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Spooled file filters 


Search criteria 
Figure 18 (page 41) shows the edit tab for a spooled file filter and highlights the search 
criteria. Notice that the search criteria properties are a subset of all the properties. 


 
Figure 18: Spooled File Filter Search Criteria 


WSFM uses the properties labelled as search criteria when searching. You may use any 
combination of these properties for searches. 


Refresh spooled file search results 
Right clicking on empty space on the search result tab will open a floating menu. 


Choose the Refresh option to have WSFM refresh the search results. 


Properties 
Table 3 (page 41) contains a list of properties associated with a spooled file filter. Column 
one is the property name, column two defines the searchable properties and column three 
describes the way WSFM uses the property. 


Table 3: Spooled File Filter Properties 


Properties Search Descriptions 


Description No The description provides an extended explanation 
for the search 


End Date Yes Last date in date range search criteria 


End time Yes Finish time in time range search criteria 
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Properties Search Descriptions 


Font Leading  No Controls the way WSFM displays PDF spooled file 
content 


Font Name No Controls the way WSFM displays PDF spooled file 
content 


Font Size No Controls the way WSFM displays PDF spooled file 
content 


Form Type Yes  


Host Encoding No Controls the way WSFM displays spooled file content 


Image scaling No Controls the way WSFM displays PDF image spooled 
file content by defining how much to increase or 
decrease the page size expressed as a percentage 
(for example 30%). 


Job Name Yes  


Job Number Yes  


Library Yes Full name, partial name or *ALL 


Margins No Controls the way WSFM displays spooled file content 


Orientation No Controls the way WSFM displays spooled file content 


Page Size No Controls the way WSFM displays spooled file content 


Paging No Controls the way WSFM displays spooled file content 


Queue Yes Full name, partial name or *ALL 


Spooled File Name Yes  


Spooled File 
Number 


Yes  


Start Date Yes First date in date range search criteria 


Start Time Yes Begin time in time range search criteria 


Title No Provide a title for the filter. 


The title is the name you see in the Filters pane. 


User Yes  


User data Yes  


The search criteria conventions WSFM uses when you define searches for spooled files 
follows the conventions for partial names and wildcards implemented by the IBM i operating 
system. 
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Queue filters 


Search criteria 
Figure 19 (page 43) shows the edit tab for a queue filter and highlights the search criteria. 


 
Figure 19: Queue Filter Search Criteria 


WSFM uses the output queue name and the library name as search criteria. You may use 
any combination of these properties for searches. 


Refresh queue search results 
Right clicking on empty space on the search result tab will open a floating menu. 


Choose the Refresh option to have WSFM refresh the search results. 


Properties 
Table 4 (page 43) contains a list of the properties of a queue filter. 


Table 4: Queue Filter Properties 


Properties Search Descriptions 


Queue Yes Search using full name, partial name or *ALL 


Library Yes Search using full name, partial name or *ALL 


Title No Provide a title for the filter. 


The title is the name of the filter you see in the 
Filters pane. 
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Properties Search Descriptions 


Description No The description provides an extended explanation of 
the search criteria. Use the description to explain 
what the filter searches for to remind you of the 
purpose of the filter. 


The search criteria conventions WSFM uses when you define searches for output queues 
follows the conventions for partial names and wildcards implemented by the IBM i operating 
system. 


Running filters at start-up 
One of the options on the filters menu sets the filter to run when WSFM starts. This is the 
only way to set the start-up filter. WSFM will run only one filter when it starts. If you want to 
change the start-up filter, choose the filter you want to run at start-up and WSFM will 
remove the original start-up filter and replace it with your new choice. 


To stop a filter running automatically when WSFM starts, use the Clear-Startup-Filter button 
on the Options tab. 


Running a filter when WSFM starts may take some time, depending on the search criteria 
described in the filter. You can take no other action while the filter runs. You should decide 
whether it is better for you to run the filter automatically and wait when WSFM starts, or 
have immediate access to WSFM and open the filter yourself. 


Folders 
WSFM recognises that you might want to save searches and use them again. Folders provide 
places for you to save the filters that define your searches. 


Table 5: Folder Questions and Answers 


Questions Answers 


Can I save all filters in one folder? Yes. 


However, finding filters will become more 
difficult as the list of filters grows, unless 
you implement precise conventions for 
naming your filters. 


Can I undelete folders? No 


Can I move a folder? No 


Is there a limit to the number of folders? WSFM imposes no limit to the number of 
folders. 


What happens to the filters in a folder 
when I delete the folder? 


Deleting a folder deletes all filters in the 
folder and the folder itself. 


If you want to delete a folder but retain 
the filters, move the filter(s) to another 
folder before deleting the folder. 


What is the maximum number of 
characters allowed in folder titles? 


Eighty (80) characters, including spaces. 


Why use multiple folders? Multiple folders will help you find saved 
filters. They provide a way to organise 
filters into subject matter groups. 
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WSFM provides two default folders, Queue Filters and Spooled File Filters and each folder 
contains a model filter. These folders and filters are examples of how you might save your 
filters. 


Options 
The Options tab allows you to control the way WSFM behaves. 


 
Figure 20: Options Tab 


Options tab 
To open the Options tab: 


1. Click the button labelled Options (upper right of page). 


2. Wait until WSFM displays the Options tab. 


3. Once the Options tab is in view you can change any of 
the available options. 


 


 


The Options button resides at the top of the page on the right-hand side, adjacent to the 
Help and Logoff buttons. 
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Welcome page 


Page content 
The Welcome page is the default page displayed when you start WSFM for the first time. The 
Welcome page will show each time WSFM starts unless you choose to hide it. 


 
Figure 21: Welcome Page 


The Welcome page consists of a tab showing a list of the recently used filters, options for 
creating folders and filters and links to the documentation. 


Create New Click on Folder to create a folder. 


Click on Queue Filter to create a search by output queue. 


Click on Spooled File Filter to create a search for spooled files. 


Open Recent Open Recent is the list of recently used filters  


Clicking on a filter in the list will open a new tab and perform the 
search. 


Hide the Welcome page 
If you prefer not to see the Welcome page each time you start WSFM, tick the box adjacent 
to "Do not show again". This action will turn off the Welcome page and it will not show the 
next time WSFM starts. 


Close the Welcome page by pressing the Close icon located at the top right of the 
Welcome page tab. 
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Show the Welcome page 
If the Welcome page is turned off and you want to see the Welcome page, turn the Welcome 
page on from the Options tab. Click the Options button at the top of the page and click the 
box adjacent to the Show Welcome Page label so that it shows a tick () image. 


Run a filter automatically when WSFM starts 


Run a filter when WSFM starts 
To run a filter immediately when WSFM starts, set the start-up action for the filter you want 
to run. To run a filter when WSFM starts: 


1. In the filters pane click on a filter name. 


2. From the floating menu choose Action - Run at Startup. 


3. WSFM will change the filter name on the Options tab 
 


 


WSFM will run only one filter when it starts. 


Stop a filter running when WSFM starts 
To stop a filter running when WSFM starts, clear the start-up filter: 


1. Press the button labelled Options. 


2. Wait until WSFM displays the Options tab. 


3. Press the Clear Startup Filter button. 


4. Wait until WSFM asks you to confirm the clear. 


5. Answer Yes to clear the start-up filter. 


Answer No and WSFM will not clear the start-up filter. 
 


 


You cannot change the start-up filter by editing the name of the filter on the Options tab. 


Manage the columns in the results list 
WSFM displays a set of columns in the search results. These columns are a subset of the 
spooled file properties. 


You can change the columns that WSFM displays by hiding one or more of the columns. In 
addition, you can alter the sequence of the columns in the search results list. 


The Options tab includes two lists, one labelled Show Columns and the second labelled Hide 
Columns. The spooled file properties under the Show Columns label will appear in the search 
results. The spooled file properties under the Hide Columns label will not appear in the 
search results. 
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Figure 22: Manage Columns in Search Results 


Figure 22 (page 48) illustrates the situation where WSFM will show all columns in the search 
results list. This is the default configuration and the Hide Columns list is empty. 


Hide and show columns in the search results 
To change the columns you wish to see in the search results list, drag spooled file property 
columns from Show Columns to Hide Columns or drag spooled file property columns from 
Hide Columns to Show columns. 
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Figure 23: Show and Hide Columns Displayed in Search Results 


Figure 23 (page 49) shows an example of hiding columns. The spooled file columns under 
Hide Columns will not appear as columns in the search results. 


To hide columns: 
1. Press the button labelled Options. 


2. Wait until WSFM displays the Options tab. 


3. Click on the column in the Show Columns list that you want to hide and hold. 


The drag icon (four arrows) will appear. 


4. Drag the spooled file property into Hide Columns and release. 


To show columns: 
1. Press the button labelled Options. 


2. Wait until WSFM displays the Options tab. 


3. Click on the column in the Hide Columns list that you want to show and hold. 


The drag icon (four arrows) will appear. 


4. Drag the spooled file property into Show Columns and release. 


Set the order of columns in the search results 
The spooled file properties in the Show Columns list display as columns in the search results. 
The column sequence from left-to-right is determined by the top-to-bottom position of the 
property in the Show Columns list. The top item in the Show Columns list will be the first 
column on the left in the search results list and the bottom item will be last column on the 
right of the search results list. 


You set the order in which WSFM displays the columns in the search results by dragging the 
spooled file properties up or down inside the Show Columns list. 
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Spooled files 
Table 6 (page 50) contains questions and answers related to spooled files. 


Table 6: Spooled Files Questions and Answers 


Question Answer 


Can I view the content of multiple spooled 
files simultaneously? 


Yes. 


WSFM opens a new window each time you 
view a spooled file. You can leave the 
windows open while you perform other 
searches. 


You need to configure your browser to 
open new windows. 


It is your responsibility to close the open 
windows. 


Can I hold a spooled file when it is 
printing? 


Not once the spooled file has started to 
print. 


Display options - why and when to use 
WSFM provides several options for displaying the content of a spooled file. Table 7 (page 50) 
explains what you see with each option and suggests why and when you might choose a 
particular option. 


Table 7: Options for Displaying the Content of Spooled Files 


Display As What You See 


HTML WSFM presents the spooled file as one or more pages formatted for 
display using HTML. WSFM inserts the page navigation. 


The browser manages printing. 


Use this display format when you want to publish the spooled file 
content as a Web page. 


PDF WSFM converts the spooled file to a PDF. 


Adobe Acrobat Reader manages displaying the content and printing. 


Use this display format when you want to distribute the spooled file as 
an email attachment and/or save the PDF in a content management 
system. 


PDF image WSFM converts each page to an image and inserts the images into a 
PDF document. 


Adobe Acrobat Reader manages displaying the content and printing. 


Copying the content of the spooled file is more difficult when it is 
displayed as an image. 


Use this display format when you want to distribute the spooled file as 
an email attachment and/or save the PDF in a content management 
system. 
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Display As What You See 


Text WSFM presents the spooled file as one or more pages formatted for 
display using text wrapped with HTML. 


The text display option includes no page navigation. 


The browser manages printing. 


Use this display format when you want to copy the content of a 
spooled for use in office tools such as Microsoft Excel. 


When WSFM creates spooled files as PDF or PDF image it inserts the following information 
into the PDF document properties (Table 8, page 51). 


Table 8: PDF Document Properties Set by WSFM 


Properties Values Set by WSFM 


Title Spooled file name 


Author Spooled file job user 


Subject Spooled file user data 


Keywords Spooled file user data 


Keyboard shortcuts when viewing spooled files 
Table 9 (page 51) presents the keyboard shortcuts available when viewing spooled files as 
HTML or text. To use shortcuts that have one key, such as F8, press the key. For shortcuts 
such as CTRL+P, hold down the first key (CTRL) and press the second key (the letter P). 


Table 9: Keyboard Shortcuts When Viewing Spooled Files 


Shortcuts  What They Do 


CTRL+A Select all Selects all the content of the spooled file. 


CTRL+C Copy to clipboard Copies the selected part (or all) of a spooled file to 
the clipboard. 


You need to open an office application like Microsoft 
Word or Notepad and then use CTRL+V to paste the 
content of the spooled file into the application. 


CTRL+F Find Opens a find dialogue so that you can search the 
spooled file. 


CTRL+P Print Opens a print dialogue for you to choose a printer 
to print the content of the spooled file. 


Equivalent to the printer icon at the top of the page 
(HTML view). 


CTRL+S Save Opens a save as dialogue so that you can save the 
spooled file to a location and file name of your 
choice. 


Equivalent to the disk icon at the top of the page 
(HTML view). 


Not available as a keyboard shortcut in Internet 
Explorer. 
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Shortcuts  What They Do 


F8 Hide and show This shortcut acts as a switch to hide and show the 
page navigation when viewing spooled files as 
HTML. 


Not available as a keyboard shortcut when viewing 
spooled files as text. 


Different shortcuts apply when viewing spooled files as PDF or PDF image. Consult the 
documentation supplied by Adobe for more information. 


Formatting printed spooled files 
WSFM can apply formatting when printing the content of spooled files. Table 10 (page 52) 
presents the list of available formatting controls. 


Table 10: Format Controls for Printing Spooled File Content 


Properties Descriptions 


Font Leading  Defines the white space between the lines expressed in points 


Example: 15 


Font Name Font or font family to use for printing the spooled file 


Font Size Font size in points 


Host Encoding Code page identification 


Margins Margin size in points expressed as: left, right, top, bottom 


Example: 20,20,30,25 


Orientation Landscape or portrait 


Page Size Page dimensions definition 


Example: A4 


Pages Pages to display or print expressed as: start page-end page 


Examples: 1, or 1-5, or 4,7,12 or 1,4,6-10 


Image scaling Defines how much to increase or decrease the page size expressed as 
a percentage. 


Example: 30% 


Applies to: PDF image only 


The format control properties are members of the spooled file properties population. 


Properties and IBM spooled file attributes 
WSFM properties include a subset of the IBM spooled file properties. Table 11 (page 52) 
presents a list of the WSFM properties you may change, together with the equivalent IBM 
spooled file attribute names. 


Table 11: Spooled File Properties and IBM Spooled File Attributes 


WSFM Property Corresponding IBM Spooled File Attribute 


Align Page Align Page 


Copies Copies 
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WSFM Property Corresponding IBM Spooled File Attribute 


Create Date Creation Date 


Create Time Creation Time 


Ending Page Page range to print - Ending Page 


File Name File 


File Number File Number 


File Separators File Separators 


Form Definition Form Definition and Form Definition Library 


Form Feed Form Feed 


Form Type Form Type 


Job Name Job 


Job Number Job Number 


Job User Job User 


Page Count Total Pages 


Page Length Page Size Length 


Page Width Page Size Width 


Pages Per Side Pages Per Side 


Print Both Sides Print on Both Sides 


Print Fidelity Print Fidelity 


Print Quality Print Quality 


Print Sequence Print Sequence 


Priority Output Priority 


Restart Printing Restart Printing 


Save Save File 


Source Drawer Source Drawer 


Starting Page Page range to print - Starting Page 


Status Spooled File Status 


User Data User Defined Data 


You can see the properties for a spooled file by choosing the Properties option from the 
menu available when working with search results. 
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Fonts 
Choosing fonts 


Font and host encoding (code page) determine the font WSFM uses when displaying spooled 
files. You can choose the font and host encoding or allow WSFM to make the choice. You set 
values for the properties Font Name and Host Encoding when you wish to choose the way 
for WSFM to display spooled files. 


The default settings are Font Name set as AUTO and Host Encoding set as HPT. In this case, 
WSFM uses the IBM Host Print Transform and the system host encoding to determine the 
font. In most cases, the default mode of auto selection of font and HPT for host encoding will 
provide the best results. 


WSFM includes a set of internal fonts. Administrators can obtain and install additional fonts. 


HPT as host encoding 
WSFM will determine the font automatically when you choose HPT as the Host Encoding and 
set Font Name as AUTO. Using HPT and choosing a specific font forces WSFM to use this 
font. You cannot choose HPT with another host encoding. 


CSF as host encoding 
WSFM will determine the font automatically when you choose CSF as the Host Encoding and 
set Font Name as AUTO. Using CSF and choosing a specific font forces WSFM to use this 
font. 


Using CSF allows WSFM to determine an encoding automatically. 


When you choose a specific encoding (other than CSF and HPT), WSFM uses CSF and your 
choice determines the encoding (WSFM no longer determines it automatically). 
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Section 6 - Using Classic Spooled File Server 
This section provides information about using the aXes Classic Spooled File Server to view 
and convert spooled files in the browser. Please note that Classic Spooled File Server has 
been superseded by Web Spooled File Manager. It is recommended to use WSFM instead of 
the aXes Classic Spooled File Server. 


Starting the Classic Spool File Session 
To start a spool file session, specify the system name and port, if other than 80 


Specify a URL in the form: 


http://system:port/axesws 


Where system is the name of your IBM i server and port is the port on which the 
aXes Application Server is listening. 


The port number is required only if it is not 80. 


Enter your IBM i user profile name and password. A successful logon will cause a list of 
spooled files to be displayed. The default view displays only the list of available spooled files 
but you can click the  icon in the top-left corner to make the Action Tabs panel appear.  


 
The Action Tabs panel lets you subset list spooled files by output queue or user, filter the list 
of output queues or users, run spooled file commands, set preferences, and change spooled 
file attributes. The current subset values are shown above the list of spooled files. 


Filtering Lists 
The Filters tab gives you control over the items displayed in the lists of output queues, 
users, and spooled files. Regardless of the values you specify you will only see items to 
which you are authorised. 
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Type the values by which to filter the output queue list and click the Refresh list icon. 


 
Type the values by which to filter the user list and click the Refresh list icon. 


Commands, Options, and Attributes Tabs 
The Commands tab lets you run and save spooled file commands. 


The Options Tab lets you set personal preferences for the columns shown in the spooled file 
list, the default output type, the number of files displayed in the list, the default font and 
orientation for PDF output, and the default output queue and library. 


The Attributes tab lets you change the attributes for a selected spooled file if you have 
sufficient authority to the spooled file. 


Converting Files 
You can select one or more spooled files from the list by clicking in the checkbox then 
choose the output type and click the view icon. 


The list of available output types will change according to the types of the selected spooled 
files. For example, PDF is the only output type allowed for AFPDS, IPDS, and Final Form Text 
spooled files. If you select multiple spooled files at the same time the available output types 
will be subset to only those types allowed for all the selected spooled files. 


A new window will open for each selection containing the spooled file data. The following 
image shows an example of TEXT output. 
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If you select PDF as the output type you can also choose the font, orientation, and specify 
whether the PDF is text-based or image-based. A text-based PDF is searchable but an 
image-based one is not. AFPDS, IPDS, and Final Form Text spooled files must be image-
based PDF documents. 


 
If you choose an inappropriate font (such as Courier for a DBCS spooled file) your choice will 
be ignored and an appropriate font (such as HeiseiMin-W3) will be used instead. 


You cannot change the font for image-based PDFs. 


If you select an SCS spooled file for text-based PDF output and the text is not as expected it 
may be because the spooled file language is not supported. In this case try creating an 
image-based PDF. 


The following image shows an example of AFPDS converted to an image-based PDF. 
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Appendices 


Glossary 
Table 12 presents definitions for abbreviations and terms used in this guide. 


Table 12: Glossary of Abbreviations and Terms 


Abbreviations and 
Terms 


Definitions and Explanations 


CFS Copy Stream File 


CSS Cascading Style Sheet 


DOM Document Object Model 


Filter WSFM uses the word "filter" to describe a collection of search 
criteria. 


HPT Host Print Transform 


HTML Hypertext Markup Language 


Output queues Output queues are containers for spooled files. A spooled file 
resides in an output queue until a person or program deletes it. 


An output queue may contain zero or more spooled files. 


Reports A report is the visual representation of the spooled file content. 


SCS SNA Character String 


Search criteria The search criteria determine what WSFM looks for. Suppose you 
want a list of output queues in the QGPL library, the search 
criteria includes a specific library and any output queue. You 
express the search criteria as library QGPL and output queues 
*ALL. 


Spooled files Programs create reports and save the reports as spooled files. 


Spooled files are the objects managed by Web Spooled File 
Manager. 


"Spooling is a system function that saves data in a database file 
for later processing or printing. This data, which is saved and 
eventually printed, is called a spooled file (or printer output file). 
When spooling is used, spooled files are created from the 
application program, from a system program, or by pressing the 
Print key. These files are put in places called output queues." [1] 


WSFM Web Spooled File Manager 
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Assumed and prerequisite knowledge 
Table 13 defines the prerequisite knowledge needed to use WSFM. 


Table 13: Assumed and Prerequisite Knowledge 


Subject Matter Explanations 


Creating reports The guide assumes that you understand how to create reports 
and the concepts of spooling the reports for immediate or 
deferred printing. 


Libraries The guide assumes that you understand the concepts behind 
libraries for IBM i servers. 


Output queues The guide assumes that you understand the concepts behind 
output queues for IBM i servers. 


Spooled files The guide assumes that you understand the concepts behind 
spooled files for IBM i servers. 


This guide provides no tutorial for creating reports, printing or managing output queues and 
spooled files. 


Browser behaviour differences 
Every browser is different. Browser manufacturers implement components such as 
JavaScript, DOM, HTML, CSS, event handling and network connectivity in different ways. 
Therefore, WSFM will vary in its appearance and behaviour depending on the browser you 
use. Examples of these differences are as follows. 


 Slight variations in the way the pages look. 


 Differences in behaviour. 
For example, some browsers stop running animated GIF files after a short period. 


 Network activity will vary. 
Some browsers will wait longer for responses. 


Browser behaviour can change from one version to the next. Each browser is on a different 
enhancement timeline. Some vendors implement new features and bug fixes quickly. 


Performance differences will be more noticeable when you run spooled file filters or output 
queue filters that take a long time to finish. 


Workstation requirements 
This section describes prerequisites and system requirements for running WSFM on your 
computer or mobile device. 


Hardware 
Devices with a faster processor and more memory will provide better performance. 


WSFM requires no disk space other than the cache used by the browser. 


Software 
To use WSFM you need one of the supported browsers and apart from the operating system 
no other software is necessary. 
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Connectivity 
To use WSFM you need a TCP/IP connection to an IBM i server from an internal network or 
the Internet. 


IBM printing reference 
Host print transform 


Host print transform (HPT) is an OS/400 function that converts an SNA character string 
(SCS) or advanced function print (AFP) data streams into an ASCII data stream. The 
conversion takes place on the IBM i server and thereby provides a consistent ASCII data 
stream to any devices or emulators. 


WSFM supports HPT for retrieving the content of spooled files from IBM i servers. 


Stream files 
"A stream file is a randomly accessible sequence of bytes, with no further structure imposed 
by the system. The integrated file system provides support for storing and operating on 
information in the form of stream files. Documents that are stored in your server's folders 
are stream files. Other examples of stream files are PC files and the files in UNIX® systems. 
An integrated file system stream file is a system object that has an object type of *STMF." 
[2] 


WSFM supports stream files (CSF) for retrieving the content of spooled files from IBM i 
servers. 


References 
Table 14 (page 60) defines documents and information sources referenced in this guide. 


Table 14: Referenced Documents and Information Sources 


References 


[1] "System I – Files and file systems – Spooled files", Version 6 Release 1, IBM i5/OS, 
product number 5761–SS1 


[2] IBM i Information Center, Version 5 Release 3, URL is: 
http://publib.boulder.ibm.com/infocenter/iseries/v5r3/index.jsp?topic=%2Fifs%2Frzaaxs
tmfile.htm 
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Important Warning 
Important Warning 


You should only use methods, objects and properties that are described in this 
documentation. 


You are not permitted to use any scripting features that are not mentioned in this 
documentation. 


If you ignore this warning then you are implicitly accepting responsibility for the risk of all of 
the following: 


• The introduction into your application of incompatibilities with future versions of aXes. 
• Voiding or limitation of any maintenance or support contract you may have in place for 


aXes. 
• Being charged for problem resolutions that are traced back to being caused by such non-


permitted usage.        


These methods, objects and properties are usable in the AXES object: 


Name Type Environment Description 
isTS2Engine Boolean TS and TS2 Indicates if the aXes TS2 rendering engine is currently be   
displayMessage() Function TS2 only AXES API that allows user defined messages to be added      
isDeveloper() Function TS and TS2 Axes API that indicates whether that the aXes 5250 sessio     


development mode. 


  


 


About This Document 
This purpose of this document is to provide a complete reference of all methods, objects and 
properties available in the eXtension scripting library. 
Any methods, objects and properties that are not mentioned in this documentation are not part of 
the eXtension scripting library and should not be used in your scripts. 
 


Important Warning 
You should only use methods, objects and properties that are described in this documentation. 
You are not permitted to use any scripting features that are not mentioned in this documentation. 
If you ignore this warning then you are implicitly accepting responsibility for the risk of all of the 
following:  


1. The introduction into your application of incompatibilities with future versions of aXes. 
2. Voiding or limitation of any maintenance or support contract you may have in place for 


aXes. 
3. Being charged for problem resolutions that are traced back to being caused by such non-


permitted usage.        
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aXes Scripting Basics 


What scripting language does aXes support? 
All scripting in aXes is done in JavaScript. Please note that aXes does not have its own scripting 
engine - it uses the current browser’s scripting engine. It is therefore your responsibility to test 
that the scripts you write are running on your targeted browser version. 


Inserting Your Scripts into aXes 
There are 2 places where you can put your scripts: 


 Various eXtension’s properties / events 


 USERENV.js 


Scripting in eXtension’s Properties / Events 
The most common way of scripting is by typing scripts into an eXtension’s property in the property 
sheet. Below is an example of a script that sends an enter key to the server when a user clicks a 
button. 


 


 
 


 
The objects available in the eXtension scripting library will be covered in detail in the next few 
sections. 


One special object worth mentioning here is the ENV object. It is an object that represents the 
current eXtension’s context. Most features in ENV object are available to any scripts, however 
some features are specific to the event or property the script is for. 


When you are writing a script for a property, the script needs to yield a value that will be used as 
the value of the property. The script can do this in two ways: 


• Setting the ENV.returnValue property (this is the preferred way). 
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• The last statement in the script yields the value. 


 
 


Another common use of ENV is to give access to the eXtension scripting objects to an arbitrary 
function by passing the ENV object to the function as a parameter. This will be discussed in the 
next section. 


Scripting in USERENV.js 
USERENV.js is a special file that aXes automatically includes in its runtime environment. This file is 
not optional and it must exist in your aXes project folder.  


aXes comes with a standard USERENV.js file that you can extend with your own scripts. This file is 
an ideal place to put your global functions - functions that you want to make available for use from 
any scripts defined elsewhere. 


Note also that some predefined methods that come with the default USERENV.js file are used by 
aXes eXtensions, so care should be observed when removing existing methods from this file. 


It is important to note that eXtension scripting library is not available for use from USERENV.js, as 
many of the objects and methods in the library are context-sensitive. Take as an example the 
property FIELD which returns a reference to the field object currently associated with the 
eXtension. It will not make any sense to just say FIELD in a global level as there is no way aXes 
could tell which eXtension is associated with FIELD. 


The solution is to pass the context when calling functions defined in the USERENV.js, this way 
those functions will have access to the scripting library. 


Supposing that we have a function in the USERENV.js that copies the content of a subfile column 
to your computer’s clipboard. The first parameter to the function will be the context of the 
eXtension, which will give this function access to various eXtension features. 
 


function copyColumnToClipboard(context, fieldName) 
{ 


 // we now have access the eXtension scripting objects such as FIELD 


var field = context.FIELD; 


. . . 
} 


Assuming that we use a button to trigger execution of the copyColumnToClipboard, we need to put 
the following code in the onClick event of the button: 


 


copyColumnToClipboard(ENV, "employeeNo"); 
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The tutorial 5 of aXes eXtensions tutorial series discusses USERENV.js in more details. 


 


Cross-Scripting: Using RAMP-TS functions and properties in 
your aXes scripts and vice versa 
(For RAMP-TS developers.) 


In the RAMP-TS environment, functions can be shared by scripts by using the SHARED object.  


In the aXes environment, functions can be shared by scripts by using the USERENV object. 


 


 
 


aXes scripts can use RAMP-TS functions and properties, including the SHARED object, if the aXes 
script is being executed within a RAMP-TS application at runtime. But they must prefix the function 
name with "RAMP." , and they must be coded to handle the absence of the RAMP runtime 
environment. 


 


if (RAMP != null) 


{ 


    RAMP.ALERT_MESSAGE("my alert message"); 


} 


 


or 


 


if (RAMP != null) 


{ 


    RAMP.SHARED.Test ; 


} 
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Conversely, RAMP-TS scripts can always refer to aXes functions in USERENV  


 


USERENV.asString(26); 


 


 


Key points to remember: 
 


 RAMP-TS screen navigation scripts and aXes eXtension scripts execute in different 
name spaces.   


 
 The aXes eXtensions scripting environment is always available. 


 
 The RAMP-TS scripting environment exists only when the RAMP-TS execution 


environment is running. 
 


 The RAMP-TS scripting environment is not available when you execute an eXtension's 
script in Axes all by itself - or when executing it from RAMP-Tools.       


 


 


Example: To execute  RAMP functions in an Axes Script 
 


Suppose you are writing an onClick script for a push button extension, and you want to be 
able to use the RAMP-TS function ALERT_MESSAGE("My message"). 


 


To use the function in an aXes script you must specify that it is a RAMP script. You do this by 
using the RAMP name space.  


 


RAMP.ALERT_MESSAGE("My message"); 


 


This will work provided that the aXes script always runs in aXes within a RAMP-TS 
application. But what if it is sometimes run in a standalone aXes environment, or in the 
RAMP Tools window? 


 


You handle this by checking for the existence of RAMP, before trying to use 
ALERT_MESSAGE. 


 


if (RAMP != null) 


{ 


    RAMP.ALERT_MESSAGE("My message"); 


} 


else 


{ 


    /* use some other method, or do nothing */ 


} 


 


Similarly, if your aXes onClick routine wants to use a function that the RAMP-TS scripts 
share through the SHARED object,  (held in UF_SY420_RTS.js),  
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if (RAMP != null) 


{ 


    RAMP.SHARED.myFunction1("x", "y", "z"); 


} 


else 


{ 


    /* use some other method, or do nothing */ 


} 


  


Example: To execute an aXes USERENV function in a RAMP  Script 
 


Suppose you are writing a RAMP-TS vHandle_ARRIVE routine, and want to use function 
asString that the aXes eXtension scripts all share in USERENV. 


 


If using RAMP-TS, then the aXes scripting environment is always available, so you just 
write: 


 


USERENV.asString(26); 


 


A table of scripting options 
Situation  In a RAMP-TS Script  In an eXtension script 
Use RAMP-TS function 
ALERT_MESSAGE("Hello") 


Use  
ALERT_MESSAGE("Hello") 
Or 
RAMP.ALERT_MESSAGE("Hello") 


Must use 
RAMP.ALERT_MESSAGE("Hello") 
and cater for situations where 
RAMP is null. 


Access SHARED property named 
Test.   


Use  
SHARED.Test 
Or 
RAMP.SHARED.Test  


Must use 
RAMP.SHARED.Test  
and cater for situations where 
RAMP is null.  


Access USERENV property 
named Test  


Use  
USERENV.Test  


Use  
USERENV.Test  
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eXtension Scripting Global Functions & Objects 
Summary of global functions & objects: 


 


Name Type Description 


ENV Object Represents the current execution context 


FIELD Object Gets a reference to the element associated with the 
eXtension that this script is written for. 


TABLEMANAGER Object Gets a reference to the eXtension table manager. 


LANGUAGE String Gets the 2-character code representing the current 
language used (for example English is en, French is 
fr). 


SCREENNAME String Gets the name of the current screen.  


SCREENVARIANTNAME String Gets the variant name of the current screen. 


FIELDS Method Get a reference to an element with the specified 
name and optionally the specified index (if the 
element is a subfile column). 


TRACE Method Output a message to the trace window. 


DEBUG Method Output a message to the debug window. 


CTEXT Method Get the text resource with the specified key from the 
user-defined resource file (Texts_Cust_ll.txt). 


Note that if you change a Texts_Cust_ll.txt file you 
should clear your browser cache to pick up the new 
file version. 


SET5250CURSORTO Method Set the 5250 logical cursor to the specified field. 


SET5250CURSORPOS Method Set the 5250 logical cursor to the specified row 
and column. 


SHOWAXESMENUBAR Method Show or hide aXes menu bar. 


SHOWAXESSTATUSBAR Method Show or hide aXes status bar. 


GETACTIVEELEMENT Method Gets reference to the element that currently has 
input focus. 


GETFIELDATCURSOR Method Gets a reference to the field at the current 5250 
cursor position (TS2 only) 


 


ENV 
ENV represents the current execution context of the script. Each eXtension has their own context. 
This means that the context of a script that you wrote for an onClick event in button A will be 
different from the context of a script that you wrote for an onClick event in button B. 


ENV also acts as a big container that holds all the global functions & objects of the eXtension 
scripting library. This makes it possible to make the library accessible to functions defined 
anywhere by passing this ENV object to that function.  
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When we type in the following statement in the aXes script editor: 


var empNoField = FIELDS("employeeNo"); 


It is equivalent to the following: 


var empNoField = ENV.FIELDS("employeeNo"); 


The first way is the preferred way since it is clearer and more succinct. 


As mentioned earlier, another common use of ENV is passing it to a function defined somewhere 
else such as in UserENV.js: 


 


 


copyToClipboard(ENV, "empNoField"); 


 


Some eXtensions will also provide additional methods and objects in their context that are specific 
for the event or properties. A good example for this is the onClick event of the Quick Pick 
eXtension. This event is triggered when a user clicks on a menu item. Since most likely there are 
more than 1 menu item the eXtension needs to tell the script which menu item is clicked. The 
Quick Pick does this by exposing additional properties in the ENV  object: itemNumber and 
itemCaption. 


An example of how the script can access those additional properties: 


var item = ENV.itemNumber; 


var text = ENV.itemCaption; 


alert("Item is clicked: " + text); 


 


FIELD  
FIELD returns a reference to the element associated with the eXtension.  


Supposing you have applied a Dropdown eXtension to a field on the screen as illustrated below: 


 
In the onSelectedValueChanged (an event that is triggered when a user selects an item in the 
dropdown) event we will have a script that look like this: 
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The code above gets a reference to the field element associated with this Dropdown eXtension, 
and then sets the value to the currently selected row in the dropdown. 


 


Since FIELD returns an element object, it will also have its own methods.  


Summary of methods & properties: 


Name Type Description 


getValue Method Gets the current value of the element. Always 
returns a string. 


setValue Method Sets the current value of the element. 


isInputField Method Checks if the element is an input field. 


getHtmlElement Method Gets the HTML DOM element associated with 
this element. 


getProperty Method Gets the property value of an eXtension 
associated with this element. 


setProperty Method Sets the property value of an eXtension 
associated with this element. 


refresh Method Refreshes this element to reflect visually any 
changes made to the properties of this element. 


focus Method Sets the input focus to this element. 


set5250Cursor Method Position the 5250 logical cursor on this 
element. 


getIndex Method Gets this element’s row index (starts from 1) in 
a sub-file. 


 


The methods & properties will be covered in more details in its own section. 


 


TABLEMANAGER 
TABLEMANAGER returns a reference to the eXtension table manager. eXtension table is a 
concept that is similar to relational database tables. The data itself however can come from 
anywhere and does not necessarily come from a physical DBMS.  


Tables are used as data source by various eXtensions. Some examples of eXtensions that are 
using tables as their data source are Dropdown and Radio Buttons. 


The use of tables is discussed in more details in tutorial 6 of aXes eXtensions tutorial series. 


Summary of TABLEMANAGER methods & properties: 
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Name Type Description 


getTable Method Gets a reference to a table with the specified 
name (create a new table if one does not exist). 


deleteTable Method Deletes the table with the specified name. 


loadDynamicTable Method Loads the specified dynamic table from the 
host. 


loadStaticTables Method Loads all static tables from the host. 


loadFromXML Method Loads a specified table from an XML document 
on the server. 


 


LANGUAGE 
Gets the 2-character code representing the current language used. 


Example of usage: 


var text = ""; 


if(LANGUAGE == "fr") text = "...";  


else text = "..."; 


By default the current language is the language of the currently logged in Windows user, however 
this can be overridden by specifying the lang parameter as part of the URL when navigating to 
aXes: http://axeshost/ts/skins/ts.html?lang=fr 


 


SCREENNAME 
Gets the name of the current screen. 


 


SCREENVARIANTNAME 
Gets the variant name of the current screen. 
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FIELDS 
Gets a reference to an element with the specified name on the current screen. 


 


Parameters: 


Name Type Mandatory Description 


name String Yes Name of the element. Please see further 
explanation below about naming 
elements. 


index Integer No If the name describes a subfile column, 
index specifies which element in the 
column to return.  


Index starts from 1. 


If index is not specified, the first element 
in the column will be returned. 


 


Return value: 


Type Description 


ELEMENT If an element with the specified name is found, it returns a reference to the 
element. If not found, null is returned. 


 


Note that elements on the screen must be named first before they can be referenced through 
FIELDS function. The way to name screen elements depends on whether it’s an existing 5250 field 
or a new screen element. 


For existing 5250 fields, use the screen tab in the main aXes window (shown below) to assign 
names. 
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To assign a name to a new screen element, use the property sheet in the aXes Designer window 
(you need to select the element first by clicking on it). 


 


 
 


TRACE 
This function outputs a message to the aXes trace window. Trace messages will appear if 
parameter trace=all or trace=app is specified in the aXes URL.  
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aXes Tracing & Debugging window 


 


Please refer to Tutorial 4 - Tracing and Debugging Techniques for more information on tracing & 
debugging techniques. 


 


DEBUG 
This function outputs a message to the aXes debug window. Unlike trace messages, debug 
messages will always appear without the need to specify additional parameter in aXes URL. 


The difference between trace & debug messages is that trace messages are normally left in the 
system so later on it can be used to aid in troubleshooting of issues found after deployment, 
whereas debug messages are used during debugging. That’s the reason why trace messages can 
be turned on and off whereas debug messages are always visible. 


 


CTEXT 
Get the text resource with the specified key from the user-defined resource file (Texts_Cust_ll.txt).  


This method is mostly used for text externalization & globalization. Note that if you change a 
Texts_Cust_ll.txt file you should clear your browser cache to pick up the new file version. 


Tutorial 3 discusses in more details about this topic. 


 


SET5250CURSORTO 
Set the 5250 logical cursor to the specified field. This method is very useful for programs that 
are dependant on the cursor position in its navigation. 


Please note that the cursor here does not necessarily refer to the actual cursor that might visible 
on the browser.  You can still use this method even though your screen has been customized and 
you do not enable the limited cursor support property. 


This method basically tells the physical program on the server that the cursor should move to the 
specified element. 


 


Parameters: 
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Name Type Mandatory Description 


element ELEMENT Yes Reference to the element to set the 5250 
cursor to. 


 


Return value: 


None 


 


SET5250CURSORPOS 
Set the 5250 logical cursor to the specified row and column. Please read about the 
SET5250CURSORTO method if you have not done so as it contains some important information 
about the cursor. 


 


Parameters: 


Name Type Mandatory Description 


row Integer Yes Row number, starts from 1 


column Integer Yes Column number, starts from 1 


 


Return value: 


None 


 


SHOWAXESMENUBAR 
Show or hide aXes menu bar. 


 


 
 


Parameters: 


Name Type Mandatory Description 


show Boolean Yes true  show menu bar, hide otherwise  


 


Return value: 


None 
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SHOWAXESSTATUSBAR 
Show or hide aXes status bar. 


 


  
 


Parameters: 


Name Type Mandatory Description 


show Boolean Yes true  show status bar, hide otherwise  


 


Return value: 


None 
 


GETACTIVEELEMENT 
Gets reference to the element that currently has input focus. 


Parameters: 


None 


 


Return value: 


Type Description 


ELEMENT Element that currently has the input focus. If no element has the focus, null 
is returned. 


 


GETFIELDATCURSOR 
Gets a reference to the field at the current 5250 cursor position. This method is only available in 
aXes TS2. 


Parameters: 


None 


 


Return value: 
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Type Description 


ELEMENT Element at the current 5250 cursor position. If no element is at this 
position, null is returned. 
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ELEMENT Object Members 
The object returned by FIELD & FIELDS() is an ELEMENT object.  
 
Note that you you cannot return a reference to a field that uses extended DDS options to alter its 
visualization. 
 
The members of an ELEMENT object are listed below. 
 


getValue function 
Gets the current value of the element.  


 


Parameters:  


None 


 


Return value: 


Type Description 


String The current value of the element. 


 


setValue function 
Sets the current value of the element. 


 


Parameters:  


Name Type Mandatory Description 


value String Yes the value to set 


 


Return value:  


None 


 


isInputField function 
Checks if the element is an input field or output field. 


 


Parameters:  


None 


 


Return value: 


Type Description 


Boolean Returns true if input field, otherwise false 
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getProperty function 
Gets the property value of an eXtension applied to this element. 


 


Parameters:  


Name Type Mandatory Description 


propertyName String Yes Property name of the eXtension. Can be 
unqualified or fully qualified. A fully 
qualified name specifies the eXtension 
programmatic name in addition to the 
property name, separated by a period (for 
example: axButton.caption).  


Most of the time it’s enough to specify an 
unqualified property name, however when 
the property name is ambiguous (two or 
more eXtensions have the same 
property), it is necessary to specify the 
fully qualified name of the property. 


 


Return value:  


The value of the property if an eXtension containing the specified property is found, null 
otherwise. 


If the property contains a script, the script will not be evaluated. It will be returned as an 
EMBEDDEDSCRIPT object. Please see the example below for more information. 


 


Example: 


An element on the screen has the button eXtension applied to it. We need to get the value of 
the caption property of the button. Below is how to do it: 


var element = FIELD; 


// use un-qualified name – OK most of the time 


var caption = element.getProperty("caption"); 


// if "caption" is ambiguous, fully qualify the name 


var caption = element.getProperty("axButton.caption"); 


// check if the caption is a script 


var caption = element.getProperty("axButton.caption"); 


if(caption instanceof EMBEDDEDSCRIPT) 


{ 


 var script = caption.script; 
} 


 


setProperty function 
Sets the property value of an eXtension applied to this element.  


Note that for a change in a property value (that would affect the appearance of the element) to be 
reflected visually, refresh method needs to be invoked afterwards. 


 


Parameters:  
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Name Type Mandatory Description 


propertyName String Yes Property name of the eXtension. Can be 
unqualified or fully qualified. A fully 
qualified name specifies the eXtension 
programmatic name in addition to the 
property name, separated by a period (for 
example: axButton.caption).  


Most of the time it’s enough to specify an 
unqualified property name, however when 
the property name is ambiguous (two or 
more eXtensions have the same 
property), it is necessary to specify the 
fully qualified name of the property. 


value Variant Yes The property value to set. To set the 
property as a script, create an 
EMBEDDEDSCRIPT object. See the 
example below for more information.  


 


Return value:  


None 


 


Example: 


An element on the screen has the button eXtension applied to it. We need to set the value of 
the caption property of the button. Below is how to do it: 
var element = FIELD; 


// use un-qualified name – OK most of the time 


element.setProperty("caption", "My caption"); 


// if "caption" is ambiguous, fully qualify the name 


element.setProperty("axButton.caption", "My caption"); 


// set caption to a script to show current date 


var script = new EMBEDDEDSCRIPT("new Date().toString()"); 


element.setProperty("caption", script); 


 


refresh function 
Re-render the element to reflect any changes in properties. 


 


Parameters:  


None  


 


Return value:  


None  


 


focus function 
Set the input focus to this element. 
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Parameters:  


None  


 


Return value:  


None  


 


set5250Cursor function 
Position the 5250 logical cursor on this element. This method should be applied only to existing 
5250 elements. 


Please note that this method moves the 5250 cursor in the actual program in the host machine 
and is not directly related to the cursor that might or might not appear in the user’s browser. 


 


Parameters:  


None  


 


Return value:  


None  


 


Examples: 


See Tutorial 11 – FAQ & Examples 


 


getIndex function 
Gets this element’s row index (starts from 1) in a sub-file. 


 


Parameters:  


None  


 


Return value: 


Type Description 


Integer Row index (starts from 1) if a this element is part of a sub-file, otherwise 
always returns 1. 


 


get5250Attribute function 
Get the 5250 attribute of this element. 


 


Parameters:  


None  


 


Return value:  


5250 attribute code.  


If this element is not associated with a 5250 field, this method returns an empty string. 
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List of 5250 attribute code and their meanings: 
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    X20 Green 


    X21 Green/Reverse Image 


    X22 White 


    X23 White/Reverse Image 


    X24 Green/Underscore 


    X25 Green/Underscore/Reverse Image 


    X26 White/Underscore 


    X27 Nondisplay 


    X28 Red 


    X29 Red/Reverse Image 


    X2A Red/Blink 


    X2B Red/Reverse Image/Blink 


    X2C Red/Underscore 


    X2D Red/Underscore/Reverse Image 


    X2E Red/Underscore/Blink 


    X2F Nondisplay 


    X30 Turquoise/Column Separators 


    X31 Turquoise/Column Separators/Reverse Image 


    X32 Yellow/Column Separators 


    X33 Yellow/Column Separators/Reverse Image 


    X34 Turquoise/Underscore 


    X35 Turquoise/Underscore/Reverse Image 


    X36 Yellow/Underscore 


    X37 Nondisplay 


    X38 Pink 


    X39 Pink/Reverse Image 


    X3A Blue 


    X3B Blue/Reverse Image 


    X3C Pink/Underscore 


    X3D Pink/Underscore/Reverse Image 


    X3E Blue/Underscore 


    X3F Nondisplay 
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TABLEMANAGER Object Members 


getTable function 
Gets a reference to a table with the specified name. If such a table does not exist, a new table will 
be created. 


 


Parameters:  


Name Type Mandatory Description 


Name String No The name of the table. 


If not specified, a new unnamed table will 
be created. 


 


Return value: 


Type Description 


TABLE object Existing table object matching the specified name or new table object 


 


deleteTable function 
Delete a table with the specified name. 


 


Parameters:  


Name Type Mandatory Description 


name String Yes The name of the table to be deleted 


 


Return value: 


None 


 


loadDynamicTable function 
Loads the specified dynamic table from the host machine. 


 


Parameters:  
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Name Type Mandatory Description 


name String Yes The local name of the table. This will be 
the same name that you pass when 
calling getTable. 


hostTableDefinitionFile String Yes The name of the file on the host machine 
that defines how the data is to be 
retrieved. 


parameters Object No Object containing parameters for the data 
retrieval 


keepLastKey Boolean No If true, compare the key used to retrieve 
data with the key used in the previous 
request. If it is the same, do NOT load the 
table again. 


If false, the table will always be reloaded, 
even if the key is the same. 


The default is false. 


 


Return value: 


None 


 


loadStaticTables function 
Loads all static tables from the host machine. 


 


Parameters:  


Name Type Mandatory Description 


hostTableDefinitionFile String Yes The name of the file on the host 
machine that defines the static tables 


parameters Object Yes Object containing parameters to be 
applied 


forceReload Boolean No Force reload of all static tables 


 


Return value: 


None 


 


loadFromXML  function 
Loads all static tables from the host machine. 


 


Parameters:  
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Name Type Mandatory Description 


hostXMLFile String Yes The name of the XML file on the host 
machine that is to be used as the data 
source 


table TABLE Yes The table object to populate. Use 
getTable to create a new table if 
required. 


forceReload Boolean No Force reload of the XML. 


 


Return value: 


None 
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TABLE Object Members 


insertChild function 
Inserts a table child. 


 


Parameters:  


Name Type Mandatory Description 


parameters Object Yes Object that represents a table row.  


atBegin Boolean No Add the child at the beginning of the 
table. Defaults to false.  


 


Return value: 


      None 


 


childCount function 
Returns the number of table children (rows). 


 


Parameters:  


      None 


 


Return Value: 


Type Description 


Integer Number of table children (rows) 


 


child function 
Returns the table child object at the nominated index. 


 


Parameters:  


Name Type Mandatory Description 


index Integer Yes The positional index of the child in the 
table.  


 


Return Value: 


Type Description 


Object A table child (row) object 
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removeChildren function 
Delete all table children (rows) effectively clearing the table. 


 


Parameters:  


     None 


 


Return Value: 


    None 


 


childMember function 
Returns a child member object at the nominated index with the nominated name. 


 


Parameters:  


Name Type Mandatory Description 


index Integer Yes The positional index of the child in the 
table.  


memberName String Yes The name of the desired member. This is 
equivalent to the row property.  


defaultValue Variant No Default value when member not found.  


 


Return Value: 


Type Description 


Variant The member when found, otherwise the default value. 


 


aXes Object Functions and Features  
With the introduction of aXes-TS2, various functions and features in the AXES object are being 
formally exposed for public use. These functions and features can be used in scripting provided the 
following warning is observed. 


 


Important Warning 
You should only use methods, objects and properties that are described in this documentation. 


You are not permitted to use any scripting features that are not mentioned in this documentation. 


If you ignore this warning then you are implicitly accepting responsibility for the risk of all of the 
following:  


  The introduction into your application of incompatibilities with future versions of aXes. 


  Voiding or limitation of any maintenance or support contract you may have in place for 
aXes. 


  Being charged for problem resolutions that are traced back to being caused by such 
non-permitted usage.        


  


These methods, objects and properties are for aXes-TS2 only. 


Documentation Library 
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Name Type Description 


isTS2Engine Boolean Indicates if the aXes TS2 rendering engine is 
currently being used. 


displayMessage Method AXES API that allows user defined messages to be 
added to the AXES status bar. 


 


isTS2Engine 
Use this Boolean value to determine if the aXes TS2 rendering engine is currently being used. 


For example: 
if(aXes.isTS2Engine) {<your TS2 code here>};  


 


displayMessage  
AXES API that allows user defined messages to be added to the AXES status bar.  


In eXtension scripts this new API is invoked as: 
AXES.Layout.displayMessage(msgtext,clearfirst,makesound) 


 


In RAMP-TS screen definition scripts the API can also be invoked by using GLOBAL_oAXESInterface 
in place of AXES in the preceding example.  


Using this API in RAMP-TS scripts would be very unusual because the aXes status bar is normally 
invisible. Typically messages are routed to the framework’s main status bar area.      


Parameters: 


Name Type Mandatory Description 


msgtext String Yes A mandatory string containing the text of 
the message to be added to the status 
bar. 


clearfirst Boolean No Default is false. It indicates whether other 
messages already present in the status 
bar area should be cleared when this 
message is added. 


makesound Boolean No Default is false. It indicates whether a 
sound should be made to draw the users 
attention to the message. 


 


Return value: 


None 
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General JavaScript Resources 


External JavaScript Documentation 
Click here to access some excellent online JavaScript documentation 
 
http://www.w3schools.com/jsref/ 


There are also many good books available (such as JavaScript Bible by Danny Goodman, ISBN 0-
7645-3188-3). 


Converting Numbers to Strings 
If you have a number in JavaScript variable and you want to convert it to a string use the 
toString() function. For example: 
 


var number = 5.65;  
var stringnumber = number.toString(); 
 
alert(stringnumber);  
 
 
FIELD.setValue(stringNumber);  
FIELD.setValue(number.toString());  
 


Converting Strings to Numbers 
If you have a string and want to convert it to a number then use the parseInt() method. For 
example this script returns integer values containing 1234 and 43 respectively into X:  
 


X = parseInt("1234",10); 
X = parseInt("34abc",10); 


 
The second argument (10) specifies you want to use a base 10 numbering system. It's unusual to 
use anything for this parameter except 10 and you should always specify it as the default is a bit 
unpredictable.  
 
If you need to have decimals then use parseFloat(). For example this script returns floating point 
values 1234.345 and 34.7 respectively into X: 
  


X = parseFloat("1234.345"); 
X = parseFloat("34.7abc"); 


 
Remember that these are floating point values so they are not always as accurate or as predictable 
as signed or packed decimals numbers.  


String Manipulation Functions 
String variables in JavaScript have a number of very useful string functions. Here's a sample of the 
most commonly used:  
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Operation / Function Example 


Concatenation (+)  
var S1 = "Customer"; 
var S2 = "123456";  
var S3 = S1 + " " + S2 + "could not be found";  
puts Customer 123456could not be found in variable S3.  


IndexOf – finds first occurrence of a string 
in a string 


       /* 012345678901 */  
var S1 = "ABCDHELLOABC"; 
var pos = S1.indexOf("HELLO"); 
will put the number 4 into variable pos.  


lastIndexOf - finds last occurrence of a 
string in a string 


       /* 012345678901 */  
var S1 = "ABCDHELLOABC"; 
var pos = S1.lastIndexOf("AB"); 
will put the number 9 into variable pos.  


charAt – returns the character at a specific 
position in a string 


       /* 012345678901 */  
var S1 = "ABCDHELLOABC"; 
var S2 = S1.charAt(4); 
var S3 = S1.charAt(9); 
will put "H" into S2 and "A" into S3. 


length – returns the length of a string 
       /* 012345678901 */  
var S1 = "ABCDHELLOABC"; 
var I = S1.length; 
will put the number 11 into variable I. 


substring – returns the substring of string 
using a starting and ending point.  


      /* 01234567789 */  
var a = "Hello World"; 
var b = a.substring(4,8);  
will put "o Wor" into b.  


substr – returns the substring of a string 
using a starting position and a length  


      /* 01234567789 */  
var a = "Hello World"; 
var b = a.substr(2,3);  
will put "llo" into b.  


toLowerCase – returns the lowercase of 
string 


var a = "Hello World"; 
var b = a.toLowerCase(); 
will put "hello world" into b.  


toUpperCase – returns the uppercase of a 
string  


var a = "Hello World"; 
var b = a.toUpperCase(); 
will put "HELLO WORLD" into b.  


 
There are more string functions like these available.  
See http://www.w3schools.com/jsref/jsref_obj_string.asp for more details.  


Using alert() 
The alert() function is your most useful tool for debugging errant scripts.  
For example:  
 


alert("About to send the enter key"); 
alert("The value of x is " + x.toString());  
alert("The customer number is " + USERENV.currentCustomerNo);  


 


Is This Variable Number or String? 
Sometimes you have a variable in JavaScript and do not know whether it is a number or a string. 
You can test the type of a variable by using the typeof() operator like this: 
 


var x = 1.234; 
var y = "Hello"; 
var Type1 = typeof(x);  
var Type2 = typeof(y);  
 
alert(Type1 + " and " + Type2); 
 


This code displays the message "number and string".  
 
There are six possible values that typeof returns - "number," "string," "boolean," "object," 
"function," and "undefined." The most useful are "number", "string" and "undefined". The 
"undefined" is useful because it tells you that something does not exist yet (ie: it is undefined) so 
sometimes you see code like this: 
 


if (typeof(USERENV.CustomerNumber) == "undefined") USERENV.CustomerNumber = 
"12345"; 
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Strange Behaviour in Scripts 
A very common cause of strange behavior in scripts comes from not using the "==" comparison 
correctly. This simple script demonstrates a very common and time wasting scripting problem: 
  


var X = 1; 
alert("X is " + X);  
if (X = 2) alert("X is 2"); 
 


  
If you execute this script this first alert message will show X is 1 and the second will show shows X 
is 2 … which is not possible. The cause of this problem is of course that the if statement should 
have been  
  


if (X == 2) alert("X is 2"); 


“Object Expected” or “XXXX is null or not an object” errors 
When executing your scripts you will inevitably get an "object expected" or "xxxxxx is null or not 
an object" error at some stage. 
 
This means you have referred to something in your script that does not exist. 
 
The most common cause of these errors are simple typographic errors or even case errors. These 
simple script lines: 
  


var iLimit = 1; 
ilimit++; 


 
will produce an "object expected" error - the variable is named iLimit.  
 
This code: 
 


var field = FIELDS("Commandline"); 
field.setValue("Hello"); 


 
will produce a "field is null or not an object" error. This is because the FIELDS() function returns 
null when it cannot find the named field on the current screen. The field name should have been 
"CommandLine", so variable field is set to null, causing the field.setValue() operation to fail.   
When you get an "Object expected" or "XXXX is null error" 
 
     Check the spelling of the name of objects you are referencing.  
      Check the case of the names (eg: is it Userprofile or UserProfile?). 
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axTimer – Insert a timer into the screen 
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Application Level Basic Properties  


Description 
Application level basic properties apply to an entire application.  
An application is defined by the content of its definition set folder.      


Properties 
 
Name  Description and Comments  JavaScript Shipped default  
defaultTheme Default theme to be used when AXES 


starts up. 
Yes. None. 


autoGUIOn The initial state of the AutoGUI feature. 
Overrides any value set in the TS1 skin 
by setting the gui_mode variable. 


Yes. True. 


moveableWindows Determines if 5250 windows can be 
moved by the user. This property applies 
to the TS2 engine only and will have no 
effect on TS1. 


Yes. True. 


onApplicationStart JavaScript code that is to be executed 
when the application starts up in the 
browser. 


Yes. None. 


onApplicationEnd JavaScript code that is to be executed 
when the browser navigates away from 
AXES.  


Yes. None. 


onSignOn JavaScript code that is to be executed as 
the aXes 5250 session is initiated after 
successful user sign-on. 


Yes.  None. 


onSignOff JavaScript code that is to be executed as 
the aXes 5250 session is terminated 
normally after user sign-off. 


Yes. None.  


strictLayoutGridForDbcs Indicates whether strict layout grid 
should be used for languages such as 
Japanese 


Yes. False. 


Notes, Comments and Warnings 
You should not use alerts and any other operation that halts or interrupts the execution 
of JavaScript code during application initialization or termination.   
 
Termination code may not be executed in an abnormal termination. 
 
Most browsers have problems correctly converting mouse co-ordinates when sending 
events to objects that have been scaled. This can lead to some strange behaviour when 
dragging a window on a screen that has been scaled to anything other than 100%. In 
this case, you may want to use the moveableWindows property to prevent window 
movement. 


Examples 
 
(1). Specify this code in the onApplicationStart property:  
 


TRACE("**** MY ONAPPSTART CODE IS EXECUTING. ****"); 
 
Specify this code in the onApplicationEnd property:  
 


TRACE("**** MY ONAPPEND CODE IS EXECUTING. ****"); 


 
Now execute your aXes application with trace mode turned on.  
 
You should see trace statements indicating that your code has been executed.   







 


See Also 
Using Themes 


Can I create a script that runs when my application starts up and when the user has signed 
on? 


How can I hide AXES menu bar and status bar? 
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Application Style Collection  


Description 
An application may contain a collection of named styles. 
 
Named styles are designed to overcome a common problem ….  
 


Imagine that you decide that customized screens should display the most commonly used push button 
with a pale orange background.  
 
You have 50 screens and set about changing the style property for the most commonly used push 
button on each screen to #FF9933 - a pleasant shade of orange.  
 
Just after you finish, your marketing manager takes a look and declares that the shade of orange is 
"completely wrong" and that a pale yellow needs to be used instead.   
 
You now need to change 50 screen definitions, and risk having to do it again next week when the 
fickle marketing manager changes her mind yet again. 
 
The solution is to define an application style named "PrimaryButton" (say) that defines the color, and 
possibly other characteristics of the button. Then on each individual button you indicate that the style 
to be used is "PrimaryButton", instead of using a specific color. 
 
Next time the marketing manager changes her mind, you can implement a simple change to the 
application's "PrimaryButton" style - all the buttons on all 50 screens will change instantly.   
 
Understanding the benefits of this approach, and being quite wary of the fickle marketing manager, 
you will also understand why:  


• Naming the application style "YellowButton" is a bad idea. 
• Creating a style named "SecondaryButton" for all the other buttons is a good idea. 
                   


Properties 
 
Name  Description and Comments  JavaScript Shipped 


default  
styles Style collection. Each style in the collection has their own 


properties (see next table). 
No. None. 


Properties of Style Item 
 
Name  Description and Comments  JavaScript Shipped 


default  
name The symbolic name of the application style. No. None. 
styleFor If specified this style will automatically be applied to the 


specified element. 
 
Possible values for this property: 
 Blank – the style will not be applied automatically to 


an element. To apply this style to an element you need 
to refer to this style from that element. 


 All – the style applies to everything unconditionally. 
This is useful for specifying things such as font styles 
that should be consistent across the whole application. 


 Application Window – the style applies to the main 
browser window. Most common use of this is to change 
the window background color or image. 


 Specified HTML Tag – the style applies to the HTML 
tag specified in the htmlTag (see the next entry in the 
table) property. Note that this is an advanced feature 
and you should not attempt to use this unless you are 
familiar with Cascading Style Sheet. 


No. None.  


htmlTag  Applicable only if styleFor attribute is set to Specified No. None. 


 







 


HTML Tag. 
Style The style details that define the style.  No. None. 
for5250Attributes Any display attributes specified here will cause the style to 


be applied when a field with one of these attributes is 
encountered.  
This can be used, for example, to make fields in error 
appear differently to other input fields. 
Multiple display attributes can be specified for this property  


No. None. 


 


Style Inheritance 
A style can be based on another style – so if later you change some attributes in the base style, the inheriting 
style will immediately inherit those changes as well.  
 
It is recommended that you design your styles in this fashion so as to avoid duplications and to make 
maintaining your styles easier. 
 


 
 
 


See Also 
Tutorial 3 - Advanced Screen Enhancement 


Tutorial 10 - 5250 Screen Styling 
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Application Terminal Settings  


Description 
Application terminal settings specify how texts from 5250 terminal are rendered in the 
browser. 
 
These properties will affect all screens in the entire application, including screens that 
haven’t been customized. 
 


Properties 
 
Name  Description and Comments  JavaScript Shipped default  
rowHeight The height of a row (in pixels).  No. 15 
spaceBetweenRows Space between two rows (in pixels) No. 3 
columnWidth The width of a column (in pixels) No. 8 
spaceBetweenColumns Space between two columns (in 


pixels) 
No. 0 


Notes, Comments and Warnings 
You need to decide on the values of these properties prior to customizing any of your 
screens. If you decide to change these properties after some screens have been 
customized, some elements in the screens might move or become smaller or bigger and 
they will need to be manually repositioned and resized. 
 
If it becomes necessary to modify any of these properties after you have started 
customization of screens, you will need to go through each of the customized screens 
and visually inspect that all elements are positioned correctly. 
 


See Also 
Changing 5250 Row / Column Size 
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axButton – Insert a Push Button into screen 


Description 
axButton allows a push button to be inserted into the 5250 screen.  


Useability  
 
Context  Supported  
Input screen fields No 
Output screen fields Yes 
Input subfile fields  No 
Output subfile fields  No 
New screen elements  Yes  


Properties 
 
Name  Description and Comments  JavaScript Shipped default  
caption Specifies the text that is to appear on the 


button. 
Yes. Must return a 
string.  


None. 


tooltip The tool tip (or hint) that should appear 
when the user hovers the mouse over this 
button. 


Yes. Must return a 
string. 


None. 


style Additional style properties that should be 
applied to the button.    


Yes. Must return a 
valid style object. 


None.  


sizeToField Indicates whether this button should be 
sized to fill its containing field or 
automatically sized to match its content. 


Yes. True. 


onClick Optional. JavaScript code to be executed 
when the user clicks on the button.   


Yes.  SENDKEY(ENV.defaultKey);  


hidden Indicates whether this button is hidden or 
visible. 


Yes. Must return a 
Boolean. 


False. 


onFocus Optional. JavaScript code to be executed 
when the element receives the focus. 


Yes. None. 


onBlur Optional. JavaScript code to be executed 
when the element lost the focus. 


Yes. None. 


 
 


Notes, Comments and Warnings 
 
None. 


Examples 
 
(1). On the System i Main Menu, with the command input field named Commandline, if 
this push button is added to the display:  
 


 
 
 
 
with this onClick code: 
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FIELDS("CommandLine").setValue("WRKOUTQ QPRINT");  
SENDKEY("Enter");  


 
then clicking on the button will cause the output queue QPRINT to be displayed. 
 
(2). On the System i Main Menu turn the function key strings Fn=xxxx into buttons: 
 
 
Click on F3=Exit to select it. 
 


 
 
 
In the extensions list, select Push Button and F3=Exit should turn into a button with a 
caption of Exit: 
 


 
 
Size the button as required and repeat for other desired function keys: 
 


 
 


See Also 
Using Screen Customization to Add Value 


Using Scripting in Properties to Add Value 


Push Buttons in Tutorial 3 - Advanced Screen Enhancement 


Using Multilingual Captions on Buttons (and other places) in Tutorial 3 - Advanced Screen 
Enhancement 


Using alert() 
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axCheckBox – Checkbox Option 


Description 
Presents a field as a Checkbox.  


Useability  
 
Context  Supported  
Input screen fields Yes 
Output screen fields Yes 
Input subfile fields  Yes 
Output subfile fields  Yes 
New screen elements  Yes  


Properties 
 
Name  Description and Comments  JavaScript Shipped default  
onSetValue Specifies JavaScript code that returns true if the 


field contains the value set when the checkbox 
is checked.         


Yes. Must return 
a boolean.  


FIELD.getValue() == 
"Y" 


onChecked Sets the field to the nominated value when the 
checkbox is checked. 


Yes.  FIELD.setValue("Y")  


onUnchecked Sets the field to the nominated value when the 
checkbox is unchecked. 


Yes.  FIELD.setValue("N") 


onChange Optional. JavaScript code to be executed when 
the element changes state from unchecked to 
checked and vice versa.   


Yes. None. 


onFocus Optional. JavaScript code to be executed when 
the element receives the focus.   


Yes. None. 


onBlur Optional. JavaScript code to be executed when 
the element lost the focus.   


Yes. None. 


style Additional style properties that should be 
applied to the <div> container of the label.    


Yes.  None.  


 
  


 







 


Notes, Comments and Warnings 
 
The axChecBox extension is ideally suited to fields who's value has only two possibilities, 
e.g. "Y" or "N", "TRUE" or "FALSE", "Enabled" or "Disabled". The JavaScript of the 
supplied properties should be changed to use the required field values (see examples). 


Examples 
 
(1). If the value of the field can be either "YES" or "NO" the axCheckBox properties 
should be set as follows; 
 


 
 
Property Javascript 
onSetValue FIELD.getValue() == "YES" 
onChecked FIELD.setValue("YES ") 
onUnchecked FIELD.setValue("NO") 
 
should produce a display like this … 
 


 
Checking the checkbox displayed would set the field to "YES", confirming the deletion of 
the Employee to the underlying 5250 application. 
 
(2). If the value of the field can be either "*ENABLED" or "*DISABLED" the axCheckBox 
properties should be set as follows; 
 
Property Javascript 
onSetValue FIELD.getValue() == "*ENABLED" 
onChecked FIELD.setValue("*ENABLED") 
onUnchecked FIELD.setValue("*DISABLED") 
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axDate – Insert date picker into screen 


Description 
axDate allows a date field to be displayed and edited in various ways. 
 
This component can be dropped on a date field (input or output). The component will 
then display its own version of the field. 
 
For input fields, a calendar button can also be displayed. 
  
When the user clicks the calendar button, a calendar will display. The calendar will show 
the date from the field as the selected date, or if the date in the field is null or 
unrecognisable, the current date. If the user clicks on a day in the calendar, the date in 
the field will be changed accordingly. If the user does not click on a day, no change to 
the date will be made. 
 
When the user clicks on the edit field (for input date fields only) the date displayed will 
be changed to the edit format, and selected. When the user moves away, the date 
format will revert to the normal display format. 
 
Note: All properties can have a soft coded system default value.  If a property is 
unspecified for an instance of this control, then the system default is checked, and if that 
is not found, the controls default value is used. This allows systems where the same date 
formats are used throughout to use DatePickers with no properties specified.  


Useability  
 
Context  Supported  
Input screen fields Yes 
Output screen fields Yes 
Input subfile fields  Yes 
Output subfile fields  Yes 
New screen elements  Yes 


Properties 
 
Name  Description and Comments  JavaScript Shipped 


default  
dateFormatDisplay This is the format the date will be shown in, unless 


the user has clicked on the date to edit it 
Yes language 


default 
dateFormatEdit This is the format the date will be shown in when 


the user clicks on the field to edit it 
Yes language 


default  
dateFormatServer This is the format the date would be shown in if 


there was no date extension applied 
Yes  language 


default 
showConfirmButton Enables buttons for confirm and cancel on the 


calendar 
Yes false 


calendarYearSelect Allow the user to select a year from a drop down, 
on the calendar 


Yes false 


calendarMonthSelect Allow the user to select a month from a drop 
down, on the calendar 


Yes false 


calendarThinImage Use a thin image for the calendar icon Yes false 
ignoreInvalidCharacters If true this disables the aXes character checking 


that would occur when running in TS2 mode.  
This is useful when using this extension with 
numeric fields that use edit words to provide non-
numeric date characters. 


Yes false 


minimumDate The minimum date that can be set. Yes None. 
maximumDate The maximum date that can be set. Yes None. 
yearSelectValue A positive value to be added and subtracted to the Yes None. 


 







 


current year; the corresponding range of values 
will be listed in the year dropdown element. 


onFocus Optional. JavaScript code to be executed when the 
element receives the focus. 


Yes. None. 


onBlur Optional. JavaScript code to be executed when the 
element lost the focus.   


Yes. None. 


onSelectedValueChanged Optional. JavaScript code to be executed when the 
field value has changed.   


Yes. None. 


Property Values for date formats 
 
Caption  Description and Comments  Value 
language default This means use the  format for the language the user is 


working in. (This format is specified in Text_Cust_xx.txt, 
where xx is the language code for the user) 


default  


day dd month yyyy Show a value like "Sunday 26 April 2009" DD d MM yy 
   
dd/mm/yy Show a value like 17/03/09, or 7/03/09 d/mm/y 
dd/mm/yyyy Show a value like 17/03/2009 or 7/03/2009 d/mm/yy  
ddmmyy Show a value like 170309 or 070309 ddmmy 
similarly for other 
formats: 


  


mm/dd/yy  mm/dd/y 
mm/dd/yyyy  mm/dd/yy 
mmddyy  mmddy 
yy/mm/dd  y/mm/dd 
yyyy/mm/dd  yy/mm/dd 
yymmdd  ymmdd 
yyyy-mm-dd  yy-mm-dd 
yy-mm-dd  y-mm-dd 


 


Notes, Comments and Warnings 
 
The value for date formats is specified according to the format rules for the jQuery 
Datepicker. The caption is a more intuitive version. 
 
The properties of the Date Picker can be stored at different levels: 
 
You can specify a default date format for all date pickers in the application, by using edit 
application properties, and then editing the properties of the date extension. 
 
You can override the default date formats for an individual date picker on a screen, by 
editing its properties. 
 
If you are building an application where different users will use different date formats 
depending on their language, then you need to specify the default date formats you want 
for each language (for dateFormatDisplay, dateFormatEdit, and dateFormatServer), in 
the Text_Cust_xx.txt file. Then, if the date format properties of the datepicker are 
"language default", it will use the language dependent format. 
 
(The language for each user will be determined from their iSeries user profile) 
 
The ignoreInvalidCharacters option is usually not necessary. It is only needed when 
working with a numeric field where the iSeries edit word for the field causes  non-
numeric characters (e.g. typically the / characters) to appear in some circumstances and 
not in others. This could happen if when the date is zero, the slashes are not shown, and 
when the date is non-zero the slashes are shown. For fields where the non-numeric 
characters always appear, then there is no need to use the  ignoreInvalidCharacters 
option.  
 
ignoreInvalidCharacters is applicable in TS2 mode only. 
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On mobile devices (Android, iPad, etc..), when the date input field receives the focus, 
the virtual keypad will appear prompting the user to enter the date string. 
When the calendar button receives the focus, a calendar dialog only will appear, and the 
virtual keypad is hidden. 
 
 


Examples 
 
(1).  
 
If the date was normally presented like this (without an extension) 
 


 
 
 
And a Date visualization was added to the field, and the properties were set as follows: 
dateFormatDisplay: day dd month yyyy 
dateFormatEdit: ddmmyy 
dateFormatServer : dd/mm/yy 
 
(where the dateFormatServer has been chosen to match the way the date would be 
shown without an extension) 
 
When the date field appears in output mode, it will look like this: 
 


 
 
When the date field appears in input mode, it will look like this: 
 


 
 
If the user clicks on the field in input mode, it will look like this: 
 


 
 
If the user clicks on the calendar button, a calendar will appear, like this: 
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The presence of the month and year selection dropdowns are controlled by the 
properties: 
 
calendarMonthSelect 
calendarYear Select 
 
The presence of the Today and Done buttons is controlled by the property 
showConfirmButton 
 
So the calendar can be made to appear like this: 


 
 
To enable the setting of calendar year range, first set calendatYear to true, remove the minimumDate and 
maximumDate values, then set the yearSelectValue. Below is the example when yearSelectValue is set to 5. 
 
 


 
 
In mobile devices where touch screens are prevalent and virtual keypad is the means for user input, clicking 
the calendar button will only show the date picker and not the virtual keypad. The virtual keypad will only show 
when the date field is clicked. 


 


See Also 
Dates in Tutorial 3 - Advanced Screen Enhancement 


Example – Using a date format not available in the Date eXtension 
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axDefaultVisualization - Default Visualization for a Screen Element    


Description 
All 5250 and new screen elements have a default visualization.  
 
It is used to visualize the element - unless you specifically indicate not to do this, 
typically because you want to: 
  


1. Hide the element - by not visualizing it at all 
 


2. Use an alternate visualization - like a radio button.          


Useability  
Context  Supported  
Input screen fields Yes 
Output screen fields Yes 
Input subfile fields  Yes 
Output subfile fields  Yes 
New screen elements  Yes  


Properties 
 
Name  Description and Comments  JavaScript Shipped 


default  
value  A value override that the element should be set 


to initially.    
Yes. Must return a 
string.  


None. 


style  Additional style properties that should be 
applied to the default visualization. 


Yes. Must return a 
valid style object. 


None. 


removeCUADots When a screen element is an output field you 
can use this option to remove CUA style double 
spaced trailing dots from it.  


Yes. Must return a 
boolean. 


False. 


maxInputLength When a screen element is an input field this 
property specifies the maximum number of 
characters the field will accept. Value of "0" is a 
special value and its meaning depends on the 
type of the element: 
• For existing 5250 field, value of 0 means 


that the original 5250 field’s length will be 
used. 


• For new elements, value of 0 means that 
the field’s length is unlimited. 


 
This property is designed intended for use with 
new input elements added to a 5250 screen. 
It is not intended for use with existing 5250 
screen elements. 


Yes. Must return a 
number. 


0. 


imeMode When a screen element is an input field this 
property indicates whether the Input Method 
Editor (IME) should be active or inactive for this 
field.  
Possible values are ‘Default’, ‘Active’ and 
‘Inactive’.  
The ‘Default’ setting means that AXES will 
determine automatically whether to turn IME on 
or off based on the language used. 


Yes. Must return 
“default”, 
“active”, or 
“inactive” 


Default 


selectContentOnFocus Applies only to an input element.  
This property indicates whether the whole 
content of the input element should be selected 
when focus moves to the element. 


Yes. Must return a 
boolean. 


True 


 







 


Notes, Comments and Warnings 
Use of the value property should be considered carefully and tested. 
 
For browser compatibility reasons, setting the font-size in the style property will not 
work in TS2. Use the style property of the field’s basic properties for this purpose 
instead. 


Examples 
 
(1). Here the default visualization of the instruction line on the System i Main menu has 
been altered to use color red in the style property:    
 


 
 
 
(2). Now the instruction has been altered by setting its value property to Please 
Choose:      
 


 
 
 
(3). On this 5250 screen the Given Name field label is selected.  
 


 
 
The removeCUADots property is changed to true, so the output field is now displayed 
like this: 
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axDropDown – Insert a drop down into screen 


Description 
axDropDown allows a drop down to be inserted into the 5250 screen.  


Useability  
 
Context  Supported  
Input screen fields Yes 
Output screen fields Yes 
Input subfile fields  Yes 
Output subfile fields  Yes 
New screen elements  Yes  


Properties 
 
Name  Description and 


Comments  
JavaScript Shipped default  


dropDownStyle CSS to apply to the drop 
down  


No Blank 


dataSourceType Indicate where the source 
data is obtained from.         


No  fixedValues 


tableName For Static Table data 
source type, this must be 
the value set for the name = 
property. 


No Blank 


onFillDropDown JavaScript code to execute 
to fill the drop down.  


Yes  Blank (i.e. no script to execute – 
interpreted as ROW.text) 


xmlFileName Name of XML file when the 
source type is XML. 


No Blank 


xmlFileLocation Path to locate the 
xmlFileName when the 
source type is XML. 


No *DEFAULT which is equal to 
 
/ts/screens/<private folder> 


fixedValues For Fixed values data 
source type you must enter 
the value pairs used to fill 
the drop down 


No No 


additionalEntries Use this property to add one 
or more entries to the drop 
down.  
 
Note that if you use this 
option with static tables, 
dynamic tables  
or XML documents, the 
values you are adding are 
inserted into the  
underpinning table – which 
subsequently causes them 
to appear  
in the drop down. This may 
impact other eXtensions or 
scripting  
that also use the same 
underpinning table. 
 


Yes No 


onSelectValue Determines the drop down 
entry to select.  


Yes Blank (i.e. no script to execute – 
interpreted as ROW.value) 


onSelectedValueChanged Event raised when the 
selected drop down entry 
changes 


Yes FIELD.setValue(ROW.value) 


sqlQueryName For Dynamic Table data 
source type the value set for 
the name = property  


No Blank 


 







 


sqlVariables For Dynamic Table data 
source the variables used in 
your query.  


 ENV.SQL.SQLVariableLibrary = 
USERENV.dftSQLDataLibrary 


keepLastKey For Dynamic Table data 
source. If this option is true, 
a dynamic table will only be 
reloaded if the key changes.  


No false 


onFocus Optional. JavaScript code to 
be executed when the 
element receives the focus. 


Yes. None. 


onBlur Optional. JavaScript code to 
be executed when the 
element lost the focus.   


Yes. None. 


Notes, Comments and Warnings 
 
dataSourceType:  
 
Determines the method used to populate the drop down. The options are: 
 
Fixed Values: use this setting for drop downs with a small number of values when the 
values don't change.  
 
Static Table: static tables are loaded once from the server at start up. The name of the 
static table must be the name specified in tableName.  
 
Static tables are very efficient and they can contain hard coded values or can be loaded 
by executing SQL commands. 


 
XML File: the data to fill the table is obtained from an XML file located by default in 
/ts/screens/<private folder>. To specify another location change the xmlFileLocation 
property.  
 
Dynamic Table: use this option carefully as it is the only one where the data is loaded 
at every screen arrival with an expected performance impact in the rendering of the 
screen. When you use this option you must specify the name of the query in 
sqlQueryName as defined in your dynamic tables file. 
 
This value indicates that the data should come from a dynamically created table. 
•         A dynamic table is (re)loaded every time a screen is displayed. 
•         Dynamic tables are expensive to use compared to static tables. 
•         Only use them when the table content needs to vary according to some dynamic 


criteria (eg: current company, current product, etc). 
•         Dynamic tables can only be loaded by SQL commands. 


You can use the keepLastKey option to improve performance, if multiple requests using 
the same query key are commonly made. 
 
Should I use a Static or a Dynamic Table? 
You do not have to use a dynamic table just because you want to execute an SQL 
command to load the table. You can load static tables from SQL commands as well. 
You can use the highly efficient static tables in ways you may not know about.  
Imagine a scenario where a currency table’s content needs to change according to a 
company number (ie: You can only use certain currencies for certain companies).  
Your immediate reaction may be to just use a dynamic table - passing the company 
number as an SQL variable to control which currencies are selected by the SQL 
command that is executed to fill the dynamic table. 
This will work, but compared to using a static table this approach is expensive to 
execute.   
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You can improve this approach in several ways by using static tables instead:  
Option 1: Create a single Static Table named Currency: 
It would contain all the currency details for all the companies - and the associated 
company number as an extra column. When filling a drop down you can use scripting in 
the onFillDropDown property to omit table entries that are not valid for the current 
company by returning ENV.returnValue as null (meaning no visible entry is to be added 
to the drop down).   
Option 2: Create multiple Static Tables named Currency_CC: 
Where _CC is the company number (say).  
Script the drop down’s tableName property to dynamically change.  
You are using static tables - but now you are dynamically changing the table name - 
instead of the table content. 
Note: This approach also works well with XML sourced tables. For example, you could 
also create an RPG program that runs every night (say).  
It would read corporate "static" data files and flatten them out into a highly structured 
series of XML documents - where the name of the document (ie: table) is 
meaningful.        
Option 3: Use start up or log on logic to load the "correct" set of static table 
data 
When there is a clear point in the application where the user logs on and selects a 
company to work with - you can script an onArrive or onLeave events to force all static 
tables to load or reload. 
Where they are loaded from SQL you can pass variables to the SQL executed to load 
them (eg: the selected company number).  
Now the static table Currency would only ever contain the currencies for the currently 
selected company.  
All the "users" of the Currency static table - like drop downs - no longer have to worry 
about the content - it will always be correct for the currently selected company. 
 
 
What is a ROW. 
 
The drop down makes use of the aXes table structures. It means that the data to 
populate the drop down is stored in memory in a table-like structure consisting of rows 
and columns. For example, consider a table defined like this: 
 
DefineObjectInstance { className = "StaticTable",  
       
  name    = "Gender",   
  source  = "inline",   
            
  rows = {  
                {value="M",text="Male"}, 
                {value="F",text="Female"}, 
             },   
  }; 
 
(Note that for such a table you would most likely set the dataSourceType to Fixed Values 
and type in the values manually). 
 
At start up aXes populates the tables with one called Gender. It will have 2 rows, each 
ROW consisting of columns value and text. Using the Gender table, ROW.value would 
yield the current row's value= value and ROW.text the current row's text= value.  
 
There is no constraint on how you name the row columns. If you use other names you 
must remember to change the default values to reflect the column names.  
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For example, if your file or fixed values define your columns like this: 
 
  rows = {  
                {codigo="M",descripcion="Masculino"}, 
                {codigo="F",descripcion="Femenino"}, 
             },   
  }; 
 
The default values or script code should refer to ROW.codigo and ROW.descripcion. 
 
onFillDropDown event:  
 
This event populates the drop down. It will fire (following our table example) whenever a 
screen (any screen) that has a drop down whose tableName was set to Gender arrives. 
  
It will locate the Gender table and iterate through all its entries.  
 
For each entry it will add an entry where the visible text in the drop down is equal to the 
value in text column of the Gender table. The result in our example will be a drop down 
with 2 entries: Male and Female. 
 
This is the simplest way to use onFillDropDown. 
 
A more powerful way would be to fill the drop down with a value resulting from the 
evaluation of a more complex expression. 
 
If we extended the Gender table like this: 
 
DefineObjectInstance { className = "StaticTable",  
       
  name    = "Gender",   
  source  = "inline",   
            
  rows = {  
                {value="M1",text="Male", agerange="16-25"}, 
                {value="M2",text="Male", agerange="26-35"}, 
                {value="M3",text="Male", agerange="36-45"}, 
                {value="F1",text="Female", agerange="16-25"}, 
                {value="F2",text="Female", agerange="26-35"}, 
                {value="F3",text="Female", agerange="36-45"}, 
             },   
  }; 
 
We could change onFillDropDown to say: 
 
ROW.text + "s aged " + ROW.agerange 
 
The drop down would end up with entries that look like this: 
 
Males aged 16-25 
Males aged 26-35 
Males aged 36-45 
Females aged 16-25 
Females aged 26-35 
Females aged 36-45 
 
Note that executing custom code is a relatively expensive process. This event is fired 
once for each entry in the dropdown. If you have a lot dropdowns and/or large 
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dropdowns this can have an impact on screen rendering time. The eXtension recognises 
the special case of an empty script (the default) and returns the value of ROW.text 
without having to execute any custom code. Consider carefully if you need to use this 
event, or if you can change the structure of your table so that ROW.text already contains 
the correct data. 
 
onSelectValue event: 
 
The code in this event determines what drop down entry to set as the selected. It can be 
something simple like: 
 
ROW.value 
 
If the expression does not return a value of type Boolean, the default logic of comparing 
the value is returned with the associated field's value. 
 
An example of an expression returning a value of type Boolean would be: 
 
(ROW.value == "Hello") 
 
Note that executing custom code is a relatively expensive process. This event is fired 
once for each entry in the dropdown. If you have a lot dropdowns and/or large 
dropdowns this can have an impact on screen rendering time. The eXtension recognises 
the special case of an empty script (the default) and returns the value of ROW.value 
without having to execute any custom code. Consider carefully if you need to use this, or 
if you can change the structure of your table to avoid it. 
 
onSelectValueChanged event: 
 
This event fires when an entry in the drop down changes. The default behaviour here is 
 
FIELD.setValue(ROW.value) 
 
In other words, set the value of the field (which is referred to as FIELD) associated with 
the drop down to the value of the selected ROW. 
 
additionalEntries:  
 
Lets you add entries in addition to those added by the specified method in 
dataSourceType.  
 
The easiest and preferred way of adding a blank entry at the top of the drop down would 
be to add it to your static table or fixed values with blank values. 
 
Another way would be to use additionalEntries. 
 
This property works by calling an internal method named addTableROW. It receives 2 
parameters: 
 
oRow Object - represents the ROW. It must be structurally the 


same as any of your other ROWs. In other words it must 
have the same properties. 


bAtBegin Boolean - Indicates whether to add the entry at the 
beginning or at the end of the drop down. Defaults to false 


 
 
For example, to add an entry at the top of the drop down source by the Gender table 
you would this in your additionalEntries property: 
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var oGenderROW = {value: "", text: "Select an entry from this list", agerange:"" } 
this.addTableROW(oGenderROW, true); /* Note the this qualifier */ 
 
Note that when the drop down is associated to a field, the field will be set to the  
"" when this entry is selected unless you add logic to the onSelectValue and 
onSelectValueChanged. 
 


See Also 
Dropdowns in Tutorial 3 - Advanced Screen Enhancement 


Static Tables that load from static data in Tutorial 6 - Tables and XML Documents 


Static Tables that load from a database file in Tutorial 6 - Tables and XML Documents 


XML Documents in Tutorial 6 - Tables and XML Documents 


Example – Dynamically refreshing a drop down without server interaction in Tutorial 11 - 
FAQ and Examples 


Example – Two level drop down in Tutorial 11 - FAQ and Examples 


Example – Using a drop down as subfile option field in Tutorial 11 - FAQ and Examples 
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axElementBasicProperties - 5250 Screen Element Basic Properties  


Description 
Every 5250 screen element has a fundamental and common set of properties, regardless 
of any further visualization that is applied to it.     
 
5250 screen elements exist naturally on the 5250 screen because of the way it has been 
designed and the DDS used to display it.          


Useability  
Context  Supported  
Input screen fields Yes 
Output screen fields Yes 
Input subfile fields  Yes 
Output subfile fields  Yes 
New screen elements  No   


Properties 
 
Name  Description and Comments  JavaScript Shipped 


default  
style Additional style properties that should be 


applied to the screen element.    
Yes. Must return a 
valid style object. 


None.  


tabIndex The tab index that should be applied to this 
element relative to all other elements on the 
screen. 


No. 0 


visible Indicates whether this element is visible. Yes. True. 
enabled Indicates whether this element is enabled. Yes. True. 
tooltip  The tool tip (or hint) that should appear when 


the user hovers the mouse over this screen 
element.  


Yes. Must return a 
valid string.  


None. 


applyToInputOutput Indicates whether this eXtension should be 
applied automatically to both input and 
output element 


Yes False. 


Notes, Comments and Warnings 
None. 


Examples 
 
(1). On the System i Main Menu, option 8 – Problem handling has its tooltip property 
set to Please screen print and problem report details that you have and e-mail them to 
support@mycompany.com for further assistance.   
 
When the user hovers the mouse over the option the tooltip appears, like this:   
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axFKeyPanel – Insert a function key panel into screen 


Description 
A typical 5250 screen shows function keys in two rows at the bottom of the 


screen. aXes emulates the screen by displaying function keys as buttons in the same 
place. The aXes Function Keys Panel is a separate HTML panel that sits adjacent to a 
terminal server panel and contains the function keys displayed as buttons. The Enter key 
button is always available and the screen in the terminal server panel determines the 
other function keys available in the function keys panel. The terminal server panel 
includes no function keys when the function keys panel is active 


Useability  
 
Context  Supported  
Input screen fields No 
Output screen fields Yes 
Input subfile fields  No 
Output subfile fields  No 
New screen elements  Yes  


Properties 
 
Name  Description and Comments  JavaScript Shipped 


default  
position Right  A vertical function keys panel 


will appear at the right of the 
terminal server panel 


Left  A vertical function keys panel 
will appear at the left of the 
terminal server panel 


Top A horizontal function keys 
panel will appear above the 
terminal server panel.  
 


Bottom A horizontal function keys 
panel will appear below the 
terminal server panel.  
 


    


No right  


horizontalWidth The width of a horizontal function keys 
panel is fixed at the same width of the 
terminal server panel. 
 


No 180 


verticalHeight The height of a vertical function keys 
panel is fixed at the same height of the 
terminal server panel. 


No 40 


resizePane  No False 
buttonWidth The button width applies to all buttons  


 
No 150 


buttonHeight The button height applies to all buttons  
 


No 30 


buttonPadding The button padding applies to all buttons  
 


No 5 


buttonStyle  Yes. Must 
return a valid 
style object. 


Flat 


label Text  Text is the button label 
extracted from the terminal 
server screen without the 
function key identification 
(i.e. Exit without the F3).  
Cancel and Exit are 


No Text Only 


 







 


examples of setting "text" 
as the label property value.  


Function 
key  


Function key shows only 
the function key 
identification.  
F12 and F3 are examples of 
setting "function key" as 
the label property value.  


Both  The both value shows the 
button label from the 
terminal server screen and 
the function key.  
F12=Cancel and F3=Exit 
are examples of setting the 
"both" as the label property 
value.  


 


autoGenerateFunctionKeyScript  No True 
onItemSelection  Yes  
    
    


Notes, Comments and Warnings 
 
The function key panel extension works on TS2. 
 
AutoGUI options for TS1 developer are not available, as the function key panel extension 
does not work on TS1. 
 
Function key panel if configured as autoGUI options, dynamically inserts this extension 
into every available screen. Same properties appear on autoGUI options. 
 
When using the function keys panel extension and autoGUI on customized screens, the 
function key panel extension takes priority and overrides autoGUI settings. 
 
Button Label options to select text only, function key only and both text and function key 
overrides the “Show function key number on button” options.  
 
Screens containing selectable items, with select type “button”, will have the buttons 
positioned in the function keys panel. Screens with pop up windows that contain function 
keys retain the function key buttons and the buttons do not appear in the function keys 
panel. 
 
 
 
AutoGUI Options 
 
AutoGui options is accessible only on TS2 developer tools. Start TS2 developer tools 
within the development session or add “&dev” to URL of TS2 this will enable developer 
mode and AutoGui tab will be accessible within the developer tab panel. Check Show 
function keys on Panel to enable the options. 
See screenshot below. 
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Function key panel  
TS2 user mode 
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axFKeyPanel – Insert a function key panel into screen 


Description 
A typical 5250 screen shows function keys in two rows at the bottom of the 


screen. aXes emulates the screen by displaying function keys as buttons in the same 
place. The aXes Function Keys Panel is a separate HTML panel that sits adjacent to a 
terminal server panel and contains the function keys displayed as buttons. The Enter key 
button is always available and the screen in the terminal server panel determines the 
other function keys available in the function keys panel. The terminal server panel 
includes no function keys when the function keys panel is active 


Useability  
 
Context  Supported  
Input screen fields No 
Output screen fields Yes 
Input subfile fields  No 
Output subfile fields  No 
New screen elements  Yes  


Properties 
 
Name  Description and Comments  JavaScript Shipped 


default  
position Right  A vertical function keys panel 


will appear at the right of the 
terminal server panel 


Left  A vertical function keys panel 
will appear at the left of the 
terminal server panel 


Top A horizontal function keys 
panel will appear above the 
terminal server panel.  
 


Bottom A horizontal function keys 
panel will appear below the 
terminal server panel.  
 


    


No right  


horizontalWidth The width of a horizontal function keys 
panel is fixed at the same width of the 
terminal server panel. 
 


No 180 


verticalHeight The height of a vertical function keys 
panel is fixed at the same height of the 
terminal server panel. 


No 40 


resizePane  No False 
buttonWidth The button width applies to all buttons  


 
No 150 


buttonHeight The button height applies to all buttons  
 


No 30 


buttonPadding The button padding applies to all buttons  
 


No 5 


buttonStyle  Yes. Must 
return a valid 
style object. 


Flat 


label Text  Text is the button label 
extracted from the terminal 
server screen without the 
function key identification 
(i.e. Exit without the F3).  
Cancel and Exit are 


No Text Only 


 







 


examples of setting "text" 
as the label property value.  


Function 
key  


Function key shows only 
the function key 
identification.  
F12 and F3 are examples of 
setting "function key" as 
the label property value.  


Both  The both value shows the 
button label from the 
terminal server screen and 
the function key.  
F12=Cancel and F3=Exit 
are examples of setting the 
"both" as the label property 
value.  


 


autoGenerateFunctionKeyScript  No True 
onItemSelection  Yes  
    
    


Notes, Comments and Warnings 
 
The function key panel extension works on TS2. 
 
AutoGUI options for TS1 developer are not available, as the function key panel extension 
does not work on TS1. 
 
Function key panel if configured as autoGUI options, dynamically inserts this extension 
into every available screen. Same properties appear on autoGUI options. 
 
When using the function keys panel extension and autoGUI on customized screens, the 
function key panel extension takes priority and overrides autoGUI settings. 
 
Button Label options to select text only, function key only and both text and function key 
overrides the “Show function key number on button” options.  
 
Screens containing selectable items, with select type “button”, will have the buttons 
positioned in the function keys panel. Screens with pop up windows that contain function 
keys retain the function key buttons and the buttons do not appear in the function keys 
panel. 
 
 
 
AutoGUI Options 
 
AutoGui options is accessible only on TS2 developer tools. Start TS2 developer tools 
within the development session or add “&dev” to URL of TS2 this will enable developer 
mode and AutoGui tab will be accessible within the developer tab panel. Check Show 
function keys on Panel to enable the options. 
See screenshot below. 
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Function key panel  
TS2 user mode 
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axFrame – Insert a frame into the screen 


Description 
axFrame allows a frame to be added to a 5250 screen.  
 
The frame is typically used to display a web page from a corporate or external web site.   
 
The frame can be made to fade away when the user moves the mouse out of it to 
another 5250 screen area - revealing what is visible beneath it. This allows for significant 
reuse of 5250 screen real estate.  
 
There may be multiple frames on a 5250 screen. 


Useability  
 
Context  Supported  
Input screen fields No 
Output screen fields No 
Input subfile fields  No 
Output subfile fields  No 
New screen elements  Yes 


Properties 
 
Name  Description and Comments  JavaScript Shipped default  
style The style to be applied to the frame.  


 
Yes  


src  The URL that the frame is to be loaded from. 
The load process, like all web pages, is 
asynchronous.  
 
The frame will not attempt to display itself if 
this property is set to an empty string.   
  
 


Yes /ts/blank_page.html 


intFadeInterval  The initial fade interval.  
 
The use of fading is a way to preserve and 
reuse 5250 screen real estate. Refer to the 
examples following. 
 
This specifies, in milliseconds, the initial time 
taken for the frame to fade by 10%.  
 
When the frame has faded to zero it is made 
invisible and can no longer be accessed. 
 
The default value of 600 indicates that it takes 
6 seconds (600 milliseconds X 10 fades) for 
the frame to become invisible.   
 
Set this property to zero to turn off frame 
fading.  
 
Frame fading is initiated when the user moves 
the mouse out of the frame area. 
 
Frame fading stops and the fade effect is 
removed if the user moves the mouse back 
over the frame any point before it becomes 
invisible.  


Yes  600 


    


 







 


subsFadeInterval  The subsequent fade interval. This specifies, in 
milliseconds, the subsequent time taken for 
the frame to fade by 10%.  
 
The default value of 150 indicates that it takes 
1.5 seconds (150 milliseconds X 10 fades) for 
the frame to become subsequently invisible.  
 
Set this property to zero to turn off frame 
fading.    


Yes 150 


Examples 
 
(1). Add the IBM web site to the System i Main menu.   
 
A frame is added to the System i Main Menu as a new element with these properties: 
 


 
 
The resulting display looks like this:  
 


 
 
 
(2). Fade the IBM web site to the System i Main menu.   
 
The frame in example 1 is changed to have these properties: 
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These indicate that when the frame is displayed initially it will fade away in about 10 
seconds (1000 milliseconds is defined as the time for each 10% of the fading) unless the 
user positions the mouse over it. 
 
If they subsequently move the mouse off the frame it will fade away in about 0.5 
seconds (50 milliseconds is defined as the time for each 10% of the fading).      
 
The display now looks like this:  
 


 
 
The frame initially fades away over 10 seconds. If the user moves the mouse over the 
frame the fading stops and the fading effect is removed from the frame. When the user 
subsequently moves the mouse out of the frame it fades away almost instantly.  
 
 
(3). Reusing 5250 screen real estate   
 
The command input field on the System i Main menu is named CommandLine. 
 
A frame is then added to the System i Main Menu with these properties: 
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Significantly, the frame:  


• is named GoogleMap.  
• has no src (source) value specified.  
• has a long initial total fade time of 20 seconds. 
• has a short subsequent total fade time of 0.5 seconds.      


 
The frame is sized to use a very large portion of the 5250 screen, like this: 
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Next a button is added as new element with caption Google Map and this onClick script: 
 
/* Get the value typed into the command line */ 
 
var cl = FIELDS("CommandLine").getValue(); 
 
/* If it is blank/null then show an error */ 
 
if (cl == "")  
{ 
   window.alert("Enter the location details for the map");  
} 
 
/* Display the Google map details using the command */ 
/* details as the requested address details         */  
 
else 
{ 
   var gm = FIELDS("GoogleMap"); 
   var url = "http://maps.google.com/maps?q=" + cl; 
   gm.setProperty("src",url);   
   gm.refresh(); 
} 


 
This script takes the value from the CommandLine and passes it to Google Maps. 
 
In use, this example works something like this:  
 
Initially the frame does not appear because it has a blank/null src property: 
 


 
 
The user enters an address and clicks the Google Map button: 
 


 
 
The frame is now activated because it has a src property, so it displays the Google map 
details: 
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The frame will stay on display as long as the user keeps the mouse over it.  
 
Once they move the mouse outside it, back to the 5250 screen, it will fade away very 
quickly and become invisible - allowing the user to perform another Google map search 
or to resume using the normal 5250 options on the System i Main menu.     
     
 
 
(4). Introductions and Welcomes   
 
In this example a simple and visually crude “corporate home page” HTML document 
named MyCompany.html is added to the aXes ts/screens folder.  
 
Its source code is like this: 
 
<html> 
<head> 
</head> 
<body style="font-family:Verdana;background-color:#FFFF99;"> 
<p style="text-align:center;">Welcome to ACME</p>  
<dir> 
<li style="margin-top:20px;"><b>Company HR Policy</b></li> 
<div style="margin-left=40px;">Click in here to read about ..... etc, etc, etc, etc</div> 
<div style="margin-left=40px;">Click in here to read about ..... etc, etc, etc, etc</div> 
<div style="margin-left=40px;">Click in here to read about ..... etc, etc, etc, etc</div> 
<div style="margin-left=40px;">Click in here to read about ..... etc, etc, etc, etc</div> 
<li style="margin-top:20px;"><b>Upcoming Company Social Functions</b></li> 
<div style="margin-left=40px;">Click in here to read about ..... etc, etc, etc, etc</div> 
<div style="margin-left=40px;">Click in here to read about ..... etc, etc, etc, etc</div> 
<div style="margin-left=40px;">Click in here to read about ..... etc, etc, etc, etc</div> 
<div style="margin-left=40px;">Click in here to read about ..... etc, etc, etc, etc</div> 
<li style="margin-top:20px;"><b>Vist the Company Facebook to get to know your Peers</b></li> 
<div style="margin-left=40px;">Click in here to read about ..... etc, etc, etc, etc</div> 
<div style="margin-left=40px;">Click in here to read about ..... etc, etc, etc, etc</div> 
<div style="margin-left=40px;">Click in here to read about ..... etc, etc, etc, etc</div> 
<div style="margin-left=40px;">Click in here to read about ..... etc, etc, etc, etc</div> 
</DIR> 
</body> 
</html> 
 


Hint: Set user *PUBLIC to have *R rights only for any new documents you add to aXes folders. 
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It looks like this when displayed in a browser page:  
 


 
 


Hint: We very strongly recommend that you consult with a professional graphics designer if you intend 
to build a corporate home page.        


 
Next a property is added to the USERENV object to count how often the System i Main 
menu has been displayed in the current session: 
 
var USERENV =  
{ 
    mainMenuUseCount : 0, /* Count how many times the main menu is used */    


 
Hint: You will need to stop and restart your development session to pick up the modified USERENV. 
 
Next a frame is added to the System i Main menu with these properties: 
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Significantly, the frame:  


• is named Introduction.  
• has no src (source) value specified.  
• has a long initial total fade time of 6 seconds. 
• has a short subsequent total fade time of 1.5 seconds. 


 
Finally, this script is a added to the onArrive property of the System i Main menu screen 
itself:  
 
/* Increment count of times menu used */  
 
USERENV.mainMenuUseCount++; 
 
/* If this is the first time show the introduction */ 
 
if (USERENV.mainMenuUseCount == 1)  
{ 
   var intro = FIELDS("Introduction") 
   intro.setProperty("src","/ts/screens/myCompany.html"); 
   intro.refresh(); 
} 


 
This script is counting how many times the System i Main Menu is displayed. It shows 
the introduction frame only the first time that the screen arrives.  
 
So when the user signs on and the System i Main Menu displays for the first time they 
see this “corporate home page” frame overlaying the 5250 screen: 
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As long as they keep the mouse over the frame they can work within it.  
 
Once they move the mouse outside the frame it fades away in about 1.5 seconds. 
 


 
 
If the mouse is not over frame on the initial display the frame would fade away much 
more slowly - in about 6 seconds.   
 
Subsequent redisplays of the System i Main Menu do not show the frame at all because 
the src property is not set to anything by the System i Main Menu’s onArrive script.          
   
These types of corporate home pages are useful to keep employees up to date. 
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Additionally, they can be changed externally at any time in just a few seconds - without 
any changes being required to the 5250 application or to any aXes customizations.  
 
Additionally they easily link off to other HTML pages, web sites, etc.
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axGoogleChart – Insert a Google Chart into screen 


Description 
axGoogleChart allows to embed of a Google Chart into your screen. 
 
By using this extension you will be subject to the Google Terms of  
Service as outlined in http://code.google.com/apis/chart/terms.html 
 


Useability  
 
Context  Supported  
Input screen fields No 
Output screen fields No 
Input subfile fields  No 
Output subfile fields  No 
New screen elements  Yes  


Properties 
 
Name  Description and Comments  JavaScript Shipped 


default  
sourceParmString The source of the parameters to add to the google 


chart URL.  
No Table 


tableName For sourceParmString = table, supply the table 
name where to get the parameter URL information 
from. This must be the same name as the one 
specified in the getTable() call – see onLoadChart 
and examples. 


No Blank 


userString For sourceParmString = User String, supply a 
valid string to append to the Google Chart URL as 
parameters.  


No Blank 


appendString For sourceParmString = table, append this string 
to the URL parameters.  


No Blank 


onLoadChart Code to execute prior to invoking the Google Chart 
URL. 


Yes Blank 


type The type of Google Chart. Maps to the cht= Google 
chart parameter. 


No Blank 


colors The colors to apply to the chart. 
Maps to the chco= Google chart parameter and 
must be specified according to its rules.  


No Blank 


legends Chart legends. Maps to the chdl= Google chart 
parameter and must be specified according to 
its rules. 


No Blank 


axis Chart axes to show. Maps to the chxt= Google 
chart parameter and must be specified 
according to its rules. 


No x 


title The title of the Google Chart. No Blank 
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Notes, Comments and Warnings 
 
To use this extension you must be familiar with Google charts.  
 
Information about Google charts can be found at: http://code.google.com/apis/chart 
 
This extension provides a mechanism to build the URL parameter string to append to the 
Google Chart URL. In other words, given the Google Chart URL   
 
http://chart.apis.google.com/chart 
 
this extension appends the ?<parameters> to it. 
 
As such it relies on the functionality provided by the Google Chart API. 
 
There are 2 ways to build the parameters based on the value of the sourceParmString 
property.  
 
Setting the sourceParmString to User String requires the user to enter the entire string to 
append to the URL in the userString parameter.  
The only property that is evaluated when choosing User String is userString. 
 
When sourceParmString is set to Table the user must create and fill a table using the 
onLoadChart property and specify its name in the tableName property. The table row 
object must conform to this structure: 
 
Property Name Type Mandatory Description 


chartData String Yes The data used by Google to draw the 
chart. 


Google Parameter: chd 


Note: this extension implements 
only chd=t 


dataSet String No A string to identify a dataSet. 
Required only when the chart is made 
of more than one set of data.   


chartLabel String No A label for the chartData 
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Here is some sample code to put into the onLoadChart property. This code creates a 
table called Rainfall by month … 
 
var t1 = TABLEMANAGER.getTable("Rainfall");   
 
t1.insertChild ({chartData:"10",chartLabel:"Jan"}); 
t1.insertChild ({chartData:"25",chartLabel:"Feb"}); 
t1.insertChild ({chartData:"5",chartLabel:"Mar"}); 
t1.insertChild ({chartData:"40",chartLabel:"Apr"}); 
t1.insertChild ({chartData:"15",chartLabel:"May"}); 
t1.insertChild ({chartData:"15",chartLabel:"Jun"}); 
t1.insertChild ({chartData:"10",chartLabel:"Jul"}); 
t1.insertChild ({chartData:"25",chartLabel:"Aug"}); 
t1.insertChild ({chartData:"5",chartLabel:"Sep"}); 
t1.insertChild ({chartData:"40",chartLabel:"Oct"}); 
t1.insertChild ({chartData:"15",chartLabel:"Nov"}); 
t1.insertChild ({chartData:"15",chartLabel:"Dec"}); 
 
Together with these Chart properties … 
 


 


 


 
 
produce this chart: 
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To produce a Pie chart with the same data set the Type property to p  


 
For a line chart set the Type property to lc 
 


 
 
Using more than one data set. 
 
To show more than one data set you must identify the row being inserted as belonging 
to a specific set. To do this use the optional dataSet property. 
 
We can extend the above example by adding the Rainfall for the year 2007. First we 
would have to add the dataSet to the existing 2008 data: 
 
t1.insertChild ({dataSet:"A",chartData:"10",chartLabel:"Jan"}); 
t1.insertChild ({dataSet:"A",chartData:"25",chartLabel:"Feb"}); 
t1.insertChild ({dataSet:"A",chartData:"5",chartLabel:"Mar"}); 
t1.insertChild ({dataSet:"A",chartData:"40",chartLabel:"Apr"}); 
t1.insertChild ({dataSet:"A",chartData:"15",chartLabel:"May"}); 
t1.insertChild ({dataSet:"A",chartData:"15",chartLabel:"Jun"}); 
t1.insertChild ({dataSet:"A",chartData:"10",chartLabel:"Jul"}); 
t1.insertChild ({dataSet:"A",chartData:"25",chartLabel:"Aug"}); 
t1.insertChild ({dataSet:"A",chartData:"5",chartLabel:"Sep"}); 
t1.insertChild ({dataSet:"A",chartData:"40",chartLabel:"Oct"}); 
t1.insertChild ({dataSet:"A",chartData:"15",chartLabel:"Nov"}); 
t1.insertChild ({dataSet:"A",chartData:"15",chartLabel:"Dec"}); 
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Next we add the second set using a different identifier than the "A" used above. Note 
also that we don't to specify chart labels: 
 
t1.insertChild ({dataSet:"B",chartData:"50"}); 
t1.insertChild ({dataSet:"B",chartData:"38"}); 
t1.insertChild ({dataSet:"B",chartData:"77"}); 
t1.insertChild ({dataSet:"B",chartData:"9"}); 
t1.insertChild ({dataSet:"B",chartData:"30"}); 
t1.insertChild ({dataSet:"B",chartData:"55"}); 
t1.insertChild ({dataSet:"B",chartData:"90"}); 
t1.insertChild ({dataSet:"B",chartData:"11"}); 
t1.insertChild ({dataSet:"B",chartData:"5"}); 
t1.insertChild ({dataSet:"B",chartData:"66"}); 
t1.insertChild ({dataSet:"B",chartData:"33"}); 
t1.insertChild ({dataSet:"B",chartData:"30"}); 
 
Using the legends property we can add a legend for the 2007 and 2008 sets, change 
the title and add a color to the colors property for the second set like this: 
 


 


 
Result for the Bar Chart (type bvs): 
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Result for the Line Chart (type lc): 


 
 
 
Pie charts are not suitable to display more than one data set. 


See Also 
Example – Dynamic Google Chart 1 in Tutorial 11 - FAQ and Examples 


Example – Dynamic Google Chart 2 in Tutorial 11 - FAQ and Examples 
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axGraphPaper – Place Graph Paper on Screen  


Description 
axGraphPaper draws graph paper over or under the current 5250 screen.  
 
It is designed to assist aXes developers in laying out screens by providing a layout grid 
for them to work from.     
 
axGraphPaper only functions in design mode.  


Useability  
 
Context  Supported  
Input screen fields No 
Output screen fields No 
Input subfile fields  No 
Output subfile fields  No 
New screen elements  No 
Whole Screen  Yes 


Properties 
 
Name  Description and Comments  JavaScript Shipped 


default  
lineColor The color of the graph paper lines. Specify as a valid HTML 


color. 
No.   DarkGray 


lineStyle The style of the graph paper lines - solid, dotted or dashed. No.   dotted 
graphSize The size of the graph paper squares in pixels. Default is 10. 


Must be in range 5 through 200. 
No.   10  


graphStyle The style of the graph paper lines. Specify as horizontal, 
vertical or both. 


No.   Both 


graphLocation The location of the graph paper lines. Specify as at the front 
or at the back of the 5250 display. 


No.   Front 


Notes, Comments and Warnings 
 
Theoretically, this eXtension should be removed from customized screens before they 
are deployed to production systems. No harm will come from not doing this as the graph 
paper eXtension will only display itself when executed in design mode.  
 


See Also 
Using Screen Graph Paper 
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axGroupBox – Insert a group box into screen 


Description 
axGroupBox allows a group box to be inserted into the 5250 screen.  


Useability  
 
Context  Supported  
Input screen fields No 
Output screen fields No 
Input subfile fields  No 
Output subfile fields  No 
New screen elements  Yes  


Properties 
 
Name  Description and Comments  JavaScript Shipped 


default  
caption Specifies the caption or title to be used for the group box.   Yes. Must return a 


string.  
axGroupBox 


style Additional style properties that should be applied to the 
group box and its caption.    


Yes. Must return a 
valid style object. 


None.  


look Specifies the overall look of the group box as class or 
modern. The colors and gradients used by the modern look 
check box are determined in the same way as the mini-
panel header and mini-panel body details are for the 
axSimpleStripe – Insert a simple stripe into screen. 


Yes. Must return a 
string as "C" 
(classic) or "M" 
(Modern). 


Classic.  


Notes, Comments and Warnings 
 
None. 


Examples 
 
(1). This is an example of two group boxes being used to enhance the OS?400 main 
menu …  
 


 
 
(2). Here is the same example using the modern group box look 
 


 







 


 
 
(3). Here are some examples of using the modern group box look to group fields: 
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See Also 
Simple Customization in Tutorial 2 - Basic Screen Enhancement 


Group Boxes in Tutorial 3 - Advanced Screen Enhancement  


Understanding Screen Sizing and the Thin Red Line in Tutorial 10 - 5250 Screen Styling. 


I want to always use the “Modern” look for all my group box eXtensions, can I do this 
without having to change the “look” property of each group box? 
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axHTML – Insert raw HTML into screen  


Description 
axHTML allows a raw HTML string to be inserted into a 5250 screen.  


Useability  
Context  Supported  
Input screen fields No 
Output screen fields No 
Input subfile fields  No 
Output subfile fields  No 
New screen elements  Yes  


Properties 
 
Name  Description and Comments  JavaScript Shipped 


default  
html Specifies a string or JavaScript code that defines the HTML 


element definition(s) to be inserted into the screen. For 
example: <div>Hello</div> or 
<table><tr><td>123</td></tr><tr> 
td>456</td></tr></table>.         


Yes. Must 
return a 
string.  


None. 


containerStyle Additional style properties that should be applied to the 
<div> container of the HTML elements defined by the html 
property.    


Yes. Must 
return a valid 
style object. 


None.  


Notes, Comments and Warnings 
None. 
  


 







 


Examples 
 
(1). This simple string …  
 
<p style="color:red;font-size:48pt;">Hello World</p>  
 
should produce a display like this … 
 


 
 
 
(2). This executable JavaScript … 
 
var oDate   = new Date(); 
var sResult = "<div>Time is " + oDate.getTime().toString() + "</div>";  
ENV.returnValue = sResult;  
 


should produce a display like this … 
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axHyperLink – Insert a hyperlink into screen 


Description 
axHyperLink allows a hyperlink to be inserted into the 5250 screen.  


Useability  
 
Context  Supported  
Input screen fields Yes 
Output screen fields Yes 
Input subfile fields  Yes 
Output subfile fields  Yes 
New screen elements  Yes  


Properties 
 
Name  Description and 


Comments  
JavaScript Shipped default  


textBeforeLink The text to appear 
before the 
hyperlink. 


Yes. Must 
return a 
string. 


Blank 


caption The text to appear 
in the hyperlink.         


Yes. Must 
return a 
string. 


"Link" 


textAfterLink The text to appear 
after the hyperlink. 


Yes. Must 
return a 
string. 


Blank 


style CSS to apply to the 
hyperlink. 


No. Cursor:hand 


mouseOverStyle CSS to apply to the 
hyperlink while the 
mouse is hovered 
over it. 


No. Blank 


onClick Event that fires 
when clicking on 
the hyperlink.  


Yes . window.open('http://www.axeslive.com/'
, 'aXes')" 


mouseOverColor CSS color to apply 
to the hyperlink on 
the mouseover 
event. 
 
Deprecated. Use 
mouseOverStyle 
instead. 


Yes. Must 
return a 
string. 


Blank 


 


Notes, Comments and Warnings 
 
The textBeforeLink and textAfterLink properties allow you to create a link that is only a 
part of the whole field such as “Click here to register.” 
 


See Also 
Hyperlinks in Tutorial 3 - Advanced Screen Enhancement 


Example – Using a Hyperlink to select a subfile entry in Tutorial 11 - FAQ and Examples 


 


 


 







 


 
 


axImage – Insert image into screen 
 


Description 
axImage allows an image to be inserted into the 5250 screen.  


Useability  
 
Context  Supported  
Input screen fields No 
Output screen fields No 
Input subfile fields  No 
Output subfile fields  No 
New screen elements  Yes  


Properties 
 
Name  Description and 


Comments  
JavaScript Shipped default  


style CSS to apply to the 
hyperlinkg. 


No Blank 


imagePath Path to locate the 
image file 


No ts/screens/<private folder> 


imageName Name of the image 
file 


No Blank 


onClick Event that fires 
when clicking on 
the image.  


Yes  Blank 


onMouseOver Event that fires 
when mousing over 
the image. 


No Blank 


onMouseOut Event that fires 
when mouse just 
went out of the 
image. 


No Blank 


 
 


See Also 
Images in Tutorial 3 - Advanced Screen Enhancement 


 


 







 


 
 


axInputboxStyle1 – Insert an HTML input element 


Description 
aXInputboxStyle1 allows a user to add an HTML input element which can be a password, 
text, file, color, email, or a number 


 


Useability  
 
Context  Supported  
Input screen fields Yes 
Output screen fields Yes 
Input subfile fields  Yes 
Output subfile fields  Yes 
New screen elements  Yes  


Properties 
 
Name  Description and Comments  JavaScript Shipped 


default  
value Indicates the value that a user entered.  No Blank 
style CSS style to be applied.         Yes. Must return a 


valid style object. 
None. 


selectContentOnFocus When set to true, the whole content will be 
highlighted when the element receives the 
focus. 


Yes. Must return a 
Boolean. 


True. 


inputType List of HTML input element that can be 
selected. Values are color, text, password, 
file, email and number.  


Yes Blank 


onChange Optional. JavaScript code to be executed 
when the element changes state from 
unchecked to checked and vice versa. 


Yes. None. 


onFocus Optional. JavaScript code to be executed 
when the element receives the focus. 


Yes. None. 


onBlur Optional. JavaScript code to be executed 
when the element loses the focus.   


Yes. None. 


Notes, Comments and Warnings 
 
Currently, for aXes v2.2.0, password is the only supported input type. 
 
 


 







 


 
 


axJQueryTheme – Change existing jQuery theme 


Description 
axJQueryTheme allows Developers to change existing jQuery themes in TS2 using 
JQuery theme options available and from jQuery website.  


Useability  
 
Context  Supported  
Input screen fields No 
Output screen fields No 
Input subfile fields  No 
Output subfile fields  No 
New screen elements  No  


Properties 
 
Name  Description and Comments  JavaScript Shipped default  
jqueryTheme Select from jqueryTheme available options. No.  DefaultTheme 
    
    


Notes, Comments and Warnings 
 
None. 
 
TS2 by default is using the jQueryUI smoothness theme. By adding this extension to 
customize screens, Developers can now change the jQueryUI theme using available 
options currently shipped with aXes. It does not limit Developer to use available options; 
it is also possible for the Developer to add additional themes that are available from 
jQueryUI websites. 
 
 


How to Add additional jQueryUI theme. 
 
Visit http://jqueryui.com/ click the themes sections, customized or download any 
existing theme available.  
 


1. Extract the zip files and look for the css folder containing the theme that we will 
be adding to aXes.   
 


2. Copy the folder containing the selected theme. 
 example: 


 eggplant 
 


3. Add a prefix “jQtheme_” to the selected theme folder 
Example:  


   jQtheme_eggplant 
 


4. Copy the jQtheme_<theme name> folder to /ifs/axes/ts/ts2/css  
 


5. Make sure to set the authorities of all the file inside the jQtheme_<theme name> 
to *PUBLIC *R authorities. See notes below 


 



http://jqueryui.com/





 


 
 
     
Note: 
Use the WRKLNK command in your IBM i to ensure that the new file only has *PUBLIC *R 
authorities. 


 
 
 
 


See Also 
N/A
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axKeypad – provides a jQuery keypad 


Description 
This is a text element which attaches a default jQuery keypad with a decimal character. 


Properties 
 
Name  Description and Comments  JavaScript Shipped 


default  
value Initial element value to be displayed. Yes. Must return a 


string.  
None. 


style Additional style properties that should be 
applied to the element.    


Yes. Must return a valid 
style object. 


None.  


maxInputLength If specified, this will set the maximum number 
of characters that can be entered. 


Yes. Must return a 
number. 


0 


onFocus Optional. JavaScript code to be executed 
when the element receives the focus. 


Yes. None. 


onBlur Optional. JavaScript code to be executed 
when the element lost the focus. 


Yes. None. 


Notes, Comments and Warnings 
 
When language is set to non-French, the following keypad eXtension with decimal point 
character will be displayed: 


 
 
And if set to French, the following keypad eXtension with the comma character as the 
decimal point will be displayed: 


 
 
 


 







 


 
 


axLabel – Insert label into screen 


Description 
axLabel allows a text label to be inserted into the 5250 screen.  


Useability  
 
Context  Supported  
Input screen fields No 
Output screen fields No 
Input subfile fields  No 
Output subfile fields  No 
New screen elements  Yes  


Properties 
 
Name  Description and Comments  JavaScript Shipped 


default  
text Specifies a string or JavaScript code that text to be 


inserted into the label.         
Yes. Must return a string.  axLabel 


style Additional style properties that should be applied to 
the <div> container of the label.    


Yes. Must return a valid 
style object. 


None.  


onClick Optional JavaScript code to be executed when the 
user clicks on the label  


Yes.  None.  


Notes, Comments and Warnings 
 
None. 


Examples 
 
(1). If this string is used as text ….  
 
Hello World   
 
should produce a display like this … 
 


 
 
(2). If this style is added to the preceding example … 
 
color:red;   
 


it should produce a result like this … 


 
 
(3). If this onClick code is added style is added to the preceding example … 
 
window.alert("The label was clicked"); 


 
then clicking on the label should produce a result like this:  
 


 







 


 
 
 
(4). If the IBM i Main Menu screen has been identified, and the command entry field has 
been named "Command", then these axLabels are added to it: 
 
Text onClick 
Click here for output queue QPRINT FIELDS("Command").setValue("WRKOUTQ QPRINT"); 


SENDKEY("Enter"); 
Click here for job queue QBATCH FIELDS("Command").setValue("WRKJOBQ QBATCH"); 


SENDKEY("Enter"); 


 
Then the command entry screen should look something like this … 
 


 
 
When you click on the labels the commands WRKOUTQ QPRINT, or WRKJOB QBATCH are 
entered, and the enter key is sent.  
 
In effect these labels act as command short cuts by allowing commonly used commands 
to be executed with a single click. This adds value to the application by making it easier 
to use.       
 


See Also 
Moving Things Around and Changing Labels and Captions in Tutorial 3 - Advanced Screen 
Enhancement  
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axMessageHandler – Read and Display Messages from the 5250 
Screen 


Description 
axMessageHandler allows messages to be read from the 5250 screen and displayed in a 
control. If there is more than one message, that is the more messages indicator is found 
on the message line, the Next Message button is enabled. Hitting the Next Message 
button will read and display the next message in the message handler. 
 


Useability  
 
Context  Supported  
Input screen fields No 
Output screen fields No 
Input subfile fields  No 
Output subfile fields  No 
New screen elements  Yes  


 


Properties 
 
Name  Description and 


Comments  
JavaScript Shipped default  


lineNumber The number of the 
line on the 5250 
screen that 
displays messages. 


No 22 


moreIndicator The list of markers 
that indicate that 
there are more 
messages. 


No "+" 


handlerStyle The style of the 
Message Handler. 


No blank 


prevOnClick The JavaScript 
code to execute 
when the previous 
message button is 
clicked. 


Yes SET5250CURSORPOS(this.getPropert
yValue("lineNumber"),1); 
SENDKEY("PageUp"); 


nextOnClick The JavaScript 
code to execute 
when the next 
message button is 
clicked. 


Yes SET5250CURSORPOS(this.getPropert
yValue("lineNumber"),1); 
SENDKEY("PageDown"); 


    
 
  


 







 


Examples 
 
Insert a Message Handler into the Maintain Employee Information screen of the 
aXes Demo HR system. 
 
Step 1: Open the Projects Home Page. Select your project and then use the Work as 
Developer option and sign on to a 5250 session. 
 
Step 2: Start the shipped aXes demo system by entering the commands: 
 
ADDLIBLE AXESDEMO 
 
CALL XHRRPGTRN 
 
The resulting 5250 screen should look something like this: 
 


 
 
Step 3: Start editing the screen. 
 
Step 4: Add an axMessageHandler eXtension. 
 
This is done by first adding a new element to the screen. 
  
Make the new element into a Message Handler by checking that option.  
 
Then size and position the message handler as required. 
 
Step 5: Select the message text on line 22 and uncheck it's Default Visualization option 
so that it no longer appears. 
 
Save your changes.   
 
The modified screen should look something like this: 
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axPopupWindow  — Window Settings 


Description 
This eXtension allows you to customize the position, size and style of a 5250 window. 
This eXtension applies to the TS2 engine only. 


Properties 
 
Name  Description and Comments  JavaScript Shipped default  
style Additional style properties that 


should be applied to the window. 
Yes. Must 
return a 
valid style 
object. 


None. 


backgroundStyle Additional style properties that 
should be applied to the window. 


Yes. Must 
return a 
valid style 
object. 


None. 


windowTop The position, in pixels, of the top of 
the window. A negative value 
indicates that the position specified 
by the host application should be 
used. 


Yes. -1 


windowLeft The position, in pixels, of the left 
edge of the window. A negative 
value indicates that the position 
specified by the host application 
should be used. 


Yes. -1 


windowWidth The width of the window in pixels. 
A negative value indicates that the 
width specified by the host 
application should be used. 


Yes. -1 


windowHeight The height of the window in pixels. 
A negative value indicates that the 
height specified by the host 
application should be used. 


Yes. -1 


Notes, Comments and Warnings 
 
TS2 windows are constructed using two boxes. A gray, slightly transparent (on browsers 
that support it) box provides a clearly visible border that separates the window from the 
background. Inside it is another box that provides a solid border to the window, has a 
white background, and contains any headers or footers specified by the host application. 
 
To maintain backward compatibility with TS1 windows, the contents of the window are 
not placed inside the background box. They are placed inside the gray window box and 
the background is then positioned behind them. This is important to understand when 
applying styles. Inherited styles like font settings applied to the background will not be 
inherited by the window contents. 
 
The windowTop and windowLeft properties define the position of the top left corner of 
the window. The windowWidth and windowHeight properties define the size of the 
content area inside all borders. 
 
 


 







 


 
Also see PopUp Windows and Screen Rendering in aXes-TS2. 
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axQuickPick – Insert quick pick menu into screen 


Description 
 
axQuickPick may be used in two different ways: 
 
(1). The first is when the image property is used with a new screen element or with an 
existing 5250 screen element whose default visualization has been unchecked/removed.   
 


axQuickPick displays an image on the 5250 screen, like this example: 
 


 
 
As the user mouses over the image a quick pick menu appears, like this 
example: 
 


 
 
As the user mouses over the menu items the font weight changes:  
 


 
 
When the user clicks on a menu item an associated script is executed. 


  
(2). The second is when the image property is not used - typically only with existing 
5250 elements whose default visualization has not been unchecked/removed:   
 


axQuickPick does not display an image. Instead it underlines the 
associated 5250 screen element's default visualization as the mouse 
passes over it, presenting the quick pick menu near the visualized field.  
 
This is an example of a quick pick menu that has been associated with the 
"Sel" (selection) column in a subfile. The quick pick menu appears beside 
the selection field.    


 







 


 
 
Likewise, here a quick pick menu has been associated with the Employee 
column in a subfile. As the user moves the mouse down the column the 
quick pick menu follows - indicating which employee it is currently 
associated with by underlining it:   
 


 
 


  
 
Quick pick menus may be used as new screen elements in place of push buttons.  
 
For example a quick pick menu could contain these items:  
 


 
 
Quick pick menus may also useful for selecting items from subfiles. For example. here 
the selection field in a subfile is visualized as a quick pick menu indicating what action 
should be taken against an employee:    
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Useability  
 
Context  Supported  
Input screen fields Yes 
Output screen fields Yes 
Input subfile fields  Yes 
Output subfile fields  Yes 
New screen elements  Yes  


Properties 
 
Name  Description and Comments  JavaScript Shipped default  
image The image to be displayed. The 


quick pick menu is displayed as the 
mouse passes over this image. 
 
Typically the image property is only 
used with new screen elements or 
with existing 5250 screen elements 
whose Default Visualization has 
been unchecked/removed. 
 
Typically the image property is not 
used (ie: blanked out/removed) 
with existing 5250 screen elements 
whose Default Visualization has not 
been removed.     
 


Yes. Must 
return a 
string.  


axquickpick.gif 


imageSize The size of the image that is to be 
displayed. Choose from 16x16, 
32x32 or 64x64. 


Yes. Must 
return "S" 
(16x16), "M" 
(32x32) or "L" 
(32x32). 


16px x 16px   


items The captions of the item(s) that are 
to appear on the quick pick menu. 
 


No.  None.  


itemStyle The style of the item(s) on the 
quick pick menu. The height must 
be specified, be in pixels (px) and 
in the range 5 to 500. The width 
must be specified, be in pixels (px) 
and in the range 5 to 500. 
 


Yes. Must 
return a style 
object. 


height:15px 
width:80px 
background:infobackground, 
border-bottom:1px solid 
activeborder 
padding-left:4px 


containerStyle The style of the container (DIV) of 
the quick pick menu items. 
 


Yes. Must 
return a style 
object. 


cursor:pointer 
background:infobackground 
border-top:1px solid 
activeborder 
border-left:1px solid 
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activeborder, 
border-right:1px solid 
activeborder 


containerLocation The displayed location of the quick 
pick menu relative to the image. 
Chose from Above and Left, Above 
and Right, Below and Left or Below 
and Right. 
 


Yes. Must 
return on o f 
the strings  
"AL", AR", "BL" 
or "BR". 
  


Below and Right.  


containerVOffset Additional specific vertical offset to 
be applied to the quick pick menu 
container. Default is zero. Specify 
as an integer in the range -256 to 
+256. Value specifies the number 
of pixels. 
 


Yes. Must 
return an 
integer. 
 


0 


containerHOffset Additional specific horizontal offset 
to be applied to the quick pick 
menu container. Default is zero. 
Specify as an integer in the range -
256 to +256. Value specifies the 
number of pixels. 
 


Yes. Must 
return an 
integer. 
  


O 


onItemSelection The script to be executed when the 
user clicks on a quick pick menu 
item. Special scripting values 
ENV.itemNumber and 
ENV.itemCaption are accessible to 
this script. They may be used to 
identify which menu item was 
clicked. 
 


Yes. None/ 


Notes, Comments and Warnings 
 
None. 


Examples 
 
(1). Used as way to a launch other web sites  
 
A quick menu with an orange ball image is added to the IBM i Main Menu: 
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The onItemSelection script allows the LANSA, IBM and Microsoft web sites to be 
viewed in another window:  
 


switch (ENV.itemNumber) 
{ 
   case 1: 
        window.open("http://www.lansa.com","_blank"); 
        break; 
   case 2: 
        window.open("http://www.ibm.com","_blank"); 
        break; 
   default: 
        window.open("http://www.microsoft.com","_blank"); 
        break; 
} 
 
 


 
 
 


(2). Used as way to minimize keystrokes for common actions  
 
The preceding example is changed to: 
 


 
 
and the onItemSelection script was changed to:    


 
 
var command = ""; 
 
switch (ENV.itemNumber) 
{ 
   case 1: 
        command = "ADDLIBLE AXESDEMO";    
        break; 
   case 2: 
        command = "CALL XHRRPGTRN";   
        break; 
   default: 
        command = "SIGNOFF";   
        break; 
} 
 
FIELDS("CommandLine").setValue(command); 
SENDKEY("Enter"); 


 
 


 
 


(3). Used to select subfile entries  
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Here a classic 5250 "Work With" style screen has an option column (titled "Opt") in 
which action values can be entered.  
 
The subfile option column was named SFLOption and replaced by the axQuickPick 
eXtension: 
 


    
 
The onItemSelection script was set to: 
 


var sOption = ""; 
 
/* Set the correct subfile value for the menu item number */    
 
switch (ENV.itemNumber) 
{ 
   case 1: sOption = "2"; break;  
   case 2: sOption = "4"; break; 
   case 3: sOption = "5"; break; 
   case 4: sOption = "6"; break; 
   case 5: sOption = "12"; break; 
   case 6: sOption = "16"; break; 
   case 7: sOption = "17"; break; 
   case 8: sOption = "33"; break; 
   default: break;  
}  
 
/* If an option was set, put into the 5250 subfile field */  
/* and press the enter key                               */ 
 
if (sOption != "") 
{ 
   FIELD.setValue(sOption); 
   SENDKEY("Enter"); 
} 
 


See Also 
Dynamically Changing Themes in Tutorial 10 - 5250 Screen Styling 
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axRadioButton – Insert radio buttons into screen 


Description 
axRadioButton allows the creation of a set of radio buttons.  


Useability  
 
Context  Supported  
Input screen fields Yes 
Output screen fields Yes 
Input subfile fields  No 
Output subfile fields  No 
New screen elements  Yes  


Properties 
 
Name  Description and 


Comments  
JavaScript Shipped default  


radioButtonStyle CSS to apply to the radio 
buttons 


No Blank 


captionStyle CSS to apply to the text of 
the radio buttons 


No Blank 


orientation Layout the radio buttons 
horizontally (orientation = 
H) or vertically (orientation 
= V) 


No V (vertical) 


dataSourceType Indicate where the source 
data is obtained from.         


No  fixedValues 


tableName For Static Table data source 
type, this must be the value 
set for the name = property. 
For XML File or Fixed 
values, specify a name to 
identify the data set so that 
the table is filled only once 
per session. 
For Dynamic Table this 
property is ignored and 
sqlQueryName is used 
instead. 


No Blank 


onCreateRadioButton JavaScript code to execute to 
set the radio button text.  


Yes  ROW.text 


xmlFileName Name of XML file when the 
source type is XML. 


No Blank 


xmlFileLocation Path to locate the 
xmlFileName when the 
source type is XML. 


No *DEFAULT which is equal to 
 
/ts/screens/<private folder> 


fixedValues For Fixed values data 
source type you must enter 
the value pairs used to fill 
the radio button 


No No 


onSelectRadio Determines the radio button 
entry to select.  


Yes ROW.value 


onRadioButtonClicked Event fired when clicking on 
a Radio Button 


Yes FIELD.setValue(ROW.value) 


sqlQueryName For Dynamic Table data 
source type the value set for 
the name = property  


No Blank 


sqlVariables For Dynamic Table data 
source the variables used in 
your query.  


 ENV.SQL.SQLVariableLibrary = 
USERENV.dftSQLDataLibrary 


keepLastKey For Dynamic Table data 
source. If this option is true, 
a dynamic table will only be 


No false 


 







 


reloaded if the key changes.  
onChange Optional. JavaScript code to 


be executed when the 
element changes state from 
unchecked to checked and 
vice versa. 


Yes. None. 


onFocus Optional. JavaScript code to 
be executed when the 
element receives the focus. 


Yes. None. 


onBlur Optional. JavaScript code to 
be executed when the 
element lost the focus.   


Yes. None. 


Notes, Comments and Warnings 
 
The dataSourceType property determines the method used to populate the radio button.  
 
Except for Dynamic Table you should specify a tableName. 
 
Fixed Values: use this setting to hard code the value and text of the radio buttons.  
 
Static Table: static tables are loaded once from the server at start up. The name of the 
static table must be the name specified in tableName.  
 
XML File: the data to fill the table is obtained from an XML file located by default in 
/ts/screens/<private folder>. To specify another location change the xmlFileLocation 
property.  
 
Dynamic Table: use this option carefully as it is the only one where the data is loaded 
at every screen arrival with an expected performance impact in the rendering of the 
screen. When you use this option you must specify the name of the query in 
sqlQueryName as defined in your dynamic tables file. You can use the keepLastKey 
option to improve performance, if multiple requests using the same query key are 
commonly made. 
 
What is a ROW. 
 
The radio button makes use of the aXes table structures. It means that the data to 
create the radio button is stored in memory in a table-like structure consisting of rows 
and columns. For example, consider a table defined like this: 
 
DefineObjectInstance { className = "StaticTable",  
       
  name    = "Gender",   
  source  = "inline",   
            
  rows = {  
                {value="M",text="Male"}, 
                {value="F",text="Female"}, 
             },   
  }; 
 
(Note that for such a table you would most likely set the dataSourceType to Fixed Values 
and type in the values manually). 
 
At start up aXes populates the tables with one called Gender. It will have 2 rows, each 
ROW consisting of columns value and text. Using the Gender table, ROW.value would 
yield the current row's value= value and ROW.text the current row's text= value.  
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There is no constraint on how you name the row columns. If you use other names you 
must remember to change the default values to reflect the column names.  
 
For example, if your file or fixed values define your columns like this: 
 
  rows = {  
                {codigo="M",descripcion="Masculino"}, 
                {codigo="F",descripcion="Femenino"}, 
             },   
  }; 
 
The default values or script code should refer to ROW.codigo and ROW.descripcion. 
 
onCreateRadioButton event:  
 
This event creates the radio button and sets its displayable text. It will fire (following our 
table example) whenever a screen (any screen) that has a radio button whose 
tableName was set to Gender arrives. 
  
It will locate the Gender table and iterate through all its entries.  
 
For each entry it will create a radio button using the value of the text column of the 
Gender table as the label. The result in our example will be two radio buttons: one with 
caption Male and the other with caption Female. 
 
This is the simplest way to use onCreateRadioButton. 
 
A more powerful way would be to create the radio buttons with a value resulting from 
the evaluation of a more complex expression. 
 
If we extended the Gender table like this: 
 
DefineObjectInstance { className = "StaticTable",  
       
  name    = "Gender",   
  source  = "inline",   
            
  rows = {  
                {value="M1",text="Male", agerange="16-25"}, 
                {value="M2",text="Male", agerange="26-35"}, 
                {value="M3",text="Male", agerange="36-45"}, 
                {value="F1",text="Female", agerange="16-25"}, 
                {value="F2",text="Female", agerange="26-35"}, 
                {value="F3",text="Female", agerange="36-45"}, 
             },   
  }; 


 
 
We could change onCreateRadioButton to say: 
 
ROW.text + "s aged " + ROW.agerange 
 
which would create this set of radio buttons: 
 
Males aged 16-25 
Males aged 26-35 
Males aged 36-45 
Females aged 16-25 
Females aged 26-35 
Females aged 36-45 
 
onRadioButtonClicked 
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onSelectRadio event: 
 
The code in this event determines which radio button to set as the selected (checked). It 
can be something simple like the default value: 
 
ROW.value 
 
If the expression does not return a value of type Boolean, the default logic of 
comparing the value is returned with the associated field's value. 
 
An example of an expression returning a value of type Boolean would be: 
 
(ROW.value == "Hello") 
 
 
onRadioButtonClicked event: 
 
This event fires when a radio button is clicked. The default behaviour here is 
 
FIELD.setValue(ROW.value) 
 
In other words, set the value of the field (which is referred to as FIELD) associated with 
the radio button to the value of the selected ROW. 
 


See Also 
Radio Buttons in Tutorial 3 - Advanced Screen Enhancement  
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axScreenBasicProperties - Screen Level Basic Properties  


Description 
Screen level basic properties apply to an entire screen.  


Properties 
 
Name  Description and Comments  JavaS


cript 
Shipped 
default  


name The name of the screen  No None. 
style  Style elements that should be applied the body of 


the screen.   
Yes. 
Must 
return 
a 
valid 
style 
object
.  


None. 


useTerminalStyles Indicates whether the normal aXes CSS style sheets 
should be applied to this screen.  


No. False. 


firstElementToFocus Indicates which element on the screen will get the 
focus when the screen arrives: 
Options: 


 Follow the original 5250 screen. 
 Set focus on element with the lowest tab 


index. 


Yes Follow 
original 
5250 
screen 


limitedCursorSupport aXes emulates a 5250 screen cursor. When a screen 
is customized by eXtensions most of the time cursor 
use does not make any sense anymore as the fields 
would have been moved around. 
There might be occasions where only a very minor 
modifications are made to the screen and cursor is 
essential for the operation of that screen. In this 
case limitedCursorSupport can be turned on (set to 
true). The cursor support is limited in a sense that: 


• The cursor positioning is based on the 
original position of the 5250 elements, so if 
you move the element the cursor will not 
have any awareness of it. 


• The cursor will always be visible even when 
it is in an edit box. 


No.  False. 


disableTerminalKeys Indicates whether terminal keys (for example 
function keys F1 – F24) should be disabled. 
When terminal keys are disabled, physical keys 
typed in by users are ignored by AXES. Keys 
submitted programmatically using SENDKEY function 
will still be processed by AXES. 


No. False. 


disableAutoGUI Indicates whether AutoGUI is enabled for the screen. 
This property is only valid for screens generated with 
the aXes-TS2 rendering engine. AutoGUI is always 
disabled for customized screens in aXes-TS. 


No. False. 


keepPopupLocation Where a customized 5250 screen is a 5250 pop-up 
window you may use this property to maintain its 
5250 location (if set to true) or to cause it to be 
moved to the top left of the display area (if set to 
false). 
 
This does not apply to the aXes-TS2 rendering 
engine. The user can drag the window out of the 
way instead. 


No. True. 


keepLegacy5250FFW Indicates whether to apply the legacy 5250 Field 
Format Word to input elements so that they emulate 
the behaviour of a 5250 terminal. 


Yes. False. 


onArrive JavaScript code that is to be executed every time 
the 5250 screen arrives.   


Yes.  None.  


 







 


onLeave  JavaScript code that is to be executed every time 
the 5250 screen departs.  
 
ENV members: 
• ENV.key: indicates what key triggered the 


event. Please refer to the key symbolic names 
table in the examples section. 


 
Return value: 
Set to false to prevent the screen from leaving. 
 


Yes.  None. 


Notes, Comments and Warnings 
You should not use alerts and any other operation that halts or interrupts the execution 
of JavaScript code during the arrival or departure of a screen.     
 
Departure code may not be executed in an abnormal termination. 


Examples 
 
(1). Specify this code in the onArrive property:  
 


TRACE("**** MY ONARRIVE CODE IS EXECUTING. ****"); 
 
Specify this code in the onLeave property:  
 


TRACE("**** MY ONLEAVE CODE IS EXECUTING. ****"); 


 
Now execute your aXes application with trace mode turned on.  
 
You should see trace statements indicating that your code has been executed.   
 
(2). Disabling certain function keys 
 
Specify this code in the onLeave property to disable the F1 & F4 keys: 
 
if(ENV.key == "F4" || ENV.key == "F1")  
{ 


ENV.returnValue = false; 
 } 


 
The following table lists the symbolic names for the keys (the symbolic names are the 
values that are to be used for comparison with ENV.key): 
 
Key ENV.key value 
F1 – F24 F1 – F24 
Enter ENTER 
Roll Down (Page Up) ROLLDOWN 
Roll Up (Page Down) ROLLUP 
Roll Left ROLLLEFT 
Roll Right ROLLRIGHT 
Clear Screen CLEARSCREEN 
PA1 PA1 
PA2 PA2 
PA3 PA3 
Help HELP 
Print PRINT 
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See Also 
My popup is making use of the cursor to allow the user to select an item from a list, how will 
this work after the screen has been customized as the cursor does not show anymore? in 
Tutorial 11 - FAQ and Examples 
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axScreenDataViewer – Display data from another screen 


Description 
Use of this eXtension enables the display of individual field data or a subfile data from 
one 5250 screen to another screen. 
 


Properties 
 
Name  Description and Comments  JavaScript Shipped 


default  
caption Specifies the text that is to appear at the top of the 


element. Applicable only when the reference is a 
subfile and not an individual field. 


Yes. Must return a 
string.  


None. 


referenceName Refers to the logical name of the reference data. Yes. Must return a 
string. 


None. 


containerStyle Additional style properties that should be applied to 
the element. Overrides values whenever there is a 
previous setting.   


Yes. Must return a 
valid style object. 


None.  


onFocus Optional. JavaScript code to be executed when the 
element receives the focus.   


Yes.  None.  


onBlur Optional. JavaScript code to be executed when the 
element lost the focus.   


Yes. None. 


Notes, Comments and Warnings 
 
There are two user scripts needed to successfully display data from one screen to 
another screen:  
     1) SAVESCREENDATA and  
     2) DISPLAYSCREENDATA. 
 
SAVESCREENDATA( <fieldName> ); 
         where <fieldName> is the name of a reference field assigned by the user. 
 
SAVESCREENDATA( <referenceName>, <rowCount>, <colName1>, … <colNameN> ); 
    <referenceName> - the logical name of a subfile assigned by the user. 
    <rowCount> - the number of subfile rows to be displayed. 
    <columnName> - the name of the subfile column assigned by the user. 
 
DISPLAYSCREENDATA( <element name> ); 
   <element name> - the name of the Screen Data Viewer element assigned by the user. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


Examples 
 
(1). Add a Screen Data Viewer element to a primary screen. 
 


 







 


 
 
(2). Define element properties. 
 


 
 
 
(3). Put the DISPLAYSCREENDATA script onto the onArrive dialog. 
 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(4). Go to the screen where the subfile resides. Mark the columns to be      
       referenced. 
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(5). Put the SAVESCREENDATA script onto the onLeave dialog. 
 


 
 
 
 (6). Go back to the primary screen and see the result. 
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axScreenSize - Auto Zoom Screen Size 


Description 
The Auto Zoom feature in TS1 calculates the zoom amount based on the default screen 
size (which is derived from the 5250 terminal size which is normally 80 rows x 24 
columns). When larger real estate area is required for a screen, it is necessary to specify 
the width and height of the screen to help the layout engine calculate the correct zoom. 
This eXtension allows you to define this size. 
 
The TS2 engine calculates the zoom based on the actual contents of the screen. So it 
may not be necessary to specify a size. But, if you want to override the default 
calculations for a particular effect, or to force consistency with TS1 this eXtension will 
allow you to override the calculated height and width. 
 
In TS2, this eXtension will also allow you to override the zoom setting used by the layout 
engine. 


Properties 
 
Name  Description and Comments  JavaScript Shipped default  
width Width of the screen (in pixels).   


If 0 the default screen width will be 
used. 


Yes. 0 


height Height of the screen (in pixels).  
If 0 the default screen height will 
be used. 


Yes. 0 


zoom Sets the zoom value for the current 
screen. Allowable values are: 
-2: Fit. This causes the screen 


to automatically zoom to 
fit the window. This is a 
one-off operation. The 
zoom will not adjust when 
the window is resized. 


-1: Auto. This causes the 
screen to automatically 
zoom to fit the window. 
The zoom will continue to 
adjust when the window is 
resized. 


0: Do nothing. This leaves 
the zoom setting 
untouched. 


5-200: Fixed value. This sets the 
zoom to the specified 
percentage. 


 
This is available in TS2 only. 


Yes. 0 


lockZoom Locks the zoom control in the user 
interface, preventing the user from 
changing it. 
 
This is available in TS2 only. 


Yes. False 


 


See Also 
Understanding Screen Sizing and the Thin Red Line in Tutorial 10 - 5250 Screen Styling


 







 


 
 


axSimpleBox – Insert a simple box into screen 


Description 
axSimpleBox allows a simple box to be inserted into the 5250 screen.  


Useability  
 
Context  Supported  
Input screen fields No 
Output screen fields No 
Input subfile fields  No 
Output subfile fields  No 
New screen elements  Yes  


Properties 
 
Name  Description and Comments  JavaScript Shipped 


default  
style Additional style properties that should be applied to 


the <div> container of the label.    
Yes. Must return a valid 
style object. 


None.  


Notes, Comments and Warnings 
 
None. 


Examples 
 
(1). If this is used as style and the box is sized and located ….  
 
border:1px solid red;background:buttonface;     
 
it should produce a display like this when used on the IBM i main menu … 
 


 
 
 
 
(1). If this is used as style and the box is sized and located ….  
 
background:orange;     
 
it should produce a display like this on the IBM i main menu … 
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axSimpleLine – Insert a simple line into screen 


Description 
axSimpleLine allows a simple line to be inserted into the 5250 screen.  


Useability  
 
Context  Supported  
Input screen fields No 
Output screen fields No 
Input subfile fields  No 
Output subfile fields  No 
New screen elements  Yes  


Properties 
 
Name  Description and Comments  JavaScript Shipped 


default  
orientation The intended orientation of the line. Specify 


as horizontal or vertical.    
Yes. Must return "H" or "V". Horizontal  


lineStyle The style of the line. Specify as dotted, 
dashed, solid or double.   


Yes. Must return "dotted", 
"dashed", "solid" or "double". 


Solid 


lineColor The color of the line. Must be a valid HTML 
color. For example: Green or #FFF5F6.  


Yes. Must return a valid 
color. 


Black 


lineThickness The thickness of the line in pixels. Must be 
specified as Npx where N is in the range 1 
to 256.   


Yes. Must return a valid 
thickness string in format 
"Npx".   


1px 


Notes, Comments and Warnings 
None. 


Examples 
 
(1). If these properties are used and the line is sized and located ….  
 
orientation Horizontal    
lineStyle Solid   
lineColor Green 
lineThickness 2px 


 
it could produce a display like this on the IBM i main menu …. 
 


 
 
 
(2). If these properties are used and the line is sized and located ….  
 
orientation Vertical    
lineStyle Dashed   
lineColor Red 
lineThickness 8px 


 


 







 


it could produce a display like this on the IBM i main menu …. 
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axSimpleStripe – Insert a simple stripe into screen 


Description 
axSimpleLine allows a simple stripe to be inserted into the 5250 screen. Stripes are 
intended to be used to enhance the appearance of 5250 screen bodies, subfile headings 
and subfile bodies. 


Useability  
 
Context  Supported  
Input screen fields No 
Output screen fields No 
Input subfile fields  No 
Output subfile fields  No 
New screen elements  Yes  


Properties 
 
Name  Description and Comments  JavaScript Shipped 


default  
context The context of the stripe. Specify as screen panel, 


subfile heading, subfile body, mini-panel heading or 
mini-panel body. This determines the way that the 
stripe will be colored and bordered. See notes 
following regarding how colors and borders are 
determined.     


Yes. Must return "PH" 
(Screen Panel), "SH" 
(Subfile heading) or 
"SB" (subfile body). 


Screen 
panel 


orientation The orientation of any color gradient that may be 
applied to the stripe. Specify as horizontal or 
vertical.    


Yes. Must return "H" or 
"V". 


Vertical  


Notes, Comments and Warnings 
When the selection of the context is made, this in effect chooses a scheme for producing 
the stripe. The scheme is defined in the USERENV object by the aSimplestripeStyles 
object array. This array defines the start and end colors and the border used by the 
stripe. By altering your USERENV object's definition you can change the way that all 
stripes are visualized.    


Examples  
 
(1). By using 3 stripes this 5250 screen can be altered from this …  
 


 
 
to this: 
 


 







 


 
 
(2). Here a mini-panel heading and mini-panel bodies have been used to visually group 
sets of related fields together ….    
 


 
 


 
 
 


See Also 
Adding a Stripe in Tutorial 3 - Advanced Screen Enhancement  
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axSpinEdit – Insert a Spin Edit 


Description 
Use this extension to add a spin edit box into a 5250 screen. The end-user can use this extension to change a 
field value by scrolling a list of enumerated values. This is an extended Dropdown element. 


Useability  
 
Context  Supported  
Input screen fields Yes 
Output screen fields Yes 
Input subfile fields  Yes 
Output subfile fields  Yes 
New screen elements  Yes  


Properties 
 
Name  Description and Comments  JavaScript Shipped default  
dropDownStyle CSS to apply to the element  No Blank 
dataSourceType Indicates where the source 


data is obtained from.         
No  fixedValues 


visibleLines Indicates the number of 
visible lines. When a selected 
value is greater than 1, the 
element acts as a spin edit 
element. When the value is 1, 
it will behave as a drop down 
element. 


No 2 


multipleSelect Allows selection of multiple 
data or single data.  


No false 


lowerRange The lowest value in the 
element list. 


No Blank 


upperRange The highest value in the 
element list. 


No Blank 


tableName For Static Table data source 
type, this must be the value 
set for the name = property. 


No Blank 


onFillDropDown Script codes to execute during 
the filling up of element list.  


Yes  Blank (i.e. no script to execute 
– interpreted as ROW.text) 


xmlFileName Name of XML file when the 
source type is XML. 


No Blank 


xmlFileLocation Path to locate the 
xmlFileName when the source 
type is XML. 


No *DEFAULT which is equal to 
 
/ts/screens/<private folder> 


fixedValues For Fixed values data source 
type, you must enter the pair 
of data values that will appear 
on the element list. 


No No 


additionalEntries Use this property to add one 
or more entries to the spin 
edit element.  
Note that if you use this 
option with static tables, 
dynamic tables  
or XML documents, the values 
you are adding are inserted 
into the  
underpinning table – which 
subsequently causes them to 
appear  
element list. This may impact 
other eXtensions or scripting  
that also use the same 
underpinning table. 


Yes No 


 







 


 
onSelectValue Data to be displayed as a 


result of the script code 
execution during the selection 
of value.  


Yes Blank (i.e. no script to execute 
– interpreted as ROW.value) 


onSelectedValueChanged Script code to execute when 
the current value has 
changed. 


Yes FIELD.setValue(ROW.value) 


sqlQueryName For Dynamic Table data 
source type the value set for 
the name = property  


No Blank 


sqlVariables For Dynamic Table data 
source the variables used in 
your query.  


 ENV.SQL.SQLVariableLibrary = 
USERENV.dftSQLDataLibrary 


Notes, Comments and Warnings 
 
dataSourceType:  
 
Determines the method used to populate the element. The options are: 
 
Fixed Values: use this setting for a small number of values and the values don't 
change. 
 
Static Table: static tables are loaded once from the server at start up. The name of the 
static table must be the name specified in tableName.  
 
Static tables are very efficient and they can contain hard coded values or can be loaded 
by executing SQL commands. 


 
XML File: the data to fill the table is obtained from an XML file located by default in 
/ts/screens/<private folder>. To specify another location change the xmlFileLocation 
property.  
 
Dynamic Table: use this option carefully as it is the only one where the data is loaded 
at every screen arrival with an expected performance impact in the rendering of the 
screen. When you use this option you must specify the name of the query in 
sqlQueryName as defined in your dynamic tables file. 
 
This value indicates that the data should come from a dynamically created table. 
•         A dynamic table is (re)loaded every time a screen is displayed. 
•         Dynamic tables are expensive to use compared to static tables. 
•         Only use them when the table content needs to vary according to some dynamic 


criteria (eg: current company, current product, etc). 
•         Dynamic tables can only be loaded by SQL commands. 


You can use the keepLastKey option to improve performance, if multiple requests using 
the same query key are commonly made. 
 
Should I use a Static or a Dynamic Table? 
You do not have to use a dynamic table just because you want to execute an SQL 
command to load the table. You can load static tables from SQL commands as well. 
You can use the highly efficient static tables in ways you may not know about.  
Imagine a scenario where a currency table’s content needs to change according to a 
company number (ie: You can only use certain currencies for certain companies).  
Your immediate reaction may be to just use a dynamic table - passing the company 
number as an SQL variable to control which currencies are selected by the SQL 
command that is executed to fill the dynamic table. 
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This will work, but compared to using a static table this approach is expensive to 
execute.   
You can improve this approach in several ways by using static tables instead:  
Option 1: Create a single Static Table named Currency: 
It would contain all the currency details for all the companies - and the associated 
company number as an extra column. When filling the element list, you can use scripting 
in the onFillDropDown property to omit table entries that are not valid for the current 
company by returning ENV.returnValue as null (meaning no visible entry is to be added 
to the element list).   
Option 2: Create multiple Static Tables named Currency_CC: 
Where _CC is the company number (say).  
Script the element’s tableName property to dynamically change.  
You are using static tables - but now you are dynamically changing the table name - 
instead of the table content. 
Note: This approach also works well with XML sourced tables. For example, you could 
also create an RPG program that runs every night (say).  
It would read corporate "static" data files and flatten them out into a highly structured 
series of XML documents - where the name of the document (ie: table) is 
meaningful.        
Option 3: Use start up or log on logic to load the "correct" set of static table 
data 
When there is a clear point in the application where the user logs on and selects a 
company to work with - you can script an onArrive or onLeave events to force all static 
tables to load or reload. 
Where they are loaded from SQL you can pass variables to the SQL executed to load 
them (eg: the selected company number).  
Now the static table Currency would only ever contain the currencies for the currently 
selected company.  
All the "users" of the Currency static table - like drop downs - no longer have to worry 
about the content - it will always be correct for the currently selected company. 
 
 
What is a ROW 
 
The element list makes use of the aXes table structures. It means that the data to 
populate the list is stored in memory in a table-like structure consisting of rows and 
columns. For example, consider a table defined like this: 
 
DefineObjectInstance { className = "StaticTable",  
       
  name    = "Gender",   
  source  = "inline",   
            
  rows = {  
                {value="M",text="Male"}, 
                {value="F",text="Female"}, 
             },   
  }; 
 
(Note that for such a table you would most likely set the dataSourceType to Fixed Values 
and type in the values manually). 
 
At start up aXes populates the tables with one called Gender. It will have 2 rows, each 
ROW consisting of columns value and text. Using the Gender table, ROW.value would 
yield the current row's value= value and ROW.text the current row's text= value.  
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There is no constraint on how you name the row columns. If you use other names you 
must remember to change the default values to reflect the column names.  
 
For example, if your file or fixed values define your columns like this: 
 
  rows = {  
                {codigo="M",descripcion="Masculino"}, 
                {codigo="F",descripcion="Femenino"}, 
             },   
  }; 
 
The default values or script code should refer to ROW.codigo and ROW.descripcion. 
 
onFillDropDown event:  
 
This event populates the element list. It will fire (following our table example) whenever 
a screen (any screen) that has the element whose tableName was set to Gender arrives. 
  
It will locate the Gender table and iterate through all its entries.  
 
For each entry it will add an entry where the visible text in the list is equal to the value 
in text column of the Gender table. The result in our example will be a spin edit element 
with 2 entries: Male and Female. 
 
This is the simplest way to use onFillDropDown. 
 
A more powerful way would be to fill the list with a value resulting from the evaluation of 
a more complex expression. 
 
If we extended the Gender table like this: 
 
DefineObjectInstance { className = "StaticTable",  
       
  name    = "Gender",   
  source  = "inline",   
            
  rows = {  
                {value="M1",text="Male", agerange="16-25"}, 
                {value="M2",text="Male", agerange="26-35"}, 
                {value="M3",text="Male", agerange="36-45"}, 
                {value="F1",text="Female", agerange="16-25"}, 
                {value="F2",text="Female", agerange="26-35"}, 
                {value="F3",text="Female", agerange="36-45"}, 
             },   
  }; 
 
We could change onFillDropDown to say: 
 
ROW.text + "s aged " + ROW.agerange 
 
The element list would end up with entries that look like this: 
 
Males aged 16-25 
Males aged 26-35 
Males aged 36-45 
Females aged 16-25 
Females aged 26-35 
Females aged 36-45 
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Note that executing custom code is a relatively expensive process. This event is fired 
once for each entry in the element list. If you have a lot spin edit elements and/or large 
lists this can have an impact on screen rendering time. The eXtension recognises the 
special case of an empty script (the default) and returns the value of ROW.text without 
having to execute any custom code. Consider carefully if you need to use this event, or if 
you can change the structure of your table so that ROW.text already contains the correct 
data. 
 
onSelectValue event: 
 
The code in this event determines what entry in the element list to set as the selected. It 
can be something simple like: 
 
ROW.value 
 
If the expression does not return a value of type Boolean, the default logic of comparing 
the value is returned with the associated field's value. 
 
An example of an expression returning a value of type Boolean would be: 
 
(ROW.value == "Hello") 
 
Note that executing custom code is a relatively expensive process. This event is fired 
once for each entry in the list. If you have a lot spin edit elements and/or large lists, this 
can have an impact on screen rendering time. The eXtension recognises the special case 
of an empty script (the default) and returns the value of ROW.value without having to 
execute any custom code. Consider carefully if you need to use this, or if you can change 
the structure of your table to avoid it. 
 
onSelectValueChanged event: 
 
This event fires when the current element value changes. The default behaviour here is 
 
FIELD.setValue(ROW.value) 
 
In other words, set the value of the field (which is referred to as FIELD) associated with 
the element list to the value of the selected ROW. 
 
additionalEntries:  
 
Lets you add entries in addition to those added by the specified method in 
dataSourceType.  
 
The easiest and preferred way of adding a blank entry at the top of the element list 
would be to add it to your static table or fixed values with blank values. 
 
Another way would be to use additionalEntries. 
 
This property works by calling an internal method named addTableROW. It receives 2 
parameters: 
 
oRow Object - represents the ROW. It must be structurally the 


same as any of your other ROWs. In other words it must 
have the same properties. 


bAtBegin Boolean - Indicates whether to add the entry at the 
beginning or at the end of the element list. Defaults to false 
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For example, to add an entry at the top of the element list source by the Gender table 
you would this in your additionalEntries property: 
 
var oGenderROW = {value: "", text: "Select an entry from this list", agerange:"" } 
this.addTableROW(oGenderROW, true); /* Note the this qualifier */ 
 
Note that when the list is associated to a field, the field will be set to the  
"" when this entry is selected unless you add logic to the onSelectValue and 
onSelectValueChanged. 
 


See Also 
Dropdowns in Tutorial 3 - Advanced Screen Enhancement 


Static Tables that load from static data in Tutorial 6 - Tables and XML Documents 


Static Tables that load from a database file in Tutorial 6 - Tables and XML Documents 


XML Documents in Tutorial 6 - Tables and XML Documents 


Example – Dynamically refreshing a drop down without server interaction in Tutorial 11 - 
FAQ and Examples 


Example – Two level drop down in Tutorial 11 - FAQ and Examples 


Example – Using a drop down as subfile option field in Tutorial 11 - FAQ and Examples 
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axSubfileEnhancer – Enhance Subfile Appearance 


Description 
axSubfileEnhancer automatically adds simple stripes to the header and body of a subfile 
on a screen. The stripes are intended to enhance the appearance of the subfile.  The 
subfile defaults to the first subfile on the screen, but this can be overridden to any other 
subfile on the screen, or moved elsewhere on the screen, using the start and end row 
properties.  
 
The subfile enhancer is sized by using the row / column properties of the extension. 


Useability  
 
Context  Supported  
Input screen fields No 
Output screen fields No 
Input subfile fields  No 
Output subfile fields  No 
Whole screen  Yes  


Properties 
 
Name  Description and Comments  JavaScript Shipped 


default  
subfileName The subfile to have its appearance enhanced. 


"First" means detect the first subfile on the 
screen. It can be set to any of the subfiles on 
the screen. 


Yes. Must return 
"FIRST" or a subfile 
record format name.  


First 


headerHeightRows The number of rows in the subfile header. Yes. Must be 1 - 24 1 
bodyFirstRow The first row of the subfile body. If 0, this 


means automatically determine the first row of 
the subfile body. 


Yes. Must be 1 - 24 0 


bodyLastRow The last row of the subfile body. If 0, this 
means automatically determine the last row of 
the subfile body. 


Yes. Must be 1 - 24 0 


highlightRows Indicates that a stripe be created for each row 
of the subfile rather than for the whole body. 


Yes. False. 


alternateColors Indicates that rows should be highlighted with 
alternate colors (ignored if highlightRows is 
False). 


Yes. False. 


linesPerRow The number of screen lines that represent a 
row in the subfile. A value of 0 tells the 
eXtension to attempt to automatically 
determine the value. 


Yes. 0 


columnFirst The first column of the subfile Yes 1 
columnLast The last column of the subfile Yes 79 
Style The style applied to the stripes No  


Notes, Comments and Warnings 
This extension is intended for straightforward subfile modification. (For more complex 
scenarios, use two Simple Stripe extensions)  
 


Examples 
 
(1). To use the subfile enhancer, edit the screen's properties and click on the screen 
anywhere outside an element, and check the subfile enhancer checkbox: 


 







 


 
 
Then set the headerHeightRows property to the required value for your subfile 
 


 
 
 
 
Using the default settings and changing the headerHeightRows to 2, the subfile's 
appearance can be changed to this: 
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axSubfileScroller – Insert Subfile Scroll buttons into a 5250 Screen 


Description 
axSubfileScroller allows a subfile scrolling control to be inserted into the 5250 screen.  


Useability  
 
Context  Supported  
Input screen fields No 
Output screen fields No 
Input subfile fields  No 
Output subfile fields  No 
New screen elements  Yes  


 


Properties 
 


 


 
  


Name  Description and 
Comments  


JavaScript Shipped default  


markerFieldName The name of the 
field that contains 
the string that 
indicates the 
subfile extends to 
another page 


No Blank 


scrollerStyle CSS to apply to the 
subfile scrolling 
buttons. 


No Height = 17px 
Width  = 17px 


scrollMarkers List of strings that 
indicates that the 
subfile extends to 
another page 


No "+",  "More..." 


pgUpImagePath Path to locate the 
page up image file 


No /ts/skins/images 


pgUpImageName Name of the page 
up image file 


No pageup.gif 


pgDnImagePath Path to locate the 
page down image 
file 


No /ts/skins/images 


pgDnImageName Name of the page 
down image file 


No pagedown.gif 


pgUpOnClick Event that fires 
when clicking on 
page up.  


Yes  SENDKEY("PageUp"); 


pgDnOnClick Event that fires 
when clicking on 
page down.  


Yes  SENDKEY("PageDown"); 


    


 







 


Examples 
 
Insert subfile scroll buttons into the Maintain Employee Information screen of 
the aXes Demo HR system. 
 
Step 1: Open the Projects Home Page. Select your project and then use the Work as 
Developer option and sign on to a 5250 session. 
 
Step 2: Start the shipped aXes demo system by entering the commands: 
 
ADDLIBLE AXESDEMO 
 
CALL XHRRPGTRN 
 
The resulting 5250 screen should look something like this: 
 


 
 
Step 3: Start editing the screen and click on the "+" sign and name that field 
PageMarker. 
 
Step 4: Add an axSubfileScroller eXtension. 
 
This is done by adding a new element to the screen. 
  
Make it into a Subfile Scroller by checking that option.  
 
Change the scroller's markerFieldName property to "PageMarker".  
 
Then move and position the scroller as required. 
 
Step 5: Select the PageMarker field and uncheck its Default Visualization option so that 
its contents no longer appear. 
 
Save your changes.   
 
The modified screen should look something like this: 
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Change Scroller Button Images 
 
This example assumes that an axSubfileScroller eXtension has been added to an aXes 
screen as in the previous example. 
 
Step 1: Open the Projects Home Page. Select your project and then use the Work as 
Developer option and sign on to a 5250 session. 
 
Step 2: Start the shipped aXes demo system by entering the commands: 
 
ADDLIBLE AXESDEMO 
 
CALL XHRRPGTRN 
 
Step 3: Start editing the screen and click on the Subfile Scroller eXtension to highlight it 
and bring up its properties into the aXes Designer window. 
 
Step 4: Click on and change the pgUpImageName property to movepageup.jpg. Then 
click on and change the pgDnImageName property to movepagedown.jpg. 
 
Step 5: Click on the scrollerStyle property and change the height and width style 
attributes so that the scroller buttons will be large enough to display the new images. 
Use 22px for each attribute. 
 
Save your changes.   
 
The modified screen should look something like this: 
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axTimer – Insert a timer into the screen 


Description 
axTimer allows a timer to be added to the screen. The timer is not visible at run time. 
When the timer interval has passed, the timer ticks and executes the script specified.  
 
The timer can be set to tick repeatedly or just once, or by setting the interval to 0, it can 
be set to not tick at all. 
 
A timer would normally be added as a new element to a screen. When creating the new 
element you will need to manually uncheck the default visualization.  
 
A timer will be invisible unless the screen is being edited.  
 
There can be multiple timers on a screen. 
 
  


Useability  
 
Context  Supported  
Input screen fields Yes 
Output screen fields Yes 
Input subfile fields  No 
Output subfile fields  No 
New screen elements  Yes 


Properties 
 
Name  Description and Comments  JavaScript Shipped default  
tickInterval This is the time between ticks, in milliseconds Yes 0 
onTick This is the script that will be executed when the 


timer ticks 
Yes alert('timer tick 


occurred'); 
keepTicking This indicates whether the timer will tick once 


and stop (false) or tick repeatedly (true) 
Yes  true 


 


Warnings 
 
When creating a new element, you will need to check the timer extension and uncheck 
the default visualization extension. 
 
 


Examples 
 
(1).  
 
Add a timer that ticks once, after 10 seconds, and issues an alert 
 
Edit a screen and add a new element to it, and make it a Timer 
 
Set its properties to:  
tickInterval: 10000 


 







 


onTick: alert('10 seconds has elapsed'); 
keepTicking : false 
 
Save the screen. After 10 seconds an alert will appear: 
 
"10 seconds has elapsed" 
 
If you click ok on the alert, the timer will not tick again, because property keepTicking is 
false. 
 
(2).  
 
Add a timer that checks every 10 seconds whether the user has entered a value, and 
stops checking when a value has been entered. 


 
Find and edit a screen with an input field on it.  
 
Name the input field "myField".  
 
Add a new element to the screen and make it a timer. 
 
Set its properties to:  
tickInterval: 10000 
onTick:  
 
alert('timer 10 seconds tick occurred'); 
 
var F = FIELDS("myField"); 
if ( F.getValue() != "") 
{ 
alert("setting my tick interval to 0"); 
 
FIELD.setProperty("tickInterval", 0); 
FIELD.refresh(); 
} 


 
 
 
keepTicking : true 
 
Save the screen and ensure the field named myField is blanked out. 
  
Every 10 seconds an alert will appear: "timer 10 seconds tick occurred". 
 
Type in a value into the field named "myField". 
 
The next alert will be: 
"timer 10 seconds tick occurred" 
 
followed by: 
 "setting my tick interval to 0" 
 
Then there will be no more ticks, because the timer's interval has been set to zero. 
 
(3).  
 
Add a timer that changes the style of an input field, after 2 seconds.  


 
Find and edit a screen with an input field on it.  
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Change the field to use the Default Visualization and the Timer extension. 
 
Set the input field's properties as follows: 
 
tickInterval: 2000 
onTick:  
 
var oStyle = null; 
oStyle = {"color":"red", "background":"blue"}; 
 
FIELD.setProperty("axdv.style" , oStyle ); 
FIELD.refresh(); 
 


keepTicking: false 
 
 
Note that the style that is changed is the style of the default visualization, and this is 
distinguished from the Basic style by using "axdv.style"
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axUserElementBasicProperties - New Screen Element Basic 
Properties  


Description 
Every new screen element has a fundamental and common set of properties, regardless 
of any further visualization that is applied to it. 
 
New screen elements do not exist naturally on the 5250 screen.  
 
They have been added to the 5250 screen layout by an aXes developer.            


Useability  
Context  Supported  
Input screen fields No 
Output screen fields No 
Input subfile fields  No 
Output subfile fields  No 
New screen elements  Yes  


Properties 
 
Name  Description and Comments  JavaScript Shipped 


default  
name The symbolic name of the new screen element. Just as 


5250 screen elements may have names, new screen 
elements may have names.  


No. None.  


type  The type of the new screen element. May be input or 
output. The use of this property on new screen 
elements is rare.      


No. Input. 


tabIndex The tab index that should be applied to this element 
relative to all other elements on the screen. 


No. 0 


tooltip  The tool tip (or hint) that should appear when the user 
hovers the mouse over this screen element.  


Yes. Must return a 
valid string.  


None. 


style Additional style properties that should be applied to 
the screen element.    


Yes. Must return a 
valid style object. 


None. 


visible Indicates whether this element is visible. Yes. True. 
enabled Indicates whether this element is enabled. Yes. True. 


Notes, Comments and Warnings 
None. 


Examples 
 
(1). If a new element is added to a screen and visualized as a pushbutton, its property 
sheet may look like this, with the tooltip property set to I am a push button:  
 


 







 


     
 
When the user hovers the mouse over the push button the tooltip appears:   
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Checking IBM i PTF levels  
To use Axes some IBM supplied IBM i PTFs are mandated: 
 


IBM i Version PTFs required 


V5R3M0 SI15896 – CPF8902 occurs. Unable to create new virtual devices  
SI22468 – Virtual terminal feedback not available when 
QSECURITY =30  
o  


V5R4M0 
V5R4M5 
 


SI35079 - QTVOPNVT ignores initial pgm, menu, curlib with Key 
8. This PTF also includes and supersedes SI22470.    


 
 To check if a PTF is installed use the DSPPTF command.  
 Also check that it has been applied temporarily or permanently. 
 After applying a PTF stop and restart all Axes server jobs.    
 


Checking Axes Server Job Logs 
Often checking the job logs of Axes server jobs can reveal information about a problem:   
 
Does this facility need to be 
installed separately?  If yes, 
where do you get it from?  


No. 


How you turn it on / start 
it?  


It is always on. 


How you turn it off / stop 
it?  


It cannot be turned off.  


Are there performance 
ramifications in using it? 


No. 


How is it typically used to 
isolate problems? 


Use the WRKSBSJOB AXES command to display all Axes server jobs 
active in the AXES subsystem.  
 
Use option 5 - Work With, then option 10 - Display job log, if active, 
on job queue, or pending. On the resulting Display Job Log screen, 
use F10=Display detailed messages and then scroll through all the 
message displayed.  
 
Look for messages of interest that indicate warning or error 
situations. Use F1=Help on any message to display more details the 
time and date it was issued, which is often useful in associating a 
message with a problem.      
 
Repeat this procedure for all jobs active in the AXES subsystem.   
 


What sort of information 
might you be asked to send 
to Axes support?  


If an Axes server job contains messages of interest, record the job 
name, user and number from the top of the screen (eg: job AXES, 
user AXES, job number 041940). 
 
Use the DSPJOBLOG command to print details of all the messages 
associated with the Axes server job: 
 
 Eg: DSPJOBLOG JOB(041940/AXES/AXES) OUTPUT(*PRINT) 
 
Locate the report (spool file) produced and send it to Axes support as 
a simple text document. Please avoid sending screen prints.  
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Using Fiddler  
Fiddler runs on your PC. It monitors all traffic between your web browser and the 
Internet. When captured and saved this traffic can be a useful source of problem 
resolution information.        
 
Does it have to be installed 
separately?  If yes, where do 
you get it from?  


Yes. Fiddler can be downloaded from 
http://www.fiddler2.com/fiddler2/ 


How you turn it on / start it?  Run the Fiddler application on the same PC as the browser.  To start 
capturing traffic, select Capture Traffic from the File menu.   


How you turn it off / stop it?  Deselect Capture Traffic from the File menu or close the Fiddler 
application. 


Are there performance 
ramification in using it? 


If run for long periods of time it may develop some memory or disk 
space problems. Normally you would only run it while reproducing a 
particular problem. 


How is it typically used to 
isolate problems? 


Fiddler is a proxy that sits between the browser and the server and 
captures all traffic between the two.  It makes it possible to see 
exactly what is, or isn't, being sent between the two.  In addition, the 
sessions can be saved for later playback making it possible to 
reproduce and diagnose a problem remotely, without needing a VPN 
or host connection. 


What sort of information 
might you be asked to send 
to Axes support?  


You may be asked to send a Fiddler log.  This would involve starting 
Fiddler and then turning on Capture Traffic just before reproducing 
the problem. After the problem has been reproduced you save the 
traffic details to a Session Archive file (*.saz) by selecting File > Save 
-> All Sessions.  Send the resulting .saz file to Axes support. 


 
 
 


Checking IBM i history logs   
All IBM i servers maintain a history log called QHST. In sites with suspect communication 
links QHST will often record TCP/IP level drop outs and recoveries. If an aXes system is 
exhibiting intermittent or random issues then the root problem may be traceable to 
TCP/IP level communications issues. In such situations you need to rectify these basic 
TCP/IP level issues before aXes will function reliably. For example, people using a 
wireless link or with a loose or failing LAN connection may experience problems, as will 
people whose network routers play up or are re-booted.      
 
Does it have to be installed 
separately?  If yes, where do 
you get it from?  


No 


How you turn it on / start it?  It is always turned on.  
How you turn it off / stop it?  It is always turned on. 
Are there performance 
ramification in using it? 


No. 


How is it typically used to 
isolate problems? 


Use the IBM i command DSPLOG and scroll to messages issued 
around the time of the aXes issue. Look for any messages related to 
communication errors.  


What sort of information 
might you be asked to send 
to Axes support?  


Screen prints of the DSPLOG command showing messages issued at 
or around the time of the aXes issue. 


 
 


Checking Axes CERN logs   
Axes can produce CERN logs. These may reveal information about a problem. It is most 
useful in situations where you cannot install Fiddler onto the problem PC.    
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Does it have to be installed 
separately?  If yes, where do 
you get it from?  


No 


How you turn it on / start it?  Edit /axes/configs/aXesW3.conf by using the WRKLNK command: 
 Uncomment this directive by deleting the # in front of it: 


#CernLog=1  
 Uncomment the directive by deleting the # in front of it: 


#LogPath=/axes/logs/  
 Save the changes to /axes/configs/aXesW3.conf 
 Stop and restart the axes server jobs 


How you turn it off / stop it?  Comment the directives that were uncommented in the previous 
point. Stop restart the Axes servers. 


Are there performance 
ramification in using it? 


Yes, but they are not very heavy, so it is okay to leave CERN logging 
on in multi-user production environments for short time periods. 
Large amounts of trace information may be produced. 


How is it typically used to 
isolate problems? 


Entries in the log file typically contain information about the success 
or failure of http transactions. Typically you would search for bad 
return codes from http requests like 401, 403, etc. 


What sort of information 
might you be asked to send 
to Axes support?  


Log files are located in the directory specified in the LogPath directive 
in file /axes/configs/aXesW3.conf. By default this is /axes/logs 
Log files follow the naming pattern: 


cernYYYYMMDD_hhmmss 
where the date time refers to when the server was last stopped. To 
obtain a log file for a transaction that occurred between the time the 
server was LAST started and now you will have to stop the server to 
allow for the log file to be created. 
If requested send the CERN logs files to Axes support. 


 
 


Checking IFS File Authority   
In general Axes files stored on the IBM i IFS should be set so that user *PUBLIC has 
Data Authority *R only and no other authorities. When files do not follow this rule they 
may not be served, causing problems in client side applications. Use the IBM i WRKLNK 
command to review and alter IFS file authorities. For example:  
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Checking Customized IBM i Logon Screens   
Axes imposes some limitations on how customized IBM i sign-on screens are formatted. 
A problem is typified by this error message: CPF1296 – Signon information 
required. (assuming that all mandated PTFs have been applied). 
To verify that a custom sign-on is causing an issue with Axes follow these steps: 
 
 
 
 
 
 Find out the name of the subsystem that Axes 5250 sessions are attempting to 


log into. Typically this is QINTER, but it may be different at some sites.  
 
 Use a DSPOBJD *all/xxxxxx *sbsd command to identify how many 


subsystems named xxxxxx exist. Typically only one exists. If multiple exist you 
need to determine which one is being used when you attempt to sign on. 


 
 You should now have a single subsystem name (eg: QINTER) and library (eg: 


QSYS). 
 
 Next determine the exact details of the customized logon screen by using the 


command DSPSBSD llllll/xxxxxxx where lllll is the library name and xxxxxx is 
the subsystem name. Then use menu option 1- Operational attributes and record 
the sign-on display file and library name, like in this example: 


 


 
 
 Now used the command DSPFFD lllllll/dddddd where llllll is the display file library 


and dddddd is the display file name, like this example – DSPFFD qsys/qdsignon. 
 
 Now examine the 2nd and 3rd displayed pages displayed by the DSPFFD command and 


fill in this table from the details:   
 


Field  Row in display file    Column in display file Visual Order of field 
(working from top to 
bottom, left to right) 


USERID    
PASSWRD    
PROGRAM    
MENU    
CURLIB    


 
√ For example, the DSPFFD results for the shipped IBM sign-on screen 


QSYS/QDSIGNON yields this table:  
 


Field  Row in display file    Column in display file Visual Order of field 
(working from top to 
bottom, left to right) 


USERID 6 53 1 
PASSWRD 7 53 2 
PROGRAM 8 53 3 
MENU 9  53 4 
CURLIB 10  53  5 


 
If the display file you are checking does not yield a display order of exactly 1 -> 5 for 
fields USERID -> CURLIB then it may need to be altered to work with Axes.   


 


Note: Do not use *LIBL or omit library names from any of the 
following commands. If you do not specify an exact library name 
you risk checking the wrong thing. 
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√ Finally, check that all of these fields, and only these fields are defined in the display 
file: SYSNAME, SBSNAME, DEVNAME, USERID, PASSWRD, PROGRAM, MENU, 
CURLIB, QSNERROR, COPYRIGHT and UBUFFER. 


Checking for network/browser compression issues  
aXes installs many files on the IFS in compressed format. It delivers them to the browser 
in this compressed form.  Sometimes networks and/or browsers are unable to handle the 
compressed format correctly (the circumstances in which this problem occurs are 
arcane).  
A compressed file problem is typified by a JavaScript error that says something like "Line 
1 character 1 is invalid" - because the compressed file cannot be processed by the 
JavaScript interpreter.       
You can confirm you have this problem by doing this simple test: 
Go to the aXes home page and use this option: 


 
If you cannot even display the home page use a URL formatted like this instead: 
                       http://<aXes host and port>/echo 
Scroll through the resulting display.  
You are looking for the HTTP_ACCEPT_ENCODING= value - like this:   


  
If the HTTP_ACCEPT_ENCODING= option is not displayed -OR- if it does not say gzip, 
deflate then you have this compression problem.  
If you have the problem then you should use the aXes DECOMPRESS command against 
the various aXes IFS folders, the most significant one being the <axes root folder>/ts 
folder. After decompressing you must clear your browser caches. 
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Welcome to aXes for IBM i 
This section describes the aXes product and explains how to use the product. It also includes 
a complete description of the Control Language commands and configuration directives, and 
provides assistance with problem solving. For the latest information about aXes, refer to the 
aXes web site (axeslive.com). 


Road Map 
Use the following table to find information that will help you configure aXes. 


If you want to … Refer to … 


Configure aXes Application Server aXes Reference 


Configure Data Explorer Server aXes Reference 


Configure Spool File Server aXes Reference 


Configure Terminal Server aXes Reference 


Create keyboard maps aXes Reference 


Learn about scenarios aXes Reference 


Set up Secure Sockets Layer aXes Reference 


Solve problems aXes Reference 


Tune aXes Application Server aXes Reference 


Tune Terminal Server aXes Reference 


Understand aXes commands aXes Reference 


Topics available in other guides are: 


If you want to … Refer to … 


Apply maintenance to aXes aXes Quick Start 


Install aXes aXes Quick Start 


Learn about authorities aXes User Guide  


Learn about recovery aXes User Guide  


Learn about system requirements aXes Quick Start 


Manage security aXes User Guide  


Manage servers aXes User Guide  


Manage users aXes User Guide  


Remove aXes aXes Quick Start 


Understand FastCGI aXes User Guide  
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If you want to … Refer to … 


Understand licensing aXes User Guide 


Use Data Explorer Server aXes User Guide  


Use Spool File Server aXes User Guide  


Use Terminal Server aXes User Guide  


For detailed information about using aXes, including installation, configuration and licensing, 
consult aXes Quick Start and aXes User Guide. 


About aXes 
aXes comprises an application server, a terminal server, a spool file server, a data explorer 
server, and a set of tools that allow you to distribute existing AS/400 and iSeries 
applications via a TCP/IP network using a web browser. The application server component is 
called aXes-W3, the terminal server component is called aXes-TS, the spool file server 
component is called aXes-WS, and the data explorer server is called aXes-DE. Multiple 
instances of each server can be active at the same time. CL commands are provided to 
start, stop and manage these servers. 


About aXes Terminal Server 
Terminal Server features 


aXes Terminal Server is an effective host access solution that is managed from a standard 
web server. Offering all of the advanced features found in desktop-based solutions within a 
browser-based interface. The aXes Terminal Server lowers your Total Cost of Ownership 
(TOC) for host access by exploiting the infrastructure of the Web and internet-based 
protocols. The aXes Terminal Server provides unprecedented control over host connectivity 
combined with centralized configuration, licence management, and security. 


The aXes Terminal Server is an advanced host-based solution that provides access to 
enterprise applications via an industry standard Web browser interface in XML format over 
the Web or company intranet. 


Using a browser, users simply access an URL — eliminating the need to install software and 
user configurations on the individual desktops. Users access their host-based applications in 
a variety of styles, with a click of the mouse via their web browser. 


The aXes Terminal Server uses open standards to ensure host access is quickly, efficiently, 
and securely managed between browser-based client and host application resulting in lower 
network traffic than native terminal protocols. You get reduced telecommunication, 
administration, and client management costs with decreased complexity. 


Terminal sessions created by the aXes Terminal Server can optionally access the full batch 
CPW capacity of your host system. These terminal sessions have the appearance and 
behaviour of normal interactive jobs but they are not counted as interactive jobs by the 
interactive CPW monitor. Terminal sessions created by the aXes Terminal Server are 
independent of terminal sessions created by other mechanisms such as Telnet. Telnet and 
other emulator sessions continue to be counted against available interactive CPW. 


The ability to access the full batch CPW is enabled by the aXes Intersession configuration 
directive. See the Terminal Server configuration in this guide for a detailed explanation of 
the syntax. 
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aXes‐TS and aXes‐TS2 


aXes versions prior to version 1.35 included a browser interface engine known as aXes-TS 
and it supported only Internet Explorer. 


aXes version 1.35 introduced aXes-TS2, a second browser interface engine which allows 
aXes 5250 sessions to be used with additional browsers: 


 Chrome (Google) 


 Firefox (Mozilla) 


 Internet Explorer (Microsoft) 


 Safari (Apple) 


aXes users can choose either aXes-TS or aXes-TS2 by changing the URL they use to start 
their aXes 5250 session. This means that aXes-TS and aXes-TS2 browser sessions can be 
run side by side on the same Windows PC. 


aXes-TS2 also enables you to work with mobile devices such as iPhones and iPads to provide 
modernized web browser access to IBM i based application from any device. 


When working as an aXes designer with aXes-TS2 you are seeing an aXes-TS session and 
you need to use Internet Explorer 8 (or later) to customize your applications. You can deploy 
the resulting aXes application and use it with any of the supported browsers. 


The aXes-TS2 engine can apply AutoGUI rules to screens that have been customized. The 
aXes-TS engine does not support this feature. The screen level property named, 
disableAutoGUI, allows you to control this in aXes-TS2, but it is ignored by aXes-TS. 


About aXes Application Server 
aXes Application Server is a fast, secure, non-blocking application server for the IBM i 
(System i, iSeries and AS/400). Its features include: 


 A light foot print; small memory utilization and low CPU consumption 


 Authentication 


 Embedded database support 


 Embedded scripting 


 FastCGI 


 HTTP 1.1 support 


 Logging 


 Multiple instances 


 Simple installation and configuration 


 SSL support 
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Section 1  Terminal Server 
Configuration 


Configuration File 
All options, except the name of the configuration file and the socket or port, can be set in a 
configuration file. One advantage of using a configuration file is that the file can be changed, 
and the changes will apply when the server is restarted. The configuration file is generally 
stored in the / (root) file system and can be modified using an editor such as EDTF. If you 
wish, you can store the configuration file in a source member and use an editor such as 
SEU. Configuration files can be shared across different aXes Terminal Servers. 


The default location for the configuration file is the /axes/configs directory. You can edit the 
default TS configuration file using the command: 


EDTF STMF(‘/axes/configs/aXesTS.conf’) 


The configuration file is a simple text file containing a series of ‘option’ or ‘option=value’ 
directives separated by white space. Valid directives are described below. 


Comments may be placed anywhere within the configuration file. Comments begin with the 
hash (#) character and all characters after the # are ignored. Long lines can be continued 
by breaking them with a trailing backslash (‘\’). 


Sections are used to group various configuration options. The aXes Terminal Server supports 
the UserList section. This section can be replaced by a separate file. 


The configuration file can be encoded using any IBM i supported CCSID or code page. 


Most aXes-TS configuration directives have reasonable defaults and need not be specified. 


 When specifying numeric values do not include leading zeroes because these will cause the 
value to be interpreted as an Octal number (i.e., 037 will be interpreted as decimal 31). 


Configuration Directives 
Default values are either underlined or explicitly stated. 


Mandatory parameters are marked with an asterisk *. 


AutoGUI 
Enables or disables the autoGUI menu option. To turn AutoGUI functionality on or off,  use 
the AutoGUIOn property in Application Level Basic Properties. 


Allowable values are 0 or 1. Zero (0) disables autoGUI menu option and 1 enables it. 


The default value is 1. 


AdminPath 
Specifies the directory where the aXes Terminal Server Administration JavaScript and XSL 
files reside. There are no constraints on the name of this directory. 


The default is a directory named <prod-dir>/TS/Admin where <prod-dir> is the product 
installation library. 
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AdminView 
Specifies the Administration View function is enabled. The default is disabled to comply with 
European privacy requirements. The allowable values are: 


noview Specifies that an administrator or other authorized user cannot view other 
sessions. 


view Specifies that an administrator or other authorized user may view other 
sessions. 


user Specifies that the ability to view another user’s session is defined in the user 
configuration file. 


ClientAttrRemapBase 
Specifies the base Unicode value that marks the starting point for mapping 5250 attribute 
characters into the user-defined Unicode character range. Any Unicode value is allowed but 
the character should be in the user-defined range (0xe000 to 0xf8ff). This value must be 
specified using C language syntax where the hexadecimal numbers are preceded by 0x (zero 
and x). The default value is 0xf000 


ClientNullReplaceChar 
Specifies the Unicode value sent to the client as the replacement for a host null (x’00’) 
character byte. 


The default value is 0xa0 which is the non-breaking space character. 


This is the same character as that represented by the HTML &nbsp; entity. This value must 
be specified using C language syntax where the hexadecimal numbers are preceded by a 0x 
(zero and x). The default value is 0x0a 


Compress 
Specifies whether dynamic data sent to the client is compressed. Allowable values are 0 or 
1. Zero (0) disables compression and 1 enables compression. 


The default value is 1. 


Disabling compression will cause more data to be sent over the network. 


Data compression is used only if the browser indicates it can accept compressed data via the 
Accept-Encoding HTTP header. 


CompressTS 
Specifies whether static data in the <prod-dir>/ts directory sent to the client is compressed. 
Static data is cached by the aXes Terminal Server during start-up and includes the 
Javascript files that comprise the aXes Terminal Server client. 


Allowable values are: 


0 (zero)  Disables compression and causes an uncompressed cache to be used. Using an 
uncompressed cache will cause more data to be sent over the network. 


1  Enables compression and causes a compressed cache to be used.  Cached data 
will be uncompressed dynamically if the browser client indicates it cannot 
accept compressed data. This setting may increase the CPU used by the aXes 
Terminal Server if many clients indicate compression is not supported. 


2  Causes both compressed and uncompressed caches to be created. If the client 
indicates it can accept compressed data the compressed cache will be used 
otherwise the uncompressed cache will be used. This setting will increase the 
amount of storage used by the aXes Terminal Server by an amount equal to 
the uncompressed size of the <prod-dir>/ts directory. 
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The default value is 1. 


Data compression is used only if the browser indicates it can accept compressed data via the 
Accept-Encoding HTTP header. 


DefaultWorkstationType 
Specifies the type of workstation device created by aXes Terminal Server. The allowable 
values are: 


auto Specifies that aXes Terminal Server will automatically determine the device 
type to use based on the setting of the QIGC system value. If this system 
value is set to ‘1’ then a dual-size (27*132) DBCS-capable device (5555-C01) 
will be created, otherwise a dual-size (27*132) SBCS device (3487-HC) is 
created. 


IBM i VRM530 is inherently a DBCS capable system therefore aXes Terminal 
Server will create a DBCS-capable device. 


CCSID If the QIGC system value is set to ‘1’ and the HostCSSID directive is set to 
Auto or to a DBCS CCSID number then a dual-size (27*132) DBCS-capable 
device (5555-C01) will be created, otherwise a dual-size (27*132) SBCS 
device (3487-HC) is created. 


This value is the word CCSID rather than a CCSID number. 


type Specifies the device type aXes Terminal Server will use when creating a 
workstation device. The allowable type values are: 


Type Workstatio
n 


Description 


3 5292-2 24*80 colour graphics display 


6 3179-2 24*80 colour display 


8 3477-FC 24*80 or 27*132 colour display 


10 5555-C01 24*80 or 27*132 colour double-byte character set (DBCS) 
display 


12 5555-G02 24*80 colour double-byte character set (DBCS) graphics 
display 


15 3487-HC 24*80 or 27*132 colour display 


 
You should not choose a DBCS device if your host system is SBCS. 


DefaultKeyboardType 
Specifies the type of keyboard for workstations device created by aXes Terminal Server. The 
allowable values are: 


Sysval Specifies that aXes Terminal Server will automatically determine the device 
type to use based on the setting of the QIGC system value. If this system 
value is set to ‘1’ then a dual-size (27*132) DBCS-capable device (5555-C01) 
will be created, otherwise a dual-size (27*132) SBCS device (3487-HC) is 
created. 


IBM i VRM530 is inherently a DBCS capable system therefore aXes Terminal 
Server will create a DBCS-capable device. 


type Specifies the keyboard type aXes Terminal Server will use when creating a 
workstation device. The Keyboard Types table shows allowable type values. 
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The Keyboard Types table shows the keyboard type and the associated countries. 


Keyboard Types  


Type Language or Country 


AGB Austria/Germany 


AGE Austria/Germany (Euro) 


AGI Austria/Germany Multinational 


ALI Albania 


BGB Bulgaria 


BLI Belgium Multinational 


BLM Belgium Multinational (Euro) 


BRB Brazilian Portuguese 


BRE Brazilian Portuguese (Euro) 


CAB Canadian French 


CAI Canadian French Multinational 


CAM Canadian French Multinational (Euro) 


CLB Arabic 


CSB Czech Republic 


CYB Cyrillic 


DMB Denmark 


DME Denmark (Euro) 


DMI Denmark Multinational 


ESB Estonia 


FNB Finland/Sweden 


FNE Finland/Sweden (Euro) 


FNI Finland/Sweden Multinational 


FAB France (Azerty) 


FAE France (Euro) 


FAI France (Azerty) Multinational 


FQB France (Qwerty) 


FQI France (Qwerty) Multinational 


GKB Greece 


GNB Greece 
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Keyboard Types  


Type Language or Country 


HNB Hungary 


ICB Iceland 


ICE Iceland (Euro) 


ICI Iceland Multinational 


INB International 


INI International Multinational 


IRB Iran (Farsi) 


ITB Italy 


ITE Italy (Euro) 


ITI Italy Multinational 


JEB Japan (English) 


JEI Japan English Multinational 


JKB Japan (Kanji) and Katakana 


JPB Japan Latin Extended 


JUB Japan Kanji and United States English 


KAB Japan (Katakana) 


KOB Korea 


LTB Lithuania 


LVB Latvia 


MKB FYR (former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia) 


NCB Hebrew 


NEB Netherlands 


NEE Netherlands (Euro) 


NEI Netherlands Multinational 


NWB Norway 


NWE Norway (Euro) 


NWI Norway Multinational 


PKB India (Urdu) 


PLB Polish 


PRB Portugal 
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Keyboard Types  


Type Language or Country 


PRE Portugal (Euro) 


PRI Portugal Multinational 


RCB Simplified Chinese 


RMB Romania 


ROB Latin 2 


RUB Russian 


SFI Switzerland/French Multinational 


SFM Switzerland/French Multinational (Euro) 


SGI Switzerland/German Multinational 


SGM Switzerland/German Multinational (Euro) 


SKB Slovakia 


SPB Spain 


SPE Spain (Euro) 


SPI Spain Multinational 


SQB Serbia (Cyrillic) 


SSB Spanish Speaking 


SSE Spanish Speaking (Euro) 


SSI Spanish Speaking Multinational 


SWB Sweden 


SWE Sweden (Euro) 


SWI Sweden Multinational 


TAB Traditional Chinese 


THB Thailand 


TKB Turkey 


TRB Turkey (F1) 


UAB Ukraine 


UKB United Kingdom 


UKE United Kingdom (Euro) 


UKI United Kingdom Multinational 


USB United States/Canada 
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Keyboard Types  


Type Language or Country 


USE United States/Canada Euro 


USI United States/Canada Multinational 


VNB Vietnam 


YGI Croatia, Serbia (Latin), and Slovenia 


DefaultWorkstationCharset 
Specifies the graphic character set used when creating a workstation device. The allowable 
values are: 


Keyboard Specifies that the character set associated with the device keyboard type will 
be used. 


Sysval Specifies that the character set defined in the QCHRID system value will be 
used. 


Character 
set 
identifier 


Specify the character set identifier to use. This value is a number between 1 
and 32767 and must be a valid character set identifier. See the International 
Application Development book for information about valid graphic character 
sets. 


If a character set identifier is specified then a value must also be specified for 
the DefaultWorkstationCodepage directive. 


DefaultWorkstationCodepage 
Specifies the code page used when creating a workstation device. If not specified the value 
used depends on the setting for DefaultWorkstationCharset. 


When DefaultWorkstationCharset=Keyboard the code page associated with the device 
keyboard type is used. 


When DefaultWorkstationCharset=Sysval the code page defined in the QCHRID system 
value is used. Otherwise a code page must be specified. 


codepage 
identifier 


Specify the codepage identifier to use. This value is a number between 1 and 
32767 and must be a valid codepage identifier. See the International 
Application Development book for information about valid code pages. 


HostCCSID 
Specifies the CCSID used to convert host panel data into Unicode before sending the data to 
the client. This value has no effect on the interactive job - it is used only during data 
conversion. The allowable values are: 


Auto Specifies that aXes Terminal Server will automatically determine the CCSID to 
use by extracting the CCSID of the currently active display file. If the display 
file CCSID cannot be determined or is 65535 then aXes Terminal Server will 
use the CCSID of the interactive job. If this value is 65535 then the default 
CCSID of the interactive job will be used. 


Job Specifies that aXes Terminal Server will use the CCSID of the interactive job. If 
this value is 65535 then the default CCSID of the interactive job will be used. 
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CCSID-
number 


Specifies the CCSID that aXes Terminal Server will use. This value must be a 
valid CCSID, the CCSID must be valid for interactive IBM i jobs, and the data 
sent to the display must be in the specified CCSID. 


InterSession 
Specifies whether interactive sessions started by the terminal server have access to the full 
batch CPW capacity of the host system. Allowable values are 0 or 1. Zero (0) disables aXes 
Intersession and 1 enables aXes Intersession. 


The default value is 0. 


If you are installing aXes on IBM i Version 6 then aXes Intersession cannot be used. If you 
enable this directive the job log will indicate aXes Intersession is active but it will have no 
effect. On Version 6 you should leave, or reset, the value to the default of 0. 


If you are installing aXes on an iSeries server with zero interactive capacity running IBM i 
VRM530 or above, you must use named devices. 


In addition, if you are running aXes on an i5 Standard Edition Server with zero or reduced 
interactive capacity running IBM i VRM530 or above, you must used named devices and all 
virtual display devices must begin with the letters QQF. 


See the Users Section and Device Selection information in the Terminal Server Configuration 
chapter of the aXes Reference for detailed information on controlling device naming and the 
meaning of special substitution values. 


For iSeries servers on IBM i VRM530 or above ensure that all virtual devices used by aXes 
will be named devices by adding one of the following entries as the last entry in the list of 
user entries: 


*=1,QPADEV$* 


-or- 


*=1,QPA$U$* 


For i5 servers running IBM i VRM530 or above ensure that all virtual display devices used by 
aXes will have the prefix QQF by adding one of the following entries as the last entry in the 
list of user entries: 


*=1,QQFDEV$* 


-or- 


*=1,QQF$U$* 


Named device values must go in either the Users section of the aXes Terminal Server 
configuration file or in the file referenced in that section (usually <prod-
dir>/configs/aXesTSUsers.conf). 


If you already have a ‘catch-all’ entry such as this then you must modify it to match the 
required device naming criteria. 


If you already have device names for individual users, or plan to add them, then you must 
ensure that they also match the required device naming criteria. 


If aXes Terminal Server client sessions receive “AXS8124 – Error occurred opening terminal” 
and the AXES5250 job log shows “CPF8902 – Virtual device not available” then multiple 
users are requesting the same virtual device. You can either ignore this error and sign-on 
again or choose a device naming convention that reduces the possibility of device name 
collision by including the user name in the device name. For example: 


*=1,QPA$U$* 


-or- 


*=1,QQF$U$* 


Be aware that if you change the device naming convention you must ensure the system 
value QAUTOVRT is set to a sufficiently hight value to allow the new devices to be created. 
You may delete existing devices that no longer satisfy the required naming convention. 
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aXes Intersession is not supported on IBM i Version 6. Refer to the Considerations for IBM i 
Version 6 topic in the aXes Quick Start for more information. 


aXes Intersession has no effect on systems without separate batch and interactive capacity. 
The following system models will not benefit from Intersession because they have a single 
CPW rating for the entire system workload. 


Model CPW Model CPW Model CPW 


200 7.3—16.8 400 13.8—35.0 600 22.7—73.1 


300 11.6—21.1 500 21.4—43.9 620 50.0—464.3 


310 33.8—56.5 510 81.6—11.5 640 319.0—998.6 


320 67.5—177.4 530 148.0—650.0 650 1794.0—4550.0 


515 3800—7100 525 3800—7100   


IPMask 
Specifies the mask for an IP address that the connecting client must match. If the client 
does not match this address then the logon attempt will be rejected. The mask is of the form 
‘nnn.nnn.nnn.nnn’ and wildcards (?,*,**) are permitted. The wildcards have the following 
meanings: 


? Matches any single character 


* Matches any characters except the dot (.) separator 


** Matches any single character 


For example,  ‘192.10.1.1??’ means any IP address in the range 192.10.1.100 to 
192.10.1.199 would be allowed. ‘192.10.1.*’ means addresses that start with 192.10.1 
would be allowed. ‘192.**’ would allow any address that starts with 192. The default is to 
allow connections from any IP address. 


JobName5250 
Specifies the name of the child job created by aXes Terminal Server. 


The default is to use the same name as the aXes Terminal Server job. 


Library 
Specifies the IBM i library name for aXes objects such as data queues. 


The default value is the product installation library, if this is not found it then defaults to 
‘AXES’. 


Logpath 
Specifies the name of the directory used for server trace files. 


There is no default value. 


MaxUsers 
Specifies the maximum number of users allowed to sign on simultaneously the terminal 
server instance. The minimum allowable value is 1 and the maximum value is 32,767. 


The default value is 32767. 
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Monocase 
Controls which characters are converted to upper-case when the field indicates upper-case 
input is required. The allowable values are: 


5494- 
subset 


Specifies that only those characters specifically listed in the 5494 Functions 
Reference as being affected by the monocase bit are converted to upper-case. 


Extended Includes additional diacritic characters. 


DBCS Indicates that full-width lower-case characters are converted to their upper-
case equivalent if the field has the monocase bit set. 


All All lower-case characters typed (diacritic, non-diacritic, and full-width) are 
converted to their upper-case equivalent if the field has the monocase bit set. 


The options for the Monocase directive are additive and can be combined to achieve the 
preferred behaviour. For example: 


Monocase=5494-subset, extended 


Path 
Specifies the PATH used for invocation of the aXes Terminal Server (aXes-TS) and CGI 
programs. The default path is /usr/bin:%LIBL% 


ReplaceShiftWithSpace 
Specifies whether to replace Shift-Out and Shift-In characters with a space. The space 
character used is x’0a’ which is the non-breaking space character. This is the same character 
as that represented by the HTML &nbsp; entity. Allowable values are 0 or 1. Zero (0) 
disables shift character replacement and 1 enables shift character replacement. 


The default value is 0. 


RequestThreadCount 
Specifies the number of request threads that the terminal server supports. Request threads 
accept connections from an application server. This process is normally very fast and 
therefore the default is usually sufficient. The value can be increased if you have an 
exceptionally large number of connection requests. 


The default value is 3. 


ResponseThreadCount 
Specifies the number of response threads that the terminal server supports. Response 
threads deliver the terminal XML to the application server. When the connection to the 
application server is across a slow network this number may need to be increased. The 
default value should be adequate when aXes Terminal Server is running as an internal 
FastCGI server using UNIX domain socket connections or when using local IP socket 
connections. 


The default value is 3. 


SignatureModel 
Specifies the signature model that should be used for 5250 screen identification by the client 
system. The allowable values are 1 or 2 only. The default value is 2. Value 1 indicates that 
the original signature model should be used. Value 2 indicates that the enhanced signature 
model should be used. It is recommended that you only change this setting when advised to 
by your product vendor. 
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AllowLayoutGrids 
Indicates whether CSS layout-grid options are allowed in client browser sessions. The 
default value is 1 (on) but you should always set this option to 0 (off) unless you are using 
Japanese or Chinese 5250 applications. The use of CSS layout-grid options are IE (Internet 
Explorer) specific at this time. HTML knowledge is required to understand how using them 
they may impact non-DBCS and mixed mode DBCS data. For this option to be effective your 
IBM i server must also have system value QIGC set to true. 


TS2DefaultTheme 
The default theme to be used for aXes-TS2 sessions. This value must specify the name of a 
validly formatted CSS style sheet document that exists in the <axes root>/ts/ts2/css folder. 


TS2ChangeTheme 
Indicates whether users of aXes-TS2 sessions are allowed to change their theme. Allowable 
values are 1 (users can change themes) or 0 (users cannot change themes). 


ccsidoverride 
Allows the overriding of the CCSID conversion rules for 5250 screen content only. 


Use this option with extreme caution. Do not use it unless you exactly understand what it 
does and why you need to use it. Carefully test all results before any production 
implementation is made. The customer is solely and completely responsible for any impact 
(in any context) that the use of ccsidoverride may have. 


The configuration format must be ccsidoverride=CCCCC-EEEE-UUUU-OO-A. The override 
format must always be exactly as specified. 


Always check the aXes AXES5250 job log after any ccsidoverride = changes for messages 
and warnings. 


The ccsidoverride=CCCCC-EEEE-UUUU-OO-A format content is:  


CCCCC A valid 5 digit CCSID (eg: 05035 or 00037) that specifies the CCSID to be 
overridden. The value must be 5 characters long. 


EEEE An EBCDIC character value in hexadecimal format – the value must be 4 
characters long and a valid hexadecimal value. 


UUUU A UNICODE character value in hexadecimal format – the value must be 4 
characters long and a valid hexadecimal value. 


OO An option specified as BD (both directions), EU (EBCDIC->UNICODE) or UE 
(UNICODE->EBCDIC).     


A The application. It must be one of D (DBCS), S (SBCS) or B (Both). 


SignonMsgCCSID 
Specifies the CCSID used to convert message text retrieved from the IBM i sign-on display 
panel into Unicode before sending the data to the client. The allowable values are: 


Auto Specifies that aXes Terminal Server will automatically determine the CCSID to 
use by extracting the CCSID of the sign-on display file associated with the 
subsystem that has allocated the display device. If the display file CCSID 
cannot be determined or is 65535 then aXes Terminal Server will use the 
QCCSID system value. If QCCSID is 65535 then Axes Terminal Server will use 
the CCSID of its own job. If this value is 65535 then the default CCSID of the 
aXes Terminal Server job will be used. 
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Job Specifies that aXes Terminal Server will use the CCSID of its own job. If this 
value is 65535 then the default CCSID of its own job will be used. 


CCSID- 
number 


Specifies the CCSID that aXes Terminal Server will use. This value must be a 
valid CCSID, the CCSID must be valid for interactive IBM i jobs, and the sign-
on messages must be in the specified CCSID. 


TSExpiryTime 
Specifies the timeout period, in seconds, for idle terminals. The host virtual terminal 
associated with a client will be closed if it does not perform a transaction within this period.  
After this idle period the session cannot be re-established via the ‘Resume’ or ‘Refresh’ 
options. 


The default value is 3600 (1 hour). 


TSInactiveLimit 
Specifies the wait time, in seconds, between the aXes Terminal Server and the client 
application. 


The default value is 30. 


The wait time is a conditional transaction timeout period. For example, when a terminal 
transaction exceeds this time, the aXes Terminal Server client (browser) will prompt the 
user if they wish to wait for the transaction to complete. The user may answer ‘yes’ in which 
case the client will continue to wait for the transaction to complete or they answer ‘no’ in 
which case the terminal can perform another HTTP transaction and may re-establish or 
refresh the terminal display by issuing the ‘Refresh’ transaction.The value specified for this 
directive must be less than the value specified for –idle-timeout specified on the 
FastCgiServer or FastCgiExternalServer directives in the aXes-W3 configuration file. 


TSPath 
Specifies the directory where the aXes Terminal Server files reside. There are no constraints 
on the name of this directory. 


The default is a directory named <prod-dir>/ts where <prod-dir> is the product installation 
library 


Trace 
Specifies whether server tracing is active. Allowable values are 0 or 1. Zero (0) disables 
server tracing and 1 enables server tracing. 


The default value is 0. 


When set to 1 the LogPath directive must also be specified.  A diagnostic trace is written to 
the <log-path>/.aXesTStrc.txt file. 


TraceLevel=option‐list 
Specifies the level of trace information written to the trace log. The option-list is a space-
separated list containing at least one of the following keywords: 


Info When specified Informational messages will be logged to the IBM i job log and 
the trace file (if enabled). The default is that these messages are not logged. 


Error When specified Error messages will be logged to the IBM i job log and the trace 
file (if enabled). The default is that these messages are not logged. 


Warn When specified Warning messages will be logged to the IBM i job log and the 
trace file (if enabled). The default is that these messages are not logged. 
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Debug When specified Debugging messages will be logged to the trace file (if 
enabled). The default is that these messages are not logged. 


Typeahead 
Specifies whether keyboard type-ahead is active in the client. Allowable values are 0 or 1. 
Zero (0) disables keyboard type-ahead and 1 enables keyboard type-ahead. 


The default value is 1. 


Users Section 
This optional section is used to specify User options for the aXes Terminal Server (aXes-TS) 
and is prefaced by a User tag. Each entry in the section is a comma-separated list of values. 
Each entry specifies a set of overrides for a specific user.  This section must be at the end of 
the configuration file. 


The Users section can be replaced by a separate file if you specify Users=path. For example: 


Users=/axes/configs/users.conf 


Each entry in the Users section or the Users file is formatted as follows: 


username=enable,device,inlpgm,inlmnu,curlib,ipmask,view,sessions,devtype, 
kbdtype,charset,codepagewhere username is an IBM i user profile name. Generic names 
may be specified by using wildcard characters. The question mark (?) represents any single 
character and the asterisk (*) represents any number of characters. The order of generic 
entires is important because the first match found is used. Generic names should be listed in 
order of most specific to least specific. 


You can omit option values by specifying commas as placeholders, for example, 
JOE=1,,,,JOELIB but count the commas carefully. A user can be disabled from aXes 
Terminal Server by specifying a zero, for example, JOE=0. 


The allowable option values are: 


enable Enables or disables terminal access for a specific user. The default is to allow 
terminal access for anyone who has a valid IBM i user profile and password. 
Allowable values are 0 or 1. Zero (0) disables terminal access for the user. If 
the value is 0 the remaining parameters can be omitted. 


Device  The name of the device associated with this user. There is no default 
value. Specifying a device name without substitution values 
effectively limits the user to one terminal session. This value must 
be unique. The following substitution values are supported:$U is 
replaced by the user’s profile 


 $* is replaced by a number padded with zeroes 


Inlpgm The initial IBM i program to be run after a successful sign on. This value 
overrides any value defined on the user profile. There is no default value. 


See Note 1 below. 


Inlmnu The initial IBM i menu displayed after a successful sign on. This value overrides 
any value defined on the user profile. There is no default value. 


See Note 1 below. 


Curlib The initial current library for the user. This value overrides any value specified 
on the user profile. There is no default value. 


See Note 1 below. 
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Ipmask An IP address mask that must match the client IP address. This can be used to 
constrain user access from a range of IP addresses or a specific IP addresses. 
The default is to allow connection from any IP address. Address ranges may be 
specified by using wildcard characters. The wildcards have the following 
meanings: 


? matches any single character. 


* matches any characters except the dot (.) separator. 


** matches any characters. 


view or 
noview or 
default 


Specify view to indicate that this user’s sessions can be viewed by an 
authorised administrator. 


Specify noview to indicate this user’s sessions cannot be viewed. The default 
is to not allow viewing of sessions. 


Specify default to use the value specified on the AdminView directive. 


sessions Specify the maximum number of aXes Terminal Server sessions this user is 
allowed to start at one time. The default is no maximum. 


Devtype Specify the type of workstation device created for this user. The default is to 
use the value specified in DefaultWorkstationType. 


kbdtype Specify the type of keyboard for the workstation device created for this user. 
The default is to use the value specified in DefaultKeyboardType. 


Charset Specify the character set for the workstation device created for this user. The 
default is to use the value specified in DefaultWorkstationCharset. If charset is 
specified then codepage must also be specified. 


codepage Specify the character set for the workstation device created for this user. The 
default is to use the value specified in DefaultWorkstationCodepage. If 
codepage is specified then charset must also be specified. 


Note 1: specifying the initial program, initial menu, and current library is an arcane 5250 
method and should not be used in a modernized application. Instead you should use the 
INLPGM associated with the user profile to call the required program. 


User options example 1 


User option: JOE=1,JOEDSP0001,QCMD,MAIN,JOELIB,192.10.1.*,view,1 


Means: User JOE is allowed to start an aXes Terminal Server session. 


 JOE sessions will acquire the display device JOEDSP0001. 


 The initial program will be QCMD. 


 The initial menu will be MAIN. Note: This is ignored by IBM i because 
an initial program is specified which takes precedence over an initial 
menu. 


 The current library will be set to JOELIB. 


 JOE must sign-on from a client within the 192.10.1 network. 


 Administrators can view JOE sessions. 


 And JOE is restricted to a single session. Note: This is also a side 
effect of specifying a named device with no substitution values. 
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User options example 2 


User option: QSECOFR=0 


Means: QSECOFR cannot use any aXes Terminal Server sessions. 


User options example 3 


User option: SHC=1,AXESTS2$* 


Means: User SHC is allowed to start an aXes Terminal Server session 


 SHC sessions will acquire display devices using the name AXESTS2nn 
where nn is a sequence number. 


 SHC can sign-on from any client 


 SHC sessions cannot be viewed 


 SHC can start any number of sessions 


User options example 4 


User option: TP*=1,AXES$U,,,,,,1 


Means: Any user starting with TP is allowed to start aXes Terminal Server 
sessions 


 TP users will acquire display devices using the name AXESxxxxxx 
where xxxxxx will be the first six characters of the user name. 


 TP users can sign-on from any client 


 TP sessions cannot be viewed 


 TP users are restricted to one session each 


User options example 5 


User option: *=1,AX$U$* 


Means: All users are allowed to start aXes Terminal Server sessions 


 Users will acquire display devices using the name AXxxxxxxnn where 
xxxxxx will be the first 6 characters of the user name and nn will be a 
sequential number. 


 A catch-all entry such as this example must be the last entry in a list 
of user entries. 


Device Selection 
Device selection is controlled by the <prod-dir>/ts/admin/tslogonexit.lua script. The script 
processes any substitution values specified in the device name component of the user 
definition. 


The tslogonexit.lua script may be modified by customers to satisfy unique device naming 
requirements. Be aware that an exception in the script is likely to cause the server to fail so 
test any script changes thoroughly in a development server before making them available in 
a production server. The Lua Virtual Machine in aXes Terminal Server is Lua 5 so you must 
use Lua 5 functions and syntax if you modify this script. 
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The script is read into storage when the server is started so you must end and restart the 
server before any changes take effect. 


If the tslogonexit.lua script is not found during server start up then a message is sent to the 
job log of the server job and default behaviour is used. The default behaviour respects the 
enable/disable flag and the IP mask setting. 


Automatic GUI Recognition 


Rules for Automatic GUI 
The rules associated with aXes Terminal Server support for automatic GUI recognition can 
be controlled using the URL: 


http://system:port/ts/dev/ts.html 


This URL is protected by an Access Control List so you will be prompted for authentication 
before the URL will load successfully. The default user ID and password is ‘dev’. This may 
have been changed after installing the product in which case you should ask your system 
administrator for the user ID and password. 


After successfully authenticating the browser loads a development skin that contains an 
additional tab in the Action Tabs panel. Click the icon in the top-left corner to make the 
Action Tabs panel appear. 


You can use the AutoGUI tab to control the recognition algorithms used to convert text to 
GUI components. 


 


Each type of control is split into sections as follows. 


Function Keys 
The Function Keys section indicates aXes Terminal Server should search for text that 
represents function key definitions and convert that text into push buttons. You can control 
the style of text and the area on the screen that is searched. 


 


This feature is used only for recognising function keys. It does not handle other engraved 
keys such as Help, Print, RollUp, or RollDown. By default aXes Terminal Server recognises 
standard function key patterns such as F3=Exit. You can use the check boxes to modify the 
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recognised prefix values.  The key text must include a number to be recognised as a valid 
function key. If your application uses non-standard function key patterns you may be able to 
get aXes Terminal Server to recognise them by specifying a suitable search string. 


The value for search string is a regular expression. The default value is \d+ which means 
one or more digits. See a Javascript Reference for information about the syntax for regular 
expressions.  For example, the regular expression: 


(F|CF|PF|cmd)( *|-)\d+ *(=|-| ) 


will catch many strange function key formats and turn them into buttons. However, some 
function key formats may never be recognised by aXes Terminal Server. In these cases you 
must change the DDS and either use a recognisable function key text pattern or use DDS 
pushbutton fields to replace the function key text. 


You should tick the ‘Text includes multiple function keys’ box if you put all the function keys 
in a single field. If you use separate fields for each function key text then you should 
uncheck this box. 


Subfiles 
The Subfiles section indicates aXes Terminal Server should convert subfiles into HTML 
tables. 


 


Subfile recognition will only occur for proper subfile record formats and UIM list areas. 


 aXes Terminal Server uses a heuristic algorithm to locate column headings for the subfile. 
Because of this it may not always correctly find column headings or may misinterpret other 
fields as column headings. Although a best effort will be applied to make the algorithm as 
robust as possible sometimes the only solution will be to change the DDS to make the 
column headings less ambiguous. 


You can improve the chances of correct interpretation by restricting the subfile control 
record to contain only column headings. Other display fields should be on separate record 
formats. For example: 


WRITE HEADER 


WRITE FOOTER 


EXFMT SFLCTL 
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Subfile Options 
The Subfile Options section indicates aXes Terminal Server should convert subfile options 
into clickable links. A clicked option will be applied to the subfile entry that currently 
contains the cursor. 


 


You can select numeric options, alphabetic options, or both. 


The value for the delimiter is an equal sign plus any other character you specify. 


Menu Items 
The Menu Items section indicates aXes Terminal Server should convert menu options into 
clickable links. The menu number associated with the option is entered into the first input-
capable field. 


 


The value for the image path should be a URL that references an appropriate image which 
will be used to replace the menu option number. 


Note that menu item recognition will only occur for proper UIM menu objects and normal 
record formats that satisfy the following criteria: 


 Digits are the first characters of the text object 


 Digits are followed by "." 


 Spaces must follow the "." if you tick the "Require at least one space following 'nn'" box. 
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Page Keys 
The Page Keys section indicates aXes Terminal Server should convert More… and Bottom 
text into push buttons. 


 


The values for the text can be a comma-separated list which allows you to specify multiple 
languages. 


Hyperlinks 
The Hyperlinks section indicates aXes Terminal Server should convert text that looks like a 
URL into a clickable link. 


 


Background 
The Background section allows you to specify the images displayed in the background of the 
terminal session. You can use this to display a corporate logotype for example. 


 


Save your changes by clicking the Save button. 


The ts/dev/ts.html skin automatically reloads the GUI rules definitions and applies them to 
the current session so you can see the effect of your changes immediately. However only 
new sessions will use the changes. They will not affect currently active sessions—even if 
those sessions sign off and back on. The session must be reloaded before the new rules will 
be used. 
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DDS Keywords 
aXes Terminal Server supports almost all of the available DDS keywords and further aspects 
of the 5250 data stream that are not exposed via DDS keywords. However, due to various 
differences in behaviour between a browser-based environment and host emulators some 
keywords are either not supported or are partially supported. 


Unsupported 
The following DDS keywords are not supported by aXes Terminal Server. If present in the 
5250 data stream they are ignored. 


Keyword Notes 


ALARM Ignored 


ALWGPH Unknown. Should be handled by host 


CNTFLD Fully supported for SBCS fields. Not supported for DBCS fields. 


CSRINPONLY Ignored 


CHCACCEL Ignored 


DSPRL Ignored 


GRDATR Ignored 


GRDBOX Ignored 


GRDCLR Ignored 


GRDLIN Ignored 


GRDRCD Ignored 


MSGALARM Ignored 


Partially Supported 
The following DDS keywords have partial support: 


Keyword Notes 


FRCDTA Accepted but has no effect 


INVITE Read from invited devices is supported but cancel invite is not supported 


MOUBTN Supported however there are some restrictions depending on the pointer 
device being used. Middle button events will be ignored unless you are 
using a 3-button pointer device. Double-click events are only available for 
one button being the normal double-click button for the current pointer 
device. This is normally the left button unless the pointer device has been 
configured for left-handed use in which case it will be the right button. 


WDWBORDER Border attributes and characters ignored because no counterpart exists in 
HTML windows. 
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Limitations 


Break messages 
Break messages via the Send Break Message (SNDBRKMSG) command or via setting a 
message queue in break mode (CHGMSGQ DLVRY(*BREAK)) will not immediately interrupt 
the client session because the browser does not maintain a permanent connection with the 
host. Because it is not connected there is no way to inform the browser that a message has 
broken onto the display screen. The client session will receive the break message on the 
next interaction with the host. 


It is strongly recommended that you don’t use break message in aXes 5250 sessions - 
especially in RAMP-TS and aXes-Mobile applications. 


Using these IBM i CL commands in a user’s IBM i logon program will generally stop all break 
messages: 


CHGJOB BRKMSG(*HOLD) STSMSG(*NONE) 


MONMSG MSGID(CPF0000 MCH0000) 


CHGMSGQ MSGQ(*WRKSTN) DLVRY(*HOLD) 


MONMSG MSGID(CPF0000 MCH0000) 


CHGMSGQ MSGQ(*USRPRF) DLVRY(*HOLD) 


MONMSG MSGID(CPF0000 MCH0000) 


Unsolicited data 
Unsolicited data is data sent from the host without a prior client request. This includes, but 
is not limited to, break messages (described above), F19 from Work with Active Jobs 
(WRKACTJOB) or Work with System Activity (WRKSYSACT), or applications that issue Cancel 
Invite then refresh the display. 


See Browser Limitations in aXes User Guide for additional information. 


SDA 
Screen Design Aid is not supported under aXes Terminal Server because it embeds attribute 
bytes in a single full-screen input-capable field. The browser does not allow attribute bytes 
to be embedded in input fields so aXes Terminal Server cannot support SDA. LANSA 
recommends that source code editing be performed using client development tools such as 
WebSphere Development Studio Client. 


Note that SEU, RLU, and DFU are supported by aXes Terminal Server. 


QSHELL 
QSHELL is the Unix interface for IBM i. It is not supported by aXes Terminal Server because 
it uses Cancel Invite. 


QP2TERM 
QP2TERM is the PASE shell interface for IBM i. It is not supported by aXes Terminal Server 
because it uses Cancel Invite. 
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Section 2  Keyboard Mapping 
Keyboard map files can be created by defining an XML file that maps the relationship 
between a key and a function. Any key may be mapped to any of the supported functions. If 
a key is not mapped then the key event is passed to the browser. Keyboard map files must 
be created in the <prod-dir>/ts directory. 


Mappable Keys 
Shift, Ctrl, and Alt key combinations can be mapped by prefixing the base key name with 
the combination key using a plus (+) sign to separate them. For example, to map the Shift-
Tab key combination, use the “Shift+Tab” definition. 


If more than one shift modifier key is used you must ensure they are specified in the correct 
order; Shift, followed by Ctrl, followed by Alt. The key names are also case sensitive. 


 The shift modifier keys may be mapped individually, so the Ctrl key could be mapped to the 
PostData function. This sort of mapping applies to the individual key only so Ctrl+C would 
still copy data to the clipboard. 


Any printable character can be mapped to a supported function but alphabetic keys must be 
entered in uppercase. Thus, to map ‘r’ use “R”; to map ‘R’ use “Shift+R”. 


You can also specify the hexadecimal code of the virtual key. Thus, 0xBF maps to the ‘/’ 
forward-slash key. 


Base Key Name Key Description 


LeftMouseButton Left mouse button 


RightMouseButton Right mouse button 


MiddleMouseButton Middle mouse button (on a 3-button mouse) 


DownArrow Down arrow key 


LeftArrow Left arrow key 


RightArrow Right arrow key 


UpArrow Up arrow key 


Alt Alt key 


Note: It is not possible to distinguish between the left and 
right Alt keys 


Backspace Backspace key 


Cancel Cancel key 


Clear Clear key 


Ctrl Control state key 


Note: It is not possible to distinguish between the left and 
right Ctrl keys 
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Base Key Name Key Description 


Del Delete key 


End End key 


Enter Enter key 


Note: It is not possible to distinguish between Enter and the 
numeric keypad Enter 


Esc Escape key 


F1 Function key 1 


F2 Function key 2 


F3 Function key 3 


F4 Function key 4 


F5 Function key 5 


F6 Function key 6 


F7 Function key 7 


F8 Function key 8 


F9 Function key 9 


F10 Function key 10 


F11 Function key 11 


F12 Function key 12 


Home Home key 


Ins Insert key 


PageDown Page down key 


PageUp Page up key 


Pause Pause key 


Shift Shift state key 


Note: It is not possible to distinguish between the left and 
right shift keys 


Space Spacebar 


Tab Tab key 


LeftWindows Left “Windows” key 


RightWindows Right “Windows” key 


Apps Applications key (next to the right “Windows” key) 


ScrollLock Scroll lock key 


NumLock Numeric lock key 
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Base Key Name Key Description 


NumPlus Numeric keypad plus key 


NumMinus Numeric keypad minus key 


Decimal Numeric keypad decimal point key 


Add Numeric keypad addition key (synonym for NumPlus) 


Divide Numeric keypad division key (synonym for NumMinus) 


Multiply Numeric keypad multiplication key 


Subtract Numeric keypad subtraction key 


All printable characters A-Z, 0-9, etc. 


There is no difference between the left and right Cntrl, Alt, or Shift keys, nor between the 
Enter key and numeric keypad Enter. aXes Terminal Server relies upon the virtual key codes 
sent by the browser. The Microsoft MSDN website includes the list of virtual key codes. 


Key Functions 
Key functions are case sensitive. 


Key Function Function Description 


Attention Run the Attention key operation. 


BackSpace Runs the backspace operation but ignores it if the cursor is 
not in an input-capable field. 


ClearField Clear the contents of the current field. 


ClearScreen Clear the contents of the screen. 


Duplicate Run the Duplicate operation. 


Enter Run the Enter operation. 


EraseEOF Clears the field from the current cursor position to the end. 


EraseInput Clears all modified fields and moves the cursor to the first 
input-capable field. 


FieldExit Run Field Exit operation.  


FieldMinus Run Field- operation. 


FieldPlus Run Field+ operation. 


ForwardEdgeTriggerAutoEnter Run the Forward Edge Trigger Auto Enter operation. 


Function Run a function key (F1 to F12). 


Help Run the Help operation. 


Home Move to the home position. 
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Key Function Function Description 


InsertDecimal Insert the decimal separator when pressing the decimal 
point in the numeric pad keyboard, regardless of whether 
aXes is currently in OVERWRITE or INSERT mode. 


To overwrite a character, use the PutDecimal command. 


Applies only to aXes-TS. 


InsertUnicodeChar Insert a Unicode character, regardless of whether aXes is 
currently in OVERWRITE or INSERT mode.To overwrite a 
character, use the PutUnicodeChar command. 


Applies only to aXes-TS. 


InsertYen Insert a Yen symbol, regardless of whether aXes is 
currently in OVERWRITE or INSERT mode. 


To overwrite a character, use the PutYen command. 


Applies only to aXes-TS. 


MoveDown Move the cursor. 


Applies only to aXes-TS. 


MoveLeft Move the cursor. 


Applies only to aXes-TS. 


MoveRight Move the cursor. 


Applies only to aXes-TS. 


MoveUp Move the cursor. 


Applies only to aXes-TS. 


NewLine Run the New Line operation. 


NextField Move to the next field. 


Noop No operation. Trap and ignore unwanted key press events. 


PutDecimal Insert the decimal separator when pressing the decimal 
point in the numeric pad keyboard, overwriting existing one 
if in OVERWRITE mode. 


Applies only to aXes-TS. 


PutUnicodeChar Insert a Unicode character, overwriting existing one if in 
OVERWRITE mode. 


Applies only to aXes-TS. 


PutYen Insert a Yen symbol, overwriting existing one if in 
OVERWRITE mode. 


Applies only to aXes-TS. 


PA1 Program Attention key 1. 


PA2 Program Attention key 2. 


PA3 Program Attention key 3. 


PostData Send the current form (screen) to the server. 


PrevField Move to the previous field. 
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Key Function Function Description 


Print Run the Host Print operation. 


RecordBackspace Run the Record Backspace operation. 


Refresh Redraw the current panel. 


RollDown Run the RollDown operation 


RollLeft Run the RollLeft operation 


RollRight Run the RollRight operation 


RollUp Run the RollUp operation 


ShiftFunction Run a function key (F13 to F24). 


SLPAutoEnter Run the Select Light Pen Auto Enter operation. 


SystemRequest Run System Request operation. 


ToggleSelect Toggle a selection item (such as a radio button or check 
box) on or off. 


XML File Format 
The XML keyboard mapping file must have one <KEYMAP></KEYMAP> block that contains 
all the key maps. Each key map must be enclosed in a <MAP></MAP> block. 


The syntax of the XML file is: 


<?xml version=“1.0” encoding=“utf-8” ?> 


<KEYMAP> 


 <TITLE>Textual title</TITLE> 


 <DESCRIPTION>Text description</DESCRIPTION> 


 <MAP> 


  <KEY>Key name</KEY> 


  <COMMAND>Key function</COMMAND> 


  <PARAMETER name=“charCode”>Unicode character</PARAMETER> 


  <DESC>Text description</DESC> 


 </MAP> 


 <MAP type=“Range”> 


  <START_KEY>First key in range</START_KEY> 


  <END_KEY>Last key in range</END_KEY> 


  <COMMAND>Key function</COMMAND> 


  <DESC>Text description</DESC> 


 </MAP> 


</KEYMAP> 


Each <KEY></KEY> block must contain a key name from the Mappable Keys table listed 
above or a virtual key code. Virtual key codes can be found in the MSDN library. 


The value in each <COMMAND></COMMAND> pair must be one of the values found in the 
Key Functions table listed above. 


The only type of parameter supported on the <PARAMETER></PAREMETER> pair is 
“charCode”. The value must be a valid Unicode character. The value may be specified in 
decimal, octal (0nn), or hexadecimal (0xnn) notation). 
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Two types of key mapping are supported: 


 Single key mapping 


 Key range mapping 


Single Key Maps 
A single map simply maps one specific key, or key combination, to one function. For 
example, the following definition maps the “Enter” key to the “PostData” function. 


<MAP> 


 <KEY>Enter</KEY> 


 <COMMAND>PostData</COMMAND> 


 <DESC>Send the form to the server</DESC> 


</MAP> 


Key Range Maps 
Range maps allow a range of keys to be mapped. The range is determined by the virtual key 
code of the key pressed. 


You must provide a start and end key. The range includes the start and end key. 


<MAP type=”Range”> 


 <KEY_START>LeftArrow</KEY_START> 


 <KEY_END>DownArrow</KEY_END> 


 <COMMAND>Move</COMMAND> 


</MAP> 


The following example maps the arrow key range to the “Move” function. The arrow keys 
have the virtual key codes: 


LeftArrow X’25’  RightArrow X’27’ 


UpArrow X’26’  DownArrow X’28’ 


So to include all arrow keys in the range the left and down arrows define the range bounds. 


 Single key maps take precedence over range maps so it is possible to map a range 
and then override a single key within the range. For example, the F1 to F12 keys could 
be mapped as a range and the F3 key could be mapped to something else. 


Making a New Keyboard Map Available 
In aXes-TS, once you have defined a keyboard map file you can make it available by editing 
the ts_keymaps.html file (found in the <prod-dir>/ts/skins directory) and add the name of 
the new keyboard map file to the list of available keyboard maps. You can also change the 
keyboard map that is selected by default. 


In aXes-TS2 you simply make sure the file name conforms to the format xxxxkeymap.xml 
and place it in your /ts/ directory. TS2 will find it and add it to the keymaps menu. If you 
want the menu to show text other than the file name, create a translation for it in 
Texts_Cust_xx.txt, for example: "mycustomkeymap.xml": "Custom Keymap", 


Changing the Default Keyboard Map 
The default keyboard map is windowskeymap.xml. In aXes-TS you can change this to any 
defined keyboard map by editing the ts_frame.html file (found in the <prod-dir>/ts/skins 
directory) and replace the line: 
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var key_map = “windowskeymap.xml” 


with the name of the preferred keyboard map file. For example: 


var key_map = “as400keymap.xml” 


You should also copy the new default keyboard map and replace the DefaultKeyMap.xml file. 
This file is used when no keyboard map files can be found. 


In TS2 you cannot set the default (except by replacing the defaultkeymap.xml file). 
However, end-users can change the default themselves because TS2 remembers the last 
used keymap. 


Mapping the Decimal Point Numeric Pad Key 
If you are in a country where the decimal separator is not the decimal point and you want 
the decimal point in the numeric key pad to reflect this, add the following block to the 
keyboard map file: 


<MAP> 


 <KEY>0x6E</KEY> 


 <DESC >Num Pad decimal point</DESC> 


 <COMMAND>InsertDecimal</COMMAND> 


</MAP> 


Mapping the Yen Symbol 
The Yen symbol is mapped to x’5c’ in Shift-JIS code page, which is also the code point used 
for the backslash in other code pages. This makes it difficult to correctly determine whether 
the user wanted a Yen or a backslash. Keyboard mapping can be used to correct this 
difficulty. 


Depending on the type of keyboard in use the keyboard mapping may need to be different. 
The following examples use a standard US keyboard and physical location of keys will be 
different in various geographies and will vary even in Japan depending on keyboard type and 
physical layout of engraved keys, but the codes issued to the operating system do not 
change. 


To map the InsertYen function to "/" (Forward slash), add the following block to the 
keyboard map file: 


<MAP> 


 <KEY>0xBF</KEY> 


 <DESC >Insert Yen </DESC> 


 <COMMAND>InsertYen</COMMAND> 


</MAP> 


To map the InsertYen function to "\" (Backslash), add the following block to the keyboard 
map file: 


<MAP> 


 <KEY>0xDC</KEY> 


 <DESC >Insert Yen</DESC> 


 <COMMAND>InsertYen</COMMAND> 


</MAP> 


Only insert one of the above at a time in the keyboard map XML definitions. 
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Section 3  Terminal Server Tuning 
The aXes Terminal Server is just a job like any other IBM i job therefore the normal rules of 
work management and performance tuning apply. However, because aXes Terminal Server 
is a transaction server there are some additional considerations. 


Tuning Guidelines 
An iterative process to tuning is required but the following table may be used as a guideline 
for tuning the aXes Terminal Server. 


In this section “transaction” is used to mean the round-trip from a user pressing Enter in an 
application panel until the screen is available for use again. 


Problem Possible Solutions 


Users experience frequent 
‘Application Busy’ messages 


Determine the average length, in seconds, of a transaction 
for your application and set the TSInactiveLimit= directive 
in the aXes-TS configuration file to that value plus a few 
seconds. 


If you change the TSInactiveLimit= directive then you must 
also set the –idle-timeout switch on the FastCGIServer 
directive in the configuration file for the associated 
application server to value slightly greater than 
TSInactiveLimit. 


For example, if it generally takes 2 minutes to process a 
transaction then you should set TSInactiveLimit=125 and –
idle-timeout 140. 


aXesTS.conf 


TSInactiveLimit=125 


aXesW3.conf 


FastCGIServer “/axests” –program “AXESTS.PGM 
‘/axes123/configs/aXesTS.conf’” –mt –idle-timeout 140 –
authpath ‘admin=/axests/admin/**’ 


If you need to set the TSInactiveLimit= directive to a value 
in excess of 300 seconds then you should seriously consider 
changing the way your application works. Long running 
tasks (anything that takes more than 5 minutes to 
complete) are better handled as batch jobs and should be 
submitted to batch or sent to a data queue for 
asynchronous processing. 


Response seems erratic when 
many users have active 
sessions 


If the number of sessions exceeds 80 to 100 you may need 
to increase the number of threads in the Terminal Server 
job. Increase the RequestThreadCount= and 
ResponseThreadCount= directives by 1 for each group of 80 
to 100 sessions. 
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Section 4  Application Server 
Configuration 


 The FastCGI External Server appendix is essential reading before configuring a 
FastCGI External Server. 


Configuration File 
All options, except for the configuration file name, can be set in a configuration file. One 
advantage of using a configuration file is that the file can be changed, and the changes will 
apply when the server is restarted. 


The default location for the configuration file is the /axes/configs directory. You can edit the 
default W3 configuration file using the command: 


EDTF STMF(‘/axes/configs/aXesW3.conf’) 


The configuration file is a simple text file containing a series of ‘option’ or ‘option=value’ 
directives separated by white space. Valid directives are described below. 


Comments may be placed anywhere within the configuration file. Comments begin with the 
hash ('#') character; all characters after the # are ignored. 


Long lines can be continued by breaking them with a trailing backslash (‘\’). 


Most aXes-W3 configuration directives have reasonable defaults and need not be specified. 


 When specifying numeric values do not include leading zeroes because these will cause 
the value to be interpreted as an Octal number (i.e., 037 will be interpreted as decimal 
31). 


Configuration Directives 
Default values are either underlined or explicitly stated. 


Mandatory parameters are marked with an asterisk *. 


AdminPath 
Specifies the directory where the aXes Application Server Administration JavaScript and XSL 
files reside. There are no constraints on the name of this directory. 


The default is a directory named <server-root>/Admin 
where <server-root> is the root directory of the aXes Application server. 


AGILimit 
Specifies the time limit, in seconds, for AGI processes to return a response. 


The default value is 30. 


AGIPattern 
Specifies the legal set of URL patterns for AGI and therefore CGI programs. Multiple patterns 
are separated with a bar '|'. An asterisk '*' matches any number of characters in a 
component, '**' matches any number of characters in any number of components, '?' 
matches any character. The default pattern stipulates that AGI or CGI programs must be in 
the URL /agi, or /anydir/agi or /anydir/anydir/agi, or the name must end with '.CGI'. CGI is 
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disabled if '**.CGI' is removed from the pattern. AGI, and by implication CGI, is disabled by 
setting the pattern to a nonexistent URL. 


The default value is: (/agi/**|/*/agi/*|/*/*/agi/*|/**.cgi) 


CERNLog 
Specifies that CERN logging is active. Allowable values are 0 or 1. Zero (0) disables CERN 
logging and 1 enables CERN logging. 


The default value is 0. 


When set to 1 the LogPath directive must also be specified. 


CGILuaScript 
Specifies that CGI is implemented via AGI. The provided Lua script agi/cgi.lua implements 
CGI. If you wish use an alternative script you may change this name. Rename or delete the 
stream file agi/cgi.lua to permanently disable CGI. 


The default value is (agi/cgi.lua) 


Host 
Specifies the hostname or IP address of the interface to which the server will bind. If this 
directive is not specified the server will bind to all available addresses. 


Refer to the Multi-homing section for more information. 


Library 
Specifies the IBM i library name for aXes objects such as data queues. 


This defaults to the product installation library, if this is not found it then defaults to ‘AXES’. 


LogPath 
Specifies the name of the directory to be used for CERN logs and server trace files. 


There is no default value. 


This directory is secured with an Access Control List upon creation. Log files are written in 
the code page specified by the Codepage directive. This directive is required when the 
CERNLog or Trace directive is enabled. 


Path 
Specifies the PATH used for invocation of any external processes such as CGI programs. 


The default path is (/usr/bin:%LIBL%) 


PersistenceThreshold 
Specifies the maximum number of persistent connections that aXes Application Server will 
support. Connections in excess of this number will be treated as non-persistent connections. 


The default value is 0. 


PersistenceLimit 
Specifies the server side time limit, in seconds, for persistent connections. 


The default value is 0. 


Port 
Specifies an alternate TCP/IP port number on which to listen. 


The default port number is 80. 
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This directive is equivalent to the PORT keyword on the STRAXESW3 command. 


If you need to alter your aXes installation to use a port number other than the default of 80 
then there are some port numbers you probably should not choose because some web 
browsers have a list of port numbers they will block by default. 


If you use a port number that your web browser blocks by default you will need to alter your 
web browser configuration to allow it. 


There are 65535 port numbers available. Only a very small number are blocked by web 
browser default configurations – you should try to avoid these numbers so you don’t have to 
alter your browser configuration. 


Your best choice is any port number: 


 Greater than 1023 


 Not listed in the Wikipedia list (eg: 8085) or listed in the Wikipedia list 
with Status = Unofficial (eg: 8081) 


Wikipedia has a list of well known and registered ports: 


http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_TCP_and_UDP_port_numbers 


The Wikipedia list is far longer than the list of ports that are blocked by any of the default 
web browser configurations. 


IANA also has a list of ports: http://www.iana.org/assignments/port-numbers 


PostLimit 
Specifies the maximum number of bytes that may be sent to the server with a POST 
transaction. 


The default value is 5000. 


When using eXtensions you should set this value to 12000. 


ServerRoot 
Specifies a directory that is the ‘root’ directory for aXes Application Server. This value is 
used as the ServerRoot from which URLs are mapped to files. It restricts aXes Application 
Server to serving files that exist in the directory tree starting from the specified directory. 
This directive is equivalent to the SVRDIR keyword on the STRAXESW3 command. 


The default value is the product installation directory. 


SSLAppID 
Specifies a character string, of up to 100 characters, representing the registered SSL 
application identifier. If SSLPort is specified you must specify this directive. 


There is no default value. 


SSLOnly 
Specifies whether clients must connect using Secure Sockets Layer (SSL). Allowable values 
are 0 or 1. Zero (0) disables SSL Only and 1 enables SSL Only. 


The default value is 0. 


When SSLOnly is enabled (set to 1) the aXes Application Server will ignore the Port value 
and start the server with SSL support. The SSLAppID must be specified and SSLPort must 
also be specified. This allows the aXes Application Server to be started using the SSL 
protocol only, which creates a very secure server. Using SSLOnly you could use multiple 
application servers. One aXes Application Server instance could be listening for non-secure 
requests on port 80 while another instance listens on port 443. This allows you to spread the 
SSL encryption workload to a separate process. 
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SSLPort 
Specifies a TCP/IP port number to listen on. The normal value for this port is 443. If this 
entry is not specified then SSL support is disabled. If you specify an SSL port you must also 
specify either SSLAppID. 


There is no default value. 


Trace 
Specifies whether server tracing is active. Allowable values are 0 or 1. Zero (0) disables 
server tracing and 1 enables server tracing. 


The default value is 0. 


When set to 1 the LogPath directive must also be specified.  A diagnostic trace is written to 
the <log-path>/.aXesW3trc.txt file. 


TraceLevel=option‐list 
Specifies the level of trace information written to the trace log. The option-list is a space-
separated list containing at least one of the following keywords: 


Info When specified Informational messages will be logged to the IBM i job log and 
the trace file (if enabled). The default is that these messages are not logged. 


Error When specified Error messages will be logged to the IBM i job log and the trace 
file (if enabled). The default is that these messages are not logged. 


Warn When specified Warning messages will be logged to the IBM i job log and the 
trace file (if enabled). The default is that these messages are not logged. 


Debug When specified Debugging messages will be logged to the trace file (if 
enabled). The default is that these messages are not logged. 


FastCGI Directives 
 The FastCGI External Server appendix is essential reading before configuring a 


FastCGI External Server. 


FastCgiIpcDir=(/tmp/fcgi) 
Specifies the directory used for inter-process communication. This directory is used to 
contain the Unix domain sockets that are used for communication between the FastCGI 
applications and the application server. If the directory path does not begin with a slash (/) 
then it is presumed to be relative to the ServerRoot. If the directory doesn't exist it will be 
created with appropriate authorities. The directory path must be on a local file system. If 
you use the default directory, or another directory within /tmp, aXes Application Server will 
fail if your system periodically deletes files from /tmp. 


This directive must precede any FastCgiServer or FastCgiExternalServer directives (which 
make use of Unix sockets). The application server user profile must have read (*R), write 
(*W), and execute (*X) permissions to the directory path, but otherwise should not be 
accessible to anyone. 


FastCgiIpcDir is typically used move the directory some where more suitable than the 
default for the platform or to prevent multiple aXes Application Server instances from 
sharing FastCGI application servers. 


FastCgiServer 
This directive defines an internal FastCGI server. It has the following form: 


FastCgiServer urlname –program name [option-list] 
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Specifies the URL and program that defines the internal FastCGI application. If the Urlname 
does not begin with a slash (/) then it is presumed to be relative to the ServerRoot. The URL 
is the identifier for the FastCGI application. The application server will pass client requests 
that begin with this URL to the specified FastCGI application. 


FastCgiServer Switches 
Switches are not case-sensitive and can be one of the following: 


Required switches: 


-program name 


Specifies the name of the IBM i FastCGI program that will be started as a Batch 
Immediate (BCI) job. The name can be a fully qualified name using the IFS naming 
format. If parameters are passed to this program then an additional level of quotation 
marks may be required. For example: 


-program "AXESTS.PGM /axescfg/ts.conf" 


-Program '/QSYS.LIB/AXES.LIB/ECHO.PGM' 


-PROGRAM 'ACCOUNTS.PGM "parameter with spaces"' 


Optional switches: 


-appConnTimeout n (0 seconds) 


Specifies the number of seconds to wait for a connection to the FastCGI application to 
complete or 0 to indicate that a blocking connect() should be used. Blocking 
connections have an OS dependent internal timeout. If the timeout expires, a server 
error results. For non-zero values, this is the amount of time used in a select() call to 
write to the file descriptor returned by a non-blocking connect(). Non-blocking 
connections may be troublesome on many platforms. See the -idle-timeout option 
which produces similar results but in a more portable manner. 


-authpath name[=pattern] 


Specifies a path where aXes Application Server will look for an Access Control List. The 
ACL will control authorized access to this FastCGI application. 


-clientstderr (none) 


Specifies that data written to stderr will be written to the client browser, however it 
will be always written to the aXes-W3 log. 


-flush (none) 


Specifies that data received from the application will be forced to the client as it is 
received. The default behaviour is for the application server to buffer data until all 
application data is received and then send it to the client, which results in better 
throughput. 


-idle-timeout n (30 seconds) 


Specifies the number of seconds of FastCGI application inactivity allowed before the 
request is ended and the event is logged — depending on the current TraceLevel. The 
inactivity timer applies only as long as a connection is pending with the FastCGI 
application. If a request is queued to an application, but the application doesn't 
respond (by writing and flushing) within this period, the request will be ended. If 
communication is complete with the application but incomplete with the client (the 
response is buffered), the timeout does not apply. 


-initial-env name=value (none) 


Specifies a name=value pair representing an environment variable which is passed in 
the FastCGI application's initial environment. The option can be repeated for a 
maximum of 64 name=value pairs. 


-jobname name 


Specifies the simple job name to use for the submitted job. If this option is not 
provided the job name will be the same as the aXes-W3 job. For example: 
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"-Jobname AXESTS" 


-kill n (10) 


Specifies the number of seconds to allow for an aXes Application Server started 
FastCGI application to end. If this number is zero aXes Application Server will not end 
the application when it exits. 


-listen-queue-depth n (100) 


Specifies the depth of the listen() queue, also known as the backlog, shared by all of 
the instances of this application. A deeper listen queue allows the server to cope with 
a temporary connection increase by allowing the TCP/IP stack to queue excess 
requests; it does not increase throughput. Adding additional application instances may 
increase throughput and performance, depending upon the application and the host. 


-mt (none) 


Specifies that the application is started as a multithreaded enabled application. 


-pass-header header (none) 


Specifies the name of an HTTP Request Header to be passed in the request 
environment. This option makes available the contents of headers that are normally 
not available to a CGI environment such as the Authorization header. 


-port n (none) 


Specifies the TCP port number (1-65535) the application will use for communication 
with the application server. This option makes the application accessible from remote 
systems in the network as well as the local system. The -socket and -port options are 
mutually exclusive. 


-processes n (1) 


Specifies the number of instances of the application to start during server 
initialization. 


For aXes Terminal Server, this value is restricted to 1. 


-socket filename (generated) 


Specifies the filename of the Unix domain socket that the application will use for 
communication with the application server. The socket is created in the directory 
specified by FastCgiIpDir. This option makes the application accessible to other 
applications on the same machine or via an external FastCGI application definition 
specified on the FastCgiExternalServer directive. If neither the -socket nor the -port 
options are specified, a Unix domain socket filename is generated. The -socket and -
port options are mutually exclusive. 


FastCgiExternalServer 
This directive defines an external FastCGI server. It has the following forms: 


FastCgiExternalServer urlname –host hostname:port [option-list] 


FastCgiExternalServer urlname –socket socketname [option-list] 


Specifies the URL and connection that defines the external FastCGI application. If the 
Urlname does not begin with a slash (/) then it is presumed to be relative to the ServerRoot. 
The URL is the identifier for the FastCGI application. The application server will pass client 
requests that begin with this URL to the specified FastCGI application 


External FastCGI applications are not started by aXes Application Server, they are presumed 
to be started and managed separately. The aXes samples contain the source for a command 
called Submit FastCGI Job (SBMFCGIJOB) that can be used for starting FastCGI applications 
independent of the server. Applications can also be self-starting and information regarding 
this can be found in the FastCGI development kit at http://www.fastcgi.com. External 
FastCGI applications may be shared between application servers across a network. Use 
external FastCGI when you need to start and stop the application server without starting or 
stopping the application, or for example when sharing an aXes Terminal Server between 
Apache and aXes Application Server. 
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FastCgiExternalServer Switches 
Switches are not case-sensitive and can be one of the following: 


Required switches: 


-host hostname:port (none) 


The hostname or IP address and TCP port number (1-65535) the application uses for 
communication with the web server. This option makes the application accessible to 
other applications on the same system and also on remote systems. You may omit the 
hostname part if you want the server to accept requests on any IP address recognized 
by the local system. The -socket and -host options are mutually exclusive and one of 
them must be specified. 


-socket filename (generated) 


Specifies the filename of the Unix domain socket that the application will use for 
communication with the web server. The socket filename is relative to the directory 
specified by FastCgiIpDir. This option restricts application accessibility to other 
applications on the same system. The -socket and -host options are mutually 
exclusive and one of them must be specified. 


Optional switches: 


-appConnTimeout n (0 seconds) 


Specifies the number of seconds to wait for a connection to the FastCGI application to 
complete or 0 to indicate that a blocking connect() should be used. Blocking 
connection have an OS dependent internal timeout. If the timeout expires, a server 
error results. For non-zero values, this is the amount of time used in a select() call to 
write to the file descriptor returned by a non-blocking connect(). Non-blocking 
connection may be troublesome on many platforms. See the -idle-timeout option 
which produces similar results but in a more portable manner. 


-authpath name[=pattern] 


Specifies a path where aXes Application Server will look for an Access Control List. The 
ACL will control authorized access to this FastCGI application. 


-clientstderr (none) 


Specifies that data written to stderr will be written to the client browser, however it 
will be always written to the aXes-W3 log. 


-flush (none) 


Specifies that data received from the application will be forced to the client as it is 
received. The default behaviour is for the web server to buffer data until all application 
data is received and then send it to the client, which results in better throughput. 


-idle-timeout n (30 seconds) 


Specifies the number of seconds of FastCGI application inactivity allowed before the 
request is ended and the event is logged — depending on the current TraceLevel. The 
inactivity timer applies only as long as a connection is pending with the FastCGI 
application. If a request is queued to an application, but the application doesn't 
respond (by writing and flushing) within this period, the request will be ended. If 
communication is complete with the application but incomplete with the client (the 
response is buffered), the timeout does not apply. 


-pass-header header (none) 


Specifies the name of an HTTP Request Header to be passed in the request 
environment. This option makes available the contents of headers that are normally 
not available to a CGI environment such as the Authorization header. 


For example: 


FastCGIExternalServer “/rmtecho” –appConnTimeout 30-idle-timeout 30 –socket rmtecho 
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CompressList Section 
This section is prefaced by the CompressList tag and entries in this section specify the file 
types that will be compressed. These entries are equivalent to the file extension without the 
dot separator. If a CompressList section does not exist in the configuration file then the 
server automatically compresses the following types: 


css 


dat 


doc 


htm 


html 


js 


log 


man 


mime 


mjs 


ppt 


tar 


text 


txt 


xml 


xsl 


The existence of a CompressList section in the configuration file will override the default 
values. 


MimeTypes Section 
This section is prefaced by the MimeTypes tag and defines the mime types for the HTTP 
Content-Type: header. 


If there is no matching mime type for the document it is transmitted as ‘text/plain; 
charset=...’ 


If a MimeTypes section does not exist in the configuration file then the server uses the 
following default values: 
html,text/html; charset=%s 


htm,text/html; charset=%s 


txt,text/plain; charset=%s 


rtx,text/richtext 


etx,text/x-setext 


tsv,text/tab-separated-values 


css,text/css 


xml,text/xml 


dtd,text/xml 


gif,image/gif 


jpg,image/jpeg 


jpeg,image/jpeg 


jpe,image/jpeg 


png,image/png 


js,application/x-javascript 


mjs,application/x-javascript 
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The %s of the charset is replaced with the character set name of the configured code page. 
The default character set is ISO-8859-1. The existence of a MimeTypes section in the 
configuration file will override the default values. 


URLMap Section 
aXesW3 does not support symbolic links; instead it offers URL mapping. URL mapping allows 
you to hide file system information by mapping virtual URLs to an associated IFS path name. 
Only directories can be mapped as virtual URLs and mapped directories cannot be symbolic 
links. There is a limit of 100 virtual URLs per server. 


This section is prefaced by UrlMap tag and each entry is of the form path=URL. The left hand 
side of the entry is the IFS pathname and the right hand side is URL name. If the URL name 
matches an existing path name within the IFS it will be ignored. For example: 


/usr/testapp/e_rpg=/rpgapp 


URL mapping also allows aXesW3 to serve files outside the Server Root by mapping a URL to 
a directory path. 


Multi‐homing 
Multi-homing means using one machine to serve multiple hostnames. For instance, if you 
are an internet provider and you want to let all of your customers have customized web 
addresses, you might have www.joe.axes.com, www.simon.com, and your own 
www.axes.com, all running on the same physical hardware. This feature is also known as 
virtual hosts. 


When a host name is not specified then the aXes Application Server will bind to any IP 
address that is defined for the system on which aXes Application Server is running, thus a 
single instance of aXes Application Server can serve requests addressed to multiple IP 
interfaces as long as each interface is defined on the same system. 


Additional IP addresses can be defined using the ADDTCPIFC (Add TCP/IP Interface) Control 
Language command, or option 1 of the CFGTCP menu. 


A more flexible approach would be to define separate configuration files for each web site 
and start a separate instance of aXes Application Server for each web site. The aXes 
Application Server has much lighter resource requirements than other web servers so it is 
less of a problem starting multiple instances of aXes Application Server. Also, it allows 
greater flexibility in enabling and disabling web site access, and it has improved security 
because a given instance of aXes Application Server cannot serve pages from a different 
instance. 


To accomplish this you would create separate configuration files and set Host= to the IP 
address or domain name of the web site, set ServerRoot= to the directory containing the 
web site files. Then you would start a server instance for each configuration. For example: 


STRAXESW3 CFG(‘/configs/widgets.conf’) 


STRAXESW3 CFG(‘/configs/gadgets.conf’) 


STRAXESW3 CFG(‘/configs/doodads.conf’) 


Each server must either use a unique IP address or a unique port. 


See Appendix A. Configuration Scenarios for more information. 


Custom Errors 
The aXes Application Server lets you define your own custom error pages for the various 
HTTP errors. There is a separate file for each error number, all stored in one special 
directory. The directory name is ‘errors’, at the top of the web directory tree. The error files 
should be named ‘errNNN.html’, where NNN is the error number. So for example, to make a 
custom error page for the authentication failure error, which is number 401, you would put 
your HTML into the file ‘errors/err401.html’. If no custom error file is found for a given error 
number, then the usual built-in error page is generated. 
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Custom error pages can be generated for any language by prefixing the error page with the 
IANA country code, for example. ‘frerrors/err401.html’, ‘dkerrors/err401.html’. If the 
browser primary language preference matches the defined page name then the appropriate 
page will be served. If no language match occurs then the page without a language prefix 
will be used. 


HTTP Compression 
HTTP compression provides faster transmission time between compression-enabled browsers 
and aXes Application Server. You can compress static files and data from applications. By 
default aXes Application Server uses HTTP compression for appropriate text content. 


The aXes Application Server will compress data streams that are sent back to a browser. 
URL resources are compressed only if they are not already compressed and if their extension 
exists in the CompressList of extensions. 


When aXes Application Server receives a request, it checks to see if the browser is 
compression-enabled. It then checks the file name extension to see if the requested file 
extension is contained within the configuration compression list, aXes Application Server 
then checks to see if the file has previously been requested and is already stored in a 
compressed format in the server cache. If the file extension is in the configuration 
compression list and is not already stored in a compressed format, aXes Application Server 
compresses it and sends the compressed file to the browser, and adds a compressed copy of 
the file to the server cache. If the file is stored in a compressed format, aXes Application 
Server sends the compressed file to the browser, and adds a compressed copy of the file to 
the server cache. 


The cost of compressing a static file is modest and is typically incurred only once, because 
the file is then stored in the server cache. The cost of compressing dynamically generated 
files is slightly higher, because they are not stored and must be regenerated with each 
request. The cost of expanding the file at the browser is minimal. Compressed files 
download faster, so are particularly beneficial to the performance of any browser that uses a 
network connection with restricted bandwidth (a modem, for example). 


 aXes Application Server will only compress files when the browser indicates that it 
supports compression. 


Logs 


Message Queue 
aXes-W3 logs the start and stop of the server and any errors to the 'AXESW3' message 
queue. Critical errors are also sent to the system operator’s message queue '*SYSOPR'. 


aXes issues the message AXS5001 on successful start-up and AXS5002 on successful 
termination and AXS5003 on abnormal termination. 


Job Log 
The aXes-W3 job log will contain any errors that prevent the server from starting such as 
invalid invocation parameters, invalid configuration file, invalid configuration file contents. 
Critical errors are also placed in the job log. 


CERN Common Log Format 
The aXes Application Server can optionally log all incoming requests to a server access log 
file. All log files are generated using the common log file format used by many web servers. 
Log files are maintained in the same format as the CERN and NCSA servers. Log files in this 
format can be imported into one of the many log file analysis programs on the market. 
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Common log-file format entries are generated by aXes Application Server with the following 
structure: 


remotehost rfc931 authuser [date] “request” status bytes 


where: 


remotehost The remote hostname, or IP address if the hostname is not available. 


rfc931 The remote logname of the user. 


Authuser The name supplied by the user in response to an authentication request. 


[date] The date and time on which the request occurred. 


“request” The request line exactly as it came from the client. 


Status The HTTP status code returned to the client. 


Bytes The content-length of the document transferred. 


Status Status element 


Status and Status element 


The log-file Status element is a three-digit request result code. The Status can be used by 
log-file analysis programs and is also returned to the client. The first digit of the Status 
defines the class of response. There are five values for the first digit: 


1xx: Informational: Request received, continuing process 


2xx: Success: The action was successfully received, understood, and accepted 


3xx: Redirection: Further action must be taken in order to complete the request 


4xx: Client Error: The request contains bad syntax or cannot be fulfilled 


5xx: Server Error: The server failed to fulfil an apparently valid request 


The individual values of the numeric status codes returned to clients by aXes Application 
Server are presented below. The phrases listed here are recommended phrases, they may 
be replaced by local equivalents. See HTTP Status Codes for more information. 


"200" OK 


"206" Partial Content 


"302" Found 


"304" Not modified 


"400" Bad Request 


"401" Unauthorized 


"403" Forbidden 


"404" Not Found 


"408" Request timeout 


"500" Internal Error 


"501" Not Implemented 


"502" Server Busy 


"503" Service Temporarily Overloaded 


Log files are written to the path specified on the LogDir configuration file option. If required, 
the creation of log files can be disabled using the configuration file option CERNLog=0 so 
that no logs are produced. The default is to not produce log files. 


Log files are written in the code page specified in the configuration file used to start the aXes 
Application Server instance. Consequently, suitably authorized clients may view log files by 
using a browser. When log files are created, read, write, and execute (*RWX) access 
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permissions are granted to the aXes Application Server job user profile, and PUBLIC have 
read (*R) access permissions. The aXes Application Server will always create an empty 
Access Control List in the log file directory, if an ACL does not already exist and logging is 
enabled. Thus no browser user or agent can view these log files unless access authority is 
explicitly granted by adding the user to the ACL or by deleting the ACL. 


When logging is enabled, each time an instance of aXes Application Server starts it cycles 
past existing log files and creates a new one. All aXes Application Server created log files 
use the following naming convention: 


cernYYYYMMMDD _HHMMSS.txt 


Where: 


YYYY 4 digit year 


MMM Abbreviated month name 


DD Day of the month 


HH Hour in 24-hour format 


MM Minutes of the hour 


SS Seconds of the minute 


Log file entries are cached by aXes Application Server for efficiency reasons. Consequently, 
log-file entries may not be written immediately to disk. Log-files are flushed periodically by 
aXes Application Server eliminating concurrency and synchronization lags. 


Trace File 
The aXes Application Server trace file, when enabled, provides a detailed trace of aXes 
Application Server operations. The level of detail traced is specified through configuration file 
directives. 


Symbolic Links 
The aXes Application server does not allow symbolic links. Each URL is parsed and expanded 
to ensure that no component of the URL contains a symbolic link. This means that to access 
a directory that is not subordinate to the ServerRoot directory a URL map entry must be 
used. This means that that aXes Application Server can serve files outside of its directory 
tree only if they have been explicitly defined in the URL map. 


Copyrights 
Copyright © LANSA Group. All rights reserved. 


aXes Application Server makes use of software from the following third parties and LANSA 
recognizes their copyrights. 


Copyright © 1995-1998 Jean-loup Gailly and Mark Adler. 


Copyright © 1999,2000,2001 Mark Martinec. All rights reserved. 


Copyright © 1994-2003 TeCGraf, PUC-Rio. All rights reserved. 


Copyright © 1995,1998,1999,2000,2001 by Jef Poskanzer. All rights reserved. 


Copyright © 1996 Open Market, Inc. 
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Section 5  Application Server Tuning 
The aXes Application Server is just a job like any other IBM i job therefore the normal rules 
of work management and performance tuning apply. 


An application server has a number of different finite resources, namely; memory, CPU, disk 
I/O, connection, and network bandwidth. Typically, application servers reach the limit on 
network bandwidth before they run out of other resources. It takes a small amount of CPU 
and memory to consume all of the available bandwidth. Smaller responses use less main 
storage, CPU, disk I/O, and network bandwidth; therefore pre-compress your files. Smaller 
responses also use a connection for less time. 


Tuning Guidelines 
An iterative process to tuning is required but the following table may be used as a guideline 
for tuning the aXes Application Server. 


Problem Possible Solutions 


CPU utilization is high or CPU 
availability is a problem 


Pre-compress files. 


Disable CERN logs and tracing. 


Set timeouts to the minimum required. 


Limit the use of SSL to URIs that require security. 


Exceeded connection limits Pre-compress files. 


Disable connection persistence. 


Decrease the persistence timeout. 


Decrease the persistence threshold. 


Add additional URL patterns to the CompressList. 


Create additional instance(s) of aXes Application Server. 


Network bandwidth utilization 
is high 


Pre-compress files. 


Add additional URL patterns to the CompressList. 


SSL slows the responses 
unacceptably 


Pre-compress files. 


Enable persistence. 


Enable compression. 


Add additional URL patterns to the CompressList. 


Responses are slow on Web 
pages that contain a large 
number of URLs. 


Enable persistence. 


Disable CERN logs. 


Disk activity is high. Pre-compress files. 


Disable CERN logs and/or tracing. 


Memory limitations or high 
swap rates. 


Pre-compress files. 


Add additional URL patterns to the CompressList. 
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Tuning Guidelines Summary 
Experiment. 


Set all timeouts to the minimum required. 


Use FastCGI for high volume and large requests. 


Always enable compression for file based URL's that compress well such as .txt, .html, etc. 
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Section 6  Spool File Server 
Configuration 


Configuration Files 
All options, except for the configuration file name and the socket or port, can be set in a 
configuration file. One advantage of using a configuration file is that the file can be changed, 
and the changes will apply when the server is restarted. The configuration file is generally 
stored in the / (root) file system and can be modified using an editor such as EDTF. If you 
wish, you can store the configuration file in a source member and use an editor such as 
SEU.  Configuration files can be shared across different aXes Application Servers. 


aXes Spool File Server uses a number of configuration files: 


aXesWS.conf This file is primary configuration file and it controls attributes of the aXes 
Spool File Server. 


aXesWSPDF.conf This file controls global settings for generating PDF documents from 
spooled files. 


default.conf This file contains a default set of user preferences. When a new user signs 
on to aXes Spool File Server their personal preferences file is initialised 
with values from this file. 


The default location for the configuration files is the /axes/configs directory. You can edit the 
default WS configuration file using the command: 


EDTF STMF(‘/axes/configs/aXesWS.conf’) 


The configuration files are simple text files containing a series of ‘option’ or ‘option=value’ 
directives separated by white space. Valid directives are described below. 


Comments may be placed anywhere within the configuration file. Comments begin with the 
hash ('#') character; all characters after the # are ignored. 


Long lines can be continued by breaking them with a trailing backslash (‘\’). 


The configuration file can be encoded using any IBM i supported CCSID or code page. 


Most aXes-WS configuration directives have reasonable defaults and need not be specified. 


 When specifying numeric values do not include leading zeroes because these will cause 
the value to be interpreted as an Octal number (i.e., 037 will be interpreted as decimal 
31). 


Spool File Server Configuration Directives 
Default values are either underlined or explicitly stated. 


Mandatory parameters are marked with an asterisk *. 


CfgSection 
Identifies the value used to mark the start of the Web Spooler section in the user 
configuration file. 


The default value is aXesWS. 
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CheckLimitedCapability 
Specifies whether the server checks the limited capability status of the user and disallows 
running commands from the Command tab that do not allow limited capability users. 


The default value is yes. 


DefaultLoginPage 
Specifies the name of the file used as the default login page. This is the first panel displayed 
to a client. The file must reside in the path specified by the WSPath= directive. 


The default value is ws_login.html. 


DefaultUserCfgFile 
Specifies the name of the file containing the default user settings for aXes Spool File Server. 
This file is used as a template when creating a user-specific configuration file. The user-
specific configuration file is used to save user preferences. 


The default value is default.conf. 


The default location for the file is in the <prod-dir>/configs/users directory. 


MaximumPagesToViewHTML 
Specifies the maximum number of pages allowed when viewing spooled file data as HTML 
output. 


The default value is 300. 


If you increase this value you may also need to increase the value specified for –idle-timeout 
on the aXes-WS FastCgiServer or FastCgiExternalServer directive in the aXesW3 
configuration file. 


MaximumPagesToViewPDF 
Specifies the maximum number of pages allowed when viewing spooled file data as PDF 
output. 


The default value is 100. 


If you increase this value you may also need to increase the value specified for –idle-timeout 
on the aXes-WS FastCgiServer or FastCgiExternalServer directive in the aXesW3 
configuration file. 


MaximumPagesToViewTEXT 
Specifies the maximum number of pages allowed when viewing spooled file data as TEXT 
output. 


The default value is 300. 


If you increase this value you may also need to increase the value specified for –idle-timeout 
on the aXes-WS FastCgiServer or FastCgiExternalServer directive in the aXesW3 
configuration file. 


MaximumPagesToViewXML 
Specifies the maximum number of pages allowed when viewing spooled file data as XML 
output. 


The default value is 300. 


If you increase this value you may also need to increase the value specified for –idle-timeout 
on the aXes-WS FastCgiServer or FastCgiExternalServer directive in the aXesW3 
configuration file. 
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MultiThreaded 
Specifies whether the server runs in multi-threaded mode. 


The default value is ‘yes’. Specifying ‘no’ will disable multi-threading. 


NoncePage 
Specifies the name of the file used as the default nonce retrieval page by aXes Terminal 
Server when linked to aXes Spool File Server in mini-mode. This page is used to 
authenticate aXes Terminal Server users to aXes Spool File Server. 


NumberOfInitialThreads 
Specifies the iitial number of threads started by the server when running in multi-threaded 
mode. 


The default value is 10. 


ProcessEmbeddedLua 
Specifies the file extensions of files that will be processed for embedded Lua. 


The default values are: html, xml, txt 


ServerCCSID 
Specifies the Coded Character Set Identifer (CCSID) used by the Web Spooler server job. 
The allowable values are: 


Sysval Specifies that aXes Spool File Server will use the CCSID specified in the 
QCCSID system value. If this value is 65535 then the default CCSID of the job 
will be used. 


User Specifies that aXes Spool File Server will use the CCSID of the user profile 
associated with the server job. 


CCSID-
number 


Specifies the CCSID that aXes Spool File Server will use. This value must be a 
valid CCSID that is allowable for IBM i jobs. 


SessionExpiryTime 
Specifies the timeout period, in seconds, for idle sessions. The host session associated with 
a client will require re-authentication if it does not perform a transaction within this period. 


The default value is 300 (5 minutes). 


SessionPollTime 
Specifies the frequency, in seconds, with which the session management thread checks for 
inactive sessions. Sessions that have exceeded the limit specified by the SessionExpiryTime 
directive will have any allocated session licence released. If the user reconnects then a new 
session licence will be requested. If all session licences are in use the reconnection request 
will be rejected. 


The default value is 10. 


WkstnCustObj 
Specifies the name of the workstation customisation object used when converting spooled 
files to image-based PDF documents. 


The default value is QWPTIFFG4. 
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WkstnCustLib 
Specifies the name of the library containing the workstation customisation object. 


The default value is QSYS. 


WSPath 
Specifies the directory where the aXes Spool File Server files reside. There are no 
constraints on the name of this directory. 


The default is a directory named <prod-dir>/ws where <prod-dir> is the product installation 
directory. 


PDF Configuration Directives 
Default values are either underlined or explicitly stated. 


Mandatory parameters are marked with an asterisk *. 


Encoding 
Specifies the character set conversion performed on spooled file data. This directive is 
ignored for DBCS data in which case the conversion is performed using the encoding of the 
font selected for output. The allowable values are: 


ISOLatin1Encoding Conversion is performed using CCSID 819. This is equivalent to ISO-
8859-1. This value will cause accented characters to display 
incorrectly and you should choose one of the other values if your 
language requires accented characters. 


This is the default. 


WinAnsiEncoding Conversion is performed using CCSID 1252. This is equivalent to 
Microsoft Latin-1. 


MacRomanEncoding Conversion is performed using CCSID 1275. This is equivalent to 
Apple Latin-1. 


Fit 
Specifies that pages are displayed with their contents magnified just enough to fit within the 
window both horizontally and vertically. The allowable values are: 


0 | false | no The pages will not be magnified to fit. 


This is the default. 


1 | true | yes The pages will be magnified to fit. 


Font 
Identifies the font to use for the output. The chosen font must be suitable for the data 
contained in the spooled file. The allowable values are: 


Font Title Characteristics Samples 


Courier Fixed-width. This is the default. Sample 


Courier-Bold Fixed-width, bold Sample 


Courier-Oblique Fixed-width, italic Sample 


Courier-BoldOblique Fixed-width, bold, italic Sample 
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Font Title Characteristics Samples 


Helvetica Proportional Sample 


Helvetica-Bold Proportional, bold Sample 


Helvetica-Oblique Proportional, italic Sample 


Helvetical-BoldOblique Proportional, bold, italic Sample 


Times-Roman Proportional Sample 


Times-Bold Proportional, bold Sample 


Times-Italic Proportional, italic Sample 


Times-BoldItalic Proportional, bold, italic Sample 


Symbol Symbol Set  


ZapfDingbats Dingbats  


aXesMono Fixed-width Sample 


aXesWide Fixed-width Sample 


HeiseiMin-W3 Japanese  


HeiseiMin-W3,Bold Japanese  


HeiseiMin-W3,Italic Japanese  


HeiseiMin-W3,BoldItalic Japanese  


HeiseiKakiGo-W5 Japanese  


HeiseiKakiGo-W5,Bold Japanese  


HeiseiKakiGo-W5,Italic Japanese  


HeiseiKakiGo-W5,BoldItalic Japanese  


PMingLiU Traditional Chinese  


PMingLiU,Bold Traditional Chinese  


PMingLiU,Italic Traditional Chinese  


PMingLiU,BoldItalic Traditional Chinese  


STSong Simplified Chinese  


STSong,Bold Simplified Chinese  


STSong,Italic Simplified Chinese  


STSong,BoldItalic Simplified Chinese  


HYSMyeongJoStd Korean  


HYSMyeongJoStd,Bold Korean  


HYSMyeongJoStd,Italic Korean  
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Font Title Characteristics Samples 


HYSMyeongJoStd,BoldItalic Korean  


FontSize 
Specifies the initial font size. This value is scaled according to the paper size and spooled file 
width and length. The result is a font size that ensures no spooled file data is truncated. 


The default value is 9. 


PageBorders 
Specifies whether borders are drawn around each page. The allowable values are: 


0 | false | no Page borders are not generated. 


This is the default. 


1 | true | yes Page borders will be generated. 


PageLayout 
Specifies the page layout used by a PDF viewer when the document is opened. The allowable 
values are: 


SinglePage Display one page at a time. 


This is the default. 


OneColumn Display the pages in one column. 


TwoColumnLeft Display the pages in two columns with odd numbered pages on the 
left. 


TwoColumnRight Display the pages in two columns with odd numbered pages on the 
right. 


PageNumbers 
Specifies whether page numbers are generated for each page. The allowable values are: 


0 | false | no Page numbers are not generated. 


This is the default. 


1 | true | yes Page numbers will be generated. 


PageMode 
Specifies how the document should be displayed when opened by a PDF viewer. The 
allowable values are: 


UseNone Specifies that neither the document outline nor thumbnail images are 
visible. 


This is the default 


FullScreen Full screen mode with no menu bar, window controls, or any other 
window visible. 
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PageRotate 
Specifies the number of degrees by which the page is rotated clockwise when displayed or 
printed. This value must be a multiple of 90. The allowable values are: 


0  No rotation. 


This is the default value. 


90  Rotate 90 degrees clockwise. 


180  Rotate 180 degrees clockwise. 


270  Rotate 270 degrees clockwise. 


PaperSize 
Identifies the paper size used to format the spooled file data. 


A4 is the default value. 


The allowable values are: 


Paper Size Description 


A3  ISO standard paper size (297mm x 420mm). 


A4  ISO standard paper size (210mm x 297mm). This is the default 
value. 


A5  ISO standard paper size (148mm x 210mm). 


LETTER  US paper size (8.5” x 11”). 


TABLOID  US paper size (17” x 11”). 


LEDGER  US paper size (11” x 17”). 


LEGAL  US paper size (8.5” x 14”). 


STATEMENT  US paper size (5.5”x 8.5”). 


EXECUTIVE  US paper size (7.5” x 10”). 


LISTING Computer listing paper size (15” x 11”) 


JISB4  Japanese paper size (257mm x 364mm). 


JISB5  Japanese paper size (182mm x 257mm). 


widthXheight  Specifies physical dimensions of the required paper size. 


ViewerPreferences 
Specifies a comma-separated list of values that control the behaviour of a compliant PDF 
viewer. The allowable values are: 


HideToolbar Specifies to hide the PDF viewer toolbar. 


HideMenuBar Specifies to hide the PDF viewer menu bar. 


HideWindowUI Specifies to hide the user interface elements in the document’s 
window. 
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FitWindow Specifies to resize the document’s window to fit the size of the 
first displayed page. 


CenterWindow Specifies to position the document’s window in the centre of the 
screen. 


There is no default value. 


Zoom 
Specifies that pages are displayed with their contents magnified by the zoom factor. This 
value is a percentage between 0 and 6400. The default is 0 (zero). The actual maximum 
zoom factor is dependent on the size of the PDF, the amount of RAM available at the viewing 
computer, and the availability of other resources required by the PDF viewer. 


User Configuration Directives 
User configuration files are initially populated with the settings from the default.conf file. A 
user configuration file is created for each user when they change their preferences. You may 
customise the default.conf file and new users will inherit those changes. 


Default values are either underlined or explicitly stated. 


Mandatory parameters are marked with an asterisk *. 


columnOrder 
Specifies the default order of columns displayed in the spooled file list. 


The default order is: 


col_file, col_user, col_userdata, col_status, col_formtype, col_pagecount, col_currentpage, 
col_copiesremaining, col_printername, col_date, col_time, col_priority, col_splnbr, col_job, 
col_jobnbr, col_outq, col_outqlib, col_save, col_hold, col_pagelength, col_pagewidth, 
col_prtdevtype, col_devtype, col_ccsid, col_charcode, col_ctlchar 


Any order can be specified. 


The names used must be found in the visible columns list. See the table below. 


defaultOutq 
Specifies the output queue from which spooled files are initially listed. 


The default value is *ALL but the name of any existing output queue can be specified. 


When *ALL is specified the defaultOutqLib value must be blank. 


defaultOutqLib 
Specifies the library qualifier for the defaultOutq directive. 


The default value is blank but the name of any existing library can be specified. 


outputFormat 
Specifies the default output format. Allowable values are one of: 


HTML, TEXT, XML, PDF 


The default value is HTML but any valid output value can be specified. 


outqFilter 
Specifies the output queue list filter. 


The default value is *ALL but any valid filter can be specified. 
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outqLibFilter 
Specifies the output queue list library qualifier filter. 


The default value is *LIBL but any valid filter can be specified. 


pdfFont 
Specifies the default font used for PDF output. 


The default value is Courier but any valid font can be specified. 


The default font will be overridden if it is not appropriate for the data in the spooled file. 
Allowable values are one of: 


Courier Helvetica Times-Roman 


Symbol ZapfDingbats aXesMono 


aXesMono-Wide HeiseiMin-W3 HeiseKakuGo-W5 


PmingLiU STSong HYSMyeongJo-Std 


pdfStyle 
Specifies the default PDF style. Allowable values are one of: 


Auto, Landscape, Portrait 


The default value is Auto but any valid style can be specified. 


Auto automatically determines the style based on the spooled file width to length ratio. 


showfiles 
Specifies the default number of spooled files displayed per page. 


Allowable values are one of: 


20, 50, 100, 1000, *ALL 


The default value is 20. 


sortColumn 
Specifies the default sort column. 


The default value is ‘user’ but any column name can be specified. 


sortOrder 
Specifies the default sort order for the sort column. Allowable values are one of: 


ASCENDING, DESCENDING 


The default value is ASCENDING but any valid value can be specified. 


userFilter 
Specifies the user list filter. 


The default value is *ALL but any valid filter can be specified. 
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Visible columns 
The following values are Boolean and control which columns are visible in the list of spooled 
files. Allowable values are On and Off. 


col_ccsid=  col_formtype=  col_printername= 


col_charcode=  col_hold=  col_priority= 


col_codepage=  col_job=  col_prtdevtype= 


col_copiesremaining  col_jobnbr=  col_save= 


col_ctlchar=  col_outq=  col_splnbr= 


col_currentpage=  col_outqlib=  col_status= 


col_date=  col_pagecount=  col_time= 


col_devtype=  col_pagelength=  col_user= 


col_file=  col_pagewidth=  col_userdata= 


Editable attributes 
The following values are Boolean and control the edit boxes displayed in the edit properties 
panel. Allowable values are On and Off. 


edit_dev=  edit_save=  edit_frontovl= 


edit_restart=  edit_prtqlty=  edit_fntrsl= 


edit_schedule=  edit_duplex=  edit_copies= 


edit_align=  edit_afpchars=  edit_pagerange= 


edit_fidelity=  edit_ipdspasthr=  edit_usrdta= 


edit_formdf=  edit_formtype=  edit_drawer= 


edit_usrdfnopt=  edit_filesep=  edit_pagdfn= 


edit_code=  edit_outpty=  edit_backovl= 


edit_prtseq=  edit_formfeed=  edit_exchtype= 


edit_outq=  edit_multiup=   


Data Conversion 
Spooled file data is generally created using an EBCDIC CCSID. aXes Spool File Server will 
convert spooled file data from the file CCSID to the client CCSID. The client CCSID is 
generally 1208 (UTF-8). 


aXes Spool File Server uses the following algorithm to derive the spooled file CCSID. 


1. Retrieve the CCSID of the printer file used to create the spooled file 


2. If 0 or 65535 then retrieve the CCSID of the job that created the spooled file. 


3. If the job has a CCSID of 65535 then the job default CCSID is used. 


4. If the job is not found then the CCSID of the aXes Spool File Server job is used. 


5. If this value is 65535 then the job default CCSID of the server job is used. 
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In some cases this may result in incorrect data conversion. This is highly likely if the 
QCCSID system value is set to 65535. In such cases you may be able to get the correct 
conversion to occur by setting the ServerCCSID= directive correctly. The proper solution is 
to set QCCSID correctly for your system. 


Spooled file data displayed in a PDF is converted from the spooled file CCSID (determined 
using the algorithm described above) to the code page associated with the font encoding 
used for the PDF document. 


SBCS spooled files can use the following three encodings: 


Encoding Code Page 


ISOLatin1Encoding 819 


WinAnsiEncoding 1252 


MacRomanEncoding 1275 


DBCS spooled files are limited to one of the following encodings: 


Encoding Language Code Page 


90ms-RKSJ-H Japanese 943 


ETen-B5-H Traditional Chinese 950 


GB-EUC-H Simplified Chinese 936 


KSCms-UHC-H Korean 949 


You must use an encoding appropriate for the data contained within your spooled files. 


Spooled File Authority 
Access to spooled file data is subject to normal IBM i authority requirements. The user must 
have authority to the output queue and to the spooled file. The user is subject to the 
OPRCTL and AUTCHK values specified when the output queue was created or changed. 
Special values such as *SPLCTL are also respected. 
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Section 7  Data Explorer Server 
Configuration 


Configuration File 
All options, except for the file name and the socket or port, can be set in a configuration file. 
One advantage of using a configuration file is that the file can be changed, and the changes 
will apply when the server is restarted. 


The default location for the configuration file is the /axes/configs directory. You can edit the 
default DE configuration file using the command: 


EDTF STMF(‘/axes/configs/aXesDE.conf’) 


The configuration file is a simple text file containing a series of ‘option’ or ‘option=value’ 
directives separated by white space. Valid directives are described below. 


Comments may be placed anywhere within the configuration file. Comments begin with the 
hash ('#') character; all characters after the # are ignored. 


Long lines can be continued by breaking them with a trailing backslash (‘\’). 


The configuration file can be encoded using any IBM i supported CCSID or code page. 


Most aXes-DE configuration directives have reasonable defaults and need not be specified. 


 When specifying numeric values do not include leading zeroes because these will cause 
the value to be interpreted as an Octal number (i.e., 037 will be interpreted as decimal 
31). 


Configuration Directives 
Default values are either underlined or explicitly stated. 


Mandatory parameters are marked with an asterisk *. 


AllowedSQL 
Specifies a comma-separated list of SQL statements that are allowed to be run by aXes Data 
Explorer Server. 


The default is to allow all SQL statements. 


CharSet 
Specifies the Character Set used by the aXes Data Explorer server job for client responses. 
The allowable values are: 


IANA-name Specifies the IANA name of the character set used by aXes Data Explorer 
Server for client responses. The default value is UTF-8. The value specified 
here must complement the value specified for ClientCCSID. For example; 
CharSet=UTF-8 requires ClientCCSID=1208, CharSet=iso=8859-1 
requires ClientCCSID=819. 


The default value is UTF-8. 
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ClientCCSID 
Specifies the Coded Character Set Identifier (CCSID) used by the Data Explorer server job. 
The allowable values are: 


CCSID-number Specifies the CCSID that aXes Data Explorer Server will use. This value 
must be a valid CCSID that is allowable for IBM i jobs. The value specified 
here must complement the value specified for CharSet. 


The default value is 1208. 


DEPath 
Specifies the directory where the aXes Data Explorer Server files reside. There are no 
constraints on the name of this directory. 


The default is a directory named <prod-dir>/DE where <prod-dir> is the product installation 
directory. 


MaxTableEntries 
Specifies the maximum number of tables or files aXes Data Explorer Server will display in 
the table list. 


The default value is 500. 


MaxQueryEntries 
Specifies the maximum number of saved queries aXes Data Explorer Server will display in 
the query list. 


The default value is 30. 


ServerCCSID 
Specifies the Coded Character Set Identifier (CCSID) used by the aXes Data Explorer Server 
job. The allowable values are: 


Sysval Specifies that aXes Data Explorer Server will use the CCSID specified in 
the QCCSID system value. If this value is 65535 then the default CCSID of 
the job will be used. 


User Specifies that aXes Data Explorer Server will use the CCSID of the user 
profile associated with the server job. 


CCSID-number Specifies the CCSID that aXes Data Explorer Server will use. This value 
must be a valid CCSID that is allowable for IBM i jobs. 


Data Conversion 
Data read from a database file is first converted from the file or field CCSID to the job 
CCSID. This conversion is performed automatically by the SQL Database Manager. aXes 
Data Explorer Server will convert the result set data received from SQL to the client CCSID. 
The client CCSID is generally 1208 (UTF-8). 


In some cases this may result in incorrect data conversion. This is highly likely if the 
QCCSID system value is set to 65535. In such cases you may be able to get the correct 
conversion to occur by setting the ServerCCSID= directive correctly. The proper solution is 
to set QCCSID correctly for your system. 
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Configuring Remote Data Sources 
The aXes Data Explorer Server can access any remote data source that is defined in the IBM 
i Relational Database Directory. You use the Work with Relational Database Directory Entries 
(WRKRDBDIRE) command to manage remote data sources. The only requirement is that the 
remote database provides a DRDA Application Server interface. 


See the “Setting Up an IBM i Distributed Relational Database” section of the Information 
Centre for more information about setting up another IBM i system as a remote data source. 


See the Distributed Relational Database Cross-Platform Connectivity (SG24-4311) book or 
the Distributed Relational Database Architecture Connectivity Guide (SC26-4783) for 
information about setting up a distributed network of unlike systems. 


You must have network communications configured between the systems. You can use 
either SNA or TCP as long as both systems support the chosen protocol. You can use AnyNet 
to encapsulate TCP traffic over an SNA network or SNA traffic over a TCP network. See the 
Communications Configuration manual for more information. 


In essence you use the WRKRDBDIRE command to define a remote data source. The 
following command defines a connection to a remote IBM i database: 


ADDRDBDIRE RDB(WESTERN) RMTLOCNAME(WESTERN *SNA) + 
TEXT(‘Remote DB2/400 database.’) 


The following command defines a connection to a remote DB2 database on a PC server: 


ADDRDBDIRE RDB(SAMPLE) RMTLOCNAME(‘server.mycompany.com.au’ *IP) + 
TEXT(‘Sample DB2 database on SERVER.’) 


You must define an entry for the local database. For example: 


ADDRDBDIRE RDB(LOCAL) RMTLOCNAME(*LOCAL) TEXT(‘Local DB2/400 database.’) 


 A local database entry must exist on all systems to which to want to connect. 


Once the database directory entries have been defined the TCP/IP DDM server must be 
started on each remote system to which you want to connect over TCP. You can start this 
server using the STRTCPSVR *DDM command. You can have the system automatically start 
the DDM server when TCP is started by setting the autostart attribute to yes using: 


CHGDDMTCPA AUTOSTART(*YES) 


Data File Authority 
Access to file data is subject to normal IBM i authority requirements. The user must have 
authority to the library and file. The user is subject to the object and data authorities 
specified for the file. Special values such as *ALLOBJ are also respected. 
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Section 8  Secure Sockets Layer Support 
This section provides guidelines for configuring Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) support for the 
aXes Application Server. 


Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) Requirements 
Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) support on IBM i requires the following IBM components 
installed: 


 One of the Cryptographic Access Provider versions: 


 Crypto Access Provider 40-bit for AS/400. 


 Crypto Access Provider 56-bit for AS/400. 


 Cryptographic Access Provider 128-bit. 


 IBM i - Digital Certificate Manager or later versions. 


SSL locates the correct certificate through the use of application identifier. 


Configuring aXes Application Server 
1. Use IBM’s Digital Certificate Manager to define an application identifier. 


2. Edit the aXes Application Server configuration file and update the following 
directives. 


#SSLOnly=1 


SSLPort=443 


SSLAppID=<application identifier> 


3. You must also ensure that the AXES user profile has read (*R) authority to the 
certificate files and execute (*X) authority to any directories in the certificate path. 


The path for the *SYSTEM certificate store is: 


/QIBM/UserData/ICSS/Cert/Server/DEFAULT.KDB 


/QIBM/UserData/ICSS/Cert/Server/DEFAULT.RDB 
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Appendix A  Configuration Scenarios 
This section provides information on different ways to configure the aXes servers. Many 
customers will be able to use the default configuration with minimal modification however 
larger sites or those with special security requirements will have to define their own 
configuration files and instance definitions. 


Default Configuration 
The default configuration supplies an instance of aXes Application Server configured to run 
on port 80. 


The default aXes Application Server instance is configured to automatically start the other 
aXes servers as Internal FastCGI servers. 


For most customers this means they need start only the aXes Application Server and all the 
aXes servers will be started. 


However it also means that the internal FastCGI servers take their initial configuration 
information from the FastCGIServer directives in the aXesW3 configuration file rather than 
the instance definitions. It also means that all servers must be ended when any server 
requires a restart. 
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Appendix B  Troubleshooting 
This section provides information on how to diagnose and solve problems. For the latest 
information on known problems and their solutions go to LANSA web site. 


In general, you should follow the same diagnostic process as you would for any IBM i 
application. 


Check the job log of the problem job. The problem job could be an interactive job 
running a command, a batch job started by a 
command, or a batch job started by another 
batch job. Use the Display Job Log 
(DSPJOBLOG) command.  


Check the job log of the parent job. The parent job could be an interactive job 
running a command, or a batch job starting 
another batch job. Use the Display Job Log 
(DSPJOBLOG) command.  


Check the job log of the child job. The child job could be a batch job started by 
a command, or a batch job started by 
another batch job. Use the Display Job Log 
(DSPJOBLOG) command.  


Check the system operator's message queue Check QSYSOPR for relevant messages. Use 
the Display Messages (DSPMSG) command.  


Check the history log Check QHST for relevant messages. Use the 
Display Log (DSPLOG) command. 


Specific information for troubleshooting the various parts of aXes Server can be found in the 
following sections: 


 Browser Problem Analysis 


 Configuration File Problem Analysis 


 aXes Terminal Server Problem Analysis 


 aXes Data Explorer Server Problem Analysis 


 aXes Spool File Server Problem Analysis 


 aXes Application Server Problem Analysis 


 Document Access Problem Analysis 


 HTTP Status Codes 


Browser Problem Analysis 
Browser problems usually manifest as an incorrect terminal display. Either data is missing 
from the terminal display or an error occurs. 


Firstly, ensure that the browser is a supported version. You need an XML capable Web 
browser that supports the HTTP 1.1 protocol, frames, and JavaScript. One browser that 
currently provides the required support is Microsoft Internet Explorer 6.0 or later. 


If you are using IE 6.0 or later then you should already have an appropriate level of 
Microsoft Core XML support. However you should install Service Pack 1, or later, for IE 6.0 
to ensure IE is current. 


Some common problems and suggestions for resolving them follow: 
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Logon Script not found 


This means the axlogin.mjs file was not served by the host. 


Check that the file exists. 


If you are using the aXes Application Server then check that AXES has authority to the full 
file path. 


Check that a firewall or proxy is not blocking the request. This includes personal firewalls 
such as ZoneAlarm. 


This problem is frequently caused by HTTP/1.0 proxy servers and is known to occur with the 
Avirt Gateway and WebMarshal proxy servers. In this case you should change your browser 
settings to select the “Use HTTP 1.1 through proxy connections” setting. This option is found 
under the Tools->Options panel on the Advanced tab in the HTTP 1.1 settings section. 


 


Sometimes this problem is caused by an error in the caching support provided by Internet 
Explorer. Try requesting the page directly by using the URL 
http://system:port/axests/axlogin.mjs where ‘system’ and ‘port’ are appropriate values for 
your environment. 


You may also need to clear the cache by getting Internet Explorer to delete temporary files, 
close all browser windows, and start the aXes Terminal Server session again. 
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Previously seen screens redisplayed 


This problem usually indicates a caching error in Internet Explorer. Ensure your browser 
settings allow Internet Explorer to automatically determine whether it should check for 
newer versions of cached pages. This option is found under the Tools->Internet Options 
panel on the General tab in the settings for the Temporary Internet files section. 


 


Open terminal failed 


This error can be caused by a number of things: 


 The virtual device you requested is disabled. 


 The QAUTOVRT system value is set such that virtual devices cannot be created. 
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 The IP address of the client is specified on the IPMask= directive in the aXes-TS 
configuration file. 


 The entry in the User section of the aXes-TS configuration file is incorrect. 


 The tslogonexit.lua script has rejected the logon request. 


 A problem occurred running the AXRTVVTDEV program: 


 Check that the program exists in the product library 


 Check that it is a system state program 


 If you are using the aXes Application Server then check that AXES has authority to 
the program. 


If the message is due to a failure when opening a virtual terminal then the API message will 
also be displayed. 


Internal system error occurred in program QTVSINIT 


This error indicates a virtual device problem. Examine the job log of the AXES5250 job. It 
will provide more information about the cause of the problem. Follow any recovery steps 
described in the job log messages. Errors of this type are not usually aXes problems. They 
usually indicate an operating system problem of some sort such as device in use, device not 
available, device varied off, etc. Follow the normal recovery steps you would perform for 
device error recovery. These include varying off and on the device, deleting the device, 
checking authority to the device, etc. The recovery steps described under “Open terminal 
failed” may also prove helpful for this problem. 


Unexpected internal system error occurred in program QTVWRTVT 


This error indicates a virtual device problem. Examine the job log of the AXES5250 job. It 
will provide more information about the cause of the problem. Follow any recovery steps 
described in the job log messages. Errors of this type are not usually aXes problems. They 
usually indicate an application problem of some sort such as incorrectly using pop-up 
windows. 


If the job log of the AXES5250 job shows message CPF87D4 “Data sent exceeded the 
corresponding I/O request” then the problem is most likely caused by the way the 
application handles pop-up windows. When a window is displayed by an application, the 
default behaviour is for the operating system to issue a request to save the current screen. 
When aXes Terminal Server receives this request it returns a representation of the current 
screen to the operating system. The operating system rejects responses that exceed 16KB. 
In some cases the representation of the screen used by aXes Terminal Server will exceed 
16KB. Panels that contain lots of data and fields, such as very full 27*132 panels, can cause 
this limit to be exceeded. It can also be caused by the application displaying many windows 
on top of each other. 


The reason the aXes Terminal Server screen representation may exceed 16KB is because 
aXes Terminal Server saves the complete creation data for the current screen where 5250 
emulators just save the visible data. aXes Terminal Server needs to save everything to 
support future enhancements. Thus the more data in each panel, and the more windows on 
the screen, the more likely that a Save Screen request will cause the 16KB limit to be 
exceeded. 


In most cases the default Save Screen request is not necessary because the application does 
not allow the operating system to restore the saved screen. Most applications cause the 
screen to be redrawn by reissuing the various WRITE commands for the record formats that 
make up the current screen once the window has been closed. 


To correct the problem the application should exercise better control over whether a Save 
Screen request is issued by the operating system. For window record formats the Save 
Screen request can be controlled by specifying the USRRSTDSP keyword on the WINDOW 
record. For other record formats ensure the display file has RSTDSP(*NO) specified. 


Because the root cause of the problem is directly related to the amount of data present in 
the screen being saved the problem can be avoided by making screens less cluttered with 
information. Perhaps the screen would be better designed as two or more panels with less 
useful information on the subsequent panels. 
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Logon fails 


This message can appear when signing on to aXes Terminal Server using a skin that shows 
the spooled output tab (such as /ts/skins/ts.html). In this case it usually means the aXes 
Spool File Server is not licensed for this system therefore the automatic logon to aXes Spool 
File Server has failed. In this case use a skin that does not include spooled output such as 
/ts/skins/ts_basic.html 


400 Bad Request 


This error can be caused by a number of things: 


 A problem occurred with the virtual device. See Open terminal failed above. 
 A time-out occurred between aXes Application Server and aXes Terminal Server. Check 


that both servers are active and that the value for TSInactiveLimit directive in the TS 
configuration file is less than the value specified for –idle-timeout on the 
FastCGIServer directive in the W3 configuration file. 


URL http://system:port/axests/0 displayed but no terminal frame visible 


This means the POST of data to the server failed so no POSTed data is available. 


Check that POST is not disabled in the server configuration file. 


Check that you have the correct level of browser and MSXML support. 


Check that a firewall or proxy is not blocking the request. This includes personal firewalls 
such as ZoneAlarm. 


Check that the URL is not being redirected. 


Error loading transaction 


The following was returned in place of an XML document: 


400 Bad Request 


Because this is an HTTP error message you should follow the normal web server 
diagnosis for HTTP errors. 


This message indicates the host could not satisfy the client request. It is usually 
caused by a time-out between the aXes Application server and the aXes Terminal 
Server due to the aXes Terminal Server taking too long to respond to the client 
request. 


The time-out can be caused by excessive network traffic, by network configuration 
issues, or by the host system simply being too busy to respond in a timely manner.  
In some cases it can be caused by inappropriate workload such as long running 
queries being invoked from the client session. To recover just close the XML error 
window and issue the request again. 


If the problem persists you will need to determine the cause of the delay. You can 
increase the amount of time aXes will wait for responses. Try increasing the wait time 
specified for the –idle-timeout switch on the FastCGIServer directive in the W3 
configuration file. Depending on the cause of the error you may also need to increase 
the value for the TSInactiveLimit directive. 


Error loading transaction 


The following was returned in place of an XML document: 


Server Error! 


The red box may contain web server diagnostic information such as: 


 The server encountered an internal error and was unable to 


 Complete your request. Either the server is overloaded or 


 There was an error in a CGI script. 


If you think this is a server error, please contact the webmaster. 


Error 500 
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Apache/2.0.47 (Linux/SuSE) 


In this example the error message came from an Apache web server running on SuSE 
Linux therefore investigation of the problem should start with Apache. This problem 
may be a time-out similar to that described above under 400 Bad Request or it could 
be something specific to Apache. 


Error loading transaction 


The following was returned in place of an XML document: 


The XML page cannot be displayed 


This message indicates the client did not receive an XML document from the host. The 
red box may contain additional information about the problem. 


This error does not necessarily indicate a problem with aXes Terminal Server. This 
sort of error can happen for many reasons. It may indicate a network problem, a 
firewall problem, a proxy server problem, or a time-out. It is simply part of using a 
browser and web server. To recover just close the XML error window and issue the 
request again. 


Ensure the network path between the browser and application server is correctly 
configured. 


If the problem persists you will need to determine the cause. See other “Error loading 
Transaction” topics in this section for additional possibilities. 


Error Loading Transaction 


Cannot view XML input using XSLT style sheet 


This message indicates that the MSXML parser is either not available or at the wrong 
level.  The red box may contain additional information about the problem. Ensure that 
MSXML3 or Service Pack 1 is installed for IE6.0 


If you do not have MSXML3 you can get download it from 
http://www.microsoft.com/downloads/details.aspx?displaylang=en&FamilyID=c0f860
22-2d4c-4162-8fb8-66bfc12f32b0. 


Be aware that many applications ship MSXML3. Accidentally uninstalling any one of 
those applications on a Windows system could potentially deregister the MSXML3 
program files (msxml3.dll and msxml3r.dll). The visible effect of doing this is that 
MSXML3 appears to no longer be installed or available but its program files still remain 
in the Windows system folder. 


If you experience problems attempting to use MSXML 3.0 SP4 after removing an 
application that might have been using it then you can fix this by repeating the 
registration of msxml3.dll on your system. 


To register MSXML 3.0 


1. From the Start menu, click Run. 


2. Enter the following command: 


regsvr32 %windir%\system32\msxml3.dll 


3. Click  OK. 


If the registration is successful, you should see a message box displaying a message 
similar to the following: 


DllRegisterServer in C:\WINDOWS\system32\msxml3.dll succeeded. 


This problem is also frequently caused by HTTP/1.0 proxy servers and is known to 
occur with the Avirt Gateway and WebMarshal proxy servers. In this case you should 
change your browser settings to select the “Use HTTP 1.1 through proxy connections” 
setting. This option is found under the Tools->Internet Options panel on the Advanced 
tab in the HTTP 1.1 settings section. 
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This problem may also be caused by checking the "Do not save encrypted pages to 
disk" setting. This option is found under the Tools->Internet Options panel on the 
Advanced tab in the Security section. 


 


Raw XML is displayed in the browser 


If a panel much like the following is displayed when loading the terminal it usually indicates 
that the MSXML parser is either not available or at the wrong level. This can be caused by 
not having MSXML installed, by installing another product that disables MSXML, or by 
uninstalling a product that removes the MSXML registry entries. 
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The cause of this problem and the recovery process is the same as for the previous error. 


The XML page cannot be displayed 


Cannot view XML input using XSL style sheet 


Please correct the error and then click the Refresh button, or try again later 


Error while parsing “https://system:port/ts/skins/my_login.xml”. 


No data is available for the requested resource 


This message, or similar, indicates the client did not receive an XML document from the host 
or the XML document cannot be parsed. 


Follow the instructions for the “Error loading transaction” topics with similar titles in this 
section for recovery. 


Message “CPF1296 – Signon information required.” displayed 


This message is usually caused by a customized sign-on display where the row and column 
order has changed the relative positions of the fields. The aXes terminal has a temporary 
restriction which requires that the IBM supplied input-capable fields must be specified with 
row and column values such that the fields are present in the following order. 


 USERID 


 PASSWRD 


 PROGRAM 


 MENU 


 CURLIB 


You may change the row and column positions for these fields but USERID must always be 
prior to PASSWRD, and PASSWRD must always be prior to PROGRAM, and so on, even when 
some fields (such as PROGRAM, MENU, or CURLIB) are non-display fields. 


 Do not confuse row and column position with buffer position. 


IBM requires that you must not change the buffer position when altering the sign-on 
screen but you can change the row and column positions of the fields. 


aXes Terminal Server requires that the row and column positions you use do not alter 
the relative positions of these fields. 
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Other errors 


If the previous information does not help you solve your problem you can obtain additional 
diagnostic information about the terminal session from the Help->Diagnostics menu in the 
terminal session menu bar. 


Configuration File Problem Analysis 
Configuration file entries that are incorrect will cause a message to be sent to the job log of 
the server job indicating the problem. Read the second-level help for the message and 
correct the directive in error. Stop and restart the server. 


aXes Terminal Server Problem Analysis 
If the aXes Terminal Server was started using the STRAXESTS command, or by an aXes 
Application Server instance, or automatically when the AXES subsystem was started, the 
server jobs run under the AXES user profile. You can find these jobs by using the 
WRKUSRJOB USER(AXES) command. 


If the aXes Terminal Server will not start the most likely cause is that the required TCP/IP 
port is in use by another process. Determine the port number and host identifier (IP address 
or host name) from the appropriate configuration file. Each server must use a unique 
combination of host and port. Use the NETSTAT OPTION(*CNN) command to check if the 
port is in use. 


Always check the job log of the server job for error messages—even if an error message is 
displayed at the client there may be more detailed information in the server job log. 


If the information in the job log is not sufficient to determine the cause of the problem then 
tracing can be activated to get low-level detail about the server process. 


Tracing is activated by adding the Trace=1 directive to the aXes-TS configuration file and 
then starting the server. The diagnostic trace is written to the <log-path>/.aXesTStrc.txt 
file. The log-path can be controlled by specifying the LogPath= directive. For example: 


LogPath=/logs/mylogs 


The trace data detail can be controlled by specifying the TraceLevel= directive. This directive 
takes a list of options. For example: 


To log Informational messages, specify: TraceLevel=Info 


To log Warning messages, specify: TraceLevel=Warn 


To log Error messages, specify: TraceLevel=Error 


To log all messages, specify: TraceLevel=Info Warn Error 


The TraceLevel= directive also causes the messages to be sent to the job log. 


Message CPF1151 when starting the server 


This means a library exists in both the system portion of the library list and the user portion 
of the library list. It is usually caused by specifying QTEMP in the QSYSLIBL system value. A 
work-around is to remove QTEMP from the AXES job description. Use the Change Job 
Description (CHGJOBD) command to do this. 


aXes Data Explorer Problem Analysis 
If the aXes Data Explorer Server was started using the STRAXESDE command, or by an 
aXes Application Server instance, or automatically when the AXES subsystem was started, 
the server jobs run under the AXES user profile. You can find these jobs by using the 
WRKUSRJOB USER(AXES) command. 


If the aXes Data Explorer server will not start the most likely cause is that the required 
TCP/IP port is in use by another process. Determine the port number and host identifier (IP 
address or host name) from the appropriate configuration file. Each server must use a 
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unique combination of host and port. Use the NETSTAT OPTION(*CNN) command to check if 
the port is in use. 


Always check the job log of the server job for error messages - even if an error message is 
displayed at the client there may be more detailed information in the server job log. 


If the information in the job log is not sufficient to determine the cause of the problem then 
tracing can be activated to get low-level detail about the server process. 


Tracing is activated by adding the showTrace=true directive to the aXes-DE configuration file 
and then starting the server. The diagnostic trace is written to the server job log. 


aXes Data Explorer uses the SQL CLI to run SQL statements in server mode. When SQL runs 
in server mode, SQL statements are run in a separate QSQSRVR job. This allows a single 
script to handle multiple database connection from different clients. You can determine 
which QSQSRVR jobs are being used by looking in the job log for the aXes-DE job. 


aXes Data Explorer AXES123 started successfully. 


FastCGI: This is a FastCGI job initiated by 400956/AXES/AXES123. 


Job 400153/QUSER/QSQSRVR used for SQL server mode processing. 


Job 400155/QUSER/QSQSRVR used for SQL server mode processing. 


Job 400153/QUSER/QSQSRVR used for SQL server mode processing. 


Job 400153/QUSER/QSQSRVR used for SQL server mode processing. 


Job 400155/QUSER/QSQSRVR used for SQL server mode processing. 


If you have user’s connecting with different user profiles each user may connect using a 
different QSQSRVR. 


You can use the Display Job (DSPJOB) or Work with Job (WRKJOB) command to display 
information about the QSQSRVR job. For example: 


DSPJOB (400153/QUSER/QSQSRVR) 


Take option 10 to display the job log and press F10 to see all the messages. If a database 
connection is active you should see something similar to the following: 


Job 400153/QUSER/QSQSRVR started on 16/06/05 at 08:34:53 in subsystem 


  QSYSWRK in QSYS. Job entered system on 16/06/05 at 08:34:53. 


User Profile = AXES 


If you want to see the Query Optimiser messages for SQL statements running in this job you 
can service the job and start debug, for example: 


STRSRVJOB JOB(400153/QUSER/QSQSRVR) 


STRDBG 


Alternatively, you can use the query analysis tools provided with Operations Navigator. 


The QSQSRVR jobs are IBM-supplied pre-started jobs running in the QSYSWRK subsystem. 
They are re-used when a database connection is closed.  As part of the cleanup during close 
the job log is cleared. This can make diagnosing errors difficult. You can force the pre-
started jobs to be used only once and to always create a job log on completion. 


1. Display the subsystem description for QSYSWRK, list the defined pre-start jobs, 
and display the QSQSRVR entry. 


DSPSBSD QSYSWRK 


Then take, Option 10 Prestart job entries, 


then Option 5=Display on QSQSRVR. 


Note the Job description and Maximum number of uses. The job description is 
usually the job description associated with the QUSER user profile. 


2. Change the pre-start job attributes so each job is used only once. 


CHGPJE   SBSD(QSYSWRK) PGM(QSQSRVR)  MAXUSE(1) 
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3. Change the job description of the jobs to force a job log. 


CHGJOBD JOBD(jobd-noted-earlier) LOG(4 0 *SECLVL) 


Run the aXes Data Explorer Server request again and you should find a job log created for 
the QSQSRVR job. Examine this for possible errors. 


Once you have completed debug and diagnosis return the pre-start job and job description 
settings to their previous values. 


Many of the SQL error messages displayed by aXes Data Explorer Server also include the 
SQL State and SQL Code. The SQL State values are those defined by the X/OPEN SQL CAE 
and the X/Open SQL CLI plus IBM specific and product specific SQL State values. You can 
look up the meaning the various SQL State and SQL Code values in the IBM DB2/400 
documentation. 


When aXes Data Explorer Server is connecting to the local database (i.e., the *LOCAL 
database defined on the system on which the aXes Data Explorer Server is running) the 
requests are run in a QSQSRVR job as described above. However, when connecting to a 
remote database the SQL request will have a local QSQSRVR job involved but it will also 
have a job at the remote server. For remote IBM i servers that job will be a QRWTSRVR job. 
You may need to perform similar diagnostic procedures for this job as described for the 
QSQSRVR job. 


For other remote databases such as DB2 UDB you will need to follow appropriate diagnostic 
procedures for that database. See the vendor’s documentation for more information. 


For IBM i you can also take the absolute value of the SQL code and prefix it with the 
characters ‘SQ’ if the code is 5 digits or ‘SQL’ if the code is 4 digits to derive a message 
identifier. Then you can display the message description from the QSQLMSG message file to 
see the second-level text of the message. For example, information about SQL code 30060 
can be found by prefixing it with ‘SQ’ and then running the following command: 


DSPMSGD SQ30060 QSQLMSG 


Some common problems and suggestions for resolving them follow: 


User cannot connect to datasource. SQLSTATE: 08001 SQLCODE: ‐30080 


This message is equivalent to SQ30080 and usually means the *DDM TCP server is not 
started at the target system. For IBM i systems you can use the STRTCPSVR *DDM 
command to start it. For other systems see the database vendor’s documentation. Other 
possible causes are: 


 The remote system is not available 


 The communications network is not available 


 The user identifier specified does not exist on the remote system 


 The remote system might require the password to be encrypted 


 The password might not be correct for the specified user 


See the second-level text of message SQ30080 for recovery information. For example: 


DSPMSG SQ30080 QSQLMSG 


User cannot connect to datasource. SQLSTATE: 08004 SQLCODE: ‐30061 


This message is equivalent to SQ30061 and usually means the specified relational database 
(RDB) was not found at the target system. Ensure the name of the database defined in Work 
with Relational Database Entries (WRKRDBDIRE) matches the name of the remote database 
and that it points to the correct remote system. 


Character conversion cannot be performed. SQLSTATE: 22021 SQLCODE: ‐331 


This message is equivalent to SQL0331 and usually means the CCSID of the data in the 
table being queried is not compatible with the CCSID of the aXes Data Explorer Server job. 
One example is trying to read data from a field tagged with CCSID 5026 when the aXes Data 
Explorer Server is running in CCSID 37. 
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See the second-level text of message SQL0331 for recovery information. For example: 


DSPMSG SQL0331 QSQLMSG 


400 Bad Request 


This is a general HTTP error condition and means that the aXes Data Explorer Server did not 
respond to the application server within the allowed time. It is often caused when running a 
query over a large database table. Increase the –idle-timeout value specified on the 
FastCGIServer directive for the /aXes-WS server in the application server configuration file. 


You should also perform normal SQL diagnostic processes to optimise the query such as 
evaluating index and access path usage. See above for information about database tools 
how to obtain the Query Optimiser messages for aXes Data Explorer Server. 


This error can also occur if the Lua scripts are running with a CCSID where square brackets 
do not have the expected values. Error messages in the aXes-DE server job log will usually 
give an indication that this is the problem. Change the CCSID used by the server job by 
setting the ServerCCSID= directive in the aXes-DE configuration file. Try CCSID 37 first and 
experiment until you find a CCSID suitable for your environment. 


Be aware that these are simply the most likely causes but 400 Bad Request can be sent for 
many other reasons and can indicate network problems, file problems, or authority 
problems. 


aXes Spool File Server Problem Analysis 
If the aXes Spool File Server was started using the STRAXESWS command, or by an aXes 
Application Server instance, or automatically when the AXES subsystem was started, the 
server jobs run under the AXES user profile. You can find these jobs by using the 
WRKUSRJOB USER(AXES) command. 


If the aXes Spool File Server will not start the most likely cause is that the required TCP/IP 
port is in use by another process. Determine the port number and host identifier (IP address 
or host name) from the appropriate configuration file. Each server must use a unique 
combination of host and port. Use the NETSTAT OPTION(*CNN) command to check if the 
port is in use. 


Always check the job log of the server job for error messages—even if an error message is 
displayed at the client there may be more detailed information in the server job log. 


Some common problems and suggestions for resolving them follow: 


Logon fails 


It usually means the user ID or password is incorrect. A message can also appear when 
signing on to aXes Terminal Server using a skin that shows the spooled output tab (such as 
/ts/skins/ts.html). In this case it usually means the aXes Spool File Server is not licensed for 
this system therefore the automatic logon to aXes Spool File Server has failed. In this case 
use a skin that does not include spooled output such as /ts/skins/ts_basic.html 


400 Bad Request 


This is a general HTTP error condition and means that the aXes Spool File Server did not 
respond to the application server within the allowed time. It is often caused when listing 
spooled files on a small host system with a large number of spooled files. Increase the –idle-
timeout value specified on the FastCGIServer directive for the /aXes-WS server in the aXes 
Application Server configuration file. 


Be aware that this is simply the most likely cause but 400 Bad Request can be sent for many 
other reasons and can indicate network problems, file problems, or authority problems. 


iconv_open (3021) The value specified for the argument is not correct 


Means: Conversion from the spooled file CCSID is not supported. 


Ensure that the spooled file CCSID is correct and that the data contained in the spooled file 
matches the CCSID of the spooled file. 
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iconv (3021) The value specified for the argument is not correct 


Means: The conversion stopped because of an incomplete character or shift-state sequence 
at the end of the input buffer. For example, an EBCDIC shift-out (x’0e’) control character 
may be encountered without a closing shift-in (x’0f’) control character, or a DBCS character 
may be split and incomplete. 


Ensure that the spooled file CCSID is correct and that the data contained in the spooled file 
matches the CCSID of the spooled file. 


iconv (3028) Message data is not valid 


Means: Shift-state is not valid in input data. 


The beginning shift-state of the input data buffer does not correspond to the shift-state of 
the conversion descriptor. A shift-state sequence was encountered that tried to change the 
shift state of the input buffer to the current shift-state of the conversion descriptor. For 
example, an EBCDIC shift-in (x’0f’) control character may have been encountered while the 
conversion descriptor indicated single-byte state. 


Ensure that the spooled file CCSID is correct and that the data contained in the spooled file 
matches the CCSID of the spooled file. 


PDF problem analysis 
Always check the aXes Spool File Server job log on the host for possible script error 
messages. 


Acrobat Reader 


If a window is displayed at the client showing an Adobe Reader error such as: 


“Adobe Reader could not open file tempfile.fdf because it is either not a supported file 
type or because the file has been corrupted (for example, it was sent as an e-mail 
attachment and wasn’t correctly decoded).” 


Use Search to locate the file name shown in the message and open it in WordPad to see 
what the problem may be. 


CPF9801 Object &1 in library &2 not found. 


If this message occurs in the AXESWS server job log then read the second-level text of the 
message. If it refers to object type *FNTRSC (or perhaps *FNTTBL) then you are missing 
fonts required by Host Print transform during the creation of an image-based PDF. You must 
install the missing fonts. See the aXes QuickStart for information about required font 
products. 


aXes Application Server Problem Analysis 
If the aXes Application server was started using the STRAXESW3 command the server jobs 
run under the AXES user profile. You can find these jobs by using the WRKUSRJOB 
USER(AXES) command. 


If the aXes Application Server will not start the most likely cause is that the required TCP/IP 
port is in use by another process. Determine the port number and host identifier (IP address 
or host name) from the appropriate configuration file. Each server must use a unique 
combination of port and host. Use the NETSTAT OPTION(*CNN) command to check if the 
port is in use. 


If the information in the job log is not sufficient to determine the cause of the problem then 
tracing can be activated to get low-level detail about the server process. 


Tracing is activated by adding the Trace=1 directive to the aXesW3 configuration file and 
then starting the server. The diagnostic trace is written to the <log-path>/.aXesW3trc.txt 
file. The log-path can be controlled by specifying the LogPath= directive. For example: 


LogPath=/logs/mylogs 
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The trace data detail can be controlled by specifying the TraceLevel= directive. This directive 
takes a list of options. For example: 


To log Informational messages, specify: TraceLevel=Info 


To log Warning messages, specify: TraceLevel=Warn 


To log Error messages, specify: TraceLevel=Error 


To log all messages, specify: TraceLevel=Info Warn Error 


The TraceLevel= directive also causes the messages to be sent to the job log. 


Message CPF1151 when starting the server 


This means a library exists in both the system portion of the library list and the user portion 
of the library list. It is usually caused by specifying QTEMP in the QSYSLIBL system value. A 
work-around is to remove QTEMP from the AXS job description. Use the Change Job 
Description (CHGJOBD) command to do this. 


Document Access Problem Analysis 
When using the aXes Application Server: 


Verify that *PUBLIC has read (*R) authority and does not have execute (*X) authority to the 
data files being served. 


Verify that *PUBLIC has execute (*X) authority and does not have read (*R) authority to 
scripts being run. 


HTTP Status Codes 
Status codes are part of the response that the aXes Application Server returns to clients that 
request information from the server. Status codes are a standard function of using the 
HyperText Transfer Protocol (HTTP). This section lists all of the status codes in version 1.1 of 
HTTP. The aXes Application Server supports the HTTP/0.9, HTTP/1.0, and most of the 
HTTP/1.1 specifications. 


The complete set of HTTP specifications is available on the Web at 
http://www.w3.org/Protocols/Specs.html#rfc. The RFC documents provide the complete 
definition for the HTTP status codes. You should read this RFC to find out more information 
about HTTP status codes. 


Informational 1xx 
These status codes indicate a provisional response. The response consists of only the status 
line and optional headers. The server ends the response with an empty line. HTTP/1.0 (HTTP 
version 1.0) did not define any 1xx status codes. This means that servers should not send a 
1xx response to an HTTP/1.0 client except under experimental conditions. 


The informational 1xx status codes include the following:  


100 Continue  


101 Switching Protocols 


Successful 2xx 
These status codes indicate that the server successfully received, understood, and accepted 
the client's request. 


The successful 2xx status codes include the following: 


200 OK 


201 Created 
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202 Accepted 


203 Non-Authoritative Information 


204 No Content 


205 Rest Content 


206 Partial Content 


Redirection 3xx 
These status codes indicate that the browser must take further action to fulfil the user 
request. The browser can carry out the action required by the server. The browser can do 
this without interaction with the user if and only if the method used in the second request is 
GET or HEAD. A browser should not automatically redirect a request more than five times. 
Such redirections usually indicate an infinite loop. 


The redirection 3xx status codes include the following: 


300 Multiple Choices 


301 Moved Permanently 


302 Found 


303 See Other 


304 Not Modified 


305 Use Proxy 


Client Error 4xx 
The 4xx class of status code is intended for cases in which the client causes an error. Except 
when the server responds to a HEAD request, the server includes an entity that contains the 
following information: 


 An explanation of the error situation 


 An analysis of whether it is a temporary or permanent condition 


These status codes are applicable to any request method. Browsers should display any 
entity that the server includes. 


The client error 4xx status codes include the following: 


400 Bad request  


401 Unauthorized  


402 Payment Required  


403 Forbidden  


404 Not Found  


405 Method Not Allowed  


406 Not Acceptable  


407 Proxy Authentication Required  


408 Request Timeout  
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409 Conflict  


410 Gone  


411 Length Required  


412 Precondition Failed  


413 Request Entity Too Large  


414 Request URI Too Long  


415 Unsupported Media Type  


Server Error 5xx 
The 5xx status codes indicate cases in which the server causes an error or is incapable of 
performing a request. Except when responding to the HEAD request, the server includes an 
entity that contains the following information: 


An explanation of the error situation 


An analysis of whether it is a temporary or permanent condition 


These status codes are applicable to any request method. Browsers should display any 
entity that the server includes. 


The server error 5xx status codes include the following: 


500 Internal Server Error 


501 Not Implemented 


502 Bad Gateway 


503 Service Temporarily Overloaded 


504 Gateway Timeout 


505 HTTP Version Not Supported 
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Appendix C  Editing stream files 
This appendix discusses the editing aXes text files on the IFS. 


All aXes files on the IFS are owned by the AXES user profile. 


All aXes files on the IFS are marked with the CCSID attribute value of 819 except the hidden 
.axespwd files which have a CCSID of 37. 


Editing the aXes Servers’ Configuration File 
The Edit File (EDTF) CL command allows you to edit a stream file or a database file. The 
command is shipped with the base code of IBM i. The EDTF utility is a fairly primitive text 
editor but it is a quick and convenient method of making changes to stream files. 


To edit an aXes server configuration file with EDTF, you can run the command directly, or 
you can select option 22=Edit configuration from the Work with aXes Servers 
(WRKAXESSVR) panel. 


To run the EDTF command directly, perform the following steps: 


Step 1: Start the file editor 
Type the EDTF command on an IBM i command line and press F4. The Edit File (EDTF) 
command prompt will be shown. The command prompt show two parameters: 


If you want to edit a stream file, enter the directory path and the name of the file in the 
Stream file (STMF) parameter. 


If you want to edit a database file, enter the database file name and library. 


                         Edit File (EDTF) 


Type choices, press Enter. 


Stream file, or  . . . . . . . .  _________________________________ 


Data base file . . . . . . . . .  __________   Name 


  Library  . . . . . . . . . . .  *LIBL_____   Name, *LIBL, *CURLIB 


 


                                                                    Bottom 


F3=Exit   F4=Prompt   F5=Refresh   F12=Cancel   F13=How to use this display 


F24=More keys 


Step 2: Define directory path and file name 
Enter the directory path and name of the file to be edited in the Stream file (STMF) 
parameter. In our example, we edit an aXes-TS configuration file. In this example, the file is 
located in the /axes/configs directory. 


                         Edit File (EDTF) 


Type choices, press Enter. 


Stream file, or  . . . . . . . .  > /axes/configs/aXesTS.conf______ 


Data base file . . . . . . . . .  __________   Name 


  Library  . . . . . . . . . . .  *LIBL_____   Name, *LIBL, *CURLIB 


 


                                                                    Bottom 
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F3=Exit   F4=Prompt   F5=Refresh   F12=Cancel   F13=How to use this display 


F24=More keys 


Step 3: Edit the file 
After the Edit File (EDTF) command is invoked, you see a display similar to the example 
shown above. 


When editing a file with the EDTF command, line commands are available, such as: 


 I for inserting a line 


 D for deleting a line 


 C for copying a line 


 R for repeating a line 


To see an overview of the available line commands, position the cursor on one of the input 
lines and press function key F1 for help. You receive a help display showing you which 
commands are allowed. 


Edit File: /axes/configs/aXesTS.conf 


Record . : ______1 of      61 by __8            Column: ___1 of   80 by _74 


Control  : _________________________________________________________ 


                                                                                CMD 
....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+ 


___  ************Beginning of data************** 


___ # 


___ # Default aXesTS configuration file 


___ # Uncomment (remove the #) and alter as required 


___ #                                                               


___ # We compress by default 


___ #Compress=1 


___ 


___ # Any response less than 400 bytes will not be compressed 


___ #ZipLimit=400 


___ 


___ # The elapsed time before the browser client intervenes 


___ # This time must be less than the “-idel-timeout” specified 


___ # on the FastCgi directives (FastCgiServer and FastCgiExternalServer) 


___ # in the aXesW3 configuration file. 


___ #TSInactiveLimit=30 


___ 


 


F2=Save   F3=Save/Exit   F12=Exit   F15=Services   F16=Repeat find 


F17=Repeat change  F19=Left  F20=Right 


Step 3: Save the changed file 
After you edit the file, press function key F3 (Save/Exit) to save your changes and exit the 
EDTF command. 
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Appendix D  DBCS Support 


Terminal Server 
The aXes Terminal Server will create DBCS-capable devices when it is running on a DBCS-
enabled version of IBM i. The QIGC system value indicates whether IBM i is DBCS enabled. 
If set to 1 the operating system is DBCS, if set to 0 the operating system is SBCS. 


Note that IBM i V5R4 and above is always DBCS-capable thus aXes will always create DBCS 
devices by default. 


The aXes Terminal Server will create a 5555-C01 device on DBCS-capable systems. You can 
specify the required workstation type globally using the DefaultWorkstationType= directive, 
or for a specific user on the user entry in the configuration file. See Section 1. Terminal 
Server Configuration for more information about these directives. 


When a DBCS device is created the DBCS feature attributes are set automatically by IBM i 
based on the device keyboard type. However they are not changed when an existing device 
is reused even if they keyboard type is changed. 


The following table shows the default DBCS features set for specific keyboard types: 


Language Keyboard 
Type 


Keyboard Description CS CP DBCS 
Feature 


Japanese JEB Japan English 697 281 2424J4 


 JEI Japan English Multinational 697 500 2424J4 


 JKB Japan Kanji and Katakana 1172 290 2424J4 


 JPB Japan Latin Extended 1172 1027 2424J4 


 JUB Japan Kanji and 


United States English 


697 37 2424J4 


 KAB Japan Katakana 332 290 2424J4 


Korean KOB Korea 1173 833 2424K0 


Chinese RCB Simplified Chinese 1174 836 2424S0 


 TAB Traditional Chinese 1175 37 2424C0 


If specific DBCS features are required for your application then specify the correct keyboard 
type and let aXes create new devices, or manually create the devices with the required 
DBCS feature and let aXes reuse the devices. 


You can specify the required keyboard type globally using the DefaultKeyboardType= 
directive in the aXes-TS configuration file, or for a specific user on the user entry in the 
configuration file. See Section 1. Terminal Server Configuration for more information about 
these directives. 


Input Method Editors 
Dynamic HTML does not allow full control over the Input Method Editor (IME). aXes Terminal 
Server will activate the IME for the current language when the cursor enters a DBCS-capable 
or Katakana-shift field. Although aXes Terminal Server will activate the IME for Katakana-
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shift fields it cannot switch to Half-width Katakana input mode. The user must do that using 
the mouse or a keyboard shortcut.  Normally the IME is in Direct Input mode. For DBCS-
Open and DBCS-Either fields, the IME will retain its previous setting. For DBCS-Only and 
DBCS-Graphic fields, the IME is switched to DBCS input for Chinese and Korean. If the 
current language is Japanese the IME is switched to Hiragana input. 


Spool File Server 
The aXes Spool File Server supports DBCS data if the CCSID of the spooled file can be 
determined. See Data Conversion for information on how Web Spooler performs data 
conversion. 


PDF documents that contain DBCS data may require the Adobe Asian Fonts to be 
downloaded. Acrobat Reader will determine if these fonts are required when a PDF 
containing DBCS data is opened. A “Missing Components Found” message box will be 
displayed asking if you want to download one of the Asian Fonts. 


There are four categories of Asian Fonts supplied by Adobe: 


Japanese 6.95 MB 


Traditional Chinese 7.08 MB 


Simplified Chinese 10.73 MB 


Korean 4.11 MB 


If you choose to not install the appropriate Asian fonts you will not be able to correctly view 
PDF documents that contain DBCS data. 


If you have AFPDS or IPDS spooled files that contain DBCS data you will also need to install 
the IBM AFP DBCS Fonts/400 collection. 


Data Explorer Server 
The aXes Data Explorer Server supports DBCS data if the CCSID of the aXes-DE job is a 
DBCS CCSID. The CCSID is set by default to the value specified in the QCCSID system 
value. See Data Conversion for information on how Data Explorer performs data conversion. 
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Appendix E  HTML keyword support 
The aXes Terminal Server supports the use of the HTML keyword to embed HTML within a 
DDS-defined display panel. This allows you to embed HTML data from within your application 
and it will be displayed in the browser. The HTML can provide additional textual information 
and formatting, links to other locations or Javascript. 


Data embedded via the HTML keyword is ignored when the record format is sent to a green-
screen or terminal emulator. Information on how to code the HTML keyword and the 
restrictions that apply can be found in the DDS Reference and the Application Display 
Programming book. These books also provide coding examples. 


Examples 
Any valid HTML constructs can be used in the content of DDS fields that use the HTML 
keyword. Because the HTML will be rendered inside an already active HTML display you 
should include only HTML that is valid for inclusion in the BODY of an HTML document. For 
example: 


A                                 3  1HTML('<h1>HTML H1 Heading</h1><p>F- 


A                                     irst paragraph containing an order- 


A                                     ed list.<ol><li>Item 1<li>Item 2<l- 


A                                     i>Item 3</ol><h2>HTML H2 Heading</- 


A                                     h2><p>Second paragraph containing- 


A                                      an unordered list.<ul><li>Item 1- 


A                                     <li>Item 2<li>Item 3</ul><h3>HTML- 


A                                      H3 Heading</h3><p>Third paragrap- 


A                                     h containing a definition list.<dl- 


A                                     ><dt>Term1<dd>Description 1<dt>Ter- 


A                                     m 2<dd>Description 2</dl>') 


Although the above example embeds the HTML directly in the DDS source you can of course 
populate variables with HTML data from within a program. Any variable in which you embed 
HTML must be defined as an HTML variable in the DDS for example: 


A             HTMLSFL       12000A  P 


A                                     1  2HTML('<h1>Test HTML Keyword</h1>') 


A                                     2  1HTML('<p>This panel shows a list – 


A                                         of items generated programmatical- 


A                                         ly</p>') 


A                                    10  1HTML(HTMLSFL) 


The program can then populate the HTMLSFL field with the appropriate HTML. 


This example is in RPG IV: 


C                   Z-ADD     0              remainder         5 0 


C                   Z-ADD     0              count             5 0 


C                   Z-ADD     1              strPos            5 0 


C                   MOVE      *BLANKS        tableRow        170 


C                   IF        NOT(%OPEN(ITEMMAST)) 


C                   OPEN      ITEMMAST 
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C                   ENDIF 


 * Populate the list of items 


C                   EVAL      tableHdr = '<table border="1"> +             


C                             <tr bgcolor="008080"> +                      


C                             <th>Item</th><th>Description</th>-           


C                             <th>Quantity</th><th>Backordered</th>-       


C                             </tr>'                                       


C                   EVAL      %SUBST(HTMLSFL : strPos : %SIZE(tableHdr)) = 


C                                                                 tableHdr 


C                   EVAL      strPos = strPos + %SIZE(tableHdr) 


C     *START        SETLL     ITEMMAST 


C                   READ      ITEMMAST 


C                   DOW       NOT(%EOF(ITEMMAST)) 


C                   EVAL      count = count + 1 


C     count         DIV       2              remainder 


C                   MVR                      remainder 


C                   IF        ( remainder = *ZERO ) 


C                   EVAL      tableRow = '<tr bgcolor="808080">' 


C                   ELSE 


C                   EVAL      tableRow = '<tr bgcolor="00FFFF">' 


C                   ENDIF 


C                   EVAL      tableRow = %TRIMR(tableRow) + 


C                                         '<td>' + ITMNBR + '</td>' + 


C                                         '<td>' + ITMDES + '</td>' + 


C                                '<td align="right">' + %EDITC(QTYOH:'Z') + 


C                                '</td>' + 


C                                '<td align="right">' + %EDITC(QTYBO:'Z') + 


C                                '</td></tr>' 


C                   EVAL      %SUBST(HTMLSFL : strPos : %LEN(tableRow)) = 


C                                                                 tableRow 


C                   EVAL      strPos = strPos + %LEN(tableRow) 


C                   IF        ( strPos + %SIZE(tableRow) > %SIZE(HTMLSFL) ) 


C                   LEAVE 


C                   ENDIF 


C                   READ      ITEMMAST 


C                   ENDDO 


C                   EVAL      %SUBST(HTMLSFL : strPos : 8) = '</table>' 


This technique can also be used to embed clickable links in DDS panels. 


A             HTMLDATA         500A  P 


A                                       1  2HTML(HTMLDATA) 


The links could be hard-coded inside the DDS source but here is an RPG IV example: 


C                   EVAL      HTMLDATA = '<a href= + 


C                             "http://www.google.com" target=_blank> + 


C                             Google in a new window</a>' 


If you use this technique you must ensure that links open in a new window and not inside 
the aXes terminal window. 
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You can also embed inline Javascript if you set the “defer” attribute to true. 


For example: 


A             HTMLDATA         500A  P 


A                                       1  2HTML(HTMLDATA) 


The Javascript could be hard-coded inside the DDS source but here is an RPG IV example: 


C                   EVAL      HTMLDATA = <h1>Test Javascript</h1> + 


C                             <script + 


C                             language="Javascript" defer="true"> + 


C                             alert("Warning!\nUse of this application + 


C                             is restricted to management approved + 


C                             purposes only”); + 


C                             </script>’ 


 


You can use this technique to integrate aXes Terminal Server functions into your HTML. 


For example: 


C                   EVAL      HTMLDATA = 


C                             '<BUTTON onclick="PostAIDKey(''attention'')" + 


C                             >Attention</BUTTON> +                        


C                             <BUTTON onClick="PostAIDKey('' f3 '')"> +    


C                             F3</BUTTON>’ 


 


The Microsoft Knowledge Base has an article describing this use of DEFER at 
http://support.microsoft.com/kb/q273793/ 


Documentation for the DEFER attribute can be found in the "HTML and DHTML Reference" in 
the Microsoft MSDN library. 


Limitations 
The developer must ensure that valid well-formed HTML is specified when using this 
keyword. aXes Terminal Server does not validate the contents of HTML data fields. Well-
formed HTML means all tags must be closed appropriately. 


If you use the <img> tag in embedded HTML you should also specify the height and width 
attributes to avoid potential problems with images overlapping text. 


Due to implementation limits in the IBM programs that handle the 5250 data stream the 
maximum amount of data that can be sent in an HTML field is 16,351 bytes. Although a 
display file will successfully compile with HTML fields that exceed this size, errors will occur 
when a record format is sent to the workstation. 


If an HTML field exceeds 32,763 bytes the compile will fail with CPD7426 – Field length too 
large for data type. If the field is 32,763 bytes the file will compile but the QWSPUT program 
will fail with MCH1210 – Receiver too small for result. If the field is between 16,352 bytes 
and 32,762 bytes the file will compile but QWSPUT will fail with MCH0601 – Space offset 
x’00005000’ or teraspace offset x’0000000000000000’ is outside current limit for object WS 
FM RB – 0000000n. 
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The sizes given above are for a single field. The actual size at which failure will occur 
depends on the number of other fields in the record format. To calculate the maximum 
amount of data that can be provided: 


 For each HTML field allow the size of the field plus 14 bytes. 


 For each constant field allow the size of the field plus 5 bytes. 


 For each input, output or both field allow the size of the field plus 17 bytes for the first 
field of each type and 9 bytes for each additional field. 


The size limit is per record format so you can send more data to the client by splitting the 
HTML fields across multiple formats. 


The size limits described above are not found in any IBM documentation and have been 
obtained empirically. As such they are likely to change on different releases of the operating 
system and different combinations of field types and DDS keywords. 


Unsupported features 
Although it is possible to specify the following features in DDS they are not supported by 
aXes Terminal Server. 


Embedded HTML in a DDS WINDOW If you specify the HTML keyword in a WINDOW record 
format the HTML will not be rendered in the window. 


It will be rendered in the underlying base panel. 


document.write() If you specify document.write() in Javascript 
embedded in an HTML variable the aXes terminal 
session will be destroyed. 


This is because document.write() clears the existing 
terminal document structure. 
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Appendix F  National Language Support 
When aXes is installed on a system with a primary language different from one of the 
national languages supported by aXes you must select one of the supported languages. 


Refer to the National Language Support section of the aXes Quick Start guide for a list of 
supported national languages, examples are 2924, 2938, 2950 or 2984. 


The selected language must be installed as a secondary language. In most cases this is 
accomplished by specifying the language identifier on the LNG parameter of the RSTLICPGM 
command. However, if you are installing a new version of aXes beside a previous version 
and the primary language is different from the specified aXes language then you must install 
the *PGM and *LNG objects separately. 


 The aXes Quick Start Guide includes installation instructions for national language 
support and installation of aXes versions. 
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Appendix G  FastCGI External Server 
The aXes FastCGI External Server feature may be used to achieve this type of configuration: 


 
Figure 1: aXes FastCGI External Server 


In this configuration the aXes-TS server runs on an IBM i server located behind a firewall. 
This provides an extra layer of security by not directly exposing the IBM i server to the 
Internet. However, this configuration prevents the use of aXes eXtensions. 


Reverse proxy is a superior option for implementing this type of configuration. 


A reverse proxy solution: 


 Provides the same level of security with the IBM i server behind a firewall. 


 Simplifies configuration and maintenance. 


 Allows the use of aXes eXtensions. 


 You cannot use aXes eXtensions when you configure aXes with a FastCGI External 
Server. 


Another advantage of a reverse proxy configuration is the separation of network 
configuration from aXes configuration. No FastCGI configuration is required on the proxy 
server outside the firewall. Network administrators can manage and maintain the reverse 
proxy configuration without having to learn how to configure aXes. 


 
Figure 2: aXes with a Proxy Server 


Please talk to your aXes reseller about using a reverse proxy solution before attempting to 
implement a FastCGI External Server solution. 
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Appendix H  Command syntax diagrams 
The commands are available through a menu interface.  Commands are grouped by function 
on the aXes Administration Menu (GO AXESADM), and grouped alphabetically on the aXes 
Command Menu (GO CMDAXES). 


Add aXes Data Explorer Server 


Add aXes Terminal Server 


Add aXes User 


Add aXes Spool File Server 


Add aXes Application Server 


Change aXes Data Explorer Server 


Change aXes Terminal Server 


Change aXes User 


Change aXes Spool File Server 


Change aXes Application Server 


Create aXes Access Control List  


Delete aXes Access Control List  


Display aXes Licence 


End aXes Data Explorer Server 


End aXes Terminal Server 


End aXes Spool File Server 


End aXes Application Server 


Release aXes Licence 


Remove aXes Data Explorer Server 


Remove aXes Terminal Server 


Remove aXes User 


Remove aXes Spool File Server 


Remove aXes Application Server 


Start aXes Data Explorer Server 


Start aXes Terminal Server 


Start aXes Spool File Server 
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Start aXes Application Server 


Work with aXes Servers 


Work with aXes Users 


Commands and Menus in Library Lists 


If the product language library is not in your library list you will have to qualify the menu 
name. 


You can make the commands and menus available to your job by: 


 Adding the product language library to the library list 


 Qualifying the commands with the product language library name 


You can make the commands and menus available to all jobs by: 


 Adding the product language library to the QSYSLIBL or QUSRLIBL system values 


 Duplicating the commands into a library that is in your library list 


Command Syntax Conventions 


The rules and syntax conventions shown in this section apply to all commands. 


 Do not precede an entry with an asterisk unless that entry is a "special value" that is 
shown (on the display itself or in the help information) with an asterisk. 
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ADDAXESDE (Add aXes Data Explorer Server) 
Job: B,I Pgm: B,I REXX: B,I Exec


Threadsafe: No


>>-ADDAXESDE---INSTANCE(--instance-name--)---------------> 


                                                 (1) 


>-----CFG(--path-name--)---------------------------------> 


 


>-----+------------------------------+-------------------> 


      |           .-*CFG--------.    | 


      '--SVRDIR(--+-path-name-+--)---' 


                                                 (2)(3) 


>-----INTNETADR(--+-*ANY---------------+--)--------------> 


                  '--internet-address--' 


                                                 (3) 


>-----PORT(--port-number--)------------------------------> 


                                                 (2) 


>-----SOCKET(--path-name--)------------------------------> 


 


>-----+-------------------------+----------------------->< 


      |             .-*YES-.    | 


      '-AUTOSTART(--+-*NO--+--)-' 


Notes: 


(1) All parameters preceding this point can be specified in positional form. 


(2) Either INTNETADR or SOCKET must be specified. 


(3) If INTNETADR is specified then PORT must be specified. 


The Add aXes Data Explorer Server (ADDAXESDE) command allows you to add an aXes Data 
Explorer Server instance definition. 


A server instance allows you to associate a name with a configuration file thus making it 
easier to use the corresponding start command. Server instances can also be automatically 
started when the aXes subsystem is started. 


Do not precede an entry with an asterisk unless that entry is a "special value" that is shown 
(on the display itself or in the help information) with an asterisk. 


Error messages for ADDAXESDE 
*ESCAPE Messages 


AXS0007  Not authorized to object. 


AXS0009  Path must be a directory. 


AXS0011  Path must start with a slash. 


AXS0015  Path must be a file. 


AXS0016  No such path or directory. 
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AXS0022  Incorrect number of parameters received. 


AXS0023  Error calling. 


AXS0025  Path not allowed. 


AXS0301  Instance definition already exists. 


AXS0306  Instance definition not added. 


Instance (INSTANCE) 
Specifies the name of the server instance. This value is used to identify the Data Explorer 
jobs. 


This is a required parameter. 


Configuration file (CFG) 
Specifies the path name of the server configuration file. The path name must be an absolute 
path. 


For more information on specifying path names, refer to Chapter 2 of the CL Reference, 
SC41-5722, or the Integrated File System concepts section of the Information Centre. 


This is a required parameter. 


Server root directory (SVRDIR) 
Specifies the path name of the server root directory. The server root directory is where the 
server will look for files to serve. The path name must be an absolute path. 


For more information on specifying path names, refer to Chapter 2 of the CL Reference, 
SC41-5722, or the Integrated File System concepts section of the Information Centre. 


The possible values are: 


*CFG 


The root directory specified in the configuration file is used. If no root directory is 
specified in the configuration file, the installed root directory is used. 


root-directory-path 


Specify the absolute path of the server root directory. 


Internet address to bind (INTNETADR) 
Specifies the internet address of the interface to bind. The address must match the value 
specified on the -host switch of the FastCgiExternalServer directive in the configuration for 
the associated HTTP server. 


The internet address is specified as either a dotted decimal value in the form, 
nnn.nnn.nnn.nnn, where nnn is a decimal number ranging from 0 to 255, or as a host name 
(for example, onramp.lansa.com). 


 Either an Internet address or socket path must be specified. 


The possible values are: 


*ANY 


Indicates the server will bind to any IP address recognized by the local system. 


internet-address 


Specify the dotted decimal internet address. An internet address is not valid if it has a 
value of all binary ones or all binary zeros for the network identifier (ID) portion or the 
host ID portion of the address. 


If the dotted decimal address is entered from a command line, the address must be 
enclosed in apostrophes. 


host-name 
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A host name must resolve to an internet address. The user can assign names to an 
internet address with the Work with TCP/IP host table entries option on the Configure 
TCP/IP menu (CFGTCP command). Also, a remote name server can be used to map 
system names to internet addresses. You can use the Change TCP/IP domain 
information option on the CFGTCP menu to specify a remote name server. 


Non‐secure port (PORT) 
Specifies the TCP/IP port number that the server will listen on for requests. Port numbers 
less than 1024 are reserved for other TCP/IP applications and should not be used. 


 A port number must be supplied if INTNETADR is specified. 


The possible values are: 


port-number 


Specify any port in the range of 1 to 65534. The HTTP server must be aware of the 
specific port the FastCGI server is listening on otherwise a port that is specified can 
result in the connection being rejected. 


Unix domain socket path (SOCKET) 
Specifies the path of the Unix domain socket that the server will listen on for requests. The 
path name must be an absolute path. The path must match the path specified on the –
socket switch of the FastCgiExternalServer directive in the configuration for the associated 
HTTP server. 


 Either an Internet address or socket path must be specified. 


For more information on specifying path names, refer to Chapter 2 of the CL Reference, 
SC41-5722, or the Integrated File System concepts section of the Information Centre. 


The possible values are: 


socket-path 


Specify the path of the Unix domain socket the HTTP server and FastCGI server will 
use to communicate. Both servers must be active on the same system to use a Unix 
domain socket. 


Autostart server (AUTOSTART) 
Specifies whether the server is automatically started when the aXes subsystem is started. 


The possible values are: 


*YES 


The server is started automatically. 


*NO 


The server is not automatically started. 
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ADDAXESTS (Add aXes Terminal Server) 
Job: B,I Pgm: B,I REXX: B,I Exec


Threadsafe: No


>>-ADDAXESTS---INSTANCE(--instance-name--)---------------> 


                                                 (1) 


>-----CFG(--path-name--)---------------------------------> 


                                                 (2)(3) 


>-----INTNETADR(--+-*ANY---------------+--)--------------> 


                  '--internet-address--' 


                                                 (3) 


>-----PORT(--port-number--)------------------------------> 


                                                 (2) 


>-----SOCKET(--path-name--)------------------------------> 


 


>-----+-------------------------+----------------------->< 


      |             .-*YES-.    | 


      '-AUTOSTART(--+-*NO--+--)-' 


Notes: 


(1) All parameters preceding this point can be specified in positional form. 


(2) Either INTNETADR or SOCKET must be specified. 


(3) If INTNETADR is specified then PORT must be specified. 


The Add aXes Terminal Server (ADDAXESTS) command allows you to add an aXes Terminal 
Server instance definition. 


A server instance allows you to associate a name with a configuration file thus making it 
easier to use the corresponding start command. Server instances can also be automatically 
started when the aXes subsystem is started. 


Do not precede an entry with an asterisk unless that entry is a "special value" that is shown 
(on the display itself or in the help information) with an asterisk. 


Error messages for ADDAXESTS 
*ESCAPE Messages 


AXS0007  Not authorized to object. 


AXS0011  Path must start with a slash. 


AXS0015  Path must be a file. 


AXS0016  No such path or directory. 


AXS0022  Incorrect number of parameters received. 


AXS0023  Error calling. 


AXS0301  Instance definition already exists. 


AXS0306  Instance definition not added. 
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Instance (INSTANCE) 
Specifies the name of the server instance. This value is used to identify the Terminal Server 
jobs. 


This is a required parameter. 


Configuration file (CFG) 
Specifies the path name of the server configuration file. The path name must be an absolute 
path. 


For more information on specifying path names, refer to Chapter 2 of the CL Reference, 
SC41-5722, or the Integrated File System concepts section of the Information Centre. 


This is a required parameter. 


Internet address to bind (INTNETADR) 
Specifies the internet address of the interface to bind. The address must match the value 
specified on the -host switch of the FastCgiExternalServer directive in the configuration for 
the associated HTTP server. 


The internet address is specified as either a dotted decimal value in the form, 
nnn.nnn.nnn.nnn, where nnn is a decimal number ranging from 0 to 255, or as a host name 
(for example, onramp.lansa.com). 


 Either an Internet address or socket path must be specified. 


The possible values are: 


*ANY 


Indicates the server will bind to any IP address recognized by the local system. 


internet-address 


Specify the dotted decimal internet address. An internet address is not valid if it has a 
value of all binary ones or all binary zeros for the network identifier (ID) portion or the 
host ID portion of the address. 


If the dotted decimal address is entered from a command line, the address must be 
enclosed in apostrophes. 


host-name 


A host name must resolve to an internet address. The user can assign names to an 
internet address with the Work with TCP/IP host table entries option on the Configure 
TCP/IP menu (CFGTCP command). Also, a remote name server can be used to map 
system names to internet addresses. You can use the Change TCP/IP domain 
information option on the CFGTCP menu to specify a remote name server. 


Non‐secure port (PORT) 
Specifies the TCP/IP port number that the server will listen on for requests. Port numbers 
less than 1024 are reserved for other TCP/IP applications and should not be used. 


 A port number must be supplied if INTNETADR is specified. 


The possible values are: 


port-number 


Specify any port in the range of 1 to 65534. The HTTP server must be aware of the 
specific port the FastCGI server is listening on otherwise a port that is specified can 
result in the connection being rejected. 
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Unix domain socket path (SOCKET) 
Specifies the path of the Unix domain socket that the server will listen on for requests. The 
path name must be an absolute path. The path must match the path specified on the –
socket switch of the FastCgiExternalServer directive in the configuration for the associated 
HTTP server. 


 Either an Internet address or socket path must be specified. 


For more information on specifying path names, refer to Chapter 2 of the CL Reference, 
SC41-5722, or the Integrated File System concepts section of the Information Centre. 


The possible values are: 


socket-path 


Specify the path of the Unix domain socket the HTTP server and Terminal Server will 
use to communicate. Both servers must be active on the same system to use a Unix 
domain socket. 


Autostart server (AUTOSTART) 
Specifies whether the server is automatically started when the aXes subsystem is started. 


The possible values are: 


*YES 


The server is started automatically. 


*NO 


The server is not automatically started. 
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ADDAXESUSR (Add aXes User) 
Job: B,I Pgm: B,I REXX: B,I Exec


Threadsafe: No


>>-ADDAXESUSR---USER(--user-name--)----------------------> 


 


>-----PASSWORD(--password--)-----------------------------> 


 


>-----DIR(--path-name--)-------------------------------->< 


The Add aXes User (ADDAXESUSR) command allows you to add a user to an aXes access 
control list object. 


An access control list (ACL) is an object that contains the names of authorized users and 
encrypted passwords. It is used to control access to a directory path. 


 Warning: To use this command you must have *SECADM special authority. 


Do not precede an entry with an asterisk unless that entry is a "special value" that is shown 
(on the display itself or in the help information) with an asterisk. 


Error messages for ADDAXESUSR 
*ESCAPE Messages 


AXS0003  User already exists. 


AXS0007  Not authorized to object. 


AXS0008  *SECADM special authority required. 


AXS0009  Path must be a directory. 


AXS0011  Path must start with a slash. 


AXS0012  Error(s) occurred adding user . 


AXS0016  No such path or directory. 


AXS0017  Access control list is in use. 


AXS0022  Incorrect number of parameters received. 


AXS0023  Error calling. 


AXS0025  Path not allowed. 


AXS0030  Character in name or password not valid. 


AXS0132  Access control list not found. 


User (USER) 
Specifies the name of the user to add to the access control list. 


This is a required parameter. 


Password (PASSWORD) 
Specifies the password for the user. This value is encrypted before being stored in the 
access control list. 


This is a required parameter. 
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Directory (DIR) 
Specifies the path name of the directory containing the access control list to which this user 
will be added. The path name must be an absolute path. 


For more information on specifying path names, refer to Chapter 2 of the CL Reference, 
SC41-5722, or the Integrated File System concepts section of the Information Centre. 


This is a required parameter. 
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ADDAXESWS (Add aXes Spool File Server) 
Job: B,I Pgm: B,I REXX: B,I Exec


Threadsafe: No


>>-ADDAXESWS---INSTANCE(--instance-name--)---------------> 


                                                 (1) 


>-----CFG(--path-name--)---------------------------------> 


 


>-----+------------------------------+-------------------> 


      |           .-*CFG--------.    | 


      '--SVRDIR(--+-path-name-+--)---' 


                                                 (2)(3) 


>-----INTNETADR(--+-*ANY---------------+--)--------------> 


                  '--internet-address--' 


                                                 (3) 


>-----PORT(--port-number--)------------------------------> 


                                                 (2) 


>-----SOCKET(--path-name--)------------------------------> 


 


>-----+-------------------------+----------------------->< 


      |             .-*YES-.    | 


      '-AUTOSTART(--+-*NO--+--)-' 


Notes: 


(1) All parameters preceding this point can be specified in positional form. 


(2) Either INTNETADR or SOCKET must be specified. 


(3) If INTNETADR is specified then PORT must be specified. 


The Add aXes Spool File Server (ADDAXESWS) command allows you to add an aXes Spool 
File Server instance definition. 


A server instance allows you to associate a name with a configuration file thus making it 
easier to use the corresponding start command. Server instances can also be automatically 
started when the aXes subsystem is started. 


Do not precede an entry with an asterisk unless that entry is a "special value" that is shown 
(on the display itself or in the help information) with an asterisk. 


Error messages for ADDAXESDE 
*ESCAPE Messages 


AXS0007  Not authorized to object. 


AXS0009  Path must be a directory. 


AXS0011  Path must start with a slash. 


AXS0015  Path must be a file. 


AXS0016  No such path or directory. 
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AXS0022  Incorrect number of parameters received. 


AXS0023  Error calling. 


AXS0025  Path not allowed. 


AXS0301  Instance definition already exists. 


AXS0306  Instance definition not added. 


Instance (INSTANCE) 
Specifies the name of the server instance. This value is used to identify the Web Spooler 
jobs. 


This is a required parameter. 


Configuration file (CFG) 
Specifies the path name of the server configuration file. The path name must be an absolute 
path. 


For more information on specifying path names, refer to Chapter 2 of the CL Reference, 
SC41-5722, or the Integrated File System concepts section of the Information Centre. 


This is a required parameter. 


Server root directory (SVRDIR) 
Specifies the path name of the server root directory. The server root directory is where the 
server will look for files to serve. The path name must be an absolute path. 


For more information on specifying path names, refer to Chapter 2 of the CL Reference, 
SC41-5722, or the Integrated File System concepts section of the Information Centre. 


The possible values are: 


*CFG 


The root directory specified in the configuration file is used. If no root directory is 
specified in the configuration file, the installed root directory is used. 


root-directory-path 


Specify the absolute path of the server root directory. 


Internet address to bind (INTNETADR) 
Specifies the internet address of the interface to bind. The address must match the value 
specified on the -host switch of the FastCgiExternalServer directive in the configuration for 
the associated HTTP server. 


The internet address is specified as either a dotted decimal value in the form, 
nnn.nnn.nnn.nnn, where nnn is a decimal number ranging from 0 to 255, or as a host name 
(for example, onramp.lansa.com). 


 Either an Internet address or socket path must be specified. 


The possible values are: 


*ANY 


Indicates the server will bind to any IP address recognized by the local system. 


internet-address 


Specify the dotted decimal internet address. An internet address is not valid if it has a 
value of all binary ones or all binary zeros for the network identifier (ID) portion or the 
host ID portion of the address. 


If the dotted decimal address is entered from a command line, the address must be 
enclosed in apostrophes. 


host-name 
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A host name must resolve to an internet address. The user can assign names to an 
internet address with the Work with TCP/IP host table entries option on the Configure 
TCP/IP menu (CFGTCP command). Also, a remote name server can be used to map 
system names to internet addresses. You can use the Change TCP/IP domain 
information option on the CFGTCP menu to specify a remote name server. 


Non‐secure port (PORT) 
Specifies the TCP/IP port number that the server will listen on for requests. Port numbers 
less than 1024 are reserved for other TCP/IP applications and should not be used. 


 A port number must be supplied if INTNETADR is specified. 


The possible values are: 


port-number 


Specify any port in the range of 1 to 65534. The HTTP server must be aware of the 
specific port the FastCGI server is listening on otherwise a port that is specified can 
result in the connection being rejected. 


Unix domain socket path (SOCKET) 
Specifies the path of the Unix domain socket that the server will listen on for requests. The 
path name must be an absolute path. The path must match the path specified on the –
socket switch of the FastCgiExternalServer directive in the configuration for the associated 
HTTP server. 


 Either an Internet address or socket path must be specified. 


For more information on specifying path names, refer to Chapter 2 of the CL Reference, 
SC41-5722, or the Integrated File System concepts section of the Information Centre. 


The possible values are: 


socket-path 


Specify the path of the Unix domain socket the HTTP server and FastCGI server will 
use to communicate. Both servers must be active on the same system to use a Unix 
domain socket. 


Autostart server (AUTOSTART) 
Specifies whether the server is automatically started when the aXes subsystem is started. 


The possible values are: 


*YES 


The server is started automatically. 


*NO 


The server is not automatically started. 
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ADDAXESW3 (Add aXes Application Server) 
Job: B,I Pgm: B,I REXX: B,I Exec


Threadsafe: No


>>-ADDAXESW3---INSTANCE(--instance-name--)---------------> 


                                                 (1) 


>-----CFG(--path-name--)---------------------------------> 


 


>-----+------------------------------+-------------------> 


      |           .-*CFG--------.    | 


      '--SVRDIR(--+-path-name-+--)---' 


 


>-----+------------------------------+-------------------> 


      |           .-*CFG--------.    | 


      '--LOGDIR(--+-path-name-+--)---' 


 


>-----+--------------------------------------+-----------> 


      |              .-*CFG-------------.    | 


      '--INTNETADR(--+-*ANY-------------+--)-' 


                     '-internet-address-' 


 


>-----+----------------------------+---------------------> 


      |         .-*CFG--------.    | 


      '--PORT(--+-port-number-+--)-' 


      


>-----+------------------------------+-------------------> 


      |           .-*CFG--------.    | 


      '-SSLPORT(--+-port-number-+--)-' 


      


>-----+-------------------------+----------------------->< 


      |             .-*YES-.    | 


      '-AUTOSTART(--+-*NO--+--)-' 


Notes: 


(1) All parameters preceding this point can be specified in positional form 


The Add aXes Application Server (ADDAXESW3) command allows you to add an aXes 
Application Server instance definition. 


A server instance allows you to associate a name with a configuration file thus making it 
easier to use the corresponding start command. Server instances can also be automatically 
started when the aXes subsystem is started. 
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Do not precede an entry with an asterisk unless that entry is a "special value" that is shown 
(on the display itself or in the help information) with an asterisk. 


Error messages for ADDAXESW3 
*ESCAPE Messages 


AXS0007  Not authorised to object. 


AXS0011  Path must start with a slash. 


AXS0015  Path must be a file. 


AXS0016  No such path or directory. 


AXS0022  Incorrect number of parameters received. 


AXS0023  Error calling . 


AXS0301  Instance definition already exists. 


AXS0306  Instance definition not added. 


Instance (INSTANCE) 
Specifies the name of the server instance. This value is used to identify the Application 
Server jobs. 


This is a required parameter. 


Configuration file (CFG) 
Specifies the path name of the server configuration file. The path name must be an absolute 
path. 


For more information on specifying path names, refer to Chapter 2 of the CL Reference, 
SC41-5722, or the Integrated File System concepts section of the Information Centre. 


This is a required parameter. 


Server root directory (SVRDIR) 
Specifies the path name of the server root directory. The server root directory is where the 
server will look for files to serve. The path name must be an absolute path. 


For more information on specifying path names, refer to Chapter 2 of the CL Reference, 
SC41-5722, or the Integrated File System concepts section of the Information Centre. 


This parameter overrides the 'Dir=' keyword in the configuration file. 


The possible values are: 


*CFG 


The root directory specified in the configuration file is used.  


 If no root directory is specified in the configuration file, the installed root 
directory is used. 


root-directory-path 


Specify the absolute path of the server root directory. 


Log directory (LOGDIR) 
Specifies the path name of the server log directory. The server log directory is where the 
server will create the logging files. The path name must be an absolute path. 


For more information on specifying path names, refer to Chapter 2 of the CL Reference, 
SC41-5722, or the Integrated File System concepts section of the Information Centre. 


This parameter overrides the 'LogPath=' keyword in the configuration file. 


The possible values are: 
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*CFG 


The log directory specified in the configuration file is used. 


log-directory-path 


Specify the absolute path of the log directory. 


Internet address to bind (INTNETADR) 
Specifies the internet address of the interface to bind. The internet address is specified as 
either a dotted decimal value in the form, nnn.nnn.nnn.nnn, where nnn is a decimal number 
ranging from 0 to 255, or as a host name (for example, onramp.lansa.com). 


 Either an Internet address or socket path must be specified. 


The possible values are: 


*CFG 


The internet address specified in the configuration file is used. 


*ANY 


Indicates the server will bind to any IP address recognized by the local system. 


internet-address 


Specify the dotted decimal internet address. An internet address is not valid if it has a 
value of all binary ones or all binary zeros for the network identifier (ID) portion or the 
host ID portion of the address. 


If the dotted decimal address is entered from a command line, the address must be 
enclosed in apostrophes. 


host-name 


A host name must resolve to an internet address. The user can assign names to an 
internet address with the Work with TCP/IP host table entries option on the Configure 
TCP/IP menu (CFGTCP command). Also, a remote name server can be used to map 
system names to internet addresses. You can use the Change TCP/IP domain 
information option on the CFGTCP menu to specify a remote name server. 


Non‐secure port (PORT) 
Specifies the TCP/IP port number that the server will listen on for requests. Port numbers 
less than 1024 are reserved for other TCP/IP applications and should not be used. 


 A port number must be supplied if INTNETADR is specified. 


The possible values are: 


*CFG 


The non-secure port specified in the configuration file is used. 


port-number 


Specify any port in the range of 1 to 65534. The HTTP server must be aware of the 
specific port the Terminal Server is listening on otherwise a port that is specified can 
result in the connection being rejected. 


Secure port (SSLPORT) 
Specifies the TCP/IP port number that the server will listen on for secure requests. Secure 
requests are commonly known as Secure Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTPS) and use 
SSL1, SSL2, or TLS to encrypt data. The standard port number for HTTPS requests is 443 
but the aXes Application Server does not have a default secure port value. Other port 
numbers less than 1024 are reserved for other TCP/IP applications and should not be used. 


A secure port number must be specified here or in the configuration file to enable HTTPS. 
The 'SSLAppID=' keyword must be specified in the configuration file. 
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 When a port other than 443 is used, the client is required to include a specific port 
number when sending requests to the server. 


This parameter overrides the 'SSLPort=' keyword in the configuration file. 


The possible values are: 


*CFG 


The secure port specified in the configuration file is used. 


port-number 


Specify any port in the range of 1 to 65534. The client must be aware of the specific 
port the server is listening on otherwise a port that is specified can result in the 
connection being rejected. 


Autostart server (AUTOSTART) 
Specifies whether the server is automatically started when the aXes subsystem is started. 


The possible values are: 


*YES 


The server is started automatically. 


*NO 


The server is not automatically started. 
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CHGAXESDE (Change aXes Data Explorer Server) 
Job: B,I Pgm: B,I REXX: B,I Exec


Threadsafe: No


                                                 (1) 


>>-CHGAXESDE---INSTANCE(--instance-name--)---------------> 


                                                 


>-----+------------------------+-------------------------> 


      |       .-*SAME-----.    | 


      '-CFG(--+-path-name-+--)-' 


                                                 (2)(3) 


>-----+----------------------------+---------------------> 


      |           .-*SAME-----.    | 


      '--SVRDIR(--+-*CFG------+--)-' 


                  '-path-name-' 


 


>-----+-------------------------------------+------------> 


      |             .-*SAME------------.    | 


      '-INTNETADR(--+-internet-address-+--)-' 


                                                 (3) 


>-----+---------------------------+----------------------> 


      |        .-*SAME-------.    | 


      '-PORT(--+-port-number-+--)-' 


                                                 (2) 


>-----+---------------------------+----------------------> 


      |          .-*SAME-----.    | 


      '-SOCKET(--+-path-name-+--)-' 


 


>-----+--------------------------+---------------------->< 


      |             .-*SAME-.    | 


      '-AUTOSTART(--+-*YES--+--)-' 


                    '-*NO---' 


Notes: 


(1) All parameters preceding this point can be specified in positional form. 


(2) Either INTNETADR or SOCKET must be specified. 


(3) If INTNETADR is specified then PORT must be specified.  


The Change aXes Data Explorer Server (CHGAXESDE) command allows you to change an 
aXes Data Explorer Server instance definition. 
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A server instance allows you to associate a name with a configuration file thus making it 
easier to use the corresponding start command. Server instances can also be automatically 
started when the aXes subsystem is started. 


Do not precede an entry with an asterisk unless that entry is a "special value" that is shown 
(on the display itself or in the help information) with an asterisk. 


Error messages for CHGAXESDE 
*ESCAPE Messages 


AXS0007  Not authorized to object. 


AXS0009  Path must be a directory. 


AXS0011  Path must start with a slash. 


AXS0015  Path must be a file. 


AXS0016  No such path or directory. 


AXS0022  Incorrect number of parameters received. 


AXS0023  Error calling . 


AXS0025  Path not allowed. 


AXS0302  Instance definition not found. 


AXS0307  Instance definition not changed. 


CPF0011  Error detected by prompt override program. 


Instance (INSTANCE) 
Specifies the name of the server instance. This value is used to identify the Data Explorer 
jobs. 


This is a required parameter. 


Configuration file (CFG) 
Specifies the path name of the server configuration file. The path name must be an absolute 
path. 


For more information on specifying path names, refer to Chapter 2 of the CL Reference, 
SC41-5722, or the Integrated File System concepts section of the Information Centre. 


This is a required parameter. 


The possible values are: 


*SAME 


The configuration file value that was previously set does not change. 


configuration-path 


Specify the absolute path of the configuration file. 


Server root directory (SVRDIR) 
Specifies the path name of the server root directory. The server root directory is where the 
server will look for files to serve. The path name must be an absolute path. 


For more information on specifying path names, refer to Chapter 2 of the CL Reference, 
SC41-5722, or the Integrated File System concepts section of the Information Centre. 


The possible values are: 


*SAME 


The server root directory value that was previously set does not change. 


*CFG 


The root directory specified in the configuration file is used. 
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 If no root directory is specified in the configuration file, the installed root 
directory is used. 


root-directory-path 


Specify the absolute path of the server root directory. Internet address to bind 


(INTNETADR) 
Specifies the internet address of the interface to bind. The address must match the value 
specified on the -host switch of the FastCgiExternalServer directive in the configuration for 
the associated HTTP server. 


The internet address is specified as either a dotted decimal value in the form, 
nnn.nnn.nnn.nnn, where nnn is a decimal number ranging from 0 to 255, or as a host name 
(for example, onramp.lansa.com). 


 Either an Internet address or socket path must be specified. 


The possible values are: 


*SAME 


The internet address value that was previously set does not change. 


*ANY 


Indicates the server will bind to any IP address recognized by the local system. 


internet-address 


Specify the dotted decimal internet address. An internet address is not valid if it has a 
value of all binary ones or all binary zeros for the network identifier (ID) portion or the 
host ID portion of the address. 


If the dotted decimal address is entered from a command line, the address must be 
enclosed in apostrophes. 


host-name 


A host name must resolve to an internet address. The user can assign names to an 
internet address with the Work with TCP/IP host table entries option on the Configure 
TCP/IP menu (CFGTCP command). Also, a remote name server can be used to map 
system names to internet addresses. You can use the Change TCP/IP domain 
information option on the CFGTCP menu to specify a remote name server. 


Non‐secure port (PORT) 
Specifies the TCP/IP port number that the server will listen on for requests. Port numbers 
less than 1024 are reserved for other TCP/IP applications and should not be used. 


 A port number must be supplied if INTNETADR is specified. 


The possible values are: 


*SAME 


The port value that was previously set does not change. 


port-number 


Specify any port in the range of 1 to 65534. The HTTP server must be aware of the 
specific port the FastCGI server is listening on otherwise a port that is specified can 
result in the connection being rejected. 


Unix domain socket path (SOCKET) 
Specifies the path of the Unix domain socket that the server will listen on for requests. The 
path name must be an absolute path. The path must match the path specified on the -
socket switch of the FastCgiExternalServer directive in the configuration for the associated 
HTTP server. 
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 Either an Internet address or socket path must be specified. 


For more information on specifying path names, refer to Chapter 2 of the CL Reference, 
SC41-5722, or the Integrated File System concepts section of the Information Centre. 


The possible values are: 


*SAME 


The socket value that was previously set does not change. 


socket-path 


Specify the path of the Unix domain socket the HTTP server and FastCGI server will 
use to communicate. Both servers must be active on the same system to use a Unix 
domain socket. 


Autostart server (AUTOSTART) 
Specifies whether the server is automatically started when the aXes subsystem is started. 


The possible values are: 


*SAME 


The auto-start value that was previously set does not change. 


*YES 


The server is started automatically. 


*NO 


The server is not automatically started. 
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CHGAXESTS (Change aXes Terminal Server) 
Job: B,I Pgm: B,I REXX: B,I Exec


Threadsafe: No


                                                 (1) 


>>-CHGAXESTS---INSTANCE(--instance-name--)---------------> 


                                                 


>-----+------------------------+-------------------------> 


      |       .-*SAME-----.    | 


      '-CFG(--+-path-name-+--)-' 


                                                 (2)(3) 


>-----+-------------------------------------+------------> 


      |             .-*SAME------------.    | 


      '-INTNETADR(--+-internet-address-+--)-' 


                                                 (3) 


>-----+---------------------------+----------------------> 


      |        .-*SAME-------.    | 


      '-PORT(--+-port-number-+--)-' 


                                                 (2) 


>-----+---------------------------+----------------------> 


      |          .-*SAME-----.    | 


      '-SOCKET(--+-path-name-+--)-' 


 


>-----+--------------------------+---------------------->< 


      |             .-*SAME-.    | 


      '-AUTOSTART(--+-*YES--+--)-' 


                    '-*NO---' 


Notes: 


(1) All parameters preceding this point can be specified in positional form. 


(2) Either INTNETADR or SOCKET must be specified. 


(3) If INTNETADR is specified then PORT must be specified.  


The Change aXes Terminal Server (CHGAXESTS) command allows you to change an aXes 
Terminal Server instance definition. 


A server instance allows you to associate a name with a configuration file thus making it 
easier to use the corresponding start command. Server instances can also be automatically 
started when the aXes subsystem is started. 


Do not precede an entry with an asterisk unless that entry is a "special value" that is shown 
(on the display itself or in the help information) with an asterisk. 


Error messages for CHGAXESTS 
*ESCAPE Messages 
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AXS0007  Not authorized to object. 


AXS0011  Path must start with a slash. 


AXS0015  Path must be a file. 


AXS0016  No such path or directory. 


AXS0022  Incorrect number of parameters received. 


AXS0023  Error calling . 


AXS0302  Instance definition not found. 


AXS0307  Instance definition not changed. 


CPF0011  Error detected by prompt override program. 


Instance (INSTANCE) 
Specifies the name of the server instance. This value is used to identify the Terminal Server 
jobs. 


This is a required parameter. 


Configuration file (CFG) 
Specifies the path name of the server configuration file. The path name must be an absolute 
path. 


For more information on specifying path names, refer to Chapter 2 of the CL Reference, 
SC41-5722, or the Integrated File System concepts section of the Information Centre. 


This is a required parameter. 


The possible values are: 


*SAME 


The configuration file value that was previously set does not change. 


configuration-path 


Specify the absolute path of the configuration file. 


Internet address to bind (INTNETADR) 
Specifies the internet address of the interface to bind. The address must match the value 
specified on the -host switch of the FastCgiExternalServer directive in the configuration for 
the associated HTTP server. 


The internet address is specified as either a dotted decimal value in the form, 
nnn.nnn.nnn.nnn, where nnn is a decimal number ranging from 0 to 255, or as a host name 
(for example, onramp.lansa.com). 


 Either an Internet address or socket path must be specified. 


The possible values are: 


*SAME 


The internet address value that was previously set does not change. 


*ANY 


Indicates the server will bind to any IP address recognized by the local system. 


internet-address 


Specify the dotted decimal internet address. An internet address is not valid if it has a 
value of all binary ones or all binary zeros for the network identifier (ID) portion or the 
host ID portion of the address. 


If the dotted decimal address is entered from a command line, the address must be 
enclosed in apostrophes. 


host-name 
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A host name must resolve to an internet address. The user can assign names to an 
internet address with the Work with TCP/IP host table entries option on the Configure 
TCP/IP menu (CFGTCP command). Also, a remote name server can be used to map 
system names to internet addresses. You can use the Change TCP/IP domain 
information option on the CFGTCP menu to specify a remote name server. 


Non‐secure port (PORT) 
Specifies the TCP/IP port number that the server will listen on for requests. Port numbers 
less than 1024 are reserved for other TCP/IP applications and should not be used. 


 A port number must be supplied if INTNETADR is specified. 


The possible values are: 


*SAME 


The port value that was previously set does not change. 


port-number 


Specify any port in the range of 1 to 65534. The HTTP server must be aware of the 
specific port the FastCGI server is listening on otherwise a port that is specified can 
result in the connection being rejected. 


Unix domain socket path (SOCKET) 
Specifies the path of the Unix domain socket that the server will listen on for requests. The 
path name must be an absolute path. The path must match the path specified on the -
socket switch of the FastCgiExternalServer directive in the configuration for the associated 
HTTP server. 


 Either an Internet address or socket path must be specified. 


For more information on specifying path names, refer to Chapter 2 of the CL Reference, 
SC41-5722, or the Integrated File System concepts section of the Information Centre. 


The possible values are: 


*SAME 


The socket value that was previously set does not change. 


socket-path 


Specify the path of the Unix domain socket the HTTP server and FastCGI server will 
use to communicate. Both servers must be active on the same system to use a Unix 
domain socket. 


Autostart server (AUTOSTART) 
Specifies whether the server is automatically started when the aXes subsystem is started. 


The possible values are: 


*SAME 


The auto-start value that was previously set does not change. 


*YES 


The server is started automatically. 


*NO 


The server is not automatically started. 
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CHGAXESUSR (Change aXes User) 
Job: B,I Pgm: B,I REXX: B,I Exec


Threadsafe: No


>>-CHGAXESUSR---USER(--user-name--)----------------------> 


 


>-----PASSWORD(--password--)-----------------------------> 


 


>-----DIR(--path-name--)-------------------------------->< 


The Change aXes User (CHGAXESUSR) command allows you to change a user in an aXes 
access control list object. 


An access control list (ACL) is an object that contains the names of authorized users and 
encrypted passwords. It is used to control access to a directory path. 


 Warning: To use this command you must have *SECADM special authority. 


Do not precede an entry with an asterisk unless that entry is a "special value" that is shown 
(on the display itself or in the help information) with an asterisk. 


Error messages for CHGAXESUSR 
*ESCAPE Messages 


AXS0005  User not found. 


AXS0007  Not authorised to object. 


AXS0008  *SECADM special authority required. 


AXS0009  Path must be a directory. 


AXS0011  Path must start with a slash. 


AXS0013  Error(s) occurred changing user . 


AXS0016  No such path or directory. 


AXS0017  Access control list is in use. 


AXS0022  Incorrect number of parameters received. 


AXS0023  Error calling . 


AXS0025  Path not allowed. 


AXS0030  Character in name or password not valid. 


AXS0132  Access control list not found. 


User (USER) 
Specifies the name of the user to change in the access control list. 


This is a required parameter. 


Password (PASSWORD) 
Specifies the password for the user. This value is encrypted before being stored in the 
access control list. 


This is a required parameter. 
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Directory (DIR) 
Specifies the path name of the directory containing the access control list in which this user 
will be changed. The path name must be an absolute path. 


For more information on specifying path names, refer to Chapter 2 of the CL Reference, 
SC41-5722, or the Integrated File System concepts section of the Information Centre. 


This is a required parameter. 
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CHGAXESWS (Change aXes Spool File Server) 
Job: B,I Pgm: B,I REXX: B,I Exec


Threadsafe: No


                                                 (1) 


>>-CHGAXESWS---INSTANCE(--instance-name--)---------------> 


                                                 


>-----+------------------------+-------------------------> 


      |       .-*SAME-----.    | 


      '-CFG(--+-path-name-+--)-' 


                                                 (2)(3) 


>-----+----------------------------+---------------------> 


      |           .-*SAME-----.    | 


      '--SVRDIR(--+-*CFG------+--)-' 


                  '-path-name-' 


 


>-----+-------------------------------------+------------> 


      |             .-*SAME------------.    | 


      '-INTNETADR(--+-internet-address-+--)-' 


                                                 (3) 


>-----+---------------------------+----------------------> 


      |        .-*SAME-------.    | 


      '-PORT(--+-port-number-+--)-' 


                                                 (2) 


>-----+---------------------------+----------------------> 


      |          .-*SAME-----.    | 


      '-SOCKET(--+-path-name-+--)-' 


 


>-----+--------------------------+---------------------->< 


      |             .-*SAME-.    | 


      '-AUTOSTART(--+-*YES--+--)-' 


                    '-*NO---' 


Notes: 


(1) All parameters preceding this point can be specified in positional form. 


(2) Either INTNETADR or SOCKET must be specified. 


(3) If INTNETADR is specified then PORT must be specified.  


The Change aXes Spool File Server (CHGAXESWS) command allows you to change an aXes 
Spool File Server instance definition. 
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A server instance allows you to associate a name with a configuration file thus making it 
easier to use the corresponding start command. Server instances can also be automatically 
started when the aXes subsystem is started. 


Do not precede an entry with an asterisk unless that entry is a "special value" that is shown 
(on the display itself or in the help information) with an asterisk. 


Error messages for CHGAXESWS 
*ESCAPE Messages 


AXS0007  Not authorized to object. 


AXS0009  Path must be a directory. 


AXS0011  Path must start with a slash. 


AXS0015  Path must be a file. 


AXS0016  No such path or directory. 


AXS0022  Incorrect number of parameters received. 


AXS0023  Error calling . 


AXS0025  Path not allowed. 


AXS0302  Instance definition not found. 


AXS0307  Instance definition not changed. 


CPF0011  Error detected by prompt override program. 


Instance (INSTANCE) 
Specifies the name of the server instance. This value is used to identify the Web Spooler 
jobs. 


This is a required parameter. 


Configuration file (CFG) 
Specifies the path name of the server configuration file. The path name must be an absolute 
path. 


For more information on specifying path names, refer to Chapter 2 of the CL Reference, 
SC41-5722, or the Integrated File System concepts section of the Information Centre. 


This is a required parameter. 


The possible values are: 


*SAME 


The configuration file value that was previously set does not change. 


configuration-path 


Specify the absolute path of the configuration file. 


Server root directory (SVRDIR) 
Specifies the path name of the server root directory. The server root directory is where the 
server will look for files to serve. The path name must be an absolute path. 


For more information on specifying path names, refer to Chapter 2 of the CL Reference, 
SC41-5722, or the Integrated File System concepts section of the Information Centre. 


The possible values are: 


*SAME 


The server root directory value that was previously set does not change. 


*CFG 


The root directory specified in the configuration file is used. 
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 If no root directory is specified in the configuration file, the installed root 
directory is used. 


root-directory-path 


Specify the absolute path of the server root directory. Internet address to bind 


(INTNETADR) 
Specifies the internet address of the interface to bind. The address must match the value 
specified on the -host switch of the FastCgiExternalServer directive in the configuration for 
the associated HTTP server. 


The internet address is specified as either a dotted decimal value in the form, 
nnn.nnn.nnn.nnn, where nnn is a decimal number ranging from 0 to 255, or as a host name 
(for example, onramp.lansa.com). 


 Either an Internet address or socket path must be specified. 


The possible values are: 


*SAME 


The internet address value that was previously set does not change. 


*ANY 


Indicates the server will bind to any IP address recognized by the local system. 


internet-address 


Specify the dotted decimal internet address. An internet address is not valid if it has a 
value of all binary ones or all binary zeros for the network identifier (ID) portion or the 
host ID portion of the address. 


If the dotted decimal address is entered from a command line, the address must be 
enclosed in apostrophes. 


host-name 


A host name must resolve to an internet address. The user can assign names to an 
internet address with the Work with TCP/IP host table entries option on the Configure 
TCP/IP menu (CFGTCP command). Also, a remote name server can be used to map 
system names to internet addresses. You can use the Change TCP/IP domain 
information option on the CFGTCP menu to specify a remote name server. 


Non‐secure port (PORT) 
Specifies the TCP/IP port number that the server will listen on for requests. Port numbers 
less than 1024 are reserved for other TCP/IP applications and should not be used. 


 A port number must be supplied if INTNETADR is specified. 


The possible values are: 


*SAME 


The port value that was previously set does not change. 


port-number 


Specify any port in the range of 1 to 65534. The HTTP server must be aware of the 
specific port the FastCGI server is listening on otherwise a port that is specified can 
result in the connection being rejected. 


Unix domain socket path (SOCKET) 
Specifies the path of the Unix domain socket that the server will listen on for requests. The 
path name must be an absolute path. The path must match the path specified on the -
socket switch of the FastCgiExternalServer directive in the configuration for the associated 
HTTP server. 
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 Either an Internet address or socket path must be specified. 


For more information on specifying path names, refer to Chapter 2 of the CL Reference, 
SC41-5722, or the Integrated File System concepts section of the Information Centre. 


The possible values are: 


*SAME 


The socket value that was previously set does not change. 


socket-path 


Specify the path of the Unix domain socket the HTTP server and FastCGI server will 
use to communicate. Both servers must be active on the same system to use a Unix 
domain socket. 


Autostart server (AUTOSTART) 
Specifies whether the server is automatically started when the aXes subsystem is started. 


The possible values are: 


*SAME 


The auto-start value that was previously set does not change. 


*YES 


The server is started automatically. 


*NO 


The server is not automatically started. 
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CHGAXESW3 (Change aXes Application Server) 
Job: B,I Pgm: B,I REXX: B,I Exec


Threadsafe: No


                                                 (1) 


>>-CHGAXESW3---INSTANCE(--instance-name--)---------------> 


 


>-----+------------------------+-------------------------> 


      |       .-*SAME-----.    | 


      '-CFG(--+-path-name-+--)-' 


 


>-----+----------------------------+---------------------> 


      |           .-*SAME-----.    | 


      '--SVRDIR(--+-*CFG------+--)-' 


                  '-path-name-' 


 


>-----+----------------------------+---------------------> 


      |           .-*SAME-----.    | 


      '--LOGDIR(--+-*CFG------+--)-' 


                  '-path-name-' 


 


>-----+--------------------------------------+-----------> 


      |              .-*SAME------------.    | 


      '--INTNETADR(--+-*CFG-------------+--)-' 


                     +-*ANY-------------+ 


                     '-internet-address-' 


 


>-----+----------------------------+---------------------> 


      |         .-*SAME-------.    | 


      '--PORT(--+-*CFG--------+--)-' 


                '-port-number-' 


      


>-----+------------------------------+-------------------> 


      |           .-*SAME-------.    | 


      '-SSLPORT(--+-*CFG--------+--)-' 


                  '-port-number-' 


 


>-----+--------------------------+---------------------->< 


      |             .-*SAME-.    | 
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      '-AUTOSTART(--+-*YES--+--)-' 


                    '-*NO---' 


Notes: 


(1) All parameters preceding this point can be specified in positional form.  


The Change aXes Application Server (CHGAXESW3) command allows you to change an aXes 
Application Server instance definition. 


A server instance allows you to associate a name with a configuration file thus making it 
easier to use the corresponding start command. Server instances can also be automatically 
started when the aXes subsystem is started. 


Do not precede an entry with an asterisk unless that entry is a "special value" that is shown 
(on the display itself or in the help information) with an asterisk. 


Error messages for CHGAXESW3 
*ESCAPE Messages 


AXS0007  Not authorized to object. 


AXS0011  Path must start with a slash. 


AXS0015  Path must be a file. 


AXS0016  No such path or directory. 


AXS0022  Incorrect number of parameters received. 


AXS0023  Error calling . 


AXS0302  Instance definition not found. 


AXS0307  Instance definition not changed. 


CPF0011  Error detected by prompt override program. 


Instance (INSTANCE) 
Specifies the name of the server instance. This value is used to identify the Application 
Server jobs. 


This is a required parameter. 


Configuration file (CFG) 
Specifies the path name of the server configuration file. The path name must be an absolute 
path. 


For more information on specifying path names, refer to Chapter 2 of the CL Reference, 
SC41-5722, or the Integrated File System concepts section of the Information Centre. 


This is a required parameter. 


The possible values are: 


*SAME 


The configuration file value that was previously set does not change. 


configuration-path 


Specify the absolute path of the configuration file. 


Server root directory (SVRDIR) 
Specifies the path name of the server root directory. The server root directory is where the 
server will look for files to serve. The path name must be an absolute path. 


For more information on specifying path names, refer to Chapter 2 of the CL Reference, 
SC41-5722, or the Integrated File System concepts section of the Information Centre. 


This parameter overrides the 'Dir=' keyword in the configuration file. 
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The possible values are: 


*SAME 


The server root directory value that was previously set does not change. 


*CFG 


The root directory specified in the configuration file is used. 


 If no root directory is specified in the configuration file, the installed root 
directory is used. 


root-directory-path 


Specify the absolute path of the server root directory. 


Log directory (LOGDIR) 
Specifies the path name of the server log directory. The server log directory is where the 
server will create the logging files. The path name must be an absolute path. 


For more information on specifying path names, refer to Chapter 2 of the CL Reference, 
SC41-5722, or the Integrated File System concepts section of the Information Centre. 


This parameter overrides the 'LogPath=' keyword in the configuration file. 


The possible values are: 


*SAME 


The log directory value that was previously set does not change. 


*CFG 


The log directory specified in the configuration file is used. 


log-directory-path 


Specify the absolute path of the log directory. 


Internet address to bind (INTNETADR) 
Specifies the internet address of the interface to bind. The internet address is specified as 
either a dotted decimal value in the form, nnn.nnn.nnn.nnn, where nnn is a decimal number 
ranging from 0 to 255, or as a host name (for example, onramp.lansa.com). 


 Either an Internet address or socket path must be specified. 


The possible values are: 


*SAME 


The internet address value that was previously set does not change. 


*CFG 


The internet address specified in the configuration file is used. 


*ANY 


Indicates the server will bind to any IP address recognized by the local system. 


internet-address 


Specify the dotted decimal internet address. An internet address is not valid if it has a 
value of all binary ones or all binary zeros for the network identifier (ID) portion or the 
host ID portion of the address. 


If the dotted decimal address is entered from a command line, the address must be 
enclosed in apostrophes. 


host-name 


A host name must resolve to an internet address. The user can assign names to an 
internet address with the Work with TCP/IP host table entries option on the Configure 
TCP/IP menu (CFGTCP command). Also, a remote name server can be used to map 
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system names to internet addresses. You can use the Change TCP/IP domain 
information option on the CFGTCP menu to specify a remote name server. 


Non‐secure port (PORT) 
Specifies the TCP/IP port number that the server will listen on for requests. Port numbers 
less than 1024 are reserved for other TCP/IP applications and should not be used. 


 A port number must be supplied if INTNETADR is specified. 


The possible values are: 


*SAME 


The non-secure port value that was previously set does not change. 


*CFG 


The non-secure port specified in the configuration file is used. 


port-number 


Specify any port in the range of 1 to 65534. The HTTP server must be aware of the 
specific port the Terminal Server is listening on otherwise a port that is specified can 
result in the connection being rejected. 


Secure port (SSLPORT) 
Specifies the TCP/IP port number that the server will listen on for secure requests. Secure 
requests are commonly known as Secure Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTPS) and use 
SSL1, SSL2, or TLS to encrypt data. The standard port number for HTTPS requests is 443 
but the aXes Application Server does not have a default secure port value. Other port 
numbers less than 1024 are reserved for other TCP/IP applications and should not be used. 


A secure port number must be specified here or in the configuration file to enable HTTPS. 
The 'SSLAppID=' keyword must also be specified in the configuration file. 


Note: When a port other than 443 is used, the client is required to include a specific port 
number when sending requests to the server. 


This parameter overrides the 'SSLPort=' keyword in the configuration file. 


The possible values are: 


*SAME 


The secure port value that was previously set does not change. 


*CFG 


The secure port specified in the configuration file is used. 


port-number 


Specify any port in the range of 1 to 65534. The client must be aware of the specific 
port the server is listening on otherwise a port that is specified can result in the 
connection being rejected. 


Autostart server (AUTOSTART) 
Specifies whether the server is automatically started when the aXes subsystem is started. 


The possible values are: 


*SAME 


The auto-start value that was previously set does not change. 


*YES 


The server is started automatically. 


*NO 


The server is not automatically started.
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CRTAXESACL (Create aXes Access Control List) 
Job: B,I Pgm: B,I REXX: B,I Exec


Threadsafe: No


>>-CRTAXESACL---DIR(--path-name--)---------------------->< 


The Create aXes Access Control List (CRTAXESACL) command allows you to create an aXes 
access control list object. 


An access control list (ACL) is an object that contains the names of authorized users and 
encrypted passwords. It is used to control access to a directory path. 


 Warning: To use this command you must have *SECADM special authority. 


Do not precede an entry with an asterisk unless that entry is a "special value" that is shown 
(on the display itself or in the help information) with an asterisk. 


Error messages for CRTAXESACL 
*ESCAPE Messages 


AXS0007  Not authorized to object. 


AXS0008  *SECADM special authority required. 


AXS0009  Path must be a directory. 


AXS0011  Path must start with a slash. 


AXS0016  No such path or directory. 


AXS0022  Incorrect number of parameters received. 


AXS0023  Error calling . 


AXS0025  Path not allowed. 


AXS0121  Access control list not created. 


AXS0122  Access control list already exists. 


Directory (DIR) 
Specifies the path name of the directory in which the access control list will be created. The 
path name must be an absolute path. 


For more information on specifying path names, refer to Chapter 2 of the CL Reference, 
SC41-5722, or the Integrated File System concepts section of the Information Centre. 


This is a required parameter. 
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DLTAXESACL (Delete aXes Access Control List) 
Job: B,I Pgm: B,I REXX: B,I Exec


Threadsafe: No


>>-DLTAXESACL---DIR(--path-name--)---------------------->< 


The Delete aXes Access Control List (DLTAXESACL) command allows you to delete an aXes 
access control list object. 


An access control list (ACL) is an object that contains the names of authorized users and 
encrypted passwords. It is used to control access to a directory path. 


 Warning: To use this command you must have *SECADM special authority. 


Do not precede an entry with an asterisk unless that entry is a "special value" that is shown 
(on the display itself or in the help information) with an asterisk. 


Error messages for DLTAXESACL 
*ESCAPE Messages 


AXS0007  Not authorized to object. 


AXS0008  *SECADM special authority required. 


AXS0009  Path must be a directory. 


AXS0011  Path must start with a slash. 


AXS0016  No such path or directory. 


AXS0022  Incorrect number of parameters received. 


AXS0023  Error calling . 


AXS0025  Path not allowed. 


AXS0131  Access control list not deleted. 


AXS0132  Access control list not found. 


Directory (DIR) 
Specifies the path name of the directory from which the access control list will be deleted. 
The path name must be an absolute path. 


For more information on specifying path names, refer to Chapter 2 of the CL Reference, 
SC41-5722, or the Integrated File System concepts section of the Information Centre. 


This is a required parameter. 
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DSPAXESLIC (Display aXes Licence Information) 
Job: B,I Pgm: B,I REXX: B,I Exec


Threadsafe: No


>>-DSPAXESLIC-------------------------------------------->< 


 


The Display aXes Licence (DSPAXESLIC) command displays information about the licences 
for the aXes servers. 


Do not precede an entry with an asterisk unless that entry is a "special value" that is shown 
(on the display itself or in the help information) with an asterisk. 
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DSPICPWJOB (Display Interactive‐CPW Jobs) 
Job: B,I Pgm: B,I REXX: B,I Exec


Threadsafe: No


>>-DSPICPWJOB---PFRDTALIB(-+-instance-name-+-)-----------> 


                           '-library-name--' 


 


>-----+-----------------------------+--------------------> 


      |           .-*INTERACT-.     | 


      '-JOBTYPE(--+-*ALL------+--)--' 


 


>-----+------------------------+------------------------->< 


      |          .-*------.    | 


      '-OUTPUT(--+-*PRINT-+-)-—' 


 


The Display Interactive-CPW Jobs (DSPICPWJOB) command allows you to display a list of 
jobs on the system that consume Interactive CPW. 


Do not precede an entry with an asterisk unless that entry is a "special value" that is shown 
(on the display itself or in the help information) with an asterisk. 


Error messages for DSPICPWJOB 
*ESCAPE Messages 


AXS0022  Incorrect number of parameters received. 


AXS0061  aXes instance type already ended. 


AXS0062  aXes instance type not ended. 


AXS0063  Not all aXes instances of type ended. 


Performance data library (PFRDTALIB) 
Specifies the name of the server instance. This value is used to identify the Data Explorer 
jobs. 


This is a required parameter. 


The possible values are: 


QPFRDATA 


The default performance data library. On some releases this may be Q. 


library-name 


Specify the name of the library that contains the performance data. 


Job type (JOBTYPE) 
Specifies where the output from the command is sent. 


The possible values are: 


*INTERACT 
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Only interactive jobs are listed. 


*ALL 


All job types are listed. 


Output (OUTPUT) 
Specifies where the output from the command is sent. 


The possible values are: 


* 


The output is displayed (if requested by an interactive job) or printed with the job's 
spooled output (if requested by a batch job). 


*PRINT 


The output is printed with the job's spooled output. 
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DSPICPWMSG (Display Interactive‐CPW 
Messages) 


Job: B,I Pgm: B,I REXX: B,I Exec


Threadsafe: No


>>-DSPICPWMSG-------+------------------------+------------------>< 


                    |          .-*------.    | 


                    '-OUTPUT(--+-*PRINT-+-)-—' 


 


The Display Interactive-CPW Messages (DSPICPWMSG) command searches the history log 
(QHST) for messages indicating the available amount of Interactive CPW is nearing the limit. 


Do not precede an entry with an asterisk unless that entry is a "special value" that is shown 
(on the display itself or in the help information) with an asterisk. 


Error messages for DSPICPWMSG 
*ESCAPE Messages 


AXS0022  Incorrect number of parameters received. 


AXS0061  aXes instance type already ended. 


AXS0062  aXes instance type not ended. 


AXS0063  Not all aXes instances of type ended. 


Output (OUTPUT) 
Specifies where the output from the command is sent. 


The possible values are: 


* 


The output is displayed (if requested by an interactive job) or printed with the job's 
spooled output (if requested by a batch job). 


*PRINT 


The output is printed with the job's spooled output. 
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ENDAXESDE (End aXes Data Explorer Server) 
Job: B,I Pgm: B,I REXX: B,I Exec


Threadsafe: No


>>-ENDAXESDE---INSTANCE(-+-instance-name-+-)------------->< 


                         |               | 


                         '-*ALL----------'  


The End aXes Data Explorer Server (ENDAXESDE) command allows you to end an instance 
of the aXes Data Explorer Server. 


Do not precede an entry with an asterisk unless that entry is a "special value" that is shown 
(on the display itself or in the help information) with an asterisk. 


Error messages for ENDAXESDE 
*ESCAPE Messages 


AXS0022  Incorrect number of parameters received. 


AXS0061  aXes instance type already ended. 


AXS0062  aXes instance type not ended. 


AXS0063  Not all aXes instances of type ended. 


Instance (INSTANCE) 
Specifies the name of the server instance. This value is used to identify the Data Explorer 
jobs. 


This is a required parameter. 


The possible values are: 


*ALL 


All active aXes-DE instances are ended. 


instance-name 


Specify up to ten characters for the instance name. 
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ENDAXESTS (End aXes Terminal Server) 
Job: B,I Pgm: B,I REXX: B,I Exec


Threadsafe: No


>>-ENDAXESTS---INSTANCE(-+-instance-name-+-)------------->< 


                         |               | 


                         '-*ALL----------'  


The End aXes Terminal Server (ENDAXESTS) command allows you to end an instance of the 
aXes Terminal Server. 


Do not precede an entry with an asterisk unless that entry is a "special value" that is shown 
(on the display itself or in the help information) with an asterisk. 


Error messages for ENDAXESTS 
*ESCAPE Messages 


AXS0022  Incorrect number of parameters received. 


AXS0061  aXes instance type already ended. 


AXS0062  aXes instance type not ended. 


AXS0063  Not all aXes instances of type ended. 


Instance (INSTANCE) 
Specifies the name of the server instance. This value is used to identify the Terminal Server 
jobs. 


This is a required parameter. 


The possible values are: 


*ALL 


All active aXes Terminal Server instances are ended. 


instance-name 


Specify up to ten characters for the instance name. 
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ENDAXESWS (End aXes Spool File Server) 
Job: B,I Pgm: B,I REXX: B,I Exec


Threadsafe: No


>>-ENDAXESWS---INSTANCE(-+-instance-name-+-)------------->< 


                         |               | 


                         '-*ALL----------'  


The End aXes Spool File Server (ENDAXESWS) command allows you to end an instance of 
the aXes Spool File Server. 


Do not precede an entry with an asterisk unless that entry is a "special value" that is shown 
(on the display itself or in the help information) with an asterisk. 


Error messages for ENDAXESWS 
*ESCAPE Messages 


AXS0022  Incorrect number of parameters received. 


AXS0061  aXes instance type already ended. 


AXS0062  aXes instance type not ended. 


AXS0063  Not all aXes instances of type ended. 


Instance (INSTANCE) 
Specifies the name of the server instance. This value is used to identify the Web Spooler 
jobs. 


This is a required parameter. 


The possible values are: 


*ALL 


All active aXes Spool File Server instances are ended. 


instance-name 


Specify up to ten characters for the instance name. 
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ENDAXESW3 (End aXes Application Server) 
Job: B,I Pgm: B,I REXX: B,I Exec


Threadsafe: No


>>-ENDAXESW3---INSTANCE(-+-instance-name-+-)------------->< 


                         |               | 


                         '-*ALL----------'  


The End aXes Application Server (ENDAXESW3) command allows you to end an instance of 
the aXes Application Server. 


Do not precede an entry with an asterisk unless that entry is a "special value" that is shown 
(on the display itself or in the help information) with an asterisk. 


Error messages for ENDAXESW3 
*ESCAPE Messages 


AXS0022  Incorrect number of parameters received. 


AXS0061  aXes instance type already ended. 


AXS0062  aXes instance type not ended. 


AXS0063  Not all aXes instances of type ended. 


Instance (INSTANCE) 
Specifies the name of the server instance. This value is used to identify the Application 
Server jobs. 


This is a required parameter. 


The possible values are: 


*ALL 


All active Application Server instances are ended. 


instance-name 


Specify up to ten characters for the instance name. 
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RLSAXESLIC (Release aXes Licence) 
Job: B,I Pgm: B,I REXX: B,I Exec


Threadsafe: No


                                                 


>>-RLSAXESLIC---INSTANCE(--instance-name--)--------------> 


 


>-----+-----------------------+--------------------------> 


      |                       | 


      '-TYPE(--+-*BASE---+--)-' 


               |-*AXESW3-| 


               |-*AXESTS-| 


               |-*AXESWS-| 


               '-*AXESDE-' 


                                                 (1) 


>-----+-----------------------------+--------------------> 


      |            .-*ALL------.    | 


      '--RELEASE(--+-*INACTIVE-+--)-' 


                   '-*SELECT---' 


Notes: 


(1) All parameters preceding this point can be specified in positional form.  


The Release aXes Licence (RLSAXESLIC) command allows you to release licences for the 
aXes servers. 


In normal circumstances licences are automatically released when the server ends or when a 
client session is ended either by the user or due to it exceeding the session inactive interval. 
Licences should be released even if the server ends abnormally. However, it is possible that 
licences might not be released due to abnormal termination of a server or a client session. 
This command is intended to be used to free up licences that might remain allocated after a 
session or server ends. 


 Warning: To use this command you must have *SECADM special authority. 


Do not precede an entry with an asterisk unless that entry is a "special value" that is shown 
(on the display itself or in the help information) with an asterisk. 


Error messages for RLSAXESLIC 
*ESCAPE Messages 


AXS0008  *SECADM special authority required. 


AXS0022  Incorrect number of parameters received. 


AXS0023  Error calling . 


AXS0032  Error occurred retrieving licence usage information. 


AXS0077  Error occurred retrieving licence handle information. 


AXS0091  Instance  is active. 
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AXS0092  Session  is active for instance . 


AXS0093  Operation not allowed. 


AXS9091  Copyright violation occurred. 


AXS9092  Grace period for demonstration version has been exceeded. 


AXS9093  Copyright violation occurred. 


AXS9898  . 


Instance (INSTANCE) 
Specifies the name of the server instance. Only licences allocated by the specified server 
instance will be released. 


This is a required parameter. 


The possible values are: 


instance-name 


Specify up to ten characters for the instance name. 


Server type (TYPE) 
Specifies the type of the server instance. Only licences allocated by the specified server type 
will be released. 


This is a required parameter. 


The possible values are: 


*BASE 


Licences for the base part of the product will be released. 


*AXESW3 


Licences for the aXes Application Server will be released. 


*AXESTS 


Licences for the aXes Terminal Server will be released. 


*AXESWS 


Licences for the aXes Spool File Server will be released. 


*AXESDE 


Licences for the aXes Data Explorer Server will be released. 


Licence to release (RELEASE) 
Specifies which allocated licences are to be released. 


The possible values are: 


*ALL 


All allocated licences for the specified server instance and type will be released. The 
server instance must not be active. 


*INACTIVE 


This option is not yet implemented. 


*SELECT 


This option is not yet implemented. 
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RMVAXESDE (Remove aXes Data Explorer Server) 
Job: B,I Pgm: B,I REXX: B,I Exec


Threadsafe: No


>>-RMVAXESDE---INSTANCE(--instance-name--)-------------->< 


The Remove aXes Data Explorer Server (RMVAXESDE) command allows you to remove an 
aXes Data Explorer Server instance definition. 


A server instance allows you to associate a name with a configuration file thus making it 
easier to use the corresponding start command. Server instances can also be automatically 
started when the aXes subsystem is started. 


Do not precede an entry with an asterisk unless that entry is a "special value" that is shown 
(on the display itself or in the help information) with an asterisk. 


Error messages for RMVAXESDE 
*ESCAPE Messages 


AXS0022  Incorrect number of parameters received. 


AXS0302  Instance definition not found. 


AXS0308  Instance definition not removed. 


Instance (INSTANCE) 
Specifies the name of the server instance. This value is used to identify the Data Explorer 
jobs. 


This is a required parameter. 
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RMVAXESTS (Remove aXes Terminal Server) 
Job: B,I Pgm: B,I REXX: B,I Exec


Threadsafe: No


>>-RMVAXESTS---INSTANCE(--instance-name--)-------------->< 


The Remove aXes Terminal Server (RMVAXESTS) command allows you to remove an aXes 
Terminal Server instance definition. 


A server instance allows you to associate a name with a configuration file thus making it 
easier to use the corresponding start command. Server instances can also be automatically 
started when the aXes subsystem is started. 


Do not precede an entry with an asterisk unless that entry is a "special value" that is shown 
(on the display itself or in the help information) with an asterisk. 


Error messages for RMVAXESTS 
*ESCAPE Messages 


AXS0022  Incorrect number of parameters received. 


AXS0302  Instance definition not found. 


AXS0308  Instance definition not removed. 


Instance (INSTANCE) 
Specifies the name of the server instance. This value is used to identify the Terminal Server 
jobs. 


This is a required parameter. 
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RMVAXESUSR (Remove aXes User) 
Job: B,I Pgm: B,I REXX: B,I Exec


Threadsafe: No


>>-RMVAXESUSR---USER(--user-name--)----------------------> 


 


>-----DIR(--path-name--)-------------------------------->< 


The Remove aXes User (RMVAXESUSR) command allows you to remove a user from an aXes 
access control list object. 


An access control list (ACL) is an object that contains the names of authorized users and 
encrypted passwords. It is used to control access to a directory path. 


 Warning: To use this command you must have *SECADM special authority. 


Do not precede an entry with an asterisk unless that entry is a "special value" that is shown 
(on the display itself or in the help information) with an asterisk. 


Error messages for RMVAXESUSR 
*ESCAPE Messages 


AXS0005  User not found. 


AXS0007  Not authorized to object. 


AXS0008  *SECADM special authority required. 


AXS0009  Path must be a directory. 


AXS0011  Path must start with a slash. 


AXS0014  Error(s) occurred removing user . 


AXS0016  No such path or directory. 


AXS0017  Access control list is in use. 


AXS0022  Incorrect number of parameters received. 


AXS0023  Error calling . 


AXS0025  Path not allowed. 


AXS0030  Character in name or password not valid. 


AXS0132  Access control list not found. 


User (USER) 
Specifies the name of the user to remove from the access control list. 


This is a required parameter. 


Directory (DIR) 
Specifies the path name of the directory containing the access control list from which this 
user will be removed. The path name must be an absolute path. 


For more information on specifying path names, refer to Chapter 2 of the CL Reference, 
SC41-5722, or the Integrated File System concepts section of the Information Centre. 


This is a required parameter. 
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RMVAXESWS (Remove aXes Spool File Server) 
Job: B,I Pgm: B,I REXX: B,I Exec


Threadsafe: No


>>-RMVAXESWS---INSTANCE(--instance-name--)-------------->< 


The Remove aXes Spool File Server (RMVAXESWS) command allows you to remove an aXes 
Spool File Server instance definition. 


A server instance allows you to associate a name with a configuration file thus making it 
easier to use the corresponding start command. Server instances can also be automatically 
started when the aXes subsystem is started. 


Do not precede an entry with an asterisk unless that entry is a "special value" that is shown 
(on the display itself or in the help information) with an asterisk. 


Error messages for RMVAXESWS 
*ESCAPE Messages 


AXS0022  Incorrect number of parameters received. 


AXS0302  Instance definition not found. 


AXS0308  Instance definition not removed. 


Instance (INSTANCE) 
Specifies the name of the server instance. This value is used to identify the Web Spooler 
jobs. 


This is a required parameter. 
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RMVAXESW3 (Remove aXes Application Server) 
Job: B,I Pgm: B,I REXX: B,I Exec


Threadsafe: No


>>-RMVAXESW3---INSTANCE(--instance-name--)-------------->< 


The Remove aXes Application Server (RMVAXESW3) command allows you to remove an 
aXes Application Server instance definition. 


A server instance allows you to associate a name with a configuration file thus making it 
easier to use the corresponding start command. Server instances can also be automatically 
started when the aXes subsystem is started. 


Do not precede an entry with an asterisk unless that entry is a "special value" that is shown 
(on the display itself or in the help information) with an asterisk. 


Error messages for RMVAXESW3 
*ESCAPE Messages 


AXS0022  Incorrect number of parameters received. 


AXS0302  Instance definition not found. 


AXS0308  Instance definition not removed. 


Instance (INSTANCE) 
Specifies the name of the server instance. This value is used to identify the Application 
Server jobs. 


This is a required parameter. 
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STRAXESDE (Start aXes Data Explorer Server) 
Job: B,I Pgm: B,I REXX: B,I Exec


Threadsafe: No


                                                 (1) 


>>-STRAXESDE---INSTANCE(--instance-name--)---------------> 


 


>-----+------------------------+-------------------------> 


      |       .-*INSTANCE-.    | 


      '-CFG(--+-*NONE-----+--)-' 


              '-path-name-' 


                                                 (2)(3) 


>-----+------------------------------+-------------------> 


      |           .-*INSTANCE-.      | 


      '--SVRDIR(--+-path-name-+--)---' 


 


>-----+-------------------------------------+------------> 


      |             .-*INSTANCE--------.    | 


      '-INTNETADR(--+-*ANY-------------+--)-' 


                    |-internet-address-| 


                    '-host-name--------' 


                                                 (3) 


>-----+---------------------------+----------------------> 


      |        .-*INSTANCE---.    | 


      '-PORT(--+-port-number-+--)-' 


                                                 (2) 


>-----+---------------------------+----------------------> 


      |          .-*INSTANCE-.    | 


      '-SOCKET(--+-path-name-+--)-' 


 


Notes: 


(1) All parameters preceding this point can be specified in positional form. 


(2) Either INTNETADR or SOCKET must be specified. 


(3) If INTNETADR is specified then PORT must be specified.  


The Start aXes Data Explorer Server (STRAXESDE) command allows you to start an instance 
of the aXes Data Explorer Server. The server is started as an external FastCGI server. 


Do not precede an entry with an asterisk unless that entry is a "special value" that is shown 
(on the display itself or in the help information) with an asterisk. 
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Error messages for STRAXESDE 
*ESCAPE Messages 


AXS0007  Not authorised to object. 


AXS0011  Path must start with a slash. 


AXS0015  Path must be a file. 


AXS0016  No such path or directory. 


AXS0022  Incorrect number of parameters received. 


AXS0023  Error calling . 


AXS0025  Path not allowed. 


AXS0051  aXes instance type already started. 


AXS0052  aXes instance type not started. 


AXS0053  Configuration file name or CFG(*NONE) required. 


AXS0071  Internet address required. 


AXS0072  Port number required. 


AXS0073  Unix domain socket required. 


AXS9091  Copyright violation occurred. 


AXS9092  Grace period for demonstration version has been exceeded. 


Instance (INSTANCE) 
Specifies the name of the server instance. This value is used to identify the Data Explorer 
jobs. 


The possible values are: 


AXES 


The aXes-DE instance uses the simple job name AXES. 


instance-name 


Specify up to ten characters for the instance name. The instance name must be 
unique within all Data Explorer instances. 


Configuration file (CFG) 
Specifies the path name of the server configuration file. The path name must be an absolute 
path. 


For more information on specifying path names, refer to Chapter 2 of the CL Reference, 
SC41-5722, or the Integrated File System concepts section of the Information Centre. 


The possible values are: 


*INSTANCE 


The configuration file specified in the instance definition is used. 


*NONE 


No configuration file is used. The server will start using internal default values. 


configuration-path 


Specify the absolute path of the configuration file. 


Server root directory (SVRDIR) 
Specifies the path name of the server root directory. The server root directory is where the 
server will look for files to serve. The path name must be an absolute path. 


For more information on specifying path names, refer to Chapter 2 of the CL Reference, 
SC41-5722, or the Integrated File System concepts section of the Information Centre. 
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The possible values are: 


*INSTANCE 


The root directory specified in the instance definition is used. If no root directory is 
specified in the instance definition, the root directory specified in the configuration file 
is used. If no root directory is specified in the configuration file, the installed root 
directory is used. 


root-directory-path 


Specify the absolute path of the server root directory. 


Internet address to bind (INTNETADR) 
Specifies the internet address of the interface to bind. The address must match the value 
specified on the -host switch of the FastCgiExternalServer directive in the configuration for 
the associated HTTP server. 


The internet address is specified as either a dotted decimal value in the form, 
nnn.nnn.nnn.nnn, where nnn is a decimal number ranging from 0 to 255, or as a host name 
(for example, onramp.lansa.com). 


 Either an Internet address or socket path must be specified. 


The possible values are: 


*INSTANCE 


The internet address specified in the instance definition is used. 


*ANY 


Indicates the server will bind to any IP address recognized by the local system. 


internet-address 


Specify the dotted decimal internet address. An internet address is not valid if it has a 
value of all binary ones or all binary zeros for the network identifier (ID) portion or the 
host ID portion of the address. 


If the dotted decimal address is entered from a command line, the address must be 
enclosed in apostrophes. 


host-name 


A host name must resolve to an internet address. The user can assign names to an 
internet address with the Work with TCP/IP host table entries option on the Configure 
TCP/IP menu (CFGTCP command). Also, a remote name server can be used to map 
system names to internet addresses. You can use the Change TCP/IP domain 
information option on the CFGTCP menu to specify a remote name server. 


Non‐secure port (PORT) 
Specifies the TCP/IP port number that the server will listen on for requests. Port numbers 
less than 1024 are reserved for other TCP/IP applications and should not be used. 


 A port number must be supplied if INTNETADR is specified. 


The possible values are: 


*INSTANCE 


The port specified in the instance definition is used. 


port-number 


Specify any port in the range of 1 to 65534. The HTTP server must be aware of the 
specific port the FastCGI server is listening on otherwise a port that is specified can 
result in the connection being rejected. 
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Unix domain socket path (SOCKET) 
Specifies the path of the Unix domain socket that the server will listen on for requests. The 
path name must be an absolute path.  The path must match the path specified on the -
socket switch of the FastCgiExternalServer directive in the configuration for the associated 
HTTP server. 


 Either an Internet address or socket path must be specified. 


For more information on specifying path names, refer to Chapter 2 of the CL Reference, 
SC41-5722, or the Integrated File System concepts section of the Information Centre. 


The possible values are: 


*INSTANCE 


The socket specified in the instance definition is used. 


socket-path 


Specify the path of the Unix domain socket the HTTP server and FastCGI server will 
use to communicate. Both servers must be active on the same system to use a Unix 
domain socket. 
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STRAXESTS (Start aXes Terminal Server) 
Job: B,I Pgm: B,I REXX: B,I Exec


Threadsafe: No


                                                 (1) 


>>-STRAXESTS---INSTANCE(--instance-name--)---------------> 


 


>-----+------------------------+-------------------------> 


      |       .-*INSTANCE-.    | 


      '-CFG(--+-*NONE-----+--)-' 


              '-path-name-' 


                                                 (2)(3) 


>-----+-------------------------------------+------------> 


      |             .-*INSTANCE--------.    | 


      '-INTNETADR(--+-*ANY-------------+--)-' 


                    |-internet-address-| 


                    '-host-name--------' 


                                                 (3) 


>-----+---------------------------+----------------------> 


      |        .-*INSTANCE---.    | 


      '-PORT(--+-port-number-+--)-' 


                                                 (2) 


>-----+---------------------------+----------------------> 


      |          .-*INSTANCE-.    | 


      '-SOCKET(--+-path-name-+--)-' 


 


>-----+-------------------------+----------------------->< 


      |            .-*CFG--.    | 


      '-COMPRESS(--+-*YES--+--)-' 


                   '-*NO---' 


Notes: 


(1) All parameters preceding this point can be specified in positional form. 


(2) Either INTNETADR or SOCKET must be specified. 


(3) If INTNETADR is specified then PORT must be specified.  


The Start aXes Terminal Server (STRAXESTS) command allows you to start an instance of 
the aXes Terminal Server. The server is started as an external FastCGI server. 


Do not precede an entry with an asterisk unless that entry is a "special value" that is shown 
(on the display itself or in the help information) with an asterisk. 
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Error messages for STRAXESTS 
*ESCAPE Messages 


AXS0007  Not authorised to object. 


AXS0011  Path must start with a slash. 


AXS0015  Path must be a file. 


AXS0016  No such path or directory. 


AXS0022  Incorrect number of parameters received. 


AXS0023  Error calling . 


AXS0051  aXes instance type already started. 


AXS0052  aXes instance type not started. 


AXS0053  Configuration file name or CFG(*NONE) required. 


AXS0071  Internet address required. 


AXS0072  Port number required. 


AXS0073  Unix domain socket required. 


AXS9091  Copyright violation occurred. 


AXS9092  Grace period for demonstration version has been exceeded. 


Instance (INSTANCE) 
Specifies the name of the server instance. This value is used to identify the Terminal Server 
jobs. 


The possible values are: 


AXES 


The aXes Terminal Server instance uses the simple job name AXES. 


instance-name 


Specify up to ten characters for the instance name. The instance name must be 
unique within all Terminal Server instances. 


Configuration file (CFG) 
Specifies the path name of the server configuration file. The path name must be an absolute 
path. 


For more information on specifying path names, refer to Chapter 2 of the CL Reference, 
SC41-5722, or the Integrated File System concepts section of the Information Centre. 


The possible values are: 


*INSTANCE 


The configuration file specified in the instance definition is used. 


*NONE 


No configuration file is used. The server will start using internal default values. 


configuration-path 


Specify the absolute path of the configuration file. 


Internet address to bind (INTNETADR) 
Specifies the internet address of the interface to bind. The address must match the value 
specified on the -host switch of the FastCgiExternalServer directive in the configuration for 
the associated HTTP server. 
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The internet address is specified as either a dotted decimal value in the form, 
nnn.nnn.nnn.nnn, where nnn is a decimal number ranging from 0 to 255, or as a host name 
(for example, onramp.lansa.com). 


 Either an Internet address or socket path must be specified. 


The possible values are: 


*INSTANCE 


The internet address specified in the instance definition is used. 


*ANY 


Indicates the server will bind to any IP address recognized by the local system. 


internet-address 


Specify the dotted decimal internet address. An internet address is not valid if it has a 
value of all binary ones or all binary zeros for the network identifier (ID) portion or the 
host ID portion of the address. 


If the dotted decimal address is entered from a command line, the address must be 
enclosed in apostrophes. 


host-name 


A host name must resolve to an internet address. The user can assign names to an 
internet address with the Work with TCP/IP host table entries option on the Configure 
TCP/IP menu (CFGTCP command). Also, a remote name server can be used to map 
system names to internet addresses. You can use the Change TCP/IP domain 
information option on the CFGTCP menu to specify a remote name server. 


Non‐secure port (PORT) 
Specifies the TCP/IP port number that the server will listen on for requests. Port numbers 
less than 1024 are reserved for other TCP/IP applications and should not be used. 


 A port number must be supplied if INTNETADR is specified. 


The possible values are: 


*INSTANCE 


The port specified in the instance definition is used. 


port-number 


Specify any port in the range of 1 to 65534. The HTTP server must be aware of the 
specific port the Terminal Server is listening on otherwise a port that is specified can 
result in the connection being rejected. 


Unix domain socket path (SOCKET) 
Specifies the path of the Unix domain socket that the server will listen on for requests. The 
path name must be an absolute path. The path must match the path specified on the –
socket switch of the FastCgiExternalServer directive in the configuration for the associated 
HTTP server. 


 Either an Internet address or socket path must be specified. 


For more information on specifying path names, refer to Chapter 2 of the CL Reference, 
SC41-5722, or the Integrated File System concepts section of the Information Centre. 


The possible values are: 


*INSTANCE 


The socket specified in the instance definition is used. 


socket-path 
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Specify the path of the Unix domain socket the HTTP server and FastCGI server will 
use to communicate. Both servers must be active on the same system to use a Unix 
domain socket. 


Compression (COMPRESS) 
Specifies whether the server compresses the data stream before sending it to a connected 
client. 


This parameter overrides the 'Compress=' keyword in the configuration file. 


The possible values are: 


*CFG 


The compression value specified in the configuration file is used. 


*YES 


The server compresses all data sent to the client. 


*NO 


The server does not compress transmitted data. 
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STRAXESWS (Start Axes Spool File Server) 
Job: B,I Pgm: B,I REXX: B,I Exec


Threadsafe: No


                                                 (1) 


>>-STRAXESWS---INSTANCE(--instance-name--)---------------> 


 


>-----+------------------------+-------------------------> 


      |       .-*INSTANCE-.    | 


      '-CFG(--+-*NONE-----+--)-' 


              '-path-name-' 


                                                 (2)(3) 


>-----+------------------------------+-------------------> 


      |           .-*INSTANCE-.      | 


      '--SVRDIR(--+-path-name-+--)---' 


 


>-----+-------------------------------------+------------> 


      |             .-*INSTANCE--------.    | 


      '-INTNETADR(--+-*ANY-------------+--)-' 


                    |-internet-address-| 


                    '-host-name--------' 


                                                 (3) 


>-----+---------------------------+----------------------> 


      |        .-*INSTANCE---.    | 


      '-PORT(--+-port-number-+--)-' 


                                                 (2) 


>-----+---------------------------+----------------------> 


      |          .-*INSTANCE-.    | 


      '-SOCKET(--+-path-name-+--)-' 


 


Notes: 


(1) All parameters preceding this point can be specified in positional form. 


(2) Either INTNETADR or SOCKET must be specified. 


(3) If INTNETADR is specified then PORT must be specified.  


The Start aXes Spool File Server (STRAXESWS) command allows you to start an instance of 
the aXes Spool File Server. The server is started as an external FastCGI server. 


Do not precede an entry with an asterisk unless that entry is a "special value" that is shown 
(on the display itself or in the help information) with an asterisk. 
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Error messages for STRAXESWS 
*ESCAPE Messages 


AXS0007  Not authorised to object. 


AXS0011  Path must start with a slash. 


AXS0015  Path must be a file. 


AXS0016  No such path or directory. 


AXS0022  Incorrect number of parameters received. 


AXS0023  Error calling . 


AXS0025  Path not allowed. 


AXS0051  aXes instance type already started. 


AXS0052  aXes instance type not started. 


AXS0053  Configuration file name or CFG(*NONE) required. 


AXS0071  Internet address required. 


AXS0072  Port number required. 


AXS0073  Unix domain socket required. 


AXS9091  Copyright violation occurred. 


AXS9092  Grace period for demonstration version has been exceeded. 


Instance (INSTANCE) 
Specifies the name of the server instance. This value is used to identify the Web Spooler 
jobs. 


The possible values are: 


AXES 


The aXes Spool File Server instance uses the simple job name AXES. 


instance-name 


Specify up to ten characters for the instance name. The instance name must be 
unique within all Data Explorer instances. 


Configuration file (CFG) 
Specifies the path name of the server configuration file. The path name must be an absolute path. 


For more information on specifying path names, refer to Chapter 2 of the CL Reference, SC41-5722, 
or the Integrated File System concepts section of the Information Centre. 


The possible values are: 


*INSTANCE 


The configuration file specified in the instance definition is used. 


*NONE 


No configuration file is used. The server will start using internal default values. 


configuration-path 


Specify the absolute path of the configuration file. 


Server root directory (SVRDIR) 
Specifies the path name of the server root directory. The server root directory is where the server will 
look for files to serve. The path name must be an absolute path. 


For more information on specifying path names, refer to Chapter 2 of the CL Reference, SC41-5722, 
or the Integrated File System concepts section of the Information Centre. 


The possible values are: 
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*INSTANCE 


The root directory specified in the instance definition is used. If no root directory is 
specified in the instance definition, the root directory specified in the configuration file 
is used. If no root directory is specified in the configuration file, the installed root 
directory is used. 


root-directory-path 


Specify the absolute path of the server root directory. 


Internet address to bind (INTNETADR) 
Specifies the internet address of the interface to bind. The address must match the value 
specified on the -host switch of the FastCgiExternalServer directive in the configuration for 
the associated HTTP server. 


The internet address is specified as either a dotted decimal value in the form, 
nnn.nnn.nnn.nnn, where nnn is a decimal number ranging from 0 to 255, or as a host name 
(for example, onramp.lansa.com). 


 Either an Internet address or socket path must be specified. 


The possible values are: 


*INSTANCE 


The internet address specified in the instance definition is used. 


*ANY 


Indicates the server will bind to any IP address recognized by the local system. 


internet-address 


Specify the dotted decimal internet address. An internet address is not valid if it has a 
value of all binary ones or all binary zeros for the network identifier (ID) portion or the 
host ID portion of the address. 


If the dotted decimal address is entered from a command line, the address must be 
enclosed in apostrophes. 


host-name 


A host name must resolve to an internet address. The user can assign names to an 
internet address with the Work with TCP/IP host table entries option on the Configure 
TCP/IP menu (CFGTCP command). Also, a remote name server can be used to map 
system names to internet addresses. You can use the Change TCP/IP domain 
information option on the CFGTCP menu to specify a remote name server. 


Non‐secure port (PORT) 
Specifies the TCP/IP port number that the server will listen on for requests. Port numbers 
less than 1024 are reserved for other TCP/IP applications and should not be used. 


 A port number must be supplied if INTNETADR is specified. 


The possible values are: 


*INSTANCE 


The port specified in the instance definition is used. 


port-number 


Specify any port in the range of 1 to 65534. The HTTP server must be aware of the 
specific port the FastCGI server is listening on otherwise a port that is specified can 
result in the connection being rejected. 


Unix domain socket path (SOCKET) 
Specifies the path of the Unix domain socket that the server will listen on for requests. The 
path name must be an absolute path.  The path must match the path specified on the -
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socket switch of the FastCgiExternalServer directive in the configuration for the associated 
HTTP server. 


 Either an Internet address or socket path must be specified. 


For more information on specifying path names, refer to Chapter 2 of the CL Reference, 
SC41-5722, or the Integrated File System concepts section of the Information Centre. 


The possible values are: 


*INSTANCE 


The socket specified in the instance definition is used. 


socket-path 


Specify the path of the Unix domain socket the HTTP server and FastCGI server will 
use to communicate. Both servers must be active on the same system to use a Unix 
domain socket. 
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STRAXESW3 (Start aXes Application Server) 
Job: B,I Pgm: B,I REXX: B,I Exec


Threadsafe: No


                                             (1) 


>>-STRAXESW3---INSTANCE(--instance-name--)---------------> 


 


>-----+------------------------+-------------------------> 


      |       .-*INSTANCE-.    | 


      '-CFG(--+-path-name-+--)-' 


 


>-----+---------------------------+----------------------> 


      |          .-*INSTANCE-.    | 


      '-SVRDIR(--+-path-name-+--)-' 


 


>-----+---------------------------+----------------------> 


      |          .-*INSTANCE-.    | 


      '-LOGDIR(--+-path-name-+--)-' 


 


>-----+-------------------------------------+------------> 


      |             .-*INSTANCE--------.    | 


      '-INTNETADR(--+-*ANY-------------+--)-' 


                    |-internet-address-| 


                    '-host-name--------' 


 


>-----+---------------------------+----------------------> 


      |        .-*INSTANCE---.    | 


      '-PORT(--+-port-number-+--)-' 


 


>-----+------------------------------+-------------------> 


      |           .-*INSTANCE---.    | 


      '-SSLPORT(--+-port-number-+--)-' 


 


>-----+------------------------+------------------------>< 


      |            .-*CFG-.    | 


      '-COMPRESS(--+-*YES-+--)-' 


                   '-*NO--' 


Notes: 


(1) All parameters preceding this point can be specified in positional form.  
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Job: B,I Pgm: B,I REXX: B,I Exec


Threadsafe: No


                                             (1) 


>>-STRAXESW3---INSTANCE(--instance-name--)---------------> 


 


>-----+------------------------+-------------------------> 


      |       .-*INSTANCE-.    | 


      +-CFG(--+-path-name-+--)-+ 


 


>-----+---------------------------+----------------------> 


      |          .-*INSTANCE-.    | 


      +-SVRDIR(--+-path-name-+--)-+ 


 


>-----+---------------------------+----------------------> 


      |          .-*INSTANCE-.    | 


      +-LOGDIR(--+-path-name-+--)-+ 


 


>-----+-------------------------------------+------------> 


      |             .-*INSTANCE--------.    | 


      +-INTNETADR(--+-internet-address-+--)-+ 


                    '-host-name--------' 


 


>-----+---------------------------+----------------------> 


      |        .-*INSTANCE---.    | 


      +-PORT(--+-port-number-+--)-+ 


 


>-----+------------------------------+-------------------> 


      |           .-*INSTANCE---.    | 


      +-SSLPORT(--+-port-number-+--)-+ 


 


>-----+------------------------+------------------------>< 


      |            .-*CFG-.    | 


      +-COMPRESS(--+-*YES-+--)-+ 


                   '-*NO--' 


Notes: 


(1) All parameters preceding this point can be specified in positional form.  


The Start aXes Application Server (STRAXESW3) command allows you to start an instance of 
the aXes application server. The aXes application server handles the interaction with the 
client browser. 


Do not precede an entry with an asterisk unless that entry is a "special value" that is shown 
(on the display itself or in the help information) with an asterisk. 
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Error messages for STRAXESW3 
*ESCAPE Messages 


AXS0007  Not authorized to object. 


AXS0009  Path must be a directory. 


AXS0011  Path must start with a slash. 


AXS0015  Path must be a file. 


AXS0016  No such path or directory. 


AXS0022  Incorrect number of parameters received. 


AXS0023  Error calling . 


AXS0025  Path not allowed. 


AXS0051  aXes instance type already started. 


AXS0052  aXes instance type not started. 


AXS9091  Copyright violation occurred. 


AXS9092  Grace period for demonstration version has been exceeded. 


Instance (INSTANCE) 
Specifies the name of the server instance. This value is used to identify the Application 
Server jobs. 


The possible values are: 


AXES 


The aXesW3 instance uses the simple job name AXES. 


instance-name 


Specify up to ten characters for the instance name. The instance name must be 
unique within all Application Server instances. 


Configuration file (CFG) 
Specifies the path name of the server configuration file. The path name must be an absolute 
path. 


For more information on specifying path names, refer to Chapter 2 of the CL Reference, 
SC41-5722, or the Integrated File System concepts section of the Information Centre. 


The possible values are: 


*INSTANCE 


The configuration file specified in the instance definition is used. 


*NONE 


No configuration file is used. The server will start using internal default values. 


configuration-path 


Specify the absolute path of the configuration file. 


Server root directory (SVRDIR) 
Specifies the path name of the server root directory. The server root directory is where the 
server will look for files to serve. The path name must be an absolute path. 


For more information on specifying path names, refer to Chapter 2 of the CL Reference, 
SC41-5722, or the Integrated File System concepts section of the Information Centre. 


This parameter overrides the 'Dir=' keyword in the configuration file. 
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The possible values are: 


*INSTANCE 


The root directory specified in the instance definition is used. 


 If no root directory is specified in the instance definition, the value specified in 
the configuration file is used. If no root directory is specified in the configuration 
file, the installed root directory is used. 


*CFG 


The root directory specified in the configuration file is used. 


 If no root directory is specified in the configuration file, the installed root 
directory is used. 


root-directory-path 


Specify the absolute path of the server root directory. 


Log directory (LOGDIR) 
Specifies the path name of the server log directory. The server log directory is where the 
server will create the logging files. The path name must be an absolute path. 


For more information on specifying path names, refer to Chapter 2 of the CL Reference, 
SC41-5722, or the Integrated File System concepts section of the Information Centre. 


This parameter overrides the 'LogPath=' keyword in the configuration file. 


The possible values are: 


*INSTANCE 


The log directory specified in the instance definition is used. 


*CFG 


The log directory specified in the configuration file is used. 


log-directory-path 


Specify the absolute path of the log directory. 


Internet address to bind (INTNETADR) 
Specifies the internet address of the interface to bind. The internet address is specified as 
either a dotted decimal value in the form, nnn.nnn.nnn.nnn, where nnn is a decimal number 
ranging from 0 to 255, or as a host name (for example, onramp.lansa.com). 


This parameter overrides the 'Host=' keyword in the configuration file. 


The possible values are: 


*INSTANCE 


The internet address specified in the instance definition is used. 


*ANY 


Indicates the server will bind to any IP address recognized by the local system. 
*CFG 


The internet address specified in the configuration file is used. 


internet-address 


Specify the dotted decimal internet address. An internet address is not valid if it has a 
value of all binary ones or all binary zeros for the network identifier (ID) portion or the 
host ID portion of the address. 


If the dotted decimal address is entered from a command line, the address must be 
enclosed in apostrophes. 
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host-name 


A host name must resolve to an internet address. The user can assign names to an 
internet address with the Work with TCP/IP host table entries option on the Configure 
TCP/IP menu (CFGTCP command). Also, a remote name server can be used to map 
system names to internet addresses. You can use the Change TCP/IP domain 
information option on the CFGTCP menu to specify a remote name server. 


Non‐secure port (PORT) 
Specifies the TCP/IP port number that the server will listen on for non-secure requests. Non-
secure requests use the Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP). The standard port number for 
HTTP requests is 80. Other port numbers less than 1024 are reserved for other TCP/IP 
applications and should not be used. Port numbers 8080 and 8008 are commonly used for 
proxy servers. 


 When a port other than 80 is used, the client is required to include a specific port 
number when sending requests to the server. 


This parameter overrides the 'Port=' keyword in the configuration file. 


The possible values are: 


*INSTANCE 


The non-secure port specified in the instance definition is used. 
*CFG 


The non-secure port specified in the configuration file is used. 


port-number 


Specify any port in the range of 1 to 65534. The client must be aware of the specific 
port the server is listening on otherwise a port that is specified can result in the 
connection being rejected. 


Secure port (SSLPORT) 
Specifies the TCP/IP port number that the server will listen on for secure requests. Secure 
requests are commonly known as Secure Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTPS) and use 
SSL1, SSL2, or TLS to encrypt data. The standard port number for HTTPS requests is 443 
but the aXes W3 server does not have a default secure port value. Other port numbers less 
than 1024 are reserved for other TCP/IP applications and should not be used. 


A secure port number must be specified here or in the configuration file to enable HTTPS. 
The 'SSLAppID=' keyword must also be specified in the configuration file. 


 When a port other than 443 is used, the client is required to include a specific port 
number when sending requests to the server. 


This parameter overrides the 'SSLPort=' keyword in the configuration file. 


The possible values are: 


*INSTANCE 


The secure port specified in the instance definition is used. 
*CFG 


The secure port specified in the configuration file is used. 


port-number 


Specify any port in the range of 1 to 65534. The client must be aware of the specific 
port the server is listening on otherwise a port that is specified can result in the 
connection being rejected. 
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Compression (COMPRESS) 
Specifies whether the server compresses the data stream before sending it to a connected 
client. 


This parameter overrides the 'Compress=' keyword in the configuration file. 


The possible values are: 


*CFG 


The compression value specified in the configuration file is used. 


*YES 


The server compresses all data sent to the client. 


*NO 


The server does not compress transmitted data. 
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WRKAXESSVR (Work with aXes Servers) 
Job: I Pgm: I REXX: I Exec


Threadsafe: No


>>-WRKAXESSVR------------------------------------------------->< 


The Work with aXes Servers (WRKAXESSVR) command allows you to display and work with 
a list of aXes servers. You can add, change, display, remove, start, and end servers. 


Do not precede an entry with an asterisk unless that entry is a "special value" that is shown 
(on the display itself or in the help information) with an asterisk. 


Error messages for WRKAXESSVR 
*ESCAPE Messages 


AXS0022  Incorrect number of parameters received. 
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WRKAXESUSR (Work with aXes Users) 
Job: I Pgm: I REXX: I Exec


Threadsafe: No


>>-WRKAXESUSR---DIR(--path-name--)---------------------------->< 


The Work with aXes Users (WRKAXESUSR) command allows you to display and work with a 
list of users defined in an aXes access control list. You can add, change, and remove users. 


 Warning: To use this command you must have *SECADM special authority. 


Do not precede an entry with an asterisk unless that entry is a "special value" that is shown 
(on the display itself or in the help information) with an asterisk. 


Error messages for WRKAXESUSR 
*ESCAPE Messages 


AXS0007  Not authorized to object. 


AXS0008  *SECADM special authority required. 


AXS0009  Path must be a directory. 


AXS0011  Path must start with a slash. 


AXS0016  No such path or directory. 


AXS0017  Access control list is in use. 


AXS0022  Incorrect number of parameters received. 


AXS0023  Error calling . 


AXS0025  Path not allowed. 


AXS0132  Access control list not found. 


Directory (DIR) 
Specifies the path name of the directory containing the access control list to work with. The 
path name must be an absolute path. 


For more information on specifying path names, refer to Chapter 2 of the CL Reference, 
SC41-5722, or the Integrated File System concepts section of the Information Centre. 


This is a required parameter. 
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What’s new in aXes Version 3.1.0 
 


Enhancements New features, new eXtensions, updated developer tools, 
browser support and utilities. 


Hotfixes All consolidated hotfixes since the general availability of aXes 
version 2.1.1 


IBM Server Requires IBM V5R4M0 or higher. 


Licensing You must request and install a new aXes Licence Code for 
aXes Version 3.1.0 to operate correctly. 


Enhancements 


New Features 
New Features 


aXes Framework 


aXes Terminal Server transforms 5250 screens into pages in a browser using HTML, 
CSS and JavaScript.  


The new aXes Framework allows developers to add HTML panels around those pages 
created by aXes Terminal Server. The aXes Framework encapsulates aXes Terminal 
Server session pages and provides optional HTML panels, including header, left, right 
and footer panels.  


The framework tools include a design wizard, HTML templates and CSS definitions to 
style the HTML pages. 


The aXes Framework Wizard allows developers to design a framework's layout, styling 
and navigation. Developers choose the panels they require for a layout, select a 
theme, add optional navigation items and save the framework definition. They use the 
wizard to publish the framework definition as a working framework by generating the 
HTML, CSS, and JavaScript that will operate the framework. 
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New Features 


aXes Mobile App 


aXes‐Mobile provides modernization and mobilization capabilities for the enhancing 
the display of IBM i 5250 screens on mobile devices.  


All the functions and features of aXes that are available for refacing and modernising 
5250‐based applications via the browser at the desktop are available with aXes 
Mobile. 


aXes‐Mobile adds the following capability to aXes : 


 Enhanced Function Key and Enter Key handling. Remember that mobile 
devices do not have function keys like 5250 devices or PCs do.  


 Automated configuration from URLs received via QR code, SMS or email.   


 Photo, video capture, voice and annotation. Images, videos and voice can be 
captured.  Traditional text can be replaced.  Examples are : issue or damage 
reporting, asset management, HR, OH&S, site or product inspections. Users 
can annotate images to increase understanding.   


 Camera Based Bar Code Scanning to speed up access to information. 


 Email, SMS, Phone and Voice integration with existing 5250 applications. 


 Copy to Clipboard and ‘Intelligently’ format and post data to the mobile device 
user’s clipboard. For example formatted  product details on a 5250‐screen can 
be posted as a response to a customer’s email inquiry. 


 Read and write data to the mobile device’s local file system. For example : 
download the daily schedule for a sales rep as a PDF for later offline access.  


The aXes‐Mobile app is downloadable from the App Stores.  After the configuration 
step to integrate the app with the appropriate IBM i server, starting the app initiates 
an aXes Terminal Session running the designated 5250‐based application. User 
interaction with the application occurs via the mobile device with access to all 
available device‐side capabilities (e.g. voice, video, barcoding, etc).  
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New eXtensions 
New eXtensions 


axFunctionKeyPanel 


A typical 5250 screen shows function keys in two rows at the bottom of the screen. By 
default, aXes emulates the screen by displaying function keys as buttons in the same 
place. The aXes Function Keys Panel is a separate HTML panel that sits adjacent to a 
terminal server panel and contains the function keys displayed as buttons. The Enter 
key button is always available and the screen in the terminal server panel determines 
the other function keys available in the function keys panel. Developers can configure 
the function keys panel to include specific function keys, even though the function 
keys are not part of a screen displayed in the terminal server panel. The terminal 
server panel includes no function keys when the function keys panel is active. 


axJQueryTheme 


axJQueryTheme allows developers to change existing jQuery themes in TS2 using 
JQuery theme options available from jQuery website. 


 


Developer tools 
Developer Tools Enhancements 


Support for IE 11  


TS2 developer tools now include alignment options for multiple selected elements. 


The alignment options are backward compatible to TS1 developer tools. 


 


Browser support 
Browser Enhancements 


aXes-TS2, DE2 and WS2 now support Microsoft Internet Explorer version 11. 


 


Utilities 
Enhancements to aXes Utilities 


Backup and restore features allow automated creation of backup save (savf) files and 
download for safe keeping. 


Consolidated Hotfixes 
Since aXes version 2.2.0 a number of new features and corrections have been issued as 
hotfixes. These hotfixes have been consolidated into aXes version 3.1.0. 


 


Description 
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Description 


Mobile.html is used to access aXes on mobile devices but didn't work on some devices. This 
has been fixed. 


Using a TS2 session with no customization and clicking a menu item, the clicked menu 
number was incorrectly put into more than 1 input field. This has been fixed. 


Using QuickPick menus, on some browser versions, when you move over an image, the 
axQuickpick menu appeared displaced from the image, instead of next to the image or just 
under the image. This has been fixed. 


After successfully using the utility to Save a project, when you try to restore this project, 
even though you get a successful restore message, the restore can fail and the saved 
project isn't restored. This has been fixed. 


Enhancement for aXes to allow passwords greater than 10 characters to be accessed by the 
TS login without the status bar producing the message "Too many characters entered. Must 
be no more than (10)”. This has been fixed. 


When customizing a screen and selecting all objects by dragging from the top left to the 
bottom right screen, the mouse cursor was not in line with the selection window. As a result 
this prevented all elements from being selected. This has been fixed. 


In TS2, the default field height in V2.20 was different to previous versions. This has been 
fixed. 


With the 'limitedcursorsupport ' property set to True, the cursor was being positioned 
incorrectly when selecting items using the cursor. This has been fixed. 


After opening a browser and creating a framework definition in the aXes Framework 
Wizard, it wasn't possible to add a navigation item with a TS2 session URL from another 
domain, publish the framework definition and click the link. This has been fixed. 


Unchecking the autoGUI option 'Replace option number with image' caused the selected 
option number to remain on the command line of the next screen. This has been fixed. 


Fixed an issue where the value of a checkbox is lost when using the checkbox extension in 
a subfile and you scroll down the list using a scroll bar. 


When using IE9, after making a selection by checking a radio button and pressing Enter, 
the radio button became 'unchecked'. This behavior only occurred using TS2 in IE9. This 
has been fixed. 


With the aXes property "Replace option number with image" unticked, clicking on a 
numbered row in a subfile with a DDS scroll bar wasn't passing the row number to any 
fields handling the option selected. This has been fixed. 


The VLF .Net Exit button was not reliably ending RAMP 5250 sessions when the user exits 
the VLF.Net using the Exit button. 5250 sessions started in RAMP during the VLF.Net login 
process are remaining orphaned and are retaining their record locks. This has been fixed. 


Connecting to RPG programs using aXes-Robot would fail because of an incorrect version of 
a file. This has been fixed. 


Attempting to change the appearance of a subfile using the Subfile Enhancer extension 
wasn't fully functional, as some Subfile Enhancer properties could not be changed from the 
default. This has been fixed. 


Tables data did not display in TS2 in eXtensions Tutorial 6 - Dynamic Tables. This has been 
fixed. 


Using IE8 or IE9, WS2 & DE2 could not be started from the menu bar in TS2. This has been 
fixed. 
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Description 


Function key panel features a new extension and autoGUI options. 


 


Supported Platforms 
The Supported Platforms section of the aXes Website (http://www.axeslive.com/support) 
includes details about the IBM i servers, operating system versions and browsers you can 
use with aXes. 
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Welcome to aXes 
This document describes aXes and explains how to use the product. For the latest 
information about aXes and support, refer to the aXes web site (axeslive.com). 


Road Map 
Use the following table to find information that will help you understand concepts, how to 
use aXes, and manage users, servers and security. 


If you want to … Refer to … 


Understand licensing Section 1. aXes Licensing 


Manage security Section 2. Managing aXes Security 


Manage users Section 3. Managing aXes Users 


Learn about authorities Section 4. Authorities and Permissions 


Understand FastCGI Section 5. Understanding FastCGI 


Manage servers Section 6. Managing aXes Servers 


Learn about recovery Section 7. Backup and Recovery 


Topics available in other guides are: 


If you want to … Refer to … 


Apply maintenance to aXes aXes Product Suite Installation Guide 


Configure aXes Application Server aXes Reference 


Configure Data Explorer Server aXes Reference 


Configure Spool File Server aXes Reference 


Configure Terminal Server aXes Reference 


Create keyboard maps aXes Reference 


Install aXes aXes Product Suite Installation Guide 


Learn about scenarios aXes Reference 


Learn about system requirements aXes Product Suite Installation Guide 


Remove aXes aXes Product Suite Installation Guide 


Set up Secure Sockets Layer aXes Reference 


Solve problems aXes Reference 


Tune aXes Application Server aXes Reference 


Tune Terminal Server aXes Reference 


Understand aXes commands aXes Reference 
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For detailed information about using aXes, including installation, configuration and command 
syntax diagrams, see the aXes Product Suite Installation and aXes Reference guides. 


About aXes 
aXes comprises an application server, a terminal server, a spool file server, a data explorer 
server, and a set of tools that allow you to access existing IBM i (System i, iSeries and 
AS/400) 5250 applications via a TCP/IP network using a web browser. 


The terminal server components are called aXes-TS and aXes-TS2 


The spool file server components are called aXes-WS and aXes-WS2 


The data explorer server components are called aXes-DE and aXes-DE2 


The application server component is called aXes-W3. 


aXes-TS2, aXes-WS2 and aXes-DE2 are enhanced versions of aXes-TS, aXes-WS and aXes-
DE. 


Multiple instances of each server can be active at the same time. CL commands are provided 
to start, stop and manage these servers. 


aXes Terminal Server 
aXes Terminal Server provides access to IBM i terminal sessions from a web server. It offers 
all of the advanced features found in desktop-based solutions within a browser-based 
interface. aXes Terminal Server reduces your total cost of ownership (TOC), for accessing 
terminal sessions, by exploiting the infrastructure of the Web and Internet-based protocols. 
aXes Terminal Server provides unprecedented control over server connectivity combined 
with centralized configuration, licence management, and security. 


The aXes Terminal Server is an advanced solution that provides access to enterprise 
applications via an industry standard Web browser interface in XML format over the Web or 
company intranet. Using a browser, users simply access an URL — eliminating the need to 
install software and user configurations on the individual desktops. Users access their 
server-based applications in a variety of styles, with a click of the mouse via their web 
browser. The aXes Terminal Server uses open standards to ensure access between a 
browser and applications running on a server is managed quickly, efficiently, and securely, 
resulting in lower network traffic than native terminal protocols. You get reduced 
telecommunication, administration, and client management costs with decreased 
complexity. 


Terminal sessions created by the aXes Terminal Server can optionally access the full batch 
CPW capacity of your server. These terminal sessions have the appearance and behaviour of 
normal interactive jobs but they are not counted as interactive jobs by the interactive CPW 
monitor. Terminal sessions created by the aXes Terminal Server are independent of terminal 
sessions created by other mechanisms such as Telnet. Telnet and other emulator sessions 
continue to be counted against available interactive CPW. 


The ability to access the full batch CPW is enabled by the aXes Intersession configuration 
directive. See the Terminal Server configuration section in the aXes Reference for a detailed 
explanation of the syntax. 


aXes Spool File Server 
aXes Spool File Server provides convenient, high speed access to IBM i output queues and 
spooled file data using the HTTP protocol. It allows you to manage output queues and 
spooled files using your browser. 


Spooled content can be displayed in a variety of user selectable and defined formats: 


Deliver spooled content in a variety of formats via your browser 


Spooled files can be manipulated with commands run directly from the 
browser 
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Spool file output can be integrated with desktop applications (including 
email and Microsoft Excel) 


Management functions are provided for output queues and spooled 
content 


Server-side script can be tailored (e.g. allow for page range selection of 
print, insert corresponding pictures based on product codes etc.) 


Print-ready documents are delivered automatically in the following formats: 


HTML Format spooled data into customisable web-ready documents 


PDF Deliver print-ready PDF files 


Text Very fast access for large spooled files 


XML Publish spooled data using XSL transformations for speed and 
flexibility 


aXes Spool File Server requires no client configuration and deployment. 


aXes Spool File Server integrates with aXes Terminal Server when the user has an 
established a terminal session with a server. Conversion of spooled data to XML, combined 
with event driven dispatching provides a very fast and effective e-business delivery 
mechanism. 


aXes Data Explorer Server 
aXes Data Explorer is supplied as an additional feature of aXes Application Server. It 
provides convenient, high-speed access to DB2/400 and other databases using the HTTP 
protocol and a web browser. 


Access databases from a browser: 


Easy to use, you can create your first data query in minutes 


Create distributed SQL database queries for any accessible data source 


Support any browser for query definition and web publication 


Query output can be easily integrated with desktop business applications 
such as Word, Excel etc. 


Launch saved queries from any web page with a standard URL reference. 


Zero-client configuration and deployment, server side script can be 
tailored.  


SQL knowledge and client side configuration are not required. 


Improve data accessibility from a browser. 


Web ready database content is delivered for a wide variety of everyday business uses: 


Data transfer Query results can be saved or printed locally on your 
PC or anywhere in a network 


Web publication Deliver real-time, web-ready query results when and 
where they are needed. 


Desktop 
integration 


Query results can be integrated with desktop 
applications like Microsoft Excel. 
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aXes Data Explorer Server requires no client configuration and deployment. 


aXes Application Server 
aXes Application Server is a fast and secure HTTP Server for the IBM i with integrated 
website acceleration technology. Its features include: 


Logging 


SSL support 


Authentication 


HTTP 1.1 support 


Multiple instances 


Embedded scripting 


Embedded database support 


Simple installation and configuration 


A light foot print; small memory utilization and low CPU consumption 


The aXes Application Server also provides tools for workload and user management. 
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Section 1  aXes Licensing 
This section explains the different licensing methods used by aXes and helps you resolve 
problems related to licensing. 


Processor and Session Licenses 
aXes is licensed by processor or session. Some components are available only with 
processor licensing while others are available in your choice of processor or session 
licensing. 


See the installation planning section in the aXes Product Suite Installation Guide for a list of 
components and the available licensing options. 


Processor usage and session usage is counted across Logical Partitions. This means you 
must purchase enough processor licences and session licences to cover your total usage 
requirements. You may install aXes into multiple partitions as long as the total usage does 
not exceed the licensed usage you have purchased. 


aXes is a licensed program product. It will function without a license key for a trial period 
(for example 30 days) from the date of first use. The trial period is intended only for 
evaluation purposes. The product will cease to operate after the trial period expires without 
an installed licence key for each component. 


License Expiry and Renewal 
The aXes licence term is by version and release (i.e., VxRy). You will need a new licence key 
if the term of the licence changes. For example, aXes versions 120 to 123 will operate on 
the same licence keys because the licence term is V1R2. However, aXes version 130 
requires a new licence key because the licence term is V1R3. Note that the VxRy values 
refer to aXes Version and Release and are not related to the operating system version and 
release values. 


You will also require a new licence key if you need to run more sessions than you have 
purchased or if you need to run aXes on additional processors. 


Each aXes server will send a message warning of impending licence expiry. This is a 
severity-30 message and is sent to the QSYSOPR message queue. The default is for the 
message to be sent 45 days prior to the expiry date. The message is sent once every day 
until a new licence key is installed. Customers are expected to obtain a replacement licence 
key within this period. 


In addition, the licence manager (part of IBM i) sends messages when the licensed usage 
limit has been exceeded. A 30-day grace period exists in which the system will allow the 
usage limit to be exceeded by up to 50%. Messages will be sent during the grace period for 
each usage that exceeds the limit. The grace period starts from the first excess usage. The 
aXes servers will not stop after the grace period has expired but they will not allow excess 
users to obtain a session. A customer is expected to either reduce usage to within the 
licensed limits, or purchase additional licenses to cover the additional usage within the grace 
period. 


LANSA will not be responsible for a customer who experiences production issues as a result 
of failing to obtain an appropriate licence key within the notification period. 


The operating system allows licence usage to be tracked using the Work with Licence 
Information (WRKLICINF) command. This command shows all the available information 
about a licence including the current usage. The command is shipped by IBM with *PUBLIC 
*EXCLUDE authority so a system administrator will need to authorise appropriate users to 
the command. 
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Because of the *EXCLUDE authority on WRKLICINF, aXes provides the Display aXes Licence 
Information (DSPAXESLIC) command. This command shows the type of licence for each 
feature, the usage limit, current usage, and peak usage. This is sufficient information for a 
customer to monitor usage. If the user is suitably authorised a function key is activated 
which will run the WRKLICINF command. A user will need authority to WRKLICINF if they 
want to see which jobs are actually using the licences. 


Troubleshooting Licenses 
If you experience unexpected behaviour related to licensing (including licensing messages) 
use DSPAXESLIC and WRKLICINF commands to determine actual license usage. Compare 
information displayed by the commands with your licences, and if you find differences in the 
information you should determine the cause. In most cases, the cause will be either: 


 Attempting to start more sessions than licensed. 


 Attempting to run on more processors than licensed. 


It is possible, although unlikely, that licences might not be released when sessions end or 
when servers terminate. This would cause the usage to continually increase, eventually 
exceeding the limit. If this is the case it will be apparent from the DSPAXESLIC panel—the 
Count value will be equal to or higher than the Limit value and also higher than the number 
of sessions or processors the customer thinks are in use. 


If this situation of licences not being released does occur, it can be corrected by using the 
Release aXes Licence (RLSAXESLIC) command. This command requires that the aXes 
instance for which licences are being released is not active. The steps would be: 


 Ensure users end their aXes sessions 


 Stop the aXes servers 


 Release licences 


 Start the aXes servers 


 Allow users on again 


The elapsed time for stopping and restarting the servers is short. Stopping and restarting 
can occur during a lunch break, at end-of-day, or even during the day. The steps are similar 
to normal problem resolution for device or application issues. 


If the problem occurs frequently then suitable diagnostic material should be collected and 
forwarded to LANSA for investigation. 


The DSPAXESLIC and RLSAXESLIC commands are described in the aXes Reference and on-
line help. 
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Section 2  Managing aXes Security 
This section introduces you to security considerations for using the aXes servers. 


Server Security 


aXes Application Server 
aXes Application Server supports HTTP Basic Authentication. Basic authentication provides 
an optional challenge-response authentication mechanism, which can be used by an aXes 
Application Server instance to challenge a client request and allow a client to provide 
authentication information. 


aXes Data Explorer Server 
Table security is handled by the target data source database manager so users cannot 
access data in table (or views) to which they are not authorised. 


aXes Data Explorer Server requires a valid user ID and password to access the target data 
source. For DB2/400 this means that incorrect passwords may result in a disabled user 
profile if the number of failed sign-on attempts exceeds the value specified in the 
QMAXSIGN system value. 


aXes Spool File Server 
Spooled file security is handled by IBM i so a user accessing spooled files via aXes Spool File 
Server cannot perform functions that they cannot also perform using traditional system 
access. 


aXes Spool File Server requires a valid IBM i user profile and password to access spooled 
files. This means that incorrect passwords may result in a disabled user profile if the number 
of failed sign-on attempts exceeds the value specified in the QMAXSIGN system value. 


aXes Terminal Server 
Terminal security is handled by IBM i. Normal device security considerations apply such as 
the user attempting to sign on to the device must be authorized to use that device, and 
users with *ALLOBJ or *SERVICE special authority are subject to the setting of the 
QLMTSECOFR system value. 


aXes Terminal Server requires a valid IBM i user profile and password. This means that 
incorrect passwords may result in a disabled user profile if the number of failed sign-on 
attempts exceeds the value specified in the QMAXSIGN system value. 


Users can be defined to aXes Terminal Server by listing them in the Users section of the 
aXes Terminal Server configuration file. See the Terminal Server Configuration section in the 
aXes Reference for a detailed explanation of the syntax. 


aXes Terminal Server will only perform administration functions, such as displaying statistics 
or user sessions, if it has received an authentication header from the browser. The 
application server manages the authentication challenge-response process.  


When using the aXes Application Server, the –authpath switch is used to inform aXes 
Application Server which Access Control List should be used for authentication. See FastCGI 
Directives in the aXes Reference for detailed information about this switch. 
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Basic Authentication Scheme 
The basic HTTP authentication scheme is based on the model that the client must 
authenticate itself with a user-ID and a password for each realm. A realm allows protected 
resources to be partitioned into a set of protection spaces referenced by name. Each realm 
can have its own authentication scheme and authorization information. A realm for aXes 
Application Server maps to a directory path. The aXes Application Server will service the 
request only if it can validate the user ID and password for the protection space of the 
Request-URI. The aXes Application Server uses Access Control Lists (ACL) to verify user ID 
and password combinations.  


aXes Access Control Lists 
An aXes Access Control List is an object that contains the names of authorized users and 
encrypted passwords. It is used to control access to a directory path. You can protect 
specific directories, and therefore the files in those directories, by creating an ACL in the 
directory you want to secure. An empty ACL effectively denies access to the directory. 


You can add the names of users and an associated password to the ACL to allow those users 
access to the directory and its files. The aXes Application Server will issue an authentication 
challenge to any browser requesting a URL that maps to a file in a protected directory. It will 
compare the user name and password provided by the user to the entries in the ACL. Access 
will be denied to users who do not have a valid entry in the ACL. 


 Directory protection is not inherited by sub-directories. Each directory you want to protect 
must have its own ACL. 


Access control lists are implemented as hidden files and are created in each directory you 
want to protect. The name of the hidden file is .axespwd. The file must have a code page 
or CCSID attribute of 37. Passwords are stored in an encrypted form. You must use the 
access control list CL commands to manage these objects, although you can use stream file 
commands to copy them if you want to duplicate an ACL from one directory to another. 


See the Managing aXes Users section in this guide for information about managing users in 
access control lists. 


Default aXes Access Control Lists 
There are two Access Control Lists (ACL) supplied with axes: 


One ACL is in the <base-dir>/ts/admin directory and protects the aXes Terminal Server 
session and statistics forms. The other is in the <base-dir>/admin directory and protects 
access to the aXes Application Server statistics forms. 


The default user and password for both these ACLs is admin and admin. You should change 
the default password using the CHGAXESUSR (Change aXes User) command. 


If logging is activated, then an empty ACL is created in the specified log directory. The aXes 
Application Server does this to stop log files being served by the web server. If you want to 
serve log files then you can add user entries to this ACL for those users who are allowed to 
view the logs. 


aXes Access Control List Commands 
Control Language (CL) commands are provided on the aXes Administration Menu (GO 
AXESADM) to assist in managing and administering access control lists. See the command 
syntax diagrams in the aXes Reference for information on making the aXes commands and 
menus available to your job. 
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The following control list commands are available. 


Create aXes Access Control List (CRTAXESACL): 


The Create aXes Access Control List command allows you to create an aXes access control 
list object. 


Delete aXes Access Control List (DLTAXESACL): 


The Delete aXes Access Control List command allows you to delete an aXes access control 
list object. 


 To use these commands, you must have *SECADM special authority. 


Creating aXes Access Control Lists 
You can use the CRTAXESACL (Create aXes Access Control List) command to create an 
Access Control List in a specific directory. 


CRTAXESACL DIR(‘/company/sales/forecasts’) 


This command will protect the contents of the specified directory. Only users who were 
added to the ACL would be allowed to see files in that directory in their browser. 


Deleting aXes Access Control Lists 
You can use the DLTAXESACL (Delete aXes Access Control List) command to delete an 
Access Control List in a specific directory. 


DLTAXESACL DIR(‘/company/sales/forecasts’) 


This command will delete the ACL and therefore also remove the protection on the specified 
directory. 
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Section 3  Managing aXes Users 
This section introduces you to the commands needed to manage users. aXes considers that 
there are two kinds of user — terminal users and web users.  


Terminal users are normal IBM i users, that is, users with a user profile (*USRPRF) object 
who have the capability to sign on to IBM i. Terminal users are managed using the normal 
IBM i user profile commands (CRTUSRPRF, CHGUSRPRF, DLTUSRPRF, and WRKUSRPRF). 


A web user is created by adding the user name and associated password to an Access 
Control List (ACL). 


See the Managing aXes Security section in this guide for information about how to create 
and delete ACLs. 


User Commands 
Control Language (CL) commands are provided on the aXes Administration Menu (GO 
AXESADM) to assist in managing and administering users. 


The following user commands are available. 


Add aXes User ADDAXESUSR The Add aXes User command allows you to add a 
user to an aXes access control list. 


Change aXes User CHGAXESUSR The Change aXes User command allows you to 
change a user in an aXes access control list 
object. 


Remove aXes User RMVAXESUSR The Remove aXes User command allows you to 
remove a user from an aXes access control list 
object. 


Work with aXes Users  WRKAXESUSR The Work with aXes Users command allows you to 
display and work with a list of users defined in an 
aXes access control list. You can add, change, and 
remove users. 


See the command syntax diagrams section in the aXes Reference for information on making 
the aXes commands and menus available to your job. 


 To use these commands, you must have *SECADM special authority. 


Adding Users to an aXes Access Control List 
You can add a user to an ACL using the ADDAXESUSR (Add aXes User) command. For 
example: 


ADDAXESUSR USER(hayashi) PASSWORD(d6wi89g) 


DIR(‘/company/sales/forecasts’) 


This command will allow Hayashi-san to access files in the specified directory. 
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Changing User Passwords 
You can change a user’s password in an ACL using the CHGAXESUSR (Change aXes User) 
command. For example: 


CHGAXESUSR USER(hayashi) PASSWORD(xyz876) 


DIR(‘/company/sales/forecasts’) 


This command will change the password used by Hayashi–san to access files in the specified 
directory. 


Removing Users from an aXes Access Control List 
You can remove a user from an ACL using the RMVAXESUSR (Remove aXes User) command. 
For example: 


RMVAXESUSR USER(hayashi) DIR(‘/company/sales/forecasts’) 


This command will remove Hayashi-san from the ACL and therefore cause the web server to 
deny her access to any files in the specified directory. 


Working with aXes Users 
The WRKAXESUSR command displays a list of defined web server users. 


This command also allows you to add, change, and remove users. 
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Section 4  Authorities and Permissions 
This section provides information about the necessary authorities and permissions required 
for aXes to function correctly. 


Authorities and permissions apply to: 


 User Profiles 


 Adopted Authority 


 Exclude Authority 


 aXes Application Server 


 aXes Data Explorer Server 


 aXes Terminal Server 


 aXes Spool File Server 


 aXes Gateway Interface 


User Profiles 
aXes provides two user profiles: 


 AXES 


 AXES_GROUP 


The AXES_GROUP profile is used to provide Primary Group Profile (PGP) authority for stream 
files and directories. The AXES profile is a member of AXES_GROUP and also owns the 
product stream files and directories. This arrangement is used because PGP authority is 
automatically propagated to new objects created in the directory tree therefore AXES will 
inherit appropriate authority to new objects. 


aXes server jobs run using the AXES user profile. Therefore, the AXES user profile must 
have authority to the product objects and to any directories and stream files used by the 
servers. 


The AXES_GROUP user profile does not require any special authorities. 


The AXES user profile requires *JOBCTL special authority to retrieve job information. 
During installation a random password is generated for the AXES user profile. If you want to 
change this password do so using the CHGUSRPRF (Change User Profile) command. 


A password is required for the AXES user profile because it is used by the aXes Application 
Server to connect to the *LOCAL database when running Lua scripts that contain SQL 
statements. You may change this password to another value of your choice. 


 None of the aXes servers need to know the AXES profile password but one must exist to 
allow it to access the *LOCAL database. 


If you set the password to *NONE then Lua scripts running under the aXes Application 
Server fail unless a user profile and password are supplied within the Lua script. 


The aXes Data Explorer Server will also fail when building the list of available data sources. 
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Adopted Authority and System State 


Programs that adopt authority 
aXes generally relies on *PUBLIC authority to access objects, however there are some 
program objects that adopt authority. The following table shows programs that adopt 
authority. 


Table 1: Programs that Adopt Authority 


Object Type Reason 


AXADOPT *SRVPGM Verify the password for aXes Terminal Server users 


AXCHKATNKY *PGM Check if the job has an Attention program (ATNPGM) 
defined. 


AXCHKPGSTK *PGM Check the program stack of a job for a particular program. 
Used to support the System Request (SysRq) function. 


AXDSPMSGW *PGM Display the message for jobs in MSGW state. 


AXENDTS *PGM *JOBCTL authority required to end aXes Terminal Server 


AXENDW3 *PGM *JOBCTL authority required to end aXes Application server 


AXSTRTS *PGM *JOBCTL authority required to start AXES subsystem and 
*USE authority required to AXES user profile to submit jobs 
under that profile 


AXSTRW3 *PGM *JOBCTL authority required to start AXES subsystem and 
*USE authority required to AXES user profile to submit jobs 
under that profile 


AX5250INZ *PGM *SAVSYS authority required. 


Programs that run in system state 
There are also some programs that must run in system state to perform their functions. The 
following table shows the system state programs. 


Table 2: Programs that Run in System State 


Object Type Reason 


AXCHKATNKY *PGM Check if the job has an Attention program (ATNPGM) 
defined. 


AXCHKPGSTK *PGM Check the program stack of a job for a particular program. 
Used to support the System Request (SysRq) function. 


AXDSPMSGW *PGM Display the message for jobs in MSGW state 


AXGETCCSID *PGM Determine the CCSID of a display file 


AXRTVVTDEV *PGM Determine the associated virtual device 


STDERRC2 *PGM Dump a CL program 


AXSPACE *PGM Insert space into a context 


AXINDEX *PGM Insert index into a context 
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Object Type Reason 


AXRUNCMD *PGM Run remote command 


AXCMDCLNUP *PGM Clean up remote command 


AX5250INZ *PGM InterSession support 


AX5250EXIT *PGM InterSession support 


AX5250ORSV *PGM InterSession support 


AX5250OSJE *PGM InterSession support 


AX5250OSPM *PGM InterSession support 


AX5250RQT *PGM InterSession support 


AX5250SQ *PGM InterSession support 


AX5250DEVD *PGM InterSession support 


AXINLPGM *PGM InterSession support 


AXGRPPGM *PGM InterSession support 


aXes programs you can alter or delete 
If having programs which adopt authority or have system state set concerns you then you 
may alter or delete some of the programs as long as you understand the effect that will 
have on the product. The following table shows programs you may delete. 


Table 3: Programs You Can Delete and the Consequences 


Programs Consequences of Deletion 


AXCHKATNKY Deleting the program will mean that aXes can no longer protect a user 
from pressing the Attention (Attn) key when it is not appropriate. 


Because this can cause the terminal session to appear to hang aXes will 
no longer allow the Attention key to be pressed. 


AXCHKPGSTK Deleting the program will mean that aXes can no longer protect a user 
from pressing the Attention (Attn) key or System Request (SysRq) key 
when it is not appropriate. 


Because this can cause the terminal session to appear to hang aXes will 
no longer allow the Attention key or System Request key to be pressed. 


AXDSPMSGW Deleting the program will mean that you can no longer answer messages 
for aXes servers which are in a MSGW state from the Work with aXes 
Servers display. 


STDERRC2 Deleting the program will mean that you can no longer get a diagnostic 
dump from CL programs that may end in error. 
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Remove adopt authority for these aXes programs 
You may change the following programs to remove authority adoption: 


AXENDTS You must ensure that users of the End aXes Terminal Server 
(ENDAXESTS) command have *JOBCTL special authority. 


AXENDW3 You must ensure that users of the End aXes Application Server 
(ENDAXESW3) command have *JOBCTL special authority. 


AXSTRTS You must ensure that users of the Start aXes Terminal Server 
(STRAXESTS) command have *JOBCTL special authority and that they 
have *USE authority to the AXES user profile. 


AXSTRW3 You must ensure that users of the Start aXes Application Server 
(STRAXESW3) command have *JOBCTL special authority and that they 
have *USE authority to the AXES user profile. 


Do not remove adopt authority for these aXes programs 
You must not alter or delete the following programs because authority adoption is 
fundamental to the correct working of the product. 


AXADOPT  


aXes programs not to delete 
If you use the aXes Intersession feature do not delete any program in the following list. 


AXRUNCMD 


AXCMDCLNUP 


AX5250INZ 


AX5250EXIT 


AX5250ORSV 


AX5250OSJE 


AX5250OSPM 


AX5250RQT 


AX5250SQ 


AX5250DEVD 


AXINLPGM 


AXGRPPGM 


AXSPACE 


AXINDEX 


Deleting any of these programs will mean you can no longer use the aXes 
Intersession capability. 


Exclude authority 
The following objects are shipped with *PUBLIC *EXCLUDE authority: 


Object Type Description 


ENDAXESTS *CMD End aXes Terminal Server 


ENDAXESW3 *CMD End aXes Application Server 


STRAXESTS *CMD Start aXes Terminal Server 
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Object Type Description 


STRAXESW3 *CMD Start aXes Application Server 


AXRUNCMD *PGM aXes Intersession support 


AX5250INZ *PGM aXes Intersession support 


AX5250EXIT *PGM aXes Intersession support 


AX5250ORSV *PGM aXes Intersession support 


AX5250OSJE *PGM aXes Intersession support 


AX5250OSPM *PGM aXes Intersession support 


AX5250RQT *PGM aXes Intersession support 


AX5250SQ *PGM aXes Intersession support 


UNIX‐style Permissions 
Most of the files served by the aXes Application Server, including files used to describe 
panels for aXes Terminal Server and script files containing Lua source, are stored as stream 
files in the Integrated File System (IFS). They have a different level of data authorization 
(called permissions) from normal IBM i data authorities. 


This section is intended to give you an understanding of how these permissions are 
managed. 


You can find information specific to permissions on the IBM i in the Information Centre. 


For a generic UNIX view of permissions you can find information on the Internet, with 
thousands of articles and tutorials available. Use a search engine and search for UNIX 
permissions. 


Overview 
Permissions are associated with each file and directory. For files, permissions control which 
users have access to read, write, and execute them. For directories, permissions control 
which users can view directory contents, create or delete files in a directory, or navigate into 
that directory. 


Any of the permissions can be applied in any combination to any users, and there are three 
classifications for users: Owner, Group, and Other. 


Users and Access 
The concept of users is an abstract classification; referring not to a specific user, but to 
access: 


Owner 


(also Admin or you) 


The owner of the file has access. 


Group Other members of the same classification as the owner have 
access. 


Other 


(also public or everyone) 


Everyone else has access. This is equivalent to *PUBLIC. 
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Files and Permissions 
Permissions for files mean exactly what they sound like: 


Read Controls whether a user can read the file. 


Write Controls whether a user can write to the file. 


Execute Controls whether a user can run the file. 


Used for files that are scripts or programs. 


Directories and Permissions 
Permissions for directories are subtly different from those for files: 


Read Controls whether a user can view the contents of the directory, 
that is, display a list of the files in the directory. 


Write Controls whether a user can create new files or delete existing 
files in the directory. 


Users with write access to a directory can delete files in that 
directory, even when the users do not have write permission to 
the files. 


Execute Controls whether the user can navigate into that directory. 


Navigate means changing from one directory to another. 


It also controls whether the user can navigate through a 
directory and its sub-directories. That is, in order to manipulate 
the contents of a sub-directory, the user must have execute 
permission to all directories in the path. 


How Permissions are Calculated 
Permissions are stored in 9 bits split into 3 groups of 3 bits each. Each bit represents a 
specific permission for a specific user classification. The full range of permissions can be 
represented as rwxrwxrwx where the first group holds permissions for the owner, the 
second group holds permissions for the group, and the final group holds public permissions. 
This arrangement lends itself to a convenient, if arcane, method of describing permissions 
using octal (or base 8) notation. Each permission is assigned a numeric value: read = 4, 
write = 2, execute = 1, thus each user (owner, group, other) permission can be calculated 
by summing the permissions to be granted.  


For example, to grant permission to read and write, the permission is 4+2=6 and to grant 
permission to read, write, and execute is 4+2+1=7, and so on. 


How Permissions are Granted 
UNIX-style permissions are commonly set with the chmod shell command. On the IBM i this 
command can be run via QSHELL and it has the general format: 


chmod mode filename 


Where chmod is the command, mode is the numerical expression of the permissions, and 
filename is the name of the file or directory. 


For example: 


chmod 644 /sales/forecasts/2002data.csv 


This command will grant read and write permission to the owner, read permission to the 
group, and read permission to *PUBLIC. 
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The chmod command also supports a mnemonic form that would allow the previous example 
to be written as: 


chmod u=rw,g=r,o=r /sales/forecasts/2002data.csv 


Since we are discussing IBM i rather than a UNIX system, there is also a command interface 
to changing permissions. The command is the Change Authority (CHGAUT) command and it 
provides a more natural mechanism. For example: 


Files CHGAUT OBJ(‘/w3/dir/*’) USER(*PUBLIC) DTAAUT(*R) 


Directories CHGAUT OBJ(‘/w3/dir’) USER(*PUBLIC) DTAAUT(*RX)  


Or 


CHGAUT OBJ(‘/w3/dir’) USER(*PUBLIC) DTAAUT(*R) 


aXes Gateway 
Interface (AGI) 


CHGAUT OBJ(‘/w3/agi/sample.agi’) USER(*PUBLIC) DTAAUT(*X) 


FTP client utilities generally provide a means of setting the permissions, either by the 
numeric representation of the permissions, or with a check-box selection. 


In summary object modes should be as follows. 


Objects Mode 


Data files 644 (rw-r--r--) 


Directories 755 (rwxr-xr-x) to allow indexing 


711 (rwx--x--x) to prevent indexing 


aXes Gateway 
Interface (AGI) 
programs 


755 (rwxr-xr-x) or 711 (rwx--x--x) 


aXes Application Server 
The aXes Application Server requires that *PUBLIC has read (*R) authority to the files 
being served. aXes Application Server explicitly checks for public read permission. This 
requirement applies to all data files served by aXes Application Server such as HTML files or 
images, and is imposed to ensure that no file is ever delivered to the web unless it is 
accessible to *PUBLIC. 


aXes Application Server also requires that execute (*X) permissions are not set for data 
files. A file marked as executable but does not match the AGI pattern might be a script or 
program that was accidentally left in the wrong directory. Allowing a browser to fetch the 
contents of an executable file is considered a security exposure and thus is not allowed. 


aXes Data Explorer Server 
aXes Data Explorer has no special authority or permission requirements. 


aXes Spool File Server 
The aXes Spool File Server requires that *PUBLIC has read (*R) authority to the files 
being served. aXes Spool File Server explicitly checks for public read permission. This 
requirement applies to all data files served by aXes Spool File Server such as HTML files or 
images, and is imposed to ensure that no file is ever delivered to the web unless it is 
accessible to *PUBLIC. 


aXes Spool File Server also requires that *PUBLIC execute (*X) permissions are set for 
files that contain Lua script, however *PUBLIC must not have *X permission for files that 
do not contain Lua script. 
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aXes Terminal Server 
aXes Terminal Server has no special authority or permission requirements. 


aXes Gateway Interface 
aXes Gateway Interface (AGI) scripts run with the authorities of the user profile of the aXes 
Application Server job. In addition, AGI scripts must have *PUBLIC *X (execute) authority 
but they must not have *PUBLIC *R (read) authority. 


AGI scripts must exist in a designated directory. The reason for these specific settings is so 
that scripts cannot be retrieved or served by the aXes Application Server and can only be 
run by the server. This is done in order to protect the contents of script files from being 
viewed in a web browser. 


Either the AXES or AXES_GROUP profile must have read (*R) permission to the file. 


Common Gateway Interface 
Common Gateway Interface (CGI) scripts are subject to the same permission requirements 
as AGI scripts. In addition, either the AXES or AXES_GROUP profile must have read and 
execute (*RX) permission to the file so it can be spawned successfully. 


FastCGI Servers 
FastCGI servers provide a way for you to extend the function of a web server by writing your 
own programs to handle requests from web browser clients. FastCGI servers are supported 
directly by the aXes Application Server and also by the IBM HTTP server if you configure the 
FastCGI service adapter supplied with the aXes product. 


FastCGI servers run as separate jobs and are classed as internal servers or as external 
servers. Internal servers are started from within a FastCGI enabled web server. External 
servers are started by some other means. 


Internal servers are started as batch-immediate jobs and inherit their authorities from the 
process that started them. 


External servers are submitted as batch jobs and use the authorities of the user profile 
under which they are started. 


Both forms of FastCGI server may dynamically change the current user profile by using the 
appropriate IBM APIs if they are authorized to the APIs and to the new user profile. 


Once a FastCGI server is started it is just another IBM i job and is subject to the same 
object level security as any other job on the system. 
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Section 5  Understanding FastCGI 
This section introduces you to FastCGI and its use by the aXes servers. Complete 
information about FastCGI can be found at www.fastcgi.com but this section provides a 
sufficient overview to intelligently configure the aXes servers. 


 Read this section before configuring a FastCGI External Server with aXes. 


 You cannot use aXes eXtensions when you configure aXes with a FastCGI External 
Server. 


About the Common Gateway Interface (CGI) 
CGI is the Common Gateway Interface, which is a standard protocol that defines how a web 
server interfaces with external applications. This allows the web server to pass requests 
from a client web browser to the external application. The web server receives output from 
the application and passes the output to the browser. 


FastCGI is a language-independent, scalable, open, extension to CGI that provides high 
performance without the limitations of server-specific APIs. 


aXes FastCGI Servers 
The aXes servers are FastCGI servers. This means they are written to the FastCGI interface 
specification. Therefore understanding FastCGI will be helpful in managing the aXes servers. 


FastCGI servers come in two types; Internal FastCGI Servers and External FastCGI Servers. 


Both server types behave the same way. The difference is in how they are defined, started, 
and how they communicate with the web server. 


Both server types are defined in the web server configuration file. Internal servers are 
defined using the FastCGIServer directive. External servers are defined using the 
FastCGIExternalServer directive. 


Internal servers are started automatically by the web server and use a UNIX-domain socket 
(essentially a special kind of stream file) to communicate. Internal servers must run on the 
same system as the web server. 


External servers are started by a user-command. They require a TCP/IP network socket for 
communication. External servers also need to know the IP address and port on which they 
are to listen for web server requests. Although external servers may run on the same 
system as the web server, because they use network sockets they can also run on a system 
different from the one on which the web server is running. External servers also have the 
advantage that they can be started and stopped independently of the web server. See the 
configuration scenarios in the aXes Reference for sample configurations. 


aXes ships with Internal FastCGI definitions in the web server configuration files. This means 
that when the web server is started it automatically starts the other aXes servers. It also 
ships with example External FastCGI Server definitions and the Work with aXes Servers 
(WRKAXESSVR) command shows predefined External FastCGI Server definitions for all the 
aXes servers. The aXes Application Server is defined with AUTOSTART(*YES) and the 
external servers are defined with AUTOSTART(*NO). 


Operating aXes Application Server 
In normal operation you would start only the aXes Application Server and let it automatically 
start the other servers as Internal FastCGI Servers. These internal servers are started 
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regardless of the Auto-start setting shown in the WRKAXESSVR panels. External FastCGI 
Servers are intended for advanced users and should only be used when the web server must 
be on a different system, or when the aXes servers need to be started and stopped 
independently. 


The aXes Application Server can be started in one of three ways: 


1. The Start aXes Application Server (STRAXESW3) commands. 


2. Option 9=Start on the WRKAXESSVR panel. 


3. Automatically when the AXES subsystem is started if the server instance is defined 
with AUTOSTART(*YES) on the WRKAXESSVR panel. 


The STRAXESW3 command will start the application server. It will also start other aXes 
servers if they have been defined as internal servers in the application server configuration 
file. 


External aXes server definitions can also be started in one of three ways: 


1. The various start aXes server (STRAXESXX) commands. 


2. Option 9=Start on the WRKAXESSVR panel. 


3. Automatically when the AXES subsystem is started if the server instance is defined 
with AUTOSTART(*YES) on the WRKAXESSVR panel. 


The STRAXESXX (where XX is DE, TS, or WS) commands will start an External FastCGI 
Server instance. Each instance requires a corresponding FastCGIExternalServer directive in 
the configuration file of the application server assigned to handle requests and responses for 
the instance. The IP address and port supplied on the start command must match the 
information specified in the directive. 


The various aXes servers are optional components of the product. If they are not installed 
an error will occur when attempting to start them. An error message will be found in the job 
log of the application server job for each internal server that failed to start. The error can be 
corrected by either installing the missing component (and obtaining a suitable licence), or by 
commenting-out the appropriate FastCGIServer directive in the application server 
configuration file. 


Configuring FastCGI External Server 
The aXes FastCGI External Server feature may be used to achieve this type of configuration: 


 
Figure 1: aXes FastCGI External Server 


In this configuration the aXes Terminal Server runs on an IBM i server located behind a 
firewall. This provides an extra layer of security by not directly exposing the IBM i server to 
the Internet. However, this configuration prevents the use of aXes eXtensions. 


Reverse proxy is a superior option for implementing this type of configuration. 


A reverse proxy solution: 


 Provides the same level of security with the IBM i server behind a firewall. 


 Simplifies configuration and maintenance. 


 Allows the use of aXes eXtensions. 
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 You cannot use aXes eXtensions when you configure aXes with a FastCGI External 
Server. 


Another advantage of a reverse proxy configuration is the separation of network 
configuration from aXes configuration. No FastCGI configuration is required on the proxy 
server outside the firewall. Network administrators can manage and maintain the reverse 
proxy configuration without having to learn how to configure aXes. 


 
Figure 2: aXes with a Proxy Server 


Please talk to your aXes reseller about using a reverse proxy solution before attempting to 
implement a FastCGI External Server solution. 
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Section 6  Managing aXes Servers 
This section introduces you to the commands that allow you to control and manage aXes 
servers. The aXes servers are: 


 aXes Application Server (aXes-W3) 


 aXes Terminal Server (aXes-TS and aXes-TS2) 


 aXes Data Explorer Server (aXes-DE) 


 aXes Spool File Server (aXes-WS) 


The aXes servers require a web server to handle connection from a browser and can use the 
aXes Application Server or Apache Web Server (using the FastCGI module). 


LANSA recommends that you use the aXes Application Server. 


See the command syntax diagrams in the aXes Reference for information on making the 
aXes commands and menus available to your job. 


Defining aXes Server Instances 
All aXes servers allow you to define server instances where you can associate a name with a 
specific configuration file and override various server attributes. 


 All releases of aXes will have default servers defined with the same name (AXES). 


You may use the ADDAXESSVR command to define instances for the new release that have 
different instance names from those used by the existing release. 


Server instances are created using the following commands: 


ADDAXESW3 Add aXes Application Server 


ADDAXESDE Add aXes Data Explorer Server 


ADDAXESWS Add aXes Spool File Server 


ADDAXESTS Add aXes Terminal Server 


aXes servers can be configured in the following ways: 


 As an internal FastCGI server started by aXes Application Server 


 As an external FastCGI server 


Internal servers are started automatically by the aXes Application Server and use a private 
communication channel between themselves and the associated application server. Internal 
servers also run on the same system as their associated application server. This is the 
easiest way to configure the aXes servers because they will start and stop automatically 
when aXes Application Server is started and stopped. 


External servers use sockets to communicate between themselves and their associated web 
server such as aXes Application Server. External servers can also run on a system that is 
remote from their associated web server. External servers provide a way to share one or 
more FastCGI servers with one or more web servers. External servers provide a more 
flexible way of setting up the aXes servers because they can be started and stopped 
independently, however the configuration is more complicated. 


 See the Application Server Configuration section in the aXes Reference for detailed 
explanations of the directive and command syntax used to define aXes server instances for 
Terminal Server, Data Explorer Server, Spool File Server and aXes Application Server. 
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aXes Terminal Server 


Internal server configuration 
The FastCGI section of the aXes Application Server configuration file is used to define aXes 
Terminal Server as an internal server. An example directive is: 


FastCGIServer “/axests” \ 


–program “AXESTS.PGM ‘/axes/configs/aXesTS.conf’” –mt \ 


-idle-timeout 45 –authpath=‘admin=/axests/admin/**’ 


This directive defines an internal FastCGI aXes Application Server which will be started when 
the aXes Application Server instance is started. Any URLs starting with /axests will be 
passed to this server, responses must occur within 45 seconds, and the administration 
functions in the URL /axests/admin are protected by the access control list found in the 
admin directory under the server root directory. 


External server configuration 
The STRAXESTS (Start aXes Terminal Server) command is used to start aXes Terminal 
Server as an external server. For example: 


STRAXESTS INSTANCE(AXESEXTERN)  


CFG(‘/axes/configs/axests.conf’) 


INTNETADR(*ANY 6666) 


This directive will start an instance of the aXes Terminal Server using a job name of 
AXESEXTERN which will listen for requests on port 6666. One or more web servers can 
reference this server in their configuration file. The web servers may be running on remote 
systems. 


To allow a local aXes Application Server to forward requests to this external server you could 
define the following directive in the configuration file: 


FastCGIExternalServer “/axests” –appConnTimeout 30 \ 


     -idle-timeout 30 –host “:6666” 


If you want to allow remote web servers to use this external terminal server you must 
specify the IP address or name of the system on which the terminal server is running. 


To allow a remote Apache server to forward requests to this terminal server you could define 
the following directive in the Apache configuration file: 


FastCGIExternalServer “axests” –host remotehost:6666 


Where remotehost is the IP address or name of the system on which the Terminal Server is 
running. 


You must also configure the FastCGI module for this instance of the Apache server using 
directives similar to the following: 


LoadModule fastcgi_module modules/mod_fastcgi.dll 


AddModule mod_fastcgi.c 


The actual syntax will vary according to the version of Apache and the platform on which 
Apache is running. See the configuration scenarios appendix in the aXes Reference and your 
Apache configuration documentation for more information. 
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aXes Data Explorer Server 


Internal server configuration 
The FastCGI section of the aXes Application Server configuration file is used to define aXes 
Data Explorer Server as an internal server. For example: 


FastCGIServer “/axesde” \ 


–program “AXESDE.PGM '-config=/axes/configs/aXesDE.conf'” \ 


-idle-timeout 45 


This directive will define an internal FastCGI aXes Data Explorer Server which will be started 
when the aXes Application Server instance is started. Any URLs starting with /axesde will be 
passed to this server and responses from the server must occur within 45 seconds. 


External server configuration 
The STRAXESDE (Start aXes Data Explorer Server) command is used to start aXes Data 
Explorer Server as an external server. For example: 


STRAXESDE INSTANCE(AXESEXTERN)  


  CFG(‘/axes/configs/axesde.conf’) 


  INTNETADR(*ANY 6666) 


This directive will start an instance of the aXes Data Explorer using a job name of 
AXESEXTERN which will listen for requests on port 6666. One or more web servers can 
reference this server in their configuration file. The web servers may be running on remote 
systems. 


To allow a local aXes Application Server to forward requests to this external server you could 
define the following directive in the configuration file: 


FastCGIExternalServer “/axesde” –appConnTimeout 30 \ 


     -idle-timeout 30 –host “:6666” 


If you want to allow remote web servers to use this external server you must also specify 
the IP address or name of the system on which the terminal server is running. 


FastCGIExternalServer “axesde” –host remotehost:6666 


Where remotehost is the IP address or name of the system on which the Data Explorer is 
running. 


You must also configure FastCGI support for the remote web server. See the documentation 
supplied with your remote web server or the FastCGI web site. 


aXes Spool File Server 


Internal server configuration 
The FastCGI section of the aXes Application Server configuration file is used to define aXes 
Spool File Server as an internal server. For example: 


FastCGIServer “/axesws” \ 


–program “AXESWS.PGM '-config=/axes/configs/aXesWS.conf'” \ 


-idle-timeout 45 


This directive will define an internal FastCGI aXes Data Explorer Server which will be started 
when the aXes Application Server instance is started. Any URLs starting with /axesws will 
be passed to this server and responses from the server must occur within 45 seconds. 
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External server configuration 
The STRAXESWS (Start aXes Spool File Server) command is used to start aXes Spool File 
Server as an external server. For example: 


STRAXESWS INSTANCE(AXESEXTERN)  


  CFG(‘/axes/configs/axesws.conf’) 


  INTNETADR(*ANY 6666) 


This command will start an instance of the aXes Spool File Server using a job name of 
AXESEXTERN which will listen for requests on port 6666. One or more web servers can 
reference this server in their configuration file. The web servers may be running on remote 
systems. 


To allow a local aXes Application Server to forward requests to this external server you could 
define the following directive in the configuration file: 


FastCGIExternalServer “/axesws” –appConnTimeout 30 \ 


     -idle-timeout 30 –host “:6666” 


If you want to allow remote web servers to use this external server you must also specify 
the IP address or name of the system on which the terminal server is running. 


FastCGIExternalServer “axesws” –host remotehost:6666 


Where remotehost is the IP address or name of the system on which the aXes Spool File 
Server is running. 


You must also configure FastCGI support for the remote web server. See the documentation 
supplied with your remote web server or the FastCGI web site. 


Displaying aXes Server Instances 
Defined server instances and active ad-hoc instances can be displayed using the 
WRKAXESSVR (Work with aXes Server) command. 


Option 5=Display will show you details about the instance definition. 


Starting and Stopping aXes Servers 
 All servers that listen on TCP/IP ports for incoming requests must listen on unique ports. 


You can define the port numbers in an instance definition or on the server start command. 


Starting the Servers 
Servers can be started using the appropriate start command. 


aXes Application Servers 


aXes Application Servers are started using the STRAXESW3 (Start aXes Application Server) 
command. aXes Application Servers can be configured to automatically start the other aXes 
servers as internal FastCGI servers. 


aXes Application Servers and external FastCGI Servers can also be started using option 9 of 
the WRKAXESSVR (Work with aXes Server) command. 


aXes Terminal Server 


aXes Terminal Server external FastCGI servers are started explicitly using the STRAXESTS 
(Start aXes Terminal Server) command or implicitly by the STRAXESW3 or STRTCPSVR 
(Start TCP/IP Server) command. 
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aXes Data Explorer Server 


aXes Data Explorer Server external FastCGI servers are started explicitly using the 
STRAXESDE (Start aXes Data Explorer Server) command or implicitly by the STRAXESW3 
command. 


aXes Spool File Server 


aXes Spool File Server external FastCGI servers are started explicitly using the STRAXESWS 
(Start aXes Spool File Server) command or implicitly by the STRAXESW3 command. 


 An implicit start happens when an instance of an aXes Application Server has an aXes 
server defined as an internal FastCGI server. 


You cannot use the STRAXESxx commands to start or restart an internal FastCGI server. 


Stopping the Servers 
Servers can be stopped using the appropriate end command. 


aXes Application Servers 


aXes Application Servers are stopped using the ENDAXESW3 (End aXes Application Server) 
command. Servers that have been automatically started by the aXes Application Server are 
automatically stopped when the aXes Application Server ends. 


aXes Terminal Server 


aXes Terminal Server external FastCGI servers are stopped explicitly using the ENDAXESTS 
(End aXes Terminal Server) command or implicitly by the ENDAXESW3 or ENDTCPSVR (End 
TCP/IP Server) command. 


aXes Data Explorer Server 


aXes Data Explorer Server external FastCGI servers are stopped explicitly using the 
ENDAXESDE (End aXes Data Explorer Server) command or implicitly by the ENDAXESW3. 


aXes Spool File Server 


aXes Spool File Server external FastCGI servers are stopped explicitly using the 
ENDAXESWS (End aXes Spool File Server) command or implicitly by the ENDAXESW3. 


All Servers 


Servers can also be ended using option 10 of the WRKAXESSVR (Work with aXes Server) 
command. 


 You must use the end command from the same release as the start command used to start 
the server. 


When to Stop and Restart aXes Servers 
 You should stop and restart your aXes Server instances at least once per week and 


preferably once per day. 


The stop and restart process typically takes around 30 seconds to complete. 


Many IBM i systems use an overnight window in which interactive users are prevented from 
using the system while backups and other overnight batch processing are performed. 
Typically the QINTER subsystem is terminated during this process to prevent interactive user 
access. The aXes server instances should be stopped and restarted as part of this nightly 
batch process. 


If no nightly batch processing window is available you should schedule a stop and restart of 
all your aXes server instances at least once per week. 
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If you restart your interactive subsystem(s) or your TCP/IP communication facilities you 
should similarly restart your aXes server instances. 


Starting aXes Servers when the System Starts 
aXes server instances can be started when the system starts by setting the server instance 
auto-start attribute to *YES using the appropriate add or change command. 


Use these commands to set the auto-start attribute for a new instance: 


ADDAXESW3 - Add aXes Application Server, 


ADDAXESTS - Add aXes Terminal Server, 


ADDAXESDE - Add aXes Data Explorer Server, and 


ADDAXESWS - Add aXes Spool File Server. 


Use these commands to set the auto-start attribute for existing instance: 


CHGAXESW3 - Change aXes Application Server, 


CHGAXESTS - Change aXes Terminal Server, 


CHGAXESDE - Change aXes Data Explorer Server, and 


CHGAXESWS - Change aXes Spool File Server. 


You must also start the AXES subsystem from the system start-up program. The system 
start-up program is named in the QSTRUPPGM system value. Edit the source for the start-up 
program and add a STRSBS (Start Subsystem) command to start the AXES subsystem from 
the installed product library. 


Ensure you start the AXES subsystem after TCP/IP is successfully started. 


 You cannot automatically start servers from multiple releases. You must choose one release 
and start its supplied subsystem. To start servers from a different release, you should use 
the start command from that release. 


Working with aXes Server Instances 
The WRKAXESSVR command displays a list of defined server instances and active ad-hoc 
instances. This command also allows you to add, change, display, and remove server 
instances, start and end servers, display and answer server messages, and work with the 
server job. 
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Section 7  Backup and Recovery 
This section provides guidelines for saving aXes components and recovering in the event of 
a disaster. You use IBM i commands to perform the backup and recovery tasks. 


About Backing up aXes 
aXes server instances may contain data and programs that are vital to the ongoing 
operation of your business. For example, web interfaces may rely on AGI or CGI scripts that 
exist only within the aXes directory structure. 


To protect data and programs from disasters (such as a site loss or hardware failure) and 
from human error (such as accidentally deleting an important script) you should develop a 
plan for regularly backing up the information in aXes. 


Your backup plan should include: 


 Objects that change infrequently, such as aXes programs 


 Objects that change often, such as web pages and script files 


aXes takes advantage of the IBM i single-level store architecture. aXes programs and stream 
files are spread across all disk units, along with other IBM i objects. The IBM i operating 
system automatically manages the allocation of disk space for you. To back up information 
in IBM i you back up logically (by object name), not physically (by disk unit). To plan a 
backup strategy, you must understand the logical location of your aXes objects. 


Backup Tips 
For information about planning a backup strategy for your system see the IBM i Backup and 
Recovery (SC41-5304) manual supplied with your IBM i software. You may also want to 
refer to the descriptions of using the Save menu and using the SAVxxx and RSTxxx 
commands. 


Libraries and Directories for aXes 
The aXes program code is held in IBM i libraries. The terminal components are held as 
stream files. Web components such as HTML pages and AGI scripts are also stored as 
stream files. 


IBM i Library Structure 


A default installation of aXes creates the following libraries:  


AXES The aXes base product library. The actual name depends on the 
values specified when aXes was installed. 


AXES29nn A library containing objects that are specific to your national 
language.  


IFS Root File System 


The integrated file system (IFS) is a part of IBM i that supports stream files and storage 
management similar to personal computer and UNIX operating systems, while providing an 
integrating structure over all information stored in IBM i. 
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When you install aXes, a number of directories are created in the IFS root file system. They 
are: 


axes This directory is the root directory for the product. The actual name 
depends on the values specified when aXes was installed. 


axes/admin This directory controls access to the aXes Application Server 
administration and configuration forms. 


axes/agi This directory contains the Lua script files. 


axes/configs This directory contains the default configuration files. 


axes/de This directory contains the aXes Data Explorer Server files. 


axes/de/images This directory contains the aXes Data Explorer Server images. 


axes/de/lua This directory contains the aXes Data Explorer Server script files. 


axes/de/skins This directory contains the aXes Data Explorer Server skins. 


axes/docs This directory contains the product documentation. 


axes/errors This directory contains customized HTTP error pages. 


axes/images This directory contains image files (i.e., JPEGs and GIFs, etc.). 


axes/logs This directory contains HTTP log information and trace output. 


axes/samples This directory contains examples. 


axes/ts This directory contains aXes Terminal Server files. 


axes/ts/admin This directory contains the aXes Terminal Server administration and 
configuration forms. 


axes/ts/skins This directory contains the aXes Terminal Server skins and images. 


axes/wba This directory contains the aXes Server administration and 
configuration forms and images. 


axes/ws This directory contains aXes Spool File Server files. 


axes/ws/images This directory contains the aXes Spool File Server images. 


axes/ws/lua This directory contains the aXes Spool File Server script files. 


axes/ws/skins This directory contains the aXes Spool File Server skins. 


Backing up aXes Programs and Product Files 
After you install aXes you should save a copy of the product off-line, especially if you applied 
PTFs during installation. You should also save a copy of aXes periodically such as when you 
upgrade to a new release or apply PTFs. 


You should incorporate these saves in your current backup procedures. 


Backing up Changed Objects from aXes 
Modified stream files such as company or user specific terminal skins, AGI or CGI scripts, or 
HTML pages should be saved when they change. Ideally, modified skins should be created in 
a separate directory structure and referenced from aXes instances. Separating your modified 
files from the aXes product files will make it easier to manage your changes. 
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When you use the CRTAXESACL (Create aXes Access Control List) command you are 
creating a special file named .axespwd in the specified directory. This file contains user 
identifiers and encrypted passwords. When you use the ADDAXESUSR (Add aXes User), 
CHGAXESUSR (Change aXes User), or RMVAXESUSR (Remove aXes User) commands you 
are altering the contents of these files. You should save the Access Control List files 
regularly so you do not run the risk of losing access for web users. 


When you use the ADDAXESTS, ADDAXESW3, CHGAXESTS, CHGAXESW3, RMVAXESTS, or 
RMVAXESW3 commands you are modifying records in the AXINSTANCE database file located 
in the aXes product library. You should save this file regularly so you do not lose server 
instance definitions. 


Most of the values used to control the behaviour of the aXes servers are held in 
configuration files. By default these files are kept in the configs directory but you can store 
configuration files in any directory. You should save the configuration files regularly to 
ensure you do not lose server definition information. 


The HTML skins used by the aXes terminal can be customised for specific corporate 
requirements. If you modify the skins then you should save them to ensure your changes 
are not lost. 


Disaster/Recovery for aXes Components 
In the event of a disaster that requires you to reload your system you can restore the 
product from the copies saved to the backup media. 


aXes Libraries 
Use the RSTLIB (Restore Library) command to restore the aXes product library, language 
libraries, and samples library. 


Use the RSTOBJ (Restore Object) command to restore individual objects to the aXes 
libraries. 


aXes Directories 
Use the RST (Restore) command to restore directories and stream files to the aXes product 
directories. 


Changed Objects 
If you are saving changed objects in the aXes product libraries using the SAVCHGOBJ (Save 
Changed Objects) command you can use the RSTOBJ (Restore Object) command to restore 
changed objects from your incremental backup media. 


If you are saving changed stream files using the SAV (Save) command you can use the RST 
(Restore) command to recover files and directories. 


Saving changed objects only saves objects that have changed since the last full backup or 
changed since a specific date and time. If the object you want to restore has not changed it 
will not be saved to incremental media. In this case you will need to restore from the most 
recent full backup media. 
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Appendix A – Browser Settings 
This section describes settings for the Internet Explorer browser that may improve its 
behaviour with aXes. 


Cache Control 
Ensure the browser is set to automatically check for newer versions of files. This option is 
found under the Tools->Internet Options panel on the General tab in the settings for the 
Temporary Internet files section. 


 


Advanced Settings 


Browsing 
These settings are found under the Tools->Options panel on the Advanced tab in the 
Browsing section. Uncheck the “Reuse windows for launching shortcuts”, uncheck “Show 
friendly HTTP error messages”, and uncheck “Show friendly URLs”. 
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Use HTTP 1.1 protocol 
Set your browser to use the HTTP 1.1 protocol. 


These options are found under the Tools->Options panel on the Advanced tab in the HTTP 
1.1 settings section. Check both the “Use HTTP 1.1” and “Use HTTP 1.1 through proxy 
connections” settings. 


 


Security 
This setting is found under the Tools->Options panel on the Advanced tab in the Security 
section. Check the “Empty Temporary Internet Files folder when browser is closed” setting. 
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Proxy Servers 
Many proxy servers fail to comply with the HTTP specifications and can cause aXes Terminal 
Server to fail to load all the terminal files. 


If you have Internet Explorer set to automatically detect settings or use a proxy server for 
your LAN is checked then your network administrator must ensure that any proxy server 
that may be found is correctly configured to pass HTTP/1.1 traffic to the server on which 
aXes Terminal Server is running. 


These settings are found under the Tools->Options panel on the Connections tab. 


 


If you cannot successfully load a terminal session and either of these values is ticked then 
you should try again after removing the tick and completely restarting the browser. If the 
terminal successfully loads then the problem is caused by an incorrectly configured, or non-
compliant, proxy server. 


Refer to the aXes Reference Troubleshooting section for information on the specific problems 
that can be caused by proxy servers. This section also provides a list of proxy servers that 
are known to cause problems either because they are non-compliant, or because they have 
been configured incorrectly. 
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Installation Process 
The rapid full function install process consists of the following steps. 


 


Prerequisites 
Before you start the installation process you need the prerequisite items. 


Prerequisite Items 


An aXes download file 


Mandatory PTFs applied on your IBM i server 


Port number(s) you wish to use with aXes 
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Installation steps 
Step 1: apply mandatory PTFs 


 
If you keep up your IBM i CUME levels then you probably have applied these PTFs already - 
but it is worth taking a few minutes to check. You can find PTF details using Google. 


To check if a PTF is installed use DSPPTF, for example:  


DSPPTF LICPGM(5722SS1) SELECT(SI35079) 


Confirm that the PTF has a status of temporarily or permanently applied. 


If you apply a PTF after aXes has been installed, you need to stop and restart all aXes server 
jobs. 


Setting up Attention key and System Request key on V6R1 and above systems 
If you are installing aXes onto a machine with IBM i at V6R1 or greater and you need aXes 
to support the use of the Attention Key and/or the System Request keys during this 
evaluation, you need to refer to the aXesQuickStart guide Section 2 – Install aXes  - Setting 
ATT key and SYS Req key for V6R1 and above. 


If your IBM i 
server runs 
this SLIC 
version 


You must have 
these PTFs 
applied 


IBM PTF Description 


V5R4M0 SI35079  5722SS1 OSP-TCP-INCORROUT QTVOPNVT ignores initial 
pgm, menu, curlib with Key 8 


 MF40520  5722999 LIC-MSGCPF3888 *PGM, *SRVPGM and *MODULE 
restore from future 


 SI43347  5722SS1 OSP-F/QDBSIGEX-T/QDBXREF2-MSGCPF501B 
QDBSRVXR2 LOOPING, CPF5 


V5R4M5 SI35079  5722SS1 OSP-TCP-INCORROUT QTVOPNVT ignores initial 
pgm, menu, curlib with Key 8 


 MF42655  5722999 LIC-MSGCPF3888 *PGM, *SRVPGM and *MODULE 
restore from future 


 SI43347  5722SS1 OSP-F/QDBSIGEX-T/QDBXREF2-MSGCPF501B 
QDBSRVXR2 LOOPING, CPF5 


V6R1 MF53662  5761999 LIC-COMM-TCPIP-UNPRED UNPREDICTABLE 
RESULTS WITH INCORRECTLY 


V6R1M1 MF53664  5761999 LIC-COMM-TCPIP-UNPRED UNPREDICTABLE 
RESULTS WITH INCORRECTLY 


V7R1 MF53665  5770999 LIC-COMM-TCPIP-UNPRED UNPREDICTABLE 
RESULTS WITH INCORRECTLY 
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Step 2: Transfer downloaded save file to your IBM i server 
You will need approximately 150 MB of disk space on your PC to download and unzip: 


1. Download the aXes zip file to your PC and unzip it on your PC using your 
preferred unzip tool. 


2. Transfer the decompressed save file to your server via FTP: 


2.1 Start a command prompt window. 


2.2 Change to the directory containing the save file. 


2.3 Start FTP to your server and transfer the save file by issuing the following 
commands, replacing the words ‘host-system’, ‘user-profile’, and ‘password’ 
with appropriate values for your environment: 


FTP host-system 


user-profile 


password 


quote site namefmt 1 


cd /QSYS.LIB/QGPL.LIB 


bin 


prompt 


put axestrial.savf  


quit 


If the IBM i FTP server is not running, start it using the command STRTCPSVR *FTP. You 
must have authority to use the command. 


Step 3: Set server system values 
Sign on to the server as QSECOFR or a user with QSECOFR group authority. 


Ensure these system values are as shown: 


System Value Required Value 


QFRCCVNRST 0 


QVFYOBJRST 1 


QUTCOFFSET Must be set to something 


QAUTOVRT A large number or *NOMAX 


QALWOBJRST *ALL 


If you need to change these values you can change them back after aXes has been installed. 


There is no need to IPL the system. 


For more information about these system values, refer to the aXes Quick Start Guide. 
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Step 4: Install aXes using the command LOADAXES 
Issue these commands: 


RSTOBJ OBJ(*ALL) SAVLIB(QTEMP) DEV(*SAVF) SAVF(QGPL/AXESTRIAL) RSTLIB(QTEMP) 


ADDLIBLE QTEMP (if QTEMP is not on your library list)  


For non-DBCS (Double Byte Character Set) systems, use this command: 
LOADAXES REPLACERLS(*ONLY) LIBRARY(AXES) DIRECTORY('/axes') LNG(2924) 
LANGLIBE(*SAME) 


For DBCS (Double Byte Character Set) systems, use this command: 
LOADAXES REPLACERLS(*ONLY) LIBRARY(AXES) DIRECTORY('/axes') LNG(2984) 
LANGLIBE(*SAME) 


Where: 


LIBRARY The name of the aXes product library and must not exist. 


The default name is AXES. 


DIRECTORY The name of aXes product IFS path name and must not exist. 


The default name is /axes.  


LNG LNG is the Primary Language Code. 


For non-DBCS systems, LNG defaults to 2924. 


For DBCS systems, LNG defaults to 2984. 


Consult Table 1: Language Codes and change the default language code 
where appropriate. 


LANGLIBE The name of the secondary language library into which the secondary 
language objects are restored. The default is to *SAME. 


Table 1: Language Codes 


Language 
Code 


Language 


2924 English Uppercase and Lowercase. 


Use when installing on a Single-Byte Character Set (SBCS) system for which no 
translated version of aXes is provided. 


2938 English Uppercase Support for Double-Byte Character Set (DBCS).  


Use this value when installing on a DBCS system for which no translated 
version of aXes is provided and the system does not support lower-case 
English characters (for example Katakana-Kanji). 


2950 English Uppercase 


2984 English Uppercase and Lowercase Support for Double-Byte Character Set 
(DBCS). 


Use this value when installing on a DBCS system for which no translated 
version of aXes is provided. 
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LongRange 
 Add the parameter LNGRNGY(*YES) to the LOADAXES command to also install the 


LongRange product. 


Refer to the LongRange product documentation for more details. 


Step 5: Verify aXes installed successfully 
To verify that all the options were installed, do the following: 


 From a command line, type GO LICPGM and take option 10. 


 This will display the list of installed licensed programs.  


 Page up or down to locate the Licensed Program name 1AXES01 and check the install 
status. 


The list below is an example of a successful install: 


Licensed 
Program 


Status Description 


1AXES01 *INSTALLED aXes Base 


1AXES01 *INSTALLED aXes Terminal Server 


1AXES01 *INSTALLED aXes Application Server 


1AXES01 *INSTALLED aXes Spooler File Server 


1AXES01 *INSTALLED aXes Examples 


Step 6: Configure and change shipped defaults 


Set the library list: 
For non-English languages: 


ADDLIBLE AXESxxxx 


This is the name of the language library used in the LANGLIBE parameter when 
installing. If *SAME was used the name will be AXESxxxx where xxxx is the language 
code. 


Change the AXES Job description library list to include this library. 


Then, for all languages, do this: 


ADDLIBLE AXES (or the equivalent AXES product library) 


Set aXes to start with the subsystem 
Type GO CMDAXES 


Select option 10. Change aXes application server: 


 Change parameter instance to AXES 


 Change the last parameter AUTOSTART SERVER to *YES 


 Press Enter. 
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Change the default port number 
If you are not already in the aXes menu use GO CMDAXES: 


Ensure aXes default port 80 is not in use. To check try this in a web browser:  


http://<yourhostname>:80 


If the port number is in use, you need to use another port: 


Select option 39. Work with aXes Servers: 


 Press Enter 


 Use option 22 (Edit configuration) against the aXes server *AXESW3 


 Locate the line containing # Port=80, remove the # character and update to the required 
port number 


 F3 Save/Exit 


Make sure the port number is not blocked by web browser default configurations. At 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_TCP_and_UDP_port_numbers is a list of registered 
TCP/IP ports. We recommend any port number greater than 1023 and not listed in the 
Wikipedia list (e.g.: 8085) or listed with Status = Unofficial (e.g.: 8081).   


Also check http://www.iana.org/assignments/port-numbers to ensure the port number is not 
well known or registered. 


Changing the default CCSIDs: 
Usually changing the default CCSIDs is not necessary. 


If required, please refer to the aXes configuration change examples at the end of this 
document. 


Step 7: Clean up after the install 
Delete the installation material on the server: 


DLTF QGPL/AXESTRIAL 


Also delete the installation files on your PC. 
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Step 8: Start using an aXes 5250 Session in a browser 
Ensure you have applied all mandatory PTFs (see Step 1: Apply mandatory PTFs). 


If you have a customized IBM i sign on screen and you experience problems signing on to 
aXes, please contact aXes support for assistance. 


Start aXes with the command STRSBS AXES/AXES 
Once the autostart jobs have completed, launch AXES from your browser: 


http://<host name>:<port number>/wba/home.html   


host name = the name of your server or its IP Address 


port number = the port number required to access your server 


Mouse over the resulting options to investigate them. 


 The default username/password combination for the server status options is admin/admin, 
and dev/dev for the development terminal session link on the right. 


You should change these values using the instructions in the aXes User Guide in Section 5 - 
Managing aXes Users. 


To ensure that terminal sessions open in the same Internet Explorer window, make sure that 
these tabbed Browser settings are selected in Internet Options: 


Always open pop ups in a new tab. 


Always switch to new tabs when they are created. 


Try the shipped demonstration system 
Try out the shipped demonstration system using the Basic Terminal Session link. 


Sign on with a valid user profile and a password which is authorized for the library 
AXESDEMO 


Add the library AXESDEMO to the library list by entering the following command on the 
command line: 


ADDLIBLE AXESDEMO 


Now start the simple demonstration application by entering the following command: 


CALL XHRRPGTRN 


Start enhancing 5250 screens by using the Tutorials link and then the Tutorial 0 – Getting 
Started link. 
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How to change aXes configurations 
Please refer to the aXes Quick Start Guide for information about: 


 Installing aXes  


 How to configure the aXes configuration file. 


Contact your local vendor regarding the license options or for further information about 
aXes. 


Changing the default CCSIDs 
While it should not be necessary, the following examples show changes that you may choose 
to make to the aXes default CCSIDs for aXes Terminal Server, aXes Data Explorer or aXes 
Spooler File Server files. 


For further details refer to aXes Reference Guide. 


Changing the configuration file - aXes Terminal Server 


English example 
The job details are as follows: 


Language identifier *SYSVAL 


Country or region identifier *SYSVAL 


Coded character set identifier *SYSVAL 


Default coded character set identifier *SYSVAL 


System values are: 


QCCSID = 65535 


QCHRID = 697 / 37 


QCHRIDCTL = *DEVD 


QCNTRYID = US/AU 


QLANGID = ENG 
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French example 
The job details are as follows: 


Language identifier *SYSVAL 


Country or region identifier *SYSVAL 


Coded character set identifier *SYSVAL 


Default coded character set identifier *SYSVAL 


System values are: 


QCCSID = 65535 


QCHRID = 697 / 297 


QCHRIDCTL = *DEVD 


QCNTRYID = FR 


QLANGID = FRA 


Japanese example 
The job details are as follows: 


Language identifier *SYSVAL 


Country or region identifier *SYSVAL 


Coded character set identifier *SYSVAL 


Default coded character set identifier *SYSVAL 


System values are: 


QCCSID = 5035 (DBCS) 


QCHRID = 1172 / 1027 


QCHRIDCTL = *DEVD 


QCNTRYID = JP 


QLANGID = JPN 
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Thai (English) example 
The job details are as follows but the requirement is to display in Thai (English): 


Language identifier ENG 


Country or region identifier US 


Coded character set identifier 65535 


Default coded character set identifier 37 


Select option 39. Work with aXes Servers 


Use option 22 (Edit configuration) against the aXes server *AXESTS 


Locate the line containing HostCCSID and DefaultKeyboardType and change them to: 


HostCCSID = 838 


DefaultKeyboardType=THB 


Press F3 Save/Exit 


Changing the configuration file - aXes Data Explorer 


English example 
The job details are as follows: 


Language identifier *SYSVAL 


Country or region identifier *SYSVAL 


Coded character set identifier *SYSVAL 


Default coded character set identifier *SYSVAL 


System values are: 


QCCSID = 65535 


QCHRID = 697 / 37 


QCHRIDCTL = *DEVD 


QCNTRYID = US/AU 


QLANGID = ENG 
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French example 
The job details are as follows: 


Language identifier *SYSVAL 


Country or region identifier *SYSVAL 


Coded character set identifier *SYSVAL 


Default coded character set identifier *SYSVAL 


System values are: 


QCCSID = 65535 


QCHRID = 697 / 297 


QCHRIDCTL = *DEVD 


QCNTRYID = FR 


QLANGID = FRA 


Select option 39. Work with aXes Servers 


Use option 22 (Edit configuration) against the aXes server *AXESTS 


Locate the line containing HostCCSID and change it to: 


HostCCSID = 37 


Press F3 Save/Exit 


Japanese example 
The job details are as follows: 


Language identifier *SYSVAL 


Country or region identifier *SYSVAL 


Coded character set identifier *SYSVAL 


Default coded character set identifier *SYSVAL 


System values are: 


QCCSID = 5035 (DBCS) 


QCHRID = 1172 / 1027 


QCHRIDCTL = *DEVD 


QCNTRYID = JP 


QLANGID = JPN 
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Changing the configuration file - aXes Spool File Server 


English example 
The job details are as follows: 


Language identifier *SYSVAL 


Country or region identifier *SYSVAL 


Coded character set identifier *SYSVAL 


Default coded character set identifier *SYSVAL 


System values are: 


QCCSID = 65535 


QCHRID = 697 / 37 


QCHRIDCTL = *DEVD 


QCNTRYID = US/AU 


QLANGID = ENG 


French example 
The job details are as follows: 


Language identifier *SYSVAL 


Country or region identifier *SYSVAL 


Coded character set identifier *SYSVAL 


Default coded character set identifier *SYSVAL 


System values are: 


QCCSID = 65535 


QCHRID = 697 / 297 


QCHRIDCTL = *DEVD 


QCNTRYID = FR 


QLANGID = FRA 


Select option 39. Work with aXes Servers 


Use option 22 (Edit configuration) against the aXes server *AXESTS 


Locate the line containing HostCCSID and change it to: 


HostCCSID = 297 


Press F3 Save/Exit 
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Japanese example 
The job details are as follows: 


Language identifier *SYSVAL 


Country or region identifier *SYSVAL 


Coded character set identifier *SYSVAL 


Default coded character set identifier *SYSVAL 


System values are: 


QCCSID = 5035 (DBCS) 


QCHRID = 1172 / 1027 


QCHRIDCTL = *DEVD 


QCNTRYID = JP 


QLANGID = JPN 
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Welcome to aXes 
This document describes the aXes product. It explains how to plan for, install, and begin to 
use the product. For the latest information about aXes, refer to the aXes site (axeslive.com). 


Road Map 
Use the following table to find the information you need to get started with aXes. 


If you want to ... Refer to … 


Learn about system requirements for 
aXes  


Section 1. Planning aXes Installation 


Install aXes and 
start aXes Application Server 


Section 2. Installing and running aXes 


Apply maintenance to aXes Section 3. Applying maintenance to aXes 


Remove aXes Section 4. Removing aXes  


Start using commands Section 5. aXes commands 


For detailed information about using aXes, including problem solving and command syntax 
diagrams, see the aXes User Guide and the aXes Reference. 


aXes comprises an application server, a terminal server, a spool file server, a database 
explorer, and a set of tools that allow you to distribute existing IBM i applications via a 
TCP/IP network using a web browser. The application server component is called aXesW3, 
the terminal server component is called aXes-TS, the spool file server component is called 
aXes-WS, and the database explorer is called aXes-DE. Multiple instances of each server can 
be active at the same time. CL commands are provided to start, stop and manage these 
servers. 


If your primary language is not English 
If your primary language is not English the installation process requires additional 
information and actions. For example, when installing aXes you must specify the language 
code on the language (LNG) keyword of the restore licensed program (RSTLICPGM) 
command. Also, you must execute the restore licensed program (RSTLICPGM) and restore 
object (RSTOBJ) commands twice. 


The installation section of this document explains how to install aXes on a non English 
system. 


For more information about installation refer to the aXes Reference Guide – Appendix F. 


Licenses 
aXes 3.1.0 requires a new licensing key. 


License keys from previous aXes versions cannot be reused. 


Please contact your aXes distributor or reseller for your new aXes licence key. 
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Section 1 - Planning aXes installation 
This section provides a summary of the requirements for running aXes. It discusses the 
network protocols, supported environments, the delivery media, and the components of the 
product. It covers the following topics: 


 Hardware requirements 


 Software requirements 


 Connectivity 


 Licensing 


 Delivery 


 PTFs 


 Components 


 Installation libraries and directories 


 User profiles 


 National language support (essential reading for non English systems) 


The national language support section of this document is essential reading when installing 
aXes on non English systems. 


Hardware Requirements 
Host system requirements 


The installation requirements depend on the components you install and how much working 
space you need. 


Hardware 
aXes requires the following hardware: 


 Any IBM i model running IBM i V5R4M0 or later. 


 Any communication hardware supported by the TCP/IP protocol stack. 


The machine must have sufficient storage to meet the combined requirements of the 
software prerequisites, aXes servers, and any application programs. 


Disk space required 
aXes Components Storage Locations 


Base 15 MB QSYS.LIB=14.39 MB, root=338K 


aXes Terminal Server 4.5 MB QSYS.LIB=3.32 MB, root=1,204K 


aXes Application Server, Data Explorer 4.6 MB QSYS.LIB=4.32 MB, root=396K 


aXes Spool File Server 3.1 MB QSYS.LIB=2.6 MB, root=483K 


aXes InterSession 0.7 MB QSYS.LIB=0.67 MB, root=0 


The increase in size over previous releases is due to retaining the creation data necessary to 
allow installation on IBM i version 6.1. 
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Client system requirements 
To use aXes you need a PC that can run a browser and a faster CPU and more RAM will 
result in better performance. 


See the aXes web site and the Reference Guide for information about supported platforms. 


Software Requirements 
IBM i Licensed programs 


Use the GO LICPGM command to check for the installation of the following licensed 
programs. Running aXes requires that you have the following software installed: 


IBM i Version 5 Release 4 or later versions 


IBM i Java JDK 1.4 or greater installed 


IBM i Java Toolbox 7.2 (jt400.jar) – included with aXes 3.1 installation 


TCP/IP Connectivity Utilities for AS/400  


aXes Application Server (1AXES-01 option 2) 


If you plan to use the aXes Terminal Server or aXes Spool File Server you must have IBM i 
Host Servers installed (option 12 of the Base Operating System Support). 


If you plan to use aXes Spool File Server to convert spooled files, such as AFPDS files, into 
imaged-based PDF documents you must have at least one, and possibly more than one, of 
the following IBM products installed: 


 IBM AFP Font Collection 


 AFP Fonts/400 


 AFP DBCS Fonts/400 


Whether you need multiple products installed will depend on your National Language. 


See the aXes Reference for more information. 


If you plan to use Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) to encrypt client-server sessions then your 
system requires one of the following IBM Cryptographic Access provider products installed: 


 Crypto Access Provider 40-bit for AS/400. 


 Crypto Access Provider 56-bit for AS/400. 


 Cryptographic Access Provider 128-bit. 


In order to provide the required support for handling digital server certificates, used by SSL 
for secure Web serving, the aXes Application Server also requires i5/OS** - Digital Certificate 
Manager (option 34 of the Base Operating System Support). 


To create or import certificates requires that the IBM Apache Server be installed and that the 
*ADMIN instance is operational. 


Browser requirements 
To use the aXes Terminal Server you need an XML capable Web browser that supports the 
HTTP 1.1 protocol, frames, and JavaScript. One browser that currently provides the required 
support is Microsoft Internet Explorer 8.0 or later. 
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To use the Configuration and Administration forms you need a Web browser that supports the 
HTTP 1.0 or 1.1 protocol, frames, and JavaScript. Browsers such as Netscape and Internet 
Explorer will work with the Configuration and Administration forms browser interface. 


IBM i mandatory PTFs 
To use aXes the following IBM i PTFs are mandatory: 


IBM i Version Mandatory PTFs 


V5R4M0 SI35079 - QTVOPNVT ignores initial pgm, menu, curlib with Key 8. 


This PTF also includes and supersedes SI22470. 


To check if a PTF is installed use the DSPPTF command. Confirm that it has a status of 
temporarily or permanently applied. 


If you apply a PTF after aXes has been installed you will need to stop and restart all aXes 
server jobs for it to take effect. 


Planning for IBM i version 6.1 and above 
Important information when upgrading aXes versions lower than V1.35 and upgrading to 
IBM i version 6.1 or above 


If you have aXes installed with a version lower than 1.35, and intend to upgrade your 
operating system to IBM i version 6.1 or above, you must upgrade aXes to V1.35 or above, 
BEFORE you upgrade the operating system, AND you must install aXes option 4, EVEN if you 
do not require aXes Intersession. 


After upgrading aXes to V1.35 or above, you must remove aXes option 4 BEFORE you 
upgrade the operating system to IBM i version 6.1 or above. 


While this may seem like an unnecessary process it is required and you will experience 
installation or upgrade problems if you do not comply. 


You also must follow the Setting ATN Key and SYS Req key instruction to enable the 
attention key and system request to work again. 


aXes V1.34 and above supports installation on IBM i version 6.1 and above. However, the 
aXes Intersession component is not supported. If you are installing on an IBM i version 6.1 
or above system, you cannot install the aXes Intersession feature (Option 4). 


When installing on IBM i version 6.1 and above, you must specify FRCOBJCVN(*YES *ALL) 
on the Restore Licensed Program (RSTLICPGM) command for each aXes option you install. 


All program objects on IBM i version 6.1 or above must be converted to a new format. The 
conversion process will remove the system-state attribute from any non-IBM programs. It 
also requires that the program to be converted retain the creation-data part of the program 
template. 


aXes supplies a number of system-state programs to support various features. When they 
were converted the system-state attribute would be removed and they would no longer 
perform their function. 


Refer to the Understanding Authorities and Permissions section in the aXes User Guide for a 
list of system-state programs, the features they support, and the effect of no longer having 
these programs installed on the system. 


While preparing for your upgrade to IBM i version 6.1 or above, you may choose to run the 
Analyze Object Conversion (ANZOBJCVN) command to determine whether installed 
components on your system are capable of being converted to the new format required by 
IBM i version 6.1 or above. Running this command on versions of aXes prior to V1.35 will 
result in conversion errors being reported by the command. The only version of aXes 
supported for IBM i version 6.1 or above of the operating system is V1.35 and above. 
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Attention Key and System Request Key support on IBM i version 6.1 and above 
If you are on aXes V1.35 and above you can activate the attention key and system request 
functions. 


A command called SETPGMSTT is provided with the aXes base product to set the system 
status for the programs required by the attention key and system request to process. 


You must sign on as QSECOFR and need the Service tools user ID and Service tools 
password for the command (SRTSST – Start System Service Tools). 


For details refer to: Section 2 - Installing aXes and Setting ATN Key and SYS Req key. 


Communications 
The communications protocols supported by aXes are TCP/IP, HTTP and HTTPS. 


Licensing 
aXes is licensed by processor or session. Some components are available only with 
processor licensing while others are available in your choice of processor or session 
licensing. 


aXes 3.1.0 requires a new licensing key, and keys from aXes 2.2 cannot be reused. Please 
contact your aXes distributor or Reseller for your new aXes 3.1.0 licence key.  


Processor usage and session usage is counted across Logical Partitions. This means you 
must purchase enough processor licences and session licences to cover your total usage 
requirements. You may install aXes into multiple partitions as long as the total usage does 
not exceed the licensed usage you have purchased. 


aXes is a licensed program product. It will function for 60 contiguous days from the date of 
first use without a licence key. This 60-day period is intended only for evaluation purposes. 
The product will not continue to operate after the 60-day grace period without an installed 
licence key for each component. 


Delivery and download files 
aXes is supplied as one or more zipped save files which you can download from the aXes 
web site. 


Program temporary fixes 
LANSA provides periodic fixes to correct defects in the product. 


You should check the aXes web site for the current set of PTFs, download them, and apply 
them after you have installed the product. 


aXes components 
The aXes product is supplied as a licensed program product with a base component and a 
number of optional components. 


aXes Base (Option *BASE)  
This component contains common product objects. 


The base option is licensed by processor. 


aXes Terminal Server (Option 1 or Option 11)  
This component contains the aXes Terminal Server. 


Option 1 is licensed by session and option 11 is licensed by processor. 
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Both options are mutually exclusive and you must install the correct option for the 
licence you have purchased. 


If you are installing option 11 in place of an existing option 1, or vice versa, you must 
remove the existing option first. 


aXes Application Server and aXes Data Explorer (Option 2 or Option 12) 
This component contains aXes Data Explorer. 


Option 2 is licensed by session and option 12 is licensed by processor. 


aXes Spool File Server (Option 3 or Option 13) 
This component contains the aXes Spool File Server which provides a browser-based 
interface to spooled files. 


Option 3 is licensed by session and option 13 is licensed by processor. 


Both options are mutually exclusive and you must install the correct option for the 
licence you have purchased. 


If you are installing option 13 in place of an existing option 3, or vice versa, you must 
remove the existing option first. 


aXes Intersession (Option 4) 
This component contains the aXes Intersession and other objects that require system-
state to operate. 


This option cannot be installed in IBM i version 6.1 or above of the Operating System. 


Installation libraries and directories 
aXes installs into the IBM i library structure and also uses directories in the IFS root file 
system.  


The installation is performed using the IBM-supplied Restore Licensed Program (RSTLICPGM) 
command, which is the standard method for installing IBM i software. 


The aXes product will install into a default library called AXES but you can change the target 
library by specifying a library of your choice on the LIB keyword of the RSTLICPGM 
command. 


If you choose to install in a library different from the default you must be aware of the 
following caveats: 


 The target library should not exist unless it contains other products from LANSA. 


 If the library does exist, it must not contain products from other vendors. 


 Do not put your own objects in the target library because they will be deleted when the 
last installed product is removed from that library.  


Library structure 
A standard installation of aXes creates the following libraries: 


AXES The aXes base product library 


AXES29nn A library containing objects that are specific to your national language 


You can change the names of the base product library and the language libraries during the 
installation. 
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Integrated File System (IFS) directories 
The Integrated File System (IFS) is a part of the IBM i that supports stream files and storage 
management similar to personal computer and Unix operating systems, while providing an 
integrating structure over all information stored in the IBM i. When you install aXes, a 
number of directories are created in the IFS root file system. They are: 


axes This directory is the root directory for the product. 


axes/admin This directory controls access to the server administration and 
configuration forms. 


axes/agi This directory contains the Lua script files. 


axes/configs This directory contains the default configuration files. 


axes/de This directory contains the aXes Data Explorer files. 


axes/de/images This directory contains the aXes Data Explorer images 


axes/de/lua This directory contains the aXes Data Explorer script files. 


axes/de/skins This directory contains the aXes Data Explorer skins. 


axes/errors This directory contains customized HTTP error pages. 


axes/images This directory contains image files (i.e., JPEGs and GIFs, etc.). 


axes/logs This directory contains HTTP log information and trace output. 


axes/ts This directory contains aXes Terminal Server files. 


axes/ts/admin This directory contains the aXes Terminal Server administration and 
configuration forms. 


axes/ts/framework This directory contains the aXes Framework files. 


axes/ts/skins This directory contains the aXes Terminal Server skins and images. 


axes/wba This directory contains the aXes Server administration and configuration 
forms and images. 


axes/ws This directory contains aXes Spool File Server files. 


axes/ws/images This directory contains the aXes Spool File Server images. 


axes/ws/lua This directory contains the aXes Spool File Server script files. 


axes/ws/skins This directory contains the aXes Spool File Server skins. 


You can change the name of the root directory during the installation. 


User profiles 
When you install aXes, two user profiles are created; AXES_GROUP and AXES. These two 
profiles are central to the correct running of aXes. 


AXES_GROUP is used as the Primary Group Profile for stream files in the IFS. AXES is used 
as the profile under which the aXes server jobs are run and has *JOBCTL special authority. 


During installation a random password is generated for the aXes user profile. You may 
change this password at will but the aXes user profile must have a password in order to 
allow it to connect to the *LOCAL database. 


These profiles remain on the system when the product is deleted. 
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National language support 
aXes provides support for different national languages. If a product language exists on the 
installation media that is the same as the installed primary language then the installation 
program will install the language-specific objects into the product library. 


However, if no product language matches the primary language then you must specify a 
secondary language on the LNG keyword of the RSTLICPGM command. Secondary languages 
are installed in a library called AXESnnnn where nnnn indicates the language identifier. You 
can override the name of the language library by specifying a library of your choice on the 
LNGLIB keyword of the RSTLICPGM command but be aware of the caveats described above. 


The following national language versions are available for aXes: 


Language ID Language 


2924 English Uppercase and Lowercase 


You should use this language identifier when installing on a Single-Byte 
Character Set (SBCS) system for which no translated version of aXes is 
provided. 


2938 English Uppercase Support for Double-Byte Character Set (DBCS) 


You should use this value when installing on a DBCS system for which no 
translated version of aXes is provided and the system does not support 
lower-case English characters (for example Katakana-Kanji). 


2950 English Uppercase 


2984 English Uppercase and Lowercase Support for Double-Byte Character Set 
(DBCS) 


You should use this language identifier when installing on a DBCS system 
for which no translated version of aXes is provided. 


Support for other languages will be provided as demand requires.  


IBM i V5R4M0 and above is inherently a DBCS capable environment so you should install a 
DBCS national language version of aXes. 
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Section 2 - Installing and running aXes 
This section describes the installation of aXes. It covers the following topics: 


 Before installation  


 Considerations for IBM i version 6.1 or above 


 Installation of translated versions 


 Installing from Save Files 


 Verifying the installation 


 After installation  


Before Installation 
This section describes how to install aXes. 


Please read the information in the planning section before starting the installation.  


Required authority *ALLOBJ and *SPLCTL 
The profile you use to install aXes must be authorized to the Restore Licensed Program 
(RSTLICPGM) command and must have *ALLOBJ and *SPLCTL special authority. The profile 
you use to remove aXes must be authorized to the Delete Licensed Program (DLTLICPGM) 
command, must have *ALLOBJ and *SPLCTL special authority. We recommend you use the 
QSECOFR user profile to avoid any authorization problems. 


Setting system values 
Before installing aXes you should use the Display System Value (DSPSYSVAL) command to 
check that the following system values are set to the requirements of your company:  


 QCCSID 


 QUTCOFFSET 


 QAUTOVRT 


 QALWOBJRST 


 QVFYOBJRST 


 QFRCCVNRST 


You can change these values, if required, using the Change System Value (CHGSYSVAL) 
command. More information about these system values can be found in the Work 
Management (SC41-5306) manual. 


QCCSID 
This system value defines the coded character set identifier, which in turn defines: 


 A specific set of encoding scheme identifiers 


 Character set identifiers 


 Code page identifiers 


Every stream file has a code page or coded-character set identifier (CCSID) describing the 
encoding of the data contained in the stream file. The operating system uses the CCSID of 
the stream file and the CCSID of the current job to convert IBM i data stored in stream files.  
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Every message has a CCSID tag in its header. The CCSID tag identifies the code page and 
character set of the message. The IBM i uses the CCSID to ensure messages are displayed 
correctly within different jobs.  


Every database file has a CCSID tag associated with each field that describes the encoding 
of the data contained in that field. The operating system uses the CCSID of the field and the 
CCSID of the current job to convert the data stored in database files. 


You should set QCCSID to a value appropriate for your environment. LANSA recommends 
that you avoid using the default value of 65535. While aXes, and the operating system, is 
likely to function acceptably with 65535, this value means that all database data is treated 
as hexadecimal data and no conversion will occur. This is likely to cause problems when 
transferring data to PC systems or to remote systems that have a different CCSID setting. It 
will cause problems if you support multiple languages on the same system. 


Because the correct CCSID value will vary according to your environment, LANSA cannot tell 
you what value to use. IBM has provided a number of resources to assist you in choosing 
the correct value. See section 4.2.5 of the Road Map for Changing to PowerPC Technology 
for considerations before changing QCCSID. Additional information about QCCSID can be 
found in section 2.3.22 of the Work Management Guide, section 3.1.1 of the National 
Language Support manual, and many sections of the IBM i International Application 
Development manual. 


 The CCSID must be either Single-byte character set (SBCS), or Mixed, that is SBCS 
and DBCS. It must not be DBCS only. For a list of CCSIDs that are supported by IBM i 
see the IBM i National Language Support book. 


QUTCOFFSET 
This system value indicates the difference in hours and minutes between the local system 
time and Universal Time Coordinated (UTC), also known as Greenwich Mean Time (GMT). 


You should check that the coordinated universal time offset (QUTCOFFSET) system value 
has been set correctly. Many system functions, such as Management Central and alert 
processing, require that this value is set correctly. 


If QUTCOFFSET is not set, it uses a default value of zero. aXes then presumes that the 
system time is coordinated universal time (UTC)—that is, GMT—and uses UTC time stamps 
for log and trace messages.  


QAUTOVRT 
This system value controls automatic configuration of virtual devices. It determines whether 
virtual devices can be automatically created, and how many of them may be created. 


You should check that the automatic configuration of virtual devices (QAUTOVRT) system 
value has been set to a value large enough for the number of users, and sessions per user, 
you expect to connect via the aXes Terminal Server. 


 You can initially set QAUTOVRT to a large value, allow aXes to automatically create the 
required number of devices, and then set QAUTOVRT to zero to prevent the creation of 
additional devices. 


If the QAUTOVRT value is zero then you must manually create virtual devices that match the 
devices aXes needs. For example on a DBCS system you should create devices of type 555-
G02, on an SBCS system you should create devices of type 3487-HC. See the 
DefaultWorkstationType= directive in the Terminal Server Configuration section of the aXes 
User Guide. 


QALWOBJRST 
This system value controls whether security sensitive objects can be restored. 


Ensure that the allow object restore (QALWOBJRST) system value is set to *ALL or includes 
*ALWPGMADP and *ALWSYSSTT before you install aXes. If it is set to *NONE, the 
installation will fail.  


After installation, reset QALWOBJRST to its original value to maintain system integrity.  
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QVFYOBJRST 
This system value controls verification of objects without signatures or with invalid 
signatures. 


If you are on IBM i Version 5 Release 4 (V5R4) or later, ensure that the verify object restore 
(QVFYOBJRST) system value is set to 1 before you install aXes. If it is set to any value other 
than 1, the installation will fail.  


After installation, reset QVFYOBJRST to its original value to maintain system integrity.  


QFRCCVNRST 
This system value controls whether or not to convert objects during restore. 


If you plan to install Intersession then ensure that the force conversion on restore 
(QFRCCVNRST) system value is set to 0 before you install aXes Option 4. 


After installation, reset QFRCCVNRST to its original value to maintain system integrity. 


Installation of translated versions 
aXes provides support for different national languages. If a product language exists on the 
installation media that is the same as the installed primary language then the installation 
program will install the language-specific objects into the product library. 


However, if no product language matches the primary language then you must specify a 
secondary language on the LNG keyword of the RSTLICPGM command. Secondary languages 
are installed in a library called AXESnnnn where "nnnn" indicates the language identifier. 
You can override the name of the language library by specifying a library of your choice on 
the LNGLIB keyword of the RSTLICPGM command but be aware of the caveats described in 
the planning information. 


If you are installing a new version of aXes beside a previous version and the primary 
language is different from the aXes language then you must install the *PGM and *LNG 
objects separately. 


 See Appendix G. Installing National Language Support in the aXes Reference for step-
by-step instructions. 


The language library will contain all objects that have translatable text. This includes 
commands, panel groups, display files, printer files, menus, and other similar objects. The 
commands and menus are built so they automatically include the product library in the 
library list so you need only have the language library in your library list. If you prefer, you 
can qualify the commands and menus with the language library. For example: 


AXES2950/STRAXESW3 


Or 


GO AXES2950/AXESADM 


Of course, if you installed aXes using a product language that matches the primary language 
of your system then the translatable objects are installed in the product library. 


The following national language versions are available for aXes: 


Language ID Language 


2924 English Uppercase and Lowercase 


You should use this language identifier when installing on a Single-Byte 
Character Set (SBCS) system for which no translated version of aXes is 
provided. 


2938 English Uppercase Support for Double-Byte Character Set (DBCS) 


You should use this value when installing on a DBCS system for which no 
translated version of aXes is provided and the system does not support 
lower-case English characters (for example Katakana-Kanji). 
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Language ID Language 


2950 English Uppercase 


2984 English Uppercase and Lowercase Support for Double-Byte Character Set 
(DBCS) 


You should use this language identifier when installing on a DBCS system 
for which no translated version of aXes is provided. 


IBM i V5R4M0 and above is inherently a DBCS capable environment so you should install a 
DBCS national language version of aXes. 


Installation save files 
aXes is packaged using IBM i save files which have been zipped to reduce the size of the file 
in order to improve download speeds and reduce network traffic. 


You may choose to download a single save file (e.g. axes_310) containing all product-
options or download individual save files for each product option. 


The save files can be downloaded from the aXes web site. You should only download the 
files for the options you intend to install. 


The zip files for aXes version 3.1.0 contain the following save files: 


AXES_31000.savf The base product option contains shared common objects and aXes 
Application Server 


AXES_31001.savf Product option 1 contains aXes Terminal Server. 


This option supports session licensing. 


Use this file for product evaluation. 


AXES_31002.savf Product option 2 contains aXes Data Explorer. 


This option supports session licensing. 


Use this file for product evaluation. 


AXES_31003.savf Product option 3 contains aXes Spool File Server. 


This option supports session licensing. 


Use this file for product evaluation. 


AXES_31004.savf Product option 4 contains the aXes Intersession feature and other 
system-state programs. 


AXES_31011.savf Product option 11 contains aXes Terminal Server. 


This option supports processor licensing. 


AXES_31012.savf Product option 12 contains aXes Data Explorer. 


This option supports processor licensing. 


AXES_31013.savf Product option 13 contains aXes Spool File Server. 


This option supports processor licensing. 


AXES_31099.savf Product option 99 contains the aXes Examples.  


The product options will be installed by default into a library named AXES and a directory 
named /axes but you can change these names during the installation. 
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Preparing the save files 
Preparing the save files unzips the aXes download file on your PC and transfers the unzipped 
files to your IBM i server. 


1. Download the zipped files to your PC 
Download the zipped files to your PC. You will need approximately 12-24 MB of disk space to 
download and unzip. 


2. Unzip the files 
Unzip the files into a directory on your PC using your favourite unzip tool. For example: 


UNZIP file-name.ZIP  


Where file-name is the name of the zip file. 


The unzipped file may be up to 3 times larger than the zipped version so please ensure you 
have enough space on your PC hard drive 


3. Transfer the unzipped files to your IBM i server 
Transfer the save files to your IBM i system via FTP. Ensure the IBM i FTP server is running. 
The FTP server can be started by running the command STRTCPSVR *FTP but you must 
have authority to the command. 


File Transfer Commands Command Explanations 


FTP server server is the IP address or name of your IBM i  


Name: user profile user profile is your user profile for the server 


Password: password password is the password for your user profile 


QUOTE SITE NAMEFMT 1 Set the name format to use the library file system 


BINARY Use binary file transfer mode 


CD QSYS.LIB Go to the QSYS.LIB directory 


CD QGPL.LIB Go to the QGPL.LIB directory 


MPUT AXES_310*.SAVF Send multiple files and save them on the server 


QUIT End the FTP session 


3. Clean up your PC 
Clean up your PC by deleting the zipped files and the unzipped save files. 


 If the full save file (axes_310) is used, then you have to restore all product save files from 
this save file. Use the IBM i command RSTOBJ to restore all product save files. 
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Installing when no current or previous release is 
installed 


Use these steps when installing an aXes release on a system that has never had aXes 
installed or no longer has aXes installed. 


Object conversion must be performed during the installation on IBM i version 6.1 or above. 


1. Sign on 
Sign on using a suitably authorized profile. 


The profile you use must be authorized to the Restore Licensed Program (RSTLICPGM) 
command and must have *ALLOBJ and *SECADM special authority. 


We recommend you use the QSECOFR user profile to avoid any authorization 
problems. 


2. Restore the base option of the aXes licensed program 
English systems: 


RSTLICPGM LICPGM(1AXES01) DEV(*SAVF) OPTION(*BASE) 


     SAVF(QGPL/AXES_31000) FRCOBJCVN(*YES *ALL) 


Non English systems: 


RSTLICPGM LICPGM(1AXES01) DEV(*SAVF) OPTION(*BASE) 


     RSTOBJ(*PGM) SAVF(QGPL/AXES_31000) FRCOBJCVN(*YES *ALL) 


RSTLICPGM LICPGM(1AXES01) DEV(*SAVF) OPTION(*BASE) 


     RSTOBJ(*LNG) LNG(2924) SAVF(QGPL/AXES_31000) 


You must select the correct value for the LNG parameter. 


If you want to install into a library different from the default AXES library you may 
specify the library name on the LIB parameter. 


If you want to install into a directory different from the default /axes directory you 
may specify the directory name on the CODEHOMEDIR parameter. 


 If you are installing on IBM i version 5.4, do not include the FRCOBJCVN(*YES 
*ALL) parameter. 


3. Install aXes Terminal Server 


Session licensing 
If you want to use session licensing then restore option 1. 


English systems: 


RSTLICPGM LICPGM(1AXES01) DEV(*SAVF) OPTION(1) 


     SAVF(QGPL/AXES_31001) FRCOBJCVN(*YES *ALL) 
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Non English systems: 


RSTLICPGM LICPGM(1AXES01) DEV(*SAVF) OPTION(1) 


     RSTOBJ(*PGM) SAVF(QGPL/AXES_31001) FRCOBJCVN(*YES *ALL) 


RSTLICPGM LICPGM(1AXES01) DEV(*SAVF) OPTION(1) 


     RSTOBJ(*LNG) LNG(2924) SAVF(QGPL/AXES_31001) 


You must select the correct value for the LNG parameter. 


Processor licensing 
If you want to use processor licensing then restore option 11. 


English systems: 


RSTLICPGM LICPGM(1AXES01) DEV(*SAVF) OPTION(11) 


     SAVF(QGPL/AXES_31011) FRCOBJCVN(*YES *ALL) 


Non English systems: 


RSTLICPGM LICPGM(1AXES01) DEV(*SAVF) OPTION(11) 


     RSTOBJ(*PGM) SAVF(QGPL/AXES_31011) FRCOBJCVN(*YES *ALL) 


RSTLICPGM LICPGM(1AXES01) DEV(*SAVF) OPTION(1) 


     RSTOBJ(*LNG) LNG(2924) SAVF(QGPL/AXES_31011) 


You must select the correct value for the LNG parameter. 


You must install into the same library and directory in which you installed the base 
component of this release. 


 If you are installing on IBM i version 5.4, do not include the FRCOBJCVN(*YES 
*ALL) parameter. 


4. Install aXes Data Explorer 


Session licensing 
If you want to use session licensing then restore option 2. 


English systems: 


RSTLICPGM LICPGM(1AXES01) DEV(*SAVF) OPTION(2) 


     SAVF(QGPL/AXES_31002) FRCOBJCVN(*YES *ALL) 


Non English systems: 


RSTLICPGM LICPGM(1AXES01) DEV(*SAVF) OPTION(2) 


     RSTOBJ(*PGM) SAVF(QGPL/AXES_31002) FRCOBJCVN(*YES *ALL) 


RSTLICPGM LICPGM(1AXES01) DEV(*SAVF) OPTION(2) 


     RSTOBJ(*LNG) LNG(2924) SAVF(QGPL/AXES_31002) 


You must select the correct value for the LNG parameter. 
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Processor licensing 
If you want to use processor licensing then restore option 12. 


English systems: 


RSTLICPGM LICPGM(1AXES01) DEV(*SAVF) OPTION(12) 


     SAVF(QGPL/AXES_31012) FRCOBJCVN(*YES *ALL) 


Non English systems: 


RSTLICPGM LICPGM(1AXES01) DEV(*SAVF) OPTION(12) 


     RSTOBJ(*PGM) SAVF(QGPL/AXES_31012) FRCOBJCVN(*YES *ALL) 


RSTLICPGM LICPGM(1AXES01) DEV(*SAVF) OPTION(12) 


     RSTOBJ(*LNG) LNG(2924) SAVF(QGPL/AXES_31012) 


You must select the correct value for the LNG parameter. 


You must install into the same library and directory in which you installed the base 
component of this release. 


 If you are installing on IBM i version 5.4, do not include the FRCOBJCVN(*YES 
*ALL) parameter. 


5. Install aXes Spool File Server 


Session licensing 
If you want to use session licensing then restore option 3. 


English systems: 


RSTLICPGM LICPGM(1AXES01) DEV(*SAVF) OPTION(3) 


     SAVF(QGPL/AXES_31003) FRCOBJCVN(*YES *ALL) 


Non English systems: 


RSTLICPGM LICPGM(1AXES01) DEV(*SAVF) OPTION(3) 


     RSTOBJ(*PGM) SAVF(QGPL/AXES_31003) FRCOBJCVN(*YES *ALL) 


RSTLICPGM LICPGM(1AXES01) DEV(*SAVF) OPTION(3) 


     RSTOBJ(*LNG) LNG(2924) SAVF(QGPL/AXES_31003) 


You must select the correct value for the LNG parameter. 


Processor licensing 
If you want to use processor licensing then restore option 13. 


English systems: 


RSTLICPGM LICPGM(1AXES01) DEV(*SAVF) OPTION(13) 


     SAVF(QGPL/AXES_31013) FRCOBJCVN(*YES *ALL) 
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Non English systems: 


RSTLICPGM LICPGM(1AXES01) DEV(*SAVF) OPTION(13) 


     RSTOBJ(*PGM) SAVF(QGPL/AXES_31013) FRCOBJCVN(*YES *ALL) 


RSTLICPGM LICPGM(1AXES01) DEV(*SAVF) OPTION(13) 


     RSTOBJ(*LNG) LNG(2924) SAVF(QGPL/AXES_31013) 


You must select the correct value for the LNG parameter. 


You must install into the same library and directory in which you installed the base 
component of this release. 


 If you are installing on IBM i version 5.4, do not include the FRCOBJCVN(*YES 
*ALL) parameter. 


6. Install the aXes Intersession component (optional) 
Install the aXes Intersession component if you require Batch CPW for aXes terminal 
sessions. 


Change the system value QFRCCVNRST to 0, before restoring. 


RSTLICPGM LICPGM(1AXES01) DEV(*SAVF) OPTION(4) 


     RSTOBJ(*PGM) SAVF(QGPL/AXES_31004) 


The aXes Intersession component will not install on IBM i version 6.1 or above. 


7. Decompress the installed objects 
Many objects are shipped in a compressed state to reduce download bandwidth 
requirements. Decompressing them before use will avoid a performance penalty 
incurred when the objects are first used because the operating system will 
decompress them. 


DCPOBJ OBJ(AXES/*ALL) OBJTYPE(*ALL) 


If you installed the aXes components into a library different from the default AXES 
library, you must specify that library name on the OBJ parameter. If the translatable 
components of aXes were installed into a secondary language library then decompress 
those objects: 


DCPOBJ OBJ(AXESnnnn/*ALL) OBJTYPE(*ALL) 


Where nnnn is the language identifier. If you specified a secondary language library 
different from the default library you must specify that library name on the OBJ 
parameter. 


8. License key 
If you received a license key, follow the instructions supplied with the license key. 


If you did not receive a license key, the product will function for 30 days from the date 
of first use. A license key for aXesW3, aXes-TS, aXes-WS, or aXes-DE is chargeable 
and can be obtained from LANSA. 
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Installing a new release beside a previous release 
Use these steps when you want to test a new release of aXes while continuing to use the 
previously installed release. Once you have tested the new release you should uninstall it 
and reinstall using the steps for installing a new release over a previous release. 


 If the primary language is different from the aXes language then you must install the *PGM 
and *LNG objects separately. See Appendix G. Installing National Language Support in the 
aXes Reference for more information. 


Object conversion must be performed during the installation on IBM i version 6.1 or above. 


Installation steps 


1. Sign on 
Sign on using a suitably authorized profile. 


The profile you use must be authorized to the Restore Licensed Program (RSTLICPGM) 
command and must have *ALLOBJ and *SECADM special authority. 


We recommend you use the QSECOFR user profile to avoid any authorization 
problems. 


2. Restore the base option of the aXes licensed program 
English systems: 


RSTLICPGM LICPGM(1AXES01) DEV(*SAVF) OPTION(*BASE) 


     REPLACERLS(*NO) SAVF(QGPL/AXES_31000) 


     LIB(new-lib) CODHOMEDIR(‘/new-dir’) FRCOBJCVN(*YES *ALL) 


Non English systems: 


RSTLICPGM LICPGM(1AXES01) DEV(*SAVF) OPTION(*BASE) 


     RSTOBJ(*PGM) REPLACERLS(*NO) SAVF(QGPL/AXES_31000) 


     LIB(new-lib) CODHOMEDIR(‘/new-dir’) FRCOBJCVN(*YES *ALL) 


RSTLICPGM LICPGM(1AXES01) DEV(*SAVF) OPTION(*BASE) 


     RSTOBJ(*LNG) LNG(2924) REPLACERLS(*NO) SAVF(QGPL/AXES_31000) 


     LNGLIB(new-lang-lib)  


You must select the correct value for the LNG parameter. 


Where: 


new-lib The library in which you want to install the option. 


new-dir The base directory you want to use for this release. 


new-lang-lib The language library to use for this release. 


You must install into a library and directory different from the library and directory 
used by the currently installed release. 


 If you are installing on IBM i version 5.4, do not include the FRCOBJCVN(*YES 
*ALL) parameter. 
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3. Install aXes Terminal Server 


Session licensing 
If you want to use session licensing then restore option 1. 


English systems: 


RSTLICPGM LICPGM(1AXES01) DEV(*SAVF) OPTION(1) 


     REPLACERLS(*NO) SAVF(QGPL/AXES_31001) 


     LIB(new-lib) CODHOMEDIR(‘/new-dir’) FRCOBJCVN(*YES *ALL) 


Non English systems: 


RSTLICPGM LICPGM(1AXES01) DEV(*SAVF) OPTION(1) 


     RSTOBJ(*PGM) REPLACERLS(*NO) SAVF(QGPL/AXES_31001) 


     LIB(new-lib) CODHOMEDIR(‘/new-dir’) FRCOBJCVN(*YES *ALL) 


RSTLICPGM LICPGM(1AXES01) DEV(*SAVF) OPTION(1) 


     RSTOBJ(*LNG) LNG(2924) REPLACERLS(*NO) SAVF(QGPL/AXES_31001) 


     LNGLIB(new-lang-lib) FRCOBJCVN(*YES *ALL)  


You must select the correct value for the LNG parameter. 


Processor licensing 
If you want to use processor licensing then restore option 11. 


English systems: 


RSTLICPGM LICPGM(1AXES01) DEV(*SAVF) OPTION(11) 


     REPLACERLS(*NO) SAVF(QGPL/AXES_31011) 


     LIB(new-lib) CODHOMEDIR(‘/new-dir’) FRCOBJCVN(*YES *ALL) 


Non English systems: 


RSTLICPGM LICPGM(1AXES01) DEV(*SAVF) OPTION(11) 


     RSTOBJ(*PGM) REPLACERLS(*NO) SAVF(QGPL/AXES_31011) 


     LIB(new-lib) CODHOMEDIR(‘/new-dir’) FRCOBJCVN(*YES *ALL) 


RSTLICPGM LICPGM(1AXES01) DEV(*SAVF) OPTION(11) 


     RSTOBJ(*LNG) LNG(2924) REPLACERLS(*NO) SAVF(QGPL/AXES_31011) 


     LNGLIB(new-lang-lib)  


You must select the correct value for the LNG parameter. 


Where: 


new-lib The library in which you want to install the option. 


new-dir The base directory you want to use for this release. 


new-lang-lib The language library to use for this release. 


You must install into a library and directory different from the library and directory 
used by the currently installed release. 


 If you are installing on IBM i version 5.4, do not include the FRCOBJCVN(*YES 
*ALL) parameter. 
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4. Install aXes Data Explorer 


Session licensing 
If you want to use session licensing then restore option 2. 


English systems: 


RSTLICPGM LICPGM(1AXES01) DEV(*SAVF) OPTION(2) 


     REPLACERLS(*NO) SAVF(QGPL/AXES_31002) 


     LIB(new-lib) CODHOMEDIR(‘/new-dir’) FRCOBJCVN(*YES *ALL) 


Non English systems: 


RSTLICPGM LICPGM(1AXES01) DEV(*SAVF) OPTION(2) 


     RSTOBJ(*PGM) REPLACERLS(*NO) SAVF(QGPL/AXES_31002) 


     LIB(new-lib) CODHOMEDIR(‘/new-dir’) FRCOBJCVN(*YES *ALL) 


RSTLICPGM LICPGM(1AXES01) DEV(*SAVF) OPTION(2) 


     RSTOBJ(*LNG) LNG(2924) REPLACERLS(*NO) SAVF(QGPL/AXES_31002) 


     LNGLIB(new-lang-lib)  


You must select the correct value for the LNG parameter. 


Processor licensing 
If you want to use processor licensing then restore option 12. 


English systems: 


RSTLICPGM LICPGM(1AXES01) DEV(*SAVF) OPTION(12) 


     REPLACERLS(*NO) SAVF(QGPL/AXES_31012) 


     LIB(new-lib) CODHOMEDIR(‘/new-dir’) FRCOBJCVN(*YES *ALL) 


Non English systems: 


RSTLICPGM LICPGM(1AXES01) DEV(*SAVF) OPTION(12) 


     RSTOBJ(*PGM) REPLACERLS)*NO) SAVF(QGPL/AXES_31012) 


     LIB(new-lib) CODHOMEDIR(‘/new-dir’) FRCOBJCVN(*YES *ALL) 


RSTLICPGM LICPGM(1AXES01) DEV(*SAVF) OPTION(12) 


     RSTOBJ(*LNG) LNG(2924) REPLACERLS(*NO) SAVF(QGPL/AXES_31012) 


     LNGLIB(new-lang-lib)  


You must select the correct value for the LNG parameter. 


Where: 


new-lib The library in which you want to install the option. 


new-dir The base directory you want to use for this release. 


new-lang-lib The language library to use for this release. 


You must install into the same library and directory in which you installed the base 
component of this release. 


 If you are installing on IBM i version 5.4, do not include the FRCOBJCVN(*YES 
*ALL) parameter. 
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5. Install aXes Spool File Server 


Session licensing 
If you want to use session licensing then restore option 3. 


English systems: 


RSTLICPGM LICPGM(1AXES01) DEV(*SAVF) OPTION(3) 


     REPLACERLS(*NO) SAVF(QGPL/AXES_31003) 


     LIB(new-lib) CODHOMEDIR(‘/new-dir’) FRCOBJCVN(*YES *ALL) 


Non English systems: 


RSTLICPGM LICPGM(1AXES01) DEV(*SAVF) OPTION(3) 


     RSTOBJ(*PGM) REPLACERLS(*NO) SAVF(QGPL/AXES_31003) 


     LIB(new-lib) CODHOMEDIR(‘/new-dir’) FRCOBJCVN(*YES *ALL) 


RSTLICPGM LICPGM(1AXES01) DEV(*SAVF) OPTION(3) 


     RSTOBJ(*LNG) LNG(2924) REPLACERLS(*NO) SAVF(QGPL/AXES_31003) 


     LNGLIB(new-lang-lib)  


You must select the correct value for the LNG parameter. 


Processor licensing 
If you want to use processor licensing then restore option 13. 


English systems: 


RSTLICPGM LICPGM(1AXES01) DEV(*SAVF) OPTION(13) 


     REPLACERLS(*NO) SAVF(QGPL/AXES_31013) 


     LIB(new-lib) CODHOMEDIR(‘/new-dir’) FRCOBJCVN(*YES *ALL) 


Non English systems: 


RSTLICPGM LICPGM(1AXES01) DEV(*SAVF) OPTION(13) 


     RSTOBJ(*PGM) REPLACERLS(*NO) SAVF(QGPL/AXES_31013) 


     LIB(new-lib) CODHOMEDIR(‘/new-dir’) FRCOBJCVN(*YES *ALL) 


RSTLICPGM LICPGM(1AXES01) DEV(*SAVF) OPTION(13) 


     RSTOBJ(*LNG) LNG(2924) REPLACERLS(*NO) SAVF(QGPL/AXES_31013) 


     LNGLIB(new-lang-lib)  


You must select the correct value for the LNG parameter. 


Where: 


new-lib The library in which you want to install the option. 


new-dir The base directory you want to use for this release. 


new-lang-lib The language library to use for this release. 


You must install into the same library and directory in which you installed the base 
component of this release. 


 If you are installing on IBM i version 5.4, do not include the FRCOBJCVN(*YES 
*ALL) parameter. 
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6. Install the aXes Intersession component (optional) 
Install the aXes Intersession component if you require Batch CPW for aXes terminal 
sessions. 


The aXes Intersession component will not install on IBM i version 6.1 or above. 


Change the system value QFRCCVNRST to 0, before restoring. 


RSTLICPGM LICPGM(1AXES01) DEV(*SAVF) OPTION(4) 


     RSTOBJ(*PGM) REPLACERLS(*NO) SAVF(QGPL/AXES_31004) 


     LIB(new-lib) 


Where new-lib is the library in which you want to install the option. 


You must install into the same library and directory in which you installed the base 
component of this release. 


7. Decompress the installed objects 
Many objects are shipped in a compressed state to reduce download bandwidth 
requirements. Decompressing them before use will avoid a performance penalty 
incurred when the objects are first used because the operating system will 
decompress them. 


DCPOBJ OBJ(new-lib/*ALL) OBJTYPE(*ALL) 


If you installed the aXes components into a library different from the default AXES 
library, you must specify that library name on the OBJ parameter. If the translatable 
components of aXes were installed into a secondary language library then decompress 
those objects: 


DCPOBJ OBJ(AXESnnnn/*ALL) OBJTYPE(*ALL) 


Where nnnn is the language identifier. If you specified a secondary language library 
different from the default library you must specify that library name on the OBJ 
parameter. 


8. License key 
If you received a license key, follow the instructions supplied with the license key. 


If you did not receive a license key, the product will function for 30 days from the date 
of first use. A license key for aXesW3, aXes-TS, aXes-WS, or aXes-DE is chargeable 
and can be obtained from LANSA. 


9. Installation adds job queue and auto start job entries 
You have now installed your new aXes software in the library new-lib and in the IFS 
directory new-dir. 


Since it’s a side by side install, your previous aXes software is in the library previous-
lib. You could just start your new aXes install straight away, but all the jobs in the 
aXes sub-system would be called axes. Hence it would make it very difficult to 
differentiate which job belongs to which version.  


Renaming your new instances. 


This step involves changing the names of the aXes instance so they can be easily 
differentiated. Run the Work with aXes Server command: 


new-lib/WRKAXESSVR 


The work with aXes servers list will be displayed. 
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 Opt   Instance    Server     Autostart  ----Status----   Function    


       __________  _________ 


       AXES        *AXESW3     Yes    


       AXES        *AXESTS     No     


       AXES        *AXESWS     No     


       AXES        *AXESDE     No     


Create the following new instances. They will look like a copy of the old ones with 
different names. Choose a new job name new-instance-name. 


Create a new instance of type *AXESW3:  


Option 1       new-instance-name       *AXESW3. 


Leave all default values, except for the following 


 Configuration file: /new-dir/configs/aXesW3.conf 


 Autostart: *YES 


Create a new instance of type *AXESTS:  


Option 1      new-instance-name       *AXESTS. 


Leave all default values, except for the following 


 Configuration file: /new-dir/configs/aXesTS.conf 


 Internet address to bind: *ANY 


 Non-Secure port: 50123 


 Autostart: *NO 


Create a new instance of type *AXESWS:  


Option 1      new-instance-name       *AXESWS. 


Leave all default values, except for the following 


 Configuration file: /new-dir/configs/aXesWS.conf 


 Internet address to bind: *ANY 


 Non-Secure port: 50456 


 Autostart: *NO 


Create a new instance of type *AXESDE:  


Option 1      new-instance-name       *AXESDE. 


Leave all default values, except for the following 


 Configuration file: /new-dir/configs/aXesDE.conf 


 Internet address to bind: *ANY 


 Non-Secure port: 50567 


 Autostart: *NO 


You can now delete all the old jobs called AXES. 


The final result should look like this if you chose AXES310 as your new job name. 
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 Opt   Instance    Server     Autostart  ----Status----   Function    


       AXES310     *AXESW3     Yes    


       AXES310     *AXESTS     No     


       AXES310     *AXESWS     No     


       AXES310     *AXESDE     No     


Adding auto start job entries 


You can now add auto start job entries using the ADDJAE command. 


aXes jobs 


The command here under adds an auto job entry with your new instance to the 
previous job. 


ADDAJE SBSD(previous-lib/AXES) JOB( job-entry-name ) JOBD(new-
lib/AXES) 


Ex:  ADDAJE SBSD(AXES/AXES) JOB(MYAXESSTR) JOBD(AXES310/AXES) 


Where: 


job-entry-name The name of the job in the subsystem. You must choose 
a different name than the ones already in the auto start 
entries. Name must be < 10 characters. 


JSM jobs 


Since different versions of aXes have different versions of JSM, you might want 
to have the JSM shipped with your new install running side by side with the JSM 
from you previous install. 


Use the command here under to add an auto start job entry for JSM to the 
previous job. 


ADDAJE SBSD(previous-lib/AXES) JOB(job-entry-name) JOBD(new-
lib/JSM) 


Ex:  ADDAJE SBSD(AXES/AXES) JOB(MYJSMSVR) JOBD(AXES310/JSM) 


Where: 


job-entry-name The name of the job in the subsystem. You must choose 
a different name than the ones already in the auto start 
entries. Name must be < 10 characters. 


Review your auto job entries 


Use the following command to review your auto job entries, 
followed by option 4. 


DSPSBSD previous-lib/AXES  


followed by option 4 


Ex:  DSPSBSD(AXES/AXES) 
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Installing a new release over a previous release 
Use these steps when you want to upgrade an existing installed aXes release to a new aXes 
release. 


 Before installing a new release over a previous release, you must: 


 Permanently apply all aXes PTFs to the release you are upgrading. 


 Delete option 2 before you install the new option 2. Use the DLTLICPGM command. 


Object conversion must be performed during the installation on IBM i version 6.1 or above. 


1. Sign on 
Sign on using a suitably authorized profile. 


The profile you use must be authorized to the Restore Licensed Program (RSTLICPGM) 
command and must have *ALLOBJ and *SECADM special authority. 


We recommend you use the QSECOFR user profile to avoid any authorization 
problems. 


2. End active instances of aXes servers 
End active instances of the aXes servers. Use the Work with aXes Servers 
(WRKAXESSVR) command to display a list of active server instances, then use option 
10=End to end them. 


End the AXES subsystem using the End Subsystem (ENDSBS) command. For 
example: ENDSBS SBS(AXES) 


3. If you have changed stream files in the product directories 
If you have made any changes to stream files in the product directories such as 
configuration files, Access Control Lists, or skins then you should save the product 
directory in case you need to restore your changes or merge your changes into the 
new release. The installation process will preserve new configuration files you have 
created and keep any existing copies of supplied default configuration files but it will 
not preserve changes to skins. Skins should be changed by first copying them to a 
different directory structure and then making changes in the new directory. 


Create a save file to contain the saved objects. For example: 


CRTSAVF FILE(QGPL/AX_IFS_xxx) 


TEXT(‘aXes directory to prior to upgrade’) 


The name of the save file should be changed depending on which previous version of 
aXes you have installed. In this example the xxx in the file name AX_IFS_xxx 
represents the version number. 


Save the contents of the aXes directory structure to the save file you created. For 
example: 


SAV DEV(‘/QSYS.LIB/QGPL.LIB/AX_IFS_xxx.FILE’) OBJ(‘/axes’) 


4. If you have changed configuration files 
If you have changed the configuration files, make a copy of them in a different 
directory because you have to apply any changes to the new configuration files after 
the install. 
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5. Deleting and replacing options 
You must delete the existing option 2 before you install the new option 2. To delete it, 
use the DLTLICPGM command. 


If you are replacing option 1 or option 3 of a previous release with option 11 or option 
13 of the new release, or vice versa, you must delete the existing option before you 
start the upgrade. 


If you are replacing option 2 or option 12 of a previous release with option 12 or 
option 2 of the new release, or vice versa, you must delete the existing option before 
you start the upgrade. 


6. Restore the base option of the aXes licensed program 
English systems: 


RSTLICPGM LICPGM(1AXES01) DEV(*SAVF) OPTION(*BASE) 


     SAVF(QGPL/AXES_31000) FRCOBJCVN(*YES *ALL) 


Non English systems: 


RSTLICPGM LICPGM(1AXES01) DEV(*SAVF) OPTION(*BASE) 


     RSTOBJ(*PGM) SAVF(QGPL/AXES_31000) FRCOBJCVN(*YES *ALL) 


RSTLICPGM LICPGM(1AXES01) DEV(*SAVF) OPTION(*BASE) 


     RSTOBJ(*LNG) LNG(2924) SAVF(QGPL/AXES_31000) 


You must select the correct value for the LNG parameter. 


You must install the new release into the same library and directory as the currently 
installed release. 


 If you are installing on IBM i version 5.4, do not include the FRCOBJCVN(*YES 
*ALL) parameter. 


7. Install aXes Terminal Server 


Session licensing 
If you want to use session licensing then restore option 1. 


English systems: 


RSTLICPGM LICPGM(1AXES01) DEV(*SAVF) OPTION(1) 


     SAVF(QGPL/AXES_31001) FRCOBJCVN(*YES *ALL) 


Non English systems: 


RSTLICPGM LICPGM(1AXES01) DEV(*SAVF) OPTION(1) 


     RSTOBJ(*PGM) SAVF(QGPL/AXES_31001) FRCOBJCVN(*YES *ALL) 


RSTLICPGM LICPGM(1AXES01) DEV(*SAVF) OPTION(1) 


     RSTOBJ(*LNG) LNG(2924) SAVF(QGPL/AXES_31001) 


You must select the correct value for the LNG parameter. 
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Processor licensing 
If you want to use processor licensing then restore option 11. 


English systems: 


RSTLICPGM LICPGM(1AXES01) DEV(*SAVF) OPTION(11) 


     SAVF(QGPL/AXES_31011) FRCOBJCVN(*YES *ALL) 


Non English systems: 


RSTLICPGM LICPGM(1AXES01) DEV(*SAVF) OPTION(11) 


     RSTOBJ(*PGM) SAVF(QGPL/AXES_31011) FRCOBJCVN(*YES *ALL) 


RSTLICPGM LICPGM(1AXES01) DEV(*SAVF) OPTION(1) 


     RSTOBJ(*LNG) LNG(2924) SAVF(QGPL/AXES_31011) 


You must select the correct value for the LNG parameter. 


You must install into the same library and directory in which you installed the base 
component of this release. 


 If you are installing on IBM i version 5.4, do not include the FRCOBJCVN(*YES 
*ALL) parameter. 


8. Install aXes Data Explorer 


Session licensing 
If you want to use session licensing then restore option 2. 


English systems: 


RSTLICPGM LICPGM(1AXES01) DEV(*SAVF) OPTION(2) 


     SAVF(QGPL/AXES_31002) FRCOBJCVN(*YES *ALL) 


Non English systems: 


RSTLICPGM LICPGM(1AXES01) DEV(*SAVF) OPTION(2) 


     RSTOBJ(*PGM) SAVF(QGPL/AXES_31002) FRCOBJCVN(*YES *ALL) 


RSTLICPGM LICPGM(1AXES01) DEV(*SAVF) OPTION(2) 


     RSTOBJ(*LNG) LNG(2924) SAVF(QGPL/AXES_31002) 


You must select the correct value for the LNG parameter. 


Processor licensing 
If you want to use processor licensing then restore option 12. 


English systems: 


RSTLICPGM LICPGM(1AXES01) DEV(*SAVF) OPTION(12) 


     SAVF(QGPL/AXES_31012) FRCOBJCVN(*YES *ALL) 
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Non English systems: 


RSTLICPGM LICPGM(1AXES01) DEV(*SAVF) OPTION(12) 


     RSTOBJ(*PGM) SAVF(QGPL/AXES_31012) FRCOBJCVN(*YES *ALL) 


RSTLICPGM LICPGM(1AXES01) DEV(*SAVF) OPTION(12) 


     RSTOBJ(*LNG) LNG(2924) SAVF(QGPL/AXES_31012) 


You must select the correct value for the LNG parameter. 


You must install into the same library and directory in which you installed the base 
component of this release. 


 If you are installing on IBM i version 5.4, do not include the FRCOBJCVN(*YES 
*ALL) parameter. 


9. Install aXes Spool File Server 


Session licensing 
If you want to use session licensing then restore option 3. 


English systems: 


RSTLICPGM LICPGM(1AXES01) DEV(*SAVF) OPTION(3) 


     SAVF(QGPL/AXES_31003) FRCOBJCVN(*YES *ALL) 


Non English systems: 


RSTLICPGM LICPGM(1AXES01) DEV(*SAVF) OPTION(3) 


     RSTOBJ(*PGM) SAVF(QGPL/AXES_31003) FRCOBJCVN(*YES *ALL) 


RSTLICPGM LICPGM(1AXES01) DEV(*SAVF) OPTION(3) 


     RSTOBJ(*LNG) LNG(2924) SAVF(QGPL/AXES_31003) 


You must select the correct value for the LNG parameter. 


Processor licensing 
If you want to use processor licensing then restore option 13. 


English systems: 


RSTLICPGM LICPGM(1AXES01) DEV(*SAVF) OPTION(13) 


     SAVF(QGPL/AXES_31013) FRCOBJCVN(*YES *ALL) 


Non English systems: 


RSTLICPGM LICPGM(1AXES01) DEV(*SAVF) OPTION(13) 


     RSTOBJ(*PGM) SAVF(QGPL/AXES_31013) FRCOBJCVN(*YES *ALL) 


RSTLICPGM LICPGM(1AXES01) DEV(*SAVF) OPTION(13) 


     RSTOBJ(*LNG) LNG(2924) SAVF(QGPL/AXES_31013) 


You must select the correct value for the LNG parameter. 


You must install into the same library and directory in which you installed the base 
component of this release. 
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 If you are installing on IBM i version 5.4, do not include the FRCOBJCVN(*YES 
*ALL) parameter. 


10. Install the aXes Intersession component (optional) 
Install the aXes Intersession component if you require Batch CPW for aXes terminal 
sessions. 


Change the system value QFRCCVNRST to 0, before restoring. 


RSTLICPGM LICPGM(1AXES01) DEV(*SAVF) OPTION(4) 


     RSTOBJ(*PGM) SAVF(QGPL/AXES_31004) 


The aXes Intersession component will not install on IBM i version 6.1 or above. 


11. Decompress the installed objects 
Many objects are shipped in a compressed state to reduce download bandwidth 
requirements. Decompressing them before use will avoid a performance penalty 
incurred when the objects are first used because the operating system will 
decompress them. 


DCPOBJ OBJ(AXES/*ALL) OBJTYPE(*ALL) 


If you installed the aXes components into a library different from the default AXES 
library, you must specify that library name on the OBJ parameter. If the translatable 
components of aXes were installed into a secondary language library then decompress 
those objects: 


DCPOBJ OBJ(AXESnnnn/*ALL) OBJTYPE(*ALL) 


Where nnnn is the language identifier. If you specified a secondary language library 
different from the default library you must specify that library name on the OBJ 
parameter. 


12. License key 
If you received a license key, follow the instructions supplied with the license key. 


If you did not receive a license key, the product will function for 30 days from the date 
of first use. A license key for aXesW3, aXes-TS, aXes-WS, or aXes-DE is chargeable 
and can be obtained from LANSA. 
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Installing a new version of the same release  
Use these steps when you want to upgrade an existing installed aXes release to a new 
version of the same aXes release. 


 Before installing a new version of the same release, you must: 


 Permanently apply all aXes PTFs to the release you are upgrading. 


Object conversion must be performed during the installation on IBM i version 6.1 or above. 


1. Sign on 
Sign on using a suitably authorized profile. 


The profile you use must be authorized to the Restore Licensed Program (RSTLICPGM) 
command and must have *ALLOBJ and *SECADM special authority. 


We recommend you use the QSECOFR user profile to avoid any authorization 
problems. 


2. End active instances of aXes servers 
End active instances of the aXes servers. Use the Work with aXes Servers 
(WRKAXESSVR) command to display a list of active server instances, then use option 
10=End to end them. 


End the AXES subsystem using the End Subsystem (ENDSBS) command. For 
example: ENDSBS SBS(AXES) 


3. If you have changed stream files in the product directories 
If you have made any changes to stream files in the product directories such as 
configuration files, Access Control Lists, or skins then you should save the product 
directory in case you need to restore your changes or merge your changes into the 
new release. The installation process will preserve new configuration files you have 
created and keep any existing copies of supplied default configuration files but it will 
not preserve changes to skins. Skins should be changed by first copying them to a 
different directory structure and then making changes in the new directory. 


Create a save file to contain the saved objects. For example: 


CRTSAVF FILE(QGPL/AX_IFS_xxx) 


TEXT('aXes directory to prior to upgrade') 


The name of the save file should be changed depending on which previous version of 
aXes you have installed. In this example the xxx in the file name AX_IFS_xxx 
represents the version number. 


Save the contents of the aXes directory structure to the save file you created. For 
example: 


SAV DEV('/QSYS.LIB/QGPL.LIB/AX_IFS_xxx.FILE') OBJ('/axes') 


4. If you have changed configuration files 
If you have changed the configuration files, make a copy of them in a different 
directory because you have to apply any changes to the new configuration files after 
the install. 
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5. Deleting and replacing options 
You must delete the existing option 2 before you install the new option 2. To delete it, 
use the DLTLICPGM command. 


If you are replacing option 1 or option 3 of a previous release with option 11 or option 
13 of the new release, or vice versa, you must delete the existing option before you 
start the upgrade. 


If you are replacing option 2 or option 12 of a previous release with option 12 or 
option 2 of the new release, or vice versa, you must delete the existing option before 
you start the upgrade. 


6. Restore the base option of the aXes licensed program 
English systems: 


RSTLICPGM LICPGM(1AXES01) DEV(*SAVF) OPTION(*BASE) 


     SAVF(QGPL/AXES_31000) FRCOBJCVN(*YES *ALL) 


Non English systems: 


RSTLICPGM LICPGM(1AXES01) DEV(*SAVF) OPTION(*BASE) 


     RSTOBJ(*PGM) SAVF(QGPL/AXES_31000) FRCOBJCVN(*YES *ALL) 


RSTLICPGM LICPGM(1AXES01) DEV(*SAVF) OPTION(*BASE) 


     RSTOBJ(*LNG) LNG(2924) SAVF(QGPL/AXES_31000) 


You must select the correct value for the LNG parameter. 


You must install the new release into the same library and directory as the currently 
installed release. 


 If you are installing on IBM i version 5.4, do not include the FRCOBJCVN(*YES 
*ALL) parameter. 


7. Install aXes Terminal Server 


Session licensing 
If you want to use session licensing then restore option 1. 


English systems: 


RSTLICPGM LICPGM(1AXES01) DEV(*SAVF) OPTION(1) 


     SAVF(QGPL/AXES_31001) FRCOBJCVN(*YES *ALL) 


Non English systems: 


RSTLICPGM LICPGM(1AXES01) DEV(*SAVF) OPTION(1) 


     RSTOBJ(*PGM) SAVF(QGPL/AXES_31001) FRCOBJCVN(*YES *ALL) 


RSTLICPGM LICPGM(1AXES01) DEV(*SAVF) OPTION(1) 


     RSTOBJ(*LNG) LNG(2924) SAVF(QGPL/AXES_31001) 


You must select the correct value for the LNG parameter. 
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Processor licensing 
If you want to use processor licensing then restore option 11. 


English systems: 


RSTLICPGM LICPGM(1AXES01) DEV(*SAVF) OPTION(11) 


     SAVF(QGPL/AXES_31011) FRCOBJCVN(*YES *ALL) 


Non English systems: 


RSTLICPGM LICPGM(1AXES01) DEV(*SAVF) OPTION(11) 


     RSTOBJ(*PGM) SAVF(QGPL/AXES_31011) FRCOBJCVN(*YES *ALL) 


RSTLICPGM LICPGM(1AXES01) DEV(*SAVF) OPTION(1) 


     RSTOBJ(*LNG) LNG(2924) SAVF(QGPL/AXES_31011) 


You must select the correct value for the LNG parameter. 


You must install into the same library and directory in which you installed the base 
component of this release. 


 If you are installing on IBM i version 5.4, do not include the FRCOBJCVN(*YES 
*ALL) parameter. 


8. Install aXes Data Explorer 


Session licensing 
If you want to use session licensing then restore option 2. 


English systems: 


RSTLICPGM LICPGM(1AXES01) DEV(*SAVF) OPTION(2) 


     SAVF(QGPL/AXES_31002) FRCOBJCVN(*YES *ALL) 


Non English systems: 


RSTLICPGM LICPGM(1AXES01) DEV(*SAVF) OPTION(2) 


     RSTOBJ(*PGM) SAVF(QGPL/AXES_31002) FRCOBJCVN(*YES *ALL) 


RSTLICPGM LICPGM(1AXES01) DEV(*SAVF) OPTION(2) 


     RSTOBJ(*LNG) LNG(2924) SAVF(QGPL/AXES_31002) 


You must select the correct value for the LNG parameter. 


Processor licensing 
If you want to use processor licensing then restore option 12. 


English systems: 


RSTLICPGM LICPGM(1AXES01) DEV(*SAVF) OPTION(12) 


     SAVF(QGPL/AXES_31012) FRCOBJCVN(*YES *ALL) 
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Non English systems: 


RSTLICPGM LICPGM(1AXES01) DEV(*SAVF) OPTION(12) 


     RSTOBJ(*PGM) SAVF(QGPL/AXES_31012) FRCOBJCVN(*YES *ALL) 


RSTLICPGM LICPGM(1AXES01) DEV(*SAVF) OPTION(12) 


     RSTOBJ(*LNG) LNG(2924) SAVF(QGPL/AXES_31012) 


You must select the correct value for the LNG parameter. 


You must install into the same library and directory in which you installed the base 
component of this release. 


 If you are installing on IBM i version 5.4, do not include the FRCOBJCVN(*YES 
*ALL) parameter. 


9. Install aXes Spool File Server 


Session licensing 
If you want to use session licensing then restore option 3. 


English systems: 


RSTLICPGM LICPGM(1AXES01) DEV(*SAVF) OPTION(3) 


     SAVF(QGPL/AXES_31003) FRCOBJCVN(*YES *ALL) 


Non English systems: 


RSTLICPGM LICPGM(1AXES01) DEV(*SAVF) OPTION(3) 


     RSTOBJ(*PGM) SAVF(QGPL/AXES_31003) FRCOBJCVN(*YES *ALL) 


RSTLICPGM LICPGM(1AXES01) DEV(*SAVF) OPTION(3) 


     RSTOBJ(*LNG) LNG(2924) SAVF(QGPL/AXES_31003) 


You must select the correct value for the LNG parameter. 


Processor licensing 
If you want to use processor licensing then restore option 13. 


English systems: 


RSTLICPGM LICPGM(1AXES01) DEV(*SAVF) OPTION(13) 


     SAVF(QGPL/AXES_31013) FRCOBJCVN(*YES *ALL) 


Non English systems: 


RSTLICPGM LICPGM(1AXES01) DEV(*SAVF) OPTION(13) 


     RSTOBJ(*PGM) SAVF(QGPL/AXES_31013) FRCOBJCVN(*YES *ALL) 


RSTLICPGM LICPGM(1AXES01) DEV(*SAVF) OPTION(13) 


     RSTOBJ(*LNG) LNG(2924) SAVF(QGPL/AXES_31013) 


You must select the correct value for the LNG parameter. 


You must install into the same library and directory in which you installed the base 
component of this release. 
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 If you are installing on IBM i version 5.4, do not include the FRCOBJCVN(*YES 
*ALL) parameter. 


10. Install the aXes Intersession component (optional) 
Install the aXes Intersession component if you require Batch CPW for aXes terminal 
sessions. 


Change the system value QFRCCVNRST to 0, before restoring. 


RSTLICPGM LICPGM(1AXES01) DEV(*SAVF) OPTION(4) 


     RSTOBJ(*PGM) SAVF(QGPL/AXES_31004) 


The aXes Intersession component will not install on IBM i version 6.1 or above. 


11. Decompress the installed objects 
Many objects are shipped in a compressed state to reduce download bandwidth 
requirements. Decompressing them before use will avoid a performance penalty 
incurred when the objects are first used because the operating system will 
decompress them. 


DCPOBJ OBJ(AXES/*ALL) OBJTYPE(*ALL) 


If you installed the aXes components into a library different from the default AXES 
library, you must specify that library name on the OBJ parameter. If the translatable 
components of aXes were installed into a secondary language library then decompress 
those objects: 


DCPOBJ OBJ(AXESnnnn/*ALL) OBJTYPE(*ALL) 


Where nnnn is the language identifier. If you specified a secondary language library 
different from the default library you must specify that library name on the OBJ 
parameter. 


12. License key 
If you received a license key, follow the instructions supplied with the license key. 


If you did not receive a license key, the product will function for 30 days from the date 
of first use. A license key for aXesW3, aXes-TS, aXes-WS, or aXes-DE is chargeable 
and can be obtained from LANSA. 
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Verifying the Installation 
Review the installed software resources 


To ensure that the product has installed correctly, run the Display Software Resources 
(DSPSFWRSC) command and check that the licensed program 1AXES01 is listed. 


If you have installed all the options, you should see: 


   Resource 


      ID     Option  Feature  Description 


   1AXES01   *BASE    5050    aXes Base 


   1AXES01   *BASE    2924    aXes Base 


   1AXES01   1        5101    aXes Terminal Server 


   1AXES01   1        2924    aXes Terminal Server 


   1AXES01   2        5102    aXes Application Server 


   1AXES01   2        2924    aXes Application Server 


   1AXES01   3        5103    aXes Spool File Server 


   1AXES01   3        2924    aXes Spool File Server 


   1AXES01   4        5104    aXes Intersession 


If you press F11 while viewing the Display Software Resources panel, you will see the library 
and version number of the products installed: 


   Resource                   Feature 


      ID     Option  Feature   Type    Library     Release    


   1AXES01   *BASE    5050     *CODE   AXES        3.1.0     


   1AXES01   *BASE    2924     *LNG    AXES        3.1.0     


   1AXES01   1        5101     *CODE   AXES        3.1.0     


   1AXES01   1        2924     *LNG    AXES        3.1.0     


   1AXES01   2        5102     *CODE   AXES        3.1.0     


   1AXES01   2        2924     *LNG    AXES        3.1.0     


   1AXES01   3        5103     *CODE   AXES        3.1.0     


   1AXES01   3        2924     *LNG    AXES        3.1.0     


   1AXES01   4        5104     *CODE   AXES        3.1.0     


If you have installed additional language versions, you will also see entries for these. For 
example, if you have installed the English DBCS version, for which the language identifier is 
2984, as a secondary language you will see: 


   Resource 


      ID     Option  Feature  Description 


   1AXES01   *BASE    2984    aXes Base 


   1AXES01   1        2984    aXes Terminal Server 


   1AXES01   2        2984    aXes Application Server 


   1AXES01   3        2984    aXes Spool File Server 
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When you press F11 the library and release: 


   Resource                   Feature 


      ID     Option  Feature   Type    Library     Release 


   1AXES01   *BASE    2984     *LNG    AXES2984    3.1.0 


   1AXES01   1        2984     *LNG    AXES2984    3.1.0 


   1AXES01   2        2984     *LNG    AXES2984    3.1.0 


   1AXES01   3        2984     *LNG    AXES2984    3.1.0 


If aXes was installed correctly, read the special instructions for Reduced Interactive Capacity 
systems and then perform the following steps. 


Up and running with aXes Application Server 
Perform the following steps to verify that the aXes product was installed correctly. 


1. Determine the availability of port 80 
Determine if port 80 is available or in use by another application. 


1.1 Run the command: 


NETSTAT OPTION(*CNN) 


1.2 Press F14=Display port numbers 


1.3 Check the local port column for port 80 


2. Start aXes Application Server 
Start aXes Application Server by issuing the start command and defining a port number. 


Port 80 is available and not used by another application: 


<lang-lib>/STRAXESW3 


Where <lang-lib> is the installed language library name. 


Port 80 is unavailable (it is already in use by another application): 


<lang-lib>/STRAXESW3(port-number) 


Where: 


<lang-lib> is the installed language library name, and  


port-number is an available port number. 


Use a port number that does not appear in the NETSTAT list. 


You can use this syntax of the command to define port 80 explicitly. 


Note: All releases of aXes will have default servers defined with the same name (AXES). You 
may use the ADDAXESSVR command to define instances for the new release that have 
different instance names from those used by the existing release. 


 All releases of aXes have default servers defined with the same name (AXES). 


You may use the ADDAXESSVR command to define instances for the new release that have 
different instance names from those used by the existing release. 
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3. Start the IBM i host servers 
Start all host servers using the following command (recommended start method): 


STRHOSTSVR *ALL 


The database host server can be started individually to allow the Java Toolbox JDBC driver 
to connect. 


To start the DB2 host server use the following command: 


STRHOSTSVR *DATABASE 


You can verify that the database host server is running by running the NETSTAT *CNN 
command. When the Work with TCP/IP Connection Status screen is displayed, look for the 
as-database entry under the Local Port heading and ensure that the entry is in Listen status. 


4. Verify that the servers started successfully 
Verify that the servers started successfully by running the command: 


WRKACTJOB SBS(AXES)  


Check that the AXES subsystem is running and that there are at least four jobs named AXES 
active in the subsystem. If the jobs are not active follow the steps in the Troubleshooting 
section of the aXes User Guide. 


5. Check connection from a browser 
Start a browser on your personal computer and open one of the following URLs. 


aXes Application Server is listening on port 80: 


http://system  


Where system is the name or IP address of your IBM i server. 


aXes Application Server is listening on a port other than 80: 


http://system:port-number  


Where: 


system is the name or IP address of your IBM i server. 


port-number is the port number specified when aXes Application Server was 
started. 


If aXes was correctly installed the browser will display the aXes default page. 


6. Log on and test the aXes services 
The aXes home page contains links on the right-hand side you can use to start aXes 
Terminal Server, Spool File Server and Data Explorer sessions. Click on a link to display the 
log on panel. Type your IBM i user profile and password and press Enter or click the log on 
button. 


Click on the aXes Terminal Server link. If it was installed correctly, the browser will display 
an IBM i terminal session. 


Click on the aXes Spool File Server link. If it was installed correctly, the browser will display 
the aXes Spool File Server home page. 


Click on the aXes Data Explorer link. If it was installed correctly, the browser will display the 
aXes Data Explorer home page. 


If any of these services does not display correctly, read the information in the 
Troubleshooting section of the aXes Reference to determine the cause of the problem. 
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Recovering From a Failed Installation 
If installation of aXes fails, you should remove the partly installed objects before attempting 
reinstallation. 


The profile you use must be authorized to the Delete Licensed Program (DLTLICPGM) 
command and must have *ALLOBJ and *SPLCTL special authority. We recommend you use 
the QSECOFR user profile to avoid any authorization problems. 


Remove library list entries 
You may find that the installation library has been left in your library list. Remove it using 
the Remove Library List Entry (RMVLIBLE) command. For example: 


RMVLIBLE LIB(AXES) 


Delete the programs 
You can remove the partly installed product by running: 


DLTLICPGM LICPGM(1AXES01) RLS(VnRnMn) 


Where VnRnMn is the version of aXes you want to remove. 


What to do if deleting the programs fails 
If the Delete Licensed Program command fails and you cannot resolve the problem, you can 
remove aXes by deleting the aXes product library and the product directory and 
subdirectories. 


Libraries and IFS directories 
You may also need to delete: 


 AXESDEMO library, and 


 The directory /axesdemo and its subdirectories. 


Use the Delete Library (DLTLIB) command to delete the libraries. To delete the IFS 
directories, use the Edit File (EDTF) command. For example: 


EDTF STMF('/*') 


Select option 9=Recursive delete for the /axes directory and the /axesdemo directory. 


Alternatively, you can remove the /axes and /axesdemo directories by repeated use of the 
RMVLNK and RMVDIR commands, or the equivalent QSHELL statements. 
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Enable ATN and SYS Req keys 
If you are using IBM i version 6.1 (or later) and need to enable the Attention key and/or the 
System Request key you need to complete these steps: 


1. Sign on as QSECOFR 


2. Add the aXes product library (typically AXES) to library list: 


ADDLIBLE LIB(axes_lib) 


3. Run the command SETPGMSTT as follows: 


SETPGMSTT SSTUID(user) SSTPWD(pwd) PRDLIB(axes_lib) PGM(AXCHKATNKY) 


SETPGMSTT SSTUID(user) SSTPWD(pwd) PRDLIB(axes_lib) PGM(AXCHKPGSTK) 


SETPGMSTT SSTUID(user) SSTPWD(pwd) PRDLIB(axes_lib) PGM(AXDSPMSGW) 


Where: 


axes_lib This is the name of the library you use for aXes. 


pwd Service Tools user's password. 


The Service tools password is not necessarily the same as the QSECOFR user 
password. 


user Service Tools user identification. 


Whenever you restore aXes, you must perform this procedure after the completion of the 
restore. 


 Service tools provide powerful functions and, if used incorrectly, can compromise your 
system. The IBM i instructions described above assume a sound knowledge of IBM i 
and we recommend that they be entered by an IBM i system administrator as they 
require access to the QSECOFR profile and the system service tools. 


Please follow the directions exactly as listed. 
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Using reduced interactive capacity 
Enabling aXes Intersession 


The ability to access the full batch CPW is enabled by the aXes Intersession configuration 
directive. You must enable aXes Intersession to use full batch CPW. 


To use the aXes Intersession feature you must install option 4 of the aXes product. 


To enable aXes Intersession you must edit the aXes Terminal Server configuration file 
(usually <prod-dir>/configs/aXesTS.conf) and remove the comment (#) from the 
InterSession directive. 


See Section 1.Terminal Server Configuration in the aXes Reference for a detailed 
explanation of the syntax. 


Constraints 
If you are installing on an IBM i server running IBM i version 6.1 or above, the aXes 
Intersession components will not install and you cannot take advantage of the aXes 
Intersession features. 


If you are running on a Model 515 or Model 525 server you do not need aXes Intersession. 


In either of these cases the aXes Terminal Server configuration file must disable aXes 
Intersession. 


Using aXes Intersession and named devices 
If you are installing aXes on an IBM i server with zero interactive capacity running IBM i 
V5R4M0 or above, you must use named devices. 


In addition, if you are running aXes on an i5 Standard Edition Server with zero or reduced 
interactive capacity running IBM i V5R4M0 or above, you must used named devices and all 
virtual display devices must begin with the letters QQF. 


See the Users Section and Device Selection information in the Terminal Server Configuration 
chapter of the aXes Reference for detailed information on controlling device naming and the 
meaning of special substitution values. 


For IBM i servers on IBM i V5R4M0 or above ensure that all virtual devices used by aXes will 
be named devices by adding one of the following entries as the last entry in the list of user 
entries: 


*=1,QPADEV$* 


-or- 


*=1,QPA$U$* 


For i5 servers running IBM i V5R4M0 or above ensure that all virtual display devices used by 
aXes will have the prefix QQF by adding one of the following entries as the last entry in the 
list of user entries: 


*=1,QQFDEV$* 


-or- 


*=1,QQF$U$* 


Named device values must go in either the Users section of the aXes Terminal Server 
configuration file or in the file referenced in that section, usually 
 <prod-dir>/configs/axesTS_users.conf. 


If you already have a ‘catch-all’ entry such as this then you must modify it to match the 
required device naming criteria. 
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If you already have device names for individual users, or plan to add them, then you must 
ensure that they also match the required device naming criteria. 


If aXes terminal client sessions receive “AXS8124 – Error occurred opening terminal” and 
the AXES5250 job log shows “CPF8902 – Virtual device not available” then multiple users 
are requesting the same virtual device. You can either ignore this error and sign-on again or 
choose a device naming convention that reduces the possibility of device name collision by 
including the user name in the device name. For example: 


*=1,QPA$U$* 


-or- 


*=1,QQF$U$* 


Be aware that if you change the device naming convention you must ensure the system 
value QAUTOVRT is set to a sufficiently high value to allow the new devices to be created. 
You may delete existing devices that no longer satisfy the required naming convention. 
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After installation or upgrade 
Load and apply PTFs 


If you have not yet checked the aXes web site for the latest PTFs, you should do so now. 


Load and apply the latest PTFs by following the instructions in Section 3. - Applying 
Maintenance to aXes, and any special instructions found in the PTF cover letter. 


Change default passwords 
Use the CHGAXESUSR (Change aXes User) command to change the default password for the 
ADMIN user protecting the <base-dir>/ts/admin and <base-dir>/admin directories. 
For example: 


CHGAXESUSR USER(admin) PASSWORD(F#56NSQ) DIR(‘/axes/ts/admin’) 


CHGAXESUSR USER(admin) PASSWORD(F#56NSQ) DIR(‘/axes/admin’) 


Use the CHGAXESUSR (Change aXes User) command to change the default password for the 
dev user protecting the <base-dir>/ts/dev directory. For example: 


CHGAXESUSR USER(dev) PASSWORD(TopGunPgm) DIR(‘/axes/ts/dev’) 


The AXES user profile has a randomly generated password. If you want to change this 
password do so using the CHGUSRPRF (Change User Profile) command. 


The AXES user profile must have a password to allow it to access the *LOCAL database. 


If you changed any of these values as part of a previous installation and you are installing 
an upgrade over an existing installation then any changes you made previously will be 
preserved. 


Changing library lists 
The aXes commands, menus, and messages are regarded as translatable components. They 
are installed into the aXes product library if the primary language of your system matches 
the aXes primary language, thus the product library and the product language library are 
the same. If the languages are different then the translatable components are installed into 
a separate language library. In either case you will need to make the translatable 
components available. 


You can make the commands and menus available to your job by adding the product 
language library to the library list using the Add Library List Entry (ADDLIBLE) command, by 
adding the product language library to the INLLIBL parameter of the user’s job description 
(*JOBD) object, or by qualifying the commands with the product language library name. For 
example: 


<lang-lib>/WRKAXESSVR 


where <lang-lib> is the name of the library into which the aXes translatable components 
were installed. 


You can make the commands and menus available to all jobs by: 


 Adding the product language library to the QSYSLIBL or QUSRLIBL system values 


 Duplicating the commands into a library that is in your library list such as QGPL or QSYS 
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Clearing the browser cache 
Internet Explorer caches files locally to improve access to servers. aXes Terminal Server tells 
Internet Explorer not to cache terminal files but it often caches them anyway. When a new 
release of aXes is installed, the cache used by Internet Explorer should be cleared to ensure 
the new terminal files are accessed. You can do this by selecting Tools->Internet Options 
from the Internet Explorer menu bar and then select the General tab and click the Delete 
Files button in the Browsing history section. 


 


  
 


The Delete Browsing History window opens. Check “Temporary Internet files and website 
data” as well “Cookies and website data”, leaving all other options unchecked. 


Click Delete to confirm and then OK to close the Internet Options window. Once the cache 
has been cleared you must close all Internet Explorer windows to complete the operation. 
Restart Internet Explorer and connect to the aXes Terminal Server to refresh the terminal 
files. 
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Installing or upgrading LongRange 
LongRange is also shipped aXes in save file named LRNG_DIST.SAVF that must be uploaded 
to your IBM i server. 


1. Transfer the file 
You may use your preferred upload method or use the following file transfer procedure. 


For example, if the file LRNG_DIST.SAVF was unzipped to your C:\TEMP folder you could use 
these FTP commands from a command window: 


File Transfer Commands Command Explanations 


FTP server server is the IP address or name of your IBM i  


Name: user profile user profile is your user profile for the server 


Password: password password is the password for your user profile 


QUOTE SITE NAMEFMT 1 Set the name format to use the library file system 


BINARY Use binary file transfer mode 


CD QSYS.LIB Go to the QSYS.LIB directory 


CD QGPL.LIB Go to the QGPL.LIB directory 


PUT C:\TEMP\LRNG_DIST.SAVF Send the file and save it on the server 


QUIT End the FTP session 


2. Sign on with authority to restore and create libraries 
Sign on to your IBM i server as QSECOFR or another user profile that has authority to 
restore and create libraries on your server. 


3. Restore the save file 


CALL QCMD 


RSTOBJ OBJ(INSTALLMAN) SAVLIB(LRNG_DIST) DEV(*SAVF) SAVF(QGPL/LRNG_DIST)  


     FRCOBJCVN(*YES) RSTLIB(QTEMP) 


CALL QTEMP/INSTALLMAN 


4. Confirm a successful restore 
Look for a completion message that says ** ENDED NORMALLY **. If you see ** 
OPERATION FAILED - UNEXPECTED ERROR TRAPPED ** examine the errors in detail by 
pressing F10. If you can determine the cause of the failure, correct it and run the command 
CALL QTEMP/INSTALLMAN again. 


If you cannot determine the cause of the failure use the SIGNOFF LOG(*LIST) command to 
produce a job log. Send the job log (QPJOBLOG) spool file to product support for further 
advice. 


Refer to the LongRange Rapid Install Instructions for more information. 
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Section 3 - Applying maintenance to aXes 
This section describes how to apply software maintenance to aXes. 


Updates and fixes for aXes are supplied as Program Temporary Fixes (PTFs). They may be 
obtained electronically, as save files, from the aXes web site. For general information 
regarding how to load and apply PTFs and read their associated cover letters, see the 
AS/400 Basic System Operation, Administration, and Problem Management (SC41-5206) 
book. 


Before loading and applying or removing a PTF: 


 Read the cover letter carefully to see if you need to perform any special action. 


 End all aXes server instances. 


Use the standard Load PTF (LODPTF) and Apply PTF (APYPTF) commands to load and apply a 
PTF. Use the standard Remove PTF (RMVPTF) command to remove a PTF. You can also use 
the PTF menu (GO PTF) to manage PTFs. 


Installation instructions 
aXes PTFs install using the IBM-supplied Load PTF (LODPTF) and Apply PTF (APYPTF) 
commands. These commands are the standard method of installing IBM i software fixes. 


Each PTF is supplied in a save file and will automatically install into the correct product 
library. 


Before loading a PTF you may have to perform some special instructions. See the Special 
Instructions section of the PTF cover letter. 


After a PTF is installed you may have perform an action to activate the PTF. See the 
Activation Instructions section of the PTF cover letter. 


You must install PTFs using a suitably authorized profile. The profile you use must be 
authorized to the Load PTF (LODPTF) and Apply PTF (APYPTF) commands and must have 
*ALLOBJ special authority. We recommend you use the QSECOFR user profile to avoid any 
authorization problems. 


A PTF may provide changed stream files. These will be installed in the product directory 
structure. 


If you have copied the supplied stream files to a different location (such as copied the 
<prod-dir>/ts/skins files to another system, or a different directory, or a different file name) 
you may have to copy any files changed by the PTF to the new location. 


If you have modified any of the supplied stream files the PTF may replace the modified files. 
In this case you will have to reapply any modifications after the PTF has been applied. For 
this reason, it is always preferable to make copies of the supplied files and modify those 
rather than the original files. 


The aXes development team will try not to PTF the skin files but sometimes this is 
unavoidable, in which case you will have to merge any custom skin changes to the files 
supplied by the PTF. See the section about determining objects changed by a PTF. 
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Loading cover letters 
The cover letters are supplied as plain text files on the aXes web site so you can read them 
within the browser before you install the PTF. If you want to read the cover letters via the 
Display PTF (DSPPTF) command then you must copy the cover letter to the QAPZCOVER file 
in QGPL. 


1. Save the cover letter 
Download the cover letter and save it in a PC directory (folder). 


The file will be named Qxxxxxxxnn.mbr 


Where: 


xxxxxxx is the PTF identifier 


nn is a language identifier (this value might not be present) 


2. Transfer the cover letter to your IBM i system 
Transfer the cover letter (there may be multiple cover letters) to your IBM i system via FTP. 


Ensure the IBM i FTP server is running. Start the FTP server by running the command 
STRTCPSVR *FTP, but you must have authority to use the command. 


2.1 Start a command window on you PC 


2.2 Change to the directory containing the cover letter 


2.3 Start FTP to your IBM i server and transfer the cover letter: 


File Transfer Commands Command Explanations 


FTP server server is the IP address or name of your IBM i system 


Name: user profile user profile is your user profile for the server 


Password: password password is the password for your user profile 


QUOTE SITE NAMEFMT 1 Set the name format to use the library file system 


BINARY Use binary file transfer mode 


CD QSYS.LIB Go to the QSYS.LIB directory 


CD QGPL.LIB Go to the QGPL.LIB directory 


PUT cover-letter.mbr Send the cover letter file and save it on the server 


QUIT End the FTP session 


Replace the words server, user profile, password, and cover-letter with appropriate 
values for your environment. 


Repeat the PUT command for each cover letter. 


 If the cover letter fails to display correctly and the job log shows the error message 
CPF3568 “Cover letter not converted”, then the likely cause is a data corruption of the 
cover letter CCSID during the file transfer process. 


You can obtain a program from LANSA to correct the cover letter CCSID. 
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Installing PTFs from save files 
The PTFs are packaged as a save file which has been zipped to reduce the size of the file. 
There may be more than one save file. 


1. Download zipped PTF files 
Download the zipped PTF files to your PC. Each zip file will contain a single save file object. 


2. Unzip the PTF files 
Unzip the files into a directory on your PC using your favourite unzip tool, for example: 


UNZIP file-name.ZIP 


Where file-name is the name of the zip file. 


The unzipped file may be significantly larger than the zipped version so please ensure you 
have enough space on your PC hard drive. 


3. Transfer the save file to your IBM i system 
Transfer the unzipped save file (or files) to your IBM i system via FTP. 


Ensure the IBM i FTP server is running. Start the FTP server by running the command 
STRTCPSVR *FTP, but you must have authority to use the command. 


2.1 Start a command window on you PC 


2.2 Change to the directory containing the cover letter 


2.3 Start FTP to your IBM i server and transfer the cover letter: 


File Transfer Commands Command Explanations 


FTP server server is the IP address or name of your IBM i system 


Name: user profile user profile is your user profile for the server 


Password: password password is the password for your user profile 


QUOTE SITE NAMEFMT 1 Set the name format to use the library file system 


BINARY Use binary file transfer mode 


CD QSYS.LIB Go to the QSYS.LIB directory 


CD QGPL.LIB Go to the QGPL.LIB directory 


PUT file-name.savf Send the cover letter file and save it on the server 


QUIT End the FTP session 


Replace the words server, user profile, password, and file-name.savf with appropriate 
values for your environment. 


Repeat the PUT command for each save file. 


4. Clean up your PC 
Clean up your PC by deleting the zipped files and the unzipped save files. 
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5. Load PTFs 
Loading the PTFs can be performed while the aXes is in use and all PTFs can be loaded at 
the same time. The load command is: 


LODPTF LICPGM(1ASEA01) DEV(*SAVF) SAVF(QGPL/ptf-name) 


Where ptf-name is the name of the save file. 


Repeat the command for each PTF. 


6. Read cover letters 
Use the Display PTF (DSPPTF) command and read the cover letter supplied with the PTF for 
any special instructions. 


7. Apply PTFs 
Applying the PTFs must be performed while aXes is not in use. The apply command is: 


APYPTF LICPGM(1ASEA01) 


You must load the PTFs individually but you can apply them all with a single APYPTF 
command. 


Determining objects changed by a PTF  
A PTF may change IBM i objects or stream files. Determining changed objects for a PTF can 
be done by using the Display PTF (DSPPTF) command to list the PTFs for product 1AXES01. 
Then take option 5=Display, then menu item 6. PTF Objects. If the PTF affected IBM i 
objects they will appear in the list. 


However, if the PTF affected stream files the object list will show one or more Save File 
objects. These save files start with the letter Q, then have a PTF ID, then end with a suffix of 
Jn where n is a sequential number. For example: 


                              Display PTF Objects 


                                                             


 Product ID/PTF ID  . . . . . . . . . :   1AXES01  1AX0184 


 Release  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . :   V1R2M3 


                                                             


 Object      Type                         Object      Type 


 Q1AX0184J1  *FILE 


 Q1AX0127J1  *FILE 


 AXPTF00063  *PGM 


There may be multiple save files and they may show different values in the PTF ID part of 
the file name, which indicates files from a superseded PTF are included in this PTF. When the 
PTF is loaded these save file objects will be found in the product library. 
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To determine the stream files contained in the PTF you must use the Display Save File 
(DSPSAVF) command to view one or more of these save file objects. For example: 


DSPSAVF AXES/Q1AX0184J1 


Shows: 


                      Display Saved Objects - Save File 


 


Display level . . . . . :   1 


Directory . . . . . . . :     /axesfix123/ts/Q1AX0184J1 


 


Type options, press Enter. 


  5=Display objects in subdirectory   8=Display object specific 
information 


 


Opt  Object            Type        Owner               Size  Data 


 _   axapi.mjs         *STMF       QSYS               16384  Yes 


 _   axcursor.mjs      *STMF       QSYS               16384  Yes 


 _   axdata.mjs        *STMF       QSYS               16384  Yes 


 _   axdelegates.mj >  *STMF       AXES               16384  Yes 


 _   axes.css          *STMF       QSYS                8192  Yes 


 _   axesterm.xsl      *STMF       QSYS               32768  Yes 


 _   axevent.mjs       *STMF       QSYS                8192  Yes 


 _   axfind.mjs        *STMF       QSYS                8192  Yes 


 _   axinterface.mj >  *STMF       QSYS                8192  Yes 


 _   axlayoutmanage >  *STMF       QSYS               16384  Yes 


                                                                       
More 


F3=Exit   F11=View 2   F12=Cancel   F16=Display header 


F22=Display entire field 


15 objects saved on media file 


 


These stream files are the ones that will be replaced by the PTF. Even though they have 
been saved from a different directory (e.g., /axesfix123) they will be installed into the 
correct product directory. There may be multiple directory levels stored in the save file. 
Press Enter to see them all. Some of these files are from superseded PTFs but the PTF 
process supplies them all in case previous PTFs have not been installed. 


You could also use the change date and time values from the file attributes to determine 
which files were changed by a given PTF. Use the Work with Links (WRKLNK) command and 
take option 8=Display attributes to see the change date values. 


Removing PTFs 
aXes PTFs from can be removed using the IBM-supplied Remove PTF (RMVPTF) command. 
This command is the standard method of removing IBM i software fixes. 


This step should be performed when aXes is not in use. 


RMVPTF LICPGM(product-id) SELECT(ptf-id) 


Where product-id is the same value you specified on the LODPTF command and ptf-id is 
the identifier of the PTF you want to remove. 


 You can only remove PTFs that are temporarily applied. 
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National Language Support 
aXes provides support for different national languages. PTFs that correct defects in program 
code are shared between all national language versions. PTFs that correct defects in 
translatable components require a separate PTF for each national language version. PTFs for 
NLS defects are unusual due to the costs involved in translating text. 


In many cases the PTF cover letter will be translated into different national languages. You 
will be able to choose your preferred language when displaying the cover letter. When cover 
letters are not translated they will be shipped as English Uppercase (2950). 


The supported national languages are: 


Language ID Language 


2924 English Uppercase and Lowercase 


2938 English Uppercase Support for Double-Byte Character Set (DBCS) 


2950 English Uppercase 


2984 English Uppercase and Lowercase Support for Double-Byte Character Set 
(DBCS) 


Support for other languages will be provided as demand requires. 
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Section 4 - Removing aXes 
This section describes how to remove aXes from your system. There are two ways to 
remove aXes: 


 A standard removal removes aXes product code but attempts to preserve user data. 


 An entire removal removes both aXes product code and user data. 


In all cases if you have installed the product into a library or directory other than the default 
you should replace references to library AXES and directory /axes with the appropriate 
names from your installed environment. 


 The AXES job queue and AXES output queue are cleared as part of the removal process. 


If these queues contain jobs or spooled files that you want to keep you should move them 
to another queue prior to removing the product. 


 If objects exist in the product library or product directory paths that are not part of the 
product, including objects created during the installation such as index.html, then the 
library or directory containing those objects will not be deleted during the removal process. 
Also the product directory (e.g. /axes) created during the installation might not be deleted. 
No error message will be sent. 


You may manually delete the library or directories. 
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Standard Removal 
Perform a standard removal of aXes when you want to retain your user data, for example, 
because you intend to reinstall the product at a later date. 


User data is any object that is not tagged as being part of the shipped product. Examples 
are new configuration files, style-sheets that you create, and copies of the ts/skins directory. 
User data does not include changes you make to objects such as default configuration files. 


1. Sign on to your IBM i server 
Sign on to your IBM i using a suitably authorized profile. The profile you use must be 
authorized to the Delete Licensed Program (DLTLICPGM) command and must have *ALLOBJ 
and *SPLCTL special authority. We recommend you use the QSECOFR user profile to avoid 
authorization problems. 


2. End all active aXes server instances 
End all active aXes server instances by entering the commands: 


ENDAXESTS   INSTANCE(*ALL) 


ENDAXESWS   INSTANCE(*ALL) 


ENDAXESDE   INSTANCE(*ALL) 


ENDAXESW3   INSTANCE(*ALL) 


Wait until all instances shut down before proceeding to the next step. 


3. End the AXES subsystem 
End the AXES subsystem by entering: 


ENDSBS   SBS(AXES) 


Wait until the subsystem closes before proceeding to the next step. 


4. Check for object locks 
Ensure that no locks are held on the library AXES. 


Use the Work with Object Locks (WRKOBJLCK) command. For example: 


WRKOBJLCK   OBJ(AXES) OBJTYPE(*LIB) 


If there are locks, end the jobs or ask users to remove the library from their library list. 


5. Delete aXes base and installed options 
Use the Delete Licensed Program (DLTLICPGM) command to delete aXes base and installed 
options. 


To delete the base product and any installed options enter: 


DLTLICPGM   LICPGM(1AXES01) OPTION(*ALL) 


To delete only the aXes Application Server option, you would enter: 


DLTLICPGM   LICPGM(1AXES01) OPTION(2) 


To delete only the aXes Terminal Server option, you would enter: 


DLTLICPGM   LICPGM(1AXES01) OPTION(1) 


--or-- 


DLTLICPGM   LICPGM(1AXES01) OPTION(11) 
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Depending on which licence option you installed. 


 You cannot remove aXes base without also removing all installed options. 


6. Remove *JOBCTL from QTMHHTTP user profile 
Remove *JOBCTL special authority from the QTMHHTTP user profile. 


 Warning 


 You should not perform this step if your organization has specifically added *JOBCTL special 
authority to the QTMHHTTP user profile, apart from aXes. 
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Entire Removal 
You can remove aXes entirely, including all user data. If you do so, you should save your 
user data first, it will not be recoverable. 


To perform this removal: 


1. Sign on to your IBM i server 
Sign on to your IBM i using a suitably authorized profile. The profile you use must be 
authorized to the Delete Licensed Program (DLTLICPGM) command and must have *ALLOBJ 
and *SPLCTL special authority. We recommend you use the QSECOFR user profile to avoid 
authorization problems. 


2. End all active aXes server instances 
End all active aXes server instances by entering the commands: 


ENDAXESTS   INSTANCE(*ALL) 


ENDAXESWS   INSTANCE(*ALL) 


ENDAXESDE   INSTANCE(*ALL) 


ENDAXESW3   INSTANCE(*ALL) 


Wait until all instances shut down before proceeding to the next step. 


3. End the AXES subsystem 
End the AXES subsystem by entering: 


ENDSBS   SBS(AXES) 


Wait until the subsystem closes before proceeding to the next step. 


4. Check for object locks 
Ensure that no locks are held on the library AXES. 


Use the Work with Object Locks (WRKOBJLCK) command. For example: 


WRKOBJLCK   OBJ(AXES) OBJTYPE(*LIB) 


If there are locks, end the jobs or ask users to remove the library from their library list. 


5. Delete aXes base and installed options 
Use the Delete Licensed Program (DLTLICPGM) command to delete the base product and 
installed options. 


To delete the base product and any installed options enter:  


DLTLICPGM   LICPGM(1AXES01) OPTION(*ALL) 


 You cannot remove aXes base without also removing all installed options. 


6. Identify user who belong to AXES_GROUP or AXES profiles 
Identify all users who belong to the AXES_GROUP or AXES profiles. Use the Display User 
Profile (DSPUSRPRF) command to display a list of them. You must remove the AXES_GROUP 
and AXES profiles from these user profiles before you can delete the AXES_GROUP and 
AXES profiles. The format of the command is: 


DSPUSRPRF   USRPRF(AXES_GROUP) TYPE(*GRPMBR) 
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7. Find objects owned by AXES_GROUP and AXES profile 
For each of the user profiles AXES_GROUP and AXES, use the Work with Object Owner 
(WRKOBJOWN) command to list all the objects owned by the profile. 


For the AXES_GROUP profile the command is: 


WRKOBJOWN   USRPRF(AXES_GROUP) 


For the AXES profile the command is: 


WRKOBJOWN   USRPRF(AXES) 


You must alter the ownership or delete the objects. 


8. Delete AXES_GROUP and AXES profiles 
Delete the AXES_GROUP and AXES user profiles. 


For the AXES_GROUP profile the command is: 


DLTUSRPRF  USRPRF(AXES_GROUP) 


For the AXES profile the command is: 


DLTUSRPRF  USRPRF(AXES) 


9. Delete copies of aXes skins directories 
Delete any copies you may have made of the aXes skins directories. Do this using the Edit 
File (EDTF) command and then use option 9 for the directory. 


Alternatively, you can remove the aXes skins directories by repeated use of the RMVLNK and 
RMVDIR commands, or by using the QSHELL rm command. 
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Section 5 - aXes commands 
This section provides a brief description of the Control Language (CL) commands supplied 
with aXes. See the User Guide for complete information and syntax diagrams. 


The commands are also available through a menu interface. Commands are grouped by 
function on the aXes Administration Menu (GO AXESADM), and grouped alphabetically on 
the aXes Command Menu (GO CMDAXES). If the product language library is not in your 
library list you will have to qualify the menu name.  


You can make the commands and menus available to your job by: 


 Adding the product language library to the library list 


 Qualifying the commands with the product language library name 


You can make the commands and menus available to all jobs by: 


 Adding the product language library to the QSYSLIBL or QUSRLIBL system values 


 Duplicating the commands into a library that is in your library list 


The following commands are available. 


Commands defined 
Work with aXes Servers 


The Work with aXes Servers (WRKAXESSVR) command allows you to display and work with 
a list of aXes servers. You can add, change, display, remove, start, and end servers. 


Add aXes Application Server 
The Add aXes Application Server (ADDAXESW3) command allows you to add an aXes 
Application Server instance definition. 


A server instance allows you to associate a name with a configuration file thus making it 
easier to use the corresponding start command. Server instances can also be automatically 
started when the AXES subsystem is started. 


Add aXes Data Explorer 
The Add aXes Data Explorer (ADDAXESDE) command allows you to add an aXes Data 
Explorer instance definition. 


A server instance allows you to associate a name with a configuration file thus making it 
easier to use the corresponding start command. Server instances can also be automatically 
started when the AXES subsystem is started. 


Add aXes Spool File Server 
The Add aXes Spool File Server (ADDAXESWS) command allows you to add an aXes Spool 
File Server instance definition. 


A server instance allows you to associate a name with a configuration file thus making it 
easier to use the corresponding start command. Server instances can also be automatically 
started when the AXES subsystem is started. 
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Add aXes Terminal Server 
The Add aXes Terminal Server (ADDAXESTS) command allows you to add an aXes Terminal 
Server instance definition. 


A server instance allows you to associate a name with a configuration file thus making it 
easier to use the corresponding start command. Server instances can also be automatically 
started when the AXES subsystem is started. 


Change aXes Application Server 
The Change aXes Application Server (CHGAXESW3) command allows you to change an aXes 
Application Server instance definition. 


A server instance allows you to associate a name with a configuration file thus making it 
easier to use the corresponding start command. Server instances can also be automatically 
started when the AXES subsystem is started. 


Change aXes Data Explorer 
The Change aXes Data Explorer (CHGAXESDE) command allows you to change an aXes Data 
Explorer instance definition. 


A server instance allows you to associate a name with a configuration file thus making it 
easier to use the corresponding start command. Server instances can also be automatically 
started when the AXES subsystem is started. 


Change aXes Spool File Server 
The Change aXes Spool File Server (CHGAXESWS) command allows you to change an aXes 
Spool File Server instance definition. 


A server instance allows you to associate a name with a configuration file thus making it 
easier to use the corresponding start command. Server instances can also be automatically 
started when the AXES subsystem is started. 


Change aXes Terminal Server 
The Change aXes Terminal Server (CHGAXESTS) command allows you to change an aXes 
Terminal Server instance definition. 


A server instance allows you to associate a name with a configuration file thus making it 
easier to use the corresponding start command. Server instances can also be automatically 
started when the AXES subsystem is started. 


End aXes Application Server 
The End aXes Application Server (ENDAXESW3) command allows you to end an instance of 
the aXes Application Server. 


End aXes Data Explorer 
The End aXes Data Explorer (ENDAXESDE) command allows you to end an instance of the 
aXes Data Explorer. 


End aXes Spool File Server 
The End aXes Spool File Server (ENDAXESWS) command allows you to end an instance of 
the aXes Spool File Server. 
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End aXes Terminal Server 
The End aXes Terminal Server (ENDAXESTS) command allows you to end an instance of the 
aXes Terminal Server. 


Remove aXes Application Server 
The Remove aXes Application Server (RMVAXESW3) command allows you to remove an 
aXes Application Server instance definition. 


Remove aXes Data Explorer 
The Remove aXes Data Explorer (RMVAXESDE) command allows you to remove aXes Data 
Explorer instance definition. 


Remove aXes Spool File Server 
The Remove aXes Spool File Server (RMVAXESWS) command allows you to remove an aXes 
Spool File Server instance definition. 


Remove aXes Terminal Server 
The Remove aXes Terminal Server (RMVAXESTS) command allows you to remove an aXes 
Terminal Server instance definition. 


Start aXes Application Server 
The Start aXes Application Server (STRAXESW3) command allows you to start an instance of 
the aXes Application Server. The aXes Application Server handles the interaction with the 
browser. 


Start aXes Data Explorer 
The Start aXes Data Explorer (STRAXESDE) command allows you to start an instance of the 
aXes Data Explorer. 


Start aXes Spool File Server 
The Start aXes Spool File Server (STRAXESWS) command allows you to start an instance of 
the aXes Spool File Server. 


Start aXes Terminal Server 
The Start aXes Terminal Server (STRAXESTS) command allows you to start an instance of 
the aXes Terminal Server. 


Create aXes Access Control List  
The Create aXes Access Control List (CRTAXESACL) command allows you to create an aXes 
access control list object. 


An access control list (ACL) is an object that contains the names of authorized users and 
encrypted passwords. It is used to control access to a directory path. 


Delete aXes Access Control List 
The Delete aXes Access Control List (DLTAXESACL) command allows you to delete an aXes 
access control list object. 
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An access control list (ACL) is an object that contains the names of authorized users and 
encrypted passwords. It is used to control access to a directory path. 


Display aXes Licence Information 
The Display aXes Licence Information (DSPAXESLIC) command displays information about 
the licences for the aXes servers. 


Display Interactive-CPW Jobs 
The Display Interactive-CPW Jobs (DSPICPWJOB) command allows you to display a list of 
jobs on the system that consume Interactive CPW. 


Display Interactive-CPW Messages 
The Display Interactive-CPW Messages (DSPICPWMSG) command searches the history log 
(QHST) for messages indicating the available amount of Interactive CPW is nearing the limit. 


Release aXes Licence 
The Release aXes Licence (RLSAXESLIC) command allows you to release licences for the 
aXes servers. 


Work with aXes Users 
The Work with aXes Users (WRKAXESUSR) command allows you to display and work with a 
list of user defined in an aXes access control list. You can add, change, and remove users. 


 To use this command you must have *SECADM special authority. 


Add aXes User 
The Add aXes User (ADDAXESUSR) command allows you to add a user to an aXes access 
control list object. 


An access control list (ACL) is an object that contains the names of authorized users and 
encrypted passwords. It is used to control access to a directory path. 


 To use this command you must have *SECADM special authority. 


Change aXes User 
The Change aXes User (CHGAXESUSR) command allows you to change a user in an aXes 
access control list object. 


An access control list (ACL) is an object that contains the names of authorized users and 
encrypted passwords. It is used to control access to a directory path. 


Remove aXes User 
The Remove aXes User (RMVAXESUSR) command allows you to remove a user from an aXes 
access control list object. 


An access control list (ACL) is an object that contains the names of authorized users and 
encrypted passwords. It is used to control access to a directory path. 


 To use this command you must have *SECADM special authority. 
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Getting Started with aXes Mobile for Developers 


Getting Started 
On your device (smartphone, tablet etc.) download and install the aXes Mobile App from the 
App Store or Play Store. (To find the application, search for 'aXes Mobile'). Then: 


 Start the App. 


 


Then create an aXes terminal session: 


iOS 


 


 Touch Plus. 


 
 


 Select Add aXes Terminal to add an aXes terminal session. 


 


 


Android 


 


 Touch Overflow: 


 
 


 Touch Edit Mode: 


 
 


 Add aXes Terminal: 
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In Edit aXes Terminal Session: 


 
 


 Fill in the Title, Host, and Port. The host must be the ip address, or the fully qualified host 
name. 


 If applicable, also fill in the aXes definition set (your aXes project) and, if applicable, 
select SSL. 


 Below Login Credential, touch Settings:  


 
 


 The New Credential screen should be displayed. If it is not, touch Plus to display it.  


 Add an IBM i user profile and password: 
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 On the Details tab, enter the user profile and password.  


 


The Host List entry is automatically filled in for you.  


 Touch the Description tab and add a description and an identifier. (Make a note of the 
identifier – you will use it later as the "credential identifier"). 


 Touch Done twice to get back out. 


 Select the aXes Terminal Session you have created. It will automatically sign on. 


 


Note 
If you want to check or edit the details of your aXes Terminal Session (or delete it): 


iOS 


 Touch  the Overflow menu at the top: 


 
 


 Choose Edit 
 


 


Android 


 Touch Edit Mode: 


 


 


Then select your session to display or edit the details of the Terminal Session definition.  
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Note 
If you want to check or edit the user profile information: 


iOS 


 Touch Home: 


 
 


 And then Settings: 


 
 


 


Android 


 Touch Settings: 


 


 


And then Manage Credentials, and select the credential you want to edit.  


 


Things You Can Immediately Do with aXes Mobile  
 


 You can leave multiple sessions open, and switch between them.  


 


You can switch sessions using the main menu, or the live sessions menu which is 
accessed from this icon: 


 


  
 


The advantage of having several live sessions open is that you don't lose your place and 
have to re-navigate. Switching is quick and easy.  


 


 If you close a session, aXes Mobile will automatically sign you back on the next time you 
want to use it.  
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 You can touch the function and Enter keys at any time – whether or not you are currently 
editing an input field.  


 You can set up your aXes sessions, with appropriate user profiles, the way you want, and 
have them remembered. 


 Alternatively, the administrator can set up a standard combination of aXes session 
definitions, websites, and document libraries and make it available to all users as a url on 
an email. In this way all users can start off with a standard aXes Mobile menu without 
any configuring.   


 


For more details, see Appendix 1- Exporting Menus and Making a Standard Menu. 


 


Adding a Document Library 
A document library is a link to a directory on the IFS.  


You can create and store notes, images etc. locally and then, when a connection is available 
to the IBM i, you can upload the local files. You can also download from the IFS, and 
synchronize your local folder with the IFS folder. 


(This feature uses the Longreach product which must be installed and operational.) 


 


 Touch Plus in the main menu (or Edit in Android), and select Add Document Library. 


 


 
 


 


Server URL This property has to be of the form: 


 


http://<<host>>:<<port>>/service/longreach.jsp 


 


where 
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<<host>> is the ip address of the host 


<<port>> is the port, and is usually 6563 


Root Folder 
(Remote 
System) 


This property needs to point to a location the user is authorized to, 
both on the IBM i and by Longreach authorization configuration. 


 


The default Longreach user profile is authorized to this directory on 
the IFS: 


 


/longreachdata/user/<<USER PROFILE IN CAPITALS>> 


 


The name is case-sensitive, so check that the name in the aXes 
Mobile Document Library setting matches what you see on the IFS 
on the IBM i. 


 


 
Note: If you need to check the LongReach configuration settings, they are usually on the IFS in: 


\longreach\jsm\instance\system\httpd.xml.   


More details about LongReach configuration are available in the 
LongReach_Administrator_Guide_V1.2.pdf. 


 


You can now refer to a library on the IFS, and download and upload files to it from the 
device. 


 


Adding a Website 
If the user commonly visits a website, you can add a menu item for it. 


 Touch Plus (or Edit in Android), and select Add Website. 


 
 


If the Keep open setting is on, the website remembers where the user was when the user 
switches between sessions. 


If the Keep open setting is off, all websites which have this setting off will share one 
session. So the website may still remember where it was, unless the user switches to 
another website where the Keep open setting is off. 
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Adding a Submenu 
You can organize the terminal sessions, websites, and document libraries by adding a 
submenu. 


 


 Touch Plus (or Edit in Android), and select Add Sub-menu. 


 


Once the submenu is created, you can add items to it by touching it and then adding 
terminal sessions, websites, and document libraries.  


Or you can edit the menu where you want to move items from, use the multi-select option, 
and then the Move option to move items into your submenu. See the next section. 


 


Multi-Delete, Move and Copy of Menu Items 
You can work with multiple menu items at once, and delete, move or copy them: 


iOS 


 Touch the Overflow menu and touch Edit. 


  Then select this option: 


 
 


 


 Then select the menu items you want to work with, and use Delete, Copy or 
Move: 
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Android 


 Touch Edit Mode: 


 
 


 Then select the menu items you want to work with, and use Delete, Copy or 
Move. 
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Rearranging Menu Items by Dragging  
(iOS only) In edit mode you can move menu items up and down by dragging the icon below: 
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Development 
You can easily modify your aXes application to make use of the features on the device such 
as  camera, bar code scanning, geolocation etc. You can also make the device upload files to 
the IFS, and store information locally. 


Modifying aXes Project to Use Features on the 
Device 


To modify your aXes project, you need a basic knowledge of aXes screen customization and 
development with extensions. 


If you do not have this basic knowledge, do the aXes tutorials 0, 1, 2 and 5 in the aXes 
Extensions Guide. 


 To start, create an aXes project for testing on your PC. 


 Start the project in Developer mode and display a screen that you can add buttons to 
and that has at least one input field. You could, for example, use the main menu if it has 
a command line.  


 Use the suggest button to identify the screen: 


 


 
 


 And name an input field on it as "cmdline".  
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 Save your changes.  


 


You can now start customizing the screen.  


 
 


 


 


Now, in the aXes app on your device (smart phone, iPad etc.): 


 Touch Plus to add an aXes Terminal that points to your project.  (Create the aXes 
Terminal the same way as you did before. Your project name goes in the "The aXes 
Definition Set" property.)  
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 Check that you can start the session and navigate to the screen you want to use. 


 


Note: When making changes to the aXes project it is usually sufficient to close the aXes 
Mobile Terminal session and restart it to pick up the project changes. But at some point you 
may need to clear the cache on the device – See Appendix 3 – Clearing the Cache during 
Development.  
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Taking a Picture and Uploading It 
You can modify your aXes project so that an aXes Mobile user can touch a button on an 
aXes screen, and make the device take a photo.  


You could use this feature to, for example, allow employees that have a smart phone to 
update their own photos on the IBM i. 


 


Taking a Picture 
Start with a simple button that takes a picture and puts it in the Photos gallery on your 
device. 


 


On your PC, in aXes developer mode:  


 Go to your screen, edit the screen, and add a new element. 


 Make the new element a push button element (extension), with an onclick script like this: 


 


var options = 


{ 


         imageName : "Photo_abc.jpg",       


         annotate : true,             


         width: "300" ,  


         height : "300", 


         saveToGallery : true 


}; 


 


 


try  


{  


         LRSV.imageBasic(options); 


} 


catch (Error) { alert("problem setting photo name")}; 


 


 


Note how the parameters for the imageBasic service are passed as properties of an 
object named options. 


You could also write the above in this way, if you prefer: 


 


LRSV.imageBasic({ imageName : "Photo_abc.jpg",  annotate : true, width: "300" ,  
height : "300",  saveToGallery : true }); 


 


LRSV stands for LongRange Services. It is the short way of writing LONGRANGE.Services. 


 


So you could also write the statement this way: 


 


LONGRANGE.Services.imageBasic({ imageName : "Photo_abc.jpg",  annotate : true, 
width: "300" ,  height : "300",  saveToGallery : true }); 
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Next try out the button in the aXes App on your device: 


 Run your aXes project and navigate to your chosen screen.  


 Locate the button you added. If you touch it you should be able to take, and annotate, a 
picture.  


 Minimize the aXes App, and check that the photo has been added to the device's gallery 
of photos. 


 


Note: If you are not sure that you are seeing the latest version of your button script on your 
mobile device, you can check it by adding a line like this at the start of the script: 


 


alert("version 1"); 


 


Then when you run your aXes project in your aXes Mobile app and touch the button, you will 
see the alert message. 


 


Uploading the Picture 
Extend the example to make the device take the photo AND upload the photo to the IFS on 
the IBM i. 


 


You must have LongReach installed and working to be able to do this. The credential being 
used for the terminal session must have the LongReach URL in its Host List to do the upload. 


 


On your PC, in aXes developer mode:  


 Add another push button to your aXes screen with an onclick script like this: 


 


var config = 


{ 


    serverUrl: "http://<<ip address>>:<<port>>/service/longreach.jsp", 


    credential: "<<credential identifier>> 


}; 


LONGRANGE.FileTransfer.setDefaultConfig(config); 


 


Where: 


<<ip address>> The ip address of the IBM i you want to upload to 


<<port>> The port for the LongReach server (usually 6563) 


<<credential 
identifier>> 


The identifier of the user profile you have defined earlier. 


 


If you want to look up the credential identifier, it is under 
Settings  Manage Credentials  Description tab. 
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This tells LONGRANGE which server to upload to and what user profile to use. 


 


 Then add the script to take the picture and do the upload using imageUpload: 


 


var options = 


{ 


    imageName : "Photo_abc.jpg ",       


    annotate : true,             


    toIFSfolder : <<IFS location>> 


}; 


 


 


try {  


      LRSV.imageUpload(options); 


} 


catch (Error) { alert("problem uploading photo"); } 


 


where <<IFS location>> is the directory on the IFS where you want to upload to. 


 


The location that you upload to has to be in a location that the LongReach configuration 
file authorises you to access. Usually you are authorised to: 


 


"/longreachdata/user/<<your user profile>>/" 


 


 So change the IFS location to, for example, "/longreachdata/user/MYPROFILE/" 


 
Note: If you need to check the LongReach configuration settings, they are usually on the IFS in: 


\longreach\jsm\instance\system\httpd.xml.   


More details  about LongReach configuration are available in the 
LongReach_Administrator_Guide_V1.2.pdf 


 


 Make the button caption "Take and Upload a Photo". 


 Save your changes. 


 


Now, in aXes Mobile on the device:  


 Sign off in the session you were in, and then start the session again. 


 Navigate to your screen, and touch the button. You can now take and annotate a picture.  


 


When you have finished, the picture will be automatically uploaded to the IFS in the 
/longreachdata/user/<<your user profile>>/  directory. 


 


 Check on the IFS that your image has been uploaded. 
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Reading a Bar Code into an IBM i Field  
Reading a Bar Code 


Suppose your company has barcoded products, and you want your employees to be able to 
look up on the IBM i the details of a product (such as identifier, model number, dimensions 
or stock levels). 


You can set up the aXes screen so that the camera of the device reads the bar code and 
feeds the number into an IBM i field. 


In this example we will use the field that you previously identified as cmdline. 


 


On your PC, in aXes Developer mode: 


 Add a button to your aXes screen with an onclick script like this: 


 


try 


{  


      LRSV.scanPaste( { pasteTo : "cmdline" } ); 


}  


catch (Error) { alert("Error using scanPaste service: ", Error.message); } 


 


 Make the button caption "Scan a barcode". 


 Save your changes. 


 


On your smartphone: 


 Run your aXes project in your aXes Mobile app and touch the button.  


 Point the camera of the device at the bar code. When the camera recognises it, the bar 
code number is loaded into the cmdline field. 


 


 


Entering the Number into an IBM i Field 
You might want to modify this example so that the number would be sent to a product 
identifier field in your own application, and the Enter key would be pressed. However, you 
cannot do this because LongRange Services (LRSV) are asynchronous, which means you 
can't make use of the barcode value by directly scripting anything immediately following this 
line:      


 


LRSV.scanPaste( { pasteTo : "cmdline" } ); 


 


In order to code something to happen after the bar code value is returned, your script needs 
to wait for the scanPaste to finish, and then use the value if the scan was successful. 


The way to do this is to use a callback function. A callback function is a property of the 
options object. It executes when the scanPaste finishes: 


  


if (window.LRSV) 


{ 
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/* Using a callback function to alert and press Enter */ 


 


 


var callBackFunction = function (result)  


{  


 


   if ( result.success )  


   { 


      alert("callback function running. userInfo was:" + result.userInfo); 


      SENDKEY(ENV.defaultKey); 


   } 


   else 


   { 


      alert("there was an error:" + result.message); 


   } 


 


}; 


 


 


var options =  


{   


   pasteTo : "cmdline", 


   callBack : callBackFunction 


}; 


 


try {  


      LRSV.scanPaste( options ); 


}  


catch (Error) { alert("Error using scanPaste service: ", Error.message); } 


 


 


} 


 


The part in blue is the callback function. In this example of a callback function, the user 
touches the button, the barcode scanning and pasting occurs at some point, and then when 
it is finished, the Enter key on the aXes screen is pressed. 


Note that the callback function can also detect if an error occurred, and the result.message 
value will indicate what the error was. 


Note also that it is a good idea for scripts to check whether LongRange Services are 
available before they start using: 


 


if (window.LRSV) 
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This is because the aXes script may be running in an environment like a PC where 
LongRange Services are not available, or even if it is running in aXes Mobile, the LongRange 
services may not yet be ready at the time the button is pressed. 


 


Sending an Email when a Button Is Touched  
On your PC, in aXes Developer mode: 


 Add a button to your aXes screen with an onclick script like this: 


 


if (window.LRSV) 


{ 


 


var options =  


{   


   text     : ( "the command line contains:" + FIELDS("cmdline").getValue() ), 


   subject  : "This is my email subject", 


   recipient : "myEmailAddress@myCompany.com" 


}; 


 


LRSV.sendEmail( options ); 


 


} 


 


(Replace myEmailAddress@myCompany.com with your own email address) 


 


 


 Make the button caption "Send an Email". 


 Save your changes. 


 


On your device: 


 Run your aXes project, add some text to the cmdline field, and touch the button.  


 


An email with the text from the command line is sent.  


 


 


Sending a Text Message (SMS) When a Button Is 
Touched 


On your PC, in aXes Developer mode: 


 Add a button to your aXes screen with an onclick script like this: 


 


if (window.LRSV) 


{ 



mailto:myEmailAddress@myCompany.com
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var options =  


{   


   messageText : ( "the command line contains:" + FIELDS("cmdline").getValue() ), 


   recipient   : "123456789" 


}; 


 


LRSV.sendTextMessage( options ); 


 


} 


 


(Replace 123456789 with your own mobile number) 


 


 Make the button caption "Send an SMS". 


 Save your changes. 


 


On your device (smart phone or tablet if it can send text messages): 


 


 Run your aXes project in aXes Mobile, add some text to the cmdline field, and touch the 
button.  


 


An email with the text from the command line is sent.  


 


Putting Screen Data on the Clipboard When the User 
Touches a Button 


If the user wants to put data from a screen field onto the clipboard and allow it to be pasted 
onto other screens or other applications, they can always use the standard Copy and Paste.  


However, sometimes you might want to make it easier for the user to copy data from a 
group of fields to the clipboard.  


 


On your PC, in aXes Developer mode: 


 Add a button to your aXes screen with an onclick script like this: 


 


var clipText = FIELDS("cmdline").getValue(); 


 


var items = [ { text : clipText } ]; 


 


var options = { arrayItems:items } ; 


 


try { LRSV.copyToClipboard(  options  ); } 


 


catch (Error) { alert("problem in clipboard " + Error.message ); } 
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 Make the button caption "Copy cmdline to Clipboard". 


 


On your device: 


 Run the aXes Mobile App and go to your screen, type a value into the cmdline field and 
touch the button. aXes will put the data on the clipboard.  


 Paste what was in the command line into a field on another aXes screen, or into another 
application on the device, like notes or the email client. 


 


If you want the user to be able to copy multiple fields to the clipboard you can format the 
pasted data in various ways.  


 


By concatenating field data with tabs "\t" and newlines "\n", you can output the data in a 
way that suits the user when it is pasted. 


 


To copy multiple fields at once, you can send multiple field data in "items" like this: 


 


var clipText1 = FIELDS("field1").getValue(); 


var clipText2 = FIELDS("field2").getValue(); 


var clipText3 = FIELDS("field3").getValue(); 


 


var items = [ { text : clipText1}, { text : clipText2}, { text : clipText3} ]; 


 


Sharing Data across All Sessions 
Say the user has located a customer they want to work with on aXes Terminal Session A and 
they now want to work with purchase orders for that customer. 


They have purchase order maintenance open in aXes Terminal Session B. What we need is a 
way to get the selected customer id over to Session B. 


If the customer id is in a field named myCustField in aXes in Session A, the button script to 
make it available to all sessions is: 


 


var options = 


{ 


  name: "Shared_customer", 


  value: FIELDS("myCustField").getValue() 


}; 


 


LONGRANGE.Form.setSharedState(options); 


 


 


In session B, a button script can get that data under the name "Shared_customer", and 
write it to a field named myCustField_B on the purchase order maintenance screen like this: 


 


var options = 


{ 


   name: "Shared_customer", 
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   onCompleted: function(obj) { FIELDS("myCustField_B").setValue(obj.result); }         


}; 


 


LONGRANGE.Form.getSharedState(options); 


 


The session B button script could also be coded to press a function key or Enter, and do the 
purchase order search using the customer number from session A. 


 


Programmatic Switching to Another aXes Terminal 
Session 


To programmatically switch to another aXes terminal session you need to know the identifier 
of the aXes session you want the user to be switched to. 


 


On your device: 


 Start the aXes-App, and go to Edit Mode. 


 Edit the details of the session you want to switch to  


 Touch Settings for that session: 


 
 


 
 


 Ensure that your Switch-to session has a unique identifier (e.g. mySessionId)  


 Save your changes by touching Done twice. 


 


On your PC, in your aXes project: 


 Locate the switch-from screen and ensure it is in Developer mode. 


 Add a button that does this: 


 


var options = 


{ 


     name:"mySessionId",  


     replaceSession: false // Specifies whether open session should be closed first 


}; 


LONGRANGE.Form.open(options); 
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On your device: 


 Start the aXes app. 


 Go to the switch-from session, and the switch-from screen, and touch the button you 
created.  


 


You will see the switch-to session start up automatically. 


 


Getting Your Current Location 
 


On your PC, in aXes Developer mode: 


 Add a button to your aXes screen, with an onclick script like this: 


 


if (window.LRSV) 


{ 


 


var callBackFunction = function(result)  


{  


   alert("Longitude: " + result.userInfo.LONGITUDE + " Latitude: " +       
result.userInfo.LATITUDE + " Altitude: " + result.userInfo.ALTITUDE  );  


 


}; 


 


 


var options =  


{   


   callBack   : callBackFunction 


}; 


 


LRSV.getGeolocation( options ); 


 


} 


 


 Make the button caption "Get my current location". 


 Save your changes. 


 
 


On your device: 


 


 Run your aXes project in aXes Mobile on your device, and touch the button.  


 


You will see your current location:latitude, longitude, and altitude. (This is the location of the 
device). 
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Other Things You Can Do to Modernize Your Existing 
5250 Application    


You can: 


 Include maps when displaying location information – It is possible to show an html 
window that displays a google map of a location whenever the IBM i displays a street 
address. This can give the end-user a better idea of where something is, or even 
directions on how to get there. If Google street view is available, the user can also get an 
idea of what the location looks like on the ground. 


 


 Make navigation much easier, especially for mobile phones and iPads, by adding large 
buttons for common navigation tasks. These buttons can set fields to values, and/or 
execute commands in the command line, and press any key.   


 


 Allow users to work off-site using a mobile phone, or a phone enabled iPad. 


 


 Allow users to download and store relevant information on the device when they are off-
site and cannot get an internet connection.    


 
 Add graphs to show the screen data in a more meaningful way.  


 


 Switch to another session and pass information to it: 


 


Say the user has located which customer they want to work with on aXes Terminal 
Session A. 


 


So if, say, Session B shows the purchase order search screen, the screen can be set up 
to  automatically load the selected customer from Session A into the customer search 
field, and press Enter, and display the purchase orders for that  customer.   


 


You could use a separate Session and project for each kind of switch – One session for 
Show_Purchase_Orders_for_a_Customer, one session for Show_Accounts_for_Customer 
etc.  


 


Or you could set up one session and aXes project as the common point for all switches, 
and pass it the required action and identifier data, and make it handle it.  Whenever 
switching to that session, you would tell it to close and restart the session if it was 
already open. In this  way it would always start on the same screen after the switch. 


 


If your IBM i application has a way of navigating to different parts of the system from the 
command line, you could put a script on a timer on the screen to write a call to the 
command line and press Enter to go where the user needs to go. 


 


switch( myAction ) 


{ 


case "SHOW_ORDER": 
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/* Show the orders for a customer */ 


FIELDS("commandline").setValue("call pgm(ShowOrder) parms('" + myId + "')"); 


SENDKEY("Enter") 


break;  


 


case "SHOW_ACCOUNT":  


/* Show the accounts for a customer */ 


FIELDS("commandline").setValue("call pgm(ShowAccount) parms('" + myId + "')"); 


SENDKEY("Enter") 


break; 
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Appendices 


Appendix 1- Exporting Menus and Making a 
Standard Menu 


A site administrator can allow all device users to start off with the same aXes Mobile menu. 
To make a standard menu available to multiple users: 


In the aXes Mobile app on your device: 


 


 Set up your own menus the way you want all users to be set up. (This can include 
definitions of credentials – the passwords will not be exported.) 


iOS 


 Open the Overflow menu: 


 


 
 


 


Android 


 Go to Edit Mode: 


 
 


 


 Select Export. 


A new email is created, and over it a message comes up explaining that the aXes Mobile app 
has created a menu-export as an attachment to an email: 
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 Touch OK, and then finish the email and send it to yourself. 


 On a PC where you are able to save files to a webserver, receive the email. 


 Save the email attachment file (menu-export.dat) to a location all your device users can 
access with a url, but preferably not somewhere that the general public can access it. 


For example, if you have a VPN, you could save it to a webserver directory that is only 
visible when connected to the VPN. 


 Now create a url that points to the menu-export.dat file: 


http://<<host>>:<<port>>/myDirectory/menu-export.dat 


 


Email this url to your aXes Mobile app users, with some instructions like this: 


1) Start the aXes Mobile app on your device. 


2) Open the Overflow menu: 


 
 


3) Select Import  


4) Import from this url: 


http://<<host>>:<<port>>/myDirectory/menu-export.dat 


 


Optional 
You can extend this method to make a url that is even simpler for your users to use. 


Say you have a url like this: 


http://10.2.0.181:81/IMAGES/Private_ABC/menu-export.dat 


 


If you url encode the url it becomes this: 


http%3A%2F%2F10.2.0.181%3A81%2FIMAGES%2FPrivate_ABC%2Fmenu-export.dat 


 


 



http://10.2.0.181:81/IMAGES/Private_ABC/menu-export.dat
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If you embed the encoded url within this: 


axes://importusrmenu/?url=xxxx 


 


you get: 


axes://importusrmenu/?url=http%3A%2F%2F10.2.0.181%3A81%2FIMAGES%2FPrivate_AB
C%2Fmenu-export.dat 


 


You can now email this url to your users, and provided they have installed the aXes Mobile 
app on their device, they can touch the url in an email, and the aXes Mobile app will 
automatically do the import. 


 


Note: There are various websites on the internet you can use to url encode your url. To find 
them, Google "url encode".  


 


Note: When sending to iOS users, the axes:// prefix will be recognised in the email. 


If sending the email to android users you need to wrap the url in:  


 


<a href=”axes://XXXXX”> axes </a> 


 


This will be recognised by the standard Android email client. 


 


For more details about export and import see Appendix 1a – Export Considerations in Detail 
and Appendix 1b – Import Considerations in Detail.  


 


Appendix 1a – Export Considerations in Detail 
 


When you choose the Export menu option, the current menu will be packaged and attached 
to an email. 


Remember that you will be exporting the menu (including sub-menus) you currently see 
(that is, if you are in a sub-menu, you will NOT be exporting the whole menu structure from 
the root). 


As previously mentioned, you can assign an Identifier to a menu item. This Identifier will be 
used to match the menu items during the import process, which allows menu items to be 
replaced (as opposed to the menu items being added to the menu). 


If exported menu items are associated with some credentials, the name and description of 
the credentials will be exported as well (but not the specific information such as username 
and password). 


In order for a credential to be exportable, an identifier must be assigned to it. If an identifier 
is not assigned, you won’t be able to export a menu that uses that credential, and you will 
get an error when you try to export 


 


  


Appendix 1b – Import Considerations in Detail 
The user importing the menu structure can also indicate if existing menu should be deleted 
prior to importing the menu: 
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As with the Export, the Import will import the menu structure into the current menu (the 
menu you currently see). 


As previously mentioned, you can assign an Identifier to a menu item. This Identifier will be 
used to match the menu items during the import process, which allows menu items to be 
replaced (as opposed to the menu items keep getting added to the menu). 


Credentials will be imported as well. However, they will NOT contain any username or 
password. 


NOTE: re-importing menu will overwrite the credentials, and end-users will need to re-enter 
username/password after import. 


After import, a list of incomplete credentials will be presented to users so they can complete 
the credentials if they wish to do so. 


 


Appendix 2 - SSL and Self Signed Certificates 
 


When creating an aXes terminal session, you have the option of enabling SSL. 


For SSL to work, you either need a valid certificate from a certificate authority on the server, 
or you need to use a self-signed certificate. 


If you want to use a self-signed certificate with iOS7, you also need to install the certificate 
on each device. This is done by emailing a .cer file as an attachment to each device. 


The methods of generating a .cer file for a self-signed certificate vary, but the following 
screen shots help understand the general process. 


Using the related links tab on the http administrator: 
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Now you have a file CA.cer you can email to the devices that want to use the SSL 
connection. 


On the device, receive and view the email and touch the attachment on it: 
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Then install the certificate: 


 
 


You can work with and remove certificates in the device settings  General  Profiles.  


Note that the host the self-signed certificate is created for must exactly match the host on 
the aXes terminal session definition. 


For aXes terminal sessions, the host must be the fully qualified name, not just a name that 
gets resolved to the host address. 


Note that the correct certificate type is PEM (.cer), not PFX. 


 


Appendix 3 – Clearing the Cache during 
Development 


At some point during your aXes development for aXes Mobile, you may need to clear the 
cache on the device. 


To do this: 


 Touch Settings in aXes Mobile: 


 


iOS 


 


 


Android 


 


 


  Development  Clear Cache. 


 Then completely close aXes Mobile. 


 


On an iPad, for example, you need to exit from the aXes Mobile app, and then work with 
active applications and end the aXes Mobile App.  


When you start the aXes Mobile app, the cache will be cleared.  
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Appendix 4 - Document Libraries – Extra Details 
 


 
 


 


Server URL Specifies the LongReach service URL (for example, 
http://10.2.0.181:6563/service/longreach.jsp). 


 


Root Folder Specifies the initial folder (on the remote system) that this 
document library should connect to. 


 


You can also use two special values when specifying Root Folder: 


{BASE}  specifies the user’s home directory on the server 


{SHARED}  specifies “shared” or “public” home directory on the 
server. 


 


LongReach calculates the effective value of BASE and SHARED 
based on settings in the LongReach configuration file. 


  


{BASE} and {SHARED} can be followed by path representing sub-
directories. 


 


For example: {SHARED}/Photos 


 


However {BASE} and {SHARED}, if used, must appear at the 
beginning of the path, and it should not be preceded by ‘/’. 


For example, this is NOT valid: "/{BASE}" 


 


User (as specified 
in the Credential) 


The user must have been granted permission (on the server) to 
access the specified folder. 



http://10.2.0.181:6563/service/longreach.jsp
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User permissions are specified in the LongReach configuration file. 
See LongReach documentation for more details. 


 


 


Advanced Details 


 


 
 


Force per-
credential root 
folder 


 


By default (when this option is OFF), multiple users (credentials) will 
share the same local repository of files.  


 


An exception to this is when {BASE} special folder is specified, in 
which case the behaviour is the same as when this option is turned 
on. 


 


When this option is ON, each user (credential) will have their own 
local repository of files (ie. separate root directory, one per user). 


 


Note that this setting only affects how files are stored locally on the 
device (this has nothing to do with files on the server). 


 


Root folder 


 


By default, when you define a Document Library menu item, the 
path to the documents are obscure and hard to deduce. 


 


This can become a problem when you are scripting to access files 
(get/put) on the document library storage folder. 


 


The Root folder option allows you to “fix” the root directory of your 
documents on the device. You can set the “Root folder” setting 
above to point to your own directory, for example “/MyFiles”. Your 
script can then refer to the documents in the “Document Library” as 
“/MyFiles/xxxxxxx”. 
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Appendix 5 – aXes Data Explorer 
 Add a Website to aXes Mobile and use a URL with the format:   


HTTP://<SERVER>:<DE Port>/axes/database-manager.html?lang=<language code>. 


 


Default Data Explorer port is 5563 and language code is 2 characters. 


 


For example: 


http://10.2.0.181:5563/axes/database-manager.html?lang=en 
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When to use TS1 and TS2 
Feature and differences 


Features and differences define the roles aXes Terminal Server basic (TS1) and advanced 
(TS2) play for 5250 terminal emulation and application modernisation using screen 
enhancements and extensions. 


Features TS1 TS2 Comments 


5250 terminal emulation Yes Yes  


Application modernisation Basic Advanced TS2 is more suitable for 
application modernisation 
than TS1. 


Supports 5250 terminal 
keyboard 


Yes No TS2 can map a 5250 
keyboard but it is designed for 
PC keyboards. 


Screen enhancement Basic Advanced  


Developer mode Basic Advanced  


Browser support IE Any Use TS2 for browsers other 
than IE. 


Terminal emulation 
5250 terminal emulation reproduces the characteristics of a physical 5250 terminal device in 
a browser. The screen layout is the same as the 5250 screen and the PC keyboard adopts 
the terminal keyboard layout, e.g. the right-hand Ctrl key becomes the Enter key. 


The objective of the emulation software is to reproduce a terminal device. 


HTML, CSS and JavaScript can provide additional features such as the ability to apply colour 
schemes and choose fonts to change the appearance of the screen. 


For terminal emulation aXes recommends using TS2. 


TS1 is appropriate if strict terminal emulation is a requirement. 


Modernisation 
Modernisation is a process that transforms 5250 applications so that they become more 
agile, flexible and able to cope with new and enhanced technology, but more importantly, 
are ready to evolve with changing business demands. 


In the case of aXes, modernisation changes the screens so that they look less like a terminal 
and more like a web application. This manifests itself in the screen layout, colour scheme, 
graphical controls and the addition of data that is not part of the 5250 terminal screen. 


aXes recommends using TS2 for modernisation projects. 
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TS1 provides basic screen enhancement and is not the tool to use when modernisation is the 
requirement. 


TS1 
TS1 is a 5250 terminal emulator designed for customers who want to use 5250 applications 
as they would have used them on terminal devices. It preserves the characteristics of a 
5250 terminal when displaying screens as HTML pages in a browser, and follows the layout 
of 5250 terminal keyboards. TS1 can map a PC keyboard to behave as if it were a 5250 
keyboard. 


TS1 is designed for a least effort deployment of screens from 5250 applications as HTML 
pages rendered in a browser and works out-of-the-box without development effort. 


TS1 allows screen enhancement but provides less enhancement flexibility than TS2. 


TS2 
TS2 can be used as a 5250 terminal emulator without screen enhancement. 


TS2 is designed for customers who want to modernise their 5250 applications by designing 
pages that do not look like a terminal screen and adding data from other sources. LANSA 
designed TS2 to be a web application rather than terminal screens presented in a browser. 


Moving away from strict 5250 terminal emulation has been a deliberate policy to expand the 
possibilities for enhancing screens. TS2 includes much more JavaScript than TS1, thereby 
allowing TS2 to be more flexible with extensions and screen enhancement. This flexibility 
makes strict 5250 emulation more complex. 


The keyboard operates as a PC keyboard and not an emulated 5250 terminal keyboard. TS2 
allows developers to map 5250 keyboard functions to keys on the keyboard. 


Use cases for TS1 and TS2 
Enhancement means changing the screen using extensions and embellishments. 


Embellishment means adding decorative detail (e.g. gradient colours and images) to 
screens. 


Screen extension changes the way the screen operates by adding graphical user interface 
controls such as drop-down lists, radio buttons, check boxes, group boxes, scroll bars, 
sliders, progress bars, status boxes, search boxes, and tool tips. 


Extension also includes the addition of data on a screen obtained from sources other than 
the 5250 screen. 


Use Cases TS1 TS2 


5250 terminal emulation, without extensions 
or embellishments 


Yes Yes 


Strict 5250 terminal emulation with 5250 
keyboard layout 


Yes Yes, but TS2 is 
designed for the PC 
keyboard layout. 


Requirement for additional fields on the 
screen from sources other than the 5250 
screen 


No Yes 


Requirement for business rules in the user 
interface 


No Yes 
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Use Cases TS1 TS2 


Requirement for screen enhancement and 
embellishment 


Possible but not 
recommended. 
Use TS2 for more 
flexible 
enhancement tools. 


Yes 


No requirement for screen enhancement Yes No 


Q&A 
Questions Answers 


Can I operate TS1 and TS2 
simultaneously? 


Yes. 


You can operate a TS1 session in one window and a 
TS2 session in another window simultaneously. 


Can I use TS1 to enhance 
screens? 


Yes. 


TS2 is the recommended tool. 


Can I use TS1 with Android 
devices? 


No, use TS2. 


Can I use TS1 with Chrome? No, use TS2. 


Can I use TS1 with Firefox? No, use TS2. 


Can I use TS1 with Internet 
Explorer? 


Yes. 


Can I use TS1 with iOS devices? No, use TS2. 


Can I use TS1 with Safari? No, use TS2. 


Can I use TS2 for terminal 
emulation? 


Yes. 


Can I use TS2 with Android 
devices? 


Yes. 


Can I use TS2 with Chrome? Yes. 


Can I use TS2 with Firefox? Yes. 


Can I use TS2 with Internet 
Explorer? 


Yes. 


Can I use TS2 with iOS devices? Yes. 


Can I use TS2 with Safari? Yes. 


Do I have to use TS2 to enhance 
screens? 


No. You can enhance screen using TS1 or TS2. 


TS2 is the recommended tool. 
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Questions Answers 


What is the primary difference 
between TS1 and TS2? 


TS1 is designed to transform 5250 screens into Web 
pages and screen enhancement is a later addition. 


TS2 is designed for application modernisation and 
screen enhancement as its primary purpose. It also 
offers terminal emulation. 


What is the recommended tool for 
enhancing screens? 


TS2 


Will aXes enhance TS1 with new 
features? 


No. 


New features will be added to TS2. 
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Welcome to Terminal Session 
This guide provides information about using the aXes terminal in the browser. The 
information provided here is intentionally brief. Refer to the on-line help for more 
information about using a terminal session. 


If the aXes terminal client is not displayed correctly then read the information in the 
Troubleshooting section of the aXes Reference. 


Starting a Terminal Session 
A terminal session can be started by one of the following methods. 


Specify the system name and port, if other than 80, and follow the link to the aXes home 
page. From there click on the link to launch the aXes terminal session. 


http://system:port 


Where system is the name of your IBM i server and port is the port on which the 
aXes Application Server is listening. The port number is required only if it is not 80. 


 
You can then navigate to the aXes main homepage and click on Terminal Session on 
the right hand side. 
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Specify the full URL for the terminal in the form: 


http://system:port/ts/ts2/index.html?definitionSet=your_project&lang=yo
ur_language 


where 


your_project The name of your project you would like to apply to this 
terminal session instance. 


your_language The language you would like your Terminal Session to 
display into. 


 


This URL will launch aXes terminal session with your language and your project 
definition. 


The first panel displayed is a logon panel. 


 
 


If you click the button in the middle of the page, additional fields will be displayed 
allowing you to select the device type and device name, and override the initial program, 
initial menu, and current library. 


The system administrator may have removed this button or may have configured aXes 
Terminal Server to ignore client overrides for these fields. 


Specifying the initial program, initial menu, and current library is an arcane 5250 method 
and should not be used in a modernized and web-enabled application. Instead you should 
use the initial program (INLPGM) associated with the user profile to call the required 
program. 
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Enter your IBM i user profile name and password. 


A successful logon will cause your initial program to run and your normal initial IBM i panel 
will be displayed. The default terminal view displays only the terminal but you can click the 
icon in the top-left corner to make the Action Tabs panel appear. 


The Action Tabs panel (click on  in the top left corner) let you select different keyboard 
maps and provides access to IBM i keys not normally available on a PC keyboard. 


 


Keyboard Mapping 
Two keyboard layouts are supplied with the aXes terminal: 


 PC-style 


 5250-style 


The primary difference is that PC-style uses the PC Enter key for Enter and the PC Right-
Control key for Field Exit while the 5250-style uses the PC Enter key for Field Exit and the 
PC Right-Control key for Enter. 


The default key map is the PC-style but you can choose the one you prefer by opening the 
sidebar of the terminal and selecting a keyboard map from the list box. 
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See the aXes Reference for information about creating your own keyboard mapping files and 
how to add them to the aXes list. 


You can apply function keys to the current application panel by pressing the key or by 
clicking the function key button in the Function Keys section. 


 
You can apply other 5250 terminal keys by pressing the mapped key combination or by 
clicking the appropriate button in the User Defined Keys section. 


 


Automatic GUI Recognition 
The default behaviour of the aXes terminal client is to perform automatic GUI recognition, 
which involves the client searching each screen for recognisable identifiers such as function 
keys, menus, subfiles, and URLs. The system administrator can disable this function and can 
also control the various aspects of the recognition algorithm. You can control whether GUI 
recognition is active or not via the check box in the menu bar. 
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Cursor Focus 
When the mouse cursor is clicked on a browser element that is outside the aXes terminal 
frame, such as a browser menu item, the focus is no longer on the terminal frame. This has 
the side effect of causing subsequent keystrokes to be sent to the browser component that 
currently has the focus and thus are not received by the terminal. 


If you use the mouse to perform actions such as selecting options from the browser menu 
bar, selecting options from the terminal menu bar, or selecting items from the Favourites or 
History panels, then you must click the mouse cursor within the terminal frame to return the 
focus to the terminal before continuing your work. 


You are most likely to notice this effect when you press function keys and find they are 
handled by the browser rather than being passed on to the server-based application. 


aXes Terminal Server catches most of these errors and will send a message indicating the 
function key has been ignored and that you should try it again. Focus will automatically be 
returned to the terminal if this occurs. 


Disconnecting from the Server 
Because the browser does not maintain a permanent connection to the server, aXes 
Terminal Server cannot determine when a browser no longer requires its services. The 
TSExpiryTime= directive in the aXes Terminal Server configuration file is used to handle 
terminal sessions that are no longer required. 


When no request has been received from a browser for a period of time that is greater than 
the value specified for TSExpiryTime, aXes Terminal Server will disconnect the session. If 
the display device used by the session is a QPADEV* device automatically assigned by the 
system the session will be ended by IBM i. If the device is a named device, even if the name 
is a QPADEV* device, then the session will be disconnected. Named sessions will remain 
disconnected for the time specified by the QDSCJOBITV system value. The operating system 
will attempt to reconnect a disconnected session the next time the user signs on to the 
named device. 


To explicitly suspend an aXes terminal session, use the mouse to select Session->Suspend 
from the aXes terminal menu bar. 
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Reconnecting to the Server 
If the user checks the Reconnect box when they sign on and aXes Terminal Server is aware 
of a session for that user then the user will be reconnected to that session. If the session 
has ended then a new session will be started. If multiple sessions exist for that user then a 
new session will be started. aXes Terminal Server does not present a list of available 
sessions because customers frequently, and incorrectly, share user profiles. aXes Terminal 
Server cannot know if a given user is allowed to connect to another session just because the 
user name is the same. 


aXes Terminal Server attempts to resolve such conflicts by using the IP address of the client 
PC to reconnect to sessions that were started by that PC. 


 
aXes terminal sessions are also subject to the control imposed via the IBM i system values 
QINACTITV and QINACTMSGQ. If a session is inactive for a period that exceeds the time 
limit specified in QINACTITV then the IBM i disconnects the session and returns to the sign-
on display. The IBM i job associated with the display device is still available and can be re-
established if the user signs on again. 
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Browser Timeout 
Because the browser expects a response from the server it waits for a specified amount of 
time before sending a message to the user indicating that the application is busy. The user 
has the choice of pressing OK which will cause the browser to wait for a response until the 
time limit is reached again. 


Pressing cancel will cause the browser to stop waiting for the server to respond. The user 
will have to refresh the display to synchronise the browser with the application running on 
the server. 


The amount of time the browser will wait is specified on the TSInactiveLimit directive in 
the aXes Terminal Server configuration file. See the Terminal Server tuning section in the 
aXes Reference for more information about setting this value correctly. 


Browser Limitations 
Connection 


Users of aXes must be aware that a browser does not maintain a permanent connection to a 
server. The browser connects to the server when a request is made and disconnects once 
the request has been answered. This means that some aspects of terminal emulation cannot 
be handled as gracefully as would be possible with a permanently connected client (or 
terminal). 


The lack of a permanent connection means that a server cannot send data to the browser 
unless the browser has first requested it. This means that break messages, automatic screen 
refresh, and similar 5250 functions cannot be received by the browser until the browser 
connects for another request. In this case the aXes will display a message indicating that the 
screen has changed. 


Clicking the OK button will cause aXes to display the updated screen. 


Specific IBM i functions that will cause this problem are: 


 A break message arriving at the terminal 


 Pressing F19 in Work with Active Jobs (WRKACTJOB) to start auto-refresh 


 Pressing F19 in Work with System Activity (WRKSYSACT) to start auto-refresh 


Applications can also cause this condition by updating the screen data in the background 
while the user is processing the screen. 


Responses 
Additionally, the browser always expects a response from the server when it issues a 
request to the server. In some cases the server is unable to respond and the browser will 
time out while waiting for a response. You can either wait for the browser to time out and 
then issue a refresh of the terminal, or you can interrupt the timeout by issuing a Break 
from the terminal. 


To refresh the terminal display, use the mouse to select Display->Refresh from the aXes 
terminal menu bar. 


 
To issue a Break, use the mouse to select Session->Send Break from the aXes terminal 
menu bar. 
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Input Method Editors 
Dynamic HTML does not allow full control over the Input Method Editor (IME). aXes Terminal 
Sessions will activate the IME for the current language when the cursor enters a DBCS-
capable or Katakana-shift field. 


Although aXes Terminal Server will activate the IME for Katakana-shift fields it cannot switch 
to Half-width Katakana input mode. The user must do that using the mouse or a keyboard 
shortcut. 


Normally the IME is in Direct Input mode. 


For DBCS-Open and DBCS-Either fields the IME will retain its previous setting. For DBCS-
Only and DBCS-Graphic fields the IME is switched to DBCS input for Chinese and Korean. 


If the current language is Japanese the IME is switched to Hiragana input. 


 


Changing Theme 
Terminal session comes with 4 different themes besides the default theme. The user can choose 
the theme by clicking on display, select theme  
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Using Tools from Terminal Session 
Terminal Session integrates a link to aXes Data Explorer and Web Spooled File Manager. To open 
those tools from Terminal Session, click on Tools and choose between Spool Files or Data Explorer. 


The user will be logged in the Data Explorer or the Web Spooled Files Manager with the username 
used to log into the Terminal Session. 
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About aXes Framework 
This document describes the aXes Framework and explains how to use the framework with 
aXes Terminal Server. 


What is aXes Framework? 
aXes Terminal Server transforms 5250 screens into pages in a browser using HTML, CSS and 
JavaScript. aXes Framework allows developers to add HTML panels around pages created by 
aXes Terminal Server. 


aXes Framework encapsulates aXes Terminal Server session pages and provides optional 
HTML panels, including header, left, right and footer panels. The framework tools include a 
design wizard, HTML templates and CSS definitions to style the HTML pages. 


   


aXes Terminal Server 
session without aXes 
Framework 


One aXes Terminal Server 
session in a framework 


Multiple aXes Terminal Server 
sessions in a framework 


The aXes Framework Wizard allows developers to design a framework's layout, styling and 
navigation. Developers choose the panels they require for a layout, select a theme, add 
optional navigation items and save the framework definition. They use the wizard to publish 
the framework definition as a working framework by generating the HTML, CSS, and 
JavaScript that will operate the framework. 


Who can use aXes Framework? 
The aXes Framework uses HTML5, CSS3, jQuery and JavaScript. 


Users require a browser that supports HTML5 and CSS3. 


The aXes Framework has been designed for use with aXes Terminal Server aXes-TS2. 


aXes Terminal Server aXes-TS1 is unsuitable for use with aXes Framework. 


 aXes Framework requires aXes Terminal Server aXes-TS2. 


 aXes Framework is available with aXes version 3.1 or later. 


aXes Terminal Server 
aXes Terminal Server provides access to IBM i terminal sessions from a web server and 
offers the advanced features found in desktop terminal emulation solutions in a browser 
interface. It provides access to enterprise applications from a Web browser over the Internet 
or corporate intranet. Users simply access a URL, which eliminates the need to install 
software and manage user configurations on individual desktop or mobile computers. 
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Section 1 – How to build a framework 
Read this section to discover the process for designing a framework and learn how to use 
the Framework Wizard. 


Design a framework 
The aXes Framework allows you to add panels beside, above and below aXes Terminal 
Server session pages. 


 
Figure 1: Terminal Session without a 
Framework 


aXes Terminal Server sessions without a framework 
occupy the whole page (Figure 1, page 5). 


 
Figure 2: Terminal Session with a 
Framework 


A framework adds panels to aXes Terminal Server 
session pages. The framework shown in Figure 2 
(page 5) includes a tab for aXes Terminal Server 
session pages, a header panel, and left side panel. 


Design process 
This section describes what you do to design and publish a framework. 


Designing a framework is a four step process. 


 


Table 1: Design Framework Process 


Steps Actions and Outcomes 


1. Design framework layout Design a layout by selecting the panels to include in 
the framework. 


2. Choose theme and styling Choose a theme to apply to the framework. 


3. Add navigation items Assign a panel as the navigation panel and add one 
or more navigation items. 
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Steps Actions and Outcomes 


4. Publish framework resources Publishing framework resources creates the HTML, 
CSS and JavaScript the framework requires. 


The Framework Wizard provides the tools for designing and publishing a framework. 


You do not need to complete all steps in one sitting. The wizard allows you to save a 
partially completed design in a framework definition, and edit the definition later. 


aXes Framework Wizard 
The Framework Wizard (Figure 3, page 6) guides you through the design process. 


 
Figure 3: aXes Framework Wizard 


The sections in the wizard page correspond to the steps in the design process. The design 
layout section is where you choose panels to include in the layout, assign a navigation panel, 
choose the way the framework will display buttons, and set the tab position. The select 
theme section allows you to choose a theme. The navigation section collects information for 
the buttons and links that will appear in the navigation panel of the framework. The 
properties section includes metadata describing the framework definition. 
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Design a layout 
The design layout section comprises two parts, the panel selector and the layout properties. 


 
Figure 4: aXes Framework Wizard – Design a Layout 


Choose panels 
Choose a panel by clicking on a panel or ticking its check box. 


Chosen panels display a blue background. 


Click a chosen panel to remove it from the panel selections. 


The page body is the section of the framework where the aXes Terminal Server sessions will 
display. All framework layouts include this panel. 


Set layout properties 
Navigation Assign a panel as the navigation panel. 


Tab position The tab position is usually at the top of the body panel. 


Change its position when the top is inappropriate for your design. 


Choose an option from the list (top, left, right or bottom). 


Button style Click 3D or flat to choose the button style. 


Start page URL and 
label 


Nominate a URL for a page that the framework will open during 
framework start up. 


The label describes the start page and becomes the button text. 


Allow close Click yes to allow users to close the start page. 


Click no to prevent users from closing the start page. 
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Select theme 


 
Figure 5: aXes Framework Wizard – Select Theme 


Select a theme for the framework by clicking on a theme icon or label. 


The selected theme displays a blue background. 


Navigation 
The navigation section is place where you define items the framework will display in the 
navigation panel. 


 
Figure 6: aXes Framework Wizard – Add Navigation Items 


Label The label describes the navigation item and becomes the button 
text in the navigation panel. 


Auto-start Set auto-start to "Yes" when you want the framework to open the 
URL during the framework start-up. 


Set auto-start to "No" when you want users to open the URL. 


Open as Set open-as to "Tab" to open the URL as a new tab in the 
framework. 


Set open-as to "Window" to open the URL in a new browser 
window. 


URL Define the URL to open. 


Add as many navigation items as you need. The framework will display a button in the 
framework's navigation panel for each item in the navigation list. 


The navigation buttons (add, move up, move down and delete) allow you to manipulate the 
navigation list. 
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Properties 
The properties section includes metadata that describes the framework. 


 
Figure 7: aXes Framework Wizard – Properties 


File name Assign a name to use when saving the framework definition 
resources. 


Framework name Assign a descriptive name to the framework definition. 


Description Describe the characteristics of the framework design. 


Managing framework definitions 
Create framework definition (new) 


 


Start the wizard 


Design the framework 


Save the framework definition 


Edit a framework definition 


 


Start the wizard 


Open a framework definition 


Make the desired changes 


Save the framework definition 


Copy a framework definition 


 


Start the wizard 


Open a framework definition 


Save the framework definition using a new 
name 


Delete a framework definition 


 


Start the wizard 


Open a framework definition 


Delete the framework definition 


Deleting a framework definition will delete 
the associated published framework. 
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Publish a framework 
Open a saved framework definition. 


Edit it and save the changed definition or save it as a new definition. 


Press publish and the wizard will publish a framework using the framework definition 
displayed in the wizard. 


Publish a framework 


 


Start the wizard 


Open a framework definition 


Publish the framework definition 


The wizard will request a name and then publish the framework resources. 


You may choose any name but published frameworks will be easier to identify when the 
name indicates characteristics of the design and style. 


 


The wizard will save published framework 
resources into the published folder. 


The published folder contains a sub folder 
for each published framework. 


This example shows one published 
framework named "header left panels 
blue". 


The wizard will inform you if a published 
framework exists. You can overwrite the 
existing framework, or publish the 
framework using another name. 


Copy the existing published framework resources before publishing another copy, publish 
the framework using a different name, or create another framework definition and publish 
the framework using another name. 


Edit a published framework 
Panels in a published framework have no content. The exception is the panel chosen as the 
navigation panel. To add content to framework panels you must edit the published 
framework resources. For example, you can include a company logo in a header panel. 


 Copy the published framework before editing the framework resources to add content 
to the panels. 


Publishing a framework definition after editing its framework resources will over-write your 
edits. 


Copy the edited framework resources before publishing another version or publish using a 
different framework name. 
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Deploy a published framework 
To deploy a published framework, copy the published framework's folder to an active aXes 
Terminal Server instance. 


The published framework folder contains all of the resources needed to operate the 
framework. 


After copying a published framework's folder, grant read-only permissions to the folder and 
all files. 
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Section 2 – Theme management 
This section explains how to create themes and include them in the theme selection list in 
the Select Theme panel of the Framework Wizard. 


About themes 
Themes control the appearance of published frameworks, including the background colour of 
panels in a published framework. The Framework Wizard provides themes for you to use. 


You can design and add themes. To create a theme requires the following artefacts. 


 A theme CSS file 


 Theme definition properties 


 An image to show an example of the theme 


Each framework theme has a unique CSS file (e.g. blue.css). 


You create a theme definition by updating properties in the themes definition file. 


Use a drawing tool to create an image to demonstrate the appearance of the theme. The 
image is optional but recommended. 


 Themes apply to published frameworks. 


 Themes do not apply to terminal server sessions and screens. 


Theme properties 
Each theme requires name, folder, CSS, and theme image properties in the theme definition 
file. 


{ 


     "name"      : "Olive Gradient", 


     "folder"    : "ts/framework/themes", 


     "CSS"       : "olive.css", 


     "themeimage": "./resources/img/olive-gradient.png" 


} 


Table 2 (page 12) presents a list of the theme properties and their definitions. 


Table 2: Theme Properties 


Properties Definitions 


Name The name describes the theme characteristics. 


The framework uses the name in the theme selection panel. 


Folder The folder defines the location of the CSS file. 


Use the default folder ts/framework/themes. 
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Properties Definitions 


CSS CSS defines the name of the file that contains the CSS required by the 
theme. 


Use a name that identifies the theme. 


The name must be unique. 


Theme image Theme image defines the name and location of an image file that is a 
sample of theme colour. 


The default theme image file location is /resources/img/. 


The framework uses the image file in the theme selection panel. 


The name must be unique. 


Theme definitions file 
The theme definitions file (theme.json) contains the information the Framework Wizard uses 
to display a list of themes in the Select Theme panel and identifies the CSS file associated 
with the theme. 


The themes definition file contains sample themes. Table 3 (page 13) shows an example 
themes definition file. 


Table 3: Theme Definitions File 


Theme Definitions File 


{ 


    "aXes": 


    { 


        "theme" : [ 


            { 


                "name"      : "Blue Gradient", 


                "folder"    : "ts/framework/themes", 


                "CSS"       : "blue.css", 


                "themeimage": "./resources/img/blue-gradient.png" 


            }, 


            { 


                "name"      : "Graphite Gradient", 


                "folder"    : "ts/framework/themes", 


                "CSS"       : "graphite.css", 


                "themeimage": "./resources/img/graphite-gradient.png" 


            }, 


            { 


                "name"      : "Olive Gradient", 


                "folder"    : "ts/framework/themes", 


                "CSS"       : "olive.css", 


                "themeimage": "./resources/img/olive-gradient.png" 


            }, 


            { 


                "name"      : "Silver Gradient", 


                "folder"    : "ts/framework/themes", 
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Theme Definitions File 


                "CSS"       : "silver.css", 


                "themeimage": "./resources/img/silver-gradient.png" 


            }, 


            { 


                "name"      : "White", 


                "folder"    : "ts/framework/themes", 


                "CSS"       : "default.css", 


                "themeimage": "./resources/img//white.png" 


            } 


        ] 


    } 


} 


The theme definitions file in Table 3 (page 13) includes theme properties for themes named 
blue, graphite, olive, silver and white. 


Changing the themes definition file 
After editing the themes definition file, make a backup copy of the file and save it outside 
the aXes folders. 


aXes version upgrades 
 Warning: aXes version upgrades may overwrite edits in the themes definition file. 


Before upgrading your current aXes version to a later version, make a copy of the themes 
definition file and save it outside the aXes folders. After completing the version upgrade, edit 
the new themes definition file and copy your amendments from the backup copy of the 
themes definition file. 


Theme selection list 
Figure 8 (page 14) shows the theme selection list in the Framework Wizard. 


 
Figure 8: Theme Selection List in aXes Framework Wizard 


The theme selection list shows themes available for frameworks. Themes defined in the 
themes definition file appear in the theme selection list. 


The theme examples are images. You can create images to demonstrate the appearance of 
your themes. If you choose not to create images, only the name of your theme will appear 
in the list. 
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Managing themes 
This section explains how to create, change and delete themes. 


Create a theme 
Creating a theme requires three tasks, 


 Build the CSS 


 Create an image sample 


 Edit theme properties 


CSS 
Table 4 (page 15) shows the steps required to create the CSS for the theme. 


Table 4: Create a Theme Procedure – CSS 


Steps Actions 


1. Copy one of the CSS files associated with an existing theme. 


For example, copy the olive green theme file, named olive.css. 


2. Rename the copied file using a name that describes your new theme. 


3. Open the copied CSS file using a text editor. 


4. Use find and replace to change the theme colour. 


The olive theme uses colour #cddcc5. 


To use lavender, replace #cddcc5 with #e6e6fa. 


5. Save the CSS file. 


Image sample 
Use a drawing tool to create a sample image. 


Table 5: Create a Theme Procedure – Image Sample 


Steps Actions 


1. Create a png image, 80 pixels wide and 40 pixels high and name it using your 
theme name, e.g. lavender.png. 


This image uses lavender with a gradient of white to lavender 
from top to bottom. 


2. Save the file in the /resources/img/ folder. 


Theme properties 
Table 6 (page 16) shows the procedure for editing theme properties. 
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Table 6: Create a Theme Procedure – Theme Properties 


Steps Actions 


1. Open the theme.json file using a text editor. 


2. Select and copy an existing theme definition. 


For example, select these lines to copy the olive theme. 


            { 


                "name"      : "Olive Gradient", 


                "folder"    : "ts/framework/themes", 


                "CSS"       : "olive.css", 


                "themeimage": "./resources/img/olive-gradient.png" 


            } 


3. Paste the copied lines at the end of the existing theme definitions. 


Add a comma to the theme above e.g.}, to ensure the correct JSON syntax. 


4. Edit the copied lines. 


Name: change the theme name. 


Folder: do not change the folder name. 


CSS: change the CSS file name. 


Themeimage: change the image file name. 


5. Save the theme.json file after completing the edits. 


6. Copy the theme.json file and save it elsewhere as a backup copy of the file. 


You can edit the theme.json file without copying an existing theme, but you must use 
correct JSON syntax. 


Change a theme 
To change a theme follow the procedure for creating a theme for the items you wish to 
change. For example if you wish to change the theme name open the theme.json file and 
change the name. 


Create a backup copy of the theme.json file after making the changes. 


Delete a theme 
Table 7 (page 16) shows the procedure for deleting a theme. 


Table 7: Delete a Theme 


Steps Actions 


1. Delete the CSS file associated with the theme. 


2. Delete the image file associated with the theme. 


3 Open the theme.json file using a text editor. 
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Steps Actions 


4. Select the theme definition you wish to delete. 


For example, select the following lines to delete the olive theme. 


            { 


                "name"      : "Olive Gradient", 


                "folder"    : "ts/framework/themes", 


                "CSS"       : "olive.css", 


                "themeimage": "./resources/img/olive-gradient.png" 


            } 


5. Cut (delete) the selection. 


6. Verify the JSON syntax in the theme definition file. 


7. Save the theme.json after deleting the theme. 


8. Copy the theme.json and save it elsewhere as a backup copy of the file. 


Theme selection list 


Add a theme to the theme selection list 
Creating a theme will add the theme to the theme selection list automatically. 


The Framework Wizard inserts items in the theme selection list from the theme definitions in 
the theme.json file. 


Remove a theme from the theme selection list 
Deleting a theme removes it from the theme selection list. 
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Section 3 – Reference guide 
This section provides conceptual information about the aXes Framework. 


Architecture 
The aXes Framework consists of two parts, a framework definition and the framework 
resources created by publishing a framework from a framework definition. The aXes 
Framework Wizard provides the tools to design and edit a framework definition. 


Figure 9 (page 18) shows the components and services that constitute the aXes Framework. 


 
Figure 9: aXes Framework Architecture 


Framework definition management services provide the design wizard and the file and 
resource management for designing and assembling a framework definition. Its tasks are: 


 Layout design 


 Theme selection 


 Navigation details 


 Saving layout, theme and navigation data as a framework definition 


Framework generation and publication services build and publish framework resources 
(HTML, CSS and JavaScript) using data from a framework definition file. 


Developers or administrators deploy framework resources to a production aXes instance. 


Wizard menu 
Table 8 (page 18) explains actions associated with each item in the wizard menu. 


Table 8: aXes Framework Wizard – Menu Options 


Menu Options  


New The New option clears the wizard contents and presents the wizard 
page with its default settings. 
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Menu Options  


Open The Open option presents a list of saved framework definitions and 
loads the selected definition into the wizard. 


Save The Save option saves the framework definition in the wizard using 
the existing file name. 


When the definition has no name this option will request a name. 


Save as The Save As option saves the framework definition in the wizard and 
requests a name. 


Delete The Delete option discards the framework definition in the wizard and 
removes its saved definition. 


Publish The Publish option creates the framework resources (including the 
HTML and CSS used to operate the framework). 


Reset The Reset option clears the contents of the wizard page and presents 
the wizard page with its default settings. 


Wizard data and rules 
Table 9: aXes Framework Wizard – Data and Rules 


Data Definition Actions and Rules 


Button style Button style is either 3D (rounded 
corners) or flat (square corners). 


Click 3D or flat. 


 


Choose panel check 
boxes 


Check boxes correspond to the panels 
in the layout. 


Tick a check box to 
include, or remove tick 
to exclude the panel. 


Footer Include/exclude the footer panel in a 
layout. 


Click to select or 
deselect 


Framework 
description 


Use the framework description to 
define features of the framework 
design. 


Optional 


Framework file 
name 


The file name is assigned to the 
framework definition during save or 
save as actions. 


Framework file name is 
required when saving a 
framework definition. 


Framework name A descriptive name assigned to a 
framework definition. This is not 
necessarily the same as the file name. 


Optional 


Header Include/exclude the header panel in a 
layout. 


Click to select or 
deselect 
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Data Definition Actions and Rules 


Navigation auto-
start 


Auto start defines navigation items 
that the framework will open during 
start-up. 


Yes enables auto start. 


No prevents auto start. 


Navigation label The label is text to describe the 
navigation URL. 


The text becomes the button label in 
the navigation panel. 


The label is required for 
each navigation item. 


Navigation open as Navigation items can open as a new 
tab inside the active browser window, 
or in a new browser instance in a new 
window. 


Tab opens a new tab. 


Window opens a new 
browser instance. 


Navigation panel Choose a panel in the layout to use as 
the navigation panel. Panel 1 (left) is 
the usual choice. 


Header and footer panels are 
unavailable as a navigation panel. 


Navigation panel 
selection is active only 
when panels 1, 2, 3 and 
4 are included in the 
layout. 


Navigation select The select check box marks an item 
(or items) for move up, move down 
and delete. The action buttons in the 
navigation section in the wizard 
manipulate selected navigation items. 


Delete: removes all 
selected items. 


Move up: all selected 
items move up one 
place in the list. 


Move down: all selected 
items move down one 
place in the list. 


Navigation URL URL for a page the framework will 
open when a user clicks a navigation 
button. 


The URL Is required for 
each navigation item. 


Panel 1 left Include/exclude panel 1 in a layout. Click to select or 
deselect 


Panel 2 left Include/exclude panel 2 in a layout. Click to select or 
deselect 


Panel 3 right Include/exclude panel 3 in a layout. Click to select or 
deselect 


Panel 4 right Include/exclude panel 4 in a layout. Click to select or 
deselect 


Start page allow 
close 


Allow close defines whether users may 
close the start page after it has 
opened. 


Yes allows close. 


No prevents close. 


Start page label The label is text to describe the start 
page URL. 


The text becomes the button label. 


Optional 
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Data Definition Actions and Rules 


Start page URL URL for a page the framework will 
open during start-up. 


Use this URL to open a page when a 
framework layout includes no 
navigation. 


Optional 


Tab position The tab label can reside on the top, 
left, right or the bottom of the body 
panel. 


Choices are: 


Top (default) 


Left 


Right 


Bottom 


Theme selection Theme selection is a list of themes 
that to apply to a framework. 


Click the theme image 
or text to select a 
theme. 


Published framework 
Figure 10 (page 21) shows an example of a published framework. 


 
Figure 10: Sample of a Published Framework 


The example (Figure 10, page 21) shows a published framework before editing to add 
content to the framework panels. 


The framework includes header, left, right and footer panels and the body panel. 


The panels are resizable. 


The button style is 3D and the theme is blue. 


The framework includes six navigation items and all are open in tabs in the body panel. 
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Tab content in a published framework 
A published framework can include several tabs and the content of each tab is a HTML page. 
Pages displayed in tabs can be any URL with some restrictions. 


aXes Version Restrictions on Pages Tabs can Display 


Version 3.1 or later The framework can include pages from aXes version 3.1 or later 


Version 2.2.0 The framework can include pages from aXes version 2.2.0 only 
when the 2.2.0 instance of aXes includes hot-fixes for aXes 
external hosting feature. 


Version 2.1.1 The framework can include pages from aXes version 2.1.1 only 
when the 2.1.1 instance of aXes includes hot-fixes for aXes 
external hosting feature. 


If a page does not display in the framework, a possible cause is the URL offending cross 
domain rules administered by the browser. 
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Appendices 


Questions and answers 
Table 10 (page 23) provides answers to questions about aXes Framework. 


Table 10: Questions and Answers about aXes Framework 


Questions Answers 


Can developers edit the 
framework HTML? 


Yes. Developers can run the wizard to design and 
publish framework resources and then copy and edit 
the HTML and CSS. 


Can developers implement aXes 
eXtensions without using aXes 
Framework? 


Yes. The aXes eXtensions apply to the content of 
aXes Terminal Session pages and do not apply to 
the framework. 


Can developers use the wizard to 
edit an existing framework 
definition file? 


Yes. The wizard saves the design and style choices 
a developer makes in a framework definition file. 
Developers open and edit framework definition files. 


Can developers use the wizard to 
edit an existing framework HTML 
file? 


No. The wizard will not edit the HTML directly. It 
can create the HTML by publishing a framework 
definition. 


Developers can use a text editor or HTML 
development tools to edit a published framework. 


Can I add themes to the list of 
themes in the Framework Wizard? 


Yes. The managing themes section of this guide 
describes the artefacts and process you need to 
create themes. 


Can I use the aXes Framework 
with aXes Terminal Server? 


Yes, the framework is designed to work with aXes 
Terminal Server, aXes-TS2. 


Do developers have to use 
Framework Wizard to implement 
the aXes Framework? 


Yes. The framework will not exist until a developer 
runs the wizard to design and publish a framework. 
The wizard is accessible from the aXes projects 
developer environment. 


Does aXes Framework replace the 
default starting URL for aXes 
Terminal Server? 


No. The default URL for aXes Terminal Server 
remains unchanged. 


To use a terminal session in the framework users 
must open the framework URL first. 


An administrator can configure multiple URLs so 
that some users can operate an aXes Terminal 
Server session without the framework and other 
users can operate an aXes Terminal Server session 
within a framework. 
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Questions Answers 


Does aXes Framework require 
HTML5? 


Yes. Users require a browser that supports HTML5, 
CSS3 and JavaScript. 


Does aXes Framework use the 
jQuery libraries? 


Yes 


Does aXes Framework work with 
aXes Terminal Server, aXes-TS2? 


Yes, the framework is designed to work with aXes 
Terminal Server, aXes-TS2. 


Does aXes Framework work with 
the basic aXes Terminal Server, 
aXes-TS1? 


No. The framework is incompatible with aXes 
Terminal Server, aXes-TS1. 


Does the framework include aXes 
Data Explorer automatically? 


No. Developers can add a navigation item to the 
framework that links to aXes Data Explorer. 


Does the framework include aXes 
Spooled File Manager 
automatically? 


No. Developers can add a navigation item to the 
framework that links to aXes Spooled File Manager. 


Does the framework theme apply 
to the aXes Terminal Server 
HTML pages in tabs? 


Yes. However, aXes eXtensions applied to individual 
screens will override the framework theme. 


How can I open a URL in layouts 
with only a header panel? 


The start page URL allows you to open a page in 
layouts that do not include a navigation panel. 


How do developers access the 
Framework Wizard? 


Developers can access the Framework Wizard from 
the aXes Projects Home page. 


How do I create themes? The managing themes section of this guide 
describes the artefacts and process you need to 
create themes. 


How will users access the 
framework? 


Developers or administrators will publish the URL 
that points to the framework HTML page in the 
same way as they do for aXes Terminal Server 
sessions. 


Is it possible to have multiple 
copies of an aXes Framework? 


Yes. Developers can run the wizard to publish an 
instance of a framework, then edit the published 
framework definition, save it and publish the 
revised framework definition. 


Should I use a mobile device to 
operate aXes Framework? 


The framework increases the page size of aXes 
Terminals Server sessions and is best used with 
desktop and laptop computers and large screen 
tablets. 


Phones and small screen tablets require scrolling to 
see the entire page. 
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Questions Answers 


What happens to the aXes 
Terminal Session HTML pages 
when the framework operates? 


The aXes Terminal Session HTML pages become 
tabs and panels inside the framework. 


Where will framework resources 
reside? 


The framework resources reside in the 
axes/ts/framework folder. 


Framework definitions reside in the definitions 
folder. 


Published frameworks reside in the published folder. 


Where will navigation buttons 
reside when a layout includes 
both left and right navigation 
panels? 


Developers can choose the panel where navigation 
buttons reside. 


Navigation items often reside on the left-hand side 
of a page. 


Will the aXes Framework change 
the way aXes works out-of-the-
box? 


The framework will not change the out-of-the-box 
experience. Users will see an aXes Terminal Server 
session HTML page after installing aXes and running 
it without modification. 


Developers must use the Framework Wizard to 
design and publish a framework, then deploy the 
framework resources. 


Browser support 
The aXes Framework will operate in the browsers and browser versions defined in Table 11 
(page 25). 


Table 11: Browser Support 


Browsers aXes Supports aXes Framework Requires 


Chrome 4.0 or later 7.0 or later 


FireFox 3.6 or later 3.6 or later 


Internet Explorer 9.0 or later 10.0 or later 


Safari 4.0 or later 4.0 or later 


To use the aXes Framework and take advantage of HTML5 and CSS3 features, a browser 
version must support HTML5, CSS3 and JavaScript. 
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Terms and abbreviations 
Table 12: Terms and Abbreviations 


Terms and Abbreviations Definitions 


aXes Framework The aXes Framework is a HTML page that includes one 
or more aXes Terminal Server pages and several 
optional panels (including header, left, right and footer 
panels). 


The Framework Wizard publishes a framework instance 
from a framework definition. 


aXes Terminal Server session 
HTML page 


This document uses the term aXes Terminal Server 
session HTML page when referring to 5250 screens 
converted to HTML and CSS by aXes Terminal Server. 


These HTML pages are tabs that reside in the page body 
panel of a framework layout. 


Framework definition A framework definition is the collection of data 
describing layout, theme, navigation and properties 
associated with an instance of the framework. The 
framework will generate the HTML, CSS and JavaScript 
using this data. 


Framework Wizard The Framework Wizard is the tool that developers use to 
define and edit framework definitions and publish 
frameworks. 


Navigation item A navigation item refers to a row in the navigation panel 
of the wizard and includes the data items, 


Navigation label 


Navigation auto-start 


Navigation open as 


Navigation URL 


 





		What is aXes Framework?

		Who can use aXes Framework?

		aXes Terminal Server

		Design a framework

		Design process

		aXes Framework Wizard



		Design a layout

		Choose panels

		Set layout properties



		Select theme

		Navigation

		Properties

		Managing framework definitions

		Publish a framework

		Edit a published framework

		Deploy a published framework

		About themes

		Theme properties

		Theme definitions file

		Changing the themes definition file

		aXes version upgrades



		Theme selection list



		Managing themes

		Create a theme

		CSS

		Image sample

		Theme properties



		Change a theme

		Delete a theme

		Theme selection list

		Add a theme to the theme selection list

		Remove a theme from the theme selection list





		Architecture

		Wizard menu

		Wizard data and rules

		Published framework

		Tab content in a published framework

		Questions and answers

		Browser support

		Terms and abbreviations
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Welcome to Data Explorer for administrators 
aXes Data Explorer (referred to as DE) provides query tools to retrieve data from databases 
on IBM i (System i, iSeries or AS/400) servers. Typical tasks are: 


 Search for database tables using DE table filters 


 Create queries with Structured Query Language (SQL) 


 Run the queries to retrieve data from database tables 


 Save the query definitions in folders ready for use again 


 Download the data produced by queries to your computer or mobile device 


Once you have downloaded or copied the query data, you can import the query data into 
business applications like Microsoft Excel and Word. 


This guide describes how to manage aXes Data Explorer and the configuration options 
available to administrators. 


Road Map 
Use the road map to find information about aXes Data Explorer. 


If you want to… Refer to… 


Get users started quickly Section 1 - Getting users started 


Client or user installation, starting DE and log on 
instructions. 


Find out about administrator 
activies and responsibilities 


Section 2 - Administration 


This section explains administrative concepts and 
responsibilities. 


Fix problems and manage 
day-to-day activities 


Section 3 – Housekeeping and troubleshooting 


This section explains how to perform housekeeping tasks 
and track down problems. 


Set values for configuration 
items and parameters 


Section 4 - Configuration 


This section explains how to configure DE by setting 
values for the configuration items and parameters. 


The section includes a reference guide for the JSM HTTP 
server. 


Read reference information Appendices 


For information about using aXes Data Explorer to create, edit and run queries refer to the 
aXes User Guide, Pocket Guide and the Questions and Answers document. 
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Section 1 - Getting users started 
Getting users started provides an overview of DE including an explanation of the page 
content, layout and what DE can do to help you query database tables. 


This section describes how to install, start and log on to DE from your computer or mobile 
device. 


What is Data Explorer? 
DE is a Web application that you use to query database tables on an IBM i server. The DE 
page consists of two panes. The left-hand pane is the search filter and folder navigation 
pane. It contains filters used for table searches, queries and folders where you save the 
filters. The right hand pane consists of one or more tabs. The tabs contain table search 
results, query data, forms for editing queries and search criteria and setting options. 


 
Figure 1: Data Explorer Screen Components and Layout 


Figure 1 (page 8) shows three tabs in the right hand pane. The visible tab, labelled "Result 
(Birthdays)", presents the query data obtained by running a query filter. The second tab 
(out of view) titled Birthdays is the edit tab for the query filter and the third tab is the 
Welcome page (also out of view). 


Figure 2 (page 9) shows a floating menu with options for working with query data. The 
options are viewing all or selected rows in the query data and copying all or selected rows. 


Clicking the left mouse button on a row in the list will select the row. Holding the Ctrl key 
and clicking on multiple rows will select the rows. 


Clicking the right mouse button on a selected row opens the floating menu showing options 
for working with query data. 
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Figure 2: Options for Viewing and Copying Query Data 


Clicking the View All or View Selected items from the floating menu opens a new window to 
show the query data displayed as text. 


 
Figure 3: View Query Data as Text (tab separated format) 
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Figure 3 (page 9) is an example of query data viewed as text that has been formatted as tab 
separated values (TSV). Clicking the Copy All or Copy Selected items from the floating menu 
copies the query data to the clipboard. You can paste the query data to other applications 
that support the clipboard (Microsoft Excel is an example). 


Installation for users of DE 
Users do not need to install any software on their computer or mobile device to use DE. 


The prerequisites for DE are: 


 A supported browser - Chrome, Firefox, Internet Explorer and Safari 


 A network connection to the Internet and/or corporate network (fixed line or wireless) 


 The address (URL) for DE at your site 


Administrators will provide the address (URL) for DE or place an icon on the desktop. 


Starting DE 


Starting DE from your browser 
To start DE from your browser: 


1. Open the browser. 


2. Type the address (URL) into the location bar and press the Enter key or the Go 
icon. 


3. Wait for DE to display the Access log on page and then follow the log on 
instructions. 


Starting DE from a desktop shortcut 
You or your administrator can set up a shortcut to open the browser and go to the address 
for DE immediately. 


To start DE from a shortcut: 


1. Click on the shortcut (or open the shortcut) - the browser will start and connect 
to DE. 


2. Wait for DE to display the Access log on page and then follow the log on 
instructions. 


To set up the desktop shortcut for Internet Explorer, create a new shortcut, open the 
properties and insert the equivalent of the following as the target property: 


"C:\Program Files\Internet Explorer\iexplore.exe" www.myaXesDE-URL.com 


To set up the desktop shortcut for Firefox, create a new shortcut, open the properties and 
insert the equivalent of the following as the target property: 


"C:\Program Files\Mozilla Firefox\firefox.exe" www.myaXesDE-URL.com 


The URL http://www.myaXesDE-URL.com:80/axes/database-manager.html is an example of 
the actual URL for DE at your site. This example uses port 80 and the default page for DE. 



http://www.myaxesde-url.com/axes/database-manager.html
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Log on 
When DE starts, the browser will show the Access log on page and display the Access 
dialogue window. 


 
Figure 4: Access Logon Page 


Your user identification and password 
To log on to DE you must provide your user identification and password (credentials): 


1. Type your user identification. 


2. Type your password. 


3. Press the Logon button 


4. Wait while DE verifies your credentials. 


If your log on is successful, DE will display the next page. 


If your log on is unsuccessful, DE will display an error message. 


What to do if log on fails 
Log on will fail if you make a mistake typing the user identification and/or the password. 
Check you have the correct user identification and re-type the password. 


If you forget your user identification and/or password contact your administrator. 


If you do not know your user identification and/or password contact your administrator. 


Cancel DE without logging on 
To cancel DE without logging on click the Cancel button and wait while DE closes. 
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Section 2 - Administration 
This section provides conceptual information about DE that will help administrators manage 
DE effectively. 


Architecture 
Components and structure 


Figure 5 (page 12) illustrates the architecture of DE and highlights the primary components. 


DE is a Web application consisting of server components and a user interface presented in a 
browser. The user interface is a browser page consisting of HTML, CSS and JavaScript. No 
components of DE reside on the computer running the browser. 


 
Figure 5: Data Explorer Architecture and Components 


The server components are the application server (JSM HTTP server) and DE itself running 
on the application server. DE operates a database for its data management. 


Users connect to and query database tables from their browser via DE. Users submit query 
filters containing SQL, DE verifies the SQL, submits the query, marshals the query data 
retrieved by the query, and sends the data to the browser. 


DE database 
DE uses its database to store registered users, the folders they create and the filters or 
queries they build. The DE database comprises the tables listed in Table 1 (page 12). 


Table 1: DE Database - SQL Tables 


Names Properties Purpose 


DBMUSER *FILE PF-DTA User tables contain details about registered users 


DBMFOLDER *FILE PF-DTA Folder tables describe folders created by users 


DBMFILTER *FILE PF-DTA Filter tables describe the filters (queries) created by 
users 


DE creates and manages these files. 


The configuration file defines the location (or library) where the files reside. 


Important 
reminders 


Backup the DE database regularly. 


Backup the DE database before you uninstall and reinstall. 


Backup the DE database before you perform an upgrade. 
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Administrator responsibilities 
Administrators are responsible for: 


 Installing DE on the server 


 Configuring DE server components 


 Managing users 


 Ensuring regular backups occur 


Installation and configuration are once only or occasional tasks. Housekeeping is an ongoing 
task. Troubleshooting is an occasional task. 


Managing users is an ongoing task. Administrators are responsible for notifying users of the 
DE log on page URL. In cases where users operate a managed desktop, administrators will 
need to add a short cut to the desktop for users to start DE. 


Before you start 
This section describes issues you need to think through and decisions you must take before 
installing and configuring DE. 


Prerequisites 
The prerequisites for DE are: 


 Installation media 


 Licences 


The prerequisite software from IBM is: 


 iOS version 5, release 3 or later 


 IBM Java JDK 1.4 (or greater) 


 IBM host server daemons must be running to accept IBM Toolbox for Java connections 


 IBM Toolbox for Java (the the JAR file jt400.jar is shipped with DE) 


Install the prerequisite software from IBM before installing DE. 


Important 
reminder DE will not operate successfully without the prerequisite software. 


Decisions you need to make 


Port numbers 
Select the port or ports the JSM HTTP server will use for DE. 


The default ports are 5563 or 5564 when using TLS/SSL. 


Register users 
Choose a method for registering users. The choice you make will determine the pre-
installation work you will need to do. If you choose to load users as a batch task, you must 
assemble the user details and write SQL and/or programs to load the user details into the 
user table. If you choose automatic registration, the only work necessary is setting a 
parameter value in the configuration file. 


Read the section of this guide that describes user registration concepts ("Register users", 
page 15). The configuration section explains how to enable and disable automatic 
registration. 


SQL policies 
Decide the features of SQL that query writers may use. 
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Installation and configuration process 
The steps in the installation and configuration process are: 


1. Read the documentation. 


Read this guide and familiarise yourself with the DE User Guide. 


2. Install the prerequisite software on the server 


3. Install DE on the server 


4. Apply licences 


5. Configure the JSM HTTP server 


6. Configure DE 


7. Register users 


You will reduce your workload if you are familiar with the options for configuration and 
registering users before you start. 


Install server components 
New installations 


DE ships as part of aXes and installing aXes also installs DE. Refer to the aXes 
administration documentation to understand the installation procedures for DE. 


During installation, DE copies the template configuration file named httpd-template.xml to 
an instance configuration named httpd.xml. This file contains default configuration settings. 
Once the installation is complete, DE requires no further installation or configuration tasks. 


You can amend the instance configuration if necessary. Before amending the instance 
configuration, make a backup of the httpd.xml file. 


Upgrades 
During upgrades DE will add components, amend installed components and remove 
deprecated components. Upgrades will replace the existing copy of the configuration file 
named httpd-template.xml. Therefore, it is essential that you copy and backup configuration 
files before changing configuration items and before installing upgrades. 


Upgrades will not replace the existing httpd.xml configuration file. However, upgrades may 
require changes to individual configuration items in the file. 


Licences 
Licence arrangements determine your use of DE. 


To use DE your licence arrangements must include session and/or processor licences for DE. 


Applying licences is part of the aXes installation process. 


Related products 
Web Spooled File Manager (WSFM) may be installed beside DE and share its configuration 
with DE. 


The section of this guide titled, "Running DE and WSFM side by side" (page 56) explains the 
options for configuring WSFM and DE together. 
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Register users 
Why register users? 


People using DE have access to corporate databases. Corporate best practice suggests that 
companies ought to know and control who accesses data in their databases. 


Compliance and regulatory obligations require companies to maintain audit logs describing 
who accesses corporate information. 


For these reasons you should ensure that only registered users can use DE to access the 
databases. Each person who uses DE needs identifying credentials (unique user name and 
password). Shared or generic user identifications will compromise the ability to determine 
who accesses the databases. 


What is registration? 
Users need an active IBM i user profile to register for DE. 


DE includes a configuration parameter for user registration that determines how DE will 
behave when a user logs on. The parameter allows two behaviours: 


 Register users manually 


 Register users automatically 


With DE configured for manual registration, everyone who logs on must already be known to 
DE. Manual registration means that an administrator must add each authorised user to the 
list of registered users before the person can use DE. 


With DE configured to allow automatic registration, any person who logs on with an active 
IBM i user profile and is unknown to DE will be added as a registered user. 


How to register users manually 
To register a user to use DE you insert a record in the table DBMUSER. 


There are several options for registering user manually: 


 Use SQL to add a user 


 Write a program to add a user 


 Load multiple users as a batch job (using SQL and/or programs) 


Using an appropriate CCSID is essential when registering users manually. DE's database is 
DBCS,  uses a graphic field (CCSID 1200), and data in the tables includes square brackets [ 
] and braces { }, also known as curly brackets. Use CCSID 37 as the job CCSID to ensure 
correct character conversions. This recommendation applies to all methods that register 
users manually, both interactive SQL and programmatic updates.  


Using other CCSIDs may produce incorrect conversions, two examples are CCSID 37 and 
CCSID 500: 


 CCSID 37 produces correct data: {"startupfilterid":0,"recent":[15],"showwelcome":true} 


 CCSID 500 produces incorrect data: 
{"startupfilterid":0,"recent":¢15!,"showwelcome":true} 


The data created using CCSID 500 interprets the square brackets incorrectly, [ becomes ¢ 
and ] becomes !. CCSID 37 produces the correct result. 


The command to set CCSID 37 for a job is: CHGJOB CCSID(37) 


 


Use SQL to register users 
You can add a registered user by running the following SQL: 


INSERT INTO [Library]/DBMUSER (PROFILE,OPTIONS) 
VALUES('USER','{"startupfilterid":0,"showwelcome":true}') 
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Where [Library] is the name of the library in which the table resides (typically, the library 
name is AXES). 


Where USER is the user profile name in uppercase. 


To use this SQL the CCSID for the job must not be 65535. Use the CHGJOB command to 
change the CCSID.The user profile must be an active user profile for the IBM i server. 


Before loading a new user, check DBMUSER to ensure that the user is not already loaded. 


Write a program to register users 
To automate user registration, write a program that accepts the user profile and inserts the 
user into the DBMUSER table. The program may use the SQL above to insert the user. 


Register multiple users as a batch job 
To load multiple users as a batch job, create a text file containing all users. Then load the 
users into the DBMUSER table using SQL or write a program to load the users into the table 
from the text file. 


How to register users automatically 
DE will register users when they log on, if configured to allow automatic registration. 


Registering a large number of users will be a significant effort for administrators. One way to 
reduce this effort is to allow automatic registration for a short period after installation. As 
users log on DE will register their user identification. At the end of a short automatic 
registration period, change the registration parameter to manual. This approach will allow 
people to register automatically and reduce the administrative effort needed to register 
users. 


How to remove registered users 
Remove a registered user by deleting the user from the DE database. That is, delete the 
user from the filter table (DBMFILTER), the folder table (DBMFOLDER) and finally the user 
table (DBMUSER). Deleting the user from the user table but not the other tables will leave 
folders and filters without a related user. 


You can delete the rows manually, write SQL or write a program. 


The steps in the removal process are: 


1. Determine the identification associated with the user. 


Run a SELECT query with a WHERE clause user profile is "user profile". 


2. Delete rows in the filter table using the identification. 


3. Delete rows in the folder table using the identification. 


4. Delete rows in the user table using the identification. 


An automated removal process (using SQL or a program) will follow the same process. 


User identifications beginning with the letter Q 
DE prohibits users logging on with a user identification that begins with the letter Q. 


If you wish to override this policy and allow the use of these user identifications, you must 
configure a parameter for each user identification you wish to allow. 
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Documentation 
The documentation consists of a collection of documents formatted as PDF (Adobe Portable 
Document Format). 


Administrator and user guides 
Table 2 (page 17) lists the documentation available for DE and explains the purpose of each 
document. 


Table 2: Documentation: Administrator and User Guides 


Document Purpose 


Administrator Guide The Administrator Guide explains how to configure DE and to 
manage access to services by people using DE. 


This guide is intended for use by administrators. 


The Administrator Guide is this document. 


Pocket Guide The Pocket Guide is a condensed version of the User Guide. 


This guide is a quick reference for DE users who run queries 
more often than prepare queries. 


Questions and Answers The Questions and Answers document contains a brief 
overview of DE and the questions and answers sections from 
the User Guide. 


This guide is intended for use by any person who wants a 
quick answer to a question about DE. 


User Guide The User Guide provides conceptual information about DE 
and explains how to use DE to query database tables. This 
guide is mandatory reading if you want to understand how to 
make the best use of DE. 


The guide is intended for use by people preparing and 
running queries. Administrators should familiarise 
themselves with this guide when they provide service desk 
assistance to DE users. 


This is the most extensive of the documents. 


The User Guide is essential reading for users who want to create queries. 


Administrators who provide advice to users need to be familiar with the content of all the 
documentation. 


Portfolios 
A portfolio is a collection of documents. The documentation is packaged in two portfolios. 
The portfolios are the administrator portfolio and the user portfolio. 


Table 3 (page 17) shows the content of the administrator portfolio. 


Table 3: Documentation: Administrator Portfolio 


Documents  


Administrator Guide  


Pocket Guide  


Questions and Answers  
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Documents  


User Guide  


Table 4 (page 18) shows the content of the user portfolio. 


Table 4: Documentation: User Portfolio 


Documents  


Pocket Guide  


Questions and Answers  


User Guide  


The user portfolio is accessible from the Help button at the top of the DE page. 
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Section 3 – Housekeeping and Troubleshooting 
This section describes how to perform housekeeping tasks, track down problems and contact 
support. 


Logging 
This section explains administrator tasks for managing access log files and error log files. 
These files accumulate with use and administrators should archive and/or clear the files 
periodically. 


Log files: names and locations 
In a typical installation log files reside in a logging folder. 


Location axes/jsm/instance/www/instance/logs/ 


Log File Names error.log 


access.log 


Examining the content of these files will reveal information about activity and errors. 


Enable and disable logging 
The errorlog and accesslog directives in the configuration file control logging activity. 


To enable logging for both error and access logs, set the value of the enabled parameter as 
true: 


<errorlog enabled="true" file="www/instance/logs/error.log"/> 


<accesslog enabled="true" file="www/instance/logs/access.log"/> 


To disable logging for both error and access logs, set the value of the enabled parameter as 
false: 


<errorlog enabled="false" file="www/instance/logs/error.log"/> 


<accesslog enabled="false" file="www/instance/logs/access.log"/> 


Error and access logs operate independently. For example you can enable error logging and 
disable access logging. 


Archive log files 
Archive log files by copying them to another location. 


DE provides no archiving tools. 


Delete log files 
Do not delete the active error.log and access.log files. 


DE will archive the active log files periodically. Before deleting the archived log files, ensure 
you either have a backup or archive copy of the files. 
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Tracing 
This section explains the administrator tasks for collecting data to assist with tracking errors. 
Administrators need to enable and disable tracing services and clear trace files when they 
are no longer needed. 


Tracing allows you to collect information about the activity of DE. When enabled, tracing 
directs STDOUT and STDERR to the trace files STDOUT.TXT and STDERR.TXT. 


The Java Virtual Machine and instance information is logged to a MANAGER.TXT file.  


Trace files: names and locations 
In a typical installation trace files reside in two folders. 


The first location provides high level trace information. 


Location axes/jsm/instance/trace/[job number]/ 


Log File Names CLASSPATH.TXT 


MANAGER.TXT 


STDERR.TXT 


STDOUT.TXT 


Sample axes/jsm/instance/trace/189002/STDOUT.TXT 


Where [job number] is the job number of the active job when tracing occurred. 


The second location provides detailed trace information. 


Location axes/jsm/instance/trace/[job number]/[date]/ 


Log File Directory 
Names 


HTTP00000000 


HTTP00000001 


HTTP00000002 


HTTP00000003 


Sample axes/jsm/instance/trace/309001/2009-11-24/HTTP00000004 


Enable and disable tracing 
The trace and clienttrace directives in the configuration file control tracing activity. These 
directives are in the virtual host section of and are associated with services. 


To enable tracing for a service, set the value of the trace and/or clienttrace parameter as 
true: 


trace="true" clienttrace="true" 


To disable tracing for a service, set the value of the trace and/or clienttrace parameter as 
false: 


trace="false" clienttrace="false" 


Tracing directives operate independently. For example you can enable tracing for one 
service or all services. 


Clear trace files 
Use the command CLRJSM command to clear trace files and subdirectories. The command 
has the following parameters: 
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INSTANCE The instance defaults to a value of *DEFAULT. 


This is the recommended value. 


TRACEDIR The option defaults to a value of *YES. 


Valid values are *YES, *NO.  


The value *YES removes files and subdirectories in the trace 
directory. 


TEMPDIR The option defaults to a value of *YES. 


Valid values are *YES, *NO.  


The value *YES removes all files and sub-directories in the TEMP 
directory. 


Do not clear the TEMP directory while JSM services are running, 
as this action will delete temporary files used by the services. 
Always use *NO when clearing trace files from a running JSM 
instance. 


KEEP Valid values are in the range 0 to 99 days. 


Zero means do not keep the files. Running the command will 
delete ALL files and sub-directories. 


Use 1 to keep only today's files. 


Use 2 to keep today's and yesterday's files. 


Archive trace files 
Archive trace files by copying them to another location, before clearing the files. 


DE provides no archiving tools. 


Certificate management 
Use the Java keytool command to create a private key and certificate suitable for the 
TLS/SSL server credentials. 


%JDKPATH%\bin\keytool -genkey —alias sslkey —keyalg RSA —keysize 1024 


-sigalg SHA1withRSA 


-keypass password —keystore wwwssl.jks 


-storepass password —validity 365 


-dname "CN=Web Applications,OU=Web Services,O=My 
Company,L=My Location,S=My State,C=US" 


 


Substitute your equivalent values for My Company, My Location, My State and C (country). 
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Troubleshooting 
The troubleshooting section suggests the parts of DE to check when it does not operate as 
expected. 


Installation and configuration 


JSM HTTP server does not start 
1. Check the manager.properties httpd directive: 


httpd=system/httpd.xml 


Ensure that the name specified for the httpd configuration file is the name of 
the actual httpd configuration file. 


2. Check the JSM trace file MANAGER.TXT for JSM HTTP server start up messages. 


3. Review the configuration directives in the instance tag. 


4. Confirm that the JSM HTTP server is started by using a browser to access the 
home index.html file. 


Ensure that the configuration is complete before attempting the start the JSM HTTP server. 


IBM Toolbox for Java not installed 
1. Ensure that the IBM Toolbox for Java is installed. 


Verify that the file, "jt400.jar", resides in the JSM jar directory. 


Installing the IBM Toolbox for Java is an essential prerequisite for operating DE. 


File ownership and permissions for files in the IFS 
1. The JSM HTTP server by default runs as the JSM job description user profile. 


Any files and directories created should be owned by that user profile. 


2. Verify the user profile, file and directory ownership. 


3. Change ownerships if necessary. 


DE database 
1. DE uses tables to store its information. The tables must exist in the library 


specified in the database.library directive: 


<parameter name="database.library" value="AXES"/> 


In this example the library is AXES 
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2. Verify that the tables are in the library defined in the database.library directive. 


The tables are: 


DBMUSER (PF-DTA) 


DBMUSER1 (LF) 


DBMUSER2 (LF) 


DBMFOLDER (PF-DTA) 


DBMFOLDER1 (LF) 


DBMFILTER (PF-DTA) 


DBMFILTER1 (LF) 


DBMFILTER2 (LF) 


3. Change the database.library directive to the library where the files reside. 


Or, move the files to the library defined in the database.library directive. 


Problems when running filters and queries 


SQL errors 
Users encounter SQL errors when a filter runs a query. 


1. Check the syntax of the SQL in the filter. 


2. Ensure the SQL includes no unsupported clauses. 


3. Ensure the table names are correct. 


DE provides basic support to help users create filters and run queries. This support does not 
include SQL syntax checking. 


DE assumes that users know SQL. 


Browser response is slow 
The page appears slow and unresponsive. 


1. Browsers expect fast responses from HTML pages and want to exit from long 
running or waiting requests. The reason for this behaviour is to minimise the 
wait time that users experience. 


When pages appear to wait for some time the browser will ask the user if they 
wish to cancel the request. 


2. IE displays a blank page. 


IE displays a blank page (or white window) when it waits for long running 
requests. 


Wait until IE re-displays the page or close the browser. 


3. When JavaScript is doing a lot of processing, the browser may assume the 
page is in a loop and prompt the user to end the JavaScript execution. 


Users may continue JavaScript execution, end JavaScript execution or close the 
browser. 


4. Cancelling the request or closing the browser will end the DE session. 


Users will have to log on again. 


Cancelling a request or closing the browser has no effect on spooled files. 
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Before you contact aXes support 
Table 5 (page 24) contains the information you need to send to Support if you experience a 
problem with aXes. 


Table 5: Information to Send to Support 


Context Information 


Contact and 
customer details 


Your company name 


Your name 


Customer name 


aXes version(s) What version of aXes being is being reported? 


What aXes PTFs are installed and applied to this version? 


Are other versions of aXes also installed on the same IBM i? 


Is Terminal Server (TS) installed? 


Is the Web Spooler (WS) installed? 


Is the Intersession Option installed as well? 


Has another version of aXes been successfully deployed on the 
same IBM i? 


(If so, please provide details). 


How is aXes licensed - processor or session based? 


If processor based, how many processors are licensed? 


If session based, how many sessions are licensed? 


IBM hardware Model number (QMODEL) 


Serial number (QSRLNBR) 


Processor Feature Number (QPRCFEAT) 


Processor Group (Tier) 


Is aXes running in an LPAR? If yes, how many Processors are 
allocated to that LPAR? 


IBM operating 
system software 


What operating system version is running aXes? (Version, 
Release and Modification) 


What operating system version of the IBM i Licensed Internal 
Code (LIC) is installed? 


What IBM operating system PTFs have been installed? Are the 
latest PTFs applied? 


Problem report Provide a detailed description of the problem. 


Include a full history of events leading up to the occurrence of the 
problem. For example, did the problem occur after you installed 
new software, applied PTFs or upgraded the operating system? 


The more detailed the information, the easier it is for Support to 
understand your problem. 
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Section 4 - Configuration 
This section explains the tools and configuration options available to administrators who will 
manage DE. 


The configuration process 
The steps in the configuration process are: 


1. Copy and rename the configuration file: httpd-template.xml. 


The recommended name for the copied file is: system/httpd.xml 


You can use any valid name but you should choose a name that indicates the 
file content. 


2. Change the httpd property in the manager.properties file to the new name 
allocated when you copied the original httpd configuration file. 


For example, if you used the recommended name for the copied httpd 
configuration file, change the httpd property in manager.properties to: 


httpd=system/httpd.xml 


If not, use the name allocated to the copied file. 


3. Configure axinfo.json 


4. Configure the JSM HTTP server instance. 


5. Configure the services. 


6. Configure the database connections. 


7. Configure the user registration properties. 


8. Set the policies for using SQL. 


The configuration process assumes you have completed the installation successfully. 


Important 
reminders 


Always make a copy of the httpd configuration file before you edit its 
contents. 


Keep a separate copy of the httpd configuration file that is active in 
your production environment. 


Use a text editor or XML editor when changing configuration items and parameters in the 
httpd configuration file. Exercise care when editing and make sure you do not change tag 
names. 


About the configuration files 
The configuration details reside in three files: manager.properties, httpd.xml and 
axinfo.json. This section describes the content of the configuration files. Later sections 
describe how to change individual configuration items. 
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File locations 
Table 6 (page 26) provides the folder locations of the configuration files. 


Table 6: Configuration File Locations 


Configuration Files Locations 


axinfo.json myaxes/jsm/ 


httpd.xml myaxes/jsm/instance/system/ 


httpd-template.xml myaxes/jsm/instance/system/ 


manager.properties myaxes/jsm/instance/system/ 


The root folder (myaxes) in the location is the folder name chosen on installation. 


Manager.properties 
The properties file, manager.properties, contains information about the installed instance of 
DE. Table 7 (page 26) explains the properties manager.properties. 


Table 7: Explanation of manager.properties 


Properties Definitions 


httpd=system/httpd.xml Name of the httpd configuration file 


httpd.axes.release=V2R1M0 Version of aXes installed (used for licence checking) 


httpd.axes.instance=AXES Name of the instance (used for licence checking) 


After updating the httpd configuration file property in manager.properties, the configuration 
file will look like the following example (Table 8, page 26). 


Table 8: Example of an Updated manager.properties File 


Properties 


# httpd=system/httpd-template.xml 


httpd=system/httpd.xml 


httpd.axes.release=V2R1M0 


httpd.axes.instance=AXES 


# 


tcp.port=5560 


console.tcp.port=5561 


studio.client.address=*none 


console.client.address=*none 


The line beginning with a hash (#) is a comment line. 


The name of the instance (httpd.axes.instance=AXES) in manager.properties does not need 
to be the same as the instance name in the httpd configuration file. 


httpd configuration file 
The configuration file named httpd.xml contains the configuration items and parameters for 
DE. The file exists in two forms. The files httpd-template.xml contains default setting and is 
the template for the operational file named httpd.xml. 
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Table 9: Structure of the httpd Configuration File 


Structure of httpd Configuration File 


<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 


<configuration> 


 <instance name="HTTP Instance" active="true" root="www/instance/htdocs" 


   index="index.html"> 


  <errorlog enabled="true" file="www/instance/logs/error.log"/> 


  <accesslog enabled="true" file="www/instance/logs/access.log"/> 


  <listen secure="false" store="pki/wwwssl.jks" password="password" 


   port="5563" 


   sslport="5564" 


   interface="*ALL" backlog="256" 


   buffersend="-1" bufferreceive="-1" 


   nodelay="false" timeout="5" /> 


  +<access> 


  +<mimetype> 


  +<virtual host="*" active="true"> 


 </instance> 


</configuration> 


Table 9 (page 27) shows the structure of the httpd configuration file. 


The configuration contains an instance of the JSM HTTP server. The instance has a set of 
configuration parameters (instance, errorlog, accesslog and listen tags). The instance 
includes configuration items for access, MIME types (or Internet Media Types) and virtual 
hosts. 


Table 10 (page 27) provides a list of recommendations for changing configuration items and 
parameters in the httpd configuration file. 


Table 10: Mandatory and Optional Changes to Configuration Items and Parameters 


Configuration Items Change Mandatory/Optional 


JSMHTTPServiceFile (match URI, 
class) 


Do not change these items 


MIME types (server instance) Optional, but not recommended 


MIME types (virtual host) Optional, but not recommended 


Ports You must choose a port number 


Realm (protect tag, virtual host) Do not change any items in the protect tag 


Virtual host name and active Do not change these items unless you choose 
multiple instances and/or multiple virtual hosts 


The default values of many configuration items and parameters in the httpd configuration 
will be appropriate for operating DE. Some values you must change and some are optional. 


Important 
reminders 


Copy the original httpd configuration file. 


Do not use the original httpd configuration file for your configuration 
settings. Version upgrades and fixes may alter the parameters in the 
httpd configuration file and will over-write your configuration settings 
when installed. 
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Axinfo configuration file 
The axinfo configuration file defines whether DE is enabled, the ports and URI for the DE 
service. 


Table 11: axinfo.json Configuration File for DE 


axinfo.json Configuration Example 


{ 


 "dbm": 


  { 


   "enabled": true, 


   "port":   5563, 


   "sslport":  5564, 


   "uri":   "/axes/database-manager.html" 


  } 


} 


Table 12 (page 28) explains the items in axinfo.json. 


Table 12: Configuration Items in axinfo.json 


Configuration Items Definitions 


Enabled "enabled":true indicates that DE is active 


"enable":false indicates that DE is inactive (that is, the 
service is unavailable) 


Ports Port = the non SSL port (not encrypted) 


SSLPort = the SSL port (encrypted) 


Configure ports 
The axinfo and httpd configuration files contain items to define the ports DE will use. Table 
13 (page 28) shows the default ports. 


Table 13: Default Ports 


Port Numbers Definitions 


5560 JSM Server TCP port is used internally and does not accept 
connections. 


5561 JSM Console TCP port is used internally and does not accept 
connections. 


5563 JSM HTTP Server (default port for DE without TLS/SSL) 


5564 JSM HTTPS Server (default port for DE with TLS/SSL) 
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To change ports follow these steps: 


1. Edit axinfo.json. 


2. Change the port parameter. 


Change the sslport parameter. 


3. Save axinfo.json 


4. Edit httpd.xml (or the equivalent file if you use a different name). 


5. Under the listen tag of the instance: 


Change the port parameter. 


Change the sslport parameter. 


6. Save httpd.xml 


The configuration files shipped with DE are configured to use the default ports. You do not 
need to change the port configurations if the default ports are suitable for your installation. 


Configure JSM HTTP server 
This part of the administrator guide explains how to configure the sections of the httpd 
configuration file that apply to the JSM HTTP server. There are separate sections that explain 
how to configure individual services that the JSM HTTP server supports. 


Server instance configuration 
Table 14 (page 29) shows the set of configuration items and parameters that apply to the 
JSM HTTP server instance. 


Table 14: Configure Server Instance 


Configure Server Instance Example 


<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 


<configuration> 


 <instance name="HTTP Instance" active="true" root="www/instance/htdocs" 


    index="index.html"> 


  <errorlog enabled="true" file="www/instance/logs/error.log"/> 


  <accesslog enabled="true" file="www/instance/logs/access.log"/> 


  <listen secure="false" store="pki/wwwssl.jks" password="password" 


   port="5563" 


   sslport="5564" 


   interface="*ALL" backlog="256" buffersend="-1" bufferreceive="-1" 


   nodelay="false" timeout="5"/> 


  +<access> 


  +<mimetype> 


  +<virtual host="*" active="true"> 


 </instance> 


</configuration> 


In this example, the instance of DE has error logging and access logging enabled (the value 
of the parameter is "true"). The server will place errors into error.log and access events into 
access.log. The instance will listen on port 5563. 
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Table 15: What to Configure for the Server Instance 


To configure Apply these settings Change default 


Access logging Set accesslog enabled to true. 


Define the access log file name. 


Optional 


Active Active must be true Do not change 


Backlog Choose the depth of the TCP/IP queue. Optional 


Buffer receive Set the size (bytes) of the receive buffer Optional 


Buffer send Set the size (bytes) of the send buffer Optional 


Error logging Set errorlog enabled to true. 


Define the error log file name. 


Optional 


Index Define the index document Optional 


Instance name Choose a name Optional 


Interface Use *ALL for all addresses or choose the 
interface address. 


Default is all interfaces. 


Optional 


No delay Set to True to enable TCP/IP no delay. 


False uses the operating system settings. 


Optional 


No TLS/SSL Set listen secure to false. 


When listen secure is false, the JSM HTTP 
server ignores store and password values. 


Optional 


Port Insert the port number you want to use. Mandatory 


The server expects 
either port and/or 
sslport. 


Root Define the root directory (folder) Optional 


Secure connection 
with TLS/SSL 


Set listen secure to true. 


Define the name of the store. 


Insert the password. 


Optional 


SSLport Insert the port number you want to use. Mandatory 


The server expects 
either port and/or 
sslport. 


Timeout Set the connection timeout in seconds. Optional 


Whether you need to change the optional items depends on the environment of your DE 
installation and your performance requirements. 
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Controlling access to the server instance 
The access directive (at the instance level) specifies rules for accessing the instance of the 
JSM HTTP server. Using the access directive you can: 


 Allow addresses 


 Deny addresses 


You use combinations of allow and deny directives to control access to the server instance. 
Addresses can be specific (10.2.45.1), masks (10.2) or generic (indicated by the asterisk 
(*)). 


Do not use directives for user agents or content lengths in this section. 


Table 16 (page 31) shows an example of allow and deny directives (at the instance level). 


Table 16: Control Access to the Server Instance 


Server Instance Access (Allow and Deny) Configuration Example 


<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 


<configuration> 


 <instance name="HTTP Instance" active="true" root="www/instance/htdocs" 


    index="index.html"> 


  <errorlog enabled="true" file="www/instance/logs/error.log"/> 


  <accesslog enabled="true" file="www/instance/logs/access.log"/> 


  <listen secure="false" store="pki/wwwssl.jks" password="password" 


   port="5563" 


   sslport="5564" 


   interface="*ALL" backlog="256" buffersend="-1" bufferreceive="-1" 


   nodelay="false" timeout="5"/> 


  <access> 


   <allow address="*"/> 


  </access> 


  +<mimetype> 


  +<virtual host="*" active="true"> 


 </instance> 


</configuration> 


In this example <allow address= "*"/> allows access from any address. The other allow and 
deny directives are inside comments and ignored by the JSM HTTP server. 


Table 17: What to Configure for Server Instance Access 


To configure Apply these settings Change defaults 


Allow any address Use allow address=* 


<allow address="*"/> 


Optional 


Access for specific 
addresses 


Add new a directive for each allowed 
address. 


<allow address="10.2.1.45"/> 


Optional 


Deny any address Use deny address=* 


<deny address="*"/> 


Optional 
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To configure Apply these settings Change defaults 


Deny access for 
specific addresses 


Add new a directive for each denied 
address. 


<deny address="10.2.1.45"/> 


Optional 


MIME types for the server instance 
Table 18 (page 32) shows the configuration for MIME types. This part of the httpd 
configuration file defines MIME types applicable to the whole instance. 


The MIME type directives allow the JSM HTTP server to correctly understand the nature of 
files. Administrators do not need to change these directives. 


Table 18: MIME Types for the Server Instance 


Server Instance MIME Types Configuration Example 


<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 


<configuration> 


 <instance name="HTTP Instance" active="true" root="www/instance/htdocs" 


    index="index.html"> 


  <errorlog enabled="true" file="www/instance/logs/error.log"/> 


  <accesslog enabled="true" file="www/instance/logs/access.log"/> 


  <listen secure="false" store="pki/wwwssl.jks" password="password" 


   port="5563" 


   sslport="5564" 


   interface="*ALL" backlog="256" buffersend="-1" bufferreceive="-1" 


   nodelay="false" timeout="5"/> 


  +<access> 


  <mimetype> 


   <map extension="png" type="image/png"/> 


   <map extension="gif" type="image/gif"/> 


   <map extension="jpg" type="image/jpeg"/> 


   <map extension="jpeg" type="image/jpeg"/> 


   <map extension="tiff" type="image/tiff"/> 


   <map extension="ico" type="image/x-icon"/> 


   <map extension="pdf" type="application/pdf"/> 


   <map extension="css" type="text/css; charset=utf-8"/> 


   <map extension="xsl" type="text/xls; charset=utf-8"/> 


   <map extension="xml" type="text/xml; charset=utf-8"/> 


   <map extension="htm" type="text/html; charset=utf-8"/> 


   <map extension="html" type="text/html; charset=utf-8"/> 


   <map extension="js" type="application/x-javascript; charset=utf-8"/> 


  </mimetype> 


  +<virtual host="*" active="true"> 


 </instance> 


</configuration> 


MIME type directives in the virtual host section of the configuration file override MIME types 
specified in this section. 
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To determine allowed MIME types, the JSM HTTP server looks at MIME types in the virtual 
host section of the httpd configuration file and then at MIME types in the server instance. 
Place MIME types in the server instance that will apply all virtual hosts. Place MIME types 
that are unique to a virtual host in the MIME types section of the virtual host. 


Table 19: What to Configure for the Server Instance MIME Types 


To configure Apply these settings Change defaults 


MIME types Use the default list Not recommended 


Add MIME types Add new a directive for each MIME type. Optional 


Virtual host configuration 
The JSM HTTP server is capable of managing multiple virtual hosts. Table 20 (page 33) 
shows the virtual host configuration for DE. 


Table 20: Virtual Host Configuration 


Virtual Host Configuration Example 


<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 


<configuration> 


 <instance name="HTTP Instance" active="true" root="www/instance/htdocs" 


    index="index.html"> 


  <errorlog enabled="true" file="www/instance/logs/error.log"/> 


  <accesslog enabled="true" file="www/instance/logs/access.log"/> 


  <listen secure="false" store="pki/wwwssl.jks" password="password" 


   port="5563" 


   sslport="5564" 


   interface="*ALL" backlog="256" buffersend="-1" bufferreceive="-1" 


   nodelay="false" timeout="5"/> 


  +<access> 


  +<mimetype> 


  <virtual host="*" active="true"> 


   +<access> 


   +<protect> 


   +<script> 


   +<mimetype> 


  </virtual> 


 </instance> 


</configuration> 


The host is the name of the virtual host to match with the HTTP host property. In this case 
the asterisk ("*") indicates acceptance of requests from any host. 


Table 21: What to Configure for the Virtual Host 


To configure Apply these settings Change defaults 


Virtual host Use the default value asterisk (*) Do not change 


Active Use the value true Do not change 
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The active parameter has two values "true" and "false". The value of the active parameter 
must be "true" for DE to operate. 


If you wish to use multiple instances and/or multiple virtual hosts in your configuration refer 
to the section titled, "Running DE and WSFM side by side" (page 56). 


Access, protect, script and MIME type are sub sections of the virtual section in the httpd 
configuration file. 


Virtual host access 
The access directives in the virtual host section in the httpd configuration file control access 
to services provided by the JSM HTTP server. These directives override the access directives 
defined for the server instance. Using the virtual host access configuration you can: 


 Allow addresses 


 Deny addresses 


 Allow user agents 


 Deny user agents 


 Allow content lengths 


 Deny content lengths 


Table 22 (page 34) shows an example of configuring virtual host access directives. 


Table 22: Virtual Host Access Directives 


Virtual Host Access Directives Configuration Example 


<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 


<configuration> 


 <instance name="HTTP Instance" active="true" root="www/instance/htdocs" 


    index="index.html"> 


  <errorlog enabled="true" file="www/instance/logs/error.log"/> 


  <accesslog enabled="true" file="www/instance/logs/access.log"/> 


  <listen secure="false" store="pki/wwwssl.jks" password="password" 


   port="5563" 


   sslport="5564" 


   interface="*ALL" backlog="256" buffersend="-1" bufferreceive="-1" 


   nodelay="false" timeout="5"/> 


  +<access> 


  +<mimetype> 


  <virtual host="*" active="true"> 


   <access> 


    <allow address="*"/> 


    <deny useragent="webos"/> 


    <deny useragent="android"/> 


    <deny useragent="ipad"/> 


    <deny useragent="iphone"/> 


    <allow useragent="*"/> 


    <allow useragent="?"/> 


    <deny contentlength="4096"/> <!-- deny content GT value --> 


   </access> 


   +<protect> 


   +<script> 
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Virtual Host Access Directives Configuration Example 


   +<mimetype> 


  </virtual> 


 </instance> 


</configuration> 


In this example, requests from any address are acceptable, deny access is explicit for 
several user agents, other user agents are acceptable and content length greater than 4096 
is unacceptable. 


Table 23: What to Configure for Virtual Host Access 


To configure Apply these settings Change defaults 


Allow any address Use allow address=* Optional 


Access for specific 
addresses 


Add a directive for each address. Optional 


Allow any user 
agent 


Use allow useragent=* Optional 


Allow specific user 
agents 


Add a directive for each user agent Optional 


Allow content 
lengths 


Use allow contentlength= "value" Optional 


Deny any address Use deny address=* Optional 


Deny access for 
specific addresses 


Add a directive for each address. Optional 


Deny any user 
agent 


Use deny useragent=* Optional 


Deny specific user 
agents 


Add a directive for each user agent Optional 


Deny content 
lengths 


Use deny contentlength= "value" Optional 


Access directives in the virtual host section of the configuration file override access 
directives specified in the access section of the server instance. 


Virtual host protect 


Warning You do not need to configure this section of the httpd configuration file 
to use DE. 


The protection section of the httpd configuration file maps authentication methods to parts 
of the Web site or application. The realm describes the authentication method and the match 
URI associates the realm with the protected part of the Web site or application. 


Table 24 (page 36) shows an example of the protect configuration. 
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Table 24: Virtual Host Protect Configuration 


Virtual Host Protect Configuration Example 


<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 


<configuration> 


 <instance name="HTTP Instance" active="true" root="www/instance/htdocs" 


    index="index.html"> 


  <errorlog enabled="true" file="www/instance/logs/error.log"/> 


  <accesslog enabled="true" file="www/instance/logs/access.log"/> 


  <listen secure="false" store="pki/wwwssl.jks" password="password" 


   port="5563" 


   sslport="5564" 


   interface="*ALL" backlog="256" buffersend="-1" bufferreceive="-1" 


   nodelay="false" timeout="5"/> 


  +<access> 


  +<mimetype> 


  <virtual host="*" active="true"> 


   +<access> 


   <protect> 


    <realm name="Area 51"> 


     <user name="user" access="bb644a9819425bfd8586b408896a1031"/> 


    </realm> 


    <match uri="/restricted" realm="Area 51" authentication="basic,digest"/> 


   </protect> 


   +<script> 


   +<mimetype> 


  </virtual> 


 </instance> 


</configuration> 


In this example the realm is "Area 51", the user name is "user", and access is a hash of the 
user, password and realm information. The configuration uses both basic and digest 
authentication methods. The match uri = "/restricted" associates the realm with URIs 
including the match URI. 


Table 25: Configuring Virtual Host Protect 


To configure Apply these settings Change defaults 


Realm Define the realm name. 


 


Do not change the 
default values. 


Realm / user Add one or more user names with their 
access hash into the realm. 


You need to generate an access hash for 
each user in each realm and include them 
in the configuration. This applies even 
when the same user is in different realms. 


The tool to generate the access hash is not 
supplied with this version of DE. 


Do not change the 
default values. 
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To configure Apply these settings Change defaults 


Match URIs Add one or more full or partial URIs with 
their associated realms. 


Do not change the 
default values. 


You do not need to configure this section of the httpd configuration file to use DE. 


Virtual host script 
The script section of the httpd configuration file contains configuration items associated with 
the available services. DE uses the following services: 


 Query service (HTTPServiceQuery) 


 File service (JSMHTTPServiceFile) 


Each service has one or more parameters that control the way the service operates. 
Examples of parameters are:  


 Autoregister 


 Allow.query.clause.into 


 Database.library 


Table 26 (page 37) shows an example of a script configuration. 


Table 26: Virtual Host Script Configuration 


Virtual Host Script Configuration Example 


<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 


<configuration> 


 <instance name="HTTP Instance" active="true" root="www/instance/htdocs" 


    index="index.html"> 


  <errorlog enabled="true" file="www/instance/logs/error.log"/> 


  <accesslog enabled="true" file="www/instance/logs/access.log"/> 


  <listen secure="false" store="pki/wwwssl.jks" password="password" 


   port="5563" 


   sslport="5564" 


   interface="*ALL" backlog="256" buffersend="-1" bufferreceive="-1" 


   nodelay="false" timeout="5"/> 


  +<access> 


  +<mimetype> 


  <virtual host="*" active="true"> 


   +<access> 


   +<protect> 


   <script> 


    <match uri="/axes/dbmservice.jsp"  


     class="com.lansa.jsm.service.HTTPServiceQuery"  


     trace="false" clienttrace="false"> 


     <parameter name="autoregister" value="false"/> 


     <parameter name="allow.query.clause.into" value="false"/> 


     <parameter name="database.host" value="LOCALHOST/>" 


     <parameter name="database.library" value="AXES"/> 


    </match> 


    <match uri="/" class="com.lansa.jsm.JSMHTTPServiceFile"  


     trace="false" clienttrace="false"> 
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Virtual Host Script Configuration Example 


     <parameter name="cache.maxage" value="28800"/> 


     <parameter name="cache.maxage.pdf" value="28800"/> 


     <parameter name="cache.maxage.image" value="28800"/> 


    </match> 


   </script> 


   +<mimetype> 


  </virtual> 


 </instance> 


</configuration> 


DE requires configuration for the query service, JSM HTTP file service to operate 
successfully. This guide includes individual sections that describe how to configure each 
service; see the sections under "Configure services", (from page 39). 


Virtual host MIME types 
Table 27 (page 38) shows the configuration for MIME types applicable to the virtual host. 


Table 27: Virtual Host MIME Type Configuration 


Virtual Host MIME Type Configuration Example 


<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 


<configuration> 


 <instance name="HTTP Instance" active="true" root="www/instance/htdocs" 


    index="index.html"> 


  <errorlog enabled="true" file="www/instance/logs/error.log"/> 


  <accesslog enabled="true" file="www/instance/logs/access.log"/> 


  <listen secure="false" store="pki/wwwssl.jks" password="password" 


   port="5563" 


   sslport="5564" 


   interface="*ALL" backlog="256" buffersend="-1" bufferreceive="-1" 


   nodelay="false" timeout="5"/> 


  +<access> 


  +<mimetype> 


  <virtual host="*" active="true"> 


   +<access> 


   +<protect> 


   +<script> 


   <mimetype> 


    <map extension="pdf" type="application/pdf"/> 


   </mimetype> 


  </virtual> 


 </instance> 


</configuration> 


The MIME types defined in this section of the httpd configuration file override MIME types 
defined for the server instance. 
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Table 28: What to Configure for Virtual Host MIME Types 


To configure Apply these settings Change defaults 


MIME types Use the default list Do not change 


Add MIME types Add new a directive for each MIME type. Optional 


Configure services 
The configure services section provides explanations for configuring each of the services that 
support DE. The configuration items and parameters reside in the script section of the httpd 
configuration file. 


JSM HTTP file service configuration 
The JSM HTTP server uses the service titled, com.lansa.jsm.JSMHTTPServiceFile, to retrieve 
files associated with the requested page. 


Table 29 (page 39) shows the configuration for this service. 


Table 29: Configure JSM HTTP File Service 


Configure JSM HTTP File Service 


<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 


<configuration> 


 <instance name="HTTP Instance" active="true" root="www/instance/htdocs" 


    index="index.html"> 


  <errorlog enabled="true" file="www/instance/logs/error.log"/> 


  <accesslog enabled="true" file="www/instance/logs/access.log"/> 


  <listen secure="false" store="pki/wwwssl.jks" password="password" 


   port="5563" 


   sslport="5564" 


   interface="*ALL" backlog="256" buffersend="-1" bufferreceive="-1" 


   nodelay="false" timeout="5"/> 


  +<access> 


  +<mimetype> 


  <virtual host="*" active="true"> 


   +<access> 


   +<protect> 


   <script> 


    +<match uri="/axes/dbmservice.jsp"  


    <match uri="/" class="com.lansa.jsm.JSMHTTPServiceFile"  


     trace="false" clienttrace="false"> 


     <parameter name="cache.maxage" value="28800"/> 


     <parameter name="cache.maxage.pdf" value="28800"/> 


     <parameter name="cache.maxage.image" value="28800"/> 


    </match> 


   </script> 


   +<mimetype> 


  </virtual> 
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Configure JSM HTTP File Service 


 </instance> 


</configuration> 


In this example the match URI is set to "/" to indicate the match applies to all URIs. The 
cache parameters set the maximum period for caching files and images. In this case the 
value used for both parameters is 28,800 seconds (or 8 hours). 


Table 30: What to Configure for JSM HTTP File Service 


To configure Apply these settings Change defaults 


Match URI Use the default "/" Do not change 


Class Use com.lansa.jsm.JSMHTTPServiceFile Do not change 


Cache Maxage The default maximum age for cached files 
is 28,800 seconds (8 hours). 


Do not remove this parameter. 


Optional 


Cache Maxage 
Image 


The default maximum age for cached 
image files is 28,800 seconds (8 hours). 


Do not remove this parameter. 


Optional 


Do not remove this service from the httpd configuration file. 


Allow and deny user access to services 
The parameters, service.user.allow and service.user.deny, define identifications (or profiles) 
that are permitted (or allowed) to use aXes or excluded from (or denied access to) DE 
services. The service.user.allow parameter defines acceptable users and the 
service.user.deny parameter defines users not permitted to use DE services. Table 31 (page 
40) explains the syntax of these parameters. You may include multiple instances of the 
service.user.allow and service.user.deny parameters. 


Table 31: User Identification/Profile service.user Allow and Deny Parameter 
Syntax 


Parameter Action by aXes 


<parameter name= 
"service.user.allow" value= "UserId"/> 


The parameter value defines allowed (or 
acceptable) user identifications. 


<parameter name= 
"service.user.allow" value= 
"UserId,UserId,UserId,UserId"/> 


The parameter value is a list of user 
identifications separated by commas. The 
service.user.allow parameter allows (or 
accepts) user identifications in the list. 


<parameter name= 
"service.user.deny" value= "UserId"/> 


The parameter value denies (excludes) 
access to one user. 


<parameter name= 
"service.user.deny" value= 
"UserId,UserId,UserId,UserId"/> 


The parameter value is a list of user 
identifications separated by commas. The 
service.user.deny parameter denies 
(excludes) access to user identifications in 
the list. 


<parameter name= 
"service.user.allow" value= "*USER"/> 


The value *USER is a special case. It is a 
collective value that allows all user 
identifications. 
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Parameter Action by aXes 


<parameter name= 
"service.user.deny" value= "*USER"/> 


The value *USER is a special case. It is a 
collective value that denies all user 
identifications. 


The user authentication process looks for instances of the service.user.deny parameter and 
then instances of the service.user.allow parameter. 


By default, DE denies access to user identifications beginning with the letter Q. To enable 
access for these user identifications, each user identification must be configured explicitly 
using a service.user.allow parameter. 


Table 32 (page 41) illustrates a configuration that includes the service.user.allow and 
service.user.deny parameters. 


Table 32: Example Configuration for service.user Allow and Deny Parameters 


Configuration for service.user.allow and service.user.deny Parameters 


<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 


<configuration> 


 <instance name="HTTP Instance" active="true" root="www/instance/htdocs" 


    index="index.html"> 


  <errorlog enabled="true" file="www/instance/logs/error.log"/> 


  <accesslog enabled="true" file="www/instance/logs/access.log"/> 


  <listen secure="false" store="pki/wwwssl.jks" password="password" 


   port="5563" 


   sslport="5564" 


   interface="*ALL" backlog="256" buffersend="-1" bufferreceive="-1" 


   nodelay="false" timeout="5"/> 


  +<access> 


  +<mimetype> 


  <virtual host="*" active="true"> 


   +<access> 


   +<protect> 


   <script> 


    <match uri="/axes/dbmservice.jsp"  


     class="com.lansa.jsm.service.HTTPServiceQuery"  


     trace="false" clienttrace="false"> 


     <parameter name="service.user.deny" value="JohnS,MaryB"/> 


     <parameter name="service.user.deny" value="GeorgeD,WendyF"/> 


     <parameter name="service.user.allow" value="*USER"/> 


     <parameter name="service.user.allow" value="QSYSOPR "/> 


     <parameter name="autoregister" value="false"/> 


     <parameter name="allow.query.clause.into" value="false"/> 


     <parameter name="database.host" value="LOCALHOST"/> 


     <parameter name="database.library" value="AXES"/> 


    </match> 


    +<match uri="/" class="com.lansa.jsm.JSMHTTPServiceFile"  


   </script> 


   +<mimetype> 
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Configuration for service.user.allow and service.user.deny Parameters 


  </virtual> 


 </instance> 


</configuration> 


Table 33 (page 42) provides examples and explanations for configuring the 
service.user.allow and service.user.deny parameters. 


Table 33: Controlling Access to Services – service.user Allow and Deny Examples 


Parameter Explanation 


<parameter name= 
"service.user.allow" value= "*USER"/> 


This value allows every user identification, 
except for those beginning with the letter 
Q. 


<parameter name= 
"service.user.deny" value= "*USER"/> 


This value denies access to every user 
identification, including those beginning 
with the letter Q. 


Using the *USER value on a 
service.user.deny parameter locks out 
every user. It overrides all values for the 
service.user.allow parameter. 


<parameter name= "service.user.allow" 
value= "JohnS,MaryB,GeorgeD,WendyF"/> 


This configuration allows all user 
identifications in the list. 


<parameter name="service.user.deny" 
value= "JohnS,MaryB"/> 


<parameter name="service.user.allow" 
value= "*USER"/> 


This configuration denies access to the 
users JohnS and MaryB, but allows all 
other users, except those beginning with 
the letter Q. 


This example illustrates the optimum 
method for allowing most users and 
denying a small number of users. 


<parameter name="service.user.allow" 
value= "JohnS,MaryB"/> 


This configuration allows only users JohnS 
and MaryB. 


<parameter name="service.user.allow" 
value= "*USER,QSECOFR,QSYSOPR"/> 


This service.user.allow value allows all 
users and both QSECOFR and QSYSOPR. 


It is unnecessary to include 
service.user.deny parameters for user 
identifications beginning with the letter Q; 
aXes denies access to these user 
identifications by default. 


To use DE services, users must be authorised by an implicit or explicit service.user.allow 
parameter and also registered as a DE user. 


User registration 
User registration is one of the tasks managed by the service dbmservice.jsp. Table 34 (page 
43) describes the values for the autoregister parameter associated with the service 
dbmservice.jsp. 
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Table 34: Autoregister Parameter for the Service axes/dbmservice.jsp 


Parameter Action by DE 


<parameter name= 
"autoregister" value= "true"/> 


DE will register any person who logs on 
with an active profile on the server. 


<parameter name= 
"autoregister" value= "false"/> 


Setting the value to false prevents DE 
registering users automatically. 


Administrators will register users manually. 


For manual user registration change the value of the autoregister parameter to "false". 


For automated user registration change the value of the autoregister parameter to "true". 


Table 35 (page 43) shows an example of a configuration file using manual user registration. 


Table 35: Autoregister Parameter for Automated or Manual User Registration 


Configuration for the Auto Register Parameter 


<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 


<configuration> 


 <instance name="HTTP Instance" active="true" root="www/instance/htdocs" 


    index="index.html"> 


  <errorlog enabled="true" file="www/instance/logs/error.log"/> 


  <accesslog enabled="true" file="www/instance/logs/access.log"/> 


  <listen secure="false" store="pki/wwwssl.jks" password="password" 


   port="5563" 


   sslport="5564" 


   interface="*ALL" backlog="256" buffersend="-1" bufferreceive="-1" 


   nodelay="false" timeout="5"/> 


  +<access> 


  +<mimetype> 


  <virtual host="*" active="true"> 


   +<access> 


   +<protect> 


   <script> 


    <match uri="/axes/dbmservice.jsp"  


     class="com.lansa.jsm.service.HTTPServiceQuery"  


     trace="false" clienttrace="false"> 


     <parameter name="autoregister" value="false"/> 


     <parameter name="allow.query.clause.into" value="false"/> 


     <parameter name="database.host" value="LOCALHOST"/> 


     <parameter name="database.library" value="AXES"/> 


    </match> 


    +<match uri="/" class="com.lansa.jsm.JSMHTTPServiceFile"  


   </script> 


   +<mimetype> 


  </virtual> 


 </instance> 


</configuration> 
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Table 35 (page 43) shows an example httpd configuration file <script> section and the 
configuration of the dbmservice. In this example the value of the autoregister parameter is 
"false", indicating manual user registration. 


Users cannot set the value of the autoregister parameter from the DE user interface. 


SQL policies 
The configuration items in this section determine the SQL clauses that users may include in 
their queries. 


Allowing or prohibiting SELECT INTO 
DE provides query or read-only access to tables provided the user has read access to the 
tables. All queries use the SELECT clause but using the SELECT INTO clause is optional. 
Allowing or prohibiting its use is set by the parameter, "allow.query.clause.into" in the httpd 
configuration file. Table 36 (page 44) explains the options for the "allow.query.clause.into" 
parameter. 


Table 36: Configuring Use of the SELECT INTO Clause 


Parameter Action by DE 


<parameter name= 
"allow.query.clause.into" value= "true"/> 


DE allows the SELECT INTO clause in 
queries 


<parameter name= 
"allow.query.clause.into" value= "false"/> 


DE prohibits the SELECT INTO clause in 
queries 


"False" is the default value. 


To allow SELECT INTO change the value of allow.query.clause.into to "true". 


To prohibit SELECT INTO change the value of allow.query.clause.into to "false". 


Table 37: Allowing or Prohibiting SELECT INTO in SQL Queries 


Configuration for the Query Clause INTO Parameter: Prohibit Example 


<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 


<configuration> 


 <instance name="HTTP Instance" active="true" root="www/instance/htdocs" 


    index="index.html"> 


  <errorlog enabled="true" file="www/instance/logs/error.log"/> 


  <accesslog enabled="true" file="www/instance/logs/access.log"/> 


  <listen secure="false" store="pki/wwwssl.jks" password="password" 


   port="5563" 


   sslport="5564" 


   interface="*ALL" backlog="256" buffersend="-1" bufferreceive="-1" 


   nodelay="false" timeout="5"/> 


  +<access> 


  +<mimetype> 


  <virtual host="*" active="true"> 


   +<access> 


   +<protect> 


   <script> 


    <match uri="/axes/dbmservice.jsp"  


     class="com.lansa.jsm.service.HTTPServiceQuery"  


     trace="false" clienttrace="false"> 
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Configuration for the Query Clause INTO Parameter: Prohibit Example 


     <parameter name="autoregister" value="false"/> 


     <parameter name="allow.query.clause.into" value="false"/> 


     <parameter name="database.host" value="LOCALHOST"/> 


     <parameter name="database.library" value="AXES"/> 


    </match> 


    +<match uri="/" class="com.lansa.jsm.JSMHTTPServiceFile"  


   </script> 


   +<mimetype> 


  </virtual> 


 </instance> 


</configuration> 


Table 37 (page 44) shows an example httpd configuration file <script> section. In this 
example the value of the allow.query.clause.into parameter is "false". 


Users cannot set the value of the allow.query.clause.into parameter from the DE user 
interface. 


Reference guide: JSM HTTP server configuration 
The reference guide provides explanations of the individual items in the httpd configuration 
files. 


Configuration item reference 
Table 38 (page 45) provides explanations of configuration items in the JSM HTTP server 
httpd configuration file. The items in the table are in name sequence. The configuration item 
name is the name and position of the parameters in the httpd configuration file. For 
example, the item named "listen port" is the port on the listen directive. 


Table 38: Server Reference: Configuration Item Reference 


Configuration Items Definitions 


Access allow List of addresses, content lengths and/or user 
agents allowed access to the JSM HTTP server. 


Example: <allow address="10.2.1.45"> 


Access deny List of addresses, content lengths and/or user 
agents denied access to the JSM HTTP server. 


Example: <deny address="10.2.1.45"> 


Access log enabled DE logs all access events when access log enabled 
is "true". 


DE logs no access events when access log enabled 
is "false". 


Access log file Name and location of the access log file. 


Example: "www/instance/logs/access.log" 


Cache maxage Maximum age for cached files in seconds. 


Cache maxage image Maximum age for cached image files in seconds. 


Cache maxage pdf Maximum age for cached PDF files in seconds. 
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Configuration Items Definitions 


Error log enabled DE logs all errors when error log enabled is "true". 


DE logs no errors when error log enabled is "false". 


Error log file Name and location of the error log file. 


Example: "www/instance/logs/error.log" 


Instance active To operate DE this parameter will always be "true". 


The JSM HTTP server supports multiple instances 
and needs this parameter to indicate which 
instances to activate at run time. 


Instance index Name of the index page. 


Example: "index.html" 


Instance name Name allocated the JSM HTTP server. 


Example: "HTTP Instance" 


This name does not need to be the same as the 
instance name in the manager.properties file 
(httpd.axes.instance=AXES). 


Instance root Name of the directory from which the documents 
will be served by the JSM HTTP server. 


Also known as document root. 


Example: "www/instance/htdocs" 


Listen backlog The backlog defines the depth of the TCP/IP queue. 


Listen buffer receive TCP/IP receive buffer size in bytes. 


Special case value "-1" means use operating system 
default. 


Listen buffer send TCP/IP send buffer size in bytes. 


Special case value "-1" means use operating system 
default. 


Listen interface TCP/IP interface address that the JSM HTTP server 
will bind to and accept connections on. 


Default value is *ALL 


*ALL will bind to all interfaces on the server. 


Listen no delay True enables TCP/IP no delay option. 


False means use the operating system setting for 
this parameter. 


Listen password Password that will open the store file used for 
TLS/SSL configuration. 


Example: "password" 


Listen port TCP/IP port number the server will use to accept 
connections on. 


Listen secure When true, the JSM HTTP server uses TLS/SSL  


When false, the JSM HTTP server uses plain sockets. 
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Configuration Items Definitions 


Listen sslport TCP/IP port number the server will use to accept 
connections when using TLS/SSL. 


Listen store Path for the store file that contains the private key 
and public certificates (used when TLS/SSL 
enabled). 


Fully qualified name and location of the store file. 


Example: "pki/wwwssl.jks" 


Listen timeout Time out count in seconds (integer). 


Mimetype map extension File extension used to identify the MIME type. 


Example: "png" 


Mimetype map type The type describes the nature of the MIME type. 


Examples: "image/png" 


Protect match authentication Type of authentication, values are: 


"basic", "digest" or "basic,digest". 


Basic: Basic authentication is a concatenation of 
user name, a colon and the password encoded with 
the Base64 algorithm. 


Digest: Digest authentication is an application of 
MD5 cryptographic hashing of user credentials. It 
provides stronger encoding than basic 
authentication. 


Protect match realm Name of the realm used for authentication to parts 
of the Web site or application. The realm is 
associated with the matched URIs. 


Protect match uri URIs used to match against requests. When a 
match occurs the associated realm provides the 
authentication details. 


Protect realm name Name assigned to a realm. 


Protect realm user access Access is a digest of user information (including the 
password). 


Protect realm user name User name for authentication. 


Script match The match definitions describe services that the JSM 
HTTP server will use depending on the match 
criteria in the URI. 


Script match class Class is the name of a service. 


Script match client trace Use this parameter to trace activity associated with 
specific clients. 


Tracing will slow performance. 


When "true" tracing will occur from the client URI 
using the "?trace=true" query string parameter. 


The value "false" disables tracing. 
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Configuration Items Definitions 


Script match trace Use this parameter to trace activity associated with 
all clients. Broader scope than client trace. 


The value "true" enables tracing for all services and 
user agents that match the match URI. 


The value "false" disables tracing. 


Script match URI The match URI is the match criteria the JSM HTTP 
server uses to determine the services to use. 


Virtual access allow List of addresses, content lengths and/or user 
agents allowed access to the JSM HTTP server. 


Example: <allow useragent="safari"> 


Virtual access deny List of addresses, content lengths and/or user 
agents denied access to the JSM HTTP server. 


Example: <deny useragent="safari"> 


Virtual active When the value is "true" this virtual host is active. 


When the value is "false" the virtual host is inactive. 


To operate DE the value must be "true". 


Services configured in the virtual host are 
unavailable when the virtual host is inactive. 


Virtual host Name of the virtual host to match with the HTTP 
host property. This allows multi homing. HTTP 
requests can be directed to different virtual host 
sections of the configuration in the server instance. 


If a virtual host is not found then the connection 
request is rejected. 


The special case value "*" accepts requests from 
any HTTP host. Specific names take precedence. 


Virtual mimetype map extension File extension used to identify the MIME type. 


Example: "png" 


Virtual mimetype map type The type describes the nature of the MIME type. 


Examples: "image/png" 


MIME types 
MIME type describes the nature of content of file for the JSM HTTP server. Table 39 (page 
48) provides examples of MIME types. 


Table 39: JSM HTTP Server Reference: MIME type Examples 


Extension Type 


css text/css; charset=utf-8 


gif image/gif 


htm text/html; charset=utf-8 


html text/html; charset=utf-8 
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Extension Type 


ico image/x-icon 


jpeg image/jpeg 


jpg image/jpeg 


js application/x-javascript; charset=utf-8 


pdf application/pdf 


png image/png 


tiff image/tiff 


xls text/xls; charset=utf-8 


xml text/xml; charset=utf-8 


Access allow and deny directives 
Table 40 (page 49) shows examples of the access allow/deny directive for addresses. 


Table 40: Server Reference: Access Allow and Deny Addresses 


Allow/Deny Syntax and Examples 


Allow any address <allow address="*"> 


Allow addresses in a range <allow address="10.2.1"> 


Allow a specific address <allow address="10.2.1.45"> 


Deny any address <deny address="*"> 


Deny addresses in a range <deny address="10.2.1"> 


Deny a specific address <deny address="10.2.1.45"> 


Table 41 (page 49) shows examples of the access allow/deny directive for content length. 


Table 41: Server Reference: Access Allow and Deny Content Length 


Allow/Deny Syntax and Examples 


Allow access for content less than or equal 
to the specified length 


<allow contentlength="4096"> 


Zero content length is a special case to 
allow access for no content connections 
from the browser 


<allow contentlength="0"> 


Deny access for content greater than the 
specified length 


<deny contentlength="4096"> 


User agents are applications or services that act on behalf of the user. When a user requests 
a web page (or URL), the browser acts as a user agent by sending the page request to the 
JSM HTTP server. Examples of user agents are browsers, web crawlers, link checkers, bots 
and email clients. Access allow and deny directives control which user agents the JSM HTTP 
server will allow or deny access. 


Table 42 (page 50) shows examples of user agents and the syntax of the allow access and 
deny access directives. 
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Table 42: Server Reference: Access Allow and Deny User Agents 


Allow/Deny Syntax and Examples 


Allow access for any user agent <allow useragent="*" 


Allow access if no user agent provided <allow useragent="?" 


Allow access to Chrome <allow useragent="chrome" 


Allow access to the Internet Explorer <allow useragent="explorer" 


Allow access to Firefox <allow useragent="firefox" 


Allow access to Safari <allow useragent="safari" 


Deny access for any user agent <deny useragent="*" 


Deny access if no user agent provided <deny useragent="?" 


Deny access to Chrome <deny useragent="chrome" 


Deny access to Internet Explorer <deny useragent="explorer" 


Deny access to Firefox <deny useragent="firefox" 


Deny access to Safari <deny useragent="safari" 


The evaluation of the directives starts with the first item in the list and continues until it 
finds a true condition. Any combinations of address, user agent and content length are 
acceptable. However, it is possible to negate the effect of a directive by its position in the 
list. For example, placing an allow any user agent (<allow useragent="*"/>) ahead of a 
deny for a specific user agent (<deny useragent="webos"/>) will cause the JSM HTTP server 
to ignore the deny directive. 


Table 43 (page 50) presents lists of user agents. 


Table 43: Server Reference: Sample Lists of User Agents 


Browser User Agents  Bots and Device User Agents 


android  googlebot 


chrome  googletoolbar 


explorer  ipad 


firefox  iphone 


opera  lansaua 


safari  msnbot 


webos  yahoobot 


Sample configurations 


Default configuration for DE 
Table 44 (page 51) shows the default httpd configuration file including MIME types, allow 
and deny directives. 
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Table 44: Server Reference: Default httpd Configuration for DE 


Default Configuration for DE 


<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 


<configuration> 


 <instance name="HTTP Instance" active="true" root="www/instance/htdocs" 


    index="index.html"> 


  <errorlog enabled="true" file="www/instance/logs/error.log"/> 


  <accesslog enabled="true" file="www/instance/logs/access.log"/> 


  <listen secure="false" store="pki/wwwssl.jks" password="password" 


   port="5563" 


   sslport="5564" 


   interface="*ALL" backlog="256" buffersend="-1" bufferreceive="-1" 


   nodelay="false" timeout="5"/> 


  <access> 


   <allow address="*"/> 


   --> 


  </access> 


  <mimetype> 


   <map extension="png"  type="image/png"/> 


   <map extension="gif"  type="image/gif"/> 


   <map extension="jpg"  type="image/jpeg"/> 


   <map extension="jpeg" type="image/jpeg"/> 


   <map extension="tiff" type="image/tiff"/> 


   <map extension="ico"  type="image/x-icon"/> 


   <map extension="pdf"  type="application/pdf"/> 


   <map extension="css"  type="text/css; charset=utf-8"/> 


   <map extension="xsl"  type="text/xls; charset=utf-8"/> 


   <map extension="xml"  type="text/xml; charset=utf-8"/> 


   <map extension="htm"  type="text/html; charset=utf-8"/> 


   <map extension="html" type="text/html; charset=utf-8"/> 


   <map extension="js"   type="application/x-javascript; charset=utf-8"/> 


  </mimetype> 


  <virtual host="*" active="true"> 


   <access> 


    <deny useragent="webos"/> 


    <deny useragent="opera"/> 


    <deny useragent="android"/> 


    <deny useragent="ipod"/> 


    <allow useragent="*"/> 


    <allow useragent="?"/> 


   </access> 


   <protect> 


    <realm name="Area 51"> 


     <user name="user" access="bb644a9819425bfd8586b408896a1031"/> 


    </realm> 


    <match uri="/restricted" realm="Area 51" authentication="basic,digest"/> 
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Default Configuration for DE 


   </protect> 


   <script> 


    <match uri="/axes/dbmservice.jsp"  


     class="com.lansa.jsm.service.HTTPServiceQuery"  


     trace="false" clienttrace="false"> 


     <parameter name="autoregister" value="false"/> 


     <parameter name="allow.query.clause.into" value="false"/> 


     <parameter name="database.host" value="LOCALHOST"/> 


     <parameter name="database.library" value="AXES"/> 


    </match> 


    <match uri="/" class="com.lansa.jsm.JSMHTTPServiceFile"  


     trace="false" clienttrace="false"> 


     <parameter name="cache.maxage" value="28800"/> 


     <parameter name="cache.maxage.pdf" value="28800"/> 


     <parameter name="cache.maxage.image" value="28800"/> 


    </match> 


   </script> 


   <mimetype> 


    <map extension="pdf" type="application/pdf"/> 


   </mimetype> 


  </virtual> 


 </instance> 


</configuration> 
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Appendices 


Glossary 
Table 45 (page 53) presents definitions for abbreviations and terms used in this guide. 


Table 45: Glossary of Abbreviations and Terms 


Abbreviations and 
Terms 


Definitions and Explanations 


CCSID Coded Character Set Identifier 


Data selection 
criteria 


The term "data selection criteria" refers to the SQL defined in a 
query filter. 


DBCS Double Byte Character Set 


DE Data Explorer 


Directives Configuration directives are the parameters and settings that 
control the behaviour of the JSM HTTP server. 


Files IBM i servers to refer to data residing on disks as physical files. 


SQL uses the word table. 


Filter DE uses the word "filter" to describe a collection of search criteria 
when searching for tables and selection criteria for queries. 


IFS The Integrated File System is a part of the IBM i operating 
system. It supports stream input/output and storage 
management capabilities like personal computer and UNIX 
operating systems. 


Internet Media Type Internet Media Type (IMT) is an identifier for file formats on the 
Internet. An example is the IMT for the Portable Document 
Format: application/pdf 


See also MIME type. 


JSM Java Services Manager 


MIME Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions 


MIME is an Internet standard that describes content. 


An example is PNG for Portable Network Graphic files. 


See also Internet Media Types. 


Queries Queries describe the selection criteria inherent in SQL 
statements. 


Query data Query data refers to data sets produced by running query filters. 


A data set contains data that matches the selection criteria 
specified in the query filter. The query data consists of data 
retrieved from database tables. 
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Abbreviations and 
Terms 


Definitions and Explanations 


Realm A realm is a database containing a list of valid users of a web 
application. The user information in the database is user name, 
password and a set of roles associated with the user. 


SBCS Single Byte Character Set 


Search criteria The search criteria determine what DE looks for when searching 
for tables. Suppose you want a list of tables in the QGPL library, 
the search criteria is a specific library and any table. You express 
the search criteria as library "QGPL" and table names "*ALL". 


Selection criteria The selection criteria determine the rules used by queries when 
retrieving data from tables. DE uses SQL to express the selection 
criteria. 


SQL Structured Query Language (SQL) is the language used to 
interrogate relational databases. An example of an SQL query is: 


SELECT surname, first_name, start_date, annual_salary 


FROM employees 


WHERE annual_salary < 50000 


ORDER BY start_date 


This SQL selects employees whose annual salary is less than 
$50,000 and sequences the query data by the date the employee 
started with the company. The query data consists of surname, 
first name, start date and annual salary. 


System directory System directory is a synonym for system folder. 


System folder The location of the system folder is: axes/jsm/instance/system 


Table IBM i servers to refer to data residing on disks as physical files. 


SQL uses the word table. 


Toolbox for Java 
JDBC driver 


The Toolbox for Java JDBC driver provides access to the 
database. 


WSFM Web Spooled File Manager 


WSFM is a product related to DE and may share the same httpd 
configuration file. 


Referenced documents and sources 
Table 46 (page 54) defines documents and information sources referenced in this guide. 


Table 46: Referenced Documents and Information Sources 


References 


IBM i and System i Information Center at http://publib.boulder.ibm.com/iseries/ 


IBM Toolbox for Java (IBM i software) at http://www-
03.ibm.com/systems/i/software/toolbox/faqjdbc.html#faqA1 
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Assumed and prerequisite knowledge 
This guide provides no tutorial for creating databases or SQL. Table 47 (page 55) defines the 
prerequisite knowledge needed to use the guide. 


Table 47: Assumed and Prerequisite Knowledge 


Subject Matter Explanations 


Libraries The guide assumes that you understand the concepts behind 
libraries for IBM i servers. 


Query concepts The guide assumes that you understand the concepts behind 
querying tables in databases on IBM i servers. 


SQL The guide assumes that you understand how to create SQL, 
especially for cases when you need complex SQL (examples are 
joining tables and complicated WHERE clauses). 


Tables and files The guide assumes that you understand the concepts behind 
tables (or files) on IBM i servers, including physical files, logical 
files and views. 


Using the clipboard You need to know how to use the clipboard for copying and 
pasting data between applications. 


XML files The directives for DE reside in the configuration file, formatted as 
XML. You need to be able to read and edit the XML. 


Browser behaviour differences 
Every browser is different. Browser manufacturers implement components such as 
JavaScript, DOM, HTML, CSS, event handling and network connectivity in different ways. 
Therefore, DE will vary in its appearance and behaviour depending on the browser you use. 
Examples of these differences are as follows. 


 Slight variations in the way the pages look. 


 Differences in behaviour. 
For example, some browsers stop running animated GIF files after a short period. 


 Network activity will vary. 
Some browsers will wait longer for responses. 


Browser behaviour can change from one version to the next. Each browser is on a different 
enhancement timeline. Some vendors implement new features and bug fixes quickly. 


Performance differences will be more noticeable when you run spooled file filters or output 
queue filters that take a long time to finish. 


Workstation and device requirements 
This section describes prerequisites and system requirements for running DE on your 
computer or mobile device. 


Hardware 
Devices with faster processors and more memory will provide better performance. 


DE requires no disk space other than the cache used by the browser. 
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Software 
To use DE you need one of the supported browsers and apart from the operating system no 
other software is necessary. 


Connectivity 
To use WSFM you need a TCP/IP connection to an IBM i server from an internal network or 
the Internet. 


Running DE and WSFM side by side 
Web Spooled File Manager (WSFM) may be installed beside DE and share its configuration 
with DE. 


Several configuration options are available when installing both DE and WSFM. The choice of 
which configuration to use depends on the user communities who will use each product. You 
need the least access separation when the same user communities will use both products. 
You need the most access separation when different user communities will use each product. 
For example, you may allow internal user communities to use DE but external user 
communities may use only WSFM. When all user communities are internal the need for 
separate access reduces. 


Configuration options 
The simplest configuration is one instance and one virtual host for both DE and WSFM. When 
both products are configured in the same instance they share the same port. 


 
Figure 6: DE and WSFM on a Single 
Instance and One Virtual Host 


Characteristics of the configuration 


Single instance (both DE and WSFM) 


One virtual host (both DE and WSFM) 


DE and WSFM share the same port 


Simplest configuration 


Fewest options for separating access to DE 
and WSFM 


Suitable for deployment when the same 
user communities will operate both WSFM 
and DE. 


You cannot have WSFM active and close down DE or keep DE active and close down WSFM 
with a configuration consisting of a single instance and one virtual host. 


With both products installed, the virtual host script section of the httpd configuration file 
may include configuration items for both DE and WSFM. Alternatively, you could use two 
virtual hosts, one virtual host for DE and a second virtual host for WSFM. 
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Figure 7: DE and WSFM on a Single 
Instance and Two Virtual Hosts 


Characteristics of the configuration 


Single instance (both DE and WSFM) 


Virtual host for DE 


Virtual host for WSFM 


DE and WSFM share the same port 


More effort to configure than one virtual 
host 


More options for separating access to DE 
and WSFM than one virtual host 


Suitable for deployment when one port is 
adequate but you want flexibility in 
separating access to DE and WSFM 


Separate virtual hosts for DE and WSFM provide more flexibility for deployment than a single 
virtual host as the products share fewer configuration items and the configuration allows you 
to close down DE and leave WSFM active or close down WSFM and leave DE active. 


The best separation is to use one port for DE and a second port for WSFM. To use different 
ports the httpd configuration file must include two instances, one instance for DE and a 
second instance for WSFM. 


 
Figure 8: DE and WSFM on Two 
Instances and Two Virtual Hosts 


Characteristics of the configuration 


An instance for DE 


A virtual host for DE 


An instance for WSFM 


A virtual host for WSFM 


DE has a port 


WSFM has a port 


Most complex configuration 


Best separation of access to DE and WSFM 


Suitable for deployment when different 
user communities will operate DE and 
WSFM 


Deploying two instances provides separate virtual hosts as a virtual host will reside in each 
instance. This configuration allows you to close down DE and leave WSFM active or close 
down WSFM and leave DE active. 


User registration when operating both DE and WSFM 
The user registration for DE and WSFM are discrete processes. Any user who wishes to 
operate both DE and WSFM must register for each product. 


The separated registration ensures that administrators do not provide access to corporate 
databases indiscriminately. 
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Configuration files 


axinfo.json 


Table 48: axinfo.json Configuration File for both DE and WS 


axinfo.json Configuration Example both DE and WS 


{ 


 "sfm": 


  { 


   "enabled":  true, 


   "port":    5563, 


   "sslport":   5564, 


   "uri":    "/axes/spooled-file-manager.html" 


  }, 


 "dbm": 


  { 


   "enabled": true, 


   "port":   5563, 


   "sslport":  5564, 


   "uri":   "/axes/database-manager.html" 


  } 


} 
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Getting started 
Getting started with Data Explorer provides an overview of DE including an explanation of 
the page content, layout and what DE can do to help you query database tables. 


Before you can use DE, your administrator must register your user identification. 


This section describes how to install, start and log on to DE from your computer or mobile 
device. 


What is Data Explorer? 
DE is a Web application that you use to query database tables on an IBM i server. The DE 
page consists of two panes. The left-hand pane is the search filter and folder navigation 
pane. It contains filters used for table searches, queries and folders where you save the 
filters. The right hand pane consists of one or more tabs. The tabs contain table search 
results, query data, forms for editing queries and search criteria and setting options. 


 
Figure 1: Data Explorer Screen Components and Layout 


Figure 1 (page 6) shows three tabs in the right hand pane. The visible tab, labelled “Result 
(Birthdays)”, presents the query data obtained by running a query filter. The second tab 
(out of view) titled Birthdays is the edit tab for the query filter and the third tab is the 
Welcome page (also out of view). 


Figure 2 (page 7) shows a floating menu with options for working with query data. The 
options are viewing all or selected rows in the query data and copying all or selected rows. 


Positioning the mouse pointer on a row in the list selects the row. Hold the Ctrl key and click 
on rows with the left mouse button to select multiple rows. 


Clicking a mouse button on a row opens the floating menu showing options for working with 
query data. 
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Figure 2: Options for Viewing and Copying the Query Data 


Clicking the View All or View Selected items from the floating menu opens a new window to 
show the query data displayed as text. 


 
Figure 3: View Query Data as Text (tab separated format) 
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Figure 3 (page 7) is an example of query data viewed as text and formatted as tab 
separated values (TSV). Clicking the Copy All or Copy Selected items from the floating menu 
copies the query data to the clipboard. You can paste the query data to other applications 
that support the clipboard (Microsoft Excel is an example). 


Installation 
You do not need to install any software on your computer or mobile device to use DE. 


The prerequisites for DE are: 


 A supported browser - Chrome, Firefox, Internet Explorer and Safari 
 A network connection to the Internet and/or corporate network (fixed line or wireless) 
 The address (URL) for DE at your site 


Obtain the address (URL) for DE from your administrator or your administrator may place an 
icon on your desktop. 


Starting 
From your browser 


To start DE from your browser: 


1. Open the browser. 


2. Type the address (URL) into the location bar and press the Enter key or the Go 
icon. 


3. Wait for DE to display the Access log on page and then follow the log on 
instructions. 


From a desktop shortcut 
You or your administrator can set up a shortcut to open the browser and go to the address 
for DE immediately. 


To start DE from a shortcut: 


1. Click on the shortcut (or open the shortcut) - the browser will start and connect 
to DE. 


2. Wait for DE to display the Access log on page and then follow the log on 
instructions. 


To set up the desktop shortcut for Internet Explorer, create a new shortcut, open the 
properties and insert the equivalent of the following as the target property: 


"C:\Program Files\Internet Explorer\iexplore.exe" www.myaXesDE-URL.com 


To set up the desktop shortcut for Firefox, create a new shortcut, open the properties and 
insert the equivalent of the following as the target property: 


"C:\Program Files\Mozilla Firefox\firefox.exe" www.myaXesDE-URL.com 


The URL http://www.myaXesDE-URL.com:80/axes/database-manager.html is an example of 
the actual URL for DE at your site. This example uses port 80 and the default page for DE. 



http://www.myaxesde-url.com/axes/database-manager.html
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Log on 
When DE starts, the browser will show the Access log on page and display the Access 
dialogue window. 


 
Figure 4: Access Logon Page 


Your user identification and password 
To log on to DE you must provide your user identification and password (credentials): 


1. Type your user identification. 


2. Type your password. 


3. Press the Logon button 


4. Wait while DE verifies your credentials. 


If your log on is successful, DE will display the next page. 


If your log on is unsuccessful, DE will display an error message. 


What to do if log on fails 
Log on will fail if you make a mistake typing the user identification and/or the password. 
Check you have the correct user identification and re-type the password. 


If you forget your user identification and/or password contact your administrator. 


If you do not know your user identification and/or password contact your administrator. 


Cancel DE without logging on 
To cancel DE without logging on click the Cancel button and wait while DE closes. 
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What do you want to do? 
This section describes common tasks and the steps needed to complete the tasks. For 
example, the task “view the data obtained by running a query” consists of a series of steps 
involving filters, searches, search results and displaying the query data. 


The later sections include detailed descriptions and instructions for performing the individual 
steps within tasks. 


Filter tasks 
Query filter tasks 


Create a query filter 
To create a query filter: 


1. Create a query filter. 


2. Define the data selection criteria using SQL in the query filter. 


3. Save the filter and/or run the query. 


Create a query filter with variable selection criteria 
To create a query filter with parameters for variable selection criteria: 


1. Create a query filter. 


2. Define the data selection criteria using SQL in the query filter. 


3. Place a question mark in the SQL for each parameter. 


4. Design the query parameter form. 


5. Save the filter and/or run the query. 


Change a query filter 
To change a query filter: 


1. Edit the query filter you want to change. 


2. Amend the data selection criteria in the query filter. 


3. Save the filter and/or run the query. 


Delete a query filter 
To delete a query filter: 


1. Click on the query filter you want to delete. 


2. Delete the query filter. 
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Run a query filter 
To run a query filter: 


1. Click on the query filter you want to run and choose Run from the menu. 


2. Wait while DE runs the query and displays the query data. 


3. View the query data. 


Table filter tasks 


Create a table filter 
To create a table filter: 


1. Create a table filter. 


2. Define the table search criteria in the table filter. 


3. Save the filter and/or perform the table search. 


Change a table filter 
To change a table filter: 


1. Open the table filter you want to change. 


2. Amend the table search criteria in the table filter. 


3. Save the filter and/or perform the table search. 


Delete a table filter 
To delete a table filter: 


1. Click on the table filter you want to delete. 


2. Delete the table filter. 


Run a table filter 
To run a table filter: 


1. Click on the table filter you want to run and choose Run from the menu. 


2. Wait while DE runs the search for tables and displays the query results. 


3. View the list of tables. 


Folder tasks 
Create a folder 


To create a folder: 


1. Click in the left pane. 


2. Choose New to create a folder. 
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Change a folder name 
To change a folder name: 


1. Edit the folder you want to rename. 


2. Amend the folder properties. 


3. Save the folder. 


Delete a folder 
To delete a folder: 


1. Click on the folder you want to delete. 


2. Delete the folder. 


Query tasks 
Query database tables 


To query database tables: 


1. Create a query filter. 


2. Define the data selection criteria in the query filter. 


Optionally, save the query filter. 


3. Run the query filter to retrieve the query data. 


4. DE will display the query data as a list of rows. 


Copy query data 
To copy query data: 


1. Create a query filter. 


2. Define the selection criteria in the query filter. 


3. Run the query filter to retrieve the query data. 


4. DE will display the query data as a list of rows. 


5. Select the query data. 


6. Copy the query data to the clipboard. 


7. Switch to the application into which you will paste the query data. 


8. Paste the query data from the clipboard into another application. 
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View query data 
To view data retrieved by running a query: 


1. Create a query filter or run a saved query filter. 


2. For new query filters - define the query selection criteria. 


For saved query filters - amend the query selection criteria (where necessary). 


Optionally, save the query filter. 


3. Run the query filter to retrieve the query data. 


4. View the query data. 


Table tasks 
Search for tables 


To search for tables: 


1. Create a table filter. 


2. Define the search criteria in the table filter. 


Optionally, save the table filter. 


3. Perform the search. 


4. DE will display the search results as a list of tables. 
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Concepts and configuration 
The information in this section describes the components of DE explaining the concepts, how 
DE operates and answering questions about the components of DE. 


Filters 
What are filters? 


Filters contain the selection and search criteria DE uses when running queries and 
performing searches for tables. There are two types of filters, query filters (or SQL queries) 
and table filters. 


Query filters select and retrieve data from tables. Running a query filter will retrieve data 
that matches the selection criteria defined in the query filter. 


Table filters search for tables that you wish to use in query filters. 


The right-hand pane in the DE page includes zero or more tabs. DE uses the tabs to show 
the properties of a filter and the results returned by a filter in individual tabs. Figure 5 (page 
14) shows three tabs. The visible tab titled, “Result (Birthdays)” is a results tab, showing 
data retrieved by running a query. The second tab titled, “Birthdays” is a tab for editing 
query filter properties including the SQL (this tab is out of view). The third tab is the 
welcome page (out of view). 


 
Figure 5: Edit Filter Tabs and Filter Results Tabs 


When you edit a filter DE will open the edit tab. Every time you run a query DE will open a 
new results tab. You may operate DE with many tabs open. DE does not close tabs 
automatically. 


Table 1: Questions and Answers about Filters 


Questions Answers 


Can I edit the name of the start-
up filter on the Options tab? 


No. 


You set the start-up filter from the filter itself. There 
is no need to edit the filter name on the Options 
tab. 


Can I save filters? You save filters in folders. Use the default folders or 
create your own folders. 


Do I need to save a filter to run 
the filter? 


No. 


You can create a filter and use it as one task. If you 
do not want to keep the filter, close the edit tab 
without saving the filter. 


How do I close a tab? Press the close icon  on the tab. 


How do I stop a filter running 
when DE starts? 


Press the Clear Startup Filter button on the Options 
tab. 
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Questions Answers 


I do not want to run any filters 
when DE starts. 


Press the Clear Startup Filter button on the Options 
tab. 


What is a query filter? Query filters contain the SQL for the selection 
criteria and filter properties needed to run queries. 


What is a table filter? Table filters contain the search criteria and 
properties needed to search for files to use in query 
filters. 


Why run a filter when DE starts? When you need the same or similar information 
regularly, running the filter automatically when DE 
starts means the results will be available 
immediately. This saves you the effort of choosing 
and running a filter. 


Why are there two types of 
filters? 


Query filters examine the data in tables and retrieve 
the rows that match the selection criteria defined in 
the query filter. 


Table filters allow you to search for the tables that 
you want to use in a query filter. The search result 
returned by a table filter is a list of tables. Table 
filters do not retrieve the data from the tables. 


The questions and answers in Table 1 (page 14) apply to both query and table filters. The 
following sections include questions and answers specific to query filters and table filters. 


Query filters 
Queries retrieve data from database tables using SQL. Query filters provide tools to build the 
queries and the SQL defines the data selection criteria for the query. 


DE provides optional parameters for query filters so that you can run the same query filter 
and insert different values for each run. 


Table 2: Query Filter Questions and Answers 


Questions Answers 


Do I need to know SQL? You do not need to know SQL to build simple query 
filters. DE will help you to construct the SQL for 
SELECT query filters. 


You should understand SQL if you want to build 
queries including SQL clauses like WHERE and LIKE. 


You need to know SQL if you want to build more 
complex queries that join tables. 


Do I need to save a query filter to 
run the query? 


No. 


You can create a query filter, run the query, and 
view the query data as one task. 


You can amend the SQL and run the query as many 
times as you wish. 


If you do not want to keep the query filter, close the 
edit tab. 
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Questions Answers 


Why does DE allow only SELECT 
queries? 


SQL is a powerful tool allowing you to manipulate 
data in tables and the tables themselves. The 
SELECT clause provides only data retrieval (read 
only) and does not manipulate the data in the table. 


DE is designed as query tool and is not a general 
purpose SQL editor. Therefore, SQL statements that 
manipulate tables or data are inappropriate. 


The safest way to run database queries in a browser 
is to use a read-only mode for access to the tables 
(the SELECT clause). 


Table 2 (page 15) presents questions answers about query filters. 


Data selection criteria and SQL 
Queries consist of an SQL statement that defines the data selection criteria. When you run a 
query filter, DE retrieves the data based on the selection criteria. The SELECT statement 
defines the data to include in the query data. DE uses the WHERE clause as the selection 
criteria when retrieving data from the tables. Queries without a WHERE statement will select 
all of the data from the nominated tables. 


You use the query filter edit tab to write the SQL that defines the data selection criteria. 


Figure 6 (page 16) shows the components of the edit tab for a query filter. 


 
Figure 6: Query Filter Edit Tab - Components and Explanation 


DE provides two ways to create query filters. One way is to write all of the SQL starting from 
an empty query filter. The second way is to search for a table and have DE generate the 
basic SQL for the query. Once you have the basic SQL you can edit it to build your query. 
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Library and file names 
DE allows table names as table name only or library and table name. 


Table name alone MYTABLE 


Library and table name QGPL/MYTABLE 


Refresh query data 
Right clicking on empty space on the query results tab will open a floating menu. 


Choose the Refresh option to have DE refresh the query data. 


Properties 
Table 3 (page 17) defines the properties of a query filter. 


Table 3: Query Filter Properties 


Properties Description 


Title Provide a title for the filter. 


The title is the name you see in the Filters pane. 


Query The query contains the SQL that the query filter will use to 
retrieve data from the table(s). 


Query filters with variable selection criteria - query parameters 


Why use variable selection criteria? 
Variable selection criteria allow you to run the same query multiple times and set different 
selection values for each run without having to edit the SQL in the query filter every time. 
Suppose you have a query filter you want to use multiple times, varying the selection 
criteria each time you run the query. Examples are, 


 Select employees born in a specific month 
 Retrieve a list of employees filtered by surnames beginning with a specific letter 


One way to implement variable selection criteria is to edit the query filter before each run. 
While this method will achieve the desired outcome, it forces you to edit the query filter 
multiple times and increases the risk of error. 


DE provides a simpler and safer method by allowing you to define parameters for the 
variable selection criteria so that you can vary the values each time you run the query 
without editing the SQL in the query filter. 


Inserting parameter values when you run the query will influence the query data returned 
by the query. It is possible to insert the parameter values so that the query returns no 
query data or returns a large volume of data. 


Process for building query filters with variable selection criteria 
The steps in the process (Figure 7, page 18) for building a query filter with variable selection 
criteria are: 


 Create the query filter 
 Place question marks in the SQL for the variable selection criteria (parameters) 
 Design the query parameter form 
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Figure 7: Process for Designing Queries with Variable Selection Parameters 


To use variable selection criteria in query filters you identify the variable parameters by 
placing question marks in the SQL statement after the WHERE or LIKE clauses. For example: 


SELECT * FROM employee WHERE surname LIKE ? 


The question mark indicates a parameter. When you run the query, DE will present a query 
parameter form including a text box for the surname, allowing you to insert a value for the 
parameter as a full or partial name. 


Place multiple question marks in the SQL statement when you want to use more than one 
parameter. 


The next step is to design the query parameter form that DE will present when it runs the 
query. You insert a value for each of the parameters and DE will include the values in the 
SQL then run the query. 


Designing the query parameter form 
To design the query parameter form, open the parameter design panel by pressing the 
Parameters button on the query filter edit tab. 


The parameter design panel specifies the properties DE uses to construct the query 
parameter form. Figure 8 (page 18) presents the components of the parameter design panel 
showing default property definitions for the query parameter form and default property 
definitions for a parameter. 


 
Figure 8: Components of the Parameter Design Panel 


DE allows only one query parameter form for a query filter. 


Table 4 (page 19) provides an explanation of each component in the parameter design 
panel. 
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Table 4: Parameter Design Panel Components Explanation 


Components  Description 


Start query parameter form 
definition 


{ The left curly bracket marks the start of the query 
parameter form definition 


Properties of the query 
parameter form 


 The query parameter form properties describe the 
size, title and behaviour of the form. 


Start parameter array 
definition 


[ The left square bracket marks the start of the 
parameter array. 


Properties of the elements in 
the parameter array 


 The parameter array consists of one or more 
elements and one element represents one 
parameter. The array element contains the 
parameter properties. 


Figure 8 shows the properties for the first 
parameter. 


Curly brackets {} enclose each element. 


A comma follows each element {}, with these 
exceptions. When only one element is present no 
comma is allowed. The last element does not have a 
following comma. Figure 10 (page 20) shows an 
example with multiple elements. 


End parameter array 
definition 


] The right square bracket marks the end of the 
parameter array. 


End query parameter form 
definition 


} The right curly bracket marks the end of the query 
parameter form definition 


The relative positions of the elements in the parameter array determine the position of the 
parameter on the query parameter form. DE constructs the query parameter form from the 
array elements, placing the first element at the top of the query parameter form and the last 
element at the bottom of the query parameter form. The relative positions of the elements 
in the parameter array determine the position of the parameters between the first and last 
parameters on the query parameter form. 


Anatomy of the query parameter form properties 
The properties of the query parameter form determine the layout, title and behaviour of the 
form. Figure 9 (page 19) shows an example of a query parameter form. 


 
Figure 9: Query Parameter Form Properties 


The title property becomes the title at the top of the form and the width defines the 
horizontal aspect of the query parameter form. 


Table 5 (page 20) describes the properties that control the query parameter form. 
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Table 5: Query Parameter Form Properties 


Properties Description 


Title Defines the title that DE will use for the query parameter form 


Width Size of the query parameter form in pixels 


Prompt The prompt determines the behaviour of the query parameter 
form. 


False: DE will not show the query parameter form, unless the 
query filter includes parameters. 


True: Forces DE to show the query parameter form every time 
the query runs. 


Parameters Indicates the inclusion of the parameter array 


DE will not show the query parameter form for queries without parameters unless the value 
of the prompt property is true. 


Anatomy of the query parameter properties 
Each parameter has a set of properties that determine the appearance of the parameter on 
the query parameter form and the behaviour for accepting parameter values. Figure 10 
(page 20) shows the relationship between the parameter properties and their appearance on 
the query parameter form. 


 
Figure 10: Query Parameter Properties on a Query Parameter Form 


Table 6 (page 21) provides an explanation of each property. 
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Table 6: Query Parameter Properties 


Properties Description 


Position Defines the relative position of the parameter in the SQL 
statement, indicated by the placement of the question marks. 
Moving from left to right along the SQL statement, position 1 is 
the first parameter, position 2 is the second parameter and so on. 


This property does not determine the placement of the parameter 
on the query parameter form. 


Label The label is a name to describe the parameter. 


Input size Input size determines the width of the text box for the parameter 
on the query parameter form. 


Input length Input length sets the number of characters allowed in the 
parameter value (including spaces). 


Input disabled Input disabled determines whether you can change the value of 
the parameter. 


False: allows you to change the value. 


True: prohibits all changes. 


Set input disabled to true for query filters where you want to see 
the parameter but not be able to change the value of the 
parameter. 


Input read only Input read only determines whether you can tab to the property, 
highlight and copy the value of the parameter. 


False: allows you to copy the value of the parameter. 


True: prohibits access to the value of the parameter. 


Value Sets the value for the parameter. 


A default value is optional and null is acceptable. 


Use a default value to illustrate how to use the parameter. 


Table 7 (page 21) explains the role and use of the input disabled and input read-only 
properties. These properties are equivalent to the HTML input attributes. 


Table 7: HTML Disabled and Read Only Attributes 


HTML Attributes Description 


Disabled The disabled attribute prevents any use of an input element. 


You cannot use or click on a disabled input element (or field). 


Read-only This attribute specifies that an input field should be read-only. 


Read-only fields cannot be modified. 


You can tab to it, highlight it, and copy the text from the input 
field. 


For more information about HTML attributes refer to an authority on HTML. The HTML 
reference at http://www.w3schools.com is an example. 



http://www.w3schools.com/
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Table filters 


Search criteria 
Figure 11 (page 22) shows the edit tab for a table filter and highlights the search criteria. 


 
Figure 11: Table Filter Search Criteria 


DE uses the table name and library name properties as the search criteria when searching 
for tables. You may use a combination of these properties when searching for tables. 


Table 8: Table Filter Questions and Answers 


Questions Answers 


Do I need to save a table filter to 
search for tables? 


No. 


You can create a table filter, perform the search, 
and select a table from the search results as one 
task. 


If you do not want to keep the table filter, close the 
result tab. 


Can I search for tables with the 
same name in multiple libraries? 


Yes. 


Set the search criteria as the table name and use 
the percentage (%) character as the library name. 


Can I search for all tables in a 
specific library? 


Yes. 


Set the search criteria as the library name and use 
the percentage (%) character as the table name. 
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Refresh table search results 
Right clicking on empty space on the search results tab will open a floating menu. 


Choose the Refresh option to have DE refresh the table search results. 


Properties 
Table 9 (page 23) defines the properties of table filters. 


Column one is the property name, column two defines the searchable properties and column 
three describes the way DE uses the property. 


Table 9: Table Filter Properties 


Properties Search Description 


Library Yes Full name 


Partial name including a % 


A % alone implies any library name 


Table Yes Full name 


Partial name including a % 


A % alone implies any table name 


Title No Provide a title for the table filter. 


The title is the name you see in the Filters pane. 


The search criteria conventions DE uses when you define searches for tables follows the 
conventions for partial names and wildcards implemented by the IBM i operating system. 
The percentage character (%) is a wildcard. 


File types available to query filters 
DE will search for the file types defined in Table 10 (page 23). 


Table 10: File Types Available for Query 


File types Search Description 


Indexes Yes Refer to an index by library and file name. 


Logical Yes Refer to logical files by library and file name. 


Physical Yes Refer to physical files by library and file name. 


Table Yes Refer to tables by library and file name. 


View Yes Refer to a view by library and file name. 
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Folders 
Why use folders? 


DE recognises that you might want to save query filters and table filters and use them 
again. Folders provide places for you to save the filters. 


Multiple folders will help you find saved filters. They provide a way to organise filters into 
subject matter groups. DE provides two default folders, Table Filters and Query Filters. 


Folder questions and answers 
Table 11 (page 24) presents questions and answers about folders. 


Table 11: Folder Questions and Answers 


Questions Answers 


Can I save all filters in one folder? Yes. 


However, finding filters will become more difficult as 
your collection of filters grows. You will need precise 
conventions for naming your filters. The alternative 
is to create additional folders. 


Can I undelete folders? No. 


Deleting a folder removes both the folder and the 
filters saved in the folder. 


DE provides no undelete method. 


Can I move a folder? No. 


The folder title determines the position of the folder 
in the folder structure. DE sorts folders 
alphabetically by the folder title. 


Is there a limit to the number of 
folders? 


DE imposes no limit to the number of folders. 


What happens to the filters in a 
folder when I delete the folder? 


Deleting a folder deletes all filters saved in the 
folder and the folder itself. 


If you want to delete a folder but retain the filters, 
move the filter(s) to another folder before deleting 
the folder. 


What is the maximum number of 
characters allowed in folder titles? 


Eighty (80) characters, including spaces. 


How to register to use DE 
DE provides access to database tables on IBM i servers. Registration ensures that only 
authorised persons may use DE to query the database tables. 


Before you can use DE your administrator must register your user identification. 


DE provides administrators with an option to register users automatically. You do not need 
to register if your administrator allows automatic registration. 


You always need a user identification and password to log on and use DE. 
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Options 
The Options tab allows you to control the way DE behaves. 


 
Figure 12: Options Tab 


The Options tab is where you control the behaviour of the Welcome page, view the name of 
the filter that runs when DE starts and clear the start-up filter. 


Options tab 
To open the Options tab: 


1. Click the button labelled Options 


2. Wait until DE displays the Options tab. 


3. Once the Options tab is in view you can change any of 
the available options. 


  


The Options button resides at the top of the page on the right-hand side. 


Welcome page 


Page content 
The Welcome page is the default page displayed when you start DE. 


The Welcome page will show each time DE starts unless you choose to hide it. 
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Figure 13: Welcome Page 


The Welcome page consists of a tab showing a list of the recently used filters, options for 
creating folders and filters and links to the documentation. 


Create New Click on Folder to create a folder. 


Click on Query Filter to create a query filter that will select data from 
tables. 


Click on Table Filter to create a table filter and search for tables. 


Open Recent Open Recent is a list of recently used filters (both query ad table 
filters). 


Clicking on a filter in the list will open the edit tab and run the query 
or table search. 


Hide the Welcome page 
If you prefer not to see the Welcome page each time you start DE, tick the box adjacent to 
“Do not show again”. This action will turn off the Welcome page and it will not show the next 
time DE starts. 


Close the Welcome page by pressing the Close icon located at the top right of the 
Welcome page tab. 


Show the Welcome page 
If the Welcome page is turned off and you want to see the Welcome page, turn the Welcome 
page on from the Options tab. Click the Options button at the top of the page and click the 
box adjacent to the Show Welcome Page label so that it shows a tick () image. 
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Run a filter automatically when DE starts 


Run a filter when DE starts 
To run a filter immediately when DE starts, set the start-up action for the filter you want to 
run. To run a filter when DE starts: 


1. In the filters pane click on a filter name. 


2. From the floating menu choose Action - Run at Startup. 


3. DE will change the filter name on the Options tab 
 


 


In this example, DE will run the highlighted query filter. 


DE will run only one filter when it starts. 


Stop a filter running when DE starts 
To stop a filter running when DE starts, clear the start-up filter: 


1. Press the button labelled Options. 


2. Wait until DE displays the Options tab. 


3. Press the Clear Startup Filter button. 


4. Wait until DE asks you to confirm the clear. 


5. Answer Yes to clear the start-up filter. 


Answer No and DE will not clear the start-up filter. 
 


 


Start-up filter restrictions 
At start-up DE will run: 


One query filter The nominated query filter will run when DE starts. 


One table filter The nominated table filter will run when DE starts. 


No filter No filter will run when DE starts. 


These actions are mutually exclusive. 


You cannot change the start-up filter by editing the name of the filter on the Options tab. 
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Query data 
Query data is the data retrieved from tables by query filters. 


Table 12 (page 28) contains questions and answers related to query data. 


Table 12: Query Data Questions and Answers 


Questions Answers 


Can I keep the content of multiple 
queries open simultaneously? 


Yes. 


DE opens a new results tab each time you display 
query data. You can leave the tabs open while you 
perform other table searches or run query filters. 


It is your responsibility to close the open tabs. 


Can I copy query data? Yes. 


Select the text in the view query data window copy 
the selected text (hold Ctrl and press C), then paste 
the query data into another application. 


Can I copy query data to the 
clipboard? 


Yes. 


DE provides a menu option for copying query data 
to the clipboard. 


You can paste the query data into another 
application from the clipboard (Microsoft Excel is an 
example). The other application must be capable of 
using the clipboard. 


Copy and paste query data 
Copying and pasting query data may produce unexpected results with different applications. 
You must verify the capabilities of the application to manage data pasted from the clipboard. 
For example, you may have to use Paste Special and then choose unformatted text option to 
achieve your desired result. 


View query data 
DE provides several options for viewing query data. Table 13 (page 28) explains what you 
see with each option and suggests why and when you might choose a particular option. 


Table 13: Options for Viewing Query Data 


Display As What You See and When to Use the Display 


Query data grid 
on the query 
result tab 


DE presents the query data as rows in a grid displayed on a results 
tab in the right hand pane. 


Use this option when you want to browse the query data retrieved by 
the query filter. 
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Display As What You See and When to Use the Display 


Tab separated 
values (TSV) 


DE converts query data to TSV format. 


Suppose the SQL statement, SELECT surname, first_name, start_date, 
annual_salary FROM employees retrieves the following data: 


Surname First Name Start Date Annual Salary 


Smith John January 1 45,000 


DE will convert this data to TSV as: 


“Smith”  ”John”  ”January 1”  ”45000” 


Use this option when you want to convert the query data to a format 
compatible with import capabilities of other applications such as 
Microsoft Excel. 
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Appendices 


Glossary 
Table 14 presents definitions for abbreviations and terms used in this guide. 


Table 14: Glossary of Abbreviations and Terms 


Abbreviations and 
Terms 


Definitions and Explanations 


Data selection 
criteria 


The term “data selection criteria” refers to the SQL defined in a 
query filter. 


DE aXes Data Explorer 


Files The IBM i refers to data residing on disks as files. 


SQL uses the word table. 


This guide follows the SQL convention. 


Filter DE uses the word “filter” to describe a collection of search criteria 
when searching for tables and selection criteria for queries. 


Queries Queries describe the selection criteria inherent in SQL 
statements. 


Query data Query data refers to data sets produced by running query filters. 


A data set contains data that matches the selection criteria 
specified in the query filter. The query data consists of data 
retrieved from database tables. 


Search criteria The search criteria determine what DE looks for when searching 
for tables. Suppose you want a list of tables in the QGPL library, 
the search criteria is a specific library and any table. You express 
the search criteria as library “QGPL” and table name like “Q%” (to 
find tables in QGPL whose names begin with the letter Q). 


Selection criteria The selection criteria determine the rules used by queries when 
retrieving data from tables. DE uses SQL to express the selection 
criteria. 


SQL Structured Query Language (SQL) is the language used to 
interrogate relational databases. An example of an SQL query is: 


SELECT surname, first_name, start_date, annual_salary 


FROM employees 


WHERE annual_salary < 50000 


ORDER BY start_date 


This SQL selects employees whose annual salary is less than 
$50,000 and sequences the query data by the date the employee 
started with the company. The query data consists of surname, 
first name, start date and annual salary. 


SQL clause SQL clauses are elements in an SQL statement. Examples are 
SELECT, FROM, WHERE and ORDER BY. 
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Abbreviations and 
Terms 


Definitions and Explanations 


SQL statement SQL statements refer to the whole set of SQL used for query 
filters. 


SELECT * FROM axdemolib/employees is an example of an SQL 
statement. 


Table The IBM i refers to data residing on disks as files. 


SQL uses the word table. 


This guide follows the SQL convention. 


Assumed and prerequisite knowledge 
This guide provides no tutorial for creating databases or SQL. Table 15 defines the 
prerequisite knowledge needed to use the guide. 


Table 15: Assumed and Prerequisite Knowledge 


Subject Matter Explanations 


Libraries The guide assumes that you understand the concepts behind 
libraries for IBM i servers. 


Query concepts The guide assumes that you understand the concepts behind 
querying tables in databases on IBM i servers. 


SQL The guide assumes that you understand how to create SQL, 
especially for cases when you need complex SQL (examples are 
joining tables and complicated WHERE clauses). 


Tables and files The guide assumes that you understand the concepts behind 
tables (or files) on IBM i servers, including physical files, logical 
files and views. 


Using the clipboard You need to know how to use the clipboard for copying and 
pasting data between applications. 


Browser behaviour differences 
Every browser is different. Browser manufacturers implement components such as 
JavaScript, DOM, HTML, CSS, event handling and network connectivity in different ways. 
Therefore, DE will vary in its appearance and behaviour depending on the browser you use. 
Examples of these differences are as follows. 


 Slight variations in the way the pages look. 


 Differences in behaviour. 
For example, some browsers stop running animated GIF files after a short period. 


 Network activity will vary. 
Some browsers will wait longer for responses. 


Browser behaviour can change from one version to the next. Each browser is on a different 
enhancement timeline. Some vendors implement new features and bug fixes quickly. 


Performance differences will be more noticeable when you run spooled file filters or output 
queue filters that take a long time to finish. 
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Workstation and device requirements 
This section describes prerequisites and system requirements for running DE on your 
computer or mobile device. 


Hardware 
Devices with faster processors and more memory will provide better performance. 


DE requires no disk space other than the cache used by the browser. 


Software 
To use DE you need one of the supported browsers and apart from the operating system no 
other software is necessary. 


Connectivity 
To use WSFM you need a TCP/IP connection to an IBM i server from an internal network or 
the Internet. 


References 
Table 16 (page 32) defines documents and information sources referenced in this guide. 


Table 16: Referenced Documents and Information Sources 


References 


IBM i and System i Information Center at http://publib.boulder.ibm.com/iseries/ 
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Welcome to Data Explorer 
This document contains an overview of aXes Data Explorer (referred to as DE) and questions 
and answers about DE. 


DE provides query tools to retrieve data from databases on IBM i (System i, iSeries or 
AS/400) servers. Typical tasks are: 


 Search for database tables using DE table filters 
 Create queries with Structured Query Language (SQL) 
 Run the queries to retrieve data from database tables 
 Save the query definitions in folders ready for use again 
 Download the data produced by queries to your computer or mobile device 


Once you have downloaded or copied the query data, you can import the query data into 
business applications like Microsoft Excel and Word. 


For information about aXes products, refer to the aXes web site www.axeslive.com. 


What is Data Explorer? 
DE is a Web application that you use to query database tables on an IBM i server. The DE 
page consists of two panes. The left-hand pane is the search filter and folder navigation 
pane. It contains filters used for table searches, queries and folders where you save the 
filters. The right hand pane consists of one or more tabs. The tabs contain table search 
results, query data, forms for editing queries and search criteria and setting options. 


 
Figure 1: Data Explorer Screen Components and Layout 


Figure 1 (page 3) shows three tabs in the right hand pane. The visible tab, labelled “Result 
(Birthdays)”, presents the query data obtained by running a query filter. The second tab 
(out of view) titled Birthdays is the edit tab for the query filter and the third tab is the 
Welcome page (also out of view). 


Figure 2 (page 4) shows a floating menu with options for working with query data. The 
options are viewing all or selected rows in the query data and copying all or selected rows. 


Clicking the left mouse button on a row in the list will select the row. Holding the Ctrl key 
and clicking on multiple rows will select the rows. 


Clicking the right mouse button on a selected row opens the floating menu showing options 
for working with query data. 
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Figure 2: Options for Viewing and Copying the Query Data 


Clicking the View All or View Selected items from the floating menu opens a new window to 
show the query data displayed as text. 


 
Figure 3: View Query Data as Text (tab separated format) 
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Questions and answers 


Getting started 
Table 1 (page 5) contains questions and answers about what you need to get started with 
DE. 


Table 1: Questions and Answers about Getting Started 


Questions Answers 


Do I need a user identification 
and/or password to use DE? 


Yes. 


You need a user identification and a password. 


Does DE install anything on my 
computer? 


No. 


Do I need to install software on 
my computer? 


No. 


You need one of the supported browsers. 


What browsers can I use? Chrome, Firefox, Internet Explorer and Safari 
(see the aXes supported platforms document 
obtainable from www.axeslive.com) 


Filters 
Table 2 (page 5) contains questions and answers about all types of filters. 


Table 2: Questions and Answers about All Types of Filters 


Questions Answers 


Can I edit the name of the start-
up filter on the Options tab? 


No. 


You set the start-up filter from the filter itself. There 
is no need to edit the filter name on the Options 
tab. 


Can I save filters? You save filters in folders. Use the default folders or 
create your own folders. 


Do I need to save a filter to run 
the filter? 


No. 


You can create a filter and use it as one task. If you 
do not want to keep the filter, close the edit tab 
without saving the filter. 


How do I close a tab? Press the close icon  on the tab. 


How do I stop a filter running 
when DE starts? 


Press the Clear Startup Filter button on the Options 
tab. 


I do not want to run any filters 
when DE starts. 


Press the Clear Startup Filter button on the Options 
tab. 


What is a query filter? Query filters contain the SQL for the selection 
criteria and filter properties needed to run queries. 
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Questions Answers 


What is a table filter? Table filters contain the search criteria and 
properties needed to search for files to use in query 
filters. 


Why run a filter when DE starts? When you need the same or similar information 
regularly, running the filter automatically when DE 
starts means the results will be available 
immediately. This saves you the effort of choosing 
and running a filter. 


Why are there two types of 
filters? 


Query filters examine the data in tables and retrieve 
the rows that match the selection criteria defined in 
the query filter. 


Table filters allow you to search for the tables that 
you want to use in a query filter. The search result 
returned by a table filter is a list of tables. Table 
filters do not retrieve the data from the tables. 


The questions and answers in Table 2 (page 5) apply to all types of filters. The following 
sections include questions and answers specific to query filters and table filters. 


Query filters 
Queries retrieve data from database tables using SQL. Query filters provide tools to build the 
queries and the SQL defines the data selection criteria for the query. 


Table 3 (page 6) contains questions and answers about query filters. 


Table 3: Query Filter Questions and Answers 


Questions Answers 


Do I need to know SQL? You do not need to know SQL to build simple query 
filters. DE will help you to construct the SQL for 
SELECT query filters. 


You should understand SQL if you want to build 
queries including SQL clauses like WHERE and LIKE. 


You need to know SQL if you want to build more 
complex queries that join tables. 


Do I need to save a query filter to 
run the query? 


No. 


You can create a query filter, run the query, and 
view the query data as one task. 


You can amend the SQL and run the query as many 
times as you wish. 


If you do not want to keep the query filter, close the 
edit tab. 
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Questions Answers 


Why does DE allow only SELECT 
queries? 


SQL is a powerful tool allowing you to manipulate 
data in tables and the tables themselves. The 
SELECT clause provides only data retrieval (read 
only) and does not manipulate the data in the table. 


DE is designed as query tool and is not a general 
purpose SQL editor. Therefore, SQL statements that 
manipulate tables or data are inappropriate. 


The safest way to run database queries in a browser 
is to use a read-only mode for access to the tables 
(the SELECT clause). 


Table filters 
Table 4 (page 7) contains questions and answers about table filters. 


Table 4: Table Filter Questions and Answers 


Questions Answers 


Do I need to save a table filter to 
search for tables? 


No. 


You can create a table filter, perform the search, 
and select a table from the search results as one 
task. 


If you do not want to keep the table filter, close the 
result tab. 


Can I search for tables with the 
same name in multiple libraries? 


Yes. 


Set the search criteria as the table name and use 
the percentage (%) character as the library name. 


Can I search for all tables in a 
specific library? 


Yes. 


Set the search criteria as the library name and use 
the percentage (%) character as the table name. 


Folders 
Table 5 (page 7) contains questions and answers about folders. 


Table 5: Folder Questions and Answers 


Questions Answers 


Can I save all filters in one folder? Yes. 


However, finding filters will become more difficult as 
your collection of filters grows. You will need precise 
conventions for naming your filters. The alternative 
is to create additional folders. 


Can I undelete folders? No. 


Deleting a folder removes both the folder and the 
filters saved in the folder. 


DE provides no undelete method. 
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Questions Answers 


Can I move a folder? No. 


The folder title determines the position of the folder 
in the folder structure. DE sorts folders 
alphabetically by the folder title. 


Is there a limit to the number of 
folders? 


DE imposes no limit to the number of folders. 


What happens to the filters in a 
folder when I delete the folder? 


Deleting a folder deletes all filters saved in the 
folder and the folder itself. 


If you want to delete a folder but retain the filters, 
move the filter(s) to another folder before deleting 
the folder. 


What is the maximum number of 
characters allowed in folder titles? 


Eighty (80) characters, including spaces. 


Query data 
Query data is the data retrieved from tables by query filters. 


Table 6 (page 8) contains questions and answers about query data. 


Table 6: Query Data Questions and Answers 


Questions Answers 


Can I keep the content of multiple 
queries open simultaneously? 


Yes. 


DE opens a new results tab each time you display 
query data. You can leave the tabs open while you 
perform other table searches or run query filters. 


It is your responsibility to close the open tabs. 


Can I copy query data? Yes. 


Select the text in the view query data window copy 
the selected text (hold Ctrl and press C), then paste 
the query data into another application. 


Can I copy query data to the 
clipboard? 


Yes. 


DE provides a menu option for copying query data 
to the clipboard. 


You can paste the query data into another 
application from the clipboard (Microsoft Excel is an 
example). The other application must be capable of 
using the clipboard. 
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Appendices 


Glossary 
Table 7 presents definitions for abbreviations and terms used in this guide. 


Table 7: Glossary of Abbreviations and Terms 


Abbreviations and 
Terms 


Definitions and Explanations 


Data selection 
criteria 


The term “data selection criteria” refers to the SQL defined in a 
query filter. 


DE aXes Data Explorer 


Files IBM i servers to refer to data residing on disks as physical files. 


SQL uses the word table. 


Filter DE uses the word “filter” to describe a collection of search criteria 
when searching for tables and selection criteria for queries. 


Queries Queries describe the selection criteria inherent in SQL 
statements. 


Query data Query data refers to data sets produced by running query filters. 


A data set contains data that matches the selection criteria 
specified in the query filter. The query data consists of data 
retrieved from database tables. 


Search criteria The search criteria determine what DE looks for when searching 
for tables. Suppose you want a list of tables in the QGPL library, 
the search criteria is a specific library and any table. You express 
the search criteria as library “QGPL” and table name like “Q%” (to 
find tables in QGPL whose names begin with the letter Q.) 


Selection criteria The selection criteria determine the rules used by queries when 
retrieving data from tables. DE uses SQL to express the selection 
criteria. 


SQL Structured Query Language (SQL) is the language used to 
interrogate relational databases. An example of an SQL query is: 


SELECT surname, first_name, start_date, annual_salary 


FROM employees 


WHERE annual_salary < 50000 


ORDER BY start_date 


This SQL selects employees whose annual salary is less than 
$50,000 and sequences the query data by the date the employee 
started with the company. The query data consists of surname, 
first name, start date and annual salary. 


SQL clause SQL clauses are elements in an SQL statement. Examples are 
SELECT, FROM, WHERE and ORDER BY. 
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Abbreviations and 
Terms 


Definitions and Explanations 


SQL statement SQL statements refer to the whole set of SQL used for query 
filters. 


SELECT * FROM axdemolib/employees is an example of an SQL 
statement. 


Table IBM i servers to refer to data residing on disks as physical files. 


SQL uses the word table. 


Assumed and prerequisite knowledge 
Table 8 defines the prerequisite knowledge needed to use DE. 


Table 8: Assumed and Prerequisite Knowledge 


Subject Matter Explanations 


Libraries The documentation assumes that you understand the concepts 
behind libraries for IBM i servers. 


Query concepts The documentation assumes that you understand the concepts 
behind querying tables in databases on IBM i servers. 


SQL The documentation assumes that you understand how to create 
SQL, especially for cases when you need complex SQL (examples 
are joining tables and complicated WHERE clauses). 


Tables and files The documentation assumes that you understand the concepts 
behind tables (or files) on IBM i servers, including physical files, 
logical files and views. 


Using the clipboard You need to know how to use the clipboard for copying and 
pasting data between applications. 
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Welcome to Data Explorer 
This document describes how to use aXes Data Explorer (referred to as DE). 


DE provides query tools to retrieve data from databases on IBM i (System i, iSeries or 
AS/400) servers. Typical tasks are: 


 Search for database tables using DE table filters 


 Create queries with Structured Query Language (SQL) 


 Run the queries to retrieve data from database tables 


 Save the query definitions in folders ready for use again 


 Download the data produced by queries to your computer or mobile device 


Once you have downloaded or copied the query data, you can import the query data into 
business applications like Microsoft Excel and Word. 


For information about aXes products, refer to the aXes web site www.axeslive.com. 


Road Map 
Use the road map to find information about Data Explorer. 


If you want to… Refer to… 


Get started quickly Section 1 - Getting started (with Data Explorer) 


Installation, starting DE and log on instructions. 


Understand how to perform 
tasks from start to end 


Section 2 - What do you want to do? 


This section is task oriented, describing what to do to 
complete a task. Later sections provide the detailed 
instructions explaining each step in a task. 


Work with data produced by 
queries 


Section 3 - Work with query data 


This section describes how to view data retrieved by 
running queries and how to download the data for import 
into office tools like Microsoft Excel. 


Manage searches, filters and 
folders 


Section 4 - Searches, filters and folders 


This section describes how to use searches, filters and 
folders. 


Understand concepts behind 
Data Explorer 


Section 5 - Concepts and configuration 


Conceptual information in this section describes how DE 
works, including the concepts of operation, designing 
queries, viewing the query results and options for 
controlling DE behaviour. 


Read reference material Appendices 


For information about aXes Data Explorer server installation and administration refer to the 
aXes administration and reference guides. 
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Section 1 - Getting started 
Getting started with Data Explorer provides an overview of DE including an explanation of 
the page content, layout and what DE can do to help you query database tables. 


Before you can use DE, your administrator must register your user identification. 


This section describes how to install, start and log on to DE from your computer or mobile 
device. 


What is Data Explorer? 
DE is a Web application that you use to query database tables on an IBM i server. The DE 
page consists of two panes. The left-hand pane is the search filter and folder navigation 
pane. It contains filters used for table searches, queries and folders where you save the 
filters. The right hand pane consists of one or more tabs. The tabs contain table search 
results, query data, forms for editing queries and search criteria and setting options. 


 
Figure 1: Data Explorer Screen Components and Layout 


Figure 1 (page 9) shows three tabs in the right hand pane. The visible tab, labelled “Result 
(Birthdays)”, presents the query data obtained by running a query filter. The second tab 
(out of view) titled Birthdays is the edit tab for the query filter and the third tab is the 
Welcome page (also out of view). 


Figure 2 (page 10) shows a floating menu with options for working with query data. The 
options are viewing all or selected rows in the query data and copying all or selected rows. 


Positioning the mouse pointer on a row in the list selects the row. Hold the Ctrl key and click 
on rows with the left mouse button to select multiple rows. 


Clicking a mouse button on a row opens the floating menu showing options for working with 
query data. 
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Figure 2: Options for Viewing and Copying the Query Data 


Clicking the View All or View Selected items from the floating menu opens a new window to 
show the query data displayed as text. 


 
Figure 3: View Query Data as Text (tab separated format) 
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Figure 3 (page 10) is an example of query data viewed as text and formatted as tab 
separated values (TSV). Clicking the Copy All or Copy Selected items from the floating menu 
copies the query data to the clipboard. You can paste the query data to other applications 
that support the clipboard (Microsoft Excel is an example). 


Installation 
You do not need to install any software on your computer or mobile device to use DE. 


The prerequisites for DE are: 


 A supported browser - Chrome, Firefox, Internet Explorer and Safari 


 A network connection to the Internet and/or corporate network (fixed line or wireless) 


 The address (URL) for DE at your site 


Obtain the address (URL) for DE from your administrator or your administrator may place an 
icon on your desktop. 


Starting 
From your browser 


To start DE from your browser: 


1. Open the browser. 


2. Type the address (URL) into the location bar and press the Enter key or the Go 
icon. 


3. Wait for DE to display the Access log on page and then follow the log on 
instructions. 


From a desktop shortcut 
You or your administrator can set up a shortcut to open the browser and go to the address 
for DE immediately. 


To start DE from a shortcut: 


1. Click on the shortcut (or open the shortcut) - the browser will start and connect 
to DE. 


2. Wait for DE to display the Access log on page and then follow the log on 
instructions. 


To set up the desktop shortcut for Internet Explorer, create a new shortcut, open the 
properties and insert the equivalent of the following as the target property: 


"C:\Program Files\Internet Explorer\iexplore.exe" www.myaXesDE-URL.com 


To set up the desktop shortcut for Firefox, create a new shortcut, open the properties and 
insert the equivalent of the following as the target property: 


"C:\Program Files\Mozilla Firefox\firefox.exe" www.myaXesDE-URL.com 


The URL http://www.myaXesDE-URL.com:80/axes/database-manager.html is an example of 
the actual URL for DE at your site. This example uses port 80 and the default page for DE. 



http://www.myaxesde-url.com/axes/database-manager.html
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Log on 
When DE starts, the browser will show the Access log on page and display the Access 
dialogue window. 


 
Figure 4: Access Logon Page 


Your user identification and password 
To log on to DE you must provide your user identification and password (credentials): 


1. Type your user identification. 


2. Type your password. 


3. Press the Logon button 


4. Wait while DE verifies your credentials. 


If your log on is successful, DE will display the next page. 


If your log on is unsuccessful, DE will display an error message. 


What to do if log on fails 
Log on will fail if you make a mistake typing the user identification and/or the password. 
Check you have the correct user identification and re-type the password. 


If you forget your user identification and/or password contact your administrator. 


If you do not know your user identification and/or password contact your administrator. 


Cancel DE without logging on 
To cancel DE without logging on click the Cancel button and wait while DE closes. 
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Section 2 - What do you want to do? 
This section describes common tasks and the steps needed to complete the tasks. For 
example, the task “view the data obtained by running a query” consists of a series of steps 
involving filters, searches, search results and displaying the query data. 


The later sections include detailed descriptions and instructions for performing the individual 
steps within tasks. 


Filter tasks 
Query filter tasks 


Create a query filter 
To create a query filter: 


1. Create a query filter. 


2. Define the data selection criteria using SQL in the query filter. 


3. Save the filter and/or run the query. 


Create a query filter with variable selection criteria 
To create a query filter with parameters for variable selection criteria: 


1. Create a query filter. 


2. Define the data selection criteria using SQL in the query filter. 


3. Place a question mark in the SQL for each parameter. 


4. Design the query parameter form. 


5. Save the filter and/or run the query. 


Change a query filter 
To change a query filter: 


1. Edit the query filter you want to change. 


2. Amend the data selection criteria in the query filter. 


3. Save the filter and/or run the query. 


Delete a query filter 
To delete a query filter: 


1. Click on the query filter you want to delete. 


2. Delete the query filter. 
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Run a query filter 
To run a query filter: 


1. Click on the query filter you want to run and choose Run from the menu. 


2. Wait while DE runs the query and displays the query data. 


3. View the query data. 


Table filter tasks 


Create a table filter 
To create a table filter: 


1. Create a table filter. 


2. Define the table search criteria in the table filter. 


3. Save the filter and/or perform the table search. 


Change a table filter 
To change a table filter: 


1. Open the table filter you want to change. 


2. Amend the table search criteria in the table filter. 


3. Save the filter and/or perform the table search. 


Delete a table filter 
To delete a table filter: 


1. Click on the table filter you want to delete. 


2. Delete the table filter. 


Run a table filter 
To run a table filter: 


1. Click on the table filter you want to run and choose Run from the menu. 


2. Wait while DE runs the search for tables and displays the query results. 


3. View the list of tables. 


Folder tasks 
Create a folder 


To create a folder: 


1. Click in the left pane. 


2. Choose New to create a folder. 
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Change a folder name 
To change a folder name: 


1. Edit the folder you want to rename. 


2. Amend the folder properties. 


3. Save the folder. 


Delete a folder 
To delete a folder: 


1. Click on the folder you want to delete. 


2. Delete the folder. 


Query tasks 
Query database tables 


To query database tables: 


1. Create a query filter. 


2. Define the data selection criteria in the query filter. 


Optionally, save the query filter. 


3. Run the query filter to retrieve the query data. 


4. DE will display the query data as a list of rows. 


Copy query data 
To copy query data: 


1. Create a query filter. 


2. Define the selection criteria in the query filter. 


3. Run the query filter to retrieve the query data. 


4. DE will display the query data as a list of rows. 


5. Select the query data. 


6. Copy the query data to the clipboard. 


7. Switch to the application into which you will paste the query data. 


8. Paste the query data from the clipboard into another application. 
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View query data 
To view data retrieved by running a query: 


1. Create a query filter or run a saved query filter. 


2. For new query filters - define the query selection criteria. 


For saved query filters - amend the query selection criteria (where necessary). 


Optionally, save the query filter. 


3. Run the query filter to retrieve the query data. 


4. View the query data. 


Table tasks 
Search for tables 


To search for tables: 


1. Create a table filter. 


2. Define the search criteria in the table filter. 


Optionally, save the table filter. 


3. Perform the search. 


4. DE will display the search results as a list of tables. 
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Section 3 - Work with query data 
This section describes how to view and copy query data produced by running queries and 
download query data into office tools like Microsoft Excel. 


Retrieve query data 
When you run a query filter, DE returns the resulting query data as a set of rows in a grid on 
a results tab. The query data comprises rows from the table(s) that match the selection 
criteria specified in the query filter. 


 
Figure 5: Query Data Results - Data Sheet Grid View 


Figure 5 (page 17) is an example of query data. Running the query filter titled “Birthdays” 
produces a list of current employees with their date of birth. 


Sort query data 
When viewing query data on a results tab (Figure 5, page 17) you can sort the query data 
by a column in the grid. Click on a column heading to sort the query data based on the data 
values in the column. 
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Copy query data 
You can copy query data to the clipboard and from there paste the query data into other 
applications that support clipboard operations. For example you can paste the query data 
into a worksheet in a Microsoft Excel workbook. 


To copy the query data: 


1. Click on the row or rows in the query data to select the 
data you want to copy. 


2. From the floating menu choose, 


Clipboard - Copy All, to copy all of the query data. 


Clipboard - Copy Selected, to copy the selected rows. 


3. Wait while DE copies the query data. 


4. Switch to the application into which you want to paste 
the query data. 


5. Paste the query data from the clipboard. 
 


 


Copying and pasting query data may produce unexpected results with different applications. 
You must verify the capabilities of the application to manage data pasted from the clipboard. 
For example, you may have to use Paste Special and then choose an unformatted text 
option to achieve your desired result. 


View query data 
DE displays query data in a separate window. 


To view query data: 


1. Click on the row or rows in the query data results to 
select the data you want to copy. 


2. From the floating menu choose, 


View - View All, to see all of the query data. 


View - View Selected, to see the selected rows. 


3. Wait while DE retrieves the query data. 


4. DE will open a new window showing the query data 
formatted as tab separated values (TSV). 


 


 


You can copy and paste the query data rendered this way. 
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Section 4 - Searches, queries, filters and folders 
This section describes how to use table searches, queries, filters and folders. Examples are: 


 Perform a search for database tables 


 Define selection criteria and the filters to query database tables 


 Save search and selection criteria as filters 


 Create and manage folders 


Search for tables 
You search for tables (or files) with a table filter. 


Searches include tables, views, physical files, logical files and indexes. 


Table search criteria are table names and library names. 


Query data in tables 
You retrieve data from tables by running a query filter. 


Query filters use SQL to describe the criteria for selecting data from the tables chosen for 
the query. 


Filters 
Query filters 


Selecting data with a query filter 
You select and retrieve data from tables by running a query filter. 


DE provides two options for creating a query filter: 


Option 1: create the query filter by writing all the SQL 


 


Option 2: create the query filter from a table 
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Create a query filter by writing all the SQL 
To create a query filter starting from an empty edit tab you must insert all of the SQL 
statements for your query. To create a query filter in this way: 


1. In the filters pane click on the folder in which you want 
to save the filter. 


2. From the floating menu choose New - Query Filter. 


3. Wait until DE shows the tab to edit the filter  
(Figure 6, page 20). 


4. Type your selection criteria for the filter. 


The selection criteria are the SQL statements that 
define the query. 


5. If you need to clear the edit tab, press the Reset 
button. 


6. Press the Save button to save the filter in a folder. 


DE will ask you to confirm the save action: 


Answer Yes to save the filter. 


Answer No and DE will not save the filter. 


7. Press the Run button to start the query immediately. 


You can run the query without saving the filter. 
 


 


When creating the filter, choose a name for the filter and define the search and selection 
criteria using SQL statements. 


 
Figure 6: New Query Filter - Edit Tab 


Figure 6 (page 20) shows the edit tab for a new query filter. 
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Create a query filter starting from a table 
To create a query filter starting from a table: 


1. Create and run a table filter (or use an existing table 
filter) to find the table you want to use in the query 
filter. 


2. Select a table from the table search results. 


3. From the floating menu on the table search results 
choose New - Query Filter. 


4. Wait until DE shows the tab to edit the query filter. 


DE will insert the SQL for a select query to retrieve all 
columns from the table. 


5. Edit the SQL to suit your selection criteria for the query 
filter. 


6. Press the Save button to save the filter in a folder. 


DE will ask you to confirm the save action: 


Answer Yes to save the filter. 


Answer No and DE will not save the filter. 


7. Press the Run button to start the query immediately. 


You can run the query without saving the filter. 
 


 


This method is the quickest way to create a simple query using one table. It also provides 
the basis for extending the query to include additional tables. 


Run a query filter 
Running a query filter causes the query to select data from the tables based on the selection 
criteria described in the filter. 


To run a query filter: 


1. In the filters pane click on the query filter name. 


2. From the floating menu choose Action - Run. 


3. Wait while DE runs the query to retrieve the query 
data. 


4. DE displays the query data in a new tab in the right-
hand pane. 


5. View the query data. 
 


 


Query filters without variable selection criteria will start immediately. Query filters with 
variable selection criteria will ask for the selection values before running the query. 
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Run a query filter with variable selection criteria 
When query filters have variable selection criteria, DE will ask for values for the selection 
criteria before running the query. Insert values into the selection criteria to start the query. 


To run a query filter with variable selection criteria: 


1. In the filters pane click on the query filter name. 


2. From the floating menu choose Action - Run. 


3. Wait until DE displays the query parameter form 
showing the parameters for the variable selection 
criteria. 


4. Insert values into the parameter or parameters and 
press the Run button (Figure 7, page 22). 


5. Wait while DE runs the query to retrieve the query 
data. 


6. DE displays the query data in a new tab in the right-
hand pane. 


7. View the query data. 
 


 


The values you insert into the parameters for the variable selection criteria will determine 
the resulting query data. It is possible that your choice of values will return no query data. 


 
Figure 7: Run Query Filter with Variable Selection Criteria 


Figure 7 (page 22) shows an example of a query filter with variable selection criteria and DE 
displaying a query parameter form to collect values for the selection criteria before 
submitting the query. 
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Edit a query filter 
To change the selection criteria and filter details you edit the query filter. 


To edit a query filter: 


1. In the filters pane click on the query filter name. 


2. From the floating menu choose Action - Edit. 


3. Wait until DE shows the tab to edit the filter. 


4. Amend the selection criteria and filter details  
(Figure 8, page 23). 


5. Press the Save button to save the filter in a folder. 


DE will ask you to confirm the save action: 


Answer Yes to save the filter. 


Answer No and DE will not save the filter. 


6. Press the Run button to start the query immediately. 


You can run the query without saving the filter. 
 


 


Figure 8 (page 23) shows an example of an edit tab for a query filter. 


 
Figure 8: Query Filter Edit Tab 


The tab shows the name of the query filter. This example shows the edit tab for the query 
filter titled Birthdays, an edit tab for a new query filter and the tab for the welcome page. 
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Move a query filter 
Move allows you relocate a query filter from its existing folder to another folder. 


To move a query filter: 


1. In the filters pane click on a query filter name. 


2. From the floating menu choose Action - Move. 


3. Wait until DE shows the list of folders available as 
destinations for the move (Select Folder dialog, Figure 
9 on page 24). 


4. Choose a folder from the list and click on the name. 


5. Press OK to complete the move. 


6. Press Cancel to stop the move. 
 


 


 
Figure 9: Move a Query Filter - Select Folder Dialog 


Figure 9 (page 24) shows the list of folders available as destinations when moving a query 
filter. In this example the query filter will move from the folder named Query Filter to the 
Employee Lists folder. 
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Run a query filter when DE starts 
To run a query filter immediately when DE starts, set the start-up action for the query filter 
you want to run. 


To run a query filter when DE starts: 


1. In the filters pane click on a query filter name. 


2. From the floating menu choose Action - Run at Startup. 


3. DE will set this query filter to run when DE starts. 


The Options tab shows the name of the start-up filter. 
 


 


DE will run only one filter when it starts. The options are a query filter, or a table filter, or no 
filter. 


Running a filter when DE starts may take some time, depending on the selection criteria 
described in the query filter and the size of the tables used by the query. 


Change the query filter that runs when DE starts 
To change the query filter that runs immediately when DE starts, set the start-up action for 
another filter you want to run. 


To change the query filter that runs when DE starts: 


1. In the filters pane click on the filter name that you want 
to run when DE starts. 


2. From the floating menu choose Action - Run at Startup. 


3. DE will remove the original query filter as the start-up 
filter. 


4. DE will set this query filter to run when DE starts. 


The Options tab shows the name of the start-up filter. 
 


 


An alternate method to stop a filter running at start-up is to open the Options tab and press 
the Clear Startup Filter button. 
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Delete a query filter 
Deleting a query filter removes the filter from DE. 


To delete a query filter: 


1. In the filters pane click on a query filter name. 


2. From the floating menu choose Action - Delete. 


3. Wait until DE asks you to confirm the delete. 


4. Answer Yes to delete the filter. 


Answer No and DE will not delete the filter. 
 


 


 


WARNING You cannot undelete a query filter. Exercise care when deleting filters. 
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Table filters 
Use table filters to search for tables. Table filters will search for tables, physical files, logical 
files, indexes and views. 


Search for tables 
You search for tables by running a table filter. 


 


Create a table filter 
To create a table filter: 


1. In the filters pane click on the folder name in which you 
want to save the filter. 


2. From the floating menu choose New - Table Filter. 


3. Wait until DE shows the tab to edit the filter. 


4. Type your search criteria and filter details. 


5. If you need to clear the edit tab, press the Reset 
button. 


6. Press the Save button to save the filter in a folder. 


7. DE will ask you to confirm the save action: 


Answer Yes to save the filter. 


Answer No and DE will not save the filter. 


8. Press the Run button to start the search immediately. 


You can search for tables without saving the filter. 
 


 


You can move the filter to a folder of your choice at any time. 
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Figure 10: Table Filter Edit Tab 


When creating a filter, define the table search criteria and filter properties for the table filter 
on the tab (Figure 10, page 28). This table filter will find all tables in the chosen library. 


Run a table filter 
Running a table filter starts a search for tables based on the search criteria described in the 
filter. 


To run a table filter: 


1. In the filters pane click on the table filter name. 


2. From the floating menu choose Action - Open. 


3. Wait while DE performs the search for tables. 


4. DE displays the search results in a new tab in the right-
hand pane. 


5. View the search results. 
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Edit a table filter 
To change the search criteria described by the table filter you edit the filter. 


To edit a table filter: 


1. In the filters pane click on the table filter name. 


2. From the floating menu choose Action - Edit. 


3. Wait until DE shows the tab to edit the filter. 


4. Amend the search criteria and filter details. 


5. Press the Save button to save the filter in a folder. 


DE will ask you to confirm the save action: 


Answer Yes to save the filter. 


Answer No and DE will not save the filter. 


6. Press the Search button to start searching immediately. 


You can search for tables without saving the filter. 
 


 


Figure 10 (page 28) shows an example of an edit tab for a table filter. 


Move a table filter 
Move allows you relocate a table filter from its existing folder to another folder. 


To move a table filter: 


1. In the filters pane click on the table filter name. 


2. From the floating menu choose Action - Move. 


3. Wait until DE shows the list of folders available as 
destinations for the move (Figure 11, page 30). 


4. Choose a folder from the list and click on the name. 


5. Press OK to complete the move. 


6. Press Cancel to stop the move. 
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Figure 11: Move a Table Filter - Select Destination Folder Dialog 


Figure 11 (page 30) shows the list of folders available as destinations when moving a table 
filter. 


Run a table filter when DE starts 
If you want to run a table filter immediately when DE starts, set the start-up action for the 
filter you want to run. 


To run a table filter when DE starts: 


1. In the filters pane click on a table filter name. 


2. From the floating menu choose Action - Run at Startup. 


3. DE will set this table filter to run when DE starts. 


The Options tab shows the name of the start-up filter. 
 


 


DE will run only one filter when it starts. The options are a query filter, or a table filter, or no 
filter. 


Running a table filter when DE starts may take some time, depending on the search criteria 
described in the filter. 
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Change the table filter that runs when DE starts 
To change the table filter that runs immediately when DE starts, set the start-up action for 
another filter you want to run. 


To change the table filter that runs when DE starts: 


1. In the filters pane click on a table filter name. 


2. From the floating menu choose Action - Run at Startup. 


3. DE will remove the original table filter as the start-up 
filter. 


4. DE will set this table filter to run when DE starts. 


The Options tab shows the name of the start-up filter. 
 


 


An alternate method to stop a table filter running at start-up is to open the Options tab and 
press the Clear Startup Filter button. 


Delete a table filter 
Deleting a table filter removes the filter from DE. 


To delete a table filter: 


1. In the filters pane click on a table filter name. 


2. From the floating menu choose Action - Delete. 


3. Wait until DE asks you to confirm the delete. 


4. Answer Yes to delete the filter. 


Answer No and DE will not delete the filter. 
 


 


 


WARNING You cannot undelete a table filter. Exercise care when deleting filters. 
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Folders 
You can organise your query and table filters by saving them in folders. You must create the 
folders you want to use before you can save a filter in a folder. 


Avoid generic names when assigning names to folders. Choose names that indicate the 
content of the folder. Using appropriate names will help you to find filters quickly. 


Create a folder 
To create a folder: 


1. In the filters pane click on a folder name. 


2. From the floating menu choose New - Folder. 


3. Wait until DE shows the folder title dialogue box. 


4. Type a title for the folder in the folder dialogue box. 


5. Press OK to save the folder. 


Press Cancel if you do not want to keep the folder. 
 


 


 
Figure 12: Create Folder - Define Folder Title 


Figure 12 (page 32) shows the dialog to define a title (or name) for a new folder. 
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Edit folder properties 
To edit a folder’s properties: 


1. In the filters pane click on a folder name. 


2. From the floating menu choose Action - Edit. 


3. Wait until DE shows the folder dialogue box. 


4. Edit the folder properties in the folder dialogue box. 


5. Press OK to save the folder. 


Press Cancel if you do not want to change the folder 
title. 


 


 


 


 
Figure 13: Edit Folder Title 


Figure 13 (page 33) shows the folder title changed from “My Folder” to “My Folder for 
Queries”. 
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Delete a folder 
To delete a folder: 


1. In the filters pane click on the folder name. 


2. From the floating menu choose Action - Delete. 


3. Wait until DE asks you to confirm the delete. 


4. Answer Yes to delete the folder. 


Answer No and DE will not delete the folder. 
 


 


 
Figure 14: Delete Folder - Confirm Delete 


When you delete a folder DE asks you for confirmation before deleting the folder (Figure 14, 
page 34). 


 


WARNING You cannot undelete a folder. Exercise care when deleting folders. 
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Section 5 - Concepts and configuration 
The information in this section describes the components of DE explaining the concepts, how 
DE operates and answering questions about the components of DE. 


Filters 
What are filters? 


Filters contain the selection and search criteria DE uses when running queries and 
performing searches for tables. There are two types of filters, query filters (or SQL queries) 
and table filters. 


Query filters select and retrieve data from tables. Running a query filter will retrieve data 
that matches the selection criteria defined in the query filter. 


Table filters search for tables that you wish to use in query filters. 


The right-hand pane in the DE page includes zero or more tabs. DE uses the tabs to show 
the properties of a filter and the results returned by a filter in individual tabs. Figure 15 
(page 35) shows three tabs. The visible tab titled, “Result (Birthdays)” is a results tab, 
showing data retrieved by running a query. The second tab titled, “Birthdays” is a tab for 
editing query filter properties including the SQL (this tab is out of view). The third tab is the 
welcome page (out of view). 


 
Figure 15: Edit Filter Tabs and Filter Results Tabs 


When you edit a filter DE will open the edit tab. Every time you run a query DE will open a 
new results tab. You may operate DE with many tabs open. DE does not close tabs 
automatically. 


Table 1: Questions and Answers about Filters 


Questions Answers 


Can I edit the name of the start-
up filter on the Options tab? 


No. 


You set the start-up filter from the filter itself. There 
is no need to edit the filter name on the Options 
tab. 


Can I save filters? You save filters in folders. Use the default folders or 
create your own folders. 


Do I need to save a filter to run 
the filter? 


No. 


You can create a filter and use it as one task. If you 
do not want to keep the filter, close the edit tab 
without saving the filter. 


How do I close a tab? Press the close icon  on the tab. 


How do I stop a filter running 
when DE starts? 


Press the Clear Startup Filter button on the Options 
tab. 
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Questions Answers 


I do not want to run any filters 
when DE starts. 


Press the Clear Startup Filter button on the Options 
tab. 


What is a query filter? Query filters contain the SQL for the selection 
criteria and filter properties needed to run queries. 


What is a table filter? Table filters contain the search criteria and 
properties needed to search for files to use in query 
filters. 


Why run a filter when DE starts? When you need the same or similar information 
regularly, running the filter automatically when DE 
starts means the results will be available 
immediately. This saves you the effort of choosing 
and running a filter. 


Why are there two types of 
filters? 


Query filters examine the data in tables and retrieve 
the rows that match the selection criteria defined in 
the query filter. 


Table filters allow you to search for the tables that 
you want to use in a query filter. The search result 
returned by a table filter is a list of tables. Table 
filters do not retrieve the data from the tables. 


The questions and answers in Table 1 (page 35) apply to both query and table filters. The 
following sections include questions and answers specific to query filters and table filters. 


Query filters 
Queries retrieve data from database tables using SQL. Query filters provide tools to build the 
queries and the SQL defines the data selection criteria for the query. 


DE provides optional parameters for query filters so that you can run the same query filter 
and insert different values for each run. 


Table 2: Query Filter Questions and Answers 


Questions Answers 


Do I need to know SQL? You do not need to know SQL to build simple query 
filters. DE will help you to construct the SQL for 
SELECT query filters. 


You should understand SQL if you want to build 
queries including SQL clauses like WHERE and LIKE. 


You need to know SQL if you want to build more 
complex queries that join tables. 


Do I need to save a query filter to 
run the query? 


No. 


You can create a query filter, run the query, and 
view the query data as one task. 


You can amend the SQL and run the query as many 
times as you wish. 


If you do not want to keep the query filter, close the 
edit tab. 
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Questions Answers 


Why does DE allow only SELECT 
queries? 


SQL is a powerful tool allowing you to manipulate 
data in tables and the tables themselves. The 
SELECT clause provides only data retrieval (read 
only) and does not manipulate the data in the table. 


DE is designed as query tool and is not a general 
purpose SQL editor. Therefore, SQL statements that 
manipulate tables or data are inappropriate. 


The safest way to run database queries in a browser 
is to use a read-only mode for access to the tables 
(the SELECT clause). 


Table 2 (page 36) presents questions answers about query filters. 


Data selection criteria and SQL 
Queries consist of an SQL statement that defines the data selection criteria. When you run a 
query filter, DE retrieves the data based on the selection criteria. The SELECT statement 
defines the data to include in the query data. DE uses the WHERE clause as the selection 
criteria when retrieving data from the tables. Queries without a WHERE statement will select 
all of the data from the nominated tables. 


You use the query filter edit tab to write the SQL that defines the data selection criteria. 


Figure 16 (page 37) shows the components of the edit tab for a query filter. 


 
Figure 16: Query Filter Edit Tab - Components and Explanation 


DE provides two ways to create query filters. One way is to write all of the SQL starting from 
an empty query filter. The second way is to search for a table and have DE generate the 
basic SQL for the query. Once you have the basic SQL you can edit it to build your query. 
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Data types: binary and character large objects (BLOB and CLOB) 
Database tables may include columns using data type binary large object (BLOB) and/or 
data type character large object (CLOB). Using DE you can create and run query filters with 
tables that use these data types. 


Think carefully before including BLOB and CLOB type columns in query filters. The 
performance might be slow and the query filter may return a large volume of query data. 


Library and file names 
DE allows table names as table name only or library and table name. 


Table name alone MYTABLE 


Library and table name QGPL/MYTABLE 


Multi-member files 
The syntax for table names in SQL does not allow for multi-member files. SQL is unable to 
work with individual members without explicit naming. Running a query filter using a 
multiple-member file without explicit names for the members will query only the first 
member. 


To run a query filter for members in a multi-member file you must create an alias for each 
member, or at least each member you wish to query. The SELECT statement in the query 
filter will use the alias as the table name. 


To create an alias for a member in a multi-member file: 


1. Start the interactive SQL program (STRSQL) from a command line or menu. 


You need a terminal session to run this command. 


2. Type the command: 


CREATE ALIAS library/memberalias FOR library/filename(membername) 


Where,  


library: is the name of the library in which the file resides,  


memberalias: is the name you wish to use as the alias for the member,  


filename: is the name of the file, and 


membername: is the real name of the member. 


3. Execute the command to create the alias. 


You could write a program to create aliases instead of performing the task 
interactively. 


You create an alias once and then use the alias to refer to the file and member in query 
filters. When you rename a member you must create an alias for the renamed member. 


Suppose you have a multi-member file named MYFILE in the QGPL library and the file has 
members whose names are THISYEAR and LASTYEAR. To run query filters for each member 
you need to create an alias for each member. 


To create an alias for each member: 


1. Start the interactive SQL program (STRSQL). 


2. Type and execute the command: 


CREATE ALIAS qgpl/thisyear FOR qgpl/myfile(thisyear) 


3. Type and execute the command: 


CREATE ALIAS qgpl/lastyear FOR qgpl/myfile(lastyear) 
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When you create query filters use the table names qgpl/thisyear and qgpl/lastyear. For 
example, the SQL statement, SELECT * FROM qgpl/thisyear, will retrieve all records from 
the member qgpl/myfile(this year). 


Refresh query data 
Right clicking on empty space on the query results tab will open a floating menu. 


Choose the Refresh option to have DE refresh the query data. 


Properties 
Table 3 (page 39) defines the properties of a query filter. 


Table 3: Query Filter Properties 


Properties Description 


Title Provide a title for the filter. 


The title is the name you see in the Filters pane. 


Query The query contains the SQL that the query filter will use to 
retrieve data from the table(s). 


Query filters with variable selection criteria - query parameters 


Why use variable selection criteria? 
Variable selection criteria allow you to run the same query multiple times and set different 
selection values for each run without having to edit the SQL in the query filter every time. 
Suppose you have a query filter you want to use multiple times, varying the selection 
criteria each time you run the query. Examples are, 


 Select employees born in a specific month 


 Retrieve a list of employees filtered by surnames beginning with a specific letter 


One way to implement variable selection criteria is to edit the query filter before each run. 
While this method will achieve the desired outcome, it forces you to edit the query filter 
multiple times and increases the risk of error. 


DE provides a simpler and safer method by allowing you to define parameters for the 
variable selection criteria so that you can vary the values each time you run the query 
without editing the SQL in the query filter. 


Inserting parameter values when you run the query will influence the query data returned 
by the query. It is possible to insert the parameter values so that the query returns no 
query data or returns a large volume of data. 


Process for building query filters with variable selection criteria 
The steps in the process (Figure 17, page 40) for building a query filter with variable 
selection criteria are: 


 Create the query filter 


 Place question marks in the SQL for the variable selection criteria (parameters) 


 Design the query parameter form 
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Figure 17: Process for Designing Queries with Variable Selection Parameters 


To use variable selection criteria in query filters you identify the variable parameters by 
placing question marks in the SQL statement after the WHERE or LIKE clauses. For example: 


SELECT * FROM employee WHERE surname LIKE ? 


The question mark indicates a parameter. When you run the query, DE will present a query 
parameter form including a text box for the surname, allowing you to insert a value for the 
parameter as a full or partial name. 


Place multiple question marks in the SQL statement when you want to use more than one 
parameter. 


The next step is to design the query parameter form that DE will present when it runs the 
query. You insert a value for each of the parameters and DE will include the values in the 
SQL then run the query. 


Designing the query parameter form 
To design the query parameter form, open the parameter design panel by pressing the 
Parameters button on the query filter edit tab. 


The parameter design panel specifies the properties DE uses to construct the query 
parameter form. Figure 18 (page 40) presents the components of the parameter design 
panel showing default property definitions for the query parameter form and default 
property definitions for a parameter. 


 
Figure 18: Components of the Parameter Design Panel 


DE allows only one query parameter form for a query filter. 


Table 4 (page 41) provides an explanation of each component in the parameter design 
panel. 
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Table 4: Parameter Design Panel Components Explanation 


Components  Description 


Start query parameter form 
definition 


{ The left curly bracket marks the start of the query 
parameter form definition 


Properties of the query 
parameter form 


 The query parameter form properties describe the 
size, title and behaviour of the form. 


Start parameter array 
definition 


[ The left square bracket marks the start of the 
parameter array. 


Properties of the elements in 
the parameter array 


 The parameter array consists of one or more 
elements and one element represents one 
parameter. The array element contains the 
parameter properties. 


Figure 18 shows the properties for the first 
parameter. 


Curly brackets {} enclose each element. 


A comma follows each element {}, with these 
exceptions. When only one element is present no 
comma is allowed. The last element does not have a 
following comma. Figure 20 (page 42) shows an 
example with multiple elements. 


End parameter array 
definition 


] The right square bracket marks the end of the 
parameter array. 


End query parameter form 
definition 


} The right curly bracket marks the end of the query 
parameter form definition 


The relative positions of the elements in the parameter array determine the position of the 
parameter on the query parameter form. DE constructs the query parameter form from the 
array elements, placing the first element at the top of the query parameter form and the last 
element at the bottom of the query parameter form. The relative positions of the elements 
in the parameter array determine the position of the parameters between the first and last 
parameters on the query parameter form. 


Anatomy of the query parameter form properties 
The properties of the query parameter form determine the layout, title and behaviour of the 
form. Figure 19 (page 41) shows an example of a query parameter form. 


 
Figure 19: Query Parameter Form Properties 


The title property becomes the title at the top of the form and the width defines the 
horizontal aspect of the query parameter form. 
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Table 5 (page 42) describes the properties that control the query parameter form. 


Table 5: Query Parameter Form Properties 


Properties Description 


Title Defines the title that DE will use for the query parameter form 


Width Size of the query parameter form in pixels 


Prompt The prompt determines the behaviour of the query parameter 
form. 


False: DE will not show the query parameter form, unless the 
query filter includes parameters. 


True: Forces DE to show the query parameter form every time 
the query runs. 


Parameters Indicates the inclusion of the parameter array 


DE will not show the query parameter form for queries without parameters unless the value 
of the prompt property is true. 


Anatomy of the query parameter properties 
Each parameter has a set of properties that determine the appearance of the parameter on 
the query parameter form and the behaviour for accepting parameter values. Figure 20 
(page 42) shows the relationship between the parameter properties and their appearance on 
the query parameter form. 


 
Figure 20: Query Parameter Properties on a Query Parameter Form 


Table 6 (page 43) provides an explanation of each property. 
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Table 6: Query Parameter Properties 


Properties Description 


Position Defines the relative position of the parameter in the SQL 
statement, indicated by the placement of the question marks. 
Moving from left to right along the SQL statement, position 1 is 
the first parameter, position 2 is the second parameter and so on. 


This property does not determine the placement of the parameter 
on the query parameter form. 


Label The label is a name to describe the parameter. 


Input size Input size determines the width of the text box for the parameter 
on the query parameter form. 


Input length Input length sets the number of characters allowed in the 
parameter value (including spaces). 


Input disabled Input disabled determines whether you can change the value of 
the parameter. 


False: allows you to change the value. 


True: prohibits all changes. 


Set input disabled to true for query filters where you want to see 
the parameter but not be able to change the value of the 
parameter. 


Input read only Input read only determines whether you can tab to the property, 
highlight and copy the value of the parameter. 


False: allows you to copy the value of the parameter. 


True: prohibits access to the value of the parameter. 


Value Sets the value for the parameter. 


A default value is optional and null is acceptable. 


Use a default value to illustrate how to use the parameter. 


Table 7 (page 43) explains the role and use of the input disabled and input read-only 
properties. These properties are equivalent to the HTML input attributes. 


Table 7: HTML Disabled and Read Only Attributes 


HTML Attributes Description 


Disabled The disabled attribute prevents any use of an input element. 


You cannot use or click on a disabled input element (or field). 


Read-only This attribute specifies that an input field should be read-only. 


Read-only fields cannot be modified. 


You can tab to it, highlight it, and copy the text from the input 
field. 


For more information about HTML attributes refer to an authority on HTML. The HTML 
reference at http://www.w3schools.com is an example. 



http://www.w3schools.com/
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Table filters 


Search criteria 
Figure 21 (page 44) shows the edit tab for a table filter and highlights the search criteria. 


 
Figure 21: Table Filter Search Criteria 


DE uses the table name and library name properties as the search criteria when searching 
for tables. You may use a combination of these properties when searching for tables. 


Table 8: Table Filter Questions and Answers 


Questions Answers 


Do I need to save a table filter to 
search for tables? 


No. 


You can create a table filter, perform the search, 
and select a table from the search results as one 
task. 


If you do not want to keep the table filter, close the 
result tab. 


Can I search for tables with the 
same name in multiple libraries? 


Yes. 


Set the search criteria as the table name and use 
the percentage (%) character as the library name. 


Can I search for all tables in a 
specific library? 


Yes. 


Set the search criteria as the library name and use 
the percentage (%) character as the table name. 


Refresh table search results 
Right clicking on empty space on the search results tab will open a floating menu. 
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Choose the Refresh option to have DE refresh the table search results. 


Properties 
Table 9 (page 45) defines the properties of table filters. 


Column one is the property name, column two defines the searchable properties and column 
three describes the way DE uses the property. 


Table 9: Table Filter Properties 


Properties Search Description 


Library Yes Full name 


Partial name with a % 


A % alone implies any library name 


Table Yes Full name 


Partial name with a % 


A % alone implies any table name 


Title No Provide a title for the table filter. 


The title is the name you see in the Filters pane. 


The search criteria conventions DE uses when you define searches for tables follows the 
conventions for partial names and wildcards implemented by the IBM i operating system. 
The percentage character (%) is a wildcard. 


File types available to query filters 
DE will search for the file types defined in Table 10 (page 45). 


Table 10: File Types Available for Query 


File types Search Description 


Indexes Yes Refer to an index by library and file name. 


Logical Yes Refer to logical files by library and file name. 


Physical Yes Refer to physical files by library and file name. 


Table Yes Refer to tables by library and file name. 


View Yes Refer to a view by library and file name. 


Running filters at start-up 
One of the options on the filters floating menu sets the filter to run when DE starts. This is 
the only way to set the start-up filter. DE will run only one filter when it starts. If you want 
to change the start-up filter, choose the filter you want to run at start-up and DE will 
remove the original start-up filter and replace it with your new choice. 


To stop any filter running automatically when DE starts, use the Clear Startup Filter button 
on the Options tab. 


Running a filter when DE starts may take some time, depending on the selection criteria 
described in the query filter and the size of the tables read by the query. You can take no 
other action while the filter runs. You should decide whether it is better for you to run the 
filter automatically and wait when DE starts, or have immediate access to DE and open the 
filter yourself. 
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Folders 
Why use folders? 


DE recognises that you might want to save query filters and table filters and use them 
again. Folders provide places for you to save the filters. 


Multiple folders will help you find saved filters. They provide a way to organise filters into 
subject matter groups. DE provides two default folders, Table Filters and Query Filters. 


Folder questions and answers 
Table 11 (page 46) presents questions and answers about folders. 


Table 11: Folder Questions and Answers 


Questions Answers 


Can I save all filters in one folder? Yes. 


However, finding filters will become more difficult as 
your collection of filters grows. You will need precise 
conventions for naming your filters. The alternative 
is to create additional folders. 


Can I undelete folders? No. 


Deleting a folder removes both the folder and the 
filters saved in the folder. 


DE provides no undelete method. 


Can I move a folder? No. 


The folder title determines the position of the folder 
in the folder structure. DE sorts folders 
alphabetically by the folder title. 


Is there a limit to the number of 
folders? 


DE imposes no limit to the number of folders. 


What happens to the filters in a 
folder when I delete the folder? 


Deleting a folder deletes all filters saved in the 
folder and the folder itself. 


If you want to delete a folder but retain the filters, 
move the filter(s) to another folder before deleting 
the folder. 


What is the maximum number of 
characters allowed in folder titles? 


Eighty (80) characters, including spaces. 


How to register to use DE 
DE provides access to database tables on IBM i servers. Registration ensures that only 
authorised persons may use DE to query the database tables. 


Before you can use DE your administrator must register your user identification. 


DE provides administrators with an option to register users automatically. You do not need 
to register if your administrator allows automatic registration. 


You always need a user identification and password to log on and use DE. 
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Options 
The Options tab allows you to control the way DE behaves. 


 
Figure 22: Options Tab 


The Options tab is where you control the behaviour of the Welcome page, view the name of 
the filter that runs when DE starts and clear the start-up filter. 


Options tab 
To open the Options tab: 


1. Click the button labelled Options 


2. Wait until DE displays the Options tab. 


3. Once the Options tab is in view you can change any of 
the available options. 


  


The Options button resides at the top of the page on the right-hand side. 


Welcome page 


Page content 
The Welcome page is the default page displayed when you start DE. 


The Welcome page will show each time DE starts unless you choose to hide it. 
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Figure 23: Welcome Page 


The Welcome page consists of a tab showing a list of the recently used filters, options for 
creating folders and filters and links to the documentation. 


Create New Click on Folder to create a folder. 


Click on Query Filter to create a query filter that will select data from 
tables. 


Click on Table Filter to create a table filter and search for tables. 


Open Recent Open Recent is a list of recently used filters (both query ad table 
filters). 


Clicking on a filter in the list will open the edit tab and run the query 
or table search. 


Hide the Welcome page 
If you prefer not to see the Welcome page each time you start DE, tick the box adjacent to 
“Do not show again”. This action will turn off the Welcome page and it will not show the next 
time DE starts. 


Close the Welcome page by pressing the Close icon located at the top right of the 
Welcome page tab. 


Show the Welcome page 
If the Welcome page is turned off and you want to see the Welcome page, turn the Welcome 
page on from the Options tab. Click the Options button at the top of the page and click the 
box adjacent to the Show Welcome Page label so that it shows a tick () image. 
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Run a filter automatically when DE starts 


Run a filter when DE starts 
To run a filter immediately when DE starts, set the start-up action for the filter you want to 
run. To run a filter when DE starts: 


1. In the filters pane click on a filter name. 


2. From the floating menu choose Action - Run at Startup. 


3. DE will change the filter name on the Options tab 
 


 


In this example, DE will run the highlighted query filter. 


DE will run only one filter when it starts. 


Stop a filter running when DE starts 
To stop a filter running when DE starts, clear the start-up filter: 


1. Press the button labelled Options. 


2. Wait until DE displays the Options tab. 


3. Press the Clear Startup Filter button. 


4. Wait until DE asks you to confirm the clear. 


5. Answer Yes to clear the start-up filter. 


Answer No and DE will not clear the start-up filter. 
 


 


Start-up filter restrictions 
At start-up DE will run: 


One query filter The nominated query filter will run when DE starts. 


One table filter The nominated table filter will run when DE starts. 


No filter No filter will run when DE starts. 


These actions are mutually exclusive. 


You cannot change the start-up filter by editing the name of the filter on the Options tab. 


Query data 
Query data is the data retrieved from tables by query filters. 


Table 12 (page 50) contains questions and answers related to query data. 
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Table 12: Query Data Questions and Answers 


Questions Answers 


Can I keep the content of multiple 
queries open simultaneously? 


Yes. 


DE opens a new results tab each time you display 
query data. You can leave the tabs open while you 
perform other table searches or run query filters. 


It is your responsibility to close the open tabs. 


Can I copy query data? Yes. 


Select the text in the view query data window copy 
the selected text (hold Ctrl and press C), then paste 
the query data into another application. 


Can I copy query data to the 
clipboard? 


Yes. 


DE provides a menu option for copying query data 
to the clipboard. 


You can paste the query data into another 
application from the clipboard (Microsoft Excel is an 
example). The other application must be capable of 
using the clipboard. 


Copy and paste query data 
Copying and pasting query data may produce unexpected results with different applications. 
You must verify the capabilities of the application to manage data pasted from the clipboard. 
For example, you may have to use Paste Special and then choose unformatted text option to 
achieve your desired result. 


View query data 
DE provides several options for viewing query data. Table 13 (page 50) explains what you 
see with each option and suggests why and when you might choose a particular option. 


Table 13: Options for Viewing Query Data 


Display As What You See and When to Use the Display 


Query data grid 
on the query 
result tab 


DE presents the query data as rows in a grid displayed on a results 
tab in the right hand pane. 


Use this option when you want to browse the query data retrieved by 
the query filter. 


Tab separated 
values (TSV) 


DE converts query data to TSV format. 


Suppose the SQL statement, SELECT surname, first_name, start_date, 
annual_salary FROM employees retrieves the following data: 


Surname First Name Start Date Annual Salary 


Smith John January 1 45,000 


DE will convert this data to TSV as: 


“Smith”  ”John”  ”January 1”  ”45000” 


Use this option when you want to convert the query data to a format 
compatible with import capabilities of other applications such as 
Microsoft Excel. 
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About SQL 
DE uses SQL as implemented by IBM DB2 on IBM i servers. 


Consult the IBM i Information Center for information about SQL capabilities and syntax (DB2 
for i5/OS SQL Reference). 


Supported and unsupported SQL clauses 
DE supports the SQL clauses listed in Table 14 (page 51). 


Table 14: Supported SQL Clauses 


SQL Clauses Comments 


SELECT DE supports this clause 


SELECT ALL DE supports this clause 


SELECT DISTINCT DE supports this clause 


DE does not support the SQL clauses listed in Table 15 (page 51). 


Table 15: SQL Clauses Not Supported 


SQL Clauses Comments 


CREATE DE does not support any of the CREATE clause variations, 
including: 


ALIAS, FUNCTION, INDEX, PROCEDURE, SCHEMA, 
SEQUENCE, TABLE, TRIGGER, TYPE, VIEW,  


DELETE DE does not support this clause 


INSERT DE does not support this clause 


SELECT INTO DE does not support this clause 


UPDATE DE does not support this clause 


DE does not support any table management or data manipulation clauses. 


SQL parsing rules 
DE checks the SQL in query filters using the rules described in Table 16 (page 51). 


Table 16: SQL Parsing Rules 


Rule Comments 


Look for “SELECT” The SELECT clause must be the first item in the SQL for the 
query filter. 


If SELECT is not the first item, DE will reject the SQL and the 
query will not run. 
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Rule Comments 


SQL includes “ INTO ”  DE will scan the SQL in the query filter looking for the string 
“INTO” (that is, <space>INTO<space>). 


The DE configuration parameter, “allow.query.clause.into” 
controls the action DE will take when the SQL includes 
“INTO”. 


When “allow.query.clause.into” is false, DE will reject the 
SQL. 


When “allow.query.clause.into” is true, DE will accept the 
SQL. 


For example, 
SELECT FLDINTEGER, 'A INTO B' AS "D INTO E" FROM 
DEVJSM.TEST 
is acceptable when “allow.query.clause.into” is true. 


Your administrator will set the rules for using INTO in your 
queries. 


Terminology for files: SQL and IBM i differences 
SQL and IBM i refer to files using different terms. Table 17 (page 52) describes the 
differences. 


Table 17: Terminology Differences between SQL and IBM i for Files 


SQL term Traditional file access term   


Schema:  
A group of related objects that consists of 
a library, a journal, a journal receiver, an 
SQL catalogue, and an optional data 
dictionary. A schema enables the user to 
find the objects by name. Another name 
for a schema is collection.  


Library:  
A group of related objects that enables the 
user to find the objects by name.  


Table:  
A set of columns and rows. 


Physical file:  
A set of records.  


Row:  
The horizontal part of a table containing a 
serial set of columns. 


Record:  
A set of fields. 


Column:  
The vertical part of a table of one data 
type. 


Field:  
One of more bytes of related information 
of one data type.  


View:  
A subset of columns and rows of one or 
more tables. 


Logical file:  
A subset of fields or records of up to 32 
physical files. 


Index:  
A collection of data in the columns of a 
table, logically arranged in ascending or 
descending order. 


Index:  
A type of logical file. 
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Section 6 - Using Classic Data Explorer 
This section provides information about using the Classic Data Explorer to view and 
manipulate data in relational databases from your browser. Please note that Classic Data 
Explorer has been superseded and it is recommended to use DE. 


Starting a Classic Data Explorer Session 
To start a Classic Data Explorer session, specify the system name and port, if other than 80. 


Specify a URL in the form: 


http://system:port/axesde 


Where system is the name of your IBM i server and port is the port on which the 
aXes Application Server is listening. 


The port number is required only if it is not 80. 


The main Classic Data Explorer session panel screen contains a logon panel in the top-left 
corner. Select one of the available data sources, type the user profile name and password 
for that data source, and click the login icon (or press Enter). 


 
If the logon attempt fails, messages will be displayed in the message area. Use the scroll bar 
to read all the messages. Only the login panel will be enabled until a successful login occurs. 


A successful logon will enable the Query panel, Table list panel, and the SQL panels. A list of 
database tables will be displayed. Note that the default filter selects SQL tables which will 
not include DDS physical files. You can change the filter criteria and refresh the list to 
include other file types such as views and logical files. 
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aXes Classic Data Explorer Server uses SQL because it can connect to databases other than 
DB2/400. A table is equivalent to a file and a view is equivalent to a non-keyed logical file. 


Filtering Lists 
You can filter the list of tables by schema and table name. These fields are case-sensitive 
because other databases allow mixed-case names. 


If you are connected to your IBM i server and you filter by schema axesdemo the list will be 
empty. Specify AXESDEMO and the tables will be found and listed. 


You can also filter the list by object type using the check boxes. The key values have the 
following meanings: 


 


P = Physical file 


L = Logical file 


T = SQL table 


V = SQL view 


Click the Refresh table list button to apply the filter to the list. 


You can create a new query using the Select Wizard, run previously defined queries from the 
Saved Queries tab, or run any SQL statement using the SQL Entry tab. 


Select Wizard 
When you select a table from the list the Select Wizard will list the columns in the table. You 
can change the column name, add selection criteria, and specify the result set order. 
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As you make changes in the Select Wizard the Current Query panel displays the current SQL 
statement. If you want to save the query definition type a name for the query in the box 
and click the Save as button. When you are happy with your changes click the Run button. A 
new window will open which will contain the result set from the query. 


 
If you have Microsoft Office installed you can right-click on the result set window and import 
the result set directly into Excel. 
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If the file you are querying contains embedded HTML the HTML will be formatted in the 
browser. 
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Advanced SQL 
The SQL Entry panel lets you define any SQL statement. Hints are provided for the common 
SELECT, INSERT, DELETE, and UPDATE statements but you can run other SQL statements 
such as GRANT or ALTER TABLE as provided that you are authorised to the underlying 
database objects. 


 
You can copy a hint to the New Statement text area by clicking the Copy TO New icon. Edit 
the SQL statement and make it current by clicking the Copy TO Current icon. Click the Run 
icon to run the SQL statement. 


Using Multi-member Files 
IBM i database files are containers for members and the members are containers for the 
data. Many IBM i applications use multi-member files to separate data, for example by 
company, or by month for history data. 


An SQL table is a container for data and has no concept of multi-member files. To SQL, each 
member in a multi-member file is a discrete table (or file). SQL does not understand the 
file/member naming convention used by IBM i servers. 


To query a specific member of a multi-member file using Data Explorer you must create an 
SQL alias that references the desired member. The alias provides a unique name for the 
member. For example: 


CREATE ALIAS AXESDEMO.JANSALES FOR AXESDEMO.SALESHST (JAN2004) 


You can run the CREATE ALIAS statement using the aXes Data Explorer Entry panel, iSeries 
Navigator’s SQL interface, or the Start SQL (STRSQL) interface. 


Once the alias has been created you can select it from the list of tables and treat it just like 
a real table or view. 
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Appendices 


Glossary 
Table 18 presents definitions for abbreviations and terms used in this guide. 


Table 18: Glossary of Abbreviations and Terms 


Abbreviations and 
Terms 


Definitions and Explanations 


Data selection 
criteria 


The term “data selection criteria” refers to the SQL defined in a 
query filter. 


DE aXes Data Explorer 


Files The IBM i refers to data residing on disks as files. 


SQL uses the word table. 


This guide follows the SQL convention. 


Filter DE uses the word “filter” to describe a collection of search criteria 
when searching for tables and selection criteria for queries. 


Queries Queries describe the selection criteria inherent in SQL 
statements. 


Query data Query data refers to data sets produced by running query filters. 


A data set contains data that matches the selection criteria 
specified in the query filter. The query data consists of data 
retrieved from database tables. 


Search criteria The search criteria determine what DE looks for when searching 
for tables. Suppose you want a list of tables in the QGPL library, 
the search criteria is a specific library and any table. You express 
the search criteria as library “QGPL” and table name like “Q%” (to 
find tables in QGPL whose names begin with the letter Q). 


Selection criteria The selection criteria determine the rules used by queries when 
retrieving data from tables. DE uses SQL to express the selection 
criteria. 


SQL Structured Query Language (SQL) is the language used to 
interrogate relational databases. An example of an SQL query is: 


SELECT surname, first_name, start_date, annual_salary 


FROM employees 


WHERE annual_salary < 50000 


ORDER BY start_date 


This SQL selects employees whose annual salary is less than 
$50,000 and sequences the query data by the date the employee 
started with the company. The query data consists of surname, 
first name, start date and annual salary. 


SQL clause SQL clauses are elements in an SQL statement. Examples are 
SELECT, FROM, WHERE and ORDER BY. 
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Abbreviations and 
Terms 


Definitions and Explanations 


SQL statement SQL statements refer to the whole set of SQL used for query 
filters. 


SELECT * FROM axdemolib/employees is an example of an SQL 
statement. 


Table The IBM i refers to data residing on disks as files. 


SQL uses the word table. 


This guide follows the SQL convention. 


Assumed and prerequisite knowledge 
This guide provides no tutorial for creating databases or SQL. Table 19 defines the 
prerequisite knowledge needed to use the guide. 


Table 19: Assumed and Prerequisite Knowledge 


Subject Matter Explanations 


Libraries The guide assumes that you understand the concepts behind 
libraries for IBM i servers. 


Query concepts The guide assumes that you understand the concepts behind 
querying tables in databases on IBM i servers. 


SQL The guide assumes that you understand how to create SQL, 
especially for cases when you need complex SQL (examples are 
joining tables and complicated WHERE clauses). 


Tables and files The guide assumes that you understand the concepts behind 
tables (or files) on IBM i servers, including physical files, logical 
files and views. 


Using the clipboard You need to know how to use the clipboard for copying and 
pasting data between applications. 


Browser behaviour differences 
Every browser is different. Browser manufacturers implement components such as 
JavaScript, DOM, HTML, CSS, event handling and network connectivity in different ways. 
Therefore, DE will vary in its appearance and behaviour depending on the browser you use. 
Examples of these differences are as follows. 


 Slight variations in the way the pages look. 


 Differences in behaviour. 
For example, some browsers stop running animated GIF files after a short period. 


 Network activity will vary. 
Some browsers will wait longer for responses. 


Browser behaviour can change from one version to the next. Each browser is on a different 
enhancement timeline. Some vendors implement new features and bug fixes quickly. 


Performance differences will be more noticeable when you run spooled file filters or output 
queue filters that take a long time to finish. 
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Workstation requirements 
This section describes prerequisites and system requirements for running DE on your 
computer or mobile device. 


Hardware 
Devices with a faster processor and more memory will provide better performance. 


DE requires no disk space other than the cache used by the browser. 


Software 
To use DE you need one of the supported browsers and apart from the operating system no 
other software is necessary. 


Connectivity 
To use WSFM you need a TCP/IP connection to an IBM i server from an internal network or 
the Internet. 


References 
Table 20 (page 60) defines documents and information sources referenced in this guide. 


Table 20: Referenced Documents and Information Sources 


References 


IBM i and System i Information Center at http://publib.boulder.ibm.com/iseries/ 
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Welcome to Spooled File Manager for administrators 
aXes Web Spooled File Manager (referred to as WSFM) helps you manage IBM i (System i, 
iSeries or AS/400) output queues and spooled files via the Internet from a browser. Typical 
tasks are: 


 Search for spooled files 


 Search output queues for spooled files 


 Save the search criteria in folders and use them again 


 Print spooled files 


 Convert spooled files to HTML, PDF and/or text 


 Download spooled files to your computer or mobile device 


Once you have downloaded spooled files, you can include information from the spooled files 
into business applications like Microsoft Excel and Word. 


This guide describes how to manage Web Spooled File Manager and the configuration 
options available to administrators. 


Road Map 
Use the road map to find information about Web Spooled File Manager. 


If you want to… Refer to… 


Get started quickly Section 1 - Getting users started with WSFM 


User installation, starting WSFM and log on instructions. 


Understand operational 
concepts, install WSFM and 
manage users 


Section 2 - Administration 


This section explains operational concepts and 
administrator responsibilities. 


Housekeeping and 
troubleshooting 


Section 3 – Housekeeping and troubleshooting 


This section describes housekeeping tasks, such as 
clearing log files, and explains how to track down 
problems. 


Set values for configuration 
items and parameters 


Section 4 - Configuration 


This section explains how to configure WSFM by setting 
values for the configuration items and parameters. 


The section includes a reference guide for the JSM HTTP 
server. 


Read reference information Appendices 


For information about using Web Spooled File Manager to manage spooled files refer to the 
Web Spooled File Manager User Guide and the Pocket Guide. 
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Section 1 - Getting users started 
Getting users started provides an overview of WSFM including an explanation of the page 
content, layout and what WSFM can do to help users work with spooled files. 


This section describes how to install, start and log on to WSFM from your computer or 
mobile device. 


What is Web Spooled File Manager? 
WSFM is a Web application that you use to manage spooled files and output queues on an 
IBM i server. The WSFM page consists of two panes. The left hand pane is the search filter 
and folder navigation pane. It contains filters and folders where you save the filters used to 
search for spooled files and output queues. The right hand pane consists of one or more 
tabs. The tabs contain search criteria, search results, forms for editing filters and setting 
options. 


 
Figure 1: WSFM Screen Components and Layout 


Figure 1 (page 9) shows two tabs in the right hand pane. The visible tab presents a list of 
spooled files for the person currently logged on and shows the search results from running 
the Current User filter. The second tab (out of view) is the Welcome page. 


Figure 2 (page 10) shows a floating menu with options for working with spooled files. The 
options are opening to view as PDF, PDF image, text or HTML, holding, releasing and 
deleting a spooled file. 


Clicking the left mouse button on a row in the list of spooled files selects the spooled file you 
want to work with (selected rows have a coloured background). 


Clicking the right mouse button opens the floating menu (Figure 2, page 10) showing 
options for displaying spooled files (as PDF, PDF image, HTML or text) and actions for 
holding, releasing or deleting the selected spooled file. The properties option displays the 
attributes (or metadata) associated with the selected spooled file. 
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Figure 2: Options for Displaying the Content of Spooled Files 


Clicking the HTML item from the floating menu opens a new window to reveal the content of 
the selected spooled file displayed as HTML. 


 
Figure 3: Display Spooled File Content as HTML 


Figure 3 shows a spooled file displayed as HTML in its own window. 
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Installation for users of WSFM 
Users do not need to install any software on their computer or mobile device to use WSFM. 


The prerequisites for WSFM are: 


 A supported browser - Chrome, Firefox, Internet Explorer and Safari 


 A network connection to the Internet and/or corporate network (fixed line or wireless) 


 The address (URL) for WSFM at your site 


Administrators will provide the address (URL) for WSFM or place an icon on the desktop. 


Starting 


From your browser 
To start WSFM from your browser: 


1. Open the browser. 


2. Type the address (URL) into the location bar and press the Enter key or the Go 
icon. 


3. Wait for WSFM to display the Access log on page and then follow the log on 
instructions. 


From a desktop shortcut 
You or your administrator can set up a shortcut to open the browser and go to the address 
for WSFM immediately. 


To start WSFM from a shortcut: 


1. Click on the shortcut (or open the shortcut) - the browser will start and connect 
to WSFM. 


2. Wait for WSFM to display the Access log on page and then follow the log on 
instructions. 


To set up the desktop shortcut for Internet Explorer, create a new shortcut, open the 
properties and insert the equivalent of the following as the target property: 


"C:\Program Files\Internet Explorer\iexplore.exe" www.myWSFM-URL.com 


To set up the desktop shortcut for Firefox, create a new shortcut, open the properties and 
insert the equivalent of the following as the target property: 


"C:\Program Files\Mozilla Firefox\firefox.exe" www.myWSFM-URL.com 


The URL http://www.myWSFM-URL.com:80/axes/spooled-file-manager.html is an example 
of the actual URL for WSFM at your site. This example uses port 80 and the default page for 
WSFM. 
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Log on 
When WSFM starts, the browser will show the Access log on page and display the Access 
dialogue window. 


 
Figure 4: Access Logon Page 


Your user identification and password 
To log on to WSFM you must provide your user identification and password (credentials): 


1. Type your user identification. 


2. Type your password. 


3. Press the Logon button 


4. Wait while WSFM verifies your credentials. 


If your log on is successful, WSFM will display the next page. 


If your log on is unsuccessful, WSFM will display an error message. 


What to do if log on fails 
Log on will fail if you make a mistake typing the user identification and/or the password. 
Check you have the correct user identification and re-type the password. 


If you forget your user identification and/or password contact your administrator. 


If you do not know your user identification and/or password contact your administrator. 


Cancel WSFM without logging on 
To cancel WSFM without logging on click the Cancel button and wait while WSFM closes the 
browser. 
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Section 2 - Administration 
This section provides conceptual information about WSFM that will help administrators 
manage WSFM effectively. 


Architecture 
Components and structure 


Figure 5 (page 13) illustrates the architecture of WSFM and highlights the primary 
components. 


WSFM is a Web application consisting of server components and a user interface presented 
in a browser. The user interface is a browser page consisting of HTML, CSS and JavaScript. 
No components of WSFM reside on the computer running the browser. 


 
Figure 5: Web Spooled File Manager Architecture and Components 


The server components are the application server (JSM HTTP Server) and WSFM itself 
running on the application server. WSFM operates a database for its data management. 


Users connect to output queues and spooled files from their browser via WSFM. They search 
for output queues, search for spooled files and request spooled files to view. WSFM initiates 
the searches, marshals search results, retrieves spooled files and sends the data to the 
browser. 


WSFM database 
WSFM uses its database to store registered users, the folders they create and the filters or 
searches they build. The WSFM database comprises the tables listed in Table 1 (page 13). 


Table 1: WSFM Database - SQL Tables 


Names Properties Purpose 


SFMUSER *FILE PF-DTA User tables contain details about registered users 


SFMFOLDER *FILE PF-DTA Folder tables describe folders created by users 


SFMFILTER *FILE PF-DTA Filter tables describe the filters (searches) created 
by users 


WSFM creates and manages these files. 


The configuration file defines the location (or library) where the files reside. 
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Important 
reminders 


Backup the WSFM database regularly. 


Backup the WSFM database before you uninstall and reinstall. 


Backup the WSFM database before you perform an upgrade. 


Administrator responsibilities 
Administrators are responsible for: 


 Installing WSFM on the server 


 Configuring WSFM server components 


 Managing users 


 Ensuring regular backups occur 


Installation and configuration are once only or occasional tasks. Housekeeping is an ongoing 
task. Troubleshooting is an occasional task. 


Managing users is an ongoing task. Administrators are responsible for notifying users of the 
WSFM log on page URL. In cases where users operate with a managed desktop, 
administrators will need to add a short cut to the desktop for users to start WSFM. 


Before you start 
This section describes issues you need to think through and decisions you must take before 
installing and configuring WSFM. 


Prerequisites 
The prerequisites for WSFM are: 


 Installation media 


 Licences 


The prerequisite software from IBM is: 


 iOS version 5, release 3 or later 


 IBM Java JDK 1.4 (or greater) 


 IBM host server daemons must be running to accept IBM Toolbox for Java connections 


 IBM Toolbox for Java (the JAR file jt400.jar is shipped with WSFM) 


Install the prerequisite software from IBM before installing WSFM. 


Important 
reminder WSFM will not operate successfully without the prerequisite software. 


Decisions you need to make 


Port number 
Select the port or ports the JSM HTTP server will use for WSFM. 


The default ports are 5563 or 5564 when using TLS/SSL. 


Register users 
Choose a method for registering users. The choice you make will determine the pre-
installation work you will need to do. If you choose to load users as a batch task, you must 
assemble the user details and write SQL and/or programs to load the user details into the 
user table. If you choose automatic registration, the only work necessary is setting a 
parameter value in the configuration file. 
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Read the section of this guide that describes user registration concepts ("Register users", 
page 16). The configuration section explains how to enable and disable automatic 
registration. 


Installation and configuration process 
The steps in the installation and configuration process are: 


1. Read the documentation. 


Read this guide and familiarise yourself with the WSFM User Guide. 


2. Install the prerequisite software on the server 


3. Install WSFM on the server 


4. Apply licences 


5. Configure the JSM HTTP server 


6. Configure WSFM 


7. Register users 


You will reduce your workload if you are familiar with the options for configuration and 
registering users before you start. 


Install server components 
New installations 


WSFM ships as part of aXes and installing aXes also installs WSFM. Refer to the aXes 
administration documentation to understand the installation procedures for WSFM. 


During installation, WSFM copies the template configuration file named httpd-template.xml 
to an instance configuration named httpd.xml. This file contains default configuration 
settings. Once the installation is complete, WSFM requires no further installation or 
configuration tasks. 


You can amend the instance configuration if necessary. Before amending the instance 
configuration, make a backup of the httpd.xml file. 


Upgrades 
During upgrades WSFM will add components, amend installed components and remove 
deprecated components. Upgrades will replace the existing copy of the configuration file 
named httpd-template.xml. Therefore, it is essential that you copy and backup configuration 
files before changing configuration items and before installing upgrades. 


Upgrades will not replace the existing httpd.xml configuration file. However, upgrades may 
require changes to individual configuration items in the file. 


Licences 
Licence arrangements determine your use of WSFM. 


To use WSFM your licence arrangements must include session and/or processor licences for 
WSFM. 


Applying licences is part of the aXes installation process. 
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Related products 
Data Explorer (DE) may be installed beside Web Spooled File Manager (WSFM) and share its 
configuration with WSFM. 


The section of this guide titled, "Running WSFM and DE side by side", (page 59) explains the 
options for configuring WSFM and DE together. 


Register users 
Why register users? 


People using WSFM have access to corporate information in spooled files. Corporate best 
practice suggests that companies ought to know and control who accesses corporate data. 


Ensure that only registered users can use WSFM to access output queues and spooled files. 
Each person who uses WSFM needs identifying credentials (unique user name and 
password). Shared or generic user identifications will compromise the ability to determine 
who accesses the information. 


What is registration? 
Users need an active IBM i user profile to register for WSFM. 


WSFM includes a configuration parameter for user registration that determines how WSFM 
will behave when a user logs on. The parameter allows two behaviours: 


 Register users manually 


 Register users automatically 


With WSFM configured for manual registration, everyone who logs on must already be 
known to WSFM. Manual registration means that an administrator must add each authorised 
user to the list of registered users before the person can use WSFM. 


With WSFM configured to allow automatic registration, any person who logs on with an 
active IBM i user profile and is unknown to WSFM will be added as a registered user. 


How to register users manually 
To register a user to use WSFM you insert a record in the table SFMUSER. 


There are several options for registering user manually: 


 Use SQL to add a user 


 Write a program to add a user 


 Load multiple users as a batch job (using SQL and/or programs) 


Using an appropriate CCSID is essential when registering users manually. WSFM's database 
is DBCS, uses uses a graphic field (CCSID 1200), and data in the tables includes square 
brackets [ ] and braces { }, also known as curly brackets. Use CCSID 37 as the job CCSID 
to ensure correct character conversions. This recommendation applies to all methods that 
register users manually, both interactive SQL and programmatic updates. Using other 
CCSIDs may produce incorrect conversions, two examples are CCSID 37 and CCSID 500: 


CCSID 37 produces correct data: {"startupfilterid":0,"recent":[15],"showwelcome":true} 


CCSID 500 produces incorrect data: {"startupfilterid":0,"recent":¢15!,"showwelcome":true} 


The data created using CCSID 500 interprets the square brackets incorrectly, [ becomes ¢ 
and ] becomes !. CCSID 37 produces the correct result. 


The command to set CCSID 37 for a job is: CHGJOB CCSID(37) 


Use SQL to register users 
You can add a registered user by running the following SQL: 
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INSERT INTO [Library]/SFMUSER (PROFILE,OPTIONS) 
VALUES('USER','{"startupfilterid":0,"showwelcome":true}') 


Where [Library] is the name of the library in which the table resides (typically, the library 
name is AXES). 


Where USER is the user profile name in uppercase. 


To use this SQL the CCSID for the job must not be 65535. Use the CHGJOB command to 
change the CCSID. 


The user profile must be an active user profile for the IBM i server. 


Before loading a new user, check SFMUSER to ensure that the user is not already loaded. 


Write a program to register users 
To automate user registration, write a program that accepts the user profile and inserts the 
user into the SFMUSER table. The program may use the SQL above to insert the user. 


Register multiple users as a batch job 
To load multiple users as a batch job, create a text file containing all users. Then load the 
users into the SFMUSER table using SQL or write a program to load the users into the table 
from the text file. 


How to register users automatically 
WSFM will register users when they log on, if configured to allow automatic registration. 


Registering a large number of users will be a significant effort for administrators. One way to 
reduce this effort is to allow automatic registration for a short period after installation. As 
users log on WSFM will register their user identification. At the end of a short automatic 
registration period, change the registration parameter to manual. This approach will allow 
people to register automatically and reduce the administrative effort needed to register 
users. 


How to remove registered users 
Remove a registered user by deleting the user from the WSFM database. That is, delete the 
user from the filter table (SFMFILTER), the folder table (SFMFOLDER) and finally the user 
table (SFMUSER). Deleting the user from the user table but not the other tables will leave 
folders and filters without a related user. 


You can delete the rows manually, write SQL or write a program. 


The steps in the removal process are: 


1. Determine the identification associated with the user. 


Run a SELECT query with a WHERE clause user profile is "user profile". 


2. Delete rows in the filter table using the identification. 


3. Delete rows in the folder table using the identification. 


4. Delete rows in the user table using the identification. 


An automated removal process (using SQL or a program) will follow the same process. 


User identifications beginning with the letter Q 
WSFM prohibits users logging on with a user identification that begins with the letter Q. 


If you wish to override this policy and allow the use of these user identifications, you must 
configure a parameter for each user identification you wish to allow. 
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Fonts 
Fonts control the rendering of spooled files when viewed in the available formats. Using 
fonts that are appropriate for your circumstances will ensure the optimum rendering of 
spooled files. WSFM provides three layers of font support: 


 Internal fonts 


 Optional IBM fonts 


 Third part fonts 


The internal fonts are the default choice for WSFM when displaying the content of spooled 
files. No other fonts are necessary provided that the internal fonts are adequate for your 
needs. However, if the internal fonts do not cater for your situation, install the optional IBM 
fonts and/or third party fonts. 


Internal fonts 
WSFM uses the internal fonts as the default and other fonts when they are available. 


Table 2: Internal Fonts 


Font Title Description 


COURIER Cp1252, mono spaced 


COURIER2 Cp1250, mono spaced 


COURIER3 Cp1257, mono spaced 


COURIER4 User defined true type font, mono spaced 


MINCHO Japanese HeiseiMin-W3 


GOTHIC Japanese HeiseiKakuGo-W5 


WSFM includes these fonts at installation. 


Constraints 
Table 3 (page 18) presents constraints and dependencies related to fonts and languages. 
For example, WSFM uses internal or IBM fonts when displaying the content of a spooled file 
as a PDF, but WSFM depends on the browser when displaying the content of a spooled file as 
HTML and text. 


Table 3: Font Constraints in WSFM 


Context Constraint Explanations 


IBM iSeries Language CCSIDs WSFM supports all. 


View spooled files as PDF WSFM depends on the installed IBM fonts. 


View spooled files as PDF image WSFM depends on the installed IBM fonts. 


View spooled files as HTML WSFM depends on font support in the browser to 
render Unicode HTML. 


WSFM does not use the installed IBM fonts. 


View spooled files as text WSFM depends on font support in the browser to 
render Unicode text. 


WSFM does not use the installed IBM fonts. 
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Context Constraint Explanations 


IBM Host Print Transform (HPT) WSFM depends on the capability of the IBM Java 
Toolbox and iSeries Host Print Transform services 
when you choose HPT as the encoding. 


Traditional Chinese and Simplified 
Chinese on the same machine, 
displaying spooled files using IBM 
Host Print Transform (HPT) as the 
host encoding. 


WSFM cannot use HPT encoding to display spooled 
files as HTML, PDF, PDF image or text when 
Traditional Chinese and Simplified Chinese are 
installed on the same machine. 


The IBM Host Print Transform imposes this 
limitation. 


To display Simplified Chinese the machine system 
value QCCSID must be 1388. 


To display Traditional Chinese the machine system 
value QCCSID must be 937. 


Traditional Chinese and Simplified 
Chinese on the same machine, 
displaying spooled files using 
Copy Stream File (CSF) as the 
host encoding. 


WSFM can display spooled files as HTML, PDF, PDF 
image or text when Traditional Chinese and 
Simplified Chinese are installed on the same 
machine by using the CSF as the host encoding  


You need these fonts to view 
spooled files as a PDF image for 
DBCS code pages. 


5769-FN1 Advanced Function Printing DBCS Fonts 
for AS/400: 


Option 1 - Japanese 


Option 2 - Korean 


Option 3 - Traditional Chinese 


Option 4 - Simplified Chinese 


Option 5 - Thai 


You need these fonts to view 
spooled files as a PDF for SBCS 
and DBCS code pages. 


5761SS1 i5/OS: 


Option 43 - Additional Fonts 


You need these fonts to view 
spooled files as a PDF image for 
Latin code pages. 


5761SS1 i5/OS: 


Option 8 - AFP Compatibility Fonts 


Using HPT and CSF as the host encoding with Font Name as AUTO allows WSFM to 
determine the encoding and font automatically. 


Optional IBM fonts 
If you need additional fonts, obtain and install the optional IBM fonts. 


Installing iSeries Licensed program, 5761SS1 i5/OS, Option 43 Additional Fonts, will load the 
font files into this directory in the IFS, /QIBM/ProdData/OS400/Fonts/TTFonts. 


Table 4: Optional IBM font products 


Licensed Program Install Options 


5761SS1 i5/OS Option 8 - AFP Compatibility Fonts 


Option 43 - Additional Fonts 
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Licensed Program Install Options 


5769-FN1 Advanced Function Printing 
DBCS Fonts for AS/400 


Option 1 - Japanese 


Option 2 - Korean 


Option 3 - Traditional Chinese 


Option 4 - Simplified Chinese 


Option 5 - Thai 


The fonts you need depend on language support requirements. For example if Japanese is 
the only language you need, it is unnecessary to install Korean, Chinese or Thai. 


WSFM has built-in font support for Latin COURIER, Japanese MINCHO and GOTHIC. 


Table 5: IBM iSeries Font Products 


IBM iSeries Font Products 


IBM Advanced Function Printing DBCS Fonts for AS/400 (Program 5769-FN1) 


IBM Advanced Function Printing(TM) Fonts for AS/400(R) (Program 5769-FNT) 


IBM AFP Font Collection for Workstations and OS/400(R) (Program 5648-B45) 


IBM Infoprint Fonts for Multiplatforms (Program 5648-E77) 


Third party fonts 
If you prefer to use fonts supplied by a third party, you need to obtain and install the font 
files. 


Table 6: Microsoft Fonts 


Font  File Name 


Simplified Chinese SIMSUN simsun.ttc 


Traditional Chinese DFKKAISB kaiu.ttf 


Traditional Chinese and HKSCS MINGLIU mingliu.ttc 


Korean BATANG batang.ttc 


European COURIER NEW cour.ttf 


To use the Microsoft fonts, install the Microsoft/Ascender Fonts True Type Font files in the 
WSFM system folder (axes/jsm/instance/system/). 


These fonts ship with Windows and reside in the \windows\fonts folder. 


Use the DOS command mode to locate and copy these files to the c:\temp folder. Then use 
Windows Explorer to copy the files to the WSFM system folder in the IFS. 


Fonts and server memory usage 
When font files load they use server memory. A font file will load for every generation of a 
spooled file as PDF. If three users generate a spooled file as PDF concurrently, the font files 
will reside in memory three times. Eventually, you may run out of server memory. 


Latin fonts use less memory than Asian fonts. 
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Documentation 
The documentation consists of a collection of documents formatted as PDF (Adobe Portable 
Document Format). 


Administrator and user guides 
Table 7 (page 21) lists the documentation available for WSFM and explains the purpose of 
each document. 


Table 7: Documentation: Administrator and User Guides 


Document Purpose 


Administrator Guide The Administrator Guide explains how to configure WSFM 
and to manage access to services by people using WSFM. 


This guide is intended for use by administrators. 


The Administrator Guide is this document. 


Pocket Guide The Pocket Guide is a condensed version of the User Guide. 


This guide is a quick reference for WSFM users who run 
searches view spooled files more often than prepare spooled 
file filters or queue filters. 


Questions and Answers The Questions and Answers document the questions and 
answers sections from the User Guide. 


This guide is intended for use by any person who wants a 
quick answer to a question about WSFM. 


User Guide The User Guide provides conceptual information about WSFM 
and explains how to use WSFM to search for output queues, 
search for spooled files and view the content of spooled files. 
This guide is mandatory reading if you want to understand 
how to make the best use of WSFM. 


The guide is intended for use by people preparing and 
running searches with spooled file filters and queue filters. 
Administrators should familiarise themselves with this guide 
when they provide service desk assistance to WSFM users. 


This is the most extensive of the documents. 


The User Guide is essential reading for users who want to create searches. 


Administrators who provide advice to users need to be familiar with the content of all the 
documentation. 


Portfolios 
A portfolio is a collection of documents. The documentation is packaged in two portfolios. 
The portfolios are the administrator portfolio and the user portfolio. 


Table 8 (page 21) shows the content of the administrator portfolio. 


Table 8: Documentation: Administrator Portfolio 


Documents  


Administrator Guide  


Pocket Guide  


Questions and Answers  
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Documents  


User Guide  


Table 9 (page 22) shows the content of the user portfolio. 


Table 9: Documentation: User Portfolio 


Documents  


Pocket Guide  


Questions and Answers  


User Guide  


The user portfolio is accessible from the Help button at the top of the WSFM page. 
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Section 3 – Housekeeping and troubleshooting 
This section describes how to perform housekeeping tasks, track down problems and contact 
support. 


Logging 
This section explains administrator tasks for managing access log files and error log files. 
These files accumulate with use and administrators should archive and/or clear the files 
periodically. 


Log files: names and locations 
In a typical installation log files reside in a logging folder. 


Location axes/jsm/instance/www/instance/logs/ 


Log File Names error.log 


access.log 


Examining the content of these files will reveal information about activity and errors. 


Enable and disable logging 
The errorlog and accesslog directives in the configuration file control logging activity. 


To enable logging for both error and access logs, set the value of the enabled parameter as 
true: 


<errorlog enabled="true" file="www/instance/logs/error.log"/> 


<accesslog enabled="true" file="www/instance/logs/access.log"/> 


To disable logging for both error and access logs, set the value of the enabled parameter as 
false: 


<errorlog enabled="false" file="www/instance/logs/error.log"/> 


<accesslog enabled="false" file="www/instance/logs/access.log"/> 


Error and access logs operate independently. For example you can enable error logging and 
disable access logging. 


Archive log files 
Archive log files by copying them to another location. 


WSFM provides no archiving tools. 


Delete log files 
Do not delete the active error.log and access.log files. 


WSFM will archive the active log files periodically. Before deleting the archived log files, 
ensure you either have a backup or archive copy of the files. 
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Tracing 
This section explains the administrator tasks for collecting data to assist with tracking errors. 
Administrators need to enable and disable tracing services and clear trace files when they 
are no longer needed. 


Tracing allows you to collect information about the activity of WSFM. When enabled, tracing 
directs STDOUT and STDERR to the trace files STDOUT.TXT and STDERR.TXT. 


The Java Virtual Machine and instance information is logged to a MANAGER.TXT file.  


Trace files: names and locations 
In a typical installation trace files reside in two folders. 


The first location provides high level trace information. 


Location axes/jsm/instance/trace/[job number]/ 


Log File Names CLASSPATH.TXT 


MANAGER.TXT 


STDERR.TXT 


STDOUT.TXT 


Sample axes/jsm/instance/trace/189002/STDOUT.TXT 


Where [job number] is the job number of the active job when tracing occurred. 


The second location provides detailed trace information. 


Location axes/jsm/instance/trace/[job number]/[date]/ 


Log File Directory 
Names 


HTTP00000000 


HTTP00000001 


HTTP00000002 


HTTP00000003 


Sample axes/jsm/instance/trace/309001/2009-11-24/HTTP00000004 


Enable and disable tracing 
The trace and clienttrace directives in the configuration file control tracing activity. These 
directives are in the virtual host section of and are associated with services. 


To enable tracing for a service, set the value of the trace and/or clienttrace parameter as 
true: 


trace="true" clienttrace="true" 


To disable tracing for a service, set the value of the trace and/or clienttrace parameter as 
false: 


trace="false" clienttrace="false" 


Tracing directives operate independently. For example you can enable tracing for one 
service or all services. 
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Clear trace files 
Use the command CLRJSM command to clear trace files and subdirectories. The command 
has the following parameters: 


INSTANCE The instance defaults to a value of *DEFAULT. 


This is the recommended value. 


TRACEDIR The option defaults to a value of *YES. 


Valid values are *YES, *NO.  


The value *YES removes files and sub-directories in the trace 
directory. 


TEMPDIR The option defaults to a value of *YES. 


Valid values are *YES, *NO.  


The value *YES removes all files and sub-directories in the TEMP 
directory. 


Do not clear the TEMP directory while JSM services are running, 
as this action will delete temporary files used by the services. 
Always use *NO when clearing trace files from a running JSM 
instance. 


KEEP Valid values are in the range 0 to 99 days. 


Zero means do not keep the files. Running the command will 
delete ALL files and sub-directories. 


Use 1 to keep only today's files. 


Use 2 to keep today's and yesterday's files. 


Archive trace files 
Archive trace files by copying them to another location, before clearing the files. 


WSFM provides no archiving tools. 


Certificate management 
Use the Java keytool command to create a private key and certificate suitable for the 
TLS/SSL server credentials. 


%JDKPATH%\bin\keytool -genkey —alias sslkey —keyalg RSA —keysize 1024 


-sigalg SHA1withRSA 


-keypass password —keystore wwwssl.jks 


-storepass password —validity 365 


-dname "CN=Web Applications,OU=Web Services,O=My 
Company,L=My Location,S=My State,C=US" 


 


Substitute your equivalent values for My Company, My Location, My State and C (country). 
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Troubleshooting 
The troubleshooting section suggests the parts of WSFM to check when it does not operate 
as expected. 


Installation and configuration 


JSM HTTP server does not start 
1. Check the manager.properties httpd directive: 


httpd=system/httpd.xml 


Ensure that the name specified for the httpd configuration file is the name of 
the actual httpd configuration file. 


2. Check the JSM trace file MANAGER.TXT for JSM HTTP server start up messages. 


3. Review the configuration directives in the instance tag. 


4. Confirm that the JSM HTTP server is started by using a browser to access the 
home index.html file. 


Ensure that the configuration is complete before attempting the start the JSM HTTP server. 


IBM Toolbox for Java not installed 
1. Ensure that the IBM Toolbox for Java is installed. 


Verify that the file, "jt400.jar", resides in the JSM jar directory. 


Installing the IBM Toolbox for Java is an essential prerequisite for operating WSFM. 


File ownership and permissions for files in the IFS 
1. The JSM HTTP server by default runs as the JSM job description user profile. 


Any files and directories created should be owned by that user profile. 


2. Verify the user profile, file and directory ownership. 


3. Change ownerships if necessary. 


WSFM database not found 
1. WSFM uses tables to store its information. The tables must exist in the library 


specified in the database.library directive. 


2. Verify that the tables are in the library defined in the database.library directive. 


SFMUSER (PF-DTA) 


SFMUSER1 (LF) 


SFMUSER2 (LF) 


SFMFOLDER (PF-DTA) 


SFMFOLDER1 (LF) 


SFMFILTER (PF-DTA) 


SFMFILTER1 (LF) 


SFMFILTER2 (LF) 


3. Change the database.library directive to the library where the files reside. 


Or, move the files to the library defined in the database.library directive. 
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Problems when running spool filters and queue filters 
Users encounter errors when running a spooled file filter. 


1. Check the library and output queue names are correct. 


2. Check whether the use is authorised to use the output queue. 


Users must have read access to output queues to use them in searches. 


Problems viewing the content of spooled files 
Users cannot view the content of spooled files as PDF or PDF image. 


1. Ensure that the user has Adobe Acrobat Reader installed or has access to a 
network version of Adobe Acrobat Reader. 


2. If Adobe Acrobat Reader is not installed, the user needs to install the reader or 
be granted access to a network version of the reader. 


3. Ensure that Adobe Acrobat Reader is at version 5.0 or higher. 


The most recent version is the preferred version. 


When spooled files do not display correctly when viewed as PDF in Chrome, install the 
Google Chrome PDF plugin. 


When spooled files do not display correctly when viewed as PDF in Firefox, the Firefox 
configuration must be set to allow PDFs to open. You must configure Firefox so that the 
content type Adobe PDF Document has the action "Use Adobe Acrobat (in Firefox)". 


1. If the spooled file uses Advanced Function Printing (AFP), view it with the PDF 
image option. 


HTML, PDF and text options will not display spooled files that use AFP. 


2. If the spooled file contains graphics, view it with the PDF image option. 


Browser response is slow or unresponsive 
The spooled file display appears slow and unresponsive. 


1. Browsers expect fast responses from HTML pages and want to exit from long 
running requests. The reason for this behaviour is to minimise the wait time. 


When pages appear to wait for some time the browser will ask users if they 
wish to cancel the request. Each browser behaves differently. 


2. IE displays a blank page. 


IE displays a blank page (or white window) when it waits for long running 
requests. 


Wait until IE re-displays the page or close the browser. 


3. When JavaScript is doing a lot of processing, the browser may assume the 
page is in a loop and prompt the user to end the JavaScript execution. 


Users may continue JavaScript execution, end JavaScript execution or close the 
browser. 


4. Cancelling the request and/or closing the browser will end the WSFM session. 


Users will have to log on again. 


Cancelling a request or closing the browser has no effect on spooled files. 
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Browsers allow you to configure the action to take for long running JavaScript. Firefox has a 
configuration item named "dom.max_script_run_time". Safari allows you to disable the 
Runaway JavaScript Timer. 


The performance of IBM i servers influences long running requests. When a server is slow to 
respond, configuring the browser to ignore or wait for long running requests will have no 
effect. 


Creating PDFs becomes slower and slower 
Loading font files when generating a PDF requires server memory. The higher the number of 
users that initiate PDF generation concurrently, the more times the font files will load and as 
a consequence memory requirements will rise. PDF generation will become slower and 
slower as more and more memory is used. 


Managing errors 


SSL related errors 
Error javax.net.ssl.SSLException: The certificate container *SYSTEM could not be 


accessed. 


Cause WSFM does not have authority to access certificates. 


Action Change the object authority by issuing the following commands: 


CHGAUT OBJ('/QIBM/UserData/ICSS/Cert/Server') USER(AXES) DTAAUT(*RX) 


CHGAUT OBJ('/QIBM/UserData/ICSS/Cert/Server/DEFAULT.KDB') USER(AXES) 
DTAAUT(*R) 


CHGAUT OBJ('/QIBM/UserData/ICSS/Cert/Server/DEFAULT.RDB') USER(AXES) 
DTAAUT(*R) 


 


Error javax.net.ssl.SSLException: Validity time period of the certificate is expired. 


Cause The default container certificate is out-of-date. 


Action Obtain a new certificate. 


 


Browser errors 
Error Firefox does not close automatically when you logoff and exit. 


Cause The configuration item, dom.allow_scripts_to_close_windows is set as false. 


Action Change the setting for dom.allow_scripts_to_close_windows to true. 


This change is not mandatory for WSFM. It is a user preference. 


The alternative action is to exit WSFM and then close Firefox manually. 
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Before you contact aXes support 
Table 10 (page 29) contains the information you need to send to support if you experience 
problems. 


Table 10: Information to Send to Support 


Context Information 


Contact and 
customer details 


Your company name 


Your name 


Customer name 


aXes version(s) What version of aXes being is being reported? 


What aXes PTFs installed and applied to this version? 


Are other versions of aXes also installed on the same IBM i? 


Is Terminal Server (TS) installed? 


Is the Web Spooler (WS) installed? 


Is the Intersession Option installed as well? 


Has another version of aXes been successfully deployed on the 
same IBM i? 


(If so, please provide details). 


How is aXes licensed — processor or session based? 


If processor based, how many processors are licensed? 


If session based, how many sessions are licensed? 


IBM hardware Model number (QMODEL) 


Serial number (QSRLNBR) 


Processor Feature Number (QPRCFEAT) 


Processor Group (Tier) 


Is aXes running in an LPAR? If yes, how many processors are 
allocated to that LPAR? 


IBM operating 
system software 


What operating system version is running aXes? (Version, 
Release and Modification) 


What operating system version of the IBM i Licensed Internal 
Code (LIC) is installed? 


What IBM operating system PTFs have been installed? Are the 
latest PTFs applied? 


Problem report Provide a detailed description of the problem. 


Include a full history of events leading up to the occurrence of the 
problem. For example, did the problem occur after you installed 
new software, applied PTFs or upgraded the operating system? 


The more detailed the information, the easier it is for Support to 
understand your problem. 
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Section 4 — Configuration 
This section explains the tools and configuration options available to administrators who will 
manage WSFM. 


The configuration process 
The steps in the configuration process are: 


1. Copy and rename the configuration file, httpd-template.xml. 


The recommended name for the copied file is: system/httpd.xml 


You can use any valid name but you should choose a name that indicates the 
file content. 


2. Change the httpd property in the manager.properties file to the new name 
allocated when you copied the original httpd configuration file. 


For example, if you used the recommended name for the copied httpd 
configuration file, change the httpd property in manager.properties to: 


httpd=system/httpd.xml 


If not, use the name allocated to the copied file. 


3. Configure axinfo.json 


4. Configure the JSM HTTP server instance. 


5. Configure the services (for example database drivers). 


6. Configure the user registration properties. 


The configuration process assumes you have completed the installation successfully. 


Important 
reminders 


Always make a copy of the httpd configuration file before you edit its 
contents. 


Keep a separate copy of the httpd configuration file that is active in 
your production environment. 


Use a text editor or XML editor when changing configuration items and parameters in the 
httpd configuration file. Exercise care when editing and make sure you do not change tag 
names. 


About the configuration files 
The configuration details reside in three files: manager.properties, httpd.xml and 
axinfo.json. This section describes the content of the configuration files. Later sections 
describe how to change individual configuration items. 


File locations 
Table 11 (page 30) provides the folder locations of the configuration files. 


Table 11: Configuration File Locations 


Configuration Files Locations 


axinfo.json myaxes/jsm/ 
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Configuration Files Locations 


httpd.xml myaxes/jsm/instance/system/ 


httpd-template.xml myaxes/jsm/instance/system/ 


manager.properties myaxes/jsm/instance/system/ 


The root folder (myaxes) in the location is the folder name chosen on installation. 


Manager.properties file 
The properties file, manager.properties, contains information about the installed instance of 
WSFM. Table 12 (page 31) explains the properties manager.properties. 


Table 12: Explanation of manager.properties 


Properties Definitions 


httpd=system/httpd.xml Name of the httpd configuration file 


httpd.axes.release=V2R1M0 Version of aXes installed (used for licence checking) 


httpd.axes.instance=AXES Name of the instance (used for licence checking) 


After updating the httpd configuration file property in manager.properties, the configuration 
file will look like the following example (Table 13, page 31). 


Table 13: Example of an Updated manager.properties File 


Properties 


# httpd=system/httpd-template.xml 


httpd=system/httpd.xml 


httpd.axes.release=V2R1M0 


httpd.axes.instance=AXES 


# 


tcp.port=5560 


console.tcp.port=5561 


studio.client.address=*none 


console.client.address=*none 


The line beginning with a hash (#) is a comment line. 


The name of the instance (httpd.axes.instance=AXES) in manager.properties does not need 
to be the same as the instance name in the httpd configuration file. 


Httpd configuration file 
The configuration file named httpd.xml contains the configuration items and parameters for 
WSFM. 


Table 14: Structure of the httpd Configuration File 


Structure of httpd Configuration File 


<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 


<configuration> 


 <instance name="WebServer" active="true" root="www/instance/htdocs" 
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Structure of httpd Configuration File 


   index="index.html"> 


  <errorlog enabled="true" file="www/instance/logs/error.log"/> 


  <accesslog enabled="true" file="www/instance/logs/access.log"/> 


  <listen secure="false" store="pki/wwwssl.jks" password="password" 


   port="5563" 


   sslport="5564" 


   interface="*ALL" backlog="256" 


   buffersend="-1" bufferreceive="-1" 


   nodelay="false" timeout="5"/> 


  +<access> 


  +<mimetype> 


  +<virtual host="*" active="true"> 


 </instance> 


</configuration> 


Table 14 (page 31) shows the structure of the httpd configuration file. 


The configuration contains an instance of the JSM HTTP server. The instance has a set of 
configuration parameters (instance, errorlog, accesslog and listen tags). The instance 
includes configuration items for access, MIME types (Internet Media Types) and virtual 
hosts. 


Table 15 (page 32) provides a list of recommendations for changing configuration items and 
parameters in the httpd configuration file. 


Table 15: Mandatory and Optional Changes to Configuration Items and Parameters 


Configuration Items Change Mandatory/Optional 


JSMHTTPServiceFile (match URI, 
class) 


Do not change these items 


MIME types (server instance) Optional, but not recommended 


MIME types (virtual host) Optional, but not recommended 


Port You must choose port numbers, if you do not 
wish to use the default port numbers 


Realm (protect tag, virtual host) Do not change any items in the protect tag 


Virtual host name and active Do not change these items unless you choose 
multiple instances and/or multiple virtual hosts 


The default values of many configuration items and parameters in the httpd configuration 
will be appropriate for operating WSFM. Some values you must change and some are 
optional. 


Important 
reminders 


Copy the original httpd configuration file. 


Do not use the original httpd configuration file for your configuration 
settings. Version upgrades and fixes may alter the parameters in the 
httpd configuration file and will over-write your configuration settings 
when installed. 
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Axinfo configuration file 
The axinfo configuration file defines whether WSFM is enabled, the ports and URI for the 
WSFM service. 


Table 16: axinfo.json Configuration File for WSFM 


axinfo.json Configuration Example 


{ 


 "sfm": 


  { 


   "enabled": true, 


   "port":   5563, 


   "sslport":  5564, 


   "uri":   "/axes/spooled-file-manager.html" 


  } 


} 


Table 17 (page 33) explains the items in axinfo.json. 


Table 17: Configuration Items in axinfo.json 


Configuration Items Definitions 


Enabled "enabled":true indicates that WSFM is active 


"enabled":false indicates that WSFM is inactive (that is, the 
service is unavailable) 


Ports Port = the non SSL port (not encrypted) 


SSLPort = the SSL port (encrypted) 


Configure ports 
The axinfo and httpd configuration files contain items to define the ports WSFM will use. 
Table 18 (page 33) shows the default ports. 


Table 18: Default Ports 


Port Numbers Definitions 


5560 JSM Server TCP port is used internally and does not accept 
connections. 


5561 JSM Console TCP port is used internally and does not accept 
connections. 


5563 JSM HTTP Server (default port for WSFM without TLS/SSL) 


5564 JSM HTTPS Server (default port for WSFM with TLS/SSL) 
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To change ports follow these steps: 


1. Edit axinfo.json. 


2. Change the port parameter. 


Change the sslport parameter. 


3. Save axinfo.json 


4. Edit httpd.xml (or the equivalent file if you use a different name). 


5. Under the listen tag of the instance: 


Change the port parameter. 


Change the sslport parameter. 


6. Save httpd.xml 


The configuration files shipped with WSFM are configured to use the default ports. You do 
not need to change the port configurations if the default ports are suitable for your 
installation. 


Configure JSM HTTP server 
This part of the administrator guide explains how to configure the sections of the httpd 
configuration file that apply to the JSM HTTP server. There are separate sections that explain 
how to configure individual services that the JSM HTTP server supports. 


Server instance configuration 
Table 19 (page 34) shows the set of configuration items and parameters that apply to the 
JSM HTTP server instance. 


Table 19: Configure Server Instance 


Configure Server Instance Example 


<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 


<configuration> 


 <instance name="WebServer" active="true" root="www/instance/htdocs" 


    index="index.html"> 


  <errorlog enabled="true" file="www/instance/logs/error.log"/> 


  <accesslog enabled="true" file="www/instance/logs/access.log"/> 


  <listen secure="false" store="pki/wwwssl.jks" password="password" 


   port="5563" 


   sslport="5564" 


   interface="*ALL" backlog="256" buffersend="-1" bufferreceive="-1" 


   nodelay="false" timeout="5"/> 


  +<access> 


  +<mimetype> 


  +<virtual host="*" active="true"> 


 </instance> 


</configuration> 


In this example, the instance of WSFM has error logging and access logging enabled (the 
value of the parameter is "true"). The server will place errors into error.log and access 
events into access.log. The instance will listen on port "5563". 
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Table 20: What to Configure for the Server Instance 


To configure Apply these settings Change default 


Access logging Set accesslog enabled to true. 


Define the access log file name. 


Optional 


Active Active must be true Do not change 


Backlog Choose the depth of the TCP/IP queue. Optional 


Buffer receive Set the size (bytes) of the receive buffer Optional 


Buffer send Set the size (bytes) of the send buffer Optional 


Error logging Set errorlog enabled to true. 


Define the error log file name. 


Optional 


Index Define the index document Optional 


Instance name Choose a name Optional 


Interface Use *ALL for all addresses or choose the 
interface address. 


Default is all interfaces. 


Optional 


No delay Set to True to enable TCP/IP no delay. 


False uses the operating system settings. 


Optional 


No TSL/SSL Set listen secure to false. 


When listen secure is false, the JSM HTTP 
server ignores store and password values. 


Optional 


Port Insert the port number you want to use. Mandatory 


The server expects 
either port and/or 
sslport. 


Root Define the root directory (folder) Optional 


Secure connection 
with TSL/SSL 


Set listen secure to true. 


Define the name of the store. 


Insert the password. 


Optional 


SSLport Insert the port number you want to use. Mandatory 


The server expects 
either port and/or 
sslport. 


Timeout Set the connection timeout in seconds. Optional 


Whether you need to change the optional items depends on the environment of your WSFM 
installation and your performance requirements. 
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Controlling access to the server instance 
The access directive (at the instance level) specifies rules for accessing the instance of the 
JSM HTTP server. Using the access directive you can: 


 Allow addresses 


 Deny addresses 


You use combinations of allow and deny directives to control access to the server instance. 
Addresses can be specific (10.2.45.1), masks (10.2) or generic (indicated by the asterisk 
(*)). 


Do not use directives for user agents or content lengths in this section. 


Table 21 (page 36) shows an example of allow and deny directives (at the instance level). 


Table 21: Control Access to the Server Instance 


Server Instance Access (Allow and Deny) Configuration Example 


<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 


<configuration> 


 <instance name="WebServer" active="true" root="www/instance/htdocs" 


    index="index.html"> 


  <errorlog enabled="true" file="www/instance/logs/error.log"/> 


  <accesslog enabled="true" file="www/instance/logs/access.log"/> 


  <listen secure="false" store="pki/wwwssl.jks" password="password" 


   port="5563" 


   sslport="5564" 


   interface="*ALL" backlog="256" buffersend="-1" bufferreceive="-1" 


   nodelay="false" timeout="5"/> 


  <access> 


   <allow address="*"/> 


  </access> 


  +<mimetype> 


  +<virtual host="*" active="true"> 


 </instance> 


</configuration> 


In this example <allow address= "*"/> allows access from any address. The other allow and 
deny directives are inside comments and ignored by the JSM HTTP server. 


Table 22: What to Configure for Server Instance Access 


To configure Apply these settings Change defaults 


Allow any address Use allow address=* 


<allow address="*"/> 


Optional 


Access for specific 
addresses 


Add new a directive for each allowed 
address. 


<allow address="10.2.1.45"/> 


Optional 


Deny any address Use deny address=* 


<deny address="*"/> 


Optional 
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To configure Apply these settings Change defaults 


Deny access for 
specific addresses 


Add new a directive for each denied 
address. 


<deny address="10.2.1.45"/> 


Optional 


MIME types for the server instance 
Table 23 (page 37) shows the configuration for MIME types. This part of the httpd 
configuration file defines MIME types applicable to the whole instance. 


The MIME type directives allow the JSM HTTP server to correctly understand the nature of 
files. Administrators do not need to change these directives. 


Table 23: MIME Types for the Server Instance 


Server Instance MIME Types Configuration Example 


<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 


<configuration> 


 <instance name="WebServer" active="true" root="www/instance/htdocs" 


    index="index.html"> 


  <errorlog enabled="true" file="www/instance/logs/error.log"/> 


  <accesslog enabled="true" file="www/instance/logs/access.log"/> 


  <listen secure="false" store="pki/wwwssl.jks" password="password" 


   port="5563" 


   sslport="5564" 


   interface="*ALL" backlog="256" buffersend="-1" bufferreceive="-1" 


   nodelay="false" timeout="5"/> 


  +<access> 


  <mimetype> 


   <map extension="png" type="image/png"/> 


   <map extension="gif" type="image/gif"/> 


   <map extension="jpg" type="image/jpeg"/> 


   <map extension="jpeg" type="image/jpeg"/> 


   <map extension="tiff" type="image/tiff"/> 


   <map extension="ico" type="image/x-icon"/> 


   <map extension="pdf" type="application/pdf"/> 


   <map extension="css" type="text/css; charset=utf-8"/> 


   <map extension="xsl" type="text/xls; charset=utf-8"/> 


   <map extension="xml" type="text/xml; charset=utf-8"/> 


   <map extension="htm" type="text/html; charset=utf-8"/> 


   <map extension="html" type="text/html; charset=utf-8"/> 


   <map extension="js" type="application/x-javascript; charset=utf-8"/> 


  </mimetype> 


  +<virtual host="*" active="true"> 


 </instance> 


</configuration> 


MIME type directives in the virtual host section of the configuration file override MIME types 
specified in this section. 
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To determine allowed MIME types, the JSM HTTP server looks at MIME types in the virtual 
host section of the httpd configuration file and then at MIME types in the server instance. 
Place MIME types in the server instance that will apply all virtual hosts. Place MIME types 
that are unique to a virtual host in the MIME types section of the virtual host. 


Table 24: What to Configure for the Server Instance MIME Types 


To configure Apply these settings Change defaults 


MIME types Use the default list Not recommended 


Add MIME types Add new a directive for each MIME type. Optional 


Virtual host configuration 
The JSM HTTP server is capable of managing multiple virtual hosts. Table 25 (page 38) 
shows the virtual host configuration for WSFM. 


Table 25: Virtual Host Configuration 


Virtual Host Configuration Example 


<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 


<configuration> 


 <instance name="WebServer" active="true" root="www/instance/htdocs" 


    index="index.html"> 


  <errorlog enabled="true" file="www/instance/logs/error.log"/> 


  <accesslog enabled="true" file="www/instance/logs/access.log"/> 


  <listen secure="false" store="pki/wwwssl.jks" password="password" 


   port="5563" 


   sslport="5564" 


   interface="*ALL" backlog="256" buffersend="-1" bufferreceive="-1" 


   nodelay="false" timeout="5"/> 


  +<access> 


  +<mimetype> 


  <virtual host="*" active="true"> 


   +<access> 


   +<protect> 


   +<script> 


   +<mimetype> 


  </virtual> 


 </instance> 


</configuration> 


The host is the name of the virtual host to match with the HTTP host property. In this case 
the asterisk ("*") indicates acceptance of requests from any host. 


Table 26: What to Configure for One Virtual Host 


To configure Apply these settings Change defaults 


Virtual host Use the default value asterisk (*) Do not change  


Active Use the value true Do not change 
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The active parameter has two values "true" and "false". The value of the active parameter 
must be "true" for WSFM to operate. 


If you wish to use multiple instances and/or multiple virtual hosts in your configuration refer 
to the section titled, "Running WSFM and DE side by side" (page 59). 


Access, protect, script and MIME type are sub sections of the virtual section in the httpd 
configuration file. 


Virtual host access 
The access directives in the virtual host section in the httpd configuration file control access 
to services provided by the JSM HTTP server. These directives override the access directives 
defined for the server instance. Using the virtual host access configuration you can: 


 Allow addresses 


 Deny addresses 


 Allow user agents 


 Deny user agents 


 Allow content lengths 


 Deny content lengths 


Table 27 (page 39) shows an example of configuring virtual host access directives. 


Table 27: Virtual Host Access Directives 


Virtual Host Access Directives Configuration Example 


<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 


<configuration> 


 <instance name="WebServer" active="true" root="www/instance/htdocs" 


    index="index.html"> 


  <errorlog enabled="true" file="www/instance/logs/error.log"/> 


  <accesslog enabled="true" file="www/instance/logs/access.log"/> 


  <listen secure="false" store="pki/wwwssl.jks" password="password" 


   port="5563" 


   sslport="5564" 


   interface="*ALL" backlog="256" buffersend="-1" bufferreceive="-1" 


   nodelay="false" timeout="5"/> 


  +<access> 


  +<mimetype> 


  <virtual host="*" active="true"> 


   <access> 


    <allow address="*"/> 


    <deny useragent="webos"/> 


    <deny useragent="android"/> 


    <deny useragent="ipad"/> 


    <deny useragent="iphone"/> 


    <allow useragent="*"/> 


    <allow useragent="?"/> 


    <deny contentlength="4096"/> 


   </access> 


   +<protect> 


   +<script> 
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Virtual Host Access Directives Configuration Example 


   +<mimetype> 


  </virtual> 


 </instance> 


</configuration> 


In this example, requests from any address are acceptable, deny access is explicit for 
several user agents, other user agents are acceptable and content length greater than 4096 
is unacceptable. 


Table 28: What to Configure for Virtual Host Access 


To configure Apply these settings Change defaults 


Allow any address Use allow address=* Optional 


Access for specific 
addresses 


Add a directive for each address. Optional 


Allow any user 
agent 


Use allow useragent=* Optional 


Allow specific user 
agents 


Add a directive for each user agent Optional 


Allow content 
lengths 


Use allow contentlength= "value" Optional 


Deny any address Use deny address=* Optional 


Deny access for 
specific addresses 


Add a directive for each address. Optional 


Deny any user 
agent 


Use deny useragent=* Optional 


Deny specific user 
agents 


Add a directive for each user agent Optional 


Deny content 
lengths 


Use deny contentlength= "value" Optional 


Access directives in the virtual host section of the configuration file override access 
directives specified in the access section of the server instance. 


The default setting allows access for all addresses, useragents and content lengths. 


Virtual host protect 


Warning You do not need to configure this section of the httpd configuration file 
to use WSFM. 


The protection section of the httpd configuration file maps authentication methods to parts 
of the Web site or application. The realm describes the authentication method and the match 
URI associates the realm with the protected part of the Web site or application. 


Table 29 (page 41) shows an example of the protect configuration. 
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Table 29: Virtual Host Protect Configuration 


Virtual Host Protect Configuration Example 


<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 


<configuration> 


 <instance name="WebServer" active="true" root="www/instance/htdocs" 


    index="index.html"> 


  <errorlog enabled="true" file="www/instance/logs/error.log"/> 


  <accesslog enabled="true" file="www/instance/logs/access.log"/> 


  <listen secure="false" store="pki/wwwssl.jks" password="password" 


   port="5563" 


   sslport="5564" 


   interface="*ALL" backlog="256" buffersend="-1" bufferreceive="-1" 


   nodelay="false" timeout="5"/> 


  +<access> 


  +<mimetype> 


  <virtual host="*" active="true"> 


   +<access> 


   <protect> 


    <realm name="Area 51"> 


     <user name="user" access="bb644a9819425bfd8586b408896a1031"/> 


    </realm> 


    <match uri="/restricted" realm="Area 51" authentication="basic,digest"/> 


   </protect> 


   +<script> 


   +<mimetype> 


  </virtual> 


 </instance> 


</configuration> 


In this example the realm is "Area 51", the user name is "user", and access is a hash of the 
user, password and realm information. The configuration uses both basic and digest 
authentication methods. The match uri = "/restricted" associates the realm with URIs 
including the match URI. 


Table 30: Configuring Virtual Host Protect 


To configure Apply these settings Change defaults 


Realm Define the realm name. Do not change the 
default values. 


Realm / user Add one or more user names with their 
access hash into the realm. 


You need to generate an access hash for 
each user in each realm and include them 
in the configuration. This applies even 
when the same user is in different realms. 


The tool to generate the access hash is not 
supplied with this version of WSFM. 


Do not change the 
default values. 
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To configure Apply these settings Change defaults 


Match URIs Add one or more full or partial URIs with 
their associated realms. 


Do not change the 
default values. 


You do not need to configure this section of the httpd configuration file to use WSFM. 


Virtual host script 
The script section of the httpd configuration file contains configuration items associated with 
the available services. WSFM uses the following services: 


 Spooled file service (HTTPServiceSpool) 


 File access service (JSMHTTPServiceFile) 


Each service has one or more parameters that control the way the service operates. 
Examples of parameters are:  


 Autoregister 


 Database.library 


Table 31 (page 42) shows an example of a script configuration. 


Table 31: Virtual Host Script Configuration 


Virtual Host Script Configuration Example 


<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 


<configuration> 


 <instance name="WebServer" active="true" root="www/instance/htdocs" 


    index="index.html"> 


  <errorlog enabled="true" file="www/instance/logs/error.log"/> 


  <accesslog enabled="true" file="www/instance/logs/access.log"/> 


  <listen secure="false" store="pki/wwwssl.jks" password="password" 


   port="5563" 


   sslport="5564" 


   interface="*ALL" backlog="256" buffersend="-1" bufferreceive="-1" 


   nodelay="false" timeout="5"/> 


  +<access> 


  +<mimetype> 


  <virtual host="*" active="true"> 


   +<access> 


   +<protect> 


   <script> 


    <match uri="/axes/sfmservice.jsp"  


     class="com.lansa.jsm.service.HTTPServiceSpool"  


     trace="false" clienttrace="false"> 


     <parameter name="autoregister" value="false"/> 


     <parameter name="database.host" value="LOCALHOST"/> 


     <parameter name="database.library" value="AXES"/> 


    </match> 


    <match uri="/" class="com.lansa.jsm.JSMHTTPServiceFile"  


     trace="false" clienttrace="false"> 


     <parameter name="cache.maxage" value="28800"/> 


     <parameter name="cache.maxage.pdf" value="28800"/> 
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Virtual Host Script Configuration Example 


     <parameter name="cache.maxage.image" value="28800"/> 


    </match> 


   </script> 


   +<mimetype> 


  </virtual> 


 </instance> 


</configuration> 


WSFM requires configuration for the spooled file service (sfmservice) and the JSM HTTP file 
service to operate successfully. 


This guide includes individual sections that describe how to configure each service. See the 
sections under "Configure services", (from page 44). 


Virtual host MIME types 
Table 32 (page 43) shows the configuration for MIME types applicable to the virtual host. 


Table 32: Virtual Host MIME Type Configuration 


Virtual Host MIME Type Configuration Example 


<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 


<configuration> 


 <instance name="WebServer" active="true" root="www/instance/htdocs" 


    index="index.html"> 


  <errorlog enabled="true" file="www/instance/logs/error.log"/> 


  <accesslog enabled="true" file="www/instance/logs/access.log"/> 


  <listen secure="false" store="pki/wwwssl.jks" password="password" 


   port="5563" 


   sslport="5564" 


   interface="*ALL" backlog="256" buffersend="-1" bufferreceive="-1" 


   nodelay="false" timeout="5"/> 


  +<access> 


  +<mimetype> 


  <virtual host="*" active="true"> 


   +<access> 


   +<protect> 


   +<script> 


   <mimetype> 


    <map extension="pdf" type="application/pdf"/> 


   </mimetype> 


  </virtual> 


 </instance> 


</configuration> 


The MIME types defined in this section of the httpd configuration file override MIME types 
defined for the server instance. 
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Table 33: What to Configure for Virtual Host MIME Types 


To configure Apply these settings Change defaults 


MIME types Use the default list Do not change 


Add MIME types Add new a directive for each MIME type. Optional 


Configure services 
The configure services section provides explanations for configuring each of the services that 
support WSFM. The configuration items and parameters reside in the script section of the 
httpd configuration file. 


JSM HTTP file service configuration 
The JSM HTTP server uses the service titled, com.lansa.jsm.JSMHTTPServiceFile, to retrieve 
files associated with the requested page. 


Table 34 (page 44) shows the configuration for this service. 


Table 34: Configure JSM HTTP File Service 


Configure JSM HTTP File Service 


<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 


<configuration> 


 <instance name="WebServer" active="true" root="www/instance/htdocs" 


    index="index.html"> 


  <errorlog enabled="true" file="www/instance/logs/error.log"/> 


  <accesslog enabled="true" file="www/instance/logs/access.log"/> 


  <listen secure="false" store="pki/wwwssl.jks" password="password" 


   port="5563" 


   sslport="5564" 


   interface="*ALL" backlog="256" buffersend="-1" bufferreceive="-1" 


   nodelay="false" timeout="5"/> 


  +<access> 


  +<mimetype> 


  <virtual host="*" active="true"> 


   +<access> 


   +<protect> 


   <script> 


    +<match uri="/axes/sfmservice.jsp"  


    <match uri="/" class="com.lansa.jsm.JSMHTTPServiceFile"  


     trace="false" clienttrace="false"> 


     <parameter name="cache.maxage" value="28800"/> 


     <parameter name="cache.maxage.pdf" value="28800"/> 


     <parameter name="cache.maxage.image" value="28800"/> 


    </match> 


   </script> 


   +<mimetype> 


  </virtual> 
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Configure JSM HTTP File Service 


 </instance> 


</configuration> 


In this example the match URI is set to "/" to indicate the match applies to all URIs. The 
cache parameters set the maximum period for caching files and images. In this case the 
value used for both parameters is 28,800 seconds (or 8 hours). 


Table 35: What to Configure for JSM HTTP File Service 


To configure Apply these settings Change defaults 


Match URI Use the default "/" Do not change 


Class Use com.lansa.jsm.JSMHTTPServiceFile Do not change 


Cache Maxage The default maximum age for cached files 
is 28,800 seconds (8 hours). 


Do not remove this parameter. 


Optional 


Cache Maxage 
Image 


The default maximum age for cached 
image files is 28,800 seconds (8 hours). 


Do not remove this parameter. 


Optional 


Do not remove this service from the httpd configuration file. 


Allow and deny user access to services 
The parameters, service.user.allow and service.user.deny, define identifications (or profiles) 
that are permitted (or allowed) to use WSFM or excluded from (or denied access to) WSFM 
services. The service.user.allow parameter defines acceptable users and the 
service.user.deny parameter defines users not permitted to use WSFM services. Table 36 
(page 45) explains the syntax of these parameters. You may include multiple instances of 
the service.user.allow and service.user.deny parameters. 


Table 36: User Identification/Profile service.user Allow and Deny Parameter 
Syntax 


Parameter Action by aXes-Cloud 


<parameter name= 
"service.user.allow" value= "UserId"/> 


The parameter value defines allowed (or 
acceptable) user identifications. 


<parameter name= 
"service.user.allow" value= 
"UserId,UserId,UserId,UserId"/> 


The parameter value is a list of user 
identifications separated by commas. The 
service.user.allow parameter allows (or 
accepts) user identifications in the list. 


<parameter name= 
"service.user.deny" value= "UserId"/> 


The parameter value denies (excludes) 
access to one user. 


<parameter name= 
"service.user.deny" value= 
"UserId,UserId,UserId,UserId"/> 


The parameter value is a list of user 
identifications separated by commas. The 
service.user.deny parameter denies 
(excludes) access to user identifications in 
the list. 


<parameter name= 
"service.user.allow" value= "*USER"/> 


The value *USER is a special case. It is a 
collective value that allows all user 
identifications. 
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Parameter Action by aXes-Cloud 


<parameter name= 
"service.user.deny" value= "*USER"/> 


The value *USER is a special case. It is a 
collective value that denies all user 
identifications. 


The user authentication process looks for instances of the service.user.deny parameter and 
then instances of the service.user.allow parameter. 


By default, WSFM denies access to user identifications beginning with the letter Q. To enable 
access for these user identifications, each user identification must be configured explicitly 
using a service.user.allow parameter. 


Table 37 (page 46) illustrates a configuration that includes the service.user.allow and 
service.user.deny parameters. 


Table 37: Example Configuration for service.user Allow and Deny Parameters 


Configuration for service.user.allow and service.user.deny Parameters 


<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 


<configuration> 


 <instance name="HTTP Instance" active="true" root="www/instance/htdocs" 


    index="index.html"> 


  <errorlog enabled="true" file="www/instance/logs/error.log"/> 


  <accesslog enabled="true" file="www/instance/logs/access.log"/> 


  <listen secure="false" store="pki/wwwssl.jks" password="password" 


   port="5563" 


   sslport="5564" 


   interface="*ALL" backlog="256" buffersend="-1" bufferreceive="-1" 


   nodelay="false" timeout="5"/> 


  +<access> 


  +<mimetype> 


  <virtual host="*" active="true"> 


   +<access> 


   +<protect> 


   <script> 


    <match uri="/axes/sfmservice.jsp"  


     class="com.lansa.jsm.service.HTTPServiceSpool"  


     trace="false" clienttrace="false"> 


     <parameter name="service.user.deny" value="JohnS,MaryB"/> 


     <parameter name="service.user.deny" value="GeorgeD,WendyF"/> 


     <parameter name="service.user.allow" value="*USER"/> 


     <parameter name="service.user.allow" value="QSYSOPR "/> 


     <parameter name="autoregister" value="false"/> 


     <parameter name="database.host" value="LOCALHOST"/> 


     <parameter name="database.library" value="AXES"/> 


    </match> 


    +<match uri="/" class="com.lansa.jsm.JSMHTTPServiceFile"  


   </script> 


   +<mimetype> 


  </virtual> 
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Configuration for service.user.allow and service.user.deny Parameters 


 </instance> 


</configuration> 


Table 38 (page 47) provides examples and explanations for configuring the 
service.user.allow and service.user.deny parameters. 


Table 38: Controlling Access to Services – service.user Allow and Deny Examples 


Parameter Explanation 


<parameter name= 
"service.user.allow" value= "*USER"/> 


This value allows every user identification, 
except for those beginning with the letter 
Q. 


<parameter name= 
"service.user.deny" value= "*USER"/> 


This value denies access to every user 
identification, including those beginning 
with the letter Q. 


Using the *USER value on a 
service.user.deny parameter locks out 
every user. It overrides all values for the 
service.user.allow parameter. 


<parameter name= "service.user.allow" 
value= "JohnS,MaryB,GeorgeD,WendyF"/> 


This configuration allows all user 
identifications in the list. 


<parameter name="service.user.deny" 
value= "JohnS,MaryB"/> 


<parameter name="service.user.allow" 
value= "*USER"/> 


This configuration denies access to the 
users JohnS and MaryB, but allows all 
other users, except those beginning with 
the letter Q. 


This example illustrates the optimum 
method for allowing most users and 
denying a small number of users. 


<parameter name="service.user.allow" 
value= "JohnS,MaryB"/> 


This configuration allows only users JohnS 
and MaryB. 


<parameter name="service.user.allow" 
value= "*USER,QSECOFR,QSYSOPR"/> 


This service.user.allow value allows all 
users and both QSECOFR and QSYSOPR. 


It is unnecessary to include 
service.user.deny parameters for user 
identifications beginning with the letter Q; 
aXes denies access to these user 
identifications by default. 


To use WSFM services, users must be authorised by an implicit or explicit service.user.allow 
parameter and also registered as a WSFM user. 


User registration 
User registration is one of the tasks managed by the service sfmservice.jsp. Table 39 (page 
47) describes the values for the autoregister parameter associated with the service 
sfmservice.jsp. 


Table 39: Autoregister Parameter for the Service sfmservice.jsp 


Parameter Action by WSFM 


<parameter name= 
"autoregister" value= "true"/> 


WSFM will register any person who logs on 
with an active profile on the server. 
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Parameter Action by WSFM 


<parameter name= 
"autoregister" value= "false"/> 


Setting the value to false prevents WSFM 
registering users automatically. 


Administrators will register users manually. 


For manual user registration change the value of the autoregister parameter to "false". 


For automated user registration change the value of the autoregister parameter to "true". 


Table 40 (page 48) shows an example of a configuration file using manual user registration. 


Table 40: Autoregister Parameter for Automated or Manual User Registration 


Configuration for the Auto Register Parameter 


<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 


<configuration> 


 <instance name="WebServer" active="true" root="www/instance/htdocs" 


    index="index.html"> 


  <errorlog enabled="true" file="www/instance/logs/error.log"/> 


  <accesslog enabled="true" file="www/instance/logs/access.log"/> 


  <listen secure="false" store="pki/wwwssl.jks" password="password" 


   port="5563" 


   sslport="5564" 


   interface="*ALL" backlog="256" buffersend="-1" bufferreceive="-1" 


   nodelay="false" timeout="5"/> 


  +<access> 


  +<mimetype> 


  <virtual host="*" active="true"> 


   +<access> 


   +<protect> 


   <script> 


    <match uri="/axes/sfmservice.jsp"  


     class="com.lansa.jsm.service.HTTPServiceSpool"  


     trace="false" clienttrace="false"> 


     <parameter name="autoregister" value="true"/> 


     <parameter name="database.host" value="LOCALHOST"/> 


     <parameter name="database.library" value="AXES"/> 


    </match> 


    +<match uri="/" class="com.lansa.jsm.JSMHTTPServiceFile"  


   </script> 


   +<mimetype> 


  </virtual> 


 </instance> 


</configuration> 


Table 40 (page 48) shows an example httpd configuration file <script> section and the 
configuration of the sfmservice. In this example the value of the autoregister parameter is 
"false", indicating manual user registration. 


Users cannot set the value of the autoregister parameter from the WSFM user interface. 
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Reference guide: JSM HTTP server configuration 
The reference guide provides explanations of the individual items in the httpd configuration 
files. 


Configuration item reference 
Table 41 (page 49) provides explanations of configuration items in the JSM HTTP server 
httpd configuration file. The items in the table are in name sequence. The configuration item 
name is the name and position of the parameters in the httpd configuration file. For 
example, the item named "listen port" is the port on the listen directive. 


Table 41: Server Reference: Configuration Item Reference 


Configuration Items Definitions 


Access allow List of addresses, content lengths and/or user 
agents allowed access to the JSM HTTP server. 


Example: <allow address="10.2.1.45"> 


Access deny List of addresses, content lengths and/or user 
agents denied access to the JSM HTTP server. 


Example: <deny address="10.2.1.45"> 


Access log enabled WSFM logs all access events when access log 
enabled is "true". 


WSFM logs no access events when access log 
enabled is "false". 


Access log file Name and location of the access log file. 


Example: "www/instance/logs/access.log" 


Cache maxage Maximum age for cached files in seconds. 


Cache maxage image Maximum age for cached image files in seconds. 


Cache maxage pdf Maximum age for cached PDF files in seconds. 


Error log enabled WSFM logs all errors when error log enabled is 
"true". 


WSFM logs no errors when error log enabled is 
"false". 


Error log file Name and location of the error log file. 


Example: "www/instance/logs/error.log" 


Instance active To operate WSFM this parameter will always be 
"true". 


The JSM HTTP server supports multiple instances 
and needs this parameter to indicate which 
instances to activate at run time. 


Instance index Name of the index page. 


Example: "index.html" 
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Configuration Items Definitions 


Instance name Name allocated the JSM HTTP server. 


Example: "WebServer" or "My HTTP Instance" 


This name does not need to be the same as the 
instance name in the manager.properties file 
(httpd.axes.instance=AXES). 


Instance root Name of the directory from which the documents 
will be served by the JSM HTTP server. 


Also known as document root. 


Example: "www/instance/htdocs" 


Listen backlog The backlog defines the depth of the TCP/IP queue. 


Listen buffer receive TCP/IP receive buffer size in bytes. 


Special case value "-1" means use operating system 
default. 


Listen buffer send TCP/IP send buffer size in bytes. 


Special case value "-1" means use operating system 
default. 


Listen interface TCP/IP interface address that the JSM HTTP server 
will bind to and accept connections on. 


Default value is *ALL 


*ALL will bind to all interfaces on the server. 


Listen no delay True enables TCP/IP no delay option. 


False means use the operating system setting for 
this parameter. 


Listen password Password that will open the store file used for 
TLS/SSL configuration. 


Example: "password" 


Listen port TCP/IP port number the server will use to accept 
connections on. 


Listen secure When true, the JSM HTTP server uses TLS/SSL  


When false, the JSM HTTP server uses plain sockets. 


Listen sslport TCP/IP port number the server will use to accept 
connections when using TLS/SSL. 


Listen store Path for the store file that contains the private key 
and public certificates (used when TLS/SSL 
enabled). 


Fully qualified name and location of the store file. 


Example: "pki/wwwssl.jks" 


Listen timeout Time out count in seconds (integer). 


Mimetype map extension File extension used to identify the MIME type. 


Example: "png" 
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Configuration Items Definitions 


Mimetype map type The type describes the nature of the MIME type. 


Examples: "image/png" 


Protect match authentication Type of authentication, values are: 


"basic", "digest" or "basic,digest". 


Basic: Basic authentication is a concatenation of 
user name, a colon and the password encoded with 
the Base64 algorithm. 


Digest: Digest authentication is an application of 
MD5 cryptographic hashing of user credentials. It 
provides stronger encoding than basic 
authentication. 


Protect match realm Name of the realm used for authentication to parts 
of the Web site or application. The realm is 
associated with the matched URIs. 


Protect match uri URIs used to match against requests. When a 
match occurs the associated realm provides the 
authentication details. 


Protect realm name Name assigned to a realm. 


Protect realm user access Access is a digest of user information (including the 
password). 


Protect realm user name User name for authentication. 


Script match The match definitions describe services that the JSM 
HTTP server will use depending on the match 
criteria in the URI. 


Script match class Class is the name of a service. 


Script match client trace Use this parameter to trace activity associated with 
specific clients. 


Tracing will slow performance. 


When "true" tracing will occur from the client URI 
using the "?trace=true" query string parameter. 


The value "false" disables tracing. 


Script match trace Use this parameter to trace activity associated with 
all clients. Broader scope than client trace. 


The value "true" enables tracing for all services and 
user agents that match the match URI. 


The value "false" disables tracing. 


Script match URI The match URI is the match criteria the JSM HTTP 
server uses to determine the services to use. 


Virtual access allow List of addresses, content lengths and/or user 
agents allowed access to the JSM HTTP server. 


Example: <allow useragent="safari"> 
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Configuration Items Definitions 


Virtual access deny List of addresses, content lengths and/or user 
agents denied access to the JSM HTTP server. 


Example: <deny useragent="safari"> 


Virtual active When the value is "true" this virtual host is active. 


When the value is "false" the virtual host is inactive. 


To operate WSFM the value must be "true". 


Services configured in the virtual host are 
unavailable when the virtual host is inactive. 


Virtual host Name of the virtual host to match with the HTTP 
host property. This allows multi homing. HTTP 
requests can be directed to different virtual host 
sections of the configuration in the server instance. 


If a virtual host is not found then the connection 
request is rejected. 


The special case value "*" accepts requests from 
any HTTP host. Specific names take precedence. 


Virtual mimetype map extension File extension used to identify the MIME type. 


Example: "png" 


Virtual mimetype map type The type describes the nature of the MIME type. 


Examples: "image/png" 


MIME types 
MIME type describes the nature of content of file for the JSM HTTP server. Table 42 (page 
52) provides examples of MIME types. 


Table 42: JSM HTTP Server Reference: MIME type Examples 


Extension Type 


css text/css; charset=utf-8 


gif image/gif 


htm text/html; charset=utf-8 


html text/html; charset=utf-8 


ico image/x-icon 


jpeg image/jpeg 


jpg image/jpeg 


js application/x-javascript; charset=utf-8 


pdf application/pdf 


png image/png 


tiff image/tiff 


xls text/xls; charset=utf-8 
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Extension Type 


xml text/xml; charset=utf-8 


Access allow and deny directives 
Table 43 (page 53) shows examples of the access allow/deny directive for addresses. 


Table 43: Server Reference: Access Allow and Deny Addresses 


Allow/Deny Syntax and Examples 


Allow any address <allow address="*"> 


Allow addresses in a range <allow address="10.2.1"> 


Allow a specific address <allow address="10.2.1.45"> 


Deny any address <deny address="*"> 


Deny addresses in a range <deny address="10.2.1"> 


Deny a specific address <deny address="10.2.1.45"> 


Table 44 (page 53) shows examples of the access allow/deny directive for content length. 


Table 44: Server Reference: Access Allow and Deny Content Length 


Allow/Deny Syntax and Examples 


Allow access for content less than or equal 
to the specified length 


<allow contentlength="4096"> 


Zero content length is a special case to 
allow access for no content connections 
from the browser 


<allow contentlength="0"> 


Deny access for content greater than the 
specified length 


<deny contentlength="4096"> 


User agents are applications or services that act on behalf of the user. When a user requests 
a web page (or URL), the browser acts as a user agent by sending the page request to the 
JSM HTTP server. Examples of user agents are browsers, web crawlers, link checkers, bots 
and email clients. Access allow and deny directives control which user agents the JSM HTTP 
server will allow or deny access. 


Table 45 (page 53) shows examples of user agents and the syntax of the allow access and 
deny access directives. 


Table 45: Server Reference: Access Allow and Deny User Agents 


Allow/Deny Syntax and Examples 


Allow access for any user agent <allow useragent="*" 


Allow access if no user agent provided <allow useragent="?" 


Allow access to Chrome <allow useragent="chrome" 


Allow access to the Internet Explorer <allow useragent="explorer" 


Allow access to Firefox <allow useragent="firefox" 
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Allow/Deny Syntax and Examples 


Allow access to Safari <allow useragent="safari" 


Deny access for any user agent <deny useragent="*" 


Deny access if no user agent provided <deny useragent="?" 


Deny access to Chrome <deny useragent="chrome" 


Deny access to Internet Explorer <deny useragent="explorer" 


Deny access to Firefox <deny useragent="firefox" 


Deny access to Safari <deny useragent="safari" 


The evaluation of the directives starts with the first item in the list and continues until it 
finds a true condition. Any combinations of address, user agent and content length are 
acceptable. However, it is possible to negate the effect of a directive by its position in the 
list. For example, placing an allow any user agent (<allow useragent="*"/>) ahead of a 
deny for a specific user agent (<deny useragent="webos"/>) will cause the JSM HTTP server 
to ignore the deny directive. 


Table 46 (page 54) presents lists of user agents. 


Table 46: Server Reference: Sample List of User Agents 


Browser User Agents  Bots and Device User Agents 


android  googlebot 


chrome  googletoolbar 


explorer  ipad 


firefox  iphone 


opera  lansaua 


safari  msnbot 


webos  yahoobot 


Sample configurations 


Default configuration for WSFM 
Table 47 (page 54) shows the default httpd configuration file including MIME types, allow 
and deny directives. 


Table 47: Server Reference: Default httpd Configuration for WSFM 


Default Configuration for WSFM 


<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 


<configuration> 


 <instance name="WebServer" active="true" root="www/instance/htdocs" 


    index="index.html"> 


  <errorlog enabled="true" file="www/instance/logs/error.log"/> 


  <accesslog enabled="true" file="www/instance/logs/access.log"/> 


  <listen secure="false" store="pki/wwwssl.jks" password="password" 
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Default Configuration for WSFM 


   port="5563" 


   sslport="5564" 


   interface="*ALL" backlog="256" buffersend="-1" bufferreceive="-1" 


   nodelay="false" timeout="5"/> 


  <access> 


   <allow address="*"/> 


  </access> 


  <mimetype> 


   <map extension="png"  type="image/png"/> 


   <map extension="gif"  type="image/gif"/> 


   <map extension="jpg"  type="image/jpeg"/> 


   <map extension="jpeg" type="image/jpeg"/> 


   <map extension="tiff" type="image/tiff"/> 


   <map extension="ico"  type="image/x-icon"/> 


   <map extension="pdf"  type="application/pdf"/> 


   <map extension="css"  type="text/css; charset=utf-8"/> 


   <map extension="xsl"  type="text/xls; charset=utf-8"/> 


   <map extension="xml"  type="text/xml; charset=utf-8"/> 


   <map extension="htm"  type="text/html; charset=utf-8"/> 


   <map extension="html" type="text/html; charset=utf-8"/> 


   <map extension="js"   type="application/x-javascript; charset=utf-8"/> 


  </mimetype> 


  <virtual host="*" active="true"> 


   <access> 


    <deny useragent="webos"/> 


    <deny useragent="opera"/> 


    <deny useragent="android"/> 


    <deny useragent="ipod"/> 


    <allow useragent="*"/> 


    <allow useragent="?"/> 


   </access> 


   <protect> 


    <realm name="Area 51"> 


     <user name="user" access="bb644a9819425bfd8586b408896a1031"/> 


    </realm> 


    <match uri="/restricted" realm="Area 51" authentication="basic,digest"/> 


   </protect> 


   <script> 


    <match uri="/axes/sfmservice.jsp"  


     class="com.lansa.jsm.service.HTTPServiceSpool"  


     trace="false" clienttrace="false"> 


     <parameter name="autoregister" value="false"/> 


     <parameter name="database.host" value="LOCALHOST"/> 


     <parameter name="database.library" value="AXES"/> 


    </match> 
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Default Configuration for WSFM 


    <match uri="/" class="com.lansa.jsm.JSMHTTPServiceFile"  


     trace="false" clienttrace="false"> 


     <parameter name="cache.maxage" value="28800"/> 


     <parameter name="cache.maxage.pdf" value="28800"/> 


     <parameter name="cache.maxage.image" value="28800"/> 


    </match> 


   </script> 


   <mimetype> 


    <map extension="pdf" type="application/pdf"/> 


   </mimetype> 


  </virtual> 


 </instance> 


</configuration> 
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Appendices 


Glossary 
Table 48 (page 57) presents definitions for abbreviations and terms used in this guide. 


Table 48: Glossary of Abbreviations and Terms 


Abbreviations and 
Terms 


Definitions and Explanations 


CCSID Coded Character Set Identifier 


DBCS Double Byte Character Set 


DE Data Explorer (DE) is a product related to WSFM and may share 
the same httpd configuration file. 


Directives Configuration directives are the parameters and settings that 
control the behaviour of the JSM HTTP server. 


Filter WSFM uses the word "filter" to describe a collection of search 
criteria when searching for tables and selection criteria for 
queries. 


IFS The Integrated File System is a part of the IBM i operating 
system. It supports stream input/output and storage 
management capabilities like personal computer and UNIX 
operating systems. 


Internet Media Type Internet Media Type (IMT) is an identifier for file formats on the 
Internet. An example is the IMT for the Portable Document 
Format: application/pdf 


See also MIME type. 


JSM Java Services Manager 


MIME Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions 


MIME is an Internet standard that describes content. 


An example is PNG for Portable Network Graphic files. 


See also Internet Media Type. 


Output queue An output queue is a place where spooled files are held until 
printed or deleted. 


Queue filter Queue filters describe the search or selection criteria to find 
output queues. 


Realm A realm is a database containing a list of valid users of a web 
application. The user information in the database is user name, 
password and a set of roles associated with the user. 


SBCS Single Byte Character Set 


Spool filter Spool filters describe the search or selection criteria to find 
spooled files in one or more output queues. 
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Abbreviations and 
Terms 


Definitions and Explanations 


Spooled file A spooled file is a report generated by a program. A spooled file 
can be as simple as a printed copy of a screen or as complex as a 
report consisting of many pages. 


System directory System directory is a synonym for system folder. 


System folder The location of the system folder is: axes/jsm/instance/system 


Toolbox for Java 
JDBC driver 


The Toolbox for Java JDBC driver provides access to the 
database. 


WSFM Web Spooled File Manager 


WSFM is a product related to DE and may share the same httpd 
configuration file. 


Referenced documents and sources 
Table 49 (page 58) defines documents and information sources referenced in this guide. 


Table 49: Referenced Documents and Information Sources 


References 


IBM i and System i Information Center at http://publib.boulder.ibm.com/iseries/ 


IBM Toolbox for Java (IBM i software) at http://www-
03.ibm.com/systems/i/software/toolbox/faqjdbc.html#faqA1 


Assumed and prerequisite knowledge 
Table 50 (page 58) defines the prerequisite knowledge needed to use the guide. 


Table 50: Assumed and Prerequisite Knowledge 


Subject Matter Explanations 


Libraries The guide assumes that you understand the concepts behind 
libraries for IBM i servers. 


Search concepts The guide assumes that you understand the concepts behind 
searching for output queue and spooled files on IBM i servers. 


Output queue The guide assumes that you understand the relationship; 
between output queues and spooled files. 


Spooled file The guide assumes that you understand how to create spooled 
files. 


Using the clipboard You need to know how to use the clipboard for copying and 
pasting data between applications. 


XML files The directives for WSFM reside in the configuration file, formatted 
as XML. You need to be able to read and edit the XML. 
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Browser behaviour differences 
The browser you use and the browser settings and preferences will influence the way WSFM 
operates. Table 51 (page 59) identifies examples of differences in the way each browser 
behaves in specific circumstances. 


Table 51: Browser Behaviour Differences 


Actions Chrome Firefox Internet 
Explorer 


Safari 


Pressing Cancel on the log on 
screen will close the browser 


Yes No  Yes Yes 


Notes 
 Firefox will close the WSFM page but not the browser. 


Workstation requirements 
This section describes prerequisites and system requirements for running WSFM on your 
computer or mobile device. 


Hardware 
Devices with faster processors and more memory will provide better performance. 


WSFM requires no disk space other than the cache used by the browser. 


Software 
To use WSFM you need one of the supported browsers and apart from the operating system 
no other software is necessary. 


Connectivity 
To use WSFM you need a TCP/IP connection to an IBM i server from an internal network or 
the Internet. 


Running WSFM and DE side by side 
Data Explorer (DE) may be installed beside WSFM and share its configuration with WSFM. 


Several configuration options are available when installing both WSFM and DE. The choice of 
which configuration to use depends on the user communities who will use each product. You 
need the least access separation when the same user communities will use both products. 
You need the most access separation when different user communities will use each product. 
For example, you may allow internal user communities to use DE but external user 
communities may use only WSFM. When all user communities are internal the need for 
separate access reduces. 
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Configuration options 
The simplest configuration is one instance and one virtual host for both WSFM and DE. When 
both products are configured in the same instance they share the same port. 


 
Figure 6: WSFM and DE on a single 
instance and virtual host 


Characteristics of the configuration 


Single instance (both WSFM and DE) 


One virtual host (both WSFM and DE) 


WSFM and DE share the same port 


Simplest configuration 


Fewest options for separating access to 
WSFM and DE 


Suitable for deployment when the same 
user communities will operate both WSFM 
and DE. 


You cannot have WSFM active and close down DE or keep DE active and close down WSFM 
with a configuration consisting of a single instance and one virtual host. 


With both products installed, the virtual host script section of the httpd configuration file 
may include configuration items for both DE and WSFM. Alternatively, you could use two 
virtual hosts, one virtual host for DE and a second virtual host for WSFM. 


 
Figure 7: WSFM and DE on a single 
instance and two virtual hosts 


Characteristics of the configuration 


Single instance (both WSFM and DE) 


Virtual host for WSFM 


Virtual host for DE 


WSFM and DE share the same port 


More effort to configure than one instance 
and one virtual host 


More options for separating access to 
WSFM and DE than one virtual host 


Suitable for deployment when one port is 
adequate but you want flexibility in 
separating access to WSFM and DE 


Separate virtual hosts for WSFM and DE provide more flexibility for deployment than a single 
virtual host as the products share fewer configuration items. The configuration allows you to 
close down DE and leave WSFM active or close down WSFM and leave DE active. 


The best separation is to use one port for WSFM and a second port for DE. To use different 
ports the httpd configuration file must include two instances, one instance for DE and a 
second instance for WSFM. 
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Figure 8: WSFM and DE on two 
instances and two virtual hosts 


Characteristics of the configuration 


An instance for WSFM 


A virtual host for WSFM 


An instance for DE 


A virtual host for DE 


WSFM has a port 


DE has a port 


Most complex configuration 


Best separation of access to WSFM and DE 


Suitable for deployment when different 
user communities will operate WSFM and 
DE 


Deploying two instances provides separate virtual hosts as a virtual host will reside in each 
instance. This configuration allows you to close down the whole instance of DE and leave 
WSFM active or close down the whole instance of WSFM and leave DE active. 


User registration when operating both WSFM and DE 
The user registration for WSFM and DE are discrete processes. Any user who wishes to 
operate both WSFM and DE must register for each product. 


The separated registration ensures that administrators do not provide access to corporate 
databases indiscriminately. 


Configuration files 


axinfo.json 


Table 52: axinfo.json Configuration File for both DE and WS 


axinfo.json Configuration Example both DE and WS 


{ 


 "sfm": 


  { 


   "enabled":  true, 


   "port":    5563, 


   "sslport":   5564, 


   "uri":    "/axes/spooled-file-manager.html" 


  }, 


 "dbm": 


  { 


   "enabled": true, 


   "port":   5563, 


   "sslport":  5564, 


   "uri":   "/axes/database-manager.html" 


  } 


} 
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IBM i printing reference 
Definitions 


Host print transform 
Host print transform (HPT) is an OS/400 function that converts an SNA character string 
(SCS) or advanced function print (AFP) data streams into an ASCII data stream. The 
conversion takes place on the IBM i server and thereby provides a consistent ASCII data 
stream to any devices or emulators. 


WSFM supports host print transform. 


Stream files and SCS 
"A stream file is a randomly accessible sequence of bytes, with no further structure imposed 
by the system. The integrated file system provides support for storing and operating on 
information in the form of stream files. Documents that are stored in your server's folders 
are stream files. Other examples of stream files are PC files and the files in UNIX® systems. 
An integrated file system stream file is a system object that has an object type of *STMF." 
[2] 


WSFM supports stream files for retrieving the content of spooled files from IBM i servers. 


Host Print Transform: limitations and constraints 
"Host Print Transform has an interesting algorithm for deciding the encoding of the spooled 
data. Sometimes HPT has to fall back to system value settings. On systems with mixed 
languages this can create problems. 


"I've had cases where application developers had to give up on HPT and do the processing 
using CPYSPLF and CPYTOSTMF. 


"In this way one can force the character encoding to be used in transferring of data and get 
it into the encoding desired on the receiving system." 


Rodney A Johnson 


Technical Team Lead for i5/OS (AS/400) Spool Dept GJC IBM Rochester, Minnesota 


http://newsgroups.derkeiler.com/Archive/Comp/comp.sys.ibm.as400.misc/2007-
12/msg00073.html 
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Getting started 
Getting started with Web Spooled File Manager (WSFM) provides an overview of WSFM 
including, the page content, layout and how WSFM helps you to work with spooled files. 


This section describes how to install, start and log on to WSFM from your computer or 
mobile device. 


What is Web Spooled File Manager? 
WSFM is a Web application that you use to manage spooled files and output queues on an 
IBM i server. The WSFM page consists of two panes. The left hand pane is the search filter 
and folder navigation pane. It contains filters and folders where you save the filters used to 
search for spooled files and output queues. The right hand pane consists of one or more 
tabs. The tabs contain search criteria, search results, forms for editing filters and setting 
options. 


 
Figure 1: WSFM Page Components and Layout 


Figure 1 (page 6) shows two tabs in the right hand pane. The visible tab, labelled “Result 
(Current User)”, presents a list of spooled files for the person currently logged on and shows 
the search results from running the Current User filter. The second tab (out of view) is the 
Welcome page. 


Figure 2 (page 7) shows a floating menu with options for working with spooled files. The 
options are opening to view as PDF, PDF image, text or HTML, holding, releasing and 
deleting a spooled file. 


Use the mouse pointer to highlight a row in the list of spooled files (a highlighted row has a 
coloured background). Clicking the left or right mouse button opens a floating menu showing 
options for displaying spooled files (as PDF, PDF image, HTML or text) and actions for 
holding, releasing or deleting the selected spooled file. The properties option displays the 
attributes (or metadata) associated with the selected spooled file. 
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Figure 2: Options for Displaying the Content of Spooled Files 


Clicking the HTML item from the floating menu opens a new window to reveal the content of 
the selected spooled file displayed as HTML. 


 
Figure 3: Display Spooled File Content as HTML 


Figure 3 shows a spooled file displayed as HTML in its own window. 
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Installation 
You do not need to install any software on your computer or mobile device to use WSFM. 


The prerequisites for WSFM are: 


 A supported browser - Chrome, Firefox, Internet Explorer and Safari 


 A network connection to the Internet and/or corporate network (fixed line or wireless) 


 The address (URL) for WSFM at your site 


Obtain the address (URL) for WSFM from your administrator or your administrator may place 
an icon on your desktop. 


Starting 
From your browser 


To start WSFM from your browser: 


1. Open the browser. 


2. Type the address (URL) into the location bar and press the Enter key or the Go 
icon. 


3. Wait for WSFM to display the Access log on page and then follow the log on 
instructions. 


From a desktop shortcut 
You or your administrator can set up a shortcut to open the browser and go to the address 
for WSFM immediately. 


To start WSFM from a shortcut: 


1. Click on the shortcut (or open the shortcut) - the browser will start and connect 
to WSFM. 


2. Wait for WSFM to display the Access log on page and then follow the log on 
instructions. 


To set up the desktop shortcut for Internet Explorer, create a new shortcut, open the 
properties and insert the equivalent of the following as the target property: 


"C:\Program Files\Internet Explorer\iexplore.exe" www.myWSFM-URL.com 


To set up the desktop shortcut for Firefox, create a new shortcut, open the properties and 
insert the equivalent of the following as the target property: 


"C:\Program Files\Mozilla Firefox\firefox.exe" www.myWSFM-URL.com 


The URL http://www.myWSFM-URL.com:80/axes/spooled-file-manager.html is an example 
of the actual URL for WSFM at your site. This example uses port 80 and the default page for 
WSFM. 
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Log on 
When WSFM starts, the browser will show the Access log on page and display the Access 
dialogue window. 


 
Figure 4: Access Logon Page 


Your user identification and password 
To log on to WSFM you must provide your user identification and password (credentials): 


1. Type your user identification. 


2. Type your password. 


3. Press the Logon button 


4. Wait while WSFM verifies your credentials. 


If your log on is successful, WSFM will display the next page. 


If your log on is unsuccessful, WSFM will display am error message. 


What to do if log on fails 
Log on will fail if you make a mistake typing the user identification and/or the password. 
Check you have the correct user identification and re-type the password. 


If you forget your user identification and/or password contact your administrator. 


If you do not know your user identification and/or password contact your administrator. 


Cancel WSFM without logging on 
To cancel WSFM without logging on click the Cancel button and wait while WSFM closes the 
browser. 
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What do you want to do? 
This section describes common tasks and the steps needed to complete the tasks. For 
example, the task “view the content of a spooled file” consists of a series of steps involving 
filters, searches, search results and displaying the content of the spooled file. 


The later sections include detailed descriptions and instructions for performing the individual 
steps within tasks. 


Filter tasks 
Spooled file filter tasks 


Create a spooled file filter 
To create a spooled file filter: 


1. Create a spooled file filter. 


2. Define the search criteria in the filter. 


3. Save the filter and/or open the filter to perform the search. 


Change a spooled file filter 
To change a spooled file filter: 


1. Open the spooled file filter you want to change. 


2. Amend the search criteria in the filter. 


3. Save the filter and/or open the filter to perform the search. 


Delete a spooled file filter 
To delete a spooled file filter: 


1. Click on the spooled file filter you want to delete. 


2. Delete the spooled file filter. 


Queue filter tasks 


Create a queue filter 
To create a queue filter: 


1. Create a queue filter. 


2. Define the search criteria in the filter. 


3. Save the filter and/or open the filter to perform the search. 


Change a queue filter 
To change a queue filter: 


1. Edit the queue filter you want to change. 
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2. Amend the search criteria in the filter. 


3. Save the filter and/or open the filter to perform the search. 


Delete a queue filter 
To delete a queue filter: 


1. Click on the queue filter you want to delete. 


2. Delete the queue filter. 


Folder tasks 
Create a folder 


To create a folder: 


1. Click in the left pane. 


2. Choose New to create a folder. 


Change folder name 
To change a folder name: 


1. Edit the folder you want to rename. 


2. Amend the folder properties. 


3. Save the folder. 


Delete a folder 
To delete a folder: 


1. Click on the folder you want to delete. 


2. Delete the folder. 


Search tasks 
Search for a spooled file 


To search for a spooled file: 


1. Create a spooled file filter. 


2. Define the search criteria in the filter. 


3. Open the filter to perform the search. 


4. WSFM will display the search results as a list of spooled files. 
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Search for an output queue 
To search for an output queue: 


1. Create a queue filter. 


2. Define the search criteria in the filter. 


3. Open the filter to perform the search. 


4. WSFM will display the search results as a list of output queues. 


5. Select an output queue from the search results list. 


6. Choose All to see all spooled files in the output queue, or 


Choose Current User to see only spooled files for the user logged on. 


Spooled file tasks 
Search for a spooled file 


To search for a spooled file: 


1. Create a spooled file filter. 


2. Define the search criteria in the filter. 


3. Open the filter to perform the search. 


4. WSFM will display the search results as a list of spooled files. 


View the content of a spooled file 
To view the content of a spooled file: 


1. Create a spooled file filter or open a saved spooled file filter. 


2. Define the search criteria, if this is a new search. 


Amend the search criteria, if this a saved search (where necessary). 


3. Perform the search to retrieve a list of spooled files. 


4. View the content of a spooled file from the list of spooled files in the search 
results. 


Hold, release or delete a spooled file 
To hold, release or delete a spooled file: 


1. Create a spooled file filter or open a saved spooled file filter. 


2. Define the search criteria in the filter. 


3. Open the filter to perform the search. 


4. WSFM will display the search results as a list of spooled files. 


5. Choose the spooled file from the list and apply the hold, release or delete 
action. 
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Display spooled file properties (attributes) 
To display the properties of a spooled file: 


1. Click on a spooled file in the search results. 


2. Choose Properties from the menu. 


Output queue tasks 
Search for an output queue 


To search for an output queue: 


1. Create a queue filter. 


2. Define the search criteria in the filter. 


3. Open the filter to perform the search. 


4. WSFM will display the search results as a list of output queues. 


Retrieve a list of the spooled files in an output queue 
To retrieve a list of the spooled files in an output queue: 


1. Create a queue filter or open a saved queue filter. 


2. Define the search criteria, if this is a new search. 


Amend the search criteria, if this a saved search (where necessary). 


Use explicit search criteria to ensure that the search will return the appropriate 
output queue. 


3. Perform the search to retrieve a list of spooled files. 


4. Browse the list of spooled files. 


Clear, hold or release an output queue 
To clear, hold or release an output queue: 


1. Create a queue filter or open a saved queue filter. 


2. Define the search criteria if this is a new search. 


Amend the search criteria if this a saved search (where necessary). 


Use explicit search criteria to ensure that the search will return the appropriate 
output queue. 


3. Perform the search to retrieve a list of output queues. 


4. Choose the output queue from the list and apply the clear, hold or release 
action. 
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Concepts and configuration 
The information in this section describes the components of WSFM. 


Filters 
About filters 


Filters contain the search criteria WSFM uses when performing searches. There are two 
types of filters, spooled file filters and queue filters (or output queue filters). 


Use spooled file filters to search for spooled files across one or more output queues. For 
example, search for all spooled files associated with the person currently logged on (this is 
the current user filter). 


Use queue filters to search for spooled files by specific output queues. For example, search 
for all spooled files in the output queue QPRINT in the library QGPL. 


Table 1: Filter Questions and Answers 


Questions Answers 


Can I save filters? Yes, you save filters in folders. Use the 
default folders or create your own folders. 


Can I edit the name of the start-up filter 
on the Options tab? 


No. 


You set the start-up filter from the filter 
itself. There is no need to edit the filter 
name on the Options tab. 


Do I need to save a filter to perform a 
search? 


No. 


You can create a filter, perform the search, 
select a spooled file from the search 
results and view the content of the spooled 
file as one task. 


If you do not want to keep the filter, close 
the tab. 


How do I close a filter tab? Press the close icon  on the tab. 


Why are there two types of filters? The primary reason for different types of 
folders is to simplify the way you define 
search criteria. 


Searching for output queues has fewer 
search criteria than searching for spooled 
files. 


Searching for spooled files provides a more 
detailed method for searching but also 
introduces more complexity in the search. 


WSFM comes with a sample spooled file 
filter and a sample queue filter. Use these 
filters as models when building your filters. 


WSFM recognises that you might want to save searches and use them again. Folders provide 
places for you to save the filters that define your searches. 
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Spooled file filters 


Search criteria 
Figure 5 (page 15) shows the edit tab for a spooled file filter and highlights the search 
criteria. Notice that the search criteria properties are a subset of all the properties. 


 
Figure 5: Spooled File Filter Search Criteria 


WSFM uses the properties labelled as search criteria when searching. You may use any 
combination of these properties for searches. 


The search criteria conventions WSFM uses when you define searches for spooled files 
follows the conventions for partial names and wildcards implemented by the IBM i operating 
system. 
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Queue filters 


Search criteria 
Figure 6 (page 16) shows the edit tab for a queue filter and highlights the search criteria. 


 
Figure 6: Queue Filter Search Criteria 


WSFM uses the output queue name and the library name as search criteria. You may use 
any combination of these properties for searches. 


The search criteria conventions WSFM uses when you define searches for output queues 
follows the conventions for partial names and wildcards implemented by the IBM i operating 
system. 
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Folders 
WSFM recognises that you might want to save searches and use them again. Folders provide 
places for you to save the filters that define your searches. 


Table 2: Folder Questions and Answers 


Questions Answers 


Can I save all filters in one folder? Yes. 


However, finding filters will become more 
difficult as the list of filters grows, unless 
you implement precise conventions for 
naming your filters. 


Can I undelete folders? No 


Can I move a folder? No 


Is there a limit to the number of folders? WSFM imposes no limit to the number of 
folders. 


What happens to the filters in a folder 
when I delete the folder? 


Deleting a folder deletes all filters in the 
folder and the folder itself. 


If you want to delete a folder but retain 
the filters, move the filter(s) to another 
folder before deleting the folder. 


What is the maximum number of 
characters allowed in folder titles? 


Eighty (80) characters, including spaces. 


Why use multiple folders? Multiple folders will help you find saved 
filters. They provide a way to organise 
filters into subject matter groups. 


WSFM provides two default folders, Queue Filters and Spooled File Filters and each folder 
contains a model filter. These folders and filters are examples of how you might save your 
filters. 
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Options 
The Options tab allows you to control the way WSFM behaves. 


 
Figure 7: Options Tab 


Options tab 
To open the Options tab: 


1. Click the button labelled Options (upper right of page). 


2. Wait until WSFM displays the Options tab. 


3. Once the Options tab is in view you can change any of 
the available options. 


 


 


The Options button resides at the top of the page on the right-hand side, adjacent to the 
Help and Logoff buttons. 
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Welcome page 


Page content 
The Welcome page is the default page displayed when you start WSFM for the first time. The 
Welcome page will show each time WSFM starts unless you choose to hide it. 


 
Figure 8: Welcome Page 


The Welcome page consists of a tab showing a list of the recently used filters, options for 
creating folders and filters and links to the documentation. 


Create New Click on Folder to create a folder. 


Click on Queue Filter to create a search by output queue. 


Click on Spooled File Filter to create a search for spooled files. 


Open Recent Open Recent is the list of recently used filters  


Clicking on a filter in the list will open a new tab and perform the 
search. 


Hide the Welcome page 
If you prefer not to see the Welcome page each time you start WSFM, tick the box adjacent 
to "Do not show again". This action will turn off the Welcome page and it will not show the 
next time WSFM starts. 


Close the Welcome page by pressing the Close icon located at the top right of the 
Welcome page tab. 
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Show the Welcome page 
If the Welcome page is turned off and you want to see the Welcome page, turn the Welcome 
page on from the Options tab. Click the Options button at the top of the page and click the 
box adjacent to the Show Welcome Page label so that it shows a tick () image. 


Run a filter automatically when WSFM starts 


Run a filter when WSFM starts 
To run a filter immediately when WSFM starts, set the start-up action for the filter you want 
to run. To run a filter when WSFM starts: 


1. In the filters pane click on a filter name. 


2. From the floating menu choose Action - Run at Startup. 


3. WSFM will change the filter name on the Options tab 
 


 


WSFM will run only one filter when it starts. 


Stop a filter running when WSFM starts 
To stop a filter running when WSFM starts, clear the start-up filter: 


1. Press the button labelled Options. 


2. Wait until WSFM displays the Options tab. 


3. Press the Clear Startup Filter button. 


4. Wait until WSFM asks you to confirm the clear. 


5. Answer Yes to clear the start-up filter. 


Answer No and WSFM will not clear the start-up filter. 
 


 


You cannot change the start-up filter by editing the name of the filter on the Options tab. 


Manage the columns in the results list 
WSFM displays a set of columns in the search results. These columns are a subset of the 
spooled file properties. 


You can change the columns that WSFM displays by hiding one or more of the columns. In 
addition, you can alter the sequence of the columns in the search results list. 


The Options tab includes two lists, one labelled Show Columns and the second labelled Hide 
Columns. The spooled file properties under the Show Columns label will appear in the search 
results. The spooled file properties under the Hide Columns label will not appear in the 
search results. 
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Figure 9: Manage Columns in Search Results 


Figure 9 (page 21) illustrates the situation where WSFM will show all columns in the search 
results list. This is the default configuration and the Hide Columns list is empty. 


Hide and show columns in the search results 
To change the columns you wish to see in the search results list, drag spooled file property 
columns from Show Columns to Hide Columns or drag spooled file property columns from 
Hide Columns to Show columns. 
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Figure 10: Show and Hide Columns Displayed in Search Results 


Figure 10 (page 22) shows an example of hiding columns. The spooled file columns under 
Hide Columns will not appear as columns in the search results. 


To hide columns: 
1. Press the button labelled Options. 


2. Wait until WSFM displays the Options tab. 


3. Click on the column in the Show Columns list that you want to hide and hold. 


The drag icon (four arrows) will appear. 


4. Drag the spooled file property into Hide Columns and release. 


To show columns: 
1. Press the button labelled Options. 


2. Wait until WSFM displays the Options tab. 


3. Click on the column in the Hide Columns list that you want to show and hold. 


The drag icon (four arrows) will appear. 


4. Drag the spooled file property into Show Columns and release. 


Set the order of columns in the search results 
The spooled file properties in the Show Columns list display as columns in the search results. 
The column sequence from left-to-right is determined by the top-to-bottom position of the 
property in the Show Columns list. The top item in the Show Columns list will be the first 
column on the left in the search results list and the bottom item will be last column on the 
right of the search results list. 


You set the order in which WSFM displays the columns in the search results by dragging the 
spooled file properties up or down inside the Show Columns list. 
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Spooled files 
Table 3 (page 23) contains questions and answers related to spooled files. 


Table 3: Spooled Files Questions and Answers 


Question Answer 


Can I view the content of multiple spooled 
files simultaneously? 


Yes. 


WSFM opens a new window each time you 
view a spooled file. You can leave the 
windows open while you perform other 
searches. 


You need to configure your browser to 
open new windows. 


It is your responsibility to close the open 
windows. 


Can I hold a spooled file when it is 
printing? 


Not once the spooled file has started to 
print. 


Display options - why and when to use 
WSFM provides several options for displaying the content of a spooled file. Table 4 (page 23) 
explains what you see with each option and suggests why and when you might choose a 
particular option. 


Table 4: Options for Displaying the Content of Spooled Files 


Display As What You See 


HTML WSFM presents the spooled file as one or more pages formatted for 
display using HTML. WSFM inserts the page navigation. 


The browser manages printing. 


Use this display format when you want to publish the spooled file 
content as a Web page. 


PDF WSFM converts the spooled file to a PDF. 


Adobe Acrobat Reader manages displaying the content and printing. 


Use this display format when you want to distribute the spooled file as 
an email attachment and/or save the PDF in a content management 
system. 


PDF image WSFM converts each page to an image and inserts the images into a 
PDF document. 


Adobe Acrobat Reader manages displaying the content and printing. 


Copying the content of the spooled file is more difficult when it is 
displayed as an image. 


Use this display format when you want to distribute the spooled file as 
an email attachment and/or save the PDF in a content management 
system. 
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Display As What You See 


Text WSFM presents the spooled file as one or more pages formatted for 
display using text wrapped with HTML. 


The text display option includes no page navigation. 


The browser manages printing. 


Use this display format when you want to copy the content of a 
spooled for use in office tools such as Microsoft Excel. 


When WSFM creates spooled files as PDF or PDF image it inserts the following information 
into the PDF document properties (Table 5, page 24). 


Table 5: PDF Document Properties Set by WSFM 


Properties Values Set by WSFM 


Title Spooled file name 


Author Spooled file job user 


Subject Spooled file user data 


Keywords Spooled file user data 


Keyboard shortcuts when viewing spooled files 
Table 6 (page 24) presents the keyboard shortcuts available when viewing spooled files as 
HTML or text. To use shortcuts that have one key, such as F8, press the key. For shortcuts 
such as CTRL+P, hold down the first key (CTRL) and press the second key (the letter P). 


Table 6: Keyboard Shortcuts When Viewing Spooled Files 


Shortcuts  What They Do 


CTRL+A Select all Selects all the content of the spooled file. 


CTRL+C Copy to clipboard Copies the selected part (or all) of a spooled file to 
the clipboard. 


You need to open an office application like Microsoft 
Word or Notepad and then use CTRL+V to paste the 
content of the spooled file into the application. 


CTRL+F Find Opens a find dialogue so that you can search the 
spooled file. 


CTRL+P Print Opens a print dialogue for you to choose a printer 
to print the content of the spooled file. 


Equivalent to the printer icon at the top of the page 
(HTML view). 


CTRL+S Save Opens a save as dialogue so that you can save the 
spooled file to a location and file name of your 
choice. 


Equivalent to the disk icon at the top of the page 
(HTML view). 


Not available as a keyboard shortcut in Internet 
Explorer. 
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Shortcuts  What They Do 


F8 Hide and show This shortcut acts as a switch to hide and show the 
page navigation when viewing spooled files as 
HTML. 


Not available as a keyboard shortcut when viewing 
spooled files as text. 


Different shortcuts apply when viewing spooled files as PDF or PDF image. Consult the 
documentation supplied by Adobe for more information. 


Formatting printed spooled files 
WSFM can apply formatting when printing the content of spooled files. Table 7 (page 25) 
presents the list of available formatting controls. 


Table 7: Format Controls for Printing Spooled File Content 


Properties Descriptions 


Font Leading  Defines the white space between the lines expressed in points 


Example: 15 


Font Name Font or font family to use for printing the spooled file 


Font Size Font size in points 


Host Encoding Code page identification 


Margins Margin size in points expressed as: left, right, top, bottom 


Example: 20,20,30,25 


Orientation Landscape or portrait 


Page Size Page dimensions definition 


Example: A4 


Pages Pages to display or print expressed as: start page-end page 


Examples: 1, or 1-5, or 4,7,12 or 1,4,6-10 


Image Scaling Defines how much to increase or decrease the page size expressed as 
a percentage 


Example: 30% 


Applies to: PDF image only 


The format control properties are members of the spooled file properties population. 


Properties and IBM spooled file attributes 
WSFM properties include a subset of the IBM spooled file properties. Table 8 (page 25) 
presents a list of the WSFM properties you may change, together with the equivalent IBM 
spooled file attribute names. 


Table 8: Spooled File Properties and IBM Spooled File Attributes 


WSFM Property Corresponding IBM Spooled File Attribute 


Align Page Align Page 


Copies Copies 
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WSFM Property Corresponding IBM Spooled File Attribute 


Create Date Creation Date 


Create Time Creation Time 


Ending Page Page range to print - Ending Page 


File Name File 


File Number File Number 


File Separators File Separators 


Form Definition Form Definition and Form Definition Library 


Form Feed Form Feed 


Form Type Form Type 


Job Name Job 


Job Number Job Number 


Job User Job User 


Page Count Total Pages 


Page Length Page Size Length 


Page Width Page Size Width 


Pages Per Side Pages Per Side 


Print Both Sides Print on Both Sides 


Print Fidelity Print Fidelity 


Print Quality Print Quality 


Print Sequence Print Sequence 


Priority Output Priority 


Restart Printing Restart Printing 


Save Save File 


Source Drawer Source Drawer 


Starting Page Page range to print - Starting Page 


Status Spooled File Status 


User Data User Defined Data 


You can see the properties for a spooled file by choosing the Properties option from the 
menu available when working with search results. 
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Fonts 
Choosing fonts 


Font and host encoding (code page) determine the font WSFM uses when displaying spooled 
files. You can choose the font and host encoding or allow WSFM to make the choice. You set 
values for the properties Font Name and Host Encoding when you wish to choose the way 
for WSFM to display spooled files. 


The default settings are Font Name set as AUTO and Host Encoding set as HPT. In this case, 
WSFM uses the IBM Host Print Transform and the system host encoding to determine the 
font. In most cases, the default mode of auto selection of font and HPT for host encoding will 
provide the best results. 
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Glossary 
Table 9 presents definitions for abbreviations and terms used in this guide. 


Table 9: Glossary of Abbreviations and Terms 


Abbreviations and 
Terms 


Definitions and Explanations 


CSS Cascading Style Sheet 


DOM Document Object Model 


Filter WSFM uses the word "filter" to describe a collection of search 
criteria. 


HPT Host Print Transform 


HTML Hypertext Markup Language 


Output queues Output queues are containers for spooled files. A spooled file 
resides in an output queue until a person or program deletes it. 


An output queue may contain zero or more spooled files. 


Reports A report is the visual representation of the spooled file content. 


SCS SNA Character String 


Search criteria The search criteria determine what WSFM looks for. Suppose you 
want a list of output queues in the QGPL library, the search 
criteria includes a specific library and any output queue. You 
express the search criteria as library QGPL and output queues 
*ALL. 


Spooled files Programs create reports and save the reports as spooled files. 


Spooled files are the objects managed by Web Spooled File 
Manager. 


"Spooling is a system function that saves data in a database file 
for later processing or printing. This data, which is saved and 
eventually printed, is called a spooled file (or printer output file). 
When spooling is used, spooled files are created from the 
application program, from a system program, or by pressing the 
Print key. These files are put in places called output queues." [1] 


WSFM Web Spooled File Manager 
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Assumed and prerequisite knowledge 
This guide provides no tutorial for creating reports, printing or managing output queues and 
spooled files. Table 10 defines the prerequisite knowledge needed to use the guide. 


Table 10: Assumed and Prerequisite Knowledge 


Subject Matter Explanations 


Creating reports The guide assumes that you understand how to create reports 
and the concepts of spooling the reports for immediate or 
deferred printing. 


Libraries The guide assumes that you understand the concepts behind 
libraries for IBM i servers. 


Output queues The guide assumes that you understand the concepts behind 
output queues for IBM i servers. 


Spooled files The guide assumes that you understand the concepts behind 
spooled files for IBM i servers. 


Browser behaviour differences 
Every browser is different. Browser manufacturers implement components such as 
JavaScript, DOM, HTML, CSS, event handling and network connectivity in different ways. 
Therefore, WSFM will vary in its appearance and behaviour depending on the browser you 
use. Examples of these differences are as follows. 


 Slight variations in the way the pages look. 


 Differences in behaviour. 
For example, some browsers stop running animated GIF files after a short period. 


 Network activity will vary. 
Some browsers will wait longer for responses. 


Browser behaviour can change from one version to the next. Each browser is on a different 
enhancement timeline. Some vendors implement new features and bug fixes quickly. 


Performance differences will be more noticeable when you run spooled file filters or output 
queue filters that take a long time to finish. 


Workstation requirements 
This section describes prerequisites and system requirements for running WSFM on your 
computer or mobile device. 


Hardware 
Devices with a faster processor and more memory will provide better performance. 


WSFM requires no disk space other than the cache used by the browser. 


Software 
To use WSFM you need one of the supported browsers and apart from the operating system 
no other software is necessary. 


Connectivity 
To use WSFM you need a TCP/IP connection to an IBM i server from an internal network or 
the Internet. 
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References 
Table 11 (page 30) defines documents and information sources referenced in this guide. 


Table 11: Referenced Documents and Information Sources 


References 


[1] "System I – Files and file systems – Spooled files", Version 6 Release 1, IBM i5/OS, 
product number 5761–SS1 


[2] IBM i Information Center, Version 5 Release 3, URL is: 
http://publib.boulder.ibm.com/infocenter/iseries/v5r3/index.jsp?topic=%2Fifs%2Frzaaxs
tmfile.htm 
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